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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Philosophy

Panel: Philosophy, Classical Philology, Women’s Studies

Martha Nussbaum, University of Chicago Law School, Ernst Freund Distinguished 
Service Professor of Law and Ethics, USA, Chair
Marcia Baron, Indiana University, Department of Philosophy, USA
Angelos Chaniotis, University of Heidelberg, Seminar für Alte Geschichte und 
Epigraphik, Germany 
Nancy Cott, Harvard University, Radcliffe Institute, USA
Göran Sundholm, University of Leiden, Faculty of Philosophy, The Netherlands 

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

The Department research is of a quality and quantity to merit the highest grade, 
7. Unfortunately, the Department is rift by strong tensions and the Panel doubts 
whether it will be able to sustain its previous level. The level of collegiality is so low 
that this is not a department that one could confidently recommend to prospective 
Ph.D. students or to young professors. 

Supporting Comments:

The Department Chair-holders have kept their prominent international position in 
the present review period. The volume of the research carried out at the Department 
under their leadership is outstanding.

Within its admittedly limited field of research, it would be hard to find in Europe 
another department with so small a permanent staff that has such a continuous 
record of research at the highest level. To some extent this concentration on research 
is due to the small permanent staff and the Finnish system of financing research, 
in which the Department flourishes uniquely: available resources are not deflected 
to ordinary university teaching cum research, but are directed to research only via 
many successful applications to the Academy of Finland. In the Department most 
researchers work on temporary appointments from the Academy, under no or only 
very light teaching duties directly relating to their own research, and the Department 
track-record in obtaining Academy funding remains most impressive.
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At the same time, however, neglect of other areas of philosophy and, in some 
instances, outright hostility are disturbing, and do not seem to be limited to isolated 
instances. Major areas of current research in theoretical philosophy, even in the 
analytic tradition, are neglected: philosophy of mind, metaphysics, and parts of 
epistemology. There is, with some exceptions, a lack of support for the history of 
philosophy. Hostility toward continental philosophy is pronounced; indeed, students 
in that area are frequently assigned evaluators who are not in that area at all, a 
practice out of keeping with the usual department practice.

That the problems are not simply personality clashes is suggested by the very narrow 
conception of “theoretical philosophy” explained to us during our visit. Although 
the strength in logic is very much to be celebrated, the seeming intolerance of other 
branches of philosophy is not. We note that this intolerance seems to be a fairly recent 
development; under previous leadership, philosophers specializing in the history of 
philosophy, continental philosophy, and feminist philosophy were welcomed and 
there was a much stronger sense of collegiality and mutual respect. 

2 Interaction between research and society
Traditionally, since the days of Snellman, the Chair of Theoretical Philosophy has been 
a noted one in Finnish cultural life, and the Department has continued to make this 
the case throughout its existence, until the present day. From von Wright onwards 
the department has a very strong tradition of omnipresence in the Finnish cultural 
debate. A number of present staff members are fixtures in the public cultural life of 
Finland. The department also offers important service to society through its many 
and fruitful contacts with other academic disciplines. Furthermore, owing to its 
traditional, longstanding links to the Philosophical society of Finland the Department 
is the natural spokesperson on matters philosophical in public life. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

Longstanding tradition;

Chair holders with top-level international research performance;

Large body of researchers at all levels;

Firm position in Finnish society and culture;

Good library facilities;
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Great ease hitherto in attracting able graduate students;

Excellent track record at the Academy of Finland;

Outstanding collection of Wittgenstein material;

Solid embedding in international networks.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The lack of permanent staff in many areas of philosophy;

The lack of serious concentration on the history of philosophy within the department, 
relying on sources presently (but not permanently) available elsewhere in the 
university;

The two-faculty division with respect to the two departments of philosophy and social 
and moral philosophy, with concomitant discrepancies in post-graduate admissions;

The lack of cooperation with the Department of Mathematical Logic;

The haphazard way in which temporary acting professors are appointed and in which 
the supervision of researchers and graduate students is regulated during leaves of 
absence;

Collegiality and intellectual cohesion are endangered by the absence of a functioning 
higher seminar, as is the vitality of the research environment. Collegiality is also 
gravely threatened by the ongoing disparagement of fields other than logic and 
philosophy of science and by the lack of consistent procedures in such matters as the 
admission of Docents and the evaluation of MA theses.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Possibilities for new avenues of research and synergy owing to the arrival of new 
permanent staff members;

Solidifying the recent widening of research topics in the Department via the admission 
policy of Docents;

Recreating a respectful attitude towards the various subfields of philosophy as 
flourished under previous leadership;

Possibilities for the creation of a strong group in ancient and medieval philosophy if 
timely action is taken now;
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Preservation of the Wittgenstein expertise in the Department;

We emphasize that these are not mere “opportunities”; proper and timely action is 
vital for the health of the department.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Systematic, structural links to closely related research groups in other parts of the 
university ought to be formalized in order to facilitate cooperation and safeguard 
continuity, in particular to the Department of Social and Moral Philosophy, as well as 
to the group in Ancient and Medieval Philosophy, and the Dept of Math Logic.

We also would like to see more structured interaction between the departments of 
Philosophy and Social and Moral Philosophy.

A greater respect for interdisciplinary research (and not only for interdisciplinary 
research tied to mathematics and science) is also in order. We encourage the 
Department of Philosophy to support the interdisciplinary research of the Christina 
Institute. 

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The greatest problem facing the department is the tension and lack of collegiality, 
which has to be addressed if the department is to have a viable climate for 
research.

Recently both the higher ”von Wright” and the doctoral seminars have met only very 
sparingly, This is obviously detrimental to the research atmosphere of the Department, 
and a telling sign of deep tensions within the department. A proper functioning of 
both seminars must be given very high priority.

A serious evaluation of the pro’s and con’s of the present two-faculty/two-
departments status quo with respect to Philosophy is called for. Although we 
recognize the long historical tradition of the separation, we see little intellectual 
justification for it, and see drawbacks in the lack of opportunity for synergy in such 
areas. The two departments taken together lack what might be seen as a “middle” 
in philosophy, the emphasis in Philosophy being at the formal end, and in Social and 
Moral Philosophy at the “applied” end. This would be a problem even if there were 
no graduate students at present interested in the middle fields, and is all the more 
serious because in fact there are graduate students whose needs are not well met 
by either unit.
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4.3 Research active staff

The working conditions of the permanent staff are not ideal owing to the great 
proliferation of tasks and small size of the Department staff. The Department urgently 
claims a need for more staff, even to double its present size. Obviously a strong case 
can be made for the addition of further teaching and research specializations at the 
department which will improve the overall working conditions of the permanent 
staff. 

Whether the overall research performance of the Department as a whole will improve 
by such a reform is by no means obvious. Nevertheless, since the permanent staff 
members are of proven high quality as researchers, in order to safeguard opportunities 
for their own research, the panel recommends that a review is made of their duties, 
and that ad hoc /ad hominem solutions be found for urgent cases. 

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Given that almost all research in the department is project research under supervision, 
proper, timely, and insightful supervision is crucial for the well-being and further 
development of the Department. Researchers should not be urged to take on more 
than a reasonable number of supervisees. Senior researchers in relatively neglected 
areas such as the history of philosophy prior to 1900 should be welcomed in the 
department in order to create a supportive climate for doctoral and post-doctoral 
researchers. “Self-tutoring” by means of study-groups among PhD candidates and 
Post-docs should of course be supported.

The diverging practice with respect to theses in Continental Philosophy, which 
was already noted above, of choosing evaluators with little or no affinity for that 
tradition, should be addressed.

4.5 Other issues

The Department confessed itself unable to provide proper Logic supervision during 
the absence of one of the professors. Surely the Department of Mathematical Logic 
must have been able to offer suitable replacement supervision, at least on the 
technical side. Also the two-tier way in which the leave of absence was prolonged 
has left students in a limbo of uncertainty.

A noticeable number of female graduate students and researchers at all levels have 
left or are shortly leaving the research environment of the department. Although 
we do not know in every case the reasons for their departures, what we did learn 
suggests that this is a cause for concern. Steps should be taken to seek the reason 
behind these departures, and, if necessary, to take appropriate action.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Social and 
Moral Philosophy

Panel: Philosophy, Classical Philology, Women’s Studies

Martha Nussbaum, University of Chicago Law School, Ernst Freund Distinguished 
Service Professor of Law and Ethics, USA, Chair
Marcia Baron, Indiana University, Department of Philosophy, USA
Angelos Chaniotis, University of Heidelberg, Seminar für Alte Geschichte und 
Epigraphik, Germany 
Nancy Cott, Harvard University, Radcliffe Institute, USA
Göran Sundholm, University of Leiden, Faculty of Philosophy, The Netherlands 

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5

Supporting Comments:

Social and moral philosophy is one of the liveliest fields of current work in philosophy 
internationally. As practiced in the best graduate departments, it typically includes 
metaethics, normative ethics (ethical theory), applied ethics (for example bioethics, 
legal ethics), moral psychology, normative political philosophy (usually including 
feminist philosophy), and related areas in the philosophy of action and the philosophy 
of mind (for example, analysis of the emotions). A very important part of the field, as 
currently practiced at the highest level, is the history of moral and political philosophy. 
Contemporary inquiries are very often linked to historical inquiries, and the practice of 
eminent leaders in the field (such as John Rawls and Bernard Williams) links detailed 
inquiry into historical texts with contemporary normative issues.

No small unit can hope to cover this entire spectrum of subfields. Nonetheless, 
the research coverage of the Department seems to us narrower than is compatible 
with high international standing, with major gaps in metaethics, normative ethics, 
normative political philosophy, and many areas of the history of moral and political 
philosophy. Most of the submitted publications fall into two areas, which are not at 
all connected to one another: applied ethics, and the philosophy of social action. The 
latter publications are of high international quality, although relatively narrow in both 
content and methodology. Publications in the former area are on average of only fair 
quality. They suffer in particular from a lack of theoretical depth and awareness of the 
need to connect applied issues to larger theoretical issues. Among the publications 
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that fall into neither of these two areas, it was striking that the best was written by a 
young doctoral student, on a topic in no way related to the research interests of the 
staff. The department currently has a number of highly gifted doctoral students who 
are doing good work despite a lack of supervision, often in areas totally unrelated 
to faculty research. Nonetheless, the uneven quality of faculty work, together with a 
general laxness about supervision, makes the department less successful overall than 
is desirable, given the long tradition of distinction in this area. 

2 Interaction between research and society
It is in the nature of social and moral philosophy to generate many contacts with 
contemporary social issues. Department members are often called up on to give 
opinions on issues of public importance in areas including bioethics, social justice, and 
global equity. The department has collaborative projects with the Baltic countries and 
in Africa that seem intellectually and socially significant. Nonetheless, the research 
limitations noted above significantly limit the department’s social contribution. The 
work in the philosophy of social action has no visible social dimension, while it is the 
work that attains a lower level of excellence that ties into public debates. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

Importance of the subject matter and the interest it generates in talented young 
researchers.

High quality of doctoral students and of their self-generated support activities.

Synergy of the small group of researchers pursuing the philosophy of social action.

Collaborative projects in Africa and the Baltic countries.

Success of the staff in finding opportunities for graduate students to study abroad.

3.2 Weaknesses 

Uneven research quality.

Gaps in major areas of the subject, such as metaethics, normative ethical theory, 
and moral psychology, all of which are the objects of significant graduate student 
interest.
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Uneven supervision, students in some areas feeling alone and without intellectual 
support.

Too many graduate students, a result that appears to be dictated by the loose 
admissions procedures of the Faculty of Social Sciences.

Internal conflicts in the department.

A general lack of energy and enthusiasm in the department’s self-presentation.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

To recreate a distinguished research community in practical philosophy, commensurate 
with the Department’s long tradition of excellence in this field, going back to Von 
Wright and before.

To give the outstanding students better guidance in their ongoing research.

To fill anticipated retirements with first-rate researchers.

To strengthen offerings in metaethics, the history of moral and political philosophy, 
and normative moral and political philosophy.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

We recommend that the department carry on its support for the work in the 
philosophy of social action, while not committing itself to that research profile after 
Professor’s (philosophy of social sciences) anticipated retirement. Meanwhile, we 
believe that areas of the field that are of major current international importance 
be supported when new staff are hired. Particularly important are metaethics, the 
history of ethics, and normative moral and political philosophy. 

Students currently do significant collaborative research on their own, but it would be 
desirable that this research be more fully integrated with and supported by faculty 
research. Students who are lucky enough to find a peer support group do well, while 
the student who happens to be working on a topic that does not correspond to the 
topics of other people is likely to feel isolated and neglected, no matter how central 
the topic is in the contemporary development of the field internationally.

Weaknesses in the history of ethics noted in the previous evaluation have to some 
extent been addressed in the hiring of new staff, but they could be strengthened 
even further by bringing in excellent visitors who define the current international 
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standard for work in this field (for example Julia Annas, who recently lectured for the 
Collegium for Advanced Studies, Christine Korsgaard of Harvard University, Joshua 
Cohen of M. I. T., Barbara Herman of UCLA, Sarah Broadie of the University of St. 
Andrews, Sharon Byrd of the University of Jena, Thomas Hill of the University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill), by more structured collaboration with other units, such as the 
History of Mind Research Unit, which is a Centre of Excellence in Research. Some of the 
Centre of Excellence’s research does concern ethical matters. Another fruitful source 
of collaboration would be the Christina Institute, since feminist philosophy is among 
the liveliest areas of current work in moral and political philosophy internationally.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The Department at present shoulders an unfortunately large burden of supervision. 
Apparently the standards for graduate admissions in the Faculty of Social Sciences 
are looser than those of of the Faculty of Arts, with the result that staff are unable 
to refuse unpromising students or to limit the numbers of students whom they 
themselves supervise. We recommend that this situation be changed, if change is 
possible.

The research areas of the department need further integration, and attention to the 
numbers of students in each area would be desirable.

The separation between the two Departments of Philosophy is traditional. 
Nonetheless, it is not common today in leading departments internationally, and 
it has a weak intellectual foundation. The best contemporary inquiries into moral 
and social philosophy draw on metaphysics, epistemology, and the philosophy 
of science, and synergy among these fields is becoming increasingly important. 
Cooperation between the two units can, at the very least, be strengthened. But we 
recommend a thorough discussion of the separation itself, and, perhaps even more 
important, discussion of the location of Social and Moral Philosophy in a different 
Faculty from the Department of Philosophy. We recognize that amalgamation of the 
two departments seems threatening to staff members, suggesting the possibility of 
staffing cuts. There is also a fear, not altogether implausible, that in an amalgamated 
department Moral and Social Philosophy might not enjoy the same prominence and 
research support that it now has, in its isolated state. We cannot weigh these diverse 
considerations, but we do suggest that they be thoroughly weighed. 

4.3 Research active staff

The small size of the permanent staff is a serious difficulty. To some extent this 
problem might be alleviated by cultivating structured interactions with funded 
Academy researchers and, in due course, by filling the vacancies to be created by 
imminent retirements with people whose research is at the cutting edge of the field 
internationally. Visiting professors might also add both quality and variety to the 
department’s research activities. 
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4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The Department has very talented students who manage to do good research despite 
difficulties in supervision, in part through visits abroad, which the permanent staff 
are very helpful in arranging. Graduate students have recently visited at such excellent 
departments as the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the University of 
Reading. The Department is to be commended for pursuing contacts that permit 
students to have these attractive opportunities. On the other hand, such visits 
further attenuate the research climate in the department itself: students report the 
dissolution of formerly strong graduate student support groups and an increasing 
sense of isolation.

4.5 Other issues

Female students sense a lack of support, both from staff and from their peers. 
This may not result from intentional discrimination, but it is a worry that needs 
investigation. 

18
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Christina Institute for 
Women´s Studies

Panel: Philosophy, Classical Philology, Women’s Studies

Martha Nussbaum, University of Chicago Law School, Ernst Freund Distinguished 
Service Professor of Law and Ethics, USA, Chair
Marcia Baron, Indiana University, Department of Philosophy, USA
Angelos Chaniotis, University of Heidelberg, Seminar für Alte Geschichte und 
Epigraphik, Germany 
Nancy Cott, Harvard University, Radcliffe Institute, USA
Göran Sundholm, University of Leiden, Faculty of Philosophy, The Netherlands 

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

The Committee was very impressed with the Christina Institute’s research environment 
and academic activities. It should be said at the outset, however, that the rating of 6 
is based on the academic activity overall (so far as we could perceive it), rather than 
principally on the quality of research publications and doctoral theses. This is because 
we were able to read so few of the research publications, the great majority being 
in Finnish. The panel was sent publications in English by only two Christina Institute 
authors. The book-length submission was of very high quality, its research and theory 
both of international value. 

The panel is aware that the Christina Institute has developed a distinctive research 
profile, concentrating on work in the humanities (including visual and media studies, 
art and architecture, and folklore), on the contemporary era, and Finnish subjects 
and language. We appreciate the value and virtues of this approach, in that much 
gender studies scholarship in the rest of Scandanavia emphasizes social science or 
social policy; emphasis on the humanities is necessary and welcome, and work that 
emphasizes the contemporary era is especially accessible to students and to society 
at large. We can see, too, that an emphasis on Finnish subjects and on publishing 
in the Finnish language can be justified by the need to bring gender analysis into 
the vernacular, so to speak, and to speak to those who understand only Finnish or 
Russian. On the other hand, in a world of global scholarship, the Christina Institute 
must avoid provincialism. The need to continue to inform Finnish society and remain 
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as accessible as possible to all Finnish students has to be balanced with the aim to 
serve exchange students and, furthermore, to take part fully in European and further 
international scholarly debate. We are encouraged that approximately one quarter 
of the courses offered are given in the English language. The panel is satisfied that 
the research staff as individuals are involved in and fully conversant with scholarship 
in gender studies internationally, and we are impressed with the fact that their 
doctoral students typically spend some time during their studies at another European 
university, but we think that there could be somewhat more emphasis on students 
and researchers publishing their work in a language which reaches a wider reading 
audience than does Finnish. (See 4.4.) This would, among other things, make those 
who have completed Ph.D.s more “marketable” in other countries. 

The Christina Institute deserves great credit for its development of the Gender 
Systems Graduate School. This seems to be a considerable advantage not only locally 
but nationally, in providing intellectual direction and four year funding for six to nine 
students annually. Students who have gained these scholarships commented very 
favorably on the intellectual stimulation and structure provided for their studies by 
the Graduate School (to say nothing of the importance of the funding). 

It should be noted that the work of the Christina Institute in creating and diversifying 
networks of scholars and students in women’s studies is a major and continuing 
contribution, which is tremendously beneficial to research of senior researchers and 
students. It serves as the anchor of women’s studies in the northeast Baltic area. 
Although the research focus of the Christina Institute tends to be on Finnish culture 
and society, it is not limited to it. Moreover, their research is informed and enriched 
by interactions with European neighbors, especially in the other Nordic countries. 
The Christina Institute has been especially generative of scholarship and has served 
as a clearinghouse of ideas for the Baltic countries, where gender research has either 
been neglected or has met with great resistance until very recently. The Institute’s 
impact has come from frequent exchanges of both faculty researchers and graduate 
and postgraduate students. (We base this observation on testimony we heard from 
a Latvian scholar who regularly teaches one course/year at the University of Helsinki, 
and this year is visiting for the year.) 

The extent of external funding (mainly from the Academy of Finland) for group 
projects and individual research of scholars who choose to be associated with 
the Christina Institute reinforces our judgment that this is a top-notch research 
environment.

2 Interaction between research and society
The research done by those in the Christina Institute is for the most part of great 
social relevance. 
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It addresses such issues as contemporary gender roles, treatment of gender and 
sexuality in the media, and violence against women. Often, however, academic 
research is not regarded as of interest to non-academics. Happily, in this instance 
that is not the case. TV and radio commentators often call upon the members of the 
Christina Institute to speak about their research and about other topics of current 
social interest. Researchers at the Christina Institute frequently serve as consultants 
and experts within the university, for example sending representatives to the Council 
for Equality, and also municipally and nationally, for instance in consulting with the 
Finnish Literature Society, and the Finnish Architectural Society. Their research staff is 
called upon as a resource by such agencies as the Helsinki rape crisis center. They have 
also helped in the planning of educational programs on TV and radio. The Institute is 
maintaining a website and database of information on women in Finland, directed to 
the public sector (www.minna.fi). This website includes useful information on many 
subjects, including health, arts, culture, social policy, scientific developments, and thus 
is a comprehensive resource for Finns. The Christina Institute has one staff position, 
a coordinator, to maintain the database and website, but the labor of doing so is 
probably more demanding than the faculty can easily handle without more assistance. 
The usefulness of the website to Finnish society should not be allowed to take away 
from the faculty’s time for their own research. 

It is a great strength of the Christina Institute that it has such an impact beyond its 
doors, on cultural life in Finland and beyond, on educational programs (including, 
but not limited to, the development of Women’s Studies as a discipline), and on the 
status of women.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, opportu-
nities and challenges

3.1 Strengths

The very lively intellectual environment is a major strength of the Christina Institute. 
It has been inspiring to students and researchers. One senses at the Christina Institute 
that studies of gender and sexuality are vigorous intellectual enterprises. The program 
has built on its strengths consistently, becoming qualified to offer a Master’s degree 
in 2003, and last year, the Ph.D. Fortunately, a second permanent position has been 
added, so that there are 2 permanent research staff (professor and senior lecturer).

The number of students who wish to pursue the M.A. or Ph.D. with a gender focus 
(either in another department or, now, in Women’s Studies itself) has been growing. 
This is a favorable indication of the strength and appeal of the Christina Institute. 
Students’ doctoral theses associated with the Christina Institute have covered a wide 
range of topics, far beyond those of the core staff, which has been accomplished 
because of interdepartmental collaboration. Without more core staff, however, the 
professor and lecturer who are the mainstays of the program will soon be overloaded, 
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and less able to keep up their own research—and this is all the more likely, because 
the senior staff have been so conscientious in supervising doctoral students. (see 
4.4)

So far, the interdepartmental cooperation that sustains the Christina Institute’s roster 
of courses and its ability to assist numerous doctoral students has been working 
well—but the faculty have to negotiate for the contributions of colleagues from other 
departments, and this can be very wearing, when departments do not cooperate 
easily. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

As mentioned in #1, there is the risk that the virtues of the program’s focus on 
contemporary cultural questions in Finnish could become a source of provincialism. 
We recognize, of course, that a small staff cannot promise to cover a great range, 
and conducting excellent research and teaching in a more limited field is wiser than 
spreading oneself too thin. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The Institute’s robustness has depended on many externally-funded researchers 
desiring to associated with it, and on the cooperation of faculty and departments 
elsewhere at the U. of Helsinki. The interdepartmental and research-based dimensions 
of the Institute enhance it in many ways-- indeed, to a great extent, constitute its 
character. Yet there is also a danger of instability and unpredictability in any academic 
entity being constituted in this fashion, if continuous resources cannot be counted 
upon. There always needs to be a strong continuous core, around which can circulate 
faculty and intellectual resources. At present, the Christina Institute seems to be 
only minimally staffed. This could present significant problems in the near future. At 
present, the Dean of the Arts Faculty, who has been a crucial and central player in the 
Christina Institute, still carries out many duties there (e.g. supervising students and 
overseeing the Gender Systems Graduate School) while there is also a very busy acting 
professor ( who supervises no less than a dozen Ph.D. students). When the Dean 
retires (as she has said she plans to do in two years), and only the one professorship 
is filled (where now there are both the acting professor and the Dean), that professor 
is likely to be very very pressed with duties which would compromise her research 
time.

In the context of the enlargement of the EU, with greater emphasis on the east, the 
Christina Institute, if given appropriate resources, can play a crucial role in enhancing 
women’s studies in the Baltic countries and eastern Europe and increasing awareness 
of gender issues in these societies. This is an exciting opportunity, if the Institute is 
given suitable support—for example, greater support for pursuing EU funds. 
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

While we accept the rationale for the Christina Institute’s focus on the humanities 
and arts, we recommend that the next step be to broaden the research staff toward 
history and the social sciences. Three rather than two research staff would give the 
Christina Institute a more stable base. Locating a social scientist inside the Institute 
would give M.A. and Ph.D. students in those areas more predictable direction, and 
would also likely enable the Institute to negotiate more successfully with social science 
departments in the rest of the university. 

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

As noted, collaborative arrangements between other departments and the Christina 
Institute are necessary for the staffing of women’s studies courses and the direction of 
multidisciplinary and cross-disciplinary theses. We recommend that the university give 
concrete incentives to departments to support faculty who have the expertise and 
the willingness to contribute teaching or supervision. There should be funds readily 
available to pay departments to give a collaborating faculty member relief from his or 
her regular teaching, when offering a course in the Christina Institute. The university 
administration ought to encourage departments emphatically to offer on a regular 
basis courses that could be cross-listed by women’s studies, thus infusing women’s 
studies into the curriculum more generally. The university ought to be responsive to 
individual faculty members in departments who wish to offer such courses but are 
discouraged or prevented by their departments.

4.3 Research active staff

The research active staff are doing an admirable job. We are especially encouraged 
by the variety of topics, especially comparative topics, that are being pursued by 
postgraduate students. We recommend that the research active staff continue and 
enhance their efforts to place their Finnish subject matters in broad international 
perspective, and/or to pursue comparative studies.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The panel gained a very positive impression of the quality of supervision of doctoral 
research. We applaud the women’s studies faculty for arranging so well for students 
whose work is truly interdisciplinary or cross-disciplinary to have the attention of 
more than one supervisor, and recommend (as above) that the university institute 
incentives to encourage departments to continue to enable this. 
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We are concerned, too, that graduate and postgraduate students be encouraged 
and assisted to translate their work for publication in languages beyond Finnish. 
The university administration should ensure that there are tutors or offices which 
will offer students and graduates in the Arts faculty assistance in translating their 
research findings. It appears that the existing course for this purpose is more attuned 
to students in the natural and physical sciences.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Classical 
Philology

Panel: Philosophy, Classical Philology, Women’s Studies

Martha Nussbaum, University of Chicago Law School, Ernst Freund Distinguished 
Service Professor of Law and Ethics, USA, Chair
Marcia Baron, Indiana University, Department of Philosophy, USA
Angelos Chaniotis, University of Heidelberg, Seminar für Alte Geschichte und 
Epigraphik, Germany 
Nancy Cott, Harvard University, Radcliffe Institute, USA
Göran Sundholm, University of Leiden, Faculty of Philosophy, The Netherlands 

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

Supporting Comments:

The Department of Classical Philology attains a high international standard in its 
research, as one of the leading institutions in the study of ancient documents. Its 
research is characterized by leading participation in international projects, original 
and innovative publications in international journals and interdiscuplinary cooperation 
(organization of international conferences, edited volumes, etc.).

The traditional title of the Department (Department of Classical Philology) does not 
truly correspond to the subjects its faculty and the postgraduate students cover in 
their research. In its undergraduate program the Department of Classics does offer a 
core curriculum, which covers the subjects usually represented in the courses usually 
offered by departments of Classical Philology (i.e., Departments of Greek and Latin), 
such as introductory and advanced courses in language and linguistics, metrics, and 
analysis of the canonical authors and genres (epic poetry, drama, orators, historians, 
philosophers). 

The situation in the department´s research activities is quite different. With the 
notable exception of Greek theater, which has played an important role in research 
until the retirement of Professor of Greek in August 2004, the research carried out 
by the senior and junior staff, the postgraduate students and the postdoctoral 
researchers has been characterized by a focus on highly specialized areas (especially 
Greek and Latin epigraphy, papyrology, onomastics, and linguistics). High quality and 
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original research in these areas is extremely demanding, as it requires an excellent 
command of the classical languages (also local dialects and substandard languages), 
an overview of all aspects of ancient culture (political, social, and economic history, 
religion, intellectual history, history of the institutions, etc.), an interdisciplinary 
approach, and familiarity with the methods and questions of ancient history, art 
history, archaeology, religious studies, litterary theory, and the history of ideas. 

A second distinctive feature of the publications and the projects of the members 
of the department is the fact that they cover a wide range of subjects and areas 
which can best be described as “Ancient Studies”, rather than Classical Philology. 
These areas of research include, besides epigraphy and papyrology, ancient history 
(especially regional social history and prosopography), the study of Greek theater and 
the novel, ancient religion (in particular the conflict between ancient polytheism and 
Christianity), field archaeology (with excavation, documentation, and preservation 
projects in Pompeii and Petra), Byzantine archaeology and literature, Mediaeval Latin, 
the reception of Classical Antiquity in Finland, humanists´ Greek and Latin, Modern 
Greek folklore (the rebetika songs), and linguistics (variations in language use). This 
very diverse research is conducted in a department with a limited permanent senior 
staff (7 persons; for the sake of comparison, the University of Heidelberg has 14 
senior faculty members for this range of fields, i.e., Greek and Latin Language and 
Literature, Mediaeval Latin, Ancient History, Papyrology, Classical Archaeology, and 
Byzantine Archaeology).

Despite the limited personnel, this department has a very impressive record 
of publications and cooperation with international projects. The books and 
articles – exclusively published in “international” languages (English, German, and 
Italian) – are of the highest quality. The department has produced important works 
of reference, such Die griechischen Personennamen in Rom. It has made epigraphical 
and papyrological material available (e.g., the papyri of Petra and the epigraphic 
corpora of Catania and Napoli), and it is participating in some of the leading 
projects in the field of epigraphy, such as the edition of the Corpus Inscriptionum 
Latinarum, the Inscriptiones Graecae (both in cooperation with the Academy in 
Berlin), the Année Epigraphique (in cooperation with the CNRS in Paris), and the 
Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum. Books have been published in international series 
(e.g., by the American Center of Oriental Research), and articles regularly appear 
in the journal Arctos, edited by faculty members, in renowned refereed journals 
(e.g., American Journal of Archaeoloy, Classical Quarterly, Classical Philology, Klio,
Mnemosyne, Tyche, Zeitschrift fuer Papyrologie und Epigraphik), and in collective 
volumes. Thus, the department can be regarded as actively engaged, with original 
contributions, in international discourse in the field of ancient studies, especially in 
the fields of epigraphy, onomastics, and linguistics. Its international contacts are 
also demonstrated by the organisation of the most recent International Congress of 
Papyrology. Faculty members have organised or participated in the organisation of 
international conferences, such as the conference on The Greek East in the Roman 
Context (Athens 1999), the XVIIIth International Congress of Roman Frontier Studies 
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(Amman 2000), and the VIth International Conference on Vulgar Latin (Helsinki 
2000).

Evidence for the high quality of research is provided by the fact that the department 
has established a Center of Excellence (for 6 years) on the subject “Ancient and 
Mediaeval Greek Documents, Archives, and Libraries”. Its work will be continued by 
a new Center of Excellence, which will focus on the study of Greek textual sources.

In this research environment, the department has also been very successful in training 
an – admittedly small – number of new researchers. We should also mention the 
activities in the education of young classicists in a summer school in Pompeii.

The department has also been innovative in its cooperation with the natural sciences 
and technology, in developing methods for the preservation of carbonized papyri and 
for the digitizing of palimpsest manuscripts (initiator of a program of the European 
Union).

2 Interaction between research and society
The Department of Classics has been very active in increasing Finnish society´s 
awareness of of the importance and contemporary relevance of Classical education. Its 
members have invested a lot of energy in providing reliable translations of important 
classical authors, but also of less known, but very interesting texts, such as the healing 
miracles of Epidauros.

The visibility of the department is manifested by the organization of an exhibition 
on papyri (attended by 30,000 visitors). Another exhibition on Pompeii is being 
planned.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

Due to the good training in Classical languages and in Classical culture in general, 
the department has been able to produce researchers who are in a position to work 
on the publication and interpretation of recently found documents (inscriptions and 
papyri). This places the research of the department to the cutting-edge of original 
research in those areas of ancient studies, which heavily depend on new material 
(social history, prosopography, religion, study of law). 

The department has an interdisciplinary approach to the ancient world, combining 
the study of texts with that of the material evidence, placing written texts in their 
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contexts, and combining the methods and subject of traditional classical philology 
with those of ancient history, art history, archaeology, and religious studies.

One of the great strengths of the department should be seen in the opportunities 
it offers to graduate students to participate at an early stage of their studies in 
projects (e.g., field work, study of unpublished inscriptions and papyri). The close 
cooperation with the Finnish Archaeological Schools in Rome and Athens has been 
very advantageous and should be continued. The doctoral students are under close 
and competent supervision by the faculty, as a result of the thematic convergence of 
the dissertation topics and the projects of the faculty.

We were particularly impressed by the atmosphere of collegiality in the department, 
the full inclusion of younger researchers in the planning of the department´s future, 
and the synergy of their intellectual projects.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The number of doctoral students and the number of PhD dissertations (an average of 
one dissertation per year) are rather small. The department obviously has difficulties 
in recruiting new graduate students. In addition to the demands of high quality 
research in this area (linguistic skills in Greek and Latin, overview of ancient studies) 
and the limited possibilities for an academic or research career, these difficulties in 
recruiting new researchers are due to the limited possibilities for funding postgraduate 
students. The creation of a national Graduate School in Classical Studies, to which 
the department has applied (an earlier application has not been successful), would 
certainly remedy this situation.

A more serious problem, which is connected with the structure of the personnel, 
is the fact that the limited senior staff cannot offer courses on the postgraduate 
level in areas in which the department has leading experts (epigraphy, papyrology, 
onomastics) and in which specialized training is needed. This training is usually done 
in the Finnish Archaeological Schools in Rome and Athens (by faculty members). 

The location of the library in the main building of the university – only a small 
collection of papyrological publications is deposited in the department – is a serious 
handicap for research, especially in epigraphy.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

It is unrealistic to expect that a department with a very limited personnel will be in 
a position to cover in its research the whole range of ancient literature and ancient 
studies. The current specialization in the areas of epigraphy and papyrology is 
meaningful and should be enhanced. The only renewable textual sources for the 
ancient world are inscriptions and papyri. Due to intensive field work in the last and 
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in the coming decades – but also due to the new possibilities for field work areas, 
which have been widely inaccessible (e.g., Jordan, Anatolia, Northern Africa) it can 
be expected that in the next two decades the number of new inscriptions found 
every year will increase dramatically. The same observation applies to some extent 
also to Greek (and the few Latin) papyri. In addition to this, in the field of papyrology 
it is estimated that only 10% of the documentary papyri kept in private and public 
collections and museums have been published. This means that in the near future 
there will be an increased demand for trained researchers who will be in a position 
to read, edit for the first time, translate, and comment new source material. The fact 
that this department has become – despite its limited resources in personnel – one 
of the leading research institutes precisely in these areas, places it in a privileged 
position.

The current thematic focus of the researchers opens perspectives to continue and 
enhance the cooperation with other departments and disciplines at the University of 
Helsinki, in particular with history, archaeology, literature, philosophy, theology (New 
Testament studies), and linguistics, and also to expand this cooperation to other areas 
as well, such as theater studies, the history of law, and women´s studies.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The department should be encouraged to continue its work in the fields of 
epigraphy and papyrology. The interest in Late Antiquity opens new opportunities 
for an interdisciplinary approach of society, literature, philosophy, and religion 
(late paganism, early Christianity, interaction between paganism, Christianity, and 
Judaism). 

Given the particular interest both in the history of Early Christianity and in ancient 
philosophy (e.g., Stoic philosophy, the relation between ancient grammatical theory 
and philosophy) a close cooperation with the departments of theology and philosophy 
as well as the History of Mind Research Unit, Centre of Excellence in Research, is 
recommended.

Another area of research, in which the department has had an excellent performance 
in the past, i.e., the study of ancient theater, should also be strengthened, as it ideally 
permits a connection with archaeology (the space of theatrical performance), history 
(the social contexts of ancient theater), and comparative literature.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The creation of an Epigraphy and Papyrology Reading Room in the same location 
as the department will enormously facilitate research in these areas and should be 
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given high priority. It is recommended that the Department maintain a library with 
the basic texts, lexica, and works of reference in its seminar rooms.

The establishment of a Graduate School will improve the possibilities of the 
department to attract new doctoral students.

Given the limited resources in this field, international cooperation with other units in 
European universities with similar profiles and strengths should be increased, using 
the existing programs which promote student and faculty exchange. Special training, 
which sometimes cannot be offered on a regular basis, given the other obligations 
of the faculty in teaching and in a continually increasing administration, should 
be offered in the context of summer schools or intensive workshops. The Finnish 
Archaeological Institutes in Rome and Athens, with which the department already 
have a very close and successful cooperation, are ideally suited for such training 
activities (in Athens, e.g., in cooperation with the Epigraphical Museum).

4.3 Research active staff

The department has been successful in increasing its research staff through grants 
and external funding. However, the permanent senior staff is limited in numbers. 
Consequently, it is heavily involved in undergraduate teaching of the traditional core 
curriculum in Greek and Latin. The anticipated establishment of a Graduate School –
consequently, the expected increase in the number of doctoral students – will also 
increase the obligations of the senior staff in doctoral and post-doctoral training.

There is a clear discrepancy between the contents of teaching (language courses, 
Greek and Latin authors) and the content of research. Assigning the teaching of 
the undergraduate courses only to non-tenured or junior personnel cannot be 
recommended, since this teaching requires expertise and continuity. 

One additional (tenured) position of a senior staff member is, therefore, needed, 
in order to make a more intensive involvement of the senior staff in postgraduate 
training possible. 

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

As has already been stressed, the ability of the department to offer specialized 
training to doctoral students in the areas in which it conducts its most original and 
successful research is very limited. On the other hand the doctoral and post-doctoral 
training in research is to a great extent carried out through the active participation 
of young researchers in the projects of their supervisors. In this way, the department 
has succeeded in the past in continually training new generations of researchers. 
The establishment of a new Center of Excellence in Classical Studies now offers the 
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department the opportunity to maintain the research environment that is essential 
for a continuity in the training of young researchers.

4.5 Other issues

We would like to praise the high level of professionalism in the administration of the 
department, which, however, increases burdens on the research staff.
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Panel: Arts and Culture
Börje Vähämäki, University of Toronto, Finnish Studies Program, Canada, Chair
Philip Gossett, University of Chicago, Robert W. Reneker Distinguished Service 
Professor, Department of Music and the College, USA 
Knut Helskog, Tromso Museum-Universitetsmuseet, Norway 
Lena Johannesson, University of Göteborg, Institutionen för konst- och bildvetenskap, 
Sweden
Peter McCormick, Internationale Akademie für Philosophie, Liechtenstein 
Jaan Ross, University of Tartu, Department of Arts, Estonia
Birgitta Skarin Frykman, University of Göteborg, Etnologiska institutionen,Sweden 
Ülo Valk, University of Tartu, Eesti ja vördleva rahvaluule öppetool, Estonia

General Introduction
Higher education in Finland today is marked by the progressive implementation of 
the Bologna Process (from Paris 1998 to Bergen 2005), the recent Finnish Universities 
Act (Summer 2004), and the University of Helsinki´s Research Assessment Exercise 
of 2005. In this context, we have been charged with the evaluation of the research 
activities of both the Institute for Art Research and the Institute for Cultural Research 
in the Faculty of Arts. These two Institutes comprise a total of eleven academic units, 
here referred to as Departments. The present exercise also includes as a pilot project 
an assessment of the interaction between the research of the two Institutes and 
society.

Recent issues of the University´s quarterly journal, Universitas Helsingiensis, have 
featured reflections by the University´s Chancellor, Rector, and academic Vice Rector 
on several related matters.

1. Fully adequate resources must primarily be directed to researchers and 
“ambitious fundamental research programs” and not to individual universities 
as such (K. Raivio, 2/2005).

2. The newly explicit “third task” for Finnish universities (“research at the service 
of society”) must not be understood too narrowly solely in terms of securing 
patents, licensing contracts, and business opportunities but primarily in broader 
terms as the training of generalists “whose forte is the ability to absorb and 
analyse critically new ideas” (I. Niiniluoto, 4/2004).

3. The “core resource” in increasing the international salience of the University 
of Helsinki is the enhancement of the quality of its doctoral degrees through 
the further development of a properly understood “research-based teaching,” 
leading to the construction of socially effective small communities of research 
teams and researchers (H. Niemi, 2/2005).
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4. The University of Helsinki must reach out more to first-class foreign researchers 
by creating—in collaboration with LERU (League of European Research 
Universities)—better funded two-year post-doctoral positions.

We have tried to take these matters into consideration in framing the following 
account of research in the Institutes for Art Research and Cultural Research.

General Conclusion
In concluding our assessment of the two Institutes in the context of the University 
of Helsinki´s present Research Evaluation Exercise, we would like to underline one 
serious and recurring issue in the two Institutes and eleven Departments whose 
research we have investigated: chronic underfunding. This underfunding underlies 
many indidivual problems:

• too much time and energy of top researchers goes to extensive teaching, 
administration, and individual applications for external funding;

• too few basic research projects are properly prepared and reviewed before 
submission;

• too little effort is put into the creation and coordination of team approaches 
to major research initiatives;

• too many basic courses (e.g. Proseminars) are taught by younger and 
inexperienced researchers;

• too many individuals are competing for diminishing resources at a time of 
rapidly expanding University research ambitions.

A possible approach to addressing these problems more effectively could involve 
multi-disciplinarity, as suggested in the following observation by Rector Niiniluoto, 
published in Universitas Helsingiensis (2/2003):

 “Terms like ‘multi-disciplinary’ and ‘cross-disciplinarity’ in fact cover several 
kinds of development which complement, rather than replace, work done 
within unidisciplinary research.”

“Multi-disciplinarity” in our context refers to what the Rector has called “pursuing 
research and [research-based] teaching transcending university, faculty and discipline 
boundaries,” but some distinctions need to be made. Multi-disciplinarity, in fact, 
involves a spectrum of activities. Here are four examples taken from the continuum 
of possible interactions among disciplines: two fields investigating a common research 
issue (musicology and folklore, in a complementary but independent way, studying 
lament traditions in Baltic-Finnic culture); two sub-fields (archaeology and physics) 
interacting in a critical exchange of conceptual strategies; “umbrella fields” (women´s 
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studies or environmental studies) adopting complementary theoretical approaches in 
research programs; altogether new disciplines (cognitive science or psycholinguistics) 
developing strong disciplinary interactions that eventually yield novel research 
frameworks.

Moving beyond verbal appeals to current mantras (“research-based teaching” or 
“multi-disciplinarity”), the Institutes of Art Research and Cultural Research need to 
explore team-based research programs across the full continuum of multi-disciplinarity, 
and thereby to address the serious and recurring problem of chronic underfunding. 
Further niches in the multi-disciplinary research continuum need to be explored from 
multiple perspectives, with humanities research networks focussing on major research 
projects. The Institutes and Departments need to raise their expectations both for 
competence in research and for the production and dissemination of the results of 
that research. Higher-level research programs need to integrate complementary 
theoretical frameworks in “umbrella fields” (environmental aesthetics and ethics, for 
example, or folkloristic, ethnographic, and musical semiotics). And some fundamental 
research programs need to be elaborated for the investigation of new fields that 
integrate work in semantics, linguistics, pragmatics, performance, representation, 
interpretation, and criticism.

Such an approach requires the faculty to rethink the nature, kinds, roles, and social 
significance of research in both Institutes. Doing so would help the Institutes achieve 
a more impressive international research profile, so that LERU could recognize that 
the Institutes of Arts Research and Cultural—alongside the science and technology 
sectors of the University of Helsinki—fully merit a high European ranking.

Our research assessment, then, concludes that the University of Helsinki´s Institutes 
of Arts Research and Cultural Research need to occupy fully all the niches in a multi-
disciplinary research continuum. If both Institutes and all eleven Departments 
whose research we have just evaluated are going to succeed in countering chronic 
underfunding, they must identify and exploit new targets for high-value, externally-
funded, team-structured fundamental research.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Institute for Art Research

Panel: Arts and Culture

Börje Vähämäki, University of Toronto, Finnish Studies Program, Canada, Chair
Philip Gossett, University of Chicago, Robert W. Reneker Distinguished Service 
Professor, Department of Music and the College, USA 
Knut Helskog, Tromso Museum-Universitetsmuseet, Norway 
Lena Johannesson, University of Göteborg, Institutionen för konst- och bildvetenskap, 
Sweden
Peter McCormick, Internationale Akademie für Philosophie, Liechtenstein 
Jaan Ross, University of Tartu, Department of Arts, Estonia
Birgitta Skarin Frykman, University of Göteborg, Etnologiska institutionen,Sweden 
Ülo Valk, University of Tartu, Eesti ja vördleva rahvaluule öppetool, Estonia

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

We would like to begin our assessment of the Institute of Art Research by stressing 
that we are impressed by both the high quality of the research activities within the 
Institute and the enthusiastic attitude of each unit. Qualitatively the research usually 
reaches a high international standard, although evaluating the Institute as a single 
entity masks variations among individual Departments. Quantitatively research 
activity is high in all parts of the Institute, as demonstrated through the various lists 
of published research. We have allowed the strongest disciplines to weigh particularly 
heavily in determining an over-all numerical rating. Although our supporting 
comments on each Department do not include individual numerical ratings, they 
are intended to provide guidance to the University as it considers the future of each 
Department and the Institute as a whole. We have grouped all our comments about 
each unit in this first section of our report; in the following sections, we frame our 
remarks in terms of the Institute as a whole.

Supporting Comments:

Department of Aesthetics

This small, productive Department is very promising. Despite losing one of its 
most distinguished scholars and one of its finest researchers (both recently named 
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professorships in other universities) shortly after the 1999 evaluation, the unit has 
made substantial progress. Its strengths include a firm orientation toward research, 
international prominence, excellent teaching, and a demonstrated interest in 
sustained collaboration with important institutions elsewhere in Finland (Helsinki 
University of Technology), Scandinavia (Uppsala and Oslo), and Europe (Germany 
and France). Thus, fundamental research within the Department of Aesthetics fully 
merits new substantial University and external support.

The present professor is an accomplished researcher, energetic and enterprising. Two 
newly appointed scholars, one a University Lecturer, have expanded the Department’s 
range of expertise into Japanese aesthetics and the Frankfurt School. Members of the 
Department continue to publish excellent work and to secure prestigious external 
funding for short- and long-term research projects. Moreover, they have managed 
both to arrange their own research stays abroad and to fund visits to Helsinki from 
many internationally recognized scholars. Further, the Department hosts excellent 
conferences, several at the international level, and contributes in a major way to 
regular summer programs. Substantial cooperative and collaborative projects 
(concerning architecture, for example, with another Finnish university) are being 
planned.

Some serious problems, however, require immediate attention. The absence of a 
senior professor is a liability. The two excellent recent appointees have yet to publish 
their second books after their theses. Too many doctoral students are inactive, and 
the quality of some completed theses seems uneven, in part because supervisory 
responsibilities are stretched too thin, in part because University requirements are 
in flux. Moreover, while extensive, research efforts within the Department appear 
to be somewhat diffuse; they need to be better centred on carefully reviewed and 
prioritised fundamental research programs, with assured funding and substantial 
follow-up. Furthermore, given the lack of senior experience, the Department could 
easily drift into the error of focusing too much research energy on individual figures, 
most of them contemporary (Foucault, Adorno, Heidegger, Lacan, Jean-Luc Nancy, 
Lacoue-Labarthe, etc.; Plotinus is the exception), rather than focussing more on 
general themes such as those the Department itself has invoked elsewhere (aesthetic 
experience, intentions, style, interpretation, criticism, natural and built environments, 
the aesthetics of everyday life, etc.). Also, the Department program may lack sufficient 
personnel to carry through several of its long-standing and ambitious projects.

The Department could make excellent use of special assistance to secure at least a 
temporary senior appointment for greater research weight and for strategic counsel, 
as well as to maximize its newer intellectual resources. Expanded joint course offerings 
might be considered within the Institute in areas such as semiotics and comparative 
literature. Moreover, the Department would surely profit from coordinating its 
efforts in environmental aesthetics with programs in Joensuu, Jyväskylä, and Lahti. 
By pursuing further earlier funded investigations into aesthetics and ethics, the 
Department of Aesthetics could substantially increase its visibility. We encourage it 
to seek closer ties with researchers in environmental ethics and in social and political 
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philosophy in the Department of Social and Moral Philosophy in the Faculty of Social 
Sciences.

Given the multidisciplinary nature of aesthetics and the present service role it plays 
within the Institute, the Department would do well to articulate an application for 
either an Academy Senior Research Fellowship or an EU three- year professorship. It 
might also consider establishing a Nordic Council Centre of Excellence in aesthetics. 
Finally, given substantial and growing public interest in aesthetic matters from the 
individual arts to museology, the Department (with help from its docents) should be 
encouraged to expand its efforts in continuing education.

Department of Art History

The Department of Art History has successfully expanded its research domains in 
the past six years, though the size of the unit has not increased. The permanent 
staff consists of two professors, one university lecturer (docent), one assistant, two 
amanuensis (one of them is docent) and administrative staff. Still strong within 
the study of architecture, nineteenth-century art in Finland, and medieval art and 
architecture, the Department has also broadened its scope to include the fields of 
design history, as well as museology, historiography, gender issues, Asian studies, the 
Renaissance, etc. The well-established perspective of women studies has expanded 
both on the empirical level and above all in its development in the direction of gender 
studies. Additional fields have brought with them new theoretical and methodological 
concepts: post-colonial perspectives, visual studies, semiotics, and queer theory. Even 
in a more classical field, such as Chinese Art, post-modern models of interpretation 
have been adopted. Among on-going projects, the Department mentions work in 
contemporary painting, sculpture, design and architecture, urban studies, and visual 
culture.

Despite its relatively small staff, the Department of Art History has an impressive 
record of publication, not only in periodical reviews and conference proceedings, but 
also in the preparation of monographs. Every member of the staff, as well as docents 
and senior and junior researchers, publishes actively and extensively. Particularly 
noteworthy in the years between 1999 and 2004 is the high degree of texts published 
in English. Indeed, a high percentage of all publications have appeared in both
Finnish and English or Swedish. This is a good way to solve the conflict between 
responsibilities to the national public, on the one hand, and to the international 
scientific community, on the other. The trend to bilingual publication, furthermore, 
is found among both younger and senior scholars. Yet more funds are needed to 
ensure that the cost of translation can be covered. That concerns not least the well-
run national journal Taidehistoriallisia Tutkimuksia/Konsthistoriska studier, which is 
edited at the Department of Art History, but unfortunately still is not indexed by the 
ISI Web of Science.

This prolific publishing activity has brought with it a greater ambition to participate 
in the international debate on theoretical and methodological issues. But this effort 
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has not hindered the staff from contributing to the national project, that is, to writing 
monographs and other essays about unknown or insufficiently-studied Finnish artists 
and art arenas. Members of the Department of Art History are often called upon 
as experts by radio, television, and the press in matters concerning modern culture, 
design, living standards, women´s life, etc. They help produce catalogues and offer 
lectures related to museum exhibitions. In its self- assessment, in fact, the Department 
stresses its close collaboration with various Finnish museums. Many doctoral theses, 
furthermore, refer directly to contemporary social conditions, concentrating on urban 
planning in modern Helsinki or on the career conditions of women architects. An 
effort should be made to investigate possible sources for external sponsorship for 
work of this kind.

Among the Department of Art History’s real strengths, then, are the high standards 
it sets for starting and completing research projects and publishing their results 
expeditiously. The faculty succeeds in doing this despite very heavy teaching 
commitments on the undergraduate level and without having regular research leaves. 
In addition to the senior staff, several docents are strongly committed to doctoral 
education and help stimulate the intellectual milieu. A very successful summer 
program recruits international experts as teachers and supervisors, to the benefit 
of the entire Department. The Finnish Graduate School in Art History, furthermore, 
which incorporates all Departments of Art History in Finland, has successfully 
promoted more theoretical, historiographical, and methodological postgraduate 
studies. The Helsinki staff plays a very active part in this national program, which 
was evaluated in Spring 2005, and this School has encouraged an increased number 
of international contacts. Although these foreign visits are often short, their impact 
is great. (It is a weakness of the statistics provided to the panel that they document 
only longer visits.)

Alongside these pronounced strengths, some concerns need to be voiced. Given the 
strong field of architectural studies at the Department, it seems odd that architectural 
studies within aesthetics and ethnology are not to some extent correlated. The 
Department, furthermore, remains concentrated on “high art,” as a scholar in another 
discipline commented to us, and has yet to develop major interests in the visual 
culture of everyday life.

In thinking about the future, the Department of Art History should seek to achieve 
greater collaboration on both the theoretical and methodological level with other 
departments in the Institute. It might also be useful to investigate the concept of 
“Master Classes” with students from all over Scandinavia in areas such as the study of 
the modern or in environmental architecture. The famous tradition of Asian studies in 
art, begun in Helsinki by Osvald Sirén, continues to hold a place in the Department, 
but it needs to be expanded. Indeed, the senior staff of the Department is simply 
too small both for its intellectual ambitions and for the number of students it must 
service (with 73 doctoral students in 2004, the Department of Art History has—by a 
significant margin—the largest number of students in the Institute).
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Department of Comparative Literature

Until 1995 the Departments of Aesthetics and Comparative Literature formed a single 
unit. By that time, however, the intellectual profiles of the two fields had separated 
sufficiently that the union no longer made sense.

While the now independent Department of Comparative Literature has maintained 
a high publication profile between 1999 and 2004, the intellectual identity of the 
program is undergoing important transformations. In the 1999 report, for example, 
the list of areas of current research and expectations for the future included: South 
American novels, poetry, Greek and Roman literature of antiquity, children’s literature, 
classical Japanese literature, and the essay genre. Few of these fields, however, were 
represented to our panel as being currently of central interest to the Department’s 
senior scholars, although some articles have been published in the area of poetry 
and some continuing interest can be seen in the history and theory of myth and in 
classical literature.

The newer directions represented in the Department over the past five years, 
however, bring Comparative Literature at the University of Helsinki closer to important 
international trends. A concern for the contemporary novel remains central (as it 
was in 1999), but research emphases have now shifted to narratology, feminism, 
and modernism. Much work remains focused on the Finnish context. Important and 
useful studies link European and American writers with local traditions. James Joyce, 
for example, is an important figure throughout Europe; English-language essays 
by scholars of the Department have linked his writing specifically to the style of 
Finnish poets (Pentti Saarikoski) or examined translations of Ulysses in Finland and 
Sweden.

Over the past few years, senior scholars of the Department have published a number 
of significant books for the international community. Most of these have focused on 
novels from the second half of the nineteenth century until the present: they range 
from studies of semi-popular genres (such as the detective story) to contemporary 
English (John Fowles) or American (Thomas Pynchon) fiction. Late nineteenth-century 
French novels or poetry (Mallarmé) have also attracted attention from departmental 
scholars, who have contributed significant essays and books in both English and 
French. All these essays and books adopt a comparative literature model: while they 
may treat particular works and genres, they tend to employ sophisticated theoretical 
paradigms.

Because of its concern for fundamental theoretical issues pertaining to reading and 
interpretation, the discipline of comparative literature has acquired an important 
role across a wide range of literary programs. It seems appropriate, then, that the 
University of Helsinki has asked the Department of Comparative Literature to provide 
an introductory course in literary theory for all philology students at the University. 
The Professor who will teach the prospective course described it to the evaluation 
panel, and it seemed to us well-conceived for the purpose and a definite source of 
enrichment for students throughout the University.
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At the same time, we are concerned that this additional responsibility will make it 
even harder for the Department to handle its many responsibilities for teaching and 
research. There are some 36 doctoral students in the program as of 2004 (the third 
largest unit in the Institute for Art Research, after Art History and Musicology). The 
senior staff consists of two professors and some university lecturers (the number is 
not clear from the documentation we have received). Some of them seem to be active 
in research, but at least one is represented by very few publications. Giving one of the 
professors (and one of the primary researchers in the Department) responsibility for 
such a major instructional element will inevitably affect her ability to handle other 
obligations. While we applaud the decision of the University to provide this kind of 
educational opportunity to all students of philology, we think it important that the 
responsibility not simply be added to the Department’s other activities without giving 
thought to providing more resources for senior staff.

The Department has obtained major funding for a number of different projects. One 
pertains to semiotics, another to myth, a third to the problem of translating foreign-
language literatures into Finnish. We encourage the Department to continue seeking 
out such opportunities for outside support and for maintaining their efforts toward 
institutional cooperation within the University in Finnish, Classics, and aesthetics. 
We think it important, too, that members of the Department continue to seek out 
international venues for publication. Comparative Literature is a field that by its very 
nature works in multiple literatures and adopts various theoretical models. Keeping 
abreast of the latest movements in international scholarship in this field is therefore 
particularly important. The Department also needs to be certain that only productive 
scholars of the highest order be counted among its senior staff.

Department of Finnish Literature

The research active staff of the Department of Finnish Literature is dynamic and 
young, yet clearly senior and well-positioned to achieve national and international 
greatness. Since the Department has changed its affiliation this year, we have been 
asked to provide a separate rating for it.

Rating (1–7): 6

Research and publication in the Department span most aspects of Finnish literature 
(classical and contemporary, Finnish and—to some extent—Swedish language, genres 
and genre history, poetry and prose, as well as drama, etc.). Specialization in the 
department is in genre research, intertextuality, and history of Finnish literature, 
especially the history of its genres. While the frame of contextualization is generally 
within Nordic, European, and Western literatures, a further context is provided by 
other Finnish arts. Studies of Finnish classic authors (J.L. Runeberg, Aleksis Kivi, Juhani 
Aho, the turn of last century authors, etc.) are of high international quality; research 
on contemporary authors (e.g., Bo Carpelan) is also theoretically innovative and solid. 
It is encouraging to see that the Department has increased its cooperation with 
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Nordic literature, theatre research (emphasizing literary elements), and comparative 
literature (particularly in the area of theory and methods), through its participation 
in seminars and conferences.

The department has responded well to comments expressed in the 1999 assessment 
to increase publications in languages other than Finnish by initiating a “national 
journal of Finnish literature in English” (Studia Fennica Litteraria), in which members 
of the Department have published fine work. The evaluation panel discussed the 
issue of language of publication at some length and recognizes the complexity of 
the issues involved (the need for funds for translation, a consideration of potential 
readership, etc.). There are considerable differences between the expectations of 
various units. While all disciplines have an obligation to “serve” Finland and Finnish 
society, some units have a more direct mission as Finnish units. Thus, Finnish literature
has a particular obligation to publish extensively in Finnish, although folklore, 
ethnology, art history, theatre and film research, museology, and archaeology are 
also deeply anchored in the Finnish language, Finnish culture, or Finnish soil. What is 
of the greatest importance is that published research be of the highest international 
quality, even if it appears in the native language. The panel is convinced that the 
quality of publications in the Department of Finnish Literature is indeed of high 
(international) quality. Nonetheless, we are encouraged that the Department has 
increased its number of publications in other languages as well (mostly in English), 
particularly when the research deals with either internationally known literary 
figures or approaches to Finnish literature in its European context. This strikes us as 
a constructive approach.

Finnish literature at the University of Helsinki is very much in demand; it is, in fact, 
one of the most popular choices for an undergraduate major. The number of MA 
and doctoral degrees, furthermore, has doubled during the period of assessment. 
This increased popularity has also been reflected in an increase in the Department’s 
research profile. The number of publications has increased markedly, as have efforts 
to establish international contacts, to participate in international conferences, and 
to form links with international projects. In fact, the Department has been highly 
successful in securing external funding for its research activities: during the 1999-
2004 period, it attracted about 900.000 euros in support. The competitive nature of 
the discipline at the University of Helsinki, furthermore, has ensured a high quality 
of graduate students, and the senior staff is committed to encouraging them to 
participate in the international arena.

Because of the role of Finnish literature in the University of Helsinki, the small size of 
the senior staff (currently four, regularly three members) becomes a special problem. 
In addition to its research-based teaching, the Department has a larger mission than 
many other disciplines: training undergraduate students and MA students who will 
ultimately take jobs as teachers in the school system. In order to protect the research 
active staff of its faculty, then, additional teaching staff needs to be provided, 
perhaps lecturers who are not expected to engage in active research but can take 
responsibility for more undergraduate teaching.
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The panel hopes that the research environment and infrastructure in the Department 
of Finnish Literature’s new home in the Department of Finnish Language and 
Literature will turn out to meet its expectations. The potential for synergy with this 
new partner is great. Yet there are also other avenues it needs to explore: it should 
continue and expand links and research cooperation with other units in the Institute 
of Art Research, including aesthetics, art history, comparative literature, and theatre 
and film studies.

The Department also needs actively to pursue more external funding, as both its 
national mission and its efforts at internationalization present new challenges. The 
objective might be to double external funding over the next five or six years.

Department of Musicology

Within the Department of Musicology, the most strongly represented sub-field is an 
important element of musicology, musical semiotics. A constant flow of publications 
in the semiotics of music (at least twenty items per year) can be traced throughout 
the period evaluated. The list includes publications in almost all categories. Two 
monographs, Existential Semiotics (2000) and Signs of Music (2002), should be singled 
out among them: they were published by Indiana University Press and Mouton 
de Gruyter (Berlin and New York), respectively, both internationally well-known 
publishers in humanities. In 1984 the Department of Musicology initiated the Musical 
Signification Project, an international network of scholars working in musical semiotics 
or in related fields. Within this framework, international conferences on musical 
signification take place every two years (the eighth conference was held in Paris, 
2004, and the next will be in Rome, 2006). The Department organizes international 
doctoral and postdoctoral seminars on musical semiotics annually; close cooperation 
exists with the International Semiotics Institute at Imatra in this field.

In addition to musical semiotics, the Department engages in work in ethnomusicology 
and computational musicology. In ethnomusicology, the focus has been on Finnish 
folk and popular music. The Department also has archives on Latin American music, 
and its historical project on music in Chile is continuing. In computational musicology, 
work on signal processing, computer-based music notation, and musical programming 
has been performed. A doctoral thesis has been defended in zoomusicology (dealing 
specifically with whales), a novel direction within the discipline. There is somewhat 
less work in this Department of Musicology in the history and theory of music. This 
may reflect an effort to differentiate areas of expertise between Helsinki and other 
Finnish universities which include musicology as a field of research.

Publication activity varies considerably among the research active musicologists at the 
Department, including senior staff. This may be explained by the rather high teaching 
and supervisory load of the senior staff. With a reported 51 doctoral students in the 
Department in 2004; each member of the senior staff would have had to supervise 
an average of more than 15 doctoral students.
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It is encouraging, on the other hand, that this pool of doctoral students is 
international: in addition to Scandinavian countries, some doctoral students come 
from the former Soviet Union (including Russia and the Baltic countries). This is 
particularly important, since geographically and politically Finland has always been 
in a good position to mediate between Western and non-Western societies (especially 
East European countries).

The strengths of the Department include:

(1) very impressive research output in the semiotics of music at a high international 
level;

(2) significant number of doctoral degrees awarded (9 degrees in 6 years);

(3) active international collaboration as reflected among successful PhD students 
(4 of 9, for example, have come from outside Finland);

(4) ability to obtain external funding as reflected by an EU-funded three-year 
professorship in semiotics;

(5) close interaction with society as reflected in the activities of the International 
Semiotics Institute at Imatra. 

The weaknesses of the Department include:

(1) differences in publication activity among the research active staff, including 
senior faculty members;

(2) excessive student-to-faculty ratio on the graduate level, which causes an 
overload for the senior staff in the supervision of theses and/or their other 
professional duties.

The Department should consider balancing more effectively the nature of musicology 
at the University of Helsinki, in particular incorporating more research in theory and/
or history of music. This would make it possible for the Department of Musicology 
to deliver a broader research-based musicological education. Its ability to work 
effectively with the Sibelius Gesamtausgabe, located at the Helsinki University Library, 
for example, seems slim at the present moment. Such activity would only be possible, 
however, were the number of senior staff at the Department to be increased. 

The Department has taken seriously its connections with music-making in the city, 
and its active participation with the Musical Society, organizing lectures and a concert 
series, is most impressive, as have been its sponsorship of a program on Japanese 
Music in Helsinki.
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Department of Theatre Research

At the time of the 1999 evaluation, the Department of Theatre Research, whose first 
Chair was established only in 1977, was in a precarious state. As that report indicated, 
“The department is building up its research activity after a professorial interregnum 
of several years. During the years 1994-1998 most of its present research staff was 
still preparing MA theses.” The intervening years have been profitably used, and the 
Department seems now to be in a healthy, productive state.

Theatre research has defined itself as a discipline only over the past thirty years. At 
first it seemed to overlap with literature departments, where plays and theatre were 
often included in academic study. But the approach of theatre studies soon developed 
its own characteristic models. In particular, scholars of theatre studies focus not on the 
literary qualities of dramatic texts (although the best scholars are not indifferent to 
those qualities), but rather to theatrical institutions, traditions, performances, history, 
and theory. The kinds of research carried on within a Department of Theatre Research 
are very different from those employed in typical literature departments.

It is no surprise that scholars in the Department of Theatre Research at the University 
of Helsinki should perceive an important part of their mission to be devoted to a 
study of Finnish theatre. Through articles, lectures, radio talks, and forums held 
together with local theatre companies, they have sought to explore and explain the 
particular role of theatre in Finland. This does not refer only to Finnish plays. As was 
explained to us, a play such as Miss Julie of Strindberg was first performed in Finland 
as early as 1890, and the Finnish performance history of such a work is equally part 
of Finnish history. Necessarily much of this research is prepared in Finnish and hence 
is not easily available linguistically to an international audience. In fact, some of this 
work is primarily of local interest (such as analyses of the careers of prominent Finnish 
actresses or biographies of important figures in the local theatrical world).

But there are many articles in English that address an international audience and 
make clear that these research activities are carried out at a high level of expertise. A 
postdoctoral researcher in the Department has written movingly about the problem 
of a community theatre that seeks to investigate the realities of immigrant life in 
Finland. Another researcher, a doctoral student, described a performance of a play 
by Tuija Kokkonen, performed in 1999 at the Kiasma Museum of Contemporary 
Art in Helsinki, that “unmakes” (in the author’s words) Hamlet. The study shows 
full knowledge of contemporary theory about drama (the names of Artaud and 
Benjamin stand out), but uses this particular Finnish case as a way not only of 
bringing the particularities of the play to a larger audience, but also of reflecting 
on the nature of audiences in a particular theatrical space (the Kiasma Museum, 
Helsinki) and site-specific performance more generally. In writings of this kind, the 
particularities of Finnish theatre become part of the broader conversation about 
theatrical performance.

The problem of national identity and national theatres is of continuing interest to 
members of the Department, and they have written extensively and well in this field. 
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They are also clearly linked to important scholars in theatre research throughout 
Europe and the United States, as well as to scholars in neighbouring countries (like 
Estonia). Some of these scholars have visited the University of Helsinki, taught here, 
and encouraged students to engage certain kinds of topics. An important American 
dance historian, for example, did much of his work in Helsinki on the Tchaikovsky/
Petipa collaboration on Sleeping Beauty, and in the preface to his Yale University 
Press book the author thanks the Department for the opportunities it offered him. 
An impressive doctoral student, with whom our panel met, has pursued work in a 
similar direction.

In general, international networks are fundamental to the Department’s activities, 
which remains small (senior staff consists of one professor and one university 
lecturer). The International Centre for Advanced Theatre Studies (ICATS) provides 
a summer program that brings significant scholars and students from all over the 
world to Finland and helps strengthen international ties. In a financial environment 
where it is unlikely that additional senior staff can be added (however much such 
staff would be welcomed), these activities are very much to be encouraged and 
supported financially.

In 2004 a Professor of Film and Television Research was appointed to the Department 
of Theatre Research, apparently with the expectation that Film and Television 
Research would eventually become a separate Department in the Institute for Art 
Research. The new Professor is an impressive presence, with a strong previous history 
at the Finnish Film Archive, and a wide range of contacts in the history of film. The 
plans for work in this field are ambitious (no research was submitted for this new 
program), as are the intentions to collaborate with other Departments (such as the 
Department of Media Education and the Department of Communications). It is not 
clear to us, however, that the independent existence of another small Department 
of this kind would be appropriate. It may well be that the continuing coordination 
of work in Theatre Research, on the one hand, and Film and Television Research, on 
the other, would benefit and strengthen both parts of the program.

2 Interaction between research and society
According to the British musicologist Nicholas Cook, studies on the arts will always 
exist in society, for people will never stop discussing matters that move them so 
profoundly. The panel believes that the interaction between research and society 
in the arts is best exemplified by the publication of textbooks, popularised works, 
and articles, along with lectures and media appearances (radio, television). Probably 
the largest single category is the publication of popularised articles, in particular in 
the fields of art history, Finnish literature, comparative literature, and musicology. 
To reach the largest local public, most of these writings are necessarily published in 
Finnish, but other languages like Swedish, English and Estonian are occasionally used 
for such publications as well.
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Perhaps it would be no exaggeration to say that the best expertise in historical and 
theoretical issues concerning the arts in Finland is found at the Institute for Art 
Research in Helsinki. Art historians and aestheticians give talks and write explanatory 
notes for public exhibitions, musicologists do the same for concerts and music 
festivals, as do theatre and media researches for their respective public performances. 
Literary scholars are similarly concerned with the publication and dissemination of 
literary texts.

Researchers in the Institute also participate directly with arts organizations. They help 
plan museum exhibits, develop plans for theatre performances, conceptualize concert 
series, interact with the Finnish Film Archive. Thus, the research activities within the 
University of Helsinki become part of the broader cultural life of Finland. Members 
of the Institute also serve in important administrative positions within the research 
boards of the Academy of Finland and within governmental organizations.

The interaction between research and society can also be demonstrated by the 
activities of various summer institutes and cooperative summer courses. As an example 
of this kind of activity, the International Semiotics Institute (ISI) is probably the best 
known. In 1988 a group of semioticians, inspired by the Toronto Semiotic Circle, 
convened in Imatra. They created the ISI to promote the international teaching of 
semiotics and to facilitate the mobility of students in the field. Thus, Imatra became 
the headquarters of a global network of semiotic institutions, and soon became an 
active center for research and conventions. Initially funded by the City of Imatra 
and the State of Finland, it has since served as the meeting place for nearly one 
hundred events, ranging from seminars to the famous summer congresses. Among 
the close international partnerships of ISI are the Universities of Odense (Denmark), 
Budapest, Sofia, Paris I, VII and X, Limoges, Aix-en-Provence, Bologna, San Marino, 
Bari, Thessaloniki, Toronto, Indiana (Bloomington), UNAM (Mexico City), São Paolo 
(the Catholic University), Lima, and Montevideo. In 1998-2000 the ISI has been 
running a research project on Understanding and Misunderstanding as a Semiotic 
Problem, demonstrating that it might be reasonable to conceptualize semiotics as 
a way of understanding the world in general, not simply a subdiscipline within the 
humanities.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths

• enthusiastic and future-oriented staff;

• regular publication in significant research series, many of them international;

• vital traditions of cooperation with society and community service;
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• cooperation with other research institutions inside the University of Helsinki 
and throughout Finland;

• extensive international cooperation;

• increased emphasis on international collaboration among the disciplines of the 
Institute.

3.2 Weaknesses

• variation in levels of publication activity among the research active staff, 
including senior faculty members;

• work overload for the senior staff in the supervision of theses and/or their 
other professional duties;

• paucity of multi-disciplinary research programs;

• over-reliance on inexperienced, often part-time teachers;

• irregular policies for research leaves among departments;

• some departments lack senior professors;

• lack of continuity and follow-up in externally funded research; 

• as yet unrealized potential of the Institute as a cooperating unit, which might 
considerably strengthen its position within the University.

3.3 Opportunities 

• the Institute could offer substantial opportunities for developing socially-
relevant multi-disciplinary programs and projects;

• the Institute might promote multi-disciplinary research programs as the 
University formulates its next three-year plan;

• the Institute has an opportunity to secure substantial external funding for 
multi-disciplinary research projects as the EU formulates its own new three-
year plan;

• the Institute should seriously consider applying for at least one other Academy 
professorship along the lines of the current multi-disciplinary professorship in 
semiotics, perhaps in another essentially multi-disciplinary unit, such as the 
Department of Aesthetics;
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• the Institute should consider competing for funding for a possible Center of 
Excellence (CoE) within its ranks.

3.4 Challenges

• defining a mission for the Institute beyond the individual, formerly-independent 
Departments;

• implementing immediately new University guidelines and processes for PhD 
programs (cf. on-going reforms at the University of Helsinki during 2002-
2005);

• devising new socially relevant (“third task”) MA programs in light of the August 
2005 implementation of the Bologna project;

• devising a fundamental, high-profile, multi-disciplinary research profile as an
Institute for Art Research;

• safe-guarding smaller disciplines, while strengthening the integration of 
research within the Institute.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

• collaboration between single discipline and multi-disciplinary research should 
be strongly encouraged;

• the Institute and individual Departments need to devise both policy statements 
and mission statements;

• the University might wish to consider to what extent its translation department 
could be helpful in creating necessary support for the Institutes’ need for 
foreign-language publication.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure

• Departments within the Institute need to be physically housed together;

• Departments need additional staff to fulfil their research and teaching 
responsibilities. These responsibilities cannot be entirely separated. The 
magnitude of teaching responsibilities seriously reduces the time and energy 
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directed towards research. Efficiency and production cannot reasonably be 
increased within the existing configurations.

4.3 Research active staff

The Institute would do well to:

• promote participation in various international scholarly exchanges;

• offer incentives for research active staff to invest energies in multi-disciplinary 
research programs;

• consider an annual 1-2 day research retreat for the members of the Institute 
(brainstorming research ideas, etc.).

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

General Comments on PhD Training

The panel is concerned that the structure of the training of doctoral students in both 
Institutes (Art Research and Cultural Research) and in Finnish Literature is uneven and 
loosely structured. Doctoral students and post-doctoral researchers are an important 
part of the human resources of the University. The importance of their contributions 
is clearly demonstrated by the lists of publications.

Some recommendations:

• introduce comprehensive examinations (e.g., reading lists, thematic areas, 
chronological periods, etc.) to ensure broader disciplinary competence rather 
than specialization;

• allow more graduate students to get the benefits of the excellent program of 
national graduate schools (social security, pension benefits, etc.);

• support researchers for longer periods of time than at present and, through 
the Institute, develop programs to assist their development;

• supervise more closely all PhD dissertations (the panel understands that some 
Departments are currently more successful at this than others); 

• start graduate seminars or lecture series through the Institute, encouraging 
graduate students, post-doctoral researchers, and senior staff from different 
Departments to meet together on a regular basis;
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• provide greater training in research and teaching for post-doctoral students;

• elaborate a general policy concerning the maximum length of time for the 
completion of a doctoral dissertation, in order to address the problem of the 
number of inactive doctoral students in the Institutes.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report 

Name of the unit of assessment: Institute for Cultural Research

Panel: Arts and Culture

Börje Vähämäki, University of Toronto, Finnish Studies Program, Canada, Chair
Philip Gossett, University of Chicago, Robert W. Reneker Distinguished Service 
Professor, Department of Music and the College, USA 
Knut Helskog, Tromso Museum-Universitetsmuseet, Norway 
Lena Johannesson, University of Göteborg, Institutionen för konst- och bildvetenskap, 
Sweden
Peter McCormick, Internationale Akademie für Philosophie, Liechtenstein 
Jaan Ross, University of Tartu, Department of Arts, Estonia
Birgitta Skarin Frykman, University of Göteborg, Etnologiska institutionen,Sweden 
Ülo Valk, University of Tartu, Eesti ja vördleva rahvaluule öppetool, Estonia

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

We would like to begin our assessment of the Institute for Cultural Research by 
stressing that we are impressed by both the high quality of the research activities 
within the Institute and the enthusiastic attitude of each unit. Qualitatively the 
research reaches a good international standard, although evaluating the Institute 
as a single entity masks variations among individual Departments. Folklore is the 
strongest discipline and raises the grade for the Institute as a whole. Quantitatively 
research activity is high in all parts of the Institute, as demonstrated through the lists 
of published research.

The Institute of Cultural Research was founded in 1998. At the time of the 2005 
assessment, it consisted of three well-established departments (Archaeology, 
Ethnology, and Folklore), together with two small units (Maritime History and 
Museology). The new organization offers possibilities for cooperation in both research 
and teaching. Interviews with staff and doctoral students demonstrate that some 
teaching collaboration does occur. In research, which it is our specific task to assess, 
possibilities for increased collaboration among departments were mentioned, but 
collaboration does not seem to have increased significantly. Reasons might be sought 
in the insufficient size of research and teaching staff, which is further discussed below. 
To the outside observer, however, the framework of the Institute seems above all 
administrative in nature. To understand the advantages and disadvantages of this 
form of organization, research, teaching, and administration need to be evaluated 
together.
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Supporting comments:

Department of Archaeology

The Department of Archaeology now consists of two permanent staff members, 
with a third to be in place by the end of the current academic year. There are also a 
fluctuating number of postdoctoral researchers and docents. After the retirement 
of the previous Professor in 2002, however, only temporary staff was available for 
several years to carry out all teaching responsibilities.

The quality of scientific and scholarly articles varies from a fair to a high international 
level. Most articles are published in anthologies and scholarly journals, approximately 
half in English or non-Finnish languages. This demonstrates the extent to which 
the staff is involved in international debates. Thematically the publications analyse 
problems and materials reflecting both the Finnish and the international focus of 
the Department. Methodologically the emphasis leans toward the natural sciences. 
Adding the books and the popularised articles, the number of publications is high, 
considering that the staff of the Department was not continuous and that teaching 
was carried out by temporary staff for two or three years. Furthermore, between 
1999 and 2004 four Ph.D. degrees were awarded, a marked increase over the previous 
evaluation period, when no degrees were awarded. Three of these dissertations are 
in English.

One of the strengths of the Department is its young and enthusiastic staff, with 
solid research experience and a fairly wide range of international experience. 
Cooperation in research and teaching between the Department of Archaeology and 
other departments is all to the good, as is the participation of its staff and students 
in numerous international projects.

International connections and projects are significant and stimulating for the research 
of both the staff and students. At the same time, the use of financial and intellectual 
resources in many different locations around the world requires a well-formulated, 
thematic research strategy that reflects the expertise of the staff at the University of 
Helsinki and those archaeologists that act as external tutors for Ph.D. candidates. As 
the permanent staff is small, the panel considers it particularly important that such 
a policy be formulated.

The professor who retired in 2002 focused on research projects in Africa, South 
America, the Near East, and the Mediterranean, projects that were left to be 
concluded under the auspices of the new professor. This is a major problem, since 
the lack of resources, financial and human, made such a conclusion difficult to 
imagine. The panel therefore recommends that additional funding be allocated to 
the Department of Archaeology to help them conclude these projects with analytical 
work and published reports. Otherwise the panel believes that the responsibilities 
that have devolved upon the Department may seriously drain its meagre resources.
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The Department has established diverse projects in the neighbouring Russian part 
of Karelia, resulting in a number of publications. It is their intention to maintain this 
focus and to increase connections with other Nordic countries, in both research and 
teaching.

Department of Ethnology

The Department of Ethnology is a remarkably active research unit, considering the 
small size of its staff. The lists of publications are quantitatively impressive. That one 
of the three senior staff researchers is an Academy Research Fellow testifies to the 
high quality of their research. During 1999-2004 six Ph.D. degrees were awarded, 
many more than could have been expected from such a small unit. The absence 
of doctoral degrees during 2002-2004 does not indicate inactivity but should be 
considered another aspect of the kind of irregularity that often occurs in small 
units.

The research policy of the Department of Ethnology can be characterized as open. 
Although it is primarily concerned with Finno-Ugric Ethnology, under that rubric 
no single research field is allowed to dominate. This policy, common to many of the 
units we have assessed at the University of Helsinki, is to be applauded. It means 
that the whole disciplinary field of Finno-Ugric Ethnology is open for exploration in 
a critical search for new knowledge and understanding, both within the academy 
and as regards society as a whole. This diversity is inherent in the very discipline of 
ethnology: its aim is to know and understand ourselves as cultural human beings or—
in other words—to know and understand the man-made world in which we live. Why 
have we as human beings, from a global perspective, become and remained different 
even though we all share the basic characteristic of being human? Such theoretical 
macro-questions must be addressed on the empirical micro level. If research at the 
micro level is successful, we arrive at a fruitful middle level, where both theoretical 
approaches and empirical knowledge itself can be called into question.

This background helps explain the varied research in the Department of Ethnology, 
which can be characterized as a fruitful, high-quality mixture of traditional ethnology 
and new approaches. The applied perspectives change over different times, 
geographical areas, and social groups. No single theoretical perspective is allowed to 
dominate, a positive sign. National and international contacts are well developed, not 
only as regards sharing of publications but also through personal relationships. The 
quality of published research within the Department is on a good international level 
and would attract significant attention in the international academic community were 
more of it published in languages other than Finnish and Swedish. It is understandable 
that the Finnish language dominates, since this permits the results of the research to 
be communicated to the people being studied. Nevertheless, it would be desirable for 
more translations to be made in the near future. Given the quality of research and the 
potential interest for a wider audience, not only Finnish-Ugric Ethnology but Finnish 
research more generally would benefit from translations into other languages.
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The Institute for Cultural Research presents a new opportunity and a challenge. 
Potentially it offers possibilities for interdisciplinary collaboration, not least between 
ethnology and folklore, in a way that could strengthen both disciplines. Given the 
insufficiencies in the size of the staff, furthermore, increased collaboration with 
other disciplines is one way to increase research activity, even if interdisciplinary 
collaboration can be time-consuming to initiate. Another form of collaboration, which 
the Department already pursues with good results, could involve other ethnological 
units in Finland and abroad.

We hope that the Department of Ethnology will continue to focus on Finland and 
Russia, even as it increases its use of comparative methods.

Department of Folklore Studies

Thanks to its many-sided research activities and publications, the Department of 
Folklore Studies maintains its position as one of the leading centres of folkloristics 
in the world. Its visibility is remarkable not only among other Nordic and North-
European centres of research, but also within the context of the European Union and 
world folkloristics. The Department has a strong commitment toward multidisciplinary 
approaches, and many of its publications participate fully in current discussions 
concerning cultural studies, European ethnology, cultural and linguistic anthropology, 
gender studies, comparative religion, and other fields of study in the humanities and 
social sciences.

The research-active staff of the Department of Folklore Studies is involved in theory 
building and the expansion of the conceptual and empirical field of folkloristics, 
introducing new material from fieldwork, from folklore archives, and from other 
resources of cultural memory. At the same time, folklorists from the University of 
Helsinki have paid close attention to classical genres of folklore (folk-tales, sacred 
legends, myths, lyric and epic songs), and thus remain connected to the traditional 
core of the discipline. Given our post-modern experimentation with disciplinary 
boundaries and the blending of various types of knowledge, such awareness of 
disciplinary identity is significant.

As regards the position of the Department of Folklore Studies within the Finnish 
research community, two tendencies are noteworthy: 1) the active involvement 
of the Department in a joint post-graduate program with other Finnish folklore 
departments; 2) the strengthening of ties with the Folklore Archives of the Finnish 
Literary Society.

The Department has taken responsibility for several activities that demonstrate the 
ability of Finnish scholars to assume international leadership. These include the serial 
publication of Folklore Fellows’ Communications (since 1910) and the international 
Folklore Fellows’ summer school (six times between 1991 and 2002): both these 
activities have brought fame to Finnish and European folkloristics. For historical and 
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political reasons, Finnish folklorists have a long tradition of carrying on research 
pertaining to other Finno-Ugric oral cultures. Such activities continued between 1999 
and 2004 and are proceeding on both the European and Asian side of the Russian 
Federation. The Department has fostered international scholarship by both including 
Russian and Finno-Ugric scholars in research projects and sponsoring publications in 
Russian.

The Department of Folklore Studies has successfully competed for extra research 
funding, broadening and deepening its range of studies. Six Ph.D. dissertations were 
completed between 2001 and 2004. All the senior staff, postdoctoral researchers, 
and docents have been actively publishing both in Finnish and in other languages. 
In short, the panel is impressed by the over-all capability of the Department and the 
generally high quality of its research.

Maritime History 

Museology

Maritime History and Museology are two units recently incorporated within the 
Institute for Cultural Research. Given their very small staff (½ in Maritime History 
and 1½ in Museology), it seems inappropriate to call them Departments at this point. 
Still, although Maritime History and Museology are not yet main subjects, they are 
important additions to the Institute. Each unit has an interdisciplinary character, both 
national and international. Maritime History could potentially serve as a meeting 
place for archaeology, ethnology, folklore, and history, while Museology could 
form a bridge between the Institutes for Art Research and Cultural Research. As the 
evaluation panel was not presented with written material specifically pertaining to 
these two units, it cannot assess them in the same way as the other disciplines. Oral 
presentations during our visit to the University of Helsinki, however, convinced us 
that both units are capable of making important contributions to the Institute for 
Cultural Research, both as regards research and community service.

2 Interaction between research and society
It is evident that the Departments of Archaeology, Ethnology, and Folklore Studies 
all recognise their responsibility to Finnish society. As one of the forms submitted 
to the panel expressed it, the very existence of scientific research depends on the 
ability of that research to serve society. All three disciplines have strong traditions 
of presenting their research to the public through different media. Research is 
popularized in writing (books, articles, and newspapers), as well as being presented 
through popular lectures, radio, and TV. Affiliations with museums and other public 
institutions offer important channels to society, and these are strengthened by the 
inclusion of museology in the Institute for Cultural Research. That most of the research 
is published in Finnish is an asset when it comes to interaction with Finnish society. 
Interactions between research and society, of course, vary over time. Like research 
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itself and teaching, the effectiveness of such activities depends upon the presence of 
a research and teaching staff large enough to fulfil these obligations.

Finnish society clearly appreciates the research and knowledge produced in the 
Institute for Cultural Research. This is witnessed, for example, by the many positions 
of trust that the research staff holds in both scientific and other organizations.

Members of the Institute serve Finnish society not only through popularizing the 
results of their high-quality scholarship, but also by their participation in the work 
of important decision-making bodies in Finland, such as the Science and Technology 
Policy Council of Finland (1999-2002) and governmental committees (e.g. in the 
Ministry of Education).

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths

• regular publication of internationally significant research series;

• high research standards and demanding level of PhD dissertations;

• long traditions of cooperation with society and of community service;

• long and fruitful cooperation with other research institutions inside the 
University of Helsinki and throughout Finland;

• long traditions of international cooperation;

• emphasizing transnational dimensions of the disciplines over national 
pursuits;

• enthusiastic and future-oriented staff.

3.2 Weaknesses

Some weaknesses of the Departments of Archaeology, Ethnology, and Folklore Studies 
seem caused by the relatively marginal status of the Institute for Cultural Research 
at the University of Helsinki, which does not seem to correspond to the status of the 
three disciplines in Finnish society and their international prestige. Thus, the staff is 
too small with regard to the tasks and potentialities of the research fields and the 
demands of society. On the other hand, the Institute has not yet fully realized its 
potential to work as a cooperating unit, which might considerably strengthen its 
position inside the University.
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As the Institute for Cultural Research is located in different buildings, it might be 
difficult for members of these three departments to develop a scholarly community 
that would work in close contact on a daily basis. At the same time the panel feels 
considerable sympathy toward the Department of Folklore Studies, which suffered 
the consequences of a failed renovation project at the University of Helsinki, with a 
waste of monetary and scholarly resources, as well as frustration and health problems 
among its staff. While the panel understands that moving the Department of Folklore 
Studies back to the planned premises creates a sensitive issue, it would clearly be 
better for the Institute if the three departments could be housed in quarters that 
are closer together.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

Strengthening the positions of the Departments of Archaeology, Ethnology, and 
Folklore Studies needs careful planning, a vision for the future, a strong publishing 
program, and investments (both intellectual and monetary). These disciplines need 
special attention due to their relatively small size. The inclusion of Maritime History 
and Museology is an important opportunity to strengthen the Institute in the future, 
as long as the new units are appropriately staffed. We hope that the leaders of the 
Faculty of Arts and the University of Helsinki share the sense of responsibility for safe-
guarding smaller disciplines such as Archaeology, Ethnology, and Folklore Studies, 
fields of studies that have a unique role to play in the production of knowledge both 
within Finland and on an international scale.

As all three departments share a responsibility for strengthening Finnish culture and 
for promoting Finnishness in a multicultural Europe, they need to publish their work 
for both a local and an international readership. While some units have been more 
successful than others in publishing in English, all face the same difficulties in finding 
resources for translations.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future
Given the insufficient staff resources in every Department, disciplinary and 
interdisciplinary collaboration appears to be the only way for the Institute to improve 
its research potential, although we recognize that collaboration is often time-
consuming in its initial stages.

4.1 Research

Both disciplinary and interdisciplinary research should be promoted. The Institute and 
each individual Department need to make a policy statement concerning its specific 
areas of interest, in order to facilitate the allocation of resources between its research 
staff and students.
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The need for departments to contribute to international academic debates suggests 
that there be resources for translating works from Finnish to other languages and 
for providing encouragement for preparing manuscripts in other languages, as well 
as special resources to assist researchers in participating in international seminars 
and conferences. We recommend that the University creates a special endowment 
to support these activities.

Furthermore, it is absolute essential that the University allocate some funds to give 
members of the permanent research staff access to research leaves.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure

As the panel did not visit the physical facilities of different departments, it is 
somewhat difficult for it to assess the facilities in which research is conducted. The 
needs of the Department of Archaeology, however, are particularly significant, 
since that department processes large amounts of various physical artefacts (from 
archaeological excavations).

Each Department has stressed the need for additional staff to fulfil its research 
and teaching responsibilities. These cannot be entirely separated: the magnitude 
of teaching responsibilities seriously reduces the time and energy directed towards 
research. This demand needs to be analysed closer, for each department is 
understaffed to a certain degree. There is a limit how far it is possible to increase 
efficiency and production within the existing configurations.

4.3 Research active staff

More staff is needed in every department of the Institute.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Doctoral students and post-doctoral researchers are an important part of the 
human resources of the University. The importance of their contributions is clearly 
demonstrated by the lists of publications. 

We recommend that the University establish a number of four-year stipends for Ph.D. 
students, so that these students can concentrate on their dissertation work, as well 
as a number of two-year post-doctoral stipends, so that these post-docs can have an 
institutional role and develop further their ideas during the years after they defend 
their dissertations.

Although the situation with graduate programs is not the same in the three 
departments, all would benefit from the closer supervision of Ph.D. dissertations. 
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The Institute might consider starting joint graduate seminars or lecture series, where 
graduate students and senior staff could meet together on a regular basis.

4.5 Other issues

Archiving Personal Research Collections of Scholars in Culture Research

The strength of the research tradition at the University of Helsinki is directly related to 
the extraordinary quality of the University of Helsinki Library, soon to be designated 
the National Library of Finland. The folklore archives of the Finnish Literary Society 
are the largest of their kind in the world. The University’s field work in Finno-Ugric 
languages, literature and culture (folklorists, ethnologists, linguists and philologists, 
comparative religion scholars, etc.) has been world-famous since the 1830s.

Many scholars at the University have amassed personal collections of invaluable 
significance for future research, yet the University appears to lack an explicit strategy 
for securing such collections for future research. The panel recommends that the 
University adopt a clear policy for procuring the personal research collections of its 
most prominent researchers and continue to lobby the government for eventual 
modifications in tax legislation. This will prevent such collections from being scattered 
all over the world, rendering them inaccessible. Such a policy should be a high priority 
for the tradition-rich University of Helsinki. It would affirm and demonstrate the 
University’s continuing commitment to the highest quality in scholarly research.

The University’s emerging program in museology might be helpful in the practical 
implementation of a program of preserving personal research collections for the 
future.

Indexing

One of the challenges to the Institute is connected with the English-language series 
Studia Fennica (Folkloristica, Ethnologica, Litteraria). While the series has been 
welcomed by the international scholarly community and is to be found in academic 
libraries all over the world, it is not indexed by the ISI Web of Science (neither by 
Arts and Humanities Citation Index nor by Current Contents/ Arts and Humanities). 
Initiating a process by which the ISI Web of Science evaluates this series and then 
begins to index it would strengthen both Finnish and international scholarship and 
would raise the status of the series.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of History

Panel: History

Torkel Jansson, Uppsala University, Historiska institutionen, Sweden, Chair
Edgar Hösch, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, München, Abteilung für Geschichte 
Ost- und Südosteuropas, Germany
Petri Karonen, University of Jyväskylä, Department of History and Ethnology, 
Finland
Rosamond McKitterick, University of Cambridge, Faculty of History, UK
Jane Ohlmeyer, Trinity College Dublin, Department of Modern History, Ireland
Hiroshi Momose, Hiroshima University, Japan

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

The panel visited the department on the 31 August 2005. We are grateful to the 
members of the department for their co-operation and openness during our visit. We 
would also like to commend them on their well-prepared written submission.

This department is divided, according to its own classification, into three main 
subgroups (General History, Finnish and Nordic History, and History with Swedish 
as the teaching language). In the general category European historians in the 
Renaissance, early modern and modern periods predominate. Useful contributions are 
also made in ancient and medieval history. During our visit we became aware of the 
dynamism of all members of the department and their engagement with historical 
research. They are clearly working hard to promote a coherence of purpose in the 
department overall, even though their efforts are understandably directed towards 
individual research projects with room allowed for the intellectual development of 
each scholar involved.

The department has clearly reflected on the recommendations made by the RAE panel 
in 1999 and has implemented many of them. We note this particularly with regard to 
their recognition of the importance of strategic planning, and the efforts made to 
coordinate such planning among the professors within the Department in order to 
take advantage of common themes and similar approaches to the source material. A 
joint seminar involving members of the sub-groups would also be desirable.
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The volume of publications is high and so is the quality. The total number, 1298, 
produced by the researchers of the department is categorised according to the JULKI 
database. One hundred and five comprise monographs and other books (JULKI-
codes A1 – A5), 1193 are articles, of which 61 are in refereed journals (B1), and 586 
‘popularised articles’ (B5). Thus the prime means of communicating its historical 
scholarship is through monographs and articles at a more popular level. As is common 
in these fields there are fewer refereed articles, as distinct from contributions to 
scholarly collections. For Nordic and international colleagues it is very important 
that a great deal of what has been published in Finnish monographs etc. has been 
summarised in articles and surveys in Historisk Tidskrift för Finland and in Scandinavian 
Journal of History.

The submitted work reflected very positively the scholarly energy and range of the 
department as a whole, even though some senior members of staff do not appear to 
have published as much as more junior staff members during the evaluation period 
(see the submission form and the JULKI-database). Many researchers have often 
been editors or co-ordinators of different kinds of publications which has added 
appreciably to the department’s overall publication profile. This in itself is a mark of 
the esteem in which members of the department are held.

We were very impressed with the submitted publications. A significant proportion 
of these works were of a high international level. A small number, however, were 
regarded as fair. The panel ranked the overall level of achievement as ‘6’. As with 
the other departments that we have evaluated, the theoretical and methodological 
clarity of the published work is very striking. In addition, the comprehensive empirical 
research and technical mastery is impressive. The best of the publications offered both 
original perspectives and new material. We applaud the responsiveness of members 
of the department to scholarly developments in historical writing elsewhere and in 
one or two notable instances the ability to take advantage of particularly exciting 
manuscript and printed materials uniquely available in Helsinki.

Postdoctoral research

The panel decided that it would be more helpful to see postdoctoral researchers from 
the Renvall Institute and the two departments of History and Social Sciences History 
together in order to get a more general sense of their research activity. We should 
like to acknowledge the quality of the publications of the postdoctoral members of 
the department. Individual members of the group have clearly built constructively on 
the basis provided by their doctoral research and contribute creatively to the diversity 
of topics within the department. 

Doctoral research

Judging from the abstracts of the doctoral theses a very diverse range of topics 
has been tackled. In addition, the number and quality of theses defended in 
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the department has for the most part been consistently high. We note that the 
department has been able to take advantage of external funding received for 
different projects to encourage doctoral dissertations on themes relating to these. 
These research projects include dissertations on themes core to departmental research 
interests (such as the history of ideas, the history of the family and the history of 
crime). The remainder are largely concerned with political history, the history of 
military organisations and war.

Other academic activity

We note with satisfaction and pleasure that the department is organising the 
2006 International Economic History Congress in Helsinki in collaboration with the 
Department of Social Science History. We appreciate the considerable administrative 
effort that this will involve but we wish to stress how important this congress will 
be in further enhancing the profile of the University of Helsinki at an international 
level.

A relatively small group from the department has succeeded in visiting many places 
abroad and visitors have spent time in the department, albeit for short periods. In 
our opinion the University’s criterion for registering an important length of stay as 3 
months is too long. Very successful academic exchanges - in terms of discussion and 
consultation of research materials - can be conducted over a matter of a few days or 
weeks. We would actively encourage more short-term visits and exchanges.

A number of researchers in the department have frequently been consulted as experts 
and have acted as editors in many different fields of research and publication.

We congratulate the department on becoming a partner in the Nordic Centre of 
Excellence for the Christianisation of Northern Europe in the Middle Ages (Bergen, 
Odense, Gothenburg and Helsinki) and wish them luck in their forthcoming 
application to the Academy of Finland for a centre of excellence for the study ‘Space, 
Innovation and Power’, which will build on the network successfully created by the 
completed interdisciplinary project on ‘Green Space and the European city’.

2 Interaction between research and society
Members of the department are strongly committed to engaging with the public. 
Extramural and outreach activity (including the Cross Border University which is a web 
based teaching initiative) forms a major part of their teaching as well as publication 
activity, as does collaboration with schools and school teachers. The historical training 
of undergraduates, with many of them entering the teaching and administrative 
professions as well as public service, has a direct impact on shaping citizenship within 
Finnish society.
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Members of the department have disseminated their research in a variety of 
commissioned publications and media (including newspapers, radio and television) 
and thus made it accessible to the non-specialist. For example Finlands historia
has had a significant impact and in some cases the research has direct relevance to 
contemporary political issues. Their substantial contributions to the cultural history 
of Finland should also be acknowledged.

In addition, members of the department are very conscious of their responsibility 
to place aspects of modern society in an appropriate historical context. Overall, 
the Department of History has made an outstanding contribution to the raising of 
historical consciousness and the dissemination of historical knowledge within Finnish 
society.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 & 3.2: Strengths & weaknesses

As the self-evaluation documentation and site visit made clear, the department is 
strongly research-oriented and committed to the fundamental relationship between 
teaching and research. It has a very strong sense of the historical discipline and the 
necessity for technical expertise in research methods, languages and palaeography. It 
encourages a broad geographic and chronological span, as well as thematic diversity. 
One very important development is the open-mindedness about the wider Nordic 
context of Finnish history, most obviously the relationship with the Swedish past. 
The diversity of research projects is both a strength and a potential weakness in 
that there is a danger that the department could spread itself too thin over 17 main 
research areas. The department may need to address the feasibility of maintaining 
such diversity, as well as sustaining the high quality of research and publications.

The department is to be commended on both the volume and quality of its 
publications. It is to be regretted, however, that a significant proportion remains 
inaccessible to a non-Finnish reading public and we suggest that all publications 
should include a full summary of the main findings in a major language.

The administration in the department seems efficient and effective. The department 
is aware of the value of strategic planning and of the early identification of potential 
problems. Over the past 6 years the department has successfully nurtured its limited 
resources. The department appears keen to involve researchers with short-term 
contracts in academic teaching. This is to the advantage to the department in 
terms of the level of expert teaching available in the department and to the career 
development of individual researchers. The administration and planning of different 
kinds of projects and other undertakings is undoubtedly well developed and the 
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professors and other senior researchers of the department have been very active and 
effective as project leaders. 

The department has expanded rapidly during the period under evaluation but this has 
come at a cost due to the high proportion of people on short-term contracts. There 
is therefore the danger of the waste of high levels of expertise once the funding 
runs out. The department is to be commended on its willingness to offer facilities to 
doctoral students who have not brought ‘overhead-money’ with them. This represents 
a significant investment in the future yet brings no immediate return. Nevertheless 
the inadequate number of permanent posts and the fact that too many researchers 
are on short-term contracts may make it difficult to sustain high quality of research 
over the longer term. Although the number of postdoctoral researchers and doctoral 
students is impressive and is a crucial factor in the success of the department the 
short-term nature of the financial support for this group also undermines the stability 
of the department as a whole.

The department has many brilliant scholars who have received significant amounts of 
external funding. For example, the funding from the Academy of Finland has doubled 
during the period under evaluation. We were struck by the inordinate amount of time 
devoted to applications for money for research projects, attendance at conferences 
and travel to archives and libraries. In addition, there remains a lack of dependable 
provision of library resources independent of research project funding. The university 
needs to recognise that the time researchers spend teaching, applying for funds 
and administering the projects detracts from the time spent on research. A general 
university provision of research support – including non-competitive sabbatical leave 
and research travel funds – would be of great assistance. 

It would be to the advantage of the department to increase the level of interaction 
with scholars elsewhere though we note that the existing and planned memberships 
of centres of excellence will greatly facilitate this.

The panel decided that it would be more helpful to see students from the Renvall 
Institute and the two departments of History and Social Sciences History together 
in order to get a more general sense of the graduate experience. The panel was 
greatly impressed with the commitment of the doctoral students during the site visit. 
It became clear during the conversations that the students from the Department 
of History were satisfied with their integration into the department and the level 
of intellectual support that they received. Some, however, indicated that greater 
support was needed at the outset of their research. The difficulties experienced by 
younger doctoral students should not be understated. There was general agreement 
that a basic departmental code of practice (in relation to the supervision of research 
students and what they might expect) would be helpful. Some indicated that it might 
be useful to draw on the expertise of a small group of supervisors, especially in 
relation to the annual monitoring of progress. Although they were generally positive 
about the availability and accessibility of research materials, the panel noted that 
the high cost of the inter library loan system clearly causes difficulties. Although 
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the opportunities to teach were greatly appreciated there was some danger that 
some students might be being exploited. There appeared to be inconsistencies in the 
method of rewarding teaching across the three units.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

The department has the potential to take a proactive approach in its applications for 
external funding and is well placed to take advantage of the research policies of the 
Academy of Finland. We strongly recommend that the department develops much 
closer and more structured collaboration at all levels with the Department of Social 
Science History and the Renvall Institute, together with other departments within 
the humanities and social sciences (such as theology, classics, history of art, human 
geography etc).

Academic networks – national and international – should be maintained and 
developed further as opportunities present themselves.

We have already commented on the great diversity of research areas within the 
department. Thought will need to be given about building connections between 
these in conceptual and methodological terms.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

Recommendations on

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

4.1.1 The diversity of media for the dissemination of research should be maintained. 
It may be to the advantage of the department for more of their research to be 
published in refereed scholarly journals and in non-Nordic languages.

4.1.2 We suggest that all Finnish and Swedish language publications should include 
a full summary of the main findings in a major language.

4.1.3 Some consideration might be given to the great diversity of research areas 
within the department and the need to build connections between these in 
conceptual and methodological terms.

4.1.4 We strongly recommend that the department develops much closer and more 
structured collaboration in its research at all levels with the department of 
Social Science History and the Renvall Institute and other departments within 
the humanities and social sciences.
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4.1.5 Academic networks – national and international – should be maintained and 
developed further as opportunities present themselves.

4.1.6 The department enjoys a privileged position as one of a number of 
potential leaders of historical research in the Nordic region and this is to be 
encouraged.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure

4.2.1 Too many researchers are on short-term contracts and the University needs to 
address this as a matter of urgency.

4.2.2 The University needs to recognise that the time researchers spend teaching, 
applying for funds and administering the projects detracts from the time spent 
on research. A general University provision of research support – including 
non-competitive sabbatical leave and research travel funds – would be of great 
assistance.

4.2.3 Very successful academic exchanges - in terms of discussion and consultation 
of research materials – can be conducted over a matter of a few days or weeks 
as well as in longer-term exchanges. We would actively encourage more short-
term visits and exchanges.

4.2.4 The department is to be encouraged to redress further its gender imbalance, 
not least for the potential broadening of horizons that gender perspectives 
might offer. It is strongly recommend that an equality plan be formulated. 
Please note that this issue was also raised in the 1999 evaluation.

4.3 Research active staff

4.3.1 Despite the enthusiasm for their research we were, however, struck by 
the pessimism voiced by the postdoctoral fellows regarding their future 
career prospects within the current academic system. The University might 
like to address directly issues surrounding career development for young 
researchers.

See also under 4.1 and 4.2 above.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

4.4.1 We recommend that the department maintains and strengthens its high level of 
doctoral/post-doctoral research training and participation of research projects. 
Here again collaboration within the various sections of the department as well 
as with the Department of Social Science History and the Renvall Institute is 
strongly encouraged.
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4.4.2 Stronger support is needed for first-year research students, not just for foreign 
ones.

4.4.3 We recommend strongly that a basic departmental code of practice (in relation 
to the supervision of research students and what they might expect) be drawn 
up.

4.4.4 Use of a small group of supervisors, rather than a single supervisor, might be 
considered.

4.4.5 Inconsistencies in the method of awarding teaching should be addressed.

4.5 Other issues

4.5.1 The high cost of the inter library loan system clearly causes difficulties and 
requires urgent attention.

4.5.2 The University needs to invest in printed research materials, modern scholarly 
research publications and electronic resources. These cannot – and should not 
- be funded out of existing departmental resources. 

4.5.3 More should be made of the remarkable resources available next door in 
the National Library’s special collections of manuscripts and rare books. 
Some represent uniquely valuable resources that would be of interest to the 
international historical community.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Social Science 
History

Panel: History

Torkel Jansson, Uppsala University, Historiska institutionen, Sweden, Chair
Edgar Hösch, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, München, Abteilung für Geschichte 
Ost- und Südosteuropas, Germany
Petri Karonen, University of Jyväskylä, Department of History and Ethnology, 
Finland
Rosamond McKitterick, University of Cambridge, Faculty of History, UK
Jane Ohlmeyer, Trinity College Dublin, Department of Modern History, Ireland
Hiroshi Momose, Hiroshima University, Japan

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

The panel visited the department on the 30 August 2005. We are grateful to all 
members of the department for their co-operation, openness and helpfulness during 
our visit. We should also like to commend them on their full and illuminating written 
submission.

The aim of the department as set out in its documentation is to bring historical 
perspectives to bear on the social sciences within the faculty to which it belongs. 
A further emphasis is on the relatively modern period, namely the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries.

The department has clearly reflected on the recommendations made by the RAE panel 
in 1999 and has implemented many of them. We note this particularly with regard 
to the increased levels of co-operation between political history and economic and 
social history.

The volume of publications is high and so is the quality. The total number, 1033, 
produced by the researchers of the department is categorised according to the 
JULKI database. One hundred and fifty comprise monographs and other books 
(JULKI-codes A1 – A5), 883 are articles, of which 80 are in refereed journals (B1), 
and 305 ‘popularised articles’ (B5). For Nordic and international colleagues it is very 
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important that a great deal of what has been published in Finnish monographs etc. 
is summarised in articles and surveys in Historisk Tidskrift för Finland, in Scandinavian 
Economic History Review and Scandinavian Journal of History.

It is important to note that the publications are equally divided between the senior 
researchers: almost all have made notable contributions during the evaluation period 
(see the submission form and the JULKI-database). The postdoctoral researchers and 
doctoral students have also made a significant contribution.

Publication practice varies between political history, on the one hand, and economic 
and social history, on the other, with monographs being more common in the 
former. Articles and joint publications, together with collections of essays, appear 
to be the preferred format in the latter. Overall therefore the department has many 
forms of public output for its research and these create a strong impression of the 
high-quality research produced during the evaluation period. We note moreover 
the predominance of higher profile publications towards the end of the evaluation 
period. The appearance of so much work in refereed journals is to be applauded and 
encouraged. It could well serve as an example for other departments in Finland to 
follow.

We were very impressed with the submitted publications, the majority of which were 
ranked as ‘6’ by the panel. We note the theoretical and methodological clarity of the 
published work and believe that this reflects a wider disciplinary precision encouraged 
within the department. The best of the publications offered both original perspectives 
and new material and made important contributions to historiography. We applaud 
the initiative of members of the department on exploiting the possibilities for 
historical research opened up as a consequence of the changed political situation in 
the Baltic regions, Eastern Europe and the Balkans. The political historians have paid 
particular attention to questions dealing with Finland’s contacts with the surrounding 
world.

During the site visit we were struck by the genuine openness to discussion across the 
different groups within the department and their ability to reflect on the implications 
of the different perspectives offered by individual members. The coherence 
of the department as a whole clearly benefits greatly from these personal and 
institutionalised sets of exchanges. These include regular seminars and cooperation 
in the design and conduct of research projects.

Postdoctoral research

The panel decided that it would be more helpful to see postdoctoral researchers from 
the Department, along with those from the Renvall Institute and the Department 
of History in order to get a more general sense of their research activity. We have 
already noted above the quality of the publications of the postdoctoral members of 
the department. Individual members of the group have clearly built constructively on 
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the basis provided by their doctoral research and contribute creatively to the diversity 
of topics within the department.

Despite the enthusiasm for their research we were, however, struck by the pessimism 
voiced by the postdoctoral fellows regarding their future career prospects within 
the current academic system. The university might like to address directly issues 
surrounding career development for young researchers.

Doctoral research

We commend the department’s participation in a number of national graduate 
schools, including ones which are interdisciplinary. Judging from the abstracts of 
the doctoral theses a very diverse range of topics has been tackled. In addition, the 
number of theses defended in the department has fluctuated considerably. We note 
that the department has been able to take advantage of external funding received 
for different projects to encourage doctoral dissertations on themes relating to these. 
However dissertations within the subject of economic and social history appear to 
be more closely related to that department’s research projects than those in political 
history. A striking feature of the dissertation topics is their concentration not only on 
twentieth-century history but also on very short periods of time within that, often of 
little more than a decade. We also note that almost 50 percent of the dissertations 
are completed by ‘outsiders’, i. e. doctoral students who have not been connected to 
the department closely during the research period. Nevertheless a positive indication 
of the international reputation of the department is the number of ‘foreign students’ 
undertaking doctoral dissertations there.

Other academic activity

We note with satisfaction and pleasure that the department is organising the 
2006 International Economic History Congress in Helsinki in collaboration with the 
Department of History. We appreciate the considerable administrative effort that 
this will involve but we wish to stress how important this congress will be in further 
enhancing the profile of the University of Helsinki at an international level.

Members of the department have succeeded in visiting many places abroad and many 
visitors have spent time in the department, albeit for short periods. In our opinion 
the University’s criterion for registering an important length of stay as 3 months is 
too long. Very successful academic exchanges - in terms of discussion and consultation 
of research materials – can be conducted over a matter of a few days or weeks. We 
would actively encourage more short-term visits and exchanges.

The researchers of the department have frequently been consulted as experts and 
have acted as editors in many different fields of research and publication.
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The department submitted a plan to the Academy of Finland to be recognised as 
a Centre of Excellence (2004–2005). The department is to be commended that this 
progressed to the second round even though it ultimately proved unsuccessful.

2 Interaction between research and society
As has already been mentioned, Finland’s new position in the world after the fall of 
the Soviet Union has naturally meant an increased interest in the results of academic 
research. Members of the department have disseminated their research in a variety 
of publications and media (including radio and television) and thus made it accessible 
to the non-specialist. One outstanding example of this is the textbook on the political 
history of Finland since 1809, which has been translated into several major languages, 
and has profoundly shaped how Finland is perceived in the world at large.

In addition, members of the department are very conscious of their responsibility to 
place aspects of modern society in an appropriate historical context. A number of 
academics have been commissioned to write histories of businesses, industries and 
commercial and official organisations. They are also conscious of the importance of 
providing historical perspectives on modern problems and contemporary society.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 & 3.2: Strengths & weaknesses

As the self-evaluation documentation and site visit made clear, the department is 
strongly research-oriented and committed to the fundamental relationship between 
teaching and research. It has a very strong sense of its identity in relation to the 
other social sciences. It is to be commended on both the volume and quality of 
its publications. It is to be regretted, however, that a large proportion remains 
inaccessible to a non-Finnish reading public and we suggest that all publications 
should include a full summary of the main findings in a major language.

The department has for the most part taken excellent advantage of the opportunities 
afforded by interdisciplinary perspectives, although some of these have yet to bear 
fruit. The interdisciplinarity remains at present less evident in political history. We note 
with satisfaction that the year 1809 is no longer seen as an insurmountable barrier in 
political history. Some consideration therefore might be given to the desirability of 
extending the chronological range of research projects further back in time.

Over the past 6 years the department has successfully nurtured its limited resources. 
The department has made a decision that researchers with short-term contracts 
should be involved in academic teaching. This is to the advantage of the department 
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in terms of the level of expert teaching available in the department and to the career 
development of individual researchers. The administration and planning of different 
kinds of projects and other undertakings is undoubtedly well developed and the 
professors and other senior researchers of the department have been very active and 
effective as project leaders.

The number of permanent posts and especially of permanent senior staff is 
inadequate and too many researchers are on short-term contracts. Although the 
number of postdoctoral researchers and doctoral students is impressive and is a crucial 
factor in the success of the department the short-term nature of the financial support 
for this group undermines the stability of the department as a whole.

We were struck by the inordinate amount of time devoted to applications for 
money for research projects, attendance at conferences and travel to archives and 
libraries. In addition, there remains a lack of dependable provision of library resources 
independent of research project funding. The university needs to recognise that the 
time researchers spend teaching, applying for funds and administering the projects 
detracts from the time spent on research. A general university provision of research 
support – including non-competitive sabbatical leave and research travel funds – 
would be of great assistance.

The panel decided that it would be more helpful to see students from the Department, 
together with those from the Renvall Institute and the Department of History in 
order to get a more general sense of the graduate experience. The panel was greatly 
impressed with the commitment of the doctoral students during the site visit. It 
became clear during the conversations that the students from the Department of 
Social Science History were satisfied with their integration into the department 
and the level of intellectual support that they received. Some, however, indicated 
that greater support was needed at the outset of their research. The difficulties 
experienced by first year doctoral students should not be understated. There was 
general agreement that a basic departmental code of practice (in relation to the 
supervision of research students and what they might expect) would be helpful. 
Some indicated that it might be useful to draw on the expertise of a small group of 
supervisors, especially in relation to the annual monitoring of progress. Although 
they were generally positive about the availability and accessibility of research 
materials, the panel noted firstly that there was considerable dependence on the 
personal resources of staff members. Second, the high cost of the inter library loan 
system clearly causes difficulties. Although the opportunities to teach were greatly 
appreciated there was some danger that some students might be being exploited. 
There appeared to be inconsistencies in the method of rewarding teaching across 
the three units.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The department is well placed to take advantage of the research policies of the 
Academy of Finland. We strongly recommend that the department develops much 
closer and more structured collaboration at all levels with the Department of History 
and the Renvall Institute.

Academic networks – national and international – should be maintained and 
developed further as opportunities present themselves.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

4.1.1 The diversity of media for the dissemination of research should be 
maintained.

4.1.2 We suggest that all Finnish and Swedish language publications should include 
a full summary of the main findings in a major language.

4.1.3 The interdisciplinary approach of members of the department might more 
fruitfully be extended to exploit the relationship between political history and 
political science.

4.1.4 Some consideration might be given to the extension of the chronological 
range of research projects further back in time, possibly in conjunction with 
colleagues in the Department of History and the Renvall Institute.

4.1.5 We strongly recommend that the department develops much closer and more 
structured collaboration in its research at all levels with the Department of 
History and the Renvall Institute.

4.1.6 Academic networks – national and international – should be maintained and 
developed further as opportunities present themselves.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure

4.2.1 The number of permanent posts and especially of permanent senior staff 
is inadequate and too many researchers are on short-term contracts. The 
University needs to address this as a matter of urgency.

4.2.2 The University needs to recognise that the time researchers spend teaching, 
applying for funds and administering the projects detracts from the time spent 
on research. A general university provision of research support – including 
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non-competitive sabbatical leave and research travel funds – would be of great 
assistance.

4.2.3 Very successful academic exchanges - in terms of discussion and consultation 
of research materials - can be conducted over a matter of a few days or weeks 
as well as in longer-term exchanges. We would actively encourage more short-
term visits and exchanges.

4.2.4 The department may wish to consider strategic planning of its research in the 
longer-term.

4.2.5 The department is to be encouraged to redress further its gender imbalance, 
not least for the potential broadening of horizons that gender perspectives 
might offer. It is strongly recommended that an equality plan be formulated.

4.3 Research active staff

4.3.1 Despite the enthusiasm for their research we were, however, struck by 
the pessimism voiced by the postdoctoral fellows regarding their future 
career prospects within the current academic system. The University might 
like to address directly issues surrounding career development for young 
researchers.

See also under 4.1 and 4.2 above.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

4.4.1 We recommend that the department maintains and strengthens its high level 
of doctoral/post-doctoral research training. Here again collaboration within 
the various sections of the department as well as with the Department of 
History and the Renvall Institute is strongly encouraged.

4.4.2 Stronger support is needed for first-year research students, not just for foreign 
ones.

4.4.3 We recommend strongly that a basic departmental code of practice (in relation 
to the supervision of research students and what they might expect) be drawn 
up.

4.4.4 Use of a small group of supervisors, rather than a single supervisor, might be 
considered.

4.4.5 We recommend that the annual monitoring of progress be regularised across 
the department.
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4.4.6 Inconsistencies in the method of awarding teaching should be addressed.

4.5 Other issues

4.5.1 The high cost of the inter library loan system clearly causes difficulties and 
requires urgent attention.

4.5.2 The University needs to invest in printed research materials, modern scholarly 
research publications and electronic resources. These cannot – and should not 
- be funded out of existing departmental resources.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Renvall Institute for Area and 
Cultural Studies

Panel: History

Torkel Jansson, Uppsala University, Historiska institutionen, Sweden, Chair
Edgar Hösch, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, München, Abteilung für Geschichte 
Ost- und Südosteuropas, Germany
Petri Karonen, University of Jyväskylä, Department of History and Ethnology, 
Finland
Rosamond McKitterick, University of Cambridge, Faculty of History, UK
Jane Ohlmeyer, Trinity College Dublin, Department of Modern History, Ireland
Hiroshi Momose, Hiroshima University, Japan

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5

Supporting Comments:

The panel visited the Institute on the 30 August 2005. We are grateful to the members 
of the Institute for their co-operation and hospitality during our visit. We would also 
like to commend them on their written submission.

The Renvall Institute, as the 1999 report indicated, is constituted in a very special way 
and cannot easily be compared with the other departments this panel has been invited 
to evaluate. One particular role is to foster interdisciplinarity within the humanities. 
Its function has always been, and still is, to act as a meeting point and a melting pot 
for researchers in history from different departments and other universities, domestic 
and foreign. One consequence of this is the number of people who have stayed for 
very short, albeit mutually productive, periods at the Institute. It was also designed to 
contribute to the training of research students even though degrees are only awarded 
in North and Latin American history. Interdisciplinary research activity centres around 
six geographic areas: Europe, North and Latin America, the Nordic countries, Britain 
and Ireland, Asia and the Pacific, and Russia and Eastern Europe. Particular themes 
are addressed, such as the history of science, the idea of Europe, and the conjunction 
of history, anthropology and archaeology.

The Institute has clearly reflected on the recommendations made by the RAE panel 
in 1999 and has implemented most of them. We note this particularly with regard to 
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the provision of their equality plan. We also note that support for the Nordic Studies 
programme, funded after the 1999 RAE, had been cut. It is not clear to the panel 
why this occurred.

The total number of publications, 831, produced by the researchers of the Institute 
is categorised according to the JULKI database. Seventy-four comprise monographs 
and other books (JULKI-codes A1-A5), 756 are articles – quite often in international 
journals -, of which 76 are in refereed journals (B1), and 318 ‘popularised articles’ 
(B5). The predominance of article format is appropriate in the light of the number 
of short-term projects fostered within the Institute.

The submitted work reflected very positively the scholarly energy and range of the 
Institute as a whole, even though some senior members of staff do not appear to 
have published as much as more junior staff members during the evaluation period 
(see the submission form and the JULKI-database). We were impressed with the 
submitted publications, many of which were highly ranked by the panel. Nevertheless, 
the overall output was uneven in quality in terms of both conceptualisation and 
empirical content. The rest of the publications offered both original perspectives and 
new material. The panel ranked the overall level of achievement as ‘5’.

During the site visit we were struck by the somewhat archipelagic mentality among 
the members of the Institute. We would strongly encourage the Institute to develop 
areas studies into programmes that are more problem-orientated.

Postdoctoral research

The panel decided that it would be more helpful to see postdoctoral researchers from 
the Renvall Institute and the two departments of History and Social Sciences History 
together in order to get a more general sense of their research activity. We should 
like to applaud the quality of the publications of the postdoctoral members of the 
Institute. Individual members of the group have clearly built constructively on the 
basis provided by their doctoral research and contribute creatively to the diversity of 
topics within the Institute.

Doctoral research

Members of the Institute provide doctoral supervision for students from other 
departments as well as those taking degrees in North and Latin American history. 
Full recognition should be given to this. Judging from the abstracts of the doctoral 
theses a very diverse range of topics has been tackled. We note that the Institute has 
been able to take advantage of external funding received for different projects to 
encourage doctoral dissertations on themes relating to these. These themes, however, 
are often very diverse and this can make supervision challenging. A more problem-
orientated focus for the sub groups might offer greater coherence.
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Other academic activity

Members of the Institute have succeeded in visiting many places abroad and many 
visitors have spent time in the department, albeit for short periods. Particularly 
valuable is the Bicentennial Fulbright chair in American studies. In our opinion the 
University’s criterion for registering an important length of stay as 3 months is too 
long. Very successful academic exchanges - in terms of discussion and consultation of 
research materials - can be conducted over a matter of a few days or weeks. In the 
case of the Institute, however, we would encourage longer-term visiting fellowships 
that are linked to defined and measurable outputs.

The researchers of the Institute have frequently been consulted as experts and have 
acted as editors in many different fields of research and publication.

2 Interaction between research and society
Finland’s new position in the world after the fall of the Soviet Union has naturally 
meant an increased interest in the results of academic research by some of the 
sub-groups within the Institute, especially Russian and East European and Nordic 
Studies. Members of the Institute have disseminated their research in a variety 
of publications and media (including radio and television) and thus have made it 
accessible to the non-specialist. Textbooks, public lectures and media interviews on 
contemporary problems and international politics have provided further avenues for 
the communication of expert opinion arising out of their research experience. The 
substantial contributions made by scholars in the Institute to the cultural history of 
Finland should also be acknowledged.

In addition, members of the Institute are very conscious of their responsibility to place 
aspects of modern society in an appropriate historical context. The ethnographic and 
anthropological interests add an enriching perspective.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 & 3.2: Strengths & weaknesses

As the self-evaluation documentation and site visit made clear, the Institute is 
strongly research-oriented and committed to the fundamental relationship between 
teaching and research. But the balance between teaching and research needs careful 
consideration in order to ensure that one does not suffer at the expense of the other. 
The Institute may wish to reflect on what are its main priorities in relation to teaching 
and research. The Institute has a very strong sense of its identity in relation to history 
and the social sciences. It is also acutely aware of its own strengths and weaknesses 
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and how the former might be further enhanced and the latter addressed. We noted 
that the internal dynamic of the sub groups was uneven. At present there is a danger 
that there might be more breadth than depth in the organisation and activities of 
the Institute.

The Institute is truly international in terms of its scholarly contacts but it is difficult 
to measure and evaluate the benefits that accrue to scholars during their stays. There 
appears to be a strong correlation between the amount of time a scholar spends at 
the Institute and the volume and quality of their published research.

In external relations it would be possible to develop further partnerships with sister 
institutions in Nordic Studies.

The Institute might also wish to consider the possibility of co-ordinating some of its 
activities thematically and take a more problem-orientated approach. The Institute has 
for the most part taken advantage of the opportunities afforded by interdisciplinary 
perspectives.

Over the past 6 years the Institute has successfully nurtured its limited resources. The 
Institute has made a decision that researchers with short-term contracts should be 
involved in academic teaching. This is to the advantage to the Institute in terms of the 
level of expert teaching available in the Institute and to the career development of 
individual researchers. The administration and planning of different kinds of projects 
and other undertakings is undoubtedly well developed and the professors and other 
senior researchers of the Institute have been very active and effective as project 
leaders.

The number of personnel of the Institute has risen rapidly during the evaluation 
period in all categories and this will need to be maintained in order to secure the 
Institute’s future. The Institute’s role as a co-ordinator of the graduate school in 
American history brings credit to the University as a whole. The problem of too many 
researchers on short-term contracts observed in relation to the Department of History 
and Department Social Science History also applies here. 

We were struck by the inordinate amount of time devoted to applications for 
money for research projects, attendance at conferences and travel to archives and 
libraries. In addition, there remains a lack of dependable provision of library resources 
independent of research project funding. The University needs to recognise that the 
time researchers spend teaching, applying for funds and administering the projects 
detracts from the time spent on research. A general university provision of research 
support – including non-competitive sabbatical leave and research travel funds – 
would be of great assistance. We note that that the Director of the Institute is Chief 
Editor of Historisk Tidskrift för Finland and that other members of the Institute also 
regularly contribute articles to it. This journal is of central importance in disseminating 
knowledge about research published in Finnish to a much wider public.
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The panel decided that it would be more helpful to see students from the Renvall 
Institute and the Department of History and Department of Social Science History 
together in order to get a more general sense of the graduate experience. The panel 
was greatly impressed with the commitment of the doctoral students during the site 
visit. Some, however, indicated that greater support was needed at the outset of their 
research. The difficulties experienced by first year students should not be understated. 
There was general agreement that a basic departmental code of practice (in relation 
to the supervision of research students and what they might expect) would be helpful. 
Some indicated that it might be useful to draw on the expertise of a small group of 
supervisors, especially in relation to the annual monitoring of progress. Although they 
were generally positive about the availability and accessibility of research materials, 
the panel noted that the high cost of the inter library loan system clearly causes 
difficulties. Although the opportunities to teach were greatly appreciated, there was 
some danger that some students might be being exploited. There appeared to be 
inconsistencies in the method of rewarding teaching across the three units.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

The Institute is well placed to take advantage of the research policies of the Academy 
of Finland. A crucial challenge will be to maintain and if possible increase the level of 
external funding. A problem will remain, however, concerning short-term contracts 
and the career patterns of highly qualified experts. In this respect it is imperative 
that the current five-year term of the professorship of East European and Russian 
History be extended. Ideally it should be made a permanent post in order to secure 
the future of East European and Russian studies.

The role of the Institute in relation to many other departments working in cognate 
areas, together with the Aleksanteri Institute and the Helsinki Collegium for Advanced 
Studies, needs to be clarified. We strongly recommend, as the 1999 panel did, that 
the Institute maximise any opportunities for collaboration.

Academic networks – national and international – should be maintained and 
developed further as opportunities present themselves.

We recognise the importance of teaching in relation to research but we sensed a 
certain frustration about the time teaching absorbs at the expense of research. This 
may in part be due to the very small number of permanent staff.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

4.1.1 The diversity of media for the dissemination of research should be 
maintained.

4.1.2 We suggest that all Finnish and Swedish language publications should include 
a full summary of the main findings in a major language.

4.1.3 Some consideration might be given to the extension of the thematic range of 
research projects, possibly in conjunction with colleagues in the Department 
of History and the Department of Social Science History.

4.1.4 We would strongly encourage the Institute to develop areas studies into 
programmes that are more problem-orientated.

4.1.5 We strongly recommend that the Institute develops much closer and more 
structured collaboration in its research at all levels with the Department of 
History and Department of Social Science History and other departments 
working in cognate areas. 

4.1.6 We strongly recommend that the Institute maximise any opportunities for 
collaboration with the Aleksanteri Institute and the Helsinki Collegium for 
Advanced Studies.

4.1.7 Academic networks – national and international – should be maintained and 
developed further as opportunities present themselves.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure

4.2.1 The number of permanent posts and especially of permanent senior staff 
is inadequate and too many researchers are on short-term contracts. The 
University needs to address this as a matter of urgency. In particular, the 
professorship of East European and Russian history should be extended beyond 
its current five-year term.

4.2.2 The University needs to recognise that the time researchers spend teaching, 
applying for funds and administering the projects detracts from the time spent 
on research. A general university provision of research support – including 
non-competitive sabbatical leave and research travel funds – would be of great 
assistance.

4.2.3 Very successful academic exchanges - in terms of discussion and consultation 
of research materials - can be conducted over a matter of a few days or weeks 
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as well as in longer-term exchanges. In the case of the Institute, however, we 
would actively encourage longer-term visiting fellowships that are linked to 
defined research outputs.

4.2.4 The research outputs of those who spend time working in the Institute need 
to be made more visible and measurable.

4.2.5 The Institute should consider strategic planning of its research in the longer-
term.

4.2.6 The Institute is to be congratulated on its equality plan which we hope will 
redress further its gender imbalance and allow for the potential broadening 
of horizons that gender perspectives might offer.

4.3 Research active staff

4.3.1 Despite the enthusiasm for their research we were, however, struck by 
the pessimism voiced by the postdoctoral fellows regarding their future 
career prospects within the current academic system. The University might 
like to address directly issues surrounding career development for young 
researchers.

See also under 4.1 and 4.2 above.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

4.4.1 We recommend that the Institute maintains and strengthens its level of 
doctoral/post-doctoral research training. Here again collaboration within the 
various sections of the department as well as with the Department of History 
and the Department of Social Science History is strongly encouraged.

4.4.2 Stronger support is needed for all first-year research students, not just for 
foreign ones.

4.4.3 We recommend strongly that a basic departmental code of practice (in relation 
to the supervision of research students and what they might expect) be drawn 
up.

4.4.4 Use of a small group of supervisors, rather than a single supervisor, should be 
considered.

4.4.5 We recommend that the annual monitoring of progress be regularised across 
the department.

4.4.6 Inconsistencies in the method of rewarding teaching should be addressed.
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4.4.7 The Institute may need to consider further how it might attract more research 
students and it should be rewarded accordingly.

4.5 Other issues

4.5.1 The high cost of the inter library loan system clearly causes difficulties and 
requires urgent attention.

4.5.2 The University needs to invest in printed research materials, modern scholarly 
research publications and electronic resources. These cannot – and should 
not – be funded out of existing departmental resources.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Helsinki Collegium for 
Advanced Studies

Sub-Panel: History

Bernard Lategan, Stellenbosch Institute for Advanced Study (STIAS), South Africa, 
Chair
Boris Maksimovitsh Firsov, European University at St. Petersburg, Russia
Edgar Hösch, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, München, Abteilung für Ost- und 
Südosteuropas Germany
Barbro Klein, Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study, Uppsala, Sweden

Introduction
The Panel found the task of evaluating the Collegium both stimulating and 
challenging. By way of introduction, we would like to state the context in which the 
evaluation took place.

From the written documentation and on-site interviews, the Panel gained the 
impression of an institution which has grown from modest beginnings to a very active 
and productive unit with a strong focus on the promotion of Finnish scholarship in the 
humanities and the social sciences. During the years under review, it has produced a 
cohort of talented scholars and achieved an impressive research output. At the same 
time, the Collegium was founded as an institute for advanced study. This seemed to 
make it necessary that the evaluation would also include a comparison with other 
institutes for advanced study, where the nurturing of a community of scholars, the 
meeting of minds across national and disciplinary boundaries, and the creation of 
truly new knowledge are important priorities.

1 Mission, structure and performance 
The Helsinki Collegium for Advanced Studies was founded in 2001 as an independent 
institute within the University of Helsinki. Its aims, according to the founding 
document and the home page of the Collegium, are to “enhance scholarly excellence 
within the human and social sciences, and to promote the international recognition 
of Finnish scholars”. The present Director also emphasizes that the Collegium aims to 
provide “an innovative environment for concentrated study”, to endorse “dialogue 
between different academic orientations and disciplines”, and to encourage 
“methodological and theoretical reflection in research”. After careful evaluation, 
the Collegium invites scholars for periods of varying lengths (from a few months to 
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five years) as residential fellows. During the autumn semester of 2005, 50 fellows 
were placed at the Collegium.

The University finances the Collegium with profits from private moneys received 
through sales of pharmaceuticals. Through the years, the budget has grown and now 
amounts to about 3 million euros annually. In addition to funding from the University, 
the Collegium also receives external funding (for example from the Academy of 
Finland) linked to projects carried out by some of the fellows at the Collegium. 
In 2004, the Collegium also launched, with the help of the Kone Foundation, a 
programme that allows it to invite a limited number of Russian and Baltic Fellows for 
stays of varying length.

In terms of organizational structure, the Collegium has a Director and a Deputy 
Director, an Executive Board, and an Academic Advisory Board. The office staff 
consists of 5 persons and 9 research assistants. There are also committees whose 
members are fellows at the Collegium, for example, the Visitors’ Committee and the 
Internal Programme Committee (or the “Home Office”).

It is emphasized that, in addition to serve as an administrator, the Director must 
be an “active scholar with an international reputation”. This is not an easy post to 
fill as can be seen by the fact that the present Director who was hired in August 
2004, is the fourth to serve since the Collegium was founded. During his first year 
in charge the current Director instituted a number of critically important measures, 
among them a formal position as Deputy Director which has been held by two long-
term fellows. This way, someone is always in charge on the premises, also when the 
Director is absent. In general, the current Director appears to maintain a stronger 
presence at the Collegium than his predecessors. This can be seen, for instance, in his 
contributions to the Annual Report 2004-2005. As a whole this is a much fuller and 
more informative document than the Annual Reports of previous years. Furthermore, 
the current Director has initiated important contacts with various established 
institutes for advanced study, notably the Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin, Collegium 
Budapest, and the Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study (SCASSS).

The Director is responsible for the administration of the Collegium together with the
Executive Board which meets six times a year. The Board consists of nine members 
and their personal deputies, all appointed for three-year periods by the Senate of 
the University of Helsinki. The Board is concerned with strategic issues and budget 
questions. At present, the Chair of the Board is from the Department of General 
Linguistics. The other eight members represent “various academic constituencies of 
the university”.

The Academic Advisory Board (AAB) has fifteen members who meet once every 
spring to make final decisions regarding new fellows. All the members of this Board 
come from countries outside Finland and are appointed for three-year periods by 
the Rector of the University of Helsinki. The current chairperson is economist and 
philosopher from the Erasmus University of Rotterdam. It appears that a number of 
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changes have taken place with regards to the Advisory Board. At the beginning it 
had members from Finnish universities, now they are all from abroad. The main task 
of the Advisory Board is to evaluate applications from prospective fellows and make 
recommendations to the Director and the Board with regards to fellow selection. The 
actual procedure of fellow selection, as outlined to the Panel by the Director, is quite 
complex. In a first round the Director and Deputy Director screen the applications 
and send a selected number to members of the Advisory Board. Until now, each 
application has been assessed by three members of the Board but as of next year only 
two members will assess applications. Even if the Director and Deputy Director have 
a great deal of say in the selection process, so far it seems that the Advisory Board 
has made the final appointments.

According to the Annual Report of 2002 the role of the Advisory Board is “to assure a 
competent and impartial procedure in the selection of the fellows”. It is said in several 
texts that the Advisory Board plays a “pivotal” role and that the tasks of its members 
are “arduous”. Indeed, many of its members are outstanding and internationally 
esteemed scholars. Yet, the Panel also got the impression that the role of the Advisory 
Board is not entirely clear and that it has been reformulated several times. Some 
members of the Advisory Board reportedly feel that their work-load is too heavy. 
To an outsider the very large Advisory Board appears to be a cumbersome (and 
expensive) institution. It also seems curious that those who are responsible for every-
day life at the Collegium (i.e. the Director and Deputy Director) do not have the final 
say with regards to the scholars they admit and will work with, in some cases for 
several years.

Fellow recruitment is one of the central and most sensitive of the tasks of an 
organization that has the ambition to function as an institute for advanced study. 
It would appear that the present selection procedure ought to change when the 
Helsinki Collegium decides to invite more eminent international fellows and perhaps 
also to form thematic groups of the kind that are a central part of the activities at 
most institutes for advanced study. When this happens, the Director and Deputy 
Director need a clearer mandate to act on their own. An Advisory Board of the kind 
that is in existence now cannot handle the appointment of eminent international 
scholars. It is already now spelled out that the Helsinki Collegium offers “distinguished 
fellowships by invitation”. However, the procedure by which this is done ought to be 
spelled out more clearly.

Every year the number of fellows has risen at the Helsinki Collegium. In 2002, there 
were 25 research fellows, most of them from Finland (indeed, from the University 
of Helsinki). During the autumn term of 2005, there are 50 fellows. A majority of 
them are postdoctoral scholars from Finland, many of them hold the title of docent. 
Most of them maintain links to their departments, for example by teaching. In a 
way, then, the Collegium functions as a space where young, extremely promising, 
pre-professorial scholars can find professional opportunities at a time when regular 
university positions are scarce. Undoubtedly a fellowship at the Collegium for many 
young fellows serves as a preparation for a high-level, permanent university position. 
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That this is a successful strategy is demonstrated by the fact that several former 
postdoctoral fellows have found prestigious university positions inside and outside 
of Finland. Another group of fellows is composed of a few young scholars from other 
countries. Some of these scholars from abroad who are currently at the Collegium are 
from Russia; they are funded by the Kone Foundation Program for fellows from Russia 
and the Baltic countries. An additional handful of fellows, currently in residence or 
in residence in the recent past, are eminent senior scholars with an international 
reputation, among them a Professor from University of Wisconsin at Madison who 
was a visiting fellow during the fall of 2004. The plan is to increase the proportion 
of scholars from abroad considerably. The stated goal is to increase the number of 
fellows to 30 or 40 % of the total.

There can be no doubt that many fellows are outstanding scholars capable of 
producing high-level scholarship. Indeed, the output of books and articles published 
by internationally known university presses and by peer-reviewed journals is 
remarkably high. In that sense, the Collegium has been hugely successful in its goal to 
promote scholarly excellence and to promote the international recognition of Finnish 
scholars. A detail of some importance in this context, however, is that it is difficult 
to know to what extent the publications reported were produced or completed at 
the Collegium.

In a few years, we will know more clearly the extent to which projects were conceived 
of and completed at the Collegium and thus were an outcome of the particular 
environment there. However, interviews and informal conversations with fellows 
make it clear that many are extremely pleased with their stay. They are very happy 
to have an opportunity to engage in daily dialogue with colleagues of different 
academic orientations and disciplines.1 Mentioned several times was the fact that 
individual fellows were not competing with other fellows at the Collegium for the 
same jobs. What’s more, interviewees emphasized that at the Collegium there was no 
long history of bad blood of the kind that they had experienced in regular university 
departments. Also in that sense, the Collegium has been successful in its goal to 
create an innovative environment.

These achievements are striking in view of the fact that the Collegium did not move 
into its permanent premises on Fabianinkatu 24 until August 2004; earlier it did not 
have a real space of its own. The current premises are large; they cover three floors 
and the Collegium can provide work space for all its 50 fellows. Many scholars who 
hold fellowships for briefer periods are housed in a very spacious and airy room that 
is divided into smaller work spaces, a few share a room with one other fellow, and 
a great number have their own room. Most fellows with whom the panel members 
spoke expressed great satisfaction with their workspace and said that it enticed them 
to work at the Collegium instead of at home. Nobody saw the lack of an in-house 
library as a drawback. After all, there are first-rate libraries and archives all around 
Fabianinkatu 24. The scholars also expressed joy at having in their immediate vicinity 
so many colleagues with whom to exchange ideas.
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In that sense, in daily life the Collegium fulfils it stated goal to promote dialogue across 
disciplinary boundaries and, to some extent, across national boundaries. Contributing 
to this are regularly scheduled seminar meetings (“brown bag meetings”) which all 
fellows are expected to attend and to which all are expected to contribute. Also 
serving that purpose are lectures (many of which are open to the public), and various 
other events. Most fellows also pointed to the many symposia and meetings that 
were conceived of and planned by fellows themselves. All the persons interviewed 
emphasized the fact that so many events had been conceived “bottom up”; this is also 
pointed out in the self-assessment of the Collegium. Furthermore, fellows generally 
praised the generosity of the Collegium in supporting these spontaneous events 
financially, not least by paying for speakers and participants from abroad. The help 
from a well organized staff and from research assistants was consistently highlighted, 
not only in conjunction with symposia and the like but also in other ways.

But there are also less successful sides to daily life at the Collegium and a great 
deal more could be done to encourage an intellectual dialogue and to promote and 
sustain a vibrant scholarly community. It is obvious, for example, that all fellows do 
not come to the Collegium daily and that they are not required to do so. Nor are they 
required to eat lunch together or share other meals. At most institutes for advanced 
study, eating together is a basic and required part of daily life. Indeed, when the first 
Institute for Advanced Study was created in the 1930s, commensality was recognized 
as an indispensable factor in promoting a true scholarly community and in promoting 
serendipitous meetings of minds. But at the premises on Fabianinkatu there are no 
real kitchens and there do not seem to be any future possibility to create facilities 
to serve lunch to fifty fellows. And this is a great drawback, mentioned by many 
fellows. In addition, it is to be hoped that a great deal more attention will be paid 
to making the premises more inviting and aesthetically pleasing. Above all, many 
fellows emphasized the need for meeting places that could promote spontaneous 
conversations. Lunch service and meeting spaces are not to be regarded as extra 
niceties, but must be seen as indispensable features at any institute with an ambition 
to function as an institute for advanced study.

In the long run, it is clear -- as the Director also emphasizes -- that an intellectually 
outstanding environment cannot be created if most of the fellows are on a similar 
postdoctoral stage in their career, be they ever so talented. For great theoretical and 
methodological leaps to take place, challenges are needed, the kinds of challenges 
that truly great thinkers can offer. Therefore, it would seem necessary to entice such 
thinkers to stay at the Collegium for at least one semester and preferably a full 
academic year by making it truly attractive for them to come. One of the ways to 
do this would be to invite such a person to suggest a thematic group of central 
importance to him or her.

1 While the conversations with various scholars and the visits to the Collegium premises 
were extremely helpful, it would be valuable for future evaluators if fellows were 
asked to assess their experiences at the Collegium and if such inside assessments were 
made available to evaluators.
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2 Interaction between research and society
Institutes for advanced study run the risk of being perceived to be engaged in esoteric 
research which is far removed from real-life problems. It is therefore necessary to take 
special precautions to counter such perceptions. The Panel was quite impressed with 
the efforts made vis-à-vis the “third task” both among some individual scholars and 
by the Collegium as an institution.  These measures include

• Publications not only in scientific and scholarly journals, but also in popularised 
works

• Participating in political and ethical discussions in the intellectual community 
and in the public media

• Offering seminars and lectures at the Collegium on various topics of public 
interest 

• Providing expert advice where applicable

• Enhancing cultural exchange with Russia and the Baltic Countries through the 
visitors’ program of the Kone Foundation

• Promoting Finnish research in an international context

• Publication of popular material in Finnish

Yet, it was not really possible to gauge from the available material how effective the 
interaction with society really is. There is clearly an awareness of the importance to 
participate in public discourse in order to demonstrate the relevance of the Collegium’s 
research for society. However, a more focused approach could be beneficial by making 
these events part of the annual planning rather than spontaneous occurrences. One 
example would be an annual ‘open week’ in co-operation with the media during 
which all offerings are presented in non-expert format (based of the basic research 
of fellows), debates by prominent public figures and experts on current topics, even 
combined with music and art. At the same time, the primary focus should remain 
on high level research and the Collegium’s role as champion of the best and most 
advanced of current scholarship.

The inter/multidisciplinary focus of the Collegium should be used as an asset in 
offering perspectives on current events which are not readily available elsewhere. 
The growing interaction between the natural, biological and the social sciences and 
a new interest in what the humanities can contribute to the process (the origins of 
life, neuroscience and behavioural studies to mention only the most obvious) offer 
similar opportunities. 
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges 

3.1 Strengths

The Collegium is a promising addition to the many institutes for advanced study that 
have recently been founded in many parts of the world, notably in the United States 
and Western Europe. In terms of mission, goals and organization, it constitutes an 
interesting variation on the theme. It appears to be well-funded and receiving a 
great deal of public support. It has the potential to become an important institute 
for advanced study, and has already begun to establish such a position with regards 
to Russian and Baltic scholars.

The Institute has created an environment conducive for concentrated study and for 
constructive dialogue between different disciplines and research traditions. It is clear 
that fellows value the opportunity to interact with colleagues who are not from the 
same background, but who are eager for serious intellectual interaction with their 
peers. To some extent an international forum for the exchange of ideas has been 
created. 

The Collegium can be proud of a strong research output with examples of work of 
high quality in various fields. It is also clear that it has provided a career springboard 
for many of its fellows, some moving on to prestigious appointments in Finland and 
abroad. 

Of special significance is the stable funding base provided by the University which 
ensured financial security in the founding period and which enabled staff to 
concentrate on their primary tasks without the additional burden of fundraising.

3.2 Weaknesses

The Collegium is still too limited in scope – the emphasis remains too much on 
providing a finishing school for talented researchers and a platform to launch an own 
academic career. The international exposure and interaction have not been optimal 
so far. The quota of foreign research fellows has hitherto been quite limited.

The potential added value to the University and the academic community as a whole 
is not visible enough.

Although there is a growing sense of an emerging academic fellowship at the 
Collegium, the spirit of a true communitas still needs to come to fruition. We have 
already referred to the absence of shared meals. Not living together might also be a 
factor in this regard. The link to departments has both advantages and disadvantages. 
It ensures continuing contact with developments in a specific field of specialists, but 
undermines a stronger sense of community at the Collegium itself.
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The institution further lacks a distinctive profile and a clearly recognisable identity. 
Having its own premises is a step in the right direction, but should be asserted in 
other ways. Publications should ‘brand’ the institution in a more assertive way.

The rapid turnover of Directors was not conducive for stability and leadership – a 
situation which now seems to be rectified.  Many questions concerning the role of 
the Director, the Advisory Board, and fellow selection have to be raised. It would 
seem that the Collegium is burdened by a cumbersome procedure of fellow selection 
and by a large and unwieldy Advisory Board. It is also unclear to what extent it is 
a truly independent institute that can make its own decisions quickly. Perhaps the 
institute would greatly benefit the Finnish scholarly community if the Director were 
more independent from the advisory board in terms of fellow selection. The most 
successful institutes for advanced study in the world have all been benefiting from a 
great degree of independence.

It is unclear to what extent the Helsinki Collegium has proven capable to create the 
kind of scholarly communities that would be conducive to new scholarly developments 
and new formations of researchers. At the moment, the emphasis seems to be 
providing the best “pre-professorial” Finnish scholars with the opportunity to devote 
themselves to individual projects. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

There is no reason why the Collegium cannot realise its ambition to become a 
highly regarded European institute for advanced study. In its immediate vicinity, the 
University and the city already provide first-rate resources and potential partners in 
this regard. Its proximity to Russia and Eastern Europe offers further opportunities to 
play a bridging role between different perspectives and research traditions in this part 
of the world. The wider context of the expanding European Union and the growing 
demand for the better understanding of individuals, communities and countries and 
their complex interactions provide unlimited opportunities for innovative research 
and contributions of special significance to society.

The trend towards greater inter/multi/cross-disciplinarity places the Collegium in a 
strategic position to provide direction and leadership in this respect and to play a 
mediating role between the various fields of study. Broadening the spectrum by 
involving also the biological and natural sciences is a further challenge.

The network of established institutes for advanced study is further resource which 
can be utilised more effectively.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future
The Panel is of the opinion that the Collegium has reached an important stage in 
its development where strategic choices will have to be made in order to secure its 
continuing success and relevance in the future. It has justified without doubt the 
original investment by the University and it has vindicated the trust that was put 
in its creation. The decision by the University to support not only the natural and 
biological sciences, but also the humanities and the social sciences in a substantial way 
is now paying dividends. An important bridgehead for further development has been 
established. The critical question from now on is whether or not the Collegium will 
take the necessary strategic steps to expand its vision and scope in order to become 
an institute for advanced study in the fuller sense of the word. The Panel is aware 
that institutes of this kind differ in many respects among themselves and that local 
circumstances often determine which model eventually evolves. However, there are 
some features of an institute for advanced study which could be pursued with greater 
vigour at the Helsinki Collegium. These include

• The deliberate development of a genuine community of scholars

• The increase of the international contingent of fellows

• A shift of emphasis from focusing on gifted Finnish scholars to becoming a 
research destination of choice for leading scholars from all over the world

• To extend the reach of the Collegium beyond its immediate environment by 
exchanges with similar institutions in other parts of the world, including Latin 
America, Africa and Asia

• Making the interaction with society and the general public an integral part of 
the annual planning process of the Institute

It would be presumptions of the Panel members to assume that they have gained a 
full understanding of and insight into the Collegium in such a short time. The Panel 
is also aware that realities on the ground and other factors may have a constraining 
effect. It nonetheless believes that the time is ripe for a fundamental assessment of 
the direction the Collegium would like to pursue for the future. What seems to be 
needed more that anything else is a shared vision for the next phase of development 
that will energise all involved in this exciting enterprise. 

The recommendations which follow are not necessarily new ideas – many of these 
suggestions were raised by members of the Helsinki Collegium themselves. Even so, 
we believe that it is useful to list these at the conclusion of our report to serve as a 
point of reference and as a stimulus to further reflection and action:

• More scope for the Director to give direction and focus to the Institute and 
to develop his or her own initiatives. The Director is of course ultimately 
accountable to the Executive Board, but he or she is appointed for a specific 
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period of time and during this time the Director should be free and encouraged 
to shape the activities of the Institute in a more direct way.

• Rethinking the process of fellow selection and the role of the Director in this 
regard in view of the discussion of this issue in the preceding sections 1 and 2. 

• Complementing the current system of appointing fellows on the basis of 
application by one of appointment by invitation. To attract a sufficient number 
of eminent fellows an ongoing ‘search policy’ will be needed, coupled with 
personal invitation and negotiation.

• A special effort to establish endowed fellowships funded by the private sector, 
prominent foundations or other external sources. These might take the form 
of prestigious named fellowships which will add to the attraction for eminent 
scholars to come to the Collegium.

• The preceding implies an increase of the ratio of eminent senior fellows 
both from Finland and abroad and the encouragement of more structured 
interaction between senior and junior fellows. Depending on the funding 
situation, this might imply diminishing the quota of post-doctoral scholars, 
but with endowed fellowships this need not be the case.

• Prioritising certain broad research areas or themes to ensure a greater overlap 
of interests. This would imply supplementing the (rather unstructured) system 
of individual research proposals with a system of thematic research. Themes 
or focal areas need not be permanent, but can be explored for one or more 
years and then be replaced by other topics. 

• Thematic research could also lead to a stronger interaction between senior 
and junior fellows. If it is known that a recognised leader in a certain field will 
be at the Collegium a certain year, it would be hugely beneficial if a number 
of junior fellows who work in the same field are also appointed for that year. 
It is not suggested that all fellowships are to be coupled in this way, but the 
formation of groups in certain areas would be a very useful addition to the 
system of ‘open’ fellowships.

• Organising an old fellow club and mobilising these alumni to promote the 
interests of the Institute in their own environment and spheres of influence.

• Clarifying the relationship between the Advisory Board, the Director and Staff 
in order to reach a common understanding regarding roles and responsibilities 
and to ensure optimal synergy between the various role-players.

• Strengthening the profile of the Collegium and developing a more visible own 
identity, inter alia by insisting that the Collegium is explicitly acknowledged in 
any publication of work done there.
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• In this regard, a discussion with the University could be very beneficial. It could 
be to the advantage of both the Collegium and the University if a more arms-
length relationship is developed. It could make it easier to attract additional 
funding, while the University could share in the benefits of having prominent 
scholars on campus who otherwise would not have come to Helsinki. Such 
a move could also enhance the visibility of the Collegium. The matter of an 
own logo should also be pursued, again without severing the ties with the 
University. There are many examples where separate entities exist under a 
wider umbrella to the benefit of both parties. 

• Devising practical ways to enhance the experience and spirit of a community 
of scholars at the Collegium. A common lunch which everyone is expected to 
attend would be an obvious step in this direction, but there are also other 
possibilities. Wisdom will be needed to strike the right balance between total 
freedom and over-organisation. Fellows do need personal space and should not 
be forced to do too many activities together. On the other hand, the essence 
of an institute of this kind lies in its intellectual challenge and stimulation, in 
the daily rubbing of shoulders, and in the real-life experience of a diversity 
of viewpoints, disciplines and paradigms. This type of experience does not 
happen by itself; it requires thoughtful planning and skilful nudging to achieve 
the right kind of interaction at the same time as nobody feels coerced to 
interact.

• Seeking co-operation in a more systematic way with other institutes in the 
immediate vicinity of the Collegium. The Aleksanteri Institute is one example 
(there are no doubt others) where co-operation in the field of Eastern European 
studies and the exchange of expertise could be mutually beneficial. 

• Further strengthening of relationships with other institutes of advanced 
study. One practical way to do this would be the kind of exchange of fellows 
which often happens between these institutions. The shared experience, 
networks and other contacts of these institutes could be a valuable resource 
the Collegium could tap into to its own benefit. Participating in specific (joint) 
research projects is also an effective way to achieve synergy and to form 
partnerships in a natural way. If the co-operation is mutually beneficial, more 
formalized ties are likely to follow.

• While the Panel recommends an increase in the quota of senior fellows, this 
should in no way jeopardise the Collegium’s established reputation among post-
doctoral scholars as a highly sought after institution for career development. 
These younger scholars are natural candidates for further involvement in the 
activities of the Collegium. The sooner they are exposed to an interdisciplinary 
environment, the better.
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In conclusion

The Panel would like to thank the Director, Staff and Fellows of the Collegium for the 
preparation of the evaluation material, for the frank and constructive discussions we 
had with them and would like wish them all the best for the future. 

B C Lategan 
Chair: Subpanel History (Independent Institutes)

Stellenbosch
12 September 2005
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Aleksanteri Institute – Finnish 
Centre for Russian and East European Studies

Sub-Panel: History

Bernard Lategan, Stellenbosch Institute for Advanced Study (STIAS), South Africa, 
Chair
Boris Maksimovitsh Firsov, European University at St. Petersburg, Russia
Edgar Hösch, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, München, Abteilung für Ost- und 
Südosteuropas Germany
Barbro Klein, Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study, Uppsala, Sweden

1 Mission, structure and performance
The members of the Sub-Panel visited the Aleksanteri Institute on 1 September 2005. 
We are grateful to the Institute for their thorough preparation of the evaluation 
material, for their hospitality during our visit and for the frank and constructive 
exchange of views in the course of our discussions.

Mission and structure

The Aleksanteri Institute (AI) was founded in 1996 with the declared intention, to 
overcome the imposed restrictions and gaps in the field of East European studies 
during the long phase of the Cold War and the East-West-confrontation by creating 
a national Centre for Russian and East European studies as an independent Institute 
operating under the Senate of the University of Helsinki. From the beginning it was 
the primary concern of the management to establish a centre of excellence and 
specialised expertise in interdisciplinary research and to develop and organise a 
national research and teaching network for Russian and East European studies in 
Finland. A further motivation for this scientific enterprise was the emerging economic 
and social problems during the ongoing transformation processes in the neighbouring 
states in the East some years after the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the 
Communist party system in Eastern Europe. Already in 1994 a special programme was 
launched by the Academy of Finland whose main aim was to reinforce research on 
Eastern Europe during the following five years (1995-2000). With a budget of about 
33 million FIM, 28 research projects have been funded. A strong response came from 
the humanities and social sciences (with 21 of the funded projects) and many students 
were interested in specialized knowledge of Russia. Further fields of interest were 
the neighbouring areas beyond the Eastern border of Finland from Kola and Russian 
Karelia to St. Petersburg and the Baltic countries. With regard to the favoured matters 
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priority was given to actual developments of contemporary history. The opening of 
the Soviet archives made it possible for the Finns to reappraise the Soviet past in 
Russian Karelia.

The foundation of the AI marks a new beginning of systematic East European studies 
in Finland and represents a significant step forward in coordinated project planning. 
The management of the institute took advantage of the new possibilities, overcame 
the initial difficulties and insecurities with insufficient accommodation and staffing 
requirements, and built up in an astonishingly short time the smooth organization of 
a centre of high competence and a national network including all interested Finnish 
universities.

The way Y. Lotman diagnosed Russian social knowledge (‘only the past is logical, 
the future remains unpredictable’) is a paraphrase of the central idea behind the 
foundation of Aleksanteri  Institute – to overcome the traditional dualism of the 
Cold-war approach to Russia’s problems, to deconstruct the simplistic and outdated 
dichotomy between the western and the eastern perspectives, to renew the quest 
for a holistic and complex understanding of the knotty (complicated) Russian (East-
European) world, thus clearing the ways towards social sciences freed of the danger 
of giving indistinct answers to contemporary historical challenges. The Aleksanteri 
Institute was remarkably successful in this undertaking, having won a high scholarly 
and professional reputation in the eyes of the international community, including 
many Russian scholars whose self-reflection was stimulated as a result of the 
constructive and open way the AI conducted its work.

Several factors contributed to the good performance of the AI. Firstly, the development 
of critical intellectual practices, providing the basis of a common methodological 
approach despite widely differing projects. Secondly, the bold investment in young 
scholarly talent with a simultaneous mobilization of the potential of older experts 
in Russian studies, thirdly the very effective dialogical style in which it conducts its 
research and fourthly, the unique combination of individual research projects, a 
graduate school and carefully selected research themes.

Performance

Looking back on the work done during the period under review, there is no doubt 
that the AI has achieved a high level of institutional consolidation, that it enjoys an 
enviable reputation of reliable and quality research and that is actively engaged in 
international scientific discussion and collaboration.

The AI has more that met its declared goals. The high number of completed MA and 
Doctoral degrees (more than 320 candidates in six years) would otherwise have been 
impossible. On every level the activities of the Institute, such as colloquia, invited 
talks, the Kikimora series and publications in the Finnish and foreign press, bear the 
stamp of professionalism. The AI Institute has indeed delivered on its promises with 
regard to its role in the public arena.
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Of basic significance was foundation the Finnish Graduate School for Russian and 
East European Studies in 1998 and which is supported by 7 Finnish universities. The 
nation-wide multi- and interdisciplinary teaching programme, coordinated by the 
AI at present involves 13 universities. In 2003 a new internal research programme 
has been accepted with seven topics (Information society in Russia and in the Baltic 
countries; new identities in Eastern Europe; poverty, well-being and equality; nature 
and culture in Russia; developmental paths in rural areas in post-socialist Europe; 
transition theories; new risks and security threats), which point the way for future 
developments. The research programmes are based primarily on individual initiatives 
of the senior staff. The intention is to gain a new perspective for future research 
activities in combining basic research by senior staff and a long standing cooperation 
with the neighbouring countries (esp. Russia) and leading Western institutions, with 
the contribution of research projects, post docs and the graduate school.

2 Interaction between research and society
The interaction between the research and society takes place on several levels, 
namely:

1. Principal orientation of research towards the needs of the state, business or 
civil society.

2. Disseminating results through the media.

3. Developing a systematic information service on developments and issues in 
Russia and East European countries.

4. Using scientific journals to raise issues of theory and practice.

5. Presenting political initiatives for the agenda of political decision-making based 
on the Institute’s own research and expertise.

A direct indicator of the efficient interaction between research projects of the AI and 
society is the high level of external funding. A large number of social institutions in 
Finland find it necessary to provide financial support for the Institute’s research and 
educational programmes. The motivation is on the one hand the value they attach 
to the generation of new knowledge and on the other hand the importance of 
professionalism in the training a next scholarly generation.

The institute aspires to be not only a research institution but also a service centre 
with consulting activities for Ministries and exchanging information with a broader 
audience. In autumn 2005 a web based special information service “Russiainfo”, 
initiated by the Ministry of Education of Finland, will be opened to the public. 
Russiainfo will gather in Finland available relevant information and resources on 
Russia.
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges 

3.1 Strengths

The Panel was impressed by the quality of leadership and the leadership style of the 
AI. In essence this leadership rests on developing a shared vision of the intellectual 
challenges facing the Institute and the way these should be approached. Individual 
members are then free to follow their own judgement how to give expression to this 
common vision.

A second important strength is the dialogical style the AI has developed in its research 
projects. The research situation presupposes a relationship of equality, not dominance, 
where both parties have something to gain from the interchange and where both 
sides have something to learn. This makes for a non-threatening environment which 
results in openness and eventually trust. This approach is not only of significance for 
the relation between East and West, but also for other situations of social transition 
in the wider context of an expanding Europe and elsewhere in the world where 
existential fears and historical prejudices complicates the research process.  In this 
regard the AI has developed an important asset with ‘export potential’.

The AI is fortunate to have a sound financial basis and good resources compared 
with international standards. Further strengths include broad contacts with the 
Finnish scientific society and nation-wide networks, the established multi- and 
interdisciplinary teaching experience on different academic levels, the high profile 
in selected topics (transition theories and transformation studies, studies on new 
identity in Eastern Europe, problems of everyday life in post-socialist societies, 
successful changes and deficiencies characterizing the modernization processes in the 
agrarian societies in Eastern Europe, past and present of Russia Karelia) and last but 
not least the active cooperation with individual researchers and relevant institutions 
in East and West.

In addition to the modest list contained in the Submission Form, there are also other 
factors which have enhanced the Institute’s international and national reputation, 
for example

• The bold and ambitious way the mission and main goals of the AI are 
pursued

• ‘Pluralism’ of external funding sources, both domestic and international, as well 
as the significant volume of external funds (up to 50 percent of the budget). 
It is a strong prerequisite for the AI’s sustainable development.
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3.2 Weaknesses

In the own estimation of the institute the systematic research programmes by 
senior scholars, the unequal development in the prioritised fields of research, and 
the desirable integration of research and teaching could be improved. Complaints 
concern mainly the sporadic nature of research funding and the lack of permanent 
positions for younger scholars and of postdoctoral staff within the active staff. The 
cohorts of young researchers trained at the Aleksanteri Institute should have an 
environment to further their professional training. Equally, efforts are required to 
maintain professional contacts with graduate students from the universities in Finland 
who are recruited as doctoral students. The main weakness of the activities has been 
evaluated self-critically by the Institute’s Administration.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

The rich Slavica-collection of the university library of Helsinki situated next door 
to the institute makes available the best sources for the research into past and 
present of Eastern Europe and that of Russia. In Helsinki the geographical location 
makes cross-border cooperation easier than in the other western countries. These 
opportunities should be used for a critical assessment of the problematic nature of 
the EU-enlargement and the consequences for the neighbouring regions.

In the coming six-year period (2005 – 2010) the Aleksanteri Institute has an opportunity 
to implement a network model of the interaction between science, education and 
society. The development of social thought on the basis of interdisciplinary research 
and educational programmes at the institute is connected with a shift from traditional 
schemes of education and science to the concept of knowledge society. In this case, 
research and education networks run through all levels of social structure and prove 
to be closely connected with all institutions of society without exception. In such 
networks a centre similar to Aleksanteri Institute both functionally and structurally 
can become a node in the ever broadening system of production and dissemination of 
knowledge. Network consciousness, or rather network mentality may make a resource 
of Aleksanteri Institute´s efficient functioning. 

We shall add a formulation of one of the major challenges (e.g. problematic nature 
of social change in Russia) by given a thesis of principal instability of the post-Soviet 
living space. By a figurative expression of Professor A. Tolstykh, regarding current 
situation it is more appropriate to say that it is ‘the very fast moving in the very muddy 
water’. And although the expression concerns socio-genic environment throughout 
the world, it is applicable to the current affairs in Russia. If the universally observed 
epidemic of imitating social change is endowed with a sense of cultural motivation, 
then this will be helpful to uncover a fundamental contradiction of social and mental 
life in Russia, i.e. attempts at legitimizing the new democratic and liberal identity 
that take place on the background of vigorous efforts to create new versions of the 
‘ramshackle’ authoritarian tradition. Adequate answers to such challenges require a 
more flexible research policy.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future
The Panel had the opportunity to study the submitted material and had one face-
to-face interview with the Director and members of the AI. This provided the Panel 
with a good basic insight and overview of the activities, the quality of work and the 
Institute’s impact. However, it would be presumptuous to assume that it has gained 
a full understanding in such a relative short time of all dimensions and of all the 
relevant factors involved. The Panel is also aware that realities on the ground and 
other factors may have a constraining effect. The following recommendations are 
nonetheless given in an attempt to improve the work of the AI even further.

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

4.1.1 Every effort should be made to maintain the quality of the research output and 
even improve it where possible. The list of the best publications presented for 
assessment demonstrates an active participation in international scholarship. 
The standard of the research currently being produced by the staff is of high 
international standard and above the average level of achievement in European 
universities. The value is increased by fieldwork in the neighbouring countries 
and substantial research in archives abroad.

4.1.2 While the Institute (correctly, in the opinion of the Panel) places the main 
emphasis on research, it should at the same not neglect the enviable reputation 
it has acquired of producing reliable data and information and of acting as 
a honest broker of this knowledge. As was pointed out in the interview, the 
success of the AI is largely due to the quality of the information it produces 
and the non-prescriptive way in which this information is made available to 
interested parties and to policy and decision makers of all possible kinds. The 
impact of the Institute will increase if it can maintain this modus operandi.

4.1.3 Meta-reflection on the Institute’s unique approach, its leadership style and its 
research methodology should be encouraged. If not already done, the process 
of dialogical research as developed by the Institute, based on equality rather 
that dominance and where both parties have to gain form the process, should 
be described and published as a contribution to the field in its own right.

4.1.4 Adding to the existing system of basic research a series of less large-scale 
but topic-related pilot projects that would increase the social relevance of 
Aleksanteri Institute’s overall scholarly program.

4.1.5 Taking into consideration the spontaneous development and unpredictable 
nature of transition processes in Eastern Europe and Russia.

4.1.6 The most striking feature (and no doubt a strength) of the overall research 
programme of the Institute is the focus on contemporary processes and the 
dominant orientation towards problems and methods of the social sciences and 
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the economic sciences. However, the wide field of history and culture is equally 
relevant for a better understanding of the ongoing developments in Eastern 
Europe and in Russia. These aspects should eventually be taken more into 
consideration and integrated into the topics of the future research program.

4.1.7 It would be important to develop the declared intention of the institute to 
break down the dichotomy between East and the West and to constitute the 
intellectual centre of this deconstruction process in the study of the mental and 
cultural foundations of the orthodox world. One possibility would be a critical 
examination of the Huntington thesis about the cultural borderline dividing 
the eastern and the western Christendom. In this context an arrangement 
and a division of labour with the colleagues of the Renvall-Institute who are 
more engaged in the study of Russian history and culture could obviously be 
taken into consideration. Another possibility would be to demonstrate the 
deconstruction of this dichotomy from Finnish history as well. The history 
of the former Old Finland (Vanha Suomi) contains rich illustrative material 
showing the encounter and the fruitful interconnection between the world 
of orthodoxy and the Latin West, the cultural interrelation between the 
Metropolis of the Russian empire St. Petersburg and the neighbouring areas 
occupied by Finnish peasants and the stimulating effects of the Russian 
presence in the “Imperial Finland” during the time of its autonomy. Nobody 
is more qualified to fill this gap in our knowledge and to deconstruct existing 
prejudice against the Russian neighbour than the Finns themselves.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

4.2.1 Every effort should be made to maintain the quality of the research output and 
even improve it where possible. The list of the best publications presented for 
assessment demonstrates an active participation of the institute in international 
scholarship. The standard of the research currently being produced by the staff 
is of high international standard and above the average level of achievement 
in European universities. The publications present the results of long-term 
research in archives abroad and fieldwork in the neighbouring countries.

4.2.2 Giving consideration to the establishing of an association (society) of 
Aleksanteri Institute alumni who could enrich essentially the research milieu.

4.2.3. An important and productive step would be professional integration and 
promotion of Aleksanteri Institute´s graduates in universities and other 
scholarly institutions where they continue their professional career. The 
experience gained at the European University at St Petersburg underlines the 
strategic role which such a ‘critical mass of alumni’ can play. Gathered at one 
place and united by a common goal, the alumni are capable to generate an 
intellectual energy of quite high value. We would suggest, without any risk, 
to place this energy of the young generation of less than 30 years old at the 
service of the high and changing goals of development.
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4.2.4 To avoid unnecessary duplication, the planned database would require 
precise arrangements with operating databases in other countries (esp. USA, 
Japan, Great Britain, Germany). The normal Finnish user is waiting for basic 
information on Russia and foreigners are interested above all in material only 
available through Finnish sources and in a complete documentation of Russian 
and East European studies in Finland. 

4.2.5 The active involvement in European programmes of digitalizing would be 
desirable in the future.

4.3 Research active staff

4.3.1 Permanent positions for scholars on the postdoctoral level. 

4.3.2 The staff should be encouraged to coordinate their individual research 
activities with the future project planning of the institute and to introduce 
their experiences into the teaching of the graduate school.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

4.4.1 It seems that this role could be increased through an Aleksanteri Institute´s 
network Internet journal publishing results of current research projects and 
developments of its rich scholarly life.

4.4.2 In the last years the research activities of the institute were base above all 
on the individual work of research students. The management needs more 
financial support in his endeavour to integrate research and teaching in the 
Ph.D. programmes.

4.5 Other issues 

4.5.1 Creating at Aleksanteri Institute an international (initially, European) 
association of research centres for Russian and East European studies.
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In conclusion 

The Aleksanteri Institute should be congratulated on an excellent all-round 
performance and encouraged to approach the next phase of its development with 
the same vigour, the same high level of leadership, quality of research and dedication 
to constructive dialogue. The Panel is convinced that Institute is facing a bright future 
if this could be achieved.

B C Lategan 
Chair: Subpanel History (Independent Institutes)

Stellenbosch 
12 September 2005
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Finnish

Panel: Finnish Language and General Linguistics

Matti Leiwo, University of Jyväskylä, Department of Languages, Finland, Chair
Marianne Bakro-Nagy, University of Szeged, Department of Finno-Ugristics, 
Hungary
Östen Dahl, University of Stockholm, Department of Linguistics, Sweden
Birgitta Englund Dimitrova, University of Stockholm, Institute for Interpretation 
and Translation Studies, Sweden

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

Supporting Comments:

Publications. In the selected compilation of publications of the Finnish Department (98 
items), about 10 percent of the articles are at an indisputably high international level; 
six of them in international linguistically oriented journals, and four articles in Finno-
Ugric journals (in French and German), about 10 percent in refereed Finnish journals 
(mostly in “Virittäjä”, the leading journal in Fennistics, at a potentially high or at least 
good international level) and almost 20 percent of the articles are at an indisputably 
or potentially high international level in refereed international compilations and 
article collections. Also the main author of the “Big Finnish Grammar”, the up-
to-date and so far the most comprehensive Finnish grammar, is a professor of the 
department. 

The rest of the selected compilation includes 17 doctoral theses at potentially high or 
good international level for doctoral theses. Six of the theses have also been included 
in the best publications, and at least five articles based on the theses are published 
in journals of high international quality. Further, the selected compilation includes 
16 articles published in Finnish (Swedish) compilations. 

According to this rough quantitative analysis, about half of the publications are 
potentially at a high international level and approximately two thirds of the selected 
publications are obviously at a high or good international level. There are no articles 
below the fair level in these two lists.
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Methods and topics. According to the self-evaluation of the department, the strength 
of the department is the wide range of methods and topics. And, indeed, the lists 
cover topics from philological and Finnic studies to general linguistic topics and 
to discussions on everyday normative problems of language usage in a variety of 
publications and magazines. The research done in the department (even in M.A. 
theses) and utilized e.g. in “Big Finnish Grammar” offers new aspects and new topics 
in the descriptive grammar of Finnish, and is based on theoretically up-to-date 
methods. The theses as well as the research in general are based on a representative 
Finnish material of big and versatile data banks and materials of written and spoken 
Finnish language, thanks to the co-operation with the Research Center for the 
Languages of Finland. 

Judging from the list of selected and best publications the research concentrates 
in two or three major areas and methods. About half of the doctoral theses are 
connected with ethnomethodological linguistics and conversation analysis and almost 
half of the articles in refereed journals and the majority of articles in international 
publications deal with CA and applications of CA, for example doctor – patient 
discourse and NS – NNS discourse. 

Another major research area is the syntactic and semantic research done in the 
framework of cognitive and construction grammar and grammaticalization. The 
cognitive and constructive framework is dominant in about one third of Ph.D. 
theses and one fifth of approximately 50 articles in refereed journals and article 
compilations.

The remaining publications in the compilation represent several smaller research areas. 
The role of onomastic studies is prominent (two dissertations and some articles). We 
would also like to mention especially the thesis of Finnish surnames, included in the 
list of best publications, that opens new and interesting issues in Finnish cultural 
history. There are also several interesting philological, socio-dialectal and historical 
studies and a couple of studies on early language acquisition that have been included 
in lists of selected and best studies.

Doctoral training. The doctoral theses are theoretically and topically up-to-date and 
show the high quality of the doctoral program. The ratio of the dissertations (20) to 
the number of senior staff members is about two dissertations for one senior staff 
member in five years. The supervision of the theses and the publications of the junior 
staff are based on the research projects of a small number of senior researchers, 
although the senior staff consists of more than 10 persons. 

Research activity. Although the number of total publications is impressive, the 
number of staff doing research which is published in international journals and books 
is limited, and the number of staff supervising doctoral students is also limited. The 
department as a whole has less than five scientific articles yearly in international 
magazines which is not a high number when compared to the number of active 
research staff. Some senior researchers have no articles published in, e.g., English, 
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and it seems that some members of the senior staff do not have ongoing research 
projects. 

Concluding, then, the overall quality of the research is high but the visibility of the 
research in the international refereed journals could be better, and hence our 7 
should be interpreted as 7 with a minus.

2 Interaction between research and society
The staff of the department have participated in public discussion of current problems 
of linguistics and language use, of the use of Finnish in Europe, the use of formal 
and informal language, slang etc. In the list of all publications there are polemic and 
popularized articles that have appeared in scientific and popular scientific journals, 
in weekly and monthly magazines and in newspapers. Some staff members have also 
been active in mother tongue and Finnish as L2 teaching and participated in writing 
text books, worked in matriculation exam board and participated in public discussion 
of teacher training. They have also been engaged in producing materials for teaching 
of Finnish as mother tongue and as second language. 

An important task of the department is to train teachers of Finnish. In the site visit it 
was made explicit that the staff have discussed how the present knowledge can be 
used in teacher training.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The main strength of the department is that they are able to utilize their excellent 
material and human resources to produce research of high quality and to mobilize 
their students to the main research areas of the department. The doctoral students 
and the post doctoral researchers seem to be very content with the material and 
scholarly support they have and they have optimistic job and research expectations 
in the international research environment. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

The main weaknesses seem to be that the research and the projects are very 
dependable on a limited number of the senior staff and there are not enough 
publications of the research in international journals. During the site visits, however, 
it became obvious that the younger staff have a clear picture of the direction of the 
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future research and the junior researchers see themselves as part of the international 
research community.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The inclusion of Finnish literature in the department will apparently be an opportunity 
to be discussed in the department. The expected retirement of several active senior 
researchers will open the professors’ posts to new scholars, and the younger staff 
members seem to be aware of the opportunities and challenges of the integration 
of the present main areas (e.g. grammar and/in interaction) and the inclusion of 
new areas (e.g. interaction in education, history of literacy, writing and discourse 
organization) of research.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

-

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The department in Helsinki can effectively use the services all the archives, research 
institutes and publishing houses of the Finnic research area. The department is the 
biggest and the most productive research and teaching center of Finnish language 
and linguistics in the world. The competition in this “league” is not, however, 
very hard. The other Finnish departments in Finland are small compared with the 
department in Helsinki. Probably it would be in the interests of all the teaching 
and research organizations of Finnish language to consider how to develop the co-
operation between them and how the resources could be made available to the 
research community of Finnish language. 

4.3 Research active staff

The department should encourage all the members of the staff to actively participate 
in the research projects and to put more effort in international publishing of the 
results.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The doctoral theses are impressive monographs of high quality. So far, the young 
doctors seem to be out of breath after the dissertation and only some of them have 
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actively reported their research in international publications. Apparently, then, the 
publishing of comprehensive monographs, writing articles in international journals 
and nourishing the scientific use of Finnish should be balanced in doctoral and post-
doctoral training.

4.5 Other issues

The department seems to be very self-supporting and autonomous, it has the critical 
mass to discuss and develop new research areas and support each other’s research 
– a fact mentioned several times during the site visits. It is in the best interest of 
the Finnish society to safeguard this excellent infrastructure in the changing and 
globalizing world.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of 
Finno-Ugrian Studies

Panel: Finnish Language and General Linguistics

Matti Leiwo, University of Jyväskylä, Department of Languages, Finland, Chair
Marianne Bakro-Nagy, University of Szeged, Department of Finno-Ugristics, 
Hungary
Östen Dahl, University of Stockholm, Department of Linguistics, Sweden
Birgitta Englund Dimitrova, University of Stockholm, Institute for Interpretation 
and Translation Studies, Sweden

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

The department received strict and serious criticism in the former evaluation. 
Documentations and site visits in the present period show, however, that the research 
activity of the department is now of an innovative character. The dominating research 
areas are Finnic studies (Finnish and Estonian included), Ob-Ugrian, Saami and 
Samoyedic studies, and Hungarian (especially language contact and literary) studies. 
The selected publications are impressive and they reflect the following trends.

Coverage of languages:

The bulk of publications are on Finnic topics (Finnish and Estonian included). The 
value of the publications is that they propose new aspects of traditional fields (as 
diachronic linguistics) or apply recently developed methods or theoretical frameworks, 
and introduce new methodologies to the benefit of Finno-Ugrian studies. In this 
context research on the importance of contacts and divergence of Finnic languages, 
morphosyntactic and typological change in the Finnic languages, dynamics of the 
grammar and the vocabulary of Estonian in 1990-2000s must be emphasized. The 
publications offer valuable data for grammaticalization theory, typology, historical 
linguistics and contact linguistics, to mention but a few areas. The best publications 
in this field represent high international level, and they can have everlasting impact 
on Finno-Ugrian studies.
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Samoyedology is represented by Nenets and Selkup studies, as well as the project 
of “Manuscripta Castreniana”. The quality of the Nenets studies is of a very high 
international level.

The good and long traditions of Ob-Ugric studies is represented by the Eastern Mansi 
project on morphology. The descriptive grammar of Eastern Mansi, a practically 
extinct dialect, is an important undertaking. The research on the Saami and 
Hungarian language-contact studies (Hungarian in diaspora communities) is of high 
quality too.

The head of the Department as the editor in chief has successfully completed the 
Finnish etymological dictionary, Suomen sanojen alkuperä, in this period.

To sum up it must be stated that the language representation – especially when 
compared to the relatively low number of the research active staff members – is fairly 
good and reflects serious devotedness.

Methodology:

The main strength of the publications is that they combine comprehensive data 
oriented research with modern methodologies and theories: high level comprehensive 
studies on the one hand, and methodologically and theoretically well grounded works 
on the other show modern orientation. The setting up of a databank for endangered 
Finno-Ugric languages deserves special attention.

Fora of publications:

What the places and language of publications concerns, nearly half of them were 
published abroad in periodicals or in compilations, and the leading Finnish Finno-
Ugric periodicals (e.g. Mémoires de la Société Finno-Ougrienne, Journal de la Société 
Finno-Ougrienne, Finnisch-ugrische Forschungen) are well represented in the list, 
but only a moderate number of the publications appeared in refereed international 
periodicals.

While the panel of evaluation witnessed that the members of the department, 
senior research staff, doctoral and postdoctoral members are active in publishing 
and documenting their research results, the number of publications in refereed 
international periodicals does not seem to be sufficient. That is why the rating of 
the quality research is 6 with a minus.

2 Interaction between research and society
The specific feature of Finno-Ugrian studies is that the Department has special 
responsibilities in its homeland as well as in Russia. The appreciation of the scientific 
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activities of the department is witnessed by the Finno-Ugrian minorities of Russia 
(cf. an honorary membership of a faculty member in the Yamal-Nenets Autonomous 
District panel).

The list of the expertise assignments of the faculty members is impressive: constant 
representation in the editorial board of the world leading Finnish and Estonian Finno-
Ugric periodicals, and service in the relevant UNESCO committee, etc.

The expertice of the staff members is well known and highly appreciated even abroad 
mainly when dealing with linguistic prehistory.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The Department of Finno-Ugric languages has again two chairs, one for Finno-Ugric 
languages and one for Finnic languages. For a longer term the independent position 
of the Department was threatened. These plans were however dropped and a new 
professor of Finno-Ugric languages was appointed in 1998, and a new professor of 
Finnic languages in 2005. The Department has visiting professors (actually university 
lecturers) for Estonian and Hungarian language and culture. Another change is 
that the post of an assistant for Finno-Ugrian language studies was changed into a 
post of university lecturer aiming to strengthen the research activity of endangered 
languages. The loss of the assistant post was compelled by external funding for 
doctoral candidates (cf. Langnet).

The most important result of the present evaluation period is that the Department 
was far-seeing and brave enough to restructure its research activity (the reasons 
behind the decision are regrettable, namely financial problems and unsteady 
positions), and to form plans for radical changes. An increased concentration on the 
study of Northern Uralic languages (Finnic, Komi, Ob-Ugrian, Samoyedic) as well as on 
Hungarian and Estonian language and culture (while the languages of Central-Russia 
(Mordva, Mari and Udmurt) as a „division of labour” will be the responsibility of the 
University of Turku). The focus of the research is on the study of minor endangered 
languages as Inari, Skolt and Lule Saami, (Eastern) Mansi, Nenets and Selkup. 
The department has also developed new cooperation with international research 
groups (in the study of Finno-Ugric substratum in Western and Central Russia, in 
Samoyedology within a multi-lateral agreement, and in Hungarian-Finnish-Estonian 
literary studies), and initiated national cooperation (in collecting Saami etymological 
database and encyclopedia of Saami culture). A slow increase in the number of 
doctoral theses is a promising step. 
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The list of academic visitings is impressive too. The fact that most of the visitors 
were from (Russian) Finno-Ugric territory shows the scientific importance of the 
department and the service rendered by it.

3.2 Weaknesses 

Despite the fact that the last six years can be considered as the formation of a renewal 
period there are some reservations to be noticed:

It is acceptable that in the state of a financial endanger and with a fluctuating 
staff (mainly what the Hungarian and Estonian lecturers concerns) it is not easy to 
achieve or to maintain a constant or even a moderate level of publication activity. The 
publishing policy should be reconsidered partly because the appearance in refereed 
(international) periodical qualifies the level of the work, partly because in doing 
so the possibility of a better scientific communication between Finno-Ugristics and 
typology, theoretical linguistics etc. could be extended.

An important weakness is that (because of financial reasons) the position of a visiting 
Finno-Ugric lecturer (or professor) from Russia could not be maintained. This means 
that a long and good tradition is suspended.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The main challenge is to maintain the high quality of research with a limited number 
of research staff on the one hand, and to continue the study of endangered languages 
on the other.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Because of financial shortcomings and cuts the future of Finnic studies seems to be in 
danger and a closer cooperation with Estonia in this respect could be helpful. So the 
opportunities are to be found in an increased amount of international and national 
cooperation, following up the initiatives already present in this evaluation period. The 
Department should also give a higher priority to visiting professorship representing 
minor Uralic languages.

It is recommended to increase the number of refereed publications in foreign 
language periodicals in Finland or abroad.
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4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

-

4.3 Research active staff

The number of the research active staff must be augmented by all means: the fact 
that a Finno-Ugrian Department does not have a single visiting professor representing 
a minor Uralic language from Russia is not acceptable. 

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The research based teaching should be continued in the future. 

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of General 
Linguistics

Panel: Finnish Language and General Linguistics

Matti Leiwo, University of Jyväskylä, Department of Languages, Finland, Chair
Marianne Bakro-Nagy, University of Szeged, Department of Finno-Ugristics, 
Hungary
Östen Dahl, University of Stockholm, Department of Linguistics, Sweden
Birgitta Englund Dimitrova, University of Stockholm, Institute for Interpretation 
and Translation Studies, Sweden

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5

Supporting Comments:

Publication Lists. There are 15 publications in category A1 (“Scientific or scholarly 
monographs and all dissertations”). Of these, only two are monographs published 
outside of Helsinki. There are 19 publications in category B1 (“Scientific or scholarly 
articles in scientific or scholarly journals that use the referee evaluation system”), but 
of these only 5 are in another language than Finnish. Thus, the number of top-notch 
publications is not high. On the other hand, category B2, “Articles in scientific or 
scholarly compilation publications or in printed conference publications”, is very well 
represented. There are in all 73 publications in a non-national language, relatively 
evenly distributed over the sections of the department. This is in accordance with 
the general publication patterns in linguistics – papers tend to be published in what 
is here called “compilation publications” rather than in journals. Comparatively 
speaking, then, the output of the department has to be regarded as quite good. 

“Best” publications. The General Linguistics group has submitted three monographs. 
One is The History of Linguistics in the Nordic Countries, which is an impressive 
documentation of the history of linguistics in the Nordic Countries, from the 
beginnings to the turn of the millennium. It is a collective work by four scholars, each 
representing one Nordic country (thus only one from Helsinki), but the treatment is 
highly integrated and it is not possible to pinpoint the contributions of the individual 
authors. The two other are doctoral theses, one of which is a typological study of 
clausal negation, which will soon be published by an international publisher, and 
which has already been awarded a prize by the Association for Linguistic Typology. 
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The other thesis, on Karelian-Russian language contacts, appeared in 1999 and was 
written by a scholar who is no longer associated with the department. In addition, it 
appears from the documentation from the Department of Fenno-Ugrian languages 
that this thesis was a joint production between the two departments. In the light 
of this, this publication may not be an optimal representative of the department’s 
research, although its quality is quite high. 

The Language Technology group has submitted three recent papers as their best 
publications. The topics treated are word sense disambiguation by self-organized 
document maps, dependency grammars and regular languages, and adaptivity and 
response generation in a spoken dialogue system. The papers are on a high level 
although their technical character makes them partly somewhat difficult to assess. 
The works submitted as best publications by the MonAKO group are all written by 
the acting professor, and discuss topical theoretical and methodological issues within 
translation studies. 

The department received some serious criticisms in the previous assessment. In the self-
assessment, it is said that this “led Helsinki general linguists to return to the basics” 
and the language technology group to open new areas. Tangible results of these 
strivings can be seen but it will probably take some time before the achievements 
are comparable to those of the department’s early days.

We find it remarkable that some research projects were claimed both by this 
Department and the Department of Translation Studies without any mention of the 
other department’s role.

It is natural for the publications in a department of this kind to be rather 
heterogeneous from the thematic point of view. Together, they cover many 
central areas of linguistics. The quality is on the whole very good and can often be 
characterized as being at a high international level. We would not have hesitated to 
give a higher grading, were it not for the virtual absence of several members of the 
senior staff from the lists of selected publications. The rating should therefore be 
interpreted as a five with a plus.

2 Interaction between research and society
The members of the Department are active in public life in various ways. To be noted 
is the participation in work with minority languages such as the Romani and Saami 
languages and Finnish Sign Language. The department also has good connections 
to the IT industry. The MonAKO Professor has been active in developing the national 
Licensed Translator’s Exam.

The department’s work on developing language corpora and software for linguistic 
analysis plays an important role not only for linguistic research in Finland but also 
has practical applications outside the university
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It does appear that the Department takes its responsibilities in what is sometimes 
called “the third task” of the university quite seriously, to an extent that may even 
have negatively influenced the attention paid to traditional academic activities, in 
particular research. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

• There have been several very good Ph.D. theses in recent years. 

• Within General linguistics, the re-orientation towards the description of 
endangered languages, complexity theory and typology is timely and quite 
positive. 

• Within Language Technology, there is considerable output of work by younger 
researchers on a high theoretical level, which is promising for the future 
development of the subject. Several new areas of research have been opened 
up during the assessment period. 

• The department has been successful in acquiring external funding for research. 
This is a strength but also creates a challenge for the future (see below).

• MonAKO has been instrumental in promoting cooperation in the area of 
translation research involving several language departments.

• The department’s work on developing language corpora and software for 
linguistic analysis plays an important role for linguistic research in Finland and 
also has practical applications outside the university. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

• While some members of the senior staff have been quite productive during 
the assessment period, several senior scholars are hardly visible at all in the 
submitted publication lists. One obvious reason for this is of course that the 
energy of senior researchers universally tends to be spent on administration, 
supervision of students, and the organization of projects rather than on 
producing publications of their own. It was also pointed out to us that this 
tendency is strengthened in Helsinki by the fact that there is little incentive in 
the system for senior researchers to devote time to their own scientific work, 
since this will not influence the allocation of resources to the department 
in any direct way, in contrast to e.g. the number of Ph.D.’s produced by the 
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department. We also note that there is no tradition in the humanities for 
including supervisors and project leaders in the list of authors in scientific 
papers, even if their actual contribution is considerable – this may add to the 
impression of passive senior researchers. 

• As is noted in the self-assessment, the publication profile does not contain 
a sufficient number of papers in refereed journals and externally published 
monographs.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

• The department has in general been dependent on external and time-limited 
funding, which has to be maintained if significant cuts are to be avoided.

• A challenge for the General Linguistics group is the increased role it will have 
to play on the national level due to the discontinuation of the professorship in 
General Linguistics at Turun Yliopisto, with Joensuu as the only other remaining 
university with a full program in the subject. 

• The ending of the special funding for Language Technology together with 
the present tougher conditions in the IT world compared with the boom years 
create a challenge for the Language Technology group.

• Likewise, the ending of special funding for MonAKO makes acute the question 
of the organization of translation research in the University. This is further 
enhanced by the return of the Professor in Language Theory and Translation 
Technology to Kouvola. 

• The development of international contacts and cooperation with universities 
in the Nordic countries and in the European Union presents opportunities for 
the department that should be exploited.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

• The publication profile should be strengthened by increasing the number of 
papers in refereed journals and externally published monographs.

• Senior scholars should allot more time to their own research and not allow 
other duties to take over completely.
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4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

-

4.3 Research active staff

Senior researchers should care more about their own research output.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

-

4.5 Other issues

• We suggest that the university and the faculty consider how the scientific 
output of senior researchers could be taken into account when allocating 
resources to the department.

• We find that the way the assessment exercise is organized makes it hard to 
give a proper evaluation of research activities that tend to be less directly 
represented in written output. Thus, even if the development of corpora 
and software should, in the normal case, be documented in publications, it 
risks looking less impressive than other kinds of research activities. We have 
found this to be a potentially confounding factor in the assessment of the 
Department of General Linguistics, but the restricted documentation at hand 
and the grading criteria in the instructions have not made it possible to resolve 
this question fully. 

• We find that the present organization of translation research is not optimal in 
that scarce research resources are split up between the two departments and 
that there is risk for an unhealthy rivalry instead of healthy competition. 
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of 
Translation Studies

Panel: Finnish Language and General Linguistics

Matti Leiwo, University of Jyväskylä, Department of Languages, Finland, Chair
Marianne Bakro-Nagy, University of Szeged, Department of Finno-Ugristics, 
Hungary
Östen Dahl, University of Stockholm, Department of Linguistics, Sweden
Birgitta Englund Dimitrova, University of Stockholm, Institute for Interpretation 
and Translation Studies, Sweden

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 4

Supporting Comments:

The department presents a long list of publications, on a large variety of different 
topics. All subjects at the department have different kinds of publications, in most 
JULKI categories. The list includes some publications not by staff at the department, 
or produced by (current) staff before they joined the department, so the total number 
to be considered is somewhat lower than given in the documentation. Still, it is clear 
that there has been a substantial increase in publishing activity during the period of 
this assessment. The list of selected publications (2c) comprises 60 titles, and the list 
of the best publications (2d) contains a further 9 titles, although, according to the 
instructions, the titles in 2d should be a subset of those in 2c. 

In JULKI categories A1- A3 and B1-B2, the share of publications published abroad 
and in Finland respectively is more or less 50-50. Very few of the department’s 
publications are found in international journals or book series which specialize in 
translation studies. 

The publications from English translation and interpretation during the period of 
assessment deal with cultural aspects of translation and with teaching and assessing 
translations. There are also some contrastive studies on different aspects of English 
and Finnish. Aspects of teaching translation are also dealt with in Finnish. The 
research profile of German spans over multimedia translation, dialect translation 
and evidentials in translation. Topics of research in Lingustic theory and translation 
technology are also quite varied, from the semiotics of translation and the history of 
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translation to technological features of spoken dialogue systems. The semiotic strand 
has been strong in Swedish as well, where several works deal with song translation 
as a specific genre. Russian has a clear terminological profile. 

The publications chosen by the department as their best specimens bear witness 
to the diversity of their research interests. Two of the monographs are of central 
interest to translation studies. One is a theoretical work on semiotics and translation 
by a renowned international scholar in this field, and was written during the 
author’s period as a visiting professor at the department. The other monograph, on 
evidentiality, is a solid piece of research, combining a contrastive analysis of evidentials 
in Finnish and German journalistic texts, with an analysis of their translation between 
the two languages in this text type. Both monographs are at a high international 
level and have been published by international publishers. A third monograph, 
published in Helsinki, is mainly in the field of cultural semiotics, dealing with the 
Finnish tango, to some extent also with the topic of song-translation. It is a revised 
edition of a publication from 1996, and its inclusion among the best publications of 
this assessment period might therefore be questioned. This work seems somewhat 
peripheral to translation studies.

The department has produced three PhD’s in the period of assessment, two in the 
subject of linguistic theory and translation technology, one in English translation 
and interpretation. The dissertation on translation in Finland in the 19th century 
(supervised jointly with MonAKO at the Department of General Linguistics) is at good 
to high international level, raising important theoretical issues. It is in the form of 
articles (and introduction), two of which have been published in refereed leading 
translation studies journals. Another thesis proposes and tests methods of evaluating 
computerized translation aids. It is interdisciplinary, drawing on decision analysis, soft 
ware evaluation and translation theory. The study is at a fair to good international 
level. The third thesis is a contrastive study of verbs of motion in English and Finnish, 
from a corpus of LSP texts. The translation theoretical element is rather slight. The 
thesis is mainly situated within contrastive linguistics; as a dissertation in translation 
studies, it is at fair international level. 

Three of the submitted best publications are anthologies. One is the proceedings 
from an international conference on dialects in multimedia and the translation of 
dialect, held at the department, the first international conference on this specific 
topic. The topic of the conference and the proceedings is somewhat heterogeneous, 
ranging from traditional description of dialects, through dialects in literature and 
film, the treatment of dialectal and colloquial features in dubbing, and the translation 
of dialect in fiction. The collection is at a good international level, thanks to the fact 
that it is a first of its kind. Another anthology was published in celebration of the 
30th anniversary of translator training at Kouvola, containing contributions from the 
research active staff, as well as from some other researchers and non-researchers. The 
papers which deal with translation are uneven, but reach a fair international level. The 
third submitted anthology is a translation into Finnish of central theoretical works by 
classics in Russian formalism. This work is not relevant to the present assessment, since 
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none of its editors or translators seems to have been affiliated with the department 
when it was prepared. 

All research active staff have publications, but the quality of the unit as a whole is 
somewhat uneven. The rating given by the panel is a 4 with a minus. 

2 Interaction between research and society
The Department participates in a number of projects of different kinds, funded by 
EU and other authorities. The fact that its research is partially funded by the city of 
Kouvola is a proof of its good relations with its local community. It is obvious that 
the city places high value on the presence of the department, and also follows its 
progress closely. Thus, the department reports every three months to the city on 
results achieved, publications etc. 

The Department is located within a campus with departments from other universities 
and polytechnics, and seems to have good cooperation with these. 

At the site visit, we were informed that a number of technologically advanced 
translation companies have chosen to set up office in Kouvola at or near the campus. 
This gives excellent possibilities for integrating into the translator training real-world 
tasks, and also, more important from a research perspective, for developing and 
testing models and applied language technologies in cooperation with industrial 
partners. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

- The department has strong moral and some financial support from the local 
community and its authorities, who are apparently very anxious that the 
department should continue its work, including research, and flourish. 

- The department also seems to have good contacts and interaction with local 
industry, and may also attract certain types of companies to the city and the 
region.

- The department has managed to strengthen its research since the last 
assessment, albeit with financial support, showing a significant increase, both 
in number of research active staff, and in the number of their publications. 
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- The department has started and implemented a doctoral program, with 3 
theses successfully defended from 2002 and onwards. 

- The active doctoral students seem to have a strong sense of loyalty with their 
department. 

- The department has managed to involve its teaching staff in research.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The documentation handed in for the assessment seems to be very strongly 
focusing upon quantitative results. The texts (on research profile, implementation 
of recommendations by former assessment, and on strengths, weaknesses etc) give 
a rather general and sometimes repetitive impression, enumerating various areas 
within which the department is doing research, however not doing much analysis or 
self-reflection. It therefore does not become clear, for instance, what are the results 
of the research carried out and how they relate to previous and ongoing research 
within translation studies, nationally and internationally. 

The professors and other research active staff tend to have a background in other 
disciplines than translation studies. This is certainly not an uncommon phenomenon 
in a new field, but it can make it more difficult to find and focus on the central topics 
and questions of the discipline. 

An important weakness is the apparent fluctuation in research staff. There are at 
present at the department three permanent professorships (English translation 
and interpretation, Russian translation and interpretation, and Linguistic theory 
and translation technology), and two non-permanent professorships, in German 
translation and interpretation, and in Swedish translation and interpretation. 
Looking at the staffing situation however, at the time of assessment and site visit, 
all professors were actually on temporal posts, since all three permanent professors 
were on a leave of absence. 

Furthermore, each different subject seems to depend to a very large extent upon one 
researcher, the professor (acting or permanent), and his/her interests. There are few 
or no post-doctoral researchers or university lecturers. This makes the subjects very 
vulnerable, prone to more or less abrupt changes in their research direction. While 
new staff may bring new ideas to a department and thus have a vitalizing effect, 
there is still also a need for some continuity, both in staff and in direction of research. 
For instance, semiotics seems to have been an important theoretical strand during 
the period under assessment, with an international visiting professor and also the 
acting professor of Swedish working in this area. At present, however, this area does 
not seem to have any strong proponent in the department. Another example is in 
Russian, where the permanent professor works in the areas of terminology and LSP 
communication, whereas the acting professor takes an interest in Russian literature. 
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Needless to say, none of the areas is necessarily “better” or “more relevant” in the 
context of translation studies, but some continuity in the direction of research is 
vital.

A problem for the department (and potential weakness) is the degree of potential 
and/or actual overlap between its research (and teaching) and research in other 
departments at Helsinki university. There is no mention at all in the documentation 
about this, but the issue was discussed during the site visit, and it is clearly a sensitive 
one. It is a fact that during the last decade the language departments in Helsinki have 
started incorporating a number of modules for teaching translation and translation 
theory into their language courses. It is also a fact that the university has accepted this 
and made it possible by the creation of the group MonAKO (former AKO), which has 
been variously placed, but is now at the Department of General Linguistics. According 
to the information we were given, the task of this group has been to coordinate the 
efforts of the language departments in this direction and to promote their teaching 
of the theory and practice of translation. In this way, the university seems to have 
allowed the creation of a parallel, competing structure within its own organization. 
It is not surprising that the issue is a sensitive one for all involved staff members at 
the concerned departments. It must be concluded that this is not an efficient use of 
resources, whether financial or human.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

- There is a considerable diversity in the research topics chosen; this is certainly 
an indication that staff has been encouraged to take as the point of departure 
their own interests, which is positive and probably a necessary condition for 
the development since 1999, including the increase in publishing. However, 
there also seems to be a need for some focusing and concerted efforts. During 
the site visit, some ideas in this direction were presented. However, to what 
extent this can really engage a majority of the subjects must be judged to be 
quite uncertain at this stage, since only two out of the five professors were 
present at the site visit. 

- How to secure continued funding. 

- There should be good possibilities for cooperation, for instance in Masters and 
PhD programs, within the framework of the Bologna process: developing joint 
degrees with language departments and with General Linguistics /MonAKO. 
Plans for a joint MA program, with departments of General Linguistics and 
Speech Technology, are already under way.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

- All subjects teach both translation and interpretation. There is, however, little 
research on interpretation. Although this is not an uncommon situation in 
departments of translation studies worldwide, where research on translation 
tends to dominate, a perspective for the future can be to increase research in 
this area.

- It is vital that the department formulates a clear strategy for its research in 
coming periods. At present, it seems that this work has to be done by the 
acting professors, but the permanent professors should also be engaged in 
this work, since obviously they will be involved in the implementation of the 
strategy.

- The department should increase its international presence in the discipline of 
translation studies, by publishing more studies in international journals and 
conference proceedings in this area. 

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The question of post-docs in translation studies has to be attended to. At present, 
there are no openings for post-docs at the department.

4.3 Research active staff

The department should work consistently on furthering research cooperation 
between its staff and staff from other departments of the University of Helsinki. 
This could involve for instance taking part in seminars arranged by language 
departments at the university, arranging joint symposia etc. Information technology 
and videoconferencing could also be utilized for this purpose. 

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

-

4.5 Other issues

It is clear to the panel that the University of Helsinki has a great potential for high 
quality translation research. Many researchers, both senior and doctoral students, 
in different departments, are working on topics that are of direct relevance to 
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translation. It cannot be the task of these researchers to solve the organizational 
problems which currently surround translation studies at the University of Helsinki. 
This must be left to the university authorities. What the researchers can do, be they at 
the Department of Translation Studies or elsewhere, is to realize the great potential 
that more cooperation, also with colleagues at other departments, holds for them 
and their research, and act accordingly. 
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Panel 9: Education

Miriam David, Institute of Education, London University, United Kingdom, Chair
Harry Daniels, Department of Education, University of Bath, United Kingdom
Pascal Marquet, Faculté de psychologie et des sciences de l’éducation,
University Louis Pasteur, France
Sue McGregor, Faculty of Education, Mount Saint Vincent University, Canada
Leena Syrjälä, Department of Educational Sciences and Teacher Education,
University of Oulu, Finland
Ewald Terhart, Institut für Schulpädagogik und Allgemeine Didaktik,
Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster, Germany

Units of assessment:

Department of Applied Sciences of Education
Department of Education
Department of Home Economics and Craft Science

General Introduction and General Conclusion
The panel reviewed and evaluated all three departments both separately and in the 
wider context of the Faculty of Behavioural Sciences. The panel was very pleased 
with the overall development of research activity since the last evaluation in 1999. 
Nevertheless research activity has developed in an uneven way: there are some areas 
and centres that have maintained and/or become international centres of excellence, 
and other areas that have, for various reasons, not been able to develop in the 
same way. The panel believes that this demonstrates the need for more attention 
to strategic leadership and planning across the three departments and within the 
Faculty as a whole.

We therefore want to recommend ways to develop research capacity, building 
upon the research culture and strengths within the Department of Education. We 
will offer these recommendations in section 4 of the individual forms. Our main 
recommendation is that there is attention to developing a research strategy across 
all three departments within the faculty. In particular we would like to argue that 
the Department of Education represents the flagship of the collective enterprise of 
educational research. Its theoretical, methodological and practical approaches to 
research and doctoral research training offer the opportunity to develop a research 
policy and strategy across all three areas. For example: an imaginative use of academic 
time might be to offer the opportunity to participate in the research practices of one 
or other research centres or groups as part of planned research activity.
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The Department of Education’s focus over the last six years since the last RAE on 
developing a research strategy which includes balancing time between research 
and teaching could provide a model for developing a research policy for the two 
other departments and beyond. This kind of academic leadership will need to be 
articulated and become transparent in their practices. Their attention to annual 
individual planning processes, including mentoring, is a significant attribute of the 
way in which the department has moved forward over the last six years. This process 
should be open to regular review and reflection at individual, departmental, faculty 
and university level. We hope that by the next evaluation this will be visible in the 
accounts of the units that might be evaluated in whatever configuration they have 
assumed by that time.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Applied 
Sciences of Education

Panel: Education

Miriam David, Institute of Education, London University, United Kingdom, Chair
Harry Daniels, Department of Education, University of Bath, United Kingdom
Pascal Marquet, Faculté de psychologie et des sciences de l’éducation,
University Louis Pasteur, France
Sue McGregor, Faculty of Education, Mount Saint Vincent University, Canada
Leena Syrjälä, Department of Educational Sciences and Teacher Education,
University of Oulu, Finland
Ewald Terhart, Institut für Schulpädagogik und Allgemeine Didaktik,
Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster, Germany

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5

Supporting Comments:

The grade awarded (5) suggests no improvement on 1999 when the Department of 
Teacher Education was evaluated. Despite reorganisations and a change of name to the 
Department of Applied Sciences of Education our judgement is that the department 
overall has only maintained its average level of output. The improvements in volume 
and quality reflect the general increase in quality and volume of international 
research on teacher education.

This is now a huge department, which was been divided for the submission into several 
sub-units (ranging from general education and educational psychology through to 
early childhood education). This enormous expansion since the last evaluation in 
1999 is illustrated by the growth of senior staff from 12 – 45, whilst only a growth of 
10 (128 – 138) overall because of a large decline in teaching staff (from 67 – 21). The 
vast number of publications produced, together with the huge numbers of completed 
theses is only proportional to the increased number of research active staff.

This is very welcome since the growth in numbers of senior staff suggests a 
commitment to providing research leadership. There are many new ‘acting’ (i.e. on 
short term contracts not permanent) university lecturers and professors who will, it 
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is to be hoped, bring fresh vitality and energy to research activity in the department. 
The panel is unclear as to whether this is a strategic move or rather it reflects short 
term pragmatism.

It is difficult to discern exactly what has happened beyond this although the 
department has argued that it has taken the 1999 recommendations to modernize 
approaches and strengthen theoretical work seriously, including a change of name 
to Applied Sciences of Education. The lack of discussion of the means by which the 
quality of research output has been enhanced is to be regretted. The panel remain 
somewhat unsure about the forms of organisation of research activity. We will 
comment on the scientific quality of publications selected for assessment in terms 
of research groupings although we were given the opportunity to visit 12 research 
‘centres’.

Table 1 below gives the number of the categories of publication:

A1 books
(in English)

B1 papers
(in English)

General Education and
Educational Psychology

23
(6)

65
(46)

Humanities, Social Sciences
and Art Education

10
(0)

42
(18)

Mathematics, Sciences and
Geography Education

8
(0)

33
(25)

Special Education
12
(2)

12
(7)

Early Childhood and 
Elementary Education

9
(0)

4
(3)

Total
62
(6)

156
(99)

The total number of research active staff is 88, so that the average number of A1 
& B1 publications per person is 2.47 for 6 years. It should be noted that this global 
average is lower than the European standard (1 B1 per person per year or 1 A1 book 
per person every two years). These figures are probably hiding an important variation 
between the different research groups or research centres.

There is also considerable variation between research ‘centres’ in the quality of 
publications from an emphasis on theory and analysis to straight empirical description. 
There is analytical strength in many of the publications within General Education 
and Educational Psychology demonstrating increasing integration and synthesis. 
Humanities, Social Sciences and Art Education also show considerable promise.
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Some of the publications from Mathematics, Science and Geography Education 
and Special Education are rather descriptive and oriented to practice questions and 
solutions. The more critical perspective on assessment research adopted since 1999 
is a welcome move. The solid comparative work in Early Childhood and Elementary 
Education is based on descriptive statistics. This could form the basis of a more critical 
and conceptual approach.

The average quality of the department’s work is good but not exceptional. There is 
a need for a strategic approach to research development for a substantial minority 
who need support in developing their research capacity. The best work is well written, 
grounded in theory and is appropriately reflective. There is a clear need to help 
some colleagues strive for this standard. This means that there is the potential for 
significant improvement within this department with attention to strategic issues 
about research culture and capacity.

2 Interaction between research and society
The interaction between research on and in education and society is a fundamental 
aspect of the activities of all of the departments that we evaluated. This kind of 
interaction takes place at various levels from professional activities, such as teacher 
education and professional development, to more in-depth critical engagement. This 
latter approach, especially, includes more theoretical and methodological approaches 
to understanding the relationships between research and society. For example:

• engagement with the national examination processes

• national curriculum development and school based textbooks

• professional work

• development of preschool education and adult lifelong learning

• theoretically informed work that focuses on transformation in the nature of 
work in commerce and government agencies (learning in work)

• contributing critical analysis for politicians, policy makers and the policy making 
process

• public and civic engagement

The interaction between educational research and society is an essential and 
inevitable part of all of the work that we evaluated. However, it is not clear how it is 
allowed for in strategic academic workplace planning.
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths

The Department of Applied Sciences in Education has the following strengths:

• A strong commitment to the quality of teacher education and researching its 
practices.

• An engagement with a wide range of substantive curriculum fields.

• A high degree of involvement with some of the links between education and 
society, such as with professional development, examination and assessment 
boards.

3.2 Weaknesses

• The absence of an explicit process of planning, review and reflection across 
all members of the whole department which allows individuals and groups to 
allocate an appropriate amount of time for research in the balance of their 
activities:

 - Lack of formal recognition of, and reward for, social engagement as part of 
the professional life of an academic

 - Absence of strategic direction and support for research planning, development 
and publication

• Incorporation of research activities (and researchers) within small groups which 
are not able to sustain the support and intellectual challenge that is viable 
within other departments.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

• At present there is a strong opportunity to strengthen engagement with 
centres of methodological and theoretical excellence in educational research 
within the Faculty and the University.

• There is also the opportunity, and challenge, to develop transparent processes 
through which research priorities are identified, enacted and practised.

• There is also the urgent challenge to rationalise time spent on teaching in 
order to strengthen research capacity and outputs in teacher education. If this 
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challenge is not seized there is a risk that teacher education is relegated to a 
professional rather than research-informed activity.

• There is also the challenge of supporting and developing the research careers 
of junior members of staff through the establishment of clear, negotiated 
expectations. This is also urgent for the future renewal of researchers in teacher 
education. The main challenge, however, is to confront the encroaching neo-
liberal context with its increasing emphasis on measures of performance and 
assessment.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Educational research goes beyond the view of education as a social institution and 
can draw on the theoretical and methodological perspectives of the social sciences 
e.g. good research practices on education draw on the social sciences rather than the 
substantive areas under review (i.e biology, geography etc). We therefore recommend 
that the three departments under review make their epistemological and ontological 
assumptions explicit and that they address these in all of their research endeavours 
and practices including design and training.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure

To refine, articulate support and organisation of the research process. Explicit 
attention to the development of a research culture which extends across all three 
departments needs to be made transparent. Our hope is that this might also extend 
to other departments in the faculty. By research culture we refer to an atmosphere in 
which commitment and motivation to develop research identities can be developed 
and supported.

There is need to review the relationship between income flow as calculated on the 
basis of outputs (MA + PhD completion) and staff activity as calculated on the basis 
of hours. A coherent system should be sought.

4.3 Research active staff

Whilst we hope that this ethos of research activity will help to ensure the successive 
generation of a research community we aware that there are currently members of 
all three departments whose career trajectories have not taken them in the direction 
of being research active staff. We would hope that these people would be allowed 
to concentrate their efforts on teaching and professional development and not be 
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penalised for such a concentration. Funding arrangements should not penalise those 
who are research active.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The new emphasis on graduate schools and explicit doctoral research training is a 
welcome development which was recognised by all the doctoral students and post 
doctoral researchers. However there needs to be some attention to a strategy for 
inclusion addressed to part-time as well as full-time doctoral and post-doctoral 
training and its embedding in faculty processes.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Education

Panel: Education

Miriam David, Institute of Education, London University, United Kingdom, Chair
Harry Daniels, Department of Education, University of Bath, United Kingdom
Pascal Marquet, Faculté de psychologie et des sciences de l’éducation,
University Louis Pasteur, France
Sue McGregor, Faculty of Education, Mount Saint Vincent University, Canada
Leena Syrjälä, Department of Educational Sciences and Teacher Education,
University of Oulu, Finland
Ewald Terhart, Institut für Schulpädagogik und Allgemeine Didaktik,
Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster, Germany

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

Supporting Comments:

This is clearly an excellent large department of 66 research active staff organised 
into 3 strategic research units or areas. These organisational changes since 1999 link 
research and teaching, especially in the development of research training for masters 
and doctoral students. The department has a huge amount of external funding e.g. 
from the Academy of Finland and various other sources, including the commercial 
sector. Our statistical analysis of the various types of publications (in the table below) 
indicates what a high level of international publications they achieve (3.34 per person 
over 6 years).

It is clear that this department has developed creatively since the last evaluation in 
1999 when it was seen as fragmented and isolated, and only one research centre 
was evaluated as of international excellence, namely the world class theoretically 
informed research on activity theory which continues to be a major highlight. The 
department clearly has had excellent strategic leadership and management which 
all the members have enjoyed. This also has allowed some of the researchers to 
develop individually and outside of the three strategic areas but benefiting from the 
collaborative research culture.

The 3 areas each have their own independent research strengths but are also closely 
aligned and collaborative, and there is also a lot of collaboration across the centres, 
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and other departments and subjects within the university as well as international 
collaborations. They are:

1. Studies in Education, Society and Culture

2. Research on learning related to education and teaching

3. Research on learning and development of work

The third research group has been a research centre of excellence for the last 6 
years and the cultural and feminist studies in education grouping, within the first 
group, applied to be such a centre. Unfortunately although both groups were rated 
as excellent by the Academy of Finland they did not receive funding for the next 3 
years. However, this excellent rating indicates their international standing, high level 
of research activity and ambitions for the future.

There are several key figures with international reputations for excellence in research. 
They have each separately and also together produced some path-breaking work 
both in books and articles. There is no question that these research studies are 
outstanding and have established them as international figures in activity theory 
and developmental work research and educational, policy, higher education and 
critical and/or feminist research.

In addition to 26 papers sent for review 4 books were proffered as instances of 
this work. Some of this research, for example, on higher education learning and 
teaching demonstrates the ability to contribute to the further development of 
research policy and practical applications across the University of Helsinki and the 
higher education system not only of Finland but internationally. The work from the 
Centre for Educational Assessment (group 2) is another example of the ability of the 
researchers to be integrated into international large scale assessments providing a 
critical framework.

Similarly their collective and individual efforts in creating new Masters programmes 
on research and their doctoral programmes are models of good practice. The doctoral 
students expressed their satisfaction with their working conditions and the support 
for their academic development, as did the postdoctoral researchers. However, 
this high level of intellectual and academic development is not matched by the 
opportunities afforded researchers either within the University or in higher education 
more generally in Finland.
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The scientific activity can be summarized by considering two kinds of publication (in 
English): A1 books and B1 papers. The table below gives the number of these two 
categories:

A1 books
(in English)

B1 papers
(in English)

Studies in Education,
Society and Culture

9
(2)

34
(17)

Learning related to Education
and Teaching

25
(5)

27
(21)

Learning and Development
of Work

16
(4)

58
(42)

Other areas of research
11
(1)

41
(22)

Total
61
(12)

160
(102)

2 Interaction between research and society
The interaction between research on and in education and society is a fundamental 
aspect of the activities of all of the departments that we evaluated. This kind of 
interaction takes place at various levels from professional activities, such as teacher 
education and professional development, to more in-depth critical engagement. This 
latter approach, especially, includes more theoretical and methodological approaches 
to understanding the relationships between research and society. For example:

• engagement with the national examination processes

• national curriculum development and school based textbooks

• professional work

• development of preschool education and adult lifelong learning

• theoretically informed work that focuses on transformation in the nature of 
work in commerce and government agencies (learning in work)

• contributing critical analysis for politicians, policy makers and the policy making 
process

• public and civic engagement
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The interaction between educational research and society is an essential and 
inevitable part of all of the work that we evaluated. However, it is not clear how it is 
allowed for in strategic academic workplace planning.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths

The Department of Education has many strengths:

• it is a research ‘power house’ across all of its activities

• its work is both interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary across the social 
sciences

• the leadership of the department has successfully achieved a clear and 
productive structure and processes for enhancing research activities

3.2 Weaknesses

There are few weaknesses in substantive activities but there is a problem for the 
future in terms of succession planning. This is particularly the case with respect to 
the replacement of the head of the department, whose leadership style has been 
exemplary.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

There is clearly an opportunity for the Department of Education to act as a model 
of best practice in educational research for both the two other departments of the 
Faculty and for other Faculties and Departments of Education in Finland.

Secondly there is both an opportunity but also a challenge to be able to maintain 
the current effective balance between teaching of research and conducting research, 
including the balance between the teaching and research activities of doctoral and 
postdoctoral researchers.

Thirdly, there is the challenge to maintain this high level of research activity during 
the next period and to ensure that it is reflected in future evaluations.

The main challenge, however, is to confront the encroaching neo-liberal context with 
its increasing emphasis on measures of performance and assessment.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Educational research goes beyond the view of education as a social institution and 
can draw on the theoretical and methodological perspectives of the social sciences 
e.g. good research practices on education draw on the social sciences rather than the 
substantive areas under review (i.e biology, geography etc). We therefore recommend 
that the three departments under review make their epistemological and ontological 
assumptions explicit and that they address these in all of their research endeavours 
and practices including design and training.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

To refine, articulate support and organisation of the research process. Explicit 
attention to the development of a research culture which extends across all three 
departments needs to be made transparent. Our hope is that this might also extend 
to other departments in the faculty. By research culture we refer to an atmosphere in 
which commitment and motivation to develop research identities can be developed 
and supported.

There is need to review the relationship between income flow as calculated on the 
basis of outputs (MA + PhD completion) and staff activity as calculated on the basis 
of hours. A coherent system should be sought.

4.3 Research active staff

Whilst we hope that this ethos of research activity will help to ensure the successive 
generation of a research community we aware that there are currently members of 
all three departments whose career trajectories have not taken them in the direction 
of being research active staff. We would hope that these people would be allowed 
to concentrate their efforts on teaching and professional development and not be 
penalised for such a concentration. Funding arrangements should not penalise those 
who are research active.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The new emphasis on graduate schools and explicit doctoral research training is a 
welcome development which was recognised by all the doctoral students and post 
doctoral researchers. However there needs to be some attention to a strategy for 
inclusion addressed to part-time as well as full-time doctoral and post-doctoral 
training and its embedding in faculty processes.
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4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Home 
Economics and Craft Science

Panel: Education

Miriam David, Institute of Education, London University, United Kingdom, Chair
Harry Daniels, Department of Education, University of Bath, United Kingdom
Pascal Marquet, Faculté de psychologie et des sciences de l’éducation,
University Louis Pasteur, France
Sue McGregor, Faculty of Education, Mount Saint Vincent University, Canada
Leena Syrjälä, Department of Educational Sciences and Teacher Education,
University of Oulu, Finland
Ewald Terhart, Institut für Schulpädagogik und Allgemeine Didaktik,
Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster, Germany

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5

Supporting Comments:

This rating of five is the same as in 1999 when the Department of Home Economics 
and Craft Sciences was assessed as part of the then Department of Teacher Education 
(although formed in 1998). The formation of a separate department has been an 
opportunity to develop its own identity around an intellectual core of social and 
cultural studies focussed on the complexity of home life and the study of craft sciences 
and crafts as cultural artefacts. Over the last six years the total number of research 
active staff has increased with the balance shifting towards senior and post-doctoral 
staff at the expense of teaching staff: there has been an overall growth rate of a 
quarter to 15 active researchers. These staff produced 322 publications: 42 % from 
Home Economics and 56 % from Craft Science teacher education.

The number of A1 and B1 publications is slightly under the European standard for 
an average of 15 active researchers viz an average of 2.73 high level publications per 
person over the 6 years as in the table below. 
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A1 books
(in English)

B1 papers
(in English)

Craft Science and Textile 
Teacher Education

5
(0)

18
(11)

Home Economics and Home 
Economics Teacher Education

3
(0)

15
(11)

Total

8 (2.5% of total 
number of
publications)
(0 English)

33 (10% of total 
number of
publications )
(22 English)

The overall quality of the Department’s work is good and the very good publications 
result from collaborative research. The panel suggests that the Department develops 
a research strategy to ensure a move away from the current disparate collection of 
topics to a coherent body of work focusing on social issues and cultural artefacts 
shaping home life. This should provide a solid research foundation and framework 
to enhance research capacity and augment external funding of research.

2 Interaction between research and society
The interaction between research on and in education and society is a fundamental 
aspect of the activities of all of the departments that we evaluated. This kind of 
interaction takes place at various levels from professional activities, such as teacher 
education and professional development, to more in-depth critical engagement. This 
latter approach, especially, includes more theoretical and methodological approaches 
to understanding the relationships between research and society. For example:

• engagement with the national examination processes

• national curriculum development and school based textbooks

• professional work

• development of preschool education and adult lifelong learning

• theoretically informed work that focuses on transformation in the nature of 
work in commerce and government agencies (learning in work)

• contributing critical analysis for politicians, policy makers and the policy making 
process

• public and civic engagement
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The interaction between educational research and society is an essential and 
inevitable part of all of the work that we evaluated. However, it is not clear how it is 
allowed for in strategic academic workplace planning.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths

The Department of Home Economics and Craft Sciences has several strengths:

• A strong commitment to the quality of teacher education in home economics 
and craft sciences and researching its practices.

• A strong commitment to collaborative and interdisciplinary social and cultural 
research made possible because of strong networks that create synergy.

• A high degree of involvement with some of the links between education and 
society, such as with professional development, examination and assessment 
boards.

3.2 Weaknesses

• The absence of an explicit process of planning, review and reflection across 
members of the two sections of the department which allows individuals and 
groups to allocate an appropriate amount of time for research in the balance 
of their activities:

 - Lack of formal recognition of, and reward for, social engagement as part of 
the professional life of an academic

 - Absence of strategic direction and support for research planning, development 
and publication

• Incorporation of research activities (and researchers) in two separate and rather 
disparate sections which are not yet coherent nor possessing a professional 
ethos capable of sustaining research support and intellectual challenges.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

• At present there is a strong opportunity to strengthen engagement with 
centres of methodological and theoretical excellence in educational research 
within the Faculty and the University.
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• There is also the opportunity, and challenge, to develop transparent processes 
through which research priorities are identified, enacted and practised.

• There is also the urgent challenge to rationalise time spent on teaching in order 
to strengthen research capacity and outputs in teacher education in home 
economics and craft sciences. If this challenge is not seized there is a risk that 
such teacher education is relegated to a professional rather than research-
informed activity.

• There is also the challenge of supporting and developing the research careers 
of junior members of staff through the establishment of clear, negotiated 
expectations. This is also urgent for the future renewal of researchers in home 
economics and craft sciences teacher education.

• The main challenge, however, is to confront the encroaching neo-liberal context 
with its increasing emphasis on measures of performance and assessment.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Educational research goes beyond the view of education as a social institution and 
can draw on the theoretical and methodological perspectives of the social sciences 
e.g. good research practices in and on education draw on the social sciences rather 
than the substantive areas under review (i.e biology, geography etc). We therefore 
recommend that the three departments under review make their epistemological and 
ontological assumptions explicit and that they address these in all of their research 
endeavours and practices including design and training.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure

To refine, articulate support and organisation of the research process. Explicit 
attention to the development of a research culture which extends across all three 
departments needs to be made transparent. Our hope is that this might also extend 
to other departments in the faculty. By research culture we refer to an atmosphere in 
which commitment and motivation to develop research identities can be developed 
and supported.

There is need to review the relationship between income flow as calculated on the 
basis of outputs (MA + PhD completion) and staff activity as calculated on the basis 
of hours. A coherent system should be sought.
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4.3 Research active staff

Whilst we hope that this ethos of research activity will help to ensure the successive 
generation of a research community we aware that there are currently members of 
all three departments whose career trajectories have not taken them in the direction 
of being research active staff. We would hope that these people would be allowed 
to concentrate their efforts on teaching and professional development and not be 
penalised for such a concentration. Funding arrangements should not penalise those 
who are research active.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The new emphasis on graduate schools and explicit doctoral research training is a 
welcome development which was recognised by all the doctoral students and post 
doctoral researchers. However there needs to be some attention to a strategy for 
inclusion addressed to part-time as well as full-time doctoral and post-doctoral 
research training and its embedding in faculty processes.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Psychology 
(incl. Cognitive Science)

Panel: Psychology and Speech Sciences

Stan Maes, University of Leiden, Department of Psychology, The Netherlands, Chair
Barbara Dodd, University of Queensland, Perinatal Research Centre, Australia
Anders Eriksson, University of Göteborg, Department of Linguistics, Sweden
Claes von Hofsten, Uppsala University, Department of Psychology, Sweden
Lars-Göran Nilsson, University of Stockholm, Department of Psychology, Sweden 

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

Supporting Comments:

Research Profi le: 

100 percent of staff are research active as they were in 1999. In the Psychology 
Department there are at least twenty research groups for about 60 research active 
staff. The research staff includes 11 professors and 23 senior researchers. Staff 
members can belong to more than one group. There is a variance in the productivity 
of these research groups. It is unclear to the committee what principle underlies the 
research groupings. It seems that funding is the main basis for this structure. As a 
consequence, the groups vary in size and competence. Consequently, the research 
profile of the department does not emerge clearly from this diversity. However, 
overall the panel thinks that this is a very productive and successful department.

The Cognitive Brain Research Unit (CBRU) (a network of 6 laboratories) is a Centre of 
Research Excellence. This Unit stands out as a world leader that has set the standard 
in this research area. The Unit is responsible for a substantial part of the scientific 
output and international visibility of the Psychology Department. Other leading 
groups (based on publications and citations) are Apperception and Cortical Dynamics, 
Attention and Memory Networks, Brain Oscillations and Cognitive Processes, Clinical 
Health Psychology, Language Learning and Attention Allocation in Children and 
Infants, Neural Basis of Developmental Speech Perception Disorders, Developmental 
Psychology, Research in Neuropsychology, Research in Personality and Well-Being 
Research, Psychosocial Factors Predicting Health Values and Self Presentation 
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Research, Visual Science Group, Working Memory and Cognition, and Traffic Research. 
As there seems to be substantial overlap in expertise between these groups, the 
existing structure should be reconsidered. There are some weaker groups in terms of 
scientific publications in international journals and citations such as the Centre for 
Research on Network Learning and Knowledge Building, Collaborative Clinic Projects 
in Mental Health, Criminal and Forensic Psychology, Psychology of Digital Life, Visual 
Quality, Research on Everyday Thinking, and Health Related Quality of Life. For 
members of some of these groups, it would be advisable to increase co-operation 
with more visible and experienced researchers. The Cognitive Science section has 
a rather independent position within the Psychology Department and has its own 
masters and doctoral students.

Self-assessment:

The Psychology Department was reorganised in 1999 after the previous RAE 
recommendations. It has 9 teaching strands that co-operate. In the past five years 
there has been increased international interaction with similar departments at both 
postgraduate and higher levels. Although Faculty status for psychology has not been 
achieved, due to size, a new Faculty of Behavioural Sciences has been established 
promoting new research collaborations, while previous links with e.g., Medicine 
have been maintained. These changes have led to increased research and teaching 
collaborations, quantity of publications, funding and postgraduate students. There 
is a sound and very research active atmosphere in the department.

Publications:

Quantity and Quality of Publications

In the review period, there were 531 articles in international peer reviewed journals. 
Taking professors and senior researchers, this level of publication indicates that senior 
staff members publish 2.6 peer reviewed journal articles per year. Examination of 
the citations index gives an average citation of 360 per staff member. This level of 
output is very high.

Funding:

Internal funding increased from 1999 (Û1,756,554) to 2004 (Û2,297,000). External 
funding has risen steadily from Û1,769,477 in 1999 to Û2,546,589 in 2004. The 
Department has been very successful in acquiring very large grants from external 
sources.
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2 Interaction between research and society
The Department educates high quality psychologists and researchers, appears often 
in the media and popularises through publications and public lectures. Many staff 
members act as experts in different national committees and boards. In addition, 
there is good co-operation with Finnish companies, health care institutions and 
schools. The department also has active clinical facilities.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

1. High quality and quantity of research as indicated by publications.

2. High quality of masters and doctoral theses.

3. Remarkable earning capacity in terms of external funding (59% of the budget 
is acquired from funding agencies).

4. High level of international and national research collaboration.

3.2 Weaknesses 

1. All staff members are Finnish, many educated within the same Psychology 
Department. Sole dependence on national recruitment may limit research 
ideas. 

2. The funding allocation index for teaching was reduced from 1.8 to 1.0 when 
the Department joined the Faculty of Behavioural Sciences. As a consequence, 
the internal budget is insufficient to support the amount of teaching needed, 
the infrastructure and the technical staff in an experimental department such 
as Psychology. In this respect Psychology is very different from some other 
Departments in the Faculty of Behavioural Sciences.

3. The organising principle for research groups is currently based on funding 
gained. This approach lacks cohesion and leads to a vague research profile.

4. Long delays in student postgraduate thesis submission.

5. Lack of a system for organising regular sabbatical leave for active 
researchers.
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6. Lack of a social psychology strand is a potential problem for teaching and 
research in the Psychology Department.

7. Reliance on teaching delivered by doctoral students and post-doctoral 
researchers. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The Department has produced documentation that reflects how clearly they have 
thought through opportunities and challenges

The most important of these are:

1. Balancing the teaching and administrative responsibilities among the staff.

2. Increasing international exchange of the staff.

3. Increasing scientific discussion within the Department.

4. Increasing collaboration between research groups in the Department.

5. To overcome insecurity and lack of career structure for younger researchers 
caused by existing external funding.

6. To increase technical support staff.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

1. Research groupings might be reconsidered so that the reorganisation provides 
a more visible and better defined research profile, a more creative research 
atmosphere, enhanced continuity of funding, more opportunities for senior 
staff recruitment and sabbaticals. For example, larger groupings might be 
considered: cognitive science, neuropsychology, neuroscience, organisational 
psychology, clinical psychology, personality, developmental psychology, and 
traffic research.

2. It is surprising that Social Psychology is not part of the Psychology Department. 
This gives rise to negative implications for education and research. Ways of 
remedying this situation should be considered. To a lesser extent, the same 
remark can be made for Educational Psychology.
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3. The Cognitive Brain Research Unit is an outstanding Centre of Excellence 
– illustrated by high citation indicators (>4000 citations in a 5 year period 
which puts this group at the forefront of international research in this field). 
It is unthinkable that this Centre of Excellence should be disbanded when the 
current Director of the Centre of Excellence retires. We urgently recommend 
that the University invest in the continuity of the Centre. Among the things 
to be considered is using the Centre as the base for the development of an 
international Masters (English-Language) program in Cognitive Neuroscience 
– such a program would be highly attractive for international students.

4. Cognitive Science. The status of Cognitive Science is unclear. It is a Unit within 
the Psychology Department, but has its own teaching program and separate 
research programs, although some collaborations exist. There is a need for 
more extensive collaborations with other departments such as Linguistics and 
Philosophy. The Professor of Cognitive Science has enormous administrative and 
teaching commitments that limit the opportunity for the development of the 
Cognitive Science’s research and collaborations with other departments. Unless 
these problems are addressed the viability of this Unit can be questioned. The 
Department of Psychology should consider a Masters program in Cognitive 
Science in collaboration with other groups within the Department and the 
University of Helsinki.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

1. The University funding allocation index should be restored to 1.8 to address 
infrastructure needs (enhanced facilities, technical support and equipment). 

2. The committee was surprised to learn that there are 92 support positions 
within the Faculty of Behavioural Sciences (>20% of total personnel) which is in 
sharp contrast to the fact that the Psychology Department lacks the necessary 
supporting technical staff. Consequently, academic staff are increasingly 
carrying out administrative duties, diminishing their research time. This 
problem needs to be addressed.

4.3 Research active staff

1. Academic posts should be advertised internationally.

2. The Department might develop a system of sabbaticals. One way of doing this 
might be to set up teaching and research exchanges with appropriate overseas 
researchers.

3. There is no formal evaluation of individual staff members teaching and research 
performance. It is recommended that a system of annual staff development 
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appraisal be instituted within the Psychology Department. Research 
performance might be reflected by an increase or decrease in teaching load.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

1. The Department of Psychology should continue to graduate 10 PhD students 
per year.

2. New postgraduate supervisors need to take courses on best practice in 
postgraduate supervision.

3. Proposals from applicants for PhD candidature should be evaluated by a 
research committee.

4. The number of articles required for submission of a doctoral thesis should 
be reconsidered by the PhD committee. The recommended number might be 
calibrated nationally, but should be reduced to 3 or 4 publishable rather than 
accepted articles, given that student submission might be delayed unreasonably 
by publication lag.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Speech 
Sciences

Panel: Psychology and Speech Sciences

Stan Maes, University of Leiden, Department of Psychology, The Netherlands, Chair
Barbara Dodd, University of Queensland, Perinatal Research Centre, Australia
Anders Eriksson, University of Göteborg, Department of Linguistics, Sweden
Claes von Hofsten, Uppsala University, Department of Psychology, Sweden
Lars-Göran Nilsson, University of Stockholm, Department of Psychology, Sweden 

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): Departmental Rating: 4 

This ranking is based on our evaluation of Logopedics: five and Phonetics and Speech 
Communication: three.

Research Profile: Eighty-two percent of staff are research active compared to 60% 
in 1999. Speech Sciences combines Phonetics (general and speech communication) 
and Logopedics. The Phonetics section has three research strands: speech technology, 
Finnish phonetics, and language acquisition. The Speech Communication section is 
relatively new and currently under-developed. Research in Logopedics has gathered 
breadth and depth over the past five years. One element – the investigation of 
interactive communication in people who have developmental and acquired 
communication impairment – provides an original, clinically important and potentially 
theoretically profitable research focus. Logopedics has local clinical collaborations 
that are important for both teaching and research. 

Self-assessment: The research effort of the Department is reported to be handicapped 
by a lack of administrative and technical support (particularly for collecting and storing 
data) and by (clinical) teaching load. An increase in publication and international 
conference attendance (for which there is minimal funding available) is noted. Within 
university, national and international collaborations have been promoted while 
existing links with Psychology within the University of Helsinki have been maintained. 
New joint teaching initiatives have emerged. Within Department sharing of expertise 
has been increased. In the past five years, research collaborations between sections 
within the Department have emerged and phonetic methodologies have been applied 
to logopedic populations, with supervision of postgraduate students becoming more 
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cross-disciplinary. Logopedics has developed a research focus that is essential for their 
future development.

Supporting Comments for Ranking:

Logopedics and Phonetics sections within the Speech Sciences Department are 
considered separately.

Logopedics

Over the past 5 years the Logopedics Section became more active in terms of research 
as shown by the increased number of publications and completed PhDs.  However, 
publications in peer reviewed international journals are still scarce, as are chapters 
in books published by international publishers.

• Quantity and Quality of Publications

- The total number of publications has increased. 

- Quality judged in terms of the selected articles sent was very good. Some of 
the work was innovative and theoretically important. The clinical research was 
interesting and novel. 

- However, the number of articles in refereed journals was not high – there were 
18  English language articles over the review period for the senior staff, which 
means about one publication per staff member every two years. Consequently, 
citations tend to be low to non-existent. Similar departments in universities 
in Europe would have more international peer reviewed journal articles. 
However, it should be noted that the Logopedics Section has a very high 
teaching load (more than 70% of staff time goes to teaching, administration 
and research support tasks).

- While the group is productive in terms of publications, a high proportion of 
publications appear in Finnish language or non-refereed journals.  There is 
a need to balance publications in English-language refereed, international 
journals with national journals and non-refereed journals to ensure that the 
Logopedics Sections builds an international reputation for research.

- Doctoral students need to publish more in international, peer reviewed 
journals. It is difficult to understand why students publish monographs in 
Finnish in preference to journal articles when there is a need for Logopedics 
to enhance their international profile through publications. 
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• Postgraduate Students

- Postgraduate students in the Logopedics Section receive adequate supervision, 
although there is a need for greater technical support. The research culture 
within the section might be improved by regular departmental seminars and 
input from external scientists. Nevertheless, the doctoral theses sent were of 
an excellent standard.

- A greater number of postgraduate students would enhance the research profile 
of the Section and contribute to the knowledge base for the Speech Therapy 
profession in Finland.

Phonetics

The research topics addressed are relevant and appropriate for a Finnish phonetics 
section. At the same time the number of ongoing projects may be too ambitious 
for the current number of active researchers. Consequently, the total number 
of publications is low, and the quality is not outstanding. There is a lack of peer 
reviewed articles, only one per staff member for the whole evaluation period. With 
one exception, there are no citations. 

The Phonetics group appears to be isolated and lacks collaboration with other 
departments, most importantly linguistics, languages and psychology. From this 
perspective the situation does not seem to have changed much from the last review. 
The group also needs to extend its international collaboration. It is surprising that 
important staff members do not attend important international conferences in their 
field. 

• Postgraduate Students

There is a need to change criteria for PhD submission: rather than accepting 
monographs in Finnish, candidates should focus on peer reviewed articles in 
international journals. There seems to be a lack of supervision of doctoral students 
that may slow down submission of PhD theses so that completions do not occur 
within an acceptable period of time.  Equally, post-doctoral staff lack mentoring and 
a stimulating scientific environment.

Speech Communication

The discipline of Speech Communication is not widely recognised internationally, and 
has yet to develop a scientific tradition. In addition, the viability of the group might 
be questioned on the basis of the research output in recent years. Members of the 
group (one post plus two half time posts) make a valuable contribution to teaching, 
but the discipline may not best be located in speech sciences. Integration of this 
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section with a language, journalism or social psychology department might be more 
appropriate.  It should also be noted that the leading researcher in the discipline has 
recently left to take up another position.

Funding:

Internal funding is similar to that of 1999. Greater funding from the funding councils 
has been obtained. 

External funding for the Phonetics Section increased to €1,057,602 for the period 
1999–2004. While the Logopedics Section acquired substantially less funding over 
the same period, their fund raising capacity has increased significantly over the last 
years as they seem to have acquired €700,000 for the coming year. EU funding could 
be increased. Nevertheless, this is a very encouraging performance.

The funding situation for Speech Communication is unclear.

2 Interaction between research and society
Research findings from the Department have technological, clinical, and forensic 
applications.

The Phonetics section provides expert opinion on Finnish language issues.

Both the Phonetics and the Logopedics sections publish sufficient Finnish language 
articles, in both professional and popular publications, to guarantee that research 
findings are communicated to the community. The Logopedics Section’s national 
publications play an important role in advocacy for people with communication 
impairment.

The relationships of the Logopedics Section with the community, health department 
and governmental bodies indicate that they contribute substantially to society. They 
also graduate a significant number of speech therapists benefiting Finnish society. 

Expert assignments: Two staff members are involved in EU commissions, editorial 
boards.
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

1. The expertise of the Department of Speech Sciences is very valuable for Finnish 
society.

2. Their research has implications for technology and clinical practice.

3. The Logopedics Section has a growing network of research co-operation that 
includes hospitals and other clinical facilities. Within this section there appears 
to be a stimulating working atmosphere.

3.2 Weaknesses 

1. There is an urgent need for increased technical support, especially for the 
Logopedics section.

2. The teaching load of the staff members is extremely heavy, especially for 
Logopedicis since clinical teaching is very time intensive. Funding for a clinical 
co-ordinator (teaching) would allow greater research focus.

3. The research climate of the Department deserves special attention.

4. There is limited research collaboration with other University of Helsinki 
Departments, other Universities in Finland and internationally.

5. As far as the Phonetics section is concerned there is an imbalance between 
the substantial amount of research funding awarded and low publication 
output.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

1. It seems that integration within the Faculty of Behavioural Sciences has 
provided an opportunity for the Logopedics Section’s research to grow. In 
contrast, General Phonetics, seems to be in the same isolated position as 
before. Speech Communication might benefit from collaboration/integration 
with other related research groups within other Departments 

2. Postgraduate students have an opportunity to participate in several graduate 
schools, allowing students to extend their social and scientific networks. 
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3. The challenge for the Logopedic’s Section is to find a way to integrate basic 
research and clinical practice so that more time can be devoted to research.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

1. Each section (Logopedics, Phonetics and Speech Communication) should 
establish a strategic research plan that sets goals for identified research groups 
(projects or themes) in terms of publications, number of postgraduate students 
and research grants.

2. The Department should organise regular research meetings (both with and 
across esections).

Logopedics Section

1. The relationship between clinical research and teaching needs to be 
reconsidered to devise ways of maximising clinical (efficacy) research to 
establish best clinical practice while simultaneously providing clinical education 
for senior students.

2. Stronger research links should be established with Departments within 
the University of Helsinki such as Linguistics, Special Education, Medicine, 
Social Psychology and Psychology.  Such collaboration might be supported 
by involvement in the development of an interdisciplinary masters (with 
Psychology and Linguistics Departments).

3. Stronger international research links must be established with Logopedics 
Departments in other countries, particularly in Europe. 

Phonetics and Speech Communication

1. Extended international links are required, possible ways this might be achieved 
include international sabbaticals (through research/teaching exchanges).and 
participation in international conferences. More articles should be submitted 
to international peer reviewed journals.

2. PhD student supervision was reported to be inadequate by both postdoctoral 
staff  and doctoral students.  This problem needs to be urgently addressed to 
ensure continued PhD enrolments in Phonetics.
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4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

1. Increase the number of research support staff and critically evaluate the 
assistant teaching program in order to create more time for research.

2. The administration of Faculty of Behavioural Sciences needs to examine ways 
of increasing administrative support to the Department of Speech Sciences.

3. One administrative post that is essential for creating research time for academic 
staff is that of Clinical Co-ordinator.  Management of clinical placements is 
a highly time-consuming administrative task and the Logopedics Section’s 
research effort is compromised if it is done by academic staff.

4. The University’s  funding allocation index for Logopedics should be reconsidered 
to fund clinical teaching and technical support.

4.3 Research active staff

1. Senior staff should focus on publishing in English language internationally 
peer reviewed journals as opposed to articles in Finnish language journals and 
non-refereed articles and book chapters

2. The Department might develop a system of sabbaticals. One way of doing this 
might be to set up teaching and research exchanges with appropriate overseas 
researchers.

3. There is no formal evaluation of individual staff members teaching and research 
performance. It is recommended that a system of annual staff development 
appraisal be instituted within the Speech Sciences Department. Research 
performance might be reflected by an increase or decrease in teaching load.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

1. New postgraduate supervisors need to take courses on best practice in 
postgraduate supervision.

2. PhD dissertations should consist of international peer reviewed journal articles 
rather than monographs in Finnish. The number of publishable articles required 
for submission of a doctoral thesis should be reconsidered. The recommended 
number might be calibrated nationally between 3-5, given that student 
submission might be delayed unreasonably by publication lag.

4.5 Other issues
None.
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Panel 13: Law

Per-Ole Träskman, Lund University, Faculty of Law, Sweden, Chair
Antonio Gambaro, University of Milan, Instituto di Diritto Civile, Italy
Maarit Jänterä-Jareborg, Uppsala University, Faculty of Law, Sweden
Matti Ilmari Niemi, Lappeenranta University of Technology, Department of Business 
Administration, Finland
Matti Niemivuo, Ministry of Justice, Finland
Judith Resnik, Yale University, Yale Law School, USA

General Introduction and Conclusions

Our panel has appreciated the opportunity to provide this evaluation. We found our 
visit rewarding. Both the University of Helsinki and the Faculty of Law received us 
warmly and positively. Uniformly, members of the staff were cordial and forthcoming, 
responsive to questions, frank and open, reflective on the challenges and positive 
about the strengths. Generally, those with whom we met were generous in their time 
and thoughts. Several commented that the review was itself a useful exercise for the 
Faculty. During the site visit, the Faculty took the assessment process seriously. As this 
assessment is the second, the panel was able to profit from the initial work as well as 
from the many materials and conversations provided to this panel.

Further, we learned that under the Faculty’s tutelage, the doctoral candidates were 
highly motivated. They told us that they found the professors both accessible and 
supportive. Several also commented that the library was a good resource and that 
they were satisfied with their education. After we had asked for and received a list of 
topics of dissertations, we learned that the subjects chosen appear to be thoughtful as 
well as international in orientation. We also were told of many initiatives by doctoral 
candidates, including the creation of study circles and of other lively academic 
exchanges. In short, we found the doctoral candidates wide-ranging, engaged, and 
truly motivated in their studies. Yet we must report that we also found them to 
be worried about their long term prospects. Many bemoaned the lack of academic 
prospects in Finland and specifically at the University of Helsinki. 

In the panel’s opinion, it is necessary to preface our comments with certain preliminary 
caveats. We need, at the outset, to state our concerns about the materials that were 
distributed in advance. One problem was a lack of coherence in the presentation of 
the documentation, including the submission forms, provided in advance by mail. The 
reports were not consistent about issues such as the number of staff (such as whether 
doctoral candidates were included), titles and academic decrees of the staff, visits 
abroad, etc. Second, we found that the principles behind the organization of the lists 
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of publications were not easy to perceive. One explanation given was that this task 
was delegated to staff at the library and that the library provided a classification 
system that we did find difficult to use. 

Third, for the panelists who do not speak Finnish, some important materials were 
not accessible at all. Specifically, neither titles of all publications nor summaries of 
the works were made available in English. This lack proved to be a major impediment 
for the non-Finnish speaking who had no ready means to assess the publications of 
a given subdivision (the Departments) as a whole. 

Fourth, panel members received different materials, and then we found yet other 
publications that had not been provided to us when we came to Helsinki and began 
our exchange of views. In short, we are not confident that our attention was drawn 
to the best and most relevant publications. Further, from the materials provided in 
advance, we could not develop a clear sense of each department’s own understanding 
of the priorities or of their best research publications. 

Fifth, we did not find that the self-assessment reports were clear about the role 
the Faculty played internationally. We could not readily determine what persons 
participated in networks and consortiums or undertook expert assignments abroad. 
This question may be one in which the criteria provided by the University as the 
basis for evaluation did not guide the respondents to detail the kind and nature 
of international work in which they have been engaged. We suggest that, from 
the University’s perspective, less standardized criteria for the various units may help 
generate better information. We should add that we did, upon visiting, learn more 
in discussions with representatives of the different departments about the kinds 
of interactions that Faculty members and researchers have with their colleagues 
abroad.

Sixth, we did not receive information in advance on the Institute of International 
Economic Law – KATTI. Again, we received supplemental information during the 
site visit.

We have recommendations about the advance distributions in addition to those 
mentioned above. To achieve an overall assessment of the Faculty and where it stands 
today, we believe it would have been helpful to have synopses given from each staff 
member and each post-doctoral researcher about the nature of their current projects. 
Further, we would have appreciated receiving a list of topics and a brief explanation 
of the dissertations currently underway. We should note that we mentioned our 
interest in obtaining such information, the Faculty promptly responded. In the future, 
we suggest that such materials be provided in advance to the evaluation team.

The panel also wishes to point out that the University’s criteria do not translate 
easily as regards law and legal research in relationship to what can be regarded to be 
“international.” Perhaps the question about whether a work is of high international 
standards may fit more readily in natural sciences in which some universally applicable 
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standardized criteria are used. Because legal systems vary, even within the Western 
World, between civil and common law countries and because one could focus either 
on Europe or move beyond, the concept of what is an “international level” could be 
interpreted to refer to differing criteria. Therefore, we used as our definition several 
factors, including whether the audience of a publication could be international, 
whether the works written for a national audience (irrespective of the language 
in which the work is written) corresponded to high quality works in major legal 
systems, whether the author makes reference to and uses international sources (when 
appropriate to the subject), or whether the work evidenced awareness of intellectual 
themes that are internationally current. Under this definition, works that might be 
understood as aimed primarily for a domestic audience may also qualify as being of 
high international quality. At present, globally, law has domestic and local aspects 
that excellent legal educators and scholars must take into account. 

In terms of the issue of the international quality, we note the emergence of important 
trends world wide in the legal academy that include a shift from individual research 
to research groups, from working within one discipline to interdisciplinary research, 
and from a focus on national research to comparative and international research. 
These trends are also visible at the Helsinki Faculty of Law, as we learned from our 
discussions and review and when we compared our impressions with the report 
provided to us from the 1999 evaluation.

Nevertheless, our conclusion is that the general organization of the Faculty into 
Departments impedes rather than facilitates engagement with these trends. Further, 
some of the disciplines within a Department are so heterogeneous that it is difficult 
to understand why the allocations have been made. We suggest revisiting the decision 
to separate the Faculty’s activities into different Departments. Even if the entire 
structure is not revisited, the decisions to allocate particular subjects to specific 
Departments ought to be reconsidered.

We are also concerned about the lack of long-term strategic planning. In the coming 
years, several retirements will occur but, as of yet, plans have not emerged about 
how to use the resources that will therefore become available. Furthermore, in some 
of the self-evaluation assessments, mention is made of certain departures. Were 
strategic work undertaken, some of the present weaknesses in certain fields could 
have been avoided. The Faculty has lost both young and senior scholars who are both 
very productive and of a high international caliber. 

Finally, we are concerned about the composition of the permanent positions. A few 
issues arise. One of our questions is whether it is wise to have as many professors and 
so few lecturers and other post-doctoral positions. We heard from the individuals who 
had positions as post-doctoral assistants or lecturers or assistants that they were very 
troubled by the problems of temporary positions and the lack of a junior faculty or 
a form of a tenure track or of simply more opportunities for long-term employment. 
The structure is not sufficiently flexible so as to build a junior and younger cohort of 
scholars who can come into a long term academic career, whether as a researcher, 
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a lecturer, or as holder of a professorship. A second very serious concern is that of 
the 36 professors (the number provided to us by the Dean), only four are women. 
The degree of disparity is striking not least when compared to Law Faculties of 
other universities in the Nordic countries, where generally far more women hold 
top positions. In this respect, we found no evidence that the Faculty has undertaken 
sufficient efforts to promote a better balance. A third concern relates to the legal 
disciplines that are missing. While every field need not be covered, one must review 
where positions are needed. For example, one needs to revisit the number of chairs 
in some traditional fields (such as criminal and procedural law), just as one also seeks 
to add subjects such as private international law, the discipline of law, medicine, and 
science, the discipline of gender and the law, and European law in general. In some 
instances, no permanent positions were available in these fields, and in others, chairs 
were unfilled. 

The interaction between research and society 
The panel determined that it would be appropriate to evaluate the Faculty as a 
whole on the issue of its interaction with the society. We found a repeated set of 
interactions across the Departments. Many Faculty members are regular contributors 
to the Government, providing expert opinions or undertaking research commissioned 
to assist ministries and Parliament. In addition, several participate as advisors and 
experts, providing commentary and analyses as hearings are underway on pending 
legislation. That work is demanding and time consuming, and very helpful to the 
community. 

We want to be clear that in our view, the Law Faculty should be given special credit 
as its members are generous with their time and helpful in sharing their expertise 
for the betterment of society. The Faculty’s contribution to the quality of Finnish 
legislation cannot be overemphasized. Further, many contribute to the public debate 
as commentators on issues of current affairs. In addition, many of the members are 
active in different professional organizations, serve as editors for journals in Finland 
and abroad, and have written good and accessible introductions for law that are 
accessible to the general public. In short, were numerical numbers to be provided, we 
would rank this aspect of the Law Faculty’s work to be of the highest caliber.

Other issues that relate to all of divisions 

The Facilities

Although we visited the premises currently occupied by the Law Faculty, we have 
concluded that we should not comment upon the facilities. These quarters are 
temporary, as renovations of the building to house the Law Faculty are underway. 
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The Structure of the Program for Doctoral Candidates

Doctoral candidates reported that, when they worked as assistants, they found their 
obligations so time consuming that it made it difficult to do their own research. On 
the same time, if candidates were not assistants, they did not necessarily have enough 
structure or contact with the Faculty. The Faculty should strive at a better balance. To 
the extent candidates can participate in doctoral schools, funding their studies, those 
structures can be helpful and we hope that the Faculty will take up this issue.

The Library

The Library is an important arena in need of development. We commend the 
reorganization that occurred in 2002 and the supplemental resources coming to the 
Library through the Library of Parliament, as well as the new facilities. Further, we 
were provided with a tour of the nice new facilities. We do believe that the Library is 
managing on very limited resources that result in a very small budget for acquisitions. 
Further the research service in general has very few persons on its administrative staff 
to provide services to the staff and students of the law unit. And we are concerned 
about the Library’s resources, as it needs to develop more of its competency and 
services that are electronic.

Additional general suggestions
The evaluation becomes complex because, over the assessment period of several 
years, some persons come and go and, further, while working at a given department, 
those persons may have differing arrangements. In some instances, these persons 
leave for other opportunities independent of the approach or efforts of a department 
to retain them. Yet in other instances, departments have missed the chance to keep 
someone or made decisions making that person unlikely to stay. In some instances, 
such departures of individuals have meant that significant contributors to research 
of international interest are no longer members and moreover that certain fields are 
not covered.

 The evaluation process could be used to create incentives for departments to keep its 
important contributors. For example, the rules for submissions for evaluation could 
exclude works by individuals who have not been in a department in the last three 
years or could exclude those works by individuals who were not offered opportunities 
to stay at a Department. 

We want to raise a question about the statement of the general goals of the Law 
Faculty that were described as including internationalization, cooperative research, 
and interdisciplinary work. The initial presentation did not include one that we 
believe should be of utmost importance to the Law Faculty’s ongoing missions -- the 
provision of high quality lawyers for the nation of Finland itself. We saw, from the 
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self-assessments provided, that this goal is one embraced by the Law Faculty. We 
urge that both the Faculty and the University recognize this contribution as a critical 
facet of legal scholarship. 

In addition, across the Faculty, we saw a striking lack of administrative staff for 
research purposes. This lack of resources makes very difficult the engagement in 
larger projects and impedes the Faculty’s ability to work in research consortiums and 
to compete for European Union Funding or for other projects and grants. 

More generally, we understand that the University wants to have its activities be 
appreciated internationally. The University wants its Faculty to be engaged with the 
major themes and concerns of this globalized world. We must note that to do so, 
resources are needed. In some parts of the world, Law Faculties are given significant 
support that has helped to produce scholarship and that has funded research and 
travel and shifted the agenda of the Faculty towards the international level. This 
University will need to do the same if it wants to achieve its stated goals.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Criminal Law, 
Juridical Procedure and General Jurisprudential Studies

Panel: Law

Per-Ole Träskman, Lund University, Faculty of Law, Sweden, Chair
Antonio Gambaro, University of Milan, Instituto di Diritto Civile, Italy
Maarit Jänterä-Jareborg, Uppsala University, Faculty of Law, Sweden
Matti Ilmari Niemi, Lappeenranta University of Technology, Department of Business 
Administration, Finland
Matti Niemivuo, Ministry of Justice, Finland
Judith Resnik, Yale University, Yale Law School, USA

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5

Supporting Comments:

This Department is very heterogeneous. We must report at the outset that we do not 
understand the decision to group this assortment of topics in a single Department. 
Covered areas include Criminal Law, Procedural Law, European Law, the History of 
Law, Jurisprudence, Law and Economics, Sociology of Law, and what is often called in 
the materials “Women’s Law.” The idea of this group being understood as a research 
unit is problematic, and it appears that the only rationale is administrative. As we have 
noted, we have questions more generally about the wisdom of the administrative 
divisions within the Law Faculty.

In terms of the staff numbers reported in the self-Evaluation Report, we learned that 
the active research staff ranges from 42 to 50, with senior staff ranging from 19 to 
22 during the evaluation period. Here, we are concerned about the small number 
of post-doctoral positions. In 2004, only one person is listed and, in 2003, none are 
listed. The Department has had many doctoral candidates who have defended their 
doctoral theses during the assessment period. 

According to the materials provided to us, University funding has been reduced from 
about 1,431,000 euros (1999) to about 1,274,000 euros (2004). External funding has 
been an important part of support, and the Department has received between 
966,000 to 814,000 euros annually. External funds have supported research, and the 
Department has been active in seeking and successful in receiving such support. 
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In terms of research, the Department has publications of widely varying quality. The 
work done in jurisprudence and in gender law is of a high international level. As 
regards jurisprudence, a leading senior scholar has recently joined this Department 
from another. The panel has taken into account that scholarship regardless of where 
it was listed. (We have tried consistently to count work of any individual who has 
moved during the evaluation period under both of the Departments in which such an 
individual worked.) We should also note that the field of Jurisprudence has maintained 
a high standard over many years and is to be commended for continuing to be a 
leading source of analysis associated with the “Helsinki School of Jurisprudence.” 

Turning to the discipline called “Women’s Law” and which we believe would be 
more aptly described as “Gender and the Law” or as Jurisprudence, the scholars are 
writing in the context of a debate occurring at all levels, the domestic, the Nordic, the 
European, and beyond. Both the topics selected and the analyses provided show that 
the authors understand the many implications of contemporary theory from sources 
in and outside of Finland. These scholars are engaged in exchanges with colleagues 
around the world. We are, however, concerned that this field lacks sufficient resources 
and has only one (pending) permanent position allocated. At the moment, the 
strength in this field comes from a five-year appointment as Professor at the Finnish 
Academy. As far as we could see, during the assessment period, no resources were 
allocated from the Department for this genre of work. 

We also note a problem in another area -- the discipline of Medicine, Science and 
the Law (sometimes termed “Medical-bio Law”). Doctoral theses in this field have 
been defended but no positions have been allocated to ensure future scholarship and 
teaching in this area. To summarize, in at least two disciplines – Medicine, Science, 
and the Law, and Gender and the Law – we recommend that post-doctoral positions 
and senior positions be supported. 

Turning to the area of Legal History, some of the young researchers have international 
perspectives, writing in English, and are engaged in comparative and reflective work 
on a good or very good international level. In terms of Criminal Law, the strengths 
come from comparative European work that is interdisciplinary as well. A considerable 
segment of the publications, however, is of a descriptive and elementary character. 
Furthermore, a significant part of the production is not available in English. In 
national terms, however, the discipline is strong.

Similarly, Procedural Law is strong in terms of a national audience. In addition, work 
related to insolvency law is of a good or of a very good international quality. These 
materials relate to both domestic and international situations and trends. The work 
on international insolvency law mitigates, to a certain extent, the effects of the 
otherwise almost total neglect of research on International Civil Procedure. Further, 
the work of the Department related to Procedural Law has not taken on the topic of 
alternative dispute resolution in a thorough fashion -- demonstrating a lack of balance 
in light of the growing relevance these issues have in the international arena. 
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We did receive written materials related to Alternative Dispute Resolution, as well 
as especially thought-provoking work on access to justice. Those publications, 
however, came to us from the Department of Private Law. Given the attention paid to 
alternative dispute resolution in the global context, the absence of a focus in the area 
in Procedural Law is particularly problematic. The difficulty stems in part from the 
artificial divisions of the Departments themselves. For example, the topic of conflict 
management is located under Private Law. Further, the Department of Private Law 
has founded a Conflict Management Institute that does focus on alternative dispute 
resolution. The works published so far are in Finnish but we hope that this initiative 
can serve as a bridge to expand the work and include a focus on public law alternative 
dispute resolution issues. At the least, the Institute for Conflict Management could 
serve to bridge the divisions within the Law Faculty. 

For the remaining topics within this Department’s portfolio – Law and Economics and 
Sociology of Law – the publications provided to the panel suggest that significant 
weaknesses exist in these areas. The panel noticed that research was underway during 
the early part of the evaluation period, but declined thereafter.

2 Interaction between research and society
Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

We want to note some special strengths. We have already mentioned the distinguished 
publications in Jurisprudence and in the field of Gender and the Law. Furthermore, 
in the area of Criminal Law, this Department has succeeded in orienting young 
researchers in the international research milieu and it is noteworthy that it has 
succeeded in this respect more than have the two other Departments. The Criminal 
Law scholars have truly participated in the European discussion, and this area is also 
one with a strong number of dissertations and ongoing work. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

As to noteworthy weaknesses, the composition of the Department and the lack 
of post-doctoral positions and of a strategy for change come to the fore. We are 
concerned that some of the scholars that have made significant contributions during 
the evaluation period are no longer affiliated with the Department. Poignantly, given 
the lack of women on the Faculty, those no longer affiliated include at least one 
outstanding woman scholar.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The opportunities and challenges of the Department are discussed under the heading 
“Supporting comments”.

3.4 Conclusions

Once again we come to a composite score that reflects both the strengths and 
weaknesses. Our judgment is that this Department ranks as a five. 

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

4.3 Research active staff

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

4.5 Other issues

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Private Law

Panel: Law

Per-Ole Träskman, Lund University, Faculty of Law, Sweden, Chair
Antonio Gambaro, University of Milan, Instituto di Diritto Civile, Italy
Maarit Jänterä-Jareborg, Uppsala University, Faculty of Law, Sweden
Matti Ilmari Niemi, Lappeenranta University of Technology, Department of Business 
Administration, Finland
Matti Niemivuo, Ministry of Justice, Finland
Judith Resnik, Yale University, Yale Law School, USA

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

This Department is relatively large, with active research staff that, over the evaluation 
period, varied in number from about 35 to more than 60. During the relevant time 
and according to the data provided to us, the number of senior staff ranged from 13 
to 17. Of these, eleven were in the Department throughout the five year period. As 
of 2004, we were told that the Department has 16 professors. In fact, all members of 
the senior staff were professors. This Department has also grown during the relevant 
time frame. In terms of funding, University support varied between about 1,200,000 
euros (1999) to about 1,454,000 euros (2004). 

The subjects covered within this Department include Property Law, Commercial Law, 
Company Law, Environmental Law, Law of Obligations (including Contracts Law, and 
Torts), Family and Inheritance Law, Labour Law, and Sports Law. This range of topics, 
all characterized as “private” raises some questions. For example, environmental 
regulation involves what can be understood as public or administrative law or 
international law. Similarly, Labour Law is also largely public law, affected (again 
for example) by laws governing social security, pensions, and health. By putting all 
of these issues within the framework of “private law,” this organizational structure 
could be interpreted as demonstrating a very broad understanding of what falls 
within its scope. However, what we believe this host of issues demonstrates is that the 
categorization is artificial (a problem that exists in the other two Departments as well) 
and therefore raises a more general question about the wisdom of the departmental 
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structure itself. Such a structure risks limiting the scope of a research project as well 
as creating barriers to covering all aspects of a problem.

In terms of the research produced under the different subjects, the quality and scope 
are not uniform across this set. In several of the fields covered, the publications 
evidence a strong methodological and critical awareness. The Department gets special 
credit for the ongoing and outstanding research on social civil law – which is at the 
cutting edge. This work fits the evaluative criterion of being of a high international 
level and its analytic approach contributes to scholarship on a range of legal subject 
matters. 

But, taking the Department as a whole and turning to the other areas covered, 
the quality of research varies, and does so on many dimensions. In some areas, the 
research is of a descriptive character. Some of the works are aimed at explaining the 
system to either a national or international audience. Some are at an elementary 
level, providing general overviews of particular questions within Finnish law. We 
understand the value of the Finnish presence in European networks and that a certain 
amount of description is both useful and necessary, but we are concerned that some 
of the materials submitted do not go beyond making that contribution. The list of 
dissertations is similarly uneven. Some of the areas within the Department have a 
richer offering than do others. Further, quite a lot of the work presented comes from 
persons who are not working within the Department. While it is positive to have 
persons outside a department participating, many of the good and strong publications 
had authors other than those employed at the Department or by KATTI. 

We reviewed the assessment report from 1999. We find that our comments echo the 
ones made then. Some of that criticism remains true today, just as it also remains true 
that several of the submissions are of high quality, with several qualifying for the 
description of high international caliber. In addition, the number of publications in 
English and the increasing participation in the European debates are new strengths. 
The Department has responded in good measure to the recommendations from the 
earlier assessment. We do continue to recommend that, even with this improvement 
since the last assessment, more progress could be made, with specific attention on 
encouraging more of the publications to cross the language barrier. 

Turning from the publications to the international interactions of its staff, we are 
able to report that the Department members are parts of many different European 
networks and that the Department has a good organization for international 
cooperation. Several of the Department members participate as individuals in leading 
European Law networks. This aspect of its ongoing work is a strength but one that 
could be extended to make more scholars in the Department a part of these networks. 
Furthermore, young scholars should be given the opportunity through the provision 
of economic resources to spend extended time abroad.

As the period of evaluation concludes, no senior staff on the Faculty is focused on 
Private International Law, an area now assigned to this Department and an area of 
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growing importance and concern in terms of European legislative activities. Given the 
importance of this field – that spans areas committed to more than this Department 
– recruiting appropriate intellectual leaders in this area should be a priority.

2 Interaction between research and society
Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The panel was impressed that this Department has succeeded in creating several 
posts for doctoral candidates and for post-doctoral researchers. KATTI has been 
an important structure for helping to provide posts and for supporting doctoral 
candidates. In this respect, the Department has distinguished itself by having an 
acceptable number of post doctoral positions. Founding the doctoral school merits 
special praise. So too does the creation of the Business Law Forum, which has been 
a thoughtful innovation that shows enterprising thinking and that has helped to 
generate the doctoral and post-doctoral positions as well as channels of publication 
for younger scholars. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

As noted above, the publications are uneven and certain critical areas are either not 
a subject of research or the research that is ongoing is purely domestic.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The opportunities and challenges of the Department are discussed under the heading 
“Supporting comments”.

3.4 Conclusions

Because this Department has made the most efforts in the development of junior 
scholars, has helped to generate international connections, and has produced 
scholarship of a high international caliber, the composite score for this Department 
is a six.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

4.3 Research active staff

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

4.5 Other issues

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Public Law

Panel: Law

Per-Ole Träskman, Lund University, Faculty of Law, Sweden, Chair
Antonio Gambaro, University of Milan, Instituto di Diritto Civile, Italy
Maarit Jänterä-Jareborg, Uppsala University, Faculty of Law, Sweden
Matti Ilmari Niemi, Lappeenranta University of Technology, Department of Business 
Administration, Finland
Matti Niemivuo, Ministry of Justice, Finland
Judith Resnik, Yale University, Yale Law School, USA

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5

Supporting Comments:

We had difficulty assessing the information about the active research staff, its 
relationship to funding, and the Department’s overall staff and funding. First, the 
information that was provided to us by the Department does not use the same 
techniques of categorization as those employed by the two other departments. 
Second, some of the information overlapped with that provided by the Erik Castrén 
Institute – resulting in additional confusion. Third, within the submission, the numbers 
were not all consistent. Therefore, we do not here offer a quick summary of the 
numbers of staff or the funding. 

Nevertheless, we are able to conclude that as a general matter, during the assessment 
period, the Department has successfully recruited scholars of good or of high 
international caliber in the areas of fiscal law and has affiliated itself with scholars 
of very high caliber in international public law. 

This Department, like the Department of Private law, has a broad mandate, covering 
Administrative Law, Constitutional Law, Fiscal Law, Public European Community 
Law, and Public International Law. Over the evaluation period, many members 
have published important works, and several doctoral theses have been successfully 
defended in areas such as administrative and fiscal law. 

The research in Administrative Law is good, with some on a high international caliber. 
Given the relatively recent legislative reforms in Finland, such as the Act of Openness 
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of Government Activities, the Personal Data Act, and the Administrative Procedure 
Act, the focus of much of the research, aimed at a Finnish audience, is appropriate. In 
addition, some of the works written in Finnish on administrative law are exemplary 
of work of a true European dimension. Another example of a strength is the set of 
publications in fiscal law. The works strike a good balance of addressing domestic 
issues and being part of a larger discussion, with dimensions related to Nordic 
questions, European issues, and global problems. The publications on International 
Public Law are often of a very high international standard but will be addressed 
independently as a part of the discussion of the Erik Castrén Institute.

During the assessment period, the Department has hosted senior scholars who are 
of a high international competence in the field of Jurisprudence. This field is very 
strong. Since the persons concerned spent some of the assessment period within 
this Department are no longer linked to this Department, we credited some of their 
contribution here and some to the other Department with which one of them is now 
affiliated. (We regret that the divisional structure within the Faculty of Law, as stated 
also in our General Introduction concerning the Faculty of Law as a whole) generates 
these artificial divides.) 

We have been informed that this Department now lacks a senior scholar focused on 
European Law. Holding aside the public international work associated with the Erik 
Castrén Institute, the publications in English are limited, making the Department’s 
research less accessible to a wider audience.

2 Interaction between research and society
Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The panel found that the quality of the research in the fields of Administrative Law 
and Fiscal law was good. This research has followed and quickly responded to the 
legislative changes and new challenges in Finland and in Europe. The Department 
has been successful in recruiting talented and dynamic younger scholars in fiscal 
law having the ability to bring the discipline into a true European and international 
level.
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3.2 Weaknesses 

A major weakness of the Department is that it is not a source of scholarly work on 
Constitutional Law. Publications are few, and little activity is ongoing. At the domestic 
level, this is a serious loss because of the reform in 1995 of constitutional rights and of 
the subsequent 2000 Constitution. At the European level, the lack of work addressing 
broad issues of constitutional law is also a shortcoming in light of the lively debate 
ongoing on many levels about the role of constitutions and constitutional issues. More 
globally, yet additional contributions are possible. Finland is an interesting example 
of a certain kind of constitutional regime that has a strong parliamentary system 
but no constitutional court and no judicial review. Thus, Finland’s experiences could 
be a fruitful source of discussion in the context of global constitutional comparisons 
– which is a growing arena of scholarship around the world. 

We should add that we have several concerns about the structure, management, and 
composition of the Department. The overview of the Department’s self-assessment 
report provided at the beginning of the self-assessment did not detail any positions 
for post-doctoral students and the statistics did not indicate any students as doctoral 
candidates. In contrast, later in its self-assessment packet, the Department reported 
that some 141 doctoral students are engaged in work. Another concern is the lack of 
women in senior positions. Our meeting with Department staff was striking in that 
we encountered only men. We hope that this evaluation will provide an occasion for 
the Department to reconsider its approach on the selection of and structure for the 
doctoral and post-doctoral students and its staff.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

To summarize, we concluded that the Department has genuine strengths but also 
areas of weakness. Given that the assessment spans a several year period and that 
some vibrant scholarship occurred during that time under the umbrella of the 
Department, we wish to recognize those achievements. We must also note that, 
given changes in personnel, the Department is at risk. Further, while the international 
public law is a substantial contributor, this segment of the research is part of an 
independent unit, discussed below and evaluated separately. Therefore the composite 
score of this Department results at this time in a five. 

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.
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4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

4.3 Research active staff

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

4.5 Other issues

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: The Erik Castrén Institute of 
International Law and Human Rights

Panel: Law

Per-Ole Träskman, Lund University, Faculty of Law, Sweden, Chair
Antonio Gambaro, University of Milan, Instituto di Diritto Civile, Italy
Maarit Jänterä-Jareborg, Uppsala University, Faculty of Law, Sweden
Matti Ilmari Niemi, Lappeenranta University of Technology, Department of Business 
Administration, Finland
Matti Niemivuo, Ministry of Justice, Finland
Judith Resnik, Yale University, Yale Law School, USA

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

Supporting Comments:

The Panel determined that it would evaluate the topic of International Public Law 
when we focused on this Institute, a division within the faculty that we were asked to 
appraise as a separate unit and that has functioned as such during the entire period 
of assessment. This unit is small, with only two permanent senior members but has 
also been successful in bringing younger researchers in and in raising funds to support 
them. Of all the units to be assessed, this Institute is the only one genuinely coherent 
as a research unit.

As a general matter, we were impressed that this group is lively and vibrant, with two 
highly regarded professors at its core and an interesting mixture of work. We should 
add that we have reached a conclusion about the materials to be appraised that differs 
from that reached in 1999. That panel determined that the externally funded projects 
would not be a part of its evaluation. In contrast, we have determined that this work 
is an important facet of the research activity and merits our evaluation. We have 
reviewed several of the monographs published under the Faculty of Law Publication 
Series, and found many to be of good quality, informative to a broad audience. 
Further, as we understand it, the research undertaken in the context of commissioned 
work helps to develop the broader research agenda and has contributed positively 
to the more ambitious research work of the Institute. 
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The Erik Castrén Institute exemplifies two of the agendas of the Law Faculty 
– embracing an international perspective and working cooperatively. With the 
Center of Excellence, the third goal, interdisciplinary work, will also be an important 
aspect of the Institute. The basic question for this Institute is to understand the 
changing ethos in the world with the development of networks and globalization 
that requires reformulation of legal categories. A central claim is that traditional 
Public International Law has been transformed into a different set of interactions no 
longer located at the level of the nation state. The work of the Institute is to examine 
and analyze the developing organizations and relationships among regional and 
international entities and between public and private global actors. 

2 Interaction between research and society
Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The Institute has, by developing its own line of research with its critical orientation 
(described above in the General Introduction to our assessment) become a well-known 
contributor in both Europe and North America. Its leading researchers regularly cross 
borders and oceans to participate in transnational networks, and their work and those 
of the more junior members of the Institute are read in many countries and inform 
policymakers. As the evaluation period ended, the Institute, working in collaboration 
with the Social Sciences Department became a Center of Excellence, giving it resources 
and support that may be responsive to some of the concerns described above.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The staff at the Erik Castrén Institute appears to work well together. We should, 
however, add a caution about the future, that the dynamic quality may hinge on the 
high visibility and strength of the Institute’s senior members. Were either to leave 
or shift their interests, it is not clear who would follow in their footsteps to work on 
the same level. We are also concerned that a good many of the monographs, written 
over a short time frame, are done by those without doctoral degrees. In addition, 
we cannot be clear about what work is fairly counted as done under the tutelage 
of the Institute as contrasted with published by the Institute as a part of its series. 
Another weakness is that the support for the various research projects of the Institute 
and for its junior staff is so profoundly dependent upon external sources. While this 
approach has proved a productive strategy in the short term, it relies on a form of 
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entrepreneurial activity that in turn depends on the currency and on the appeal of the 
selection of topics. Since the work is of a serious academic quality, one would want 
to encourage research that is not always as topical or easily fundable and hence one 
would want the University to consider how to create a basic framework of support 
that would facilitate dissertations and academic research on all relevant subjects. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The opportunities and challenges are discussed above.

3.4 Conclusions

The staff of this Institute has a considerable body of works of heft and important 
academic depth that are of high international excellence. In addition, the Institute 
has produced a different form of work, monographs that are briefer, less academic, 
and some authored by individuals who lack doctoral decrees. That work is less even 
in quality but demonstrative of dynamic efforts to reach a wide audience for practical 
use. We thus debated whether to characterize the sum of the work as either a 6 or a 
7, but concluded that, as a composite figure, this small unit merits the highest score, 
7. We believe it fair to conclude, in the words of the criteria, that the “unit represents 
international excellence and is one of the top European institutes in its field.”

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

4.3 Research active staff

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.
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4.5 Other issues

Please see the General Introduction and Conclusions.
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Panel 15: Social Sciences

Units of assessment:
Department of Communication
Department of Political Science
Department of Social Policy
Department of Social Psychology
Department of Sociology
Institute of Development Studies
Swedish School of Social Science

Panel: Social Sciences
Michael J. Shapiro, Department of Political Science, University of Hawaii at Mänoa, 
USA, Chair
Isa Baud, Faculteit der Maatschappijen Gedragswetenschappen, University of 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Glynis Breakwell, University of Bath, United Kingdom
James J. Fox, Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies, The Australian National 
University, Australia
Peter Golding, Department of Social Sciences, Loughborough University, UK
Jorma Sipilä, University of Tampere, Finland
Göran Therborn, The Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in the Social Sciences, 
Sweden
Theo Toonen, Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences, Leiden University, The 
Netherlands
Karin Widerberg, Dept. of Sociology and Human Geography,University of Oslo, 
Norway

General Comments:
In most cases, the departments we assessed have improved from where they were in 
1999, and those that did not improve have maintained their previous level. The overall 
level of improvement implies that the research assessment exercises are contributing 
to the achievement of stated goals. The departments function in a good research 
environment because Helsinki is well located to effect contacts with the ministries, 
research institutes and funding organizations. Nevertheless, there are serious 
problems that are deeply structural, both in the research assessment exercise and in 
the Finnish university system as a whole. We list them here in no particular order: 

Please note: Our evaluations may appear incommensurate because quantitative data 
on publications was differentially available across the departments. 
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1) The self-assessment documents prepared by the various departments for the 
RAE are often not shared with most department members. In some cases there 
is a communication gap between those who prepare the documents and those 
who represent them to the panel.

2) There is a problem with suboptimal sized departments. Some are quite small 
and yet are asked to devote significant amounts of time to administration, to 
the detriment of research time. 

3) There remains a tension between the University’s demand for international 
quality publication (which means in English among other things) and the 
(understandable) obligation some departments feel to publish in Finnish 
in order to supply a pedagogy and/or information to local and national 
constituencies. This perceived responsibility militates against a focus on 
international level research and publication. 

4) The impermanence of most of the academic positions in the Finnish university 
system seriously retards the research process. Scholars from the post doctoral 
level to professors have to spend an inordinate amount of time searching for 
and applying for their next position.

5) Another structural problem is the glacial process through which higher level 
positions are filled. Many departments that have been approved for new 
positions must sit in limbo, unable to consummate academic and research 
planning while they wait for the end of long hiring processes. 

6) The funding of research is crucial, yet the information available on funding 
sources is often fugitive, and there is poor coordination between funding 
sources. 

7) As two of our panel members surmise, “the Finnish research policy seems to 
know everything about competition and nothing about continuity. As a result 
of this the status of post docs is becoming intolerable: a fast growing amount 
of talented post docs are competing for funding in a setting where even the 
best of them live in utmost uncertainty. There should be more clarity and 
possibilities for reasonable careers in the academic world if it desires to stay 
attractive. Why is Finland producing such a number of PhD’s if it doesn’t need 
post docs?”

8) In small units, the breadth of teaching responsibilities, along with the need 
to do concentrated research, causes problems for combining research and 
teaching in a fruitful way. The lack of sabbatical leaves underlines the problem. 
The Finnish university system is badly in need of a sabbatical policy.

9) Low overheads make the externally-funded research projects a cost and a 
burden for the departments instead of an asset.
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10) There is little information shared about the considerable overlap in the research 
agendas across departments. And even within departments, information 
among sub sections is scarce. Information exchange and perhaps some 
reorganization would facilitate cross fertilization and research collaboration. 

11) We observe, finally, that the University of Helsinki has adopted a system of 
competition designed to promote the best possible research. But in other 
places where such competitive systems have been employed, they have 
been reinforced with tangible incentives such as merit salary increases and 
promotional incentives. In the absence of such incentives (the University 
system in Finland lacks these), it will be difficult to motivate faculty to respond 
positively to the competitive system. Moreover, given the lack of incentives to 
heed the scholarship in other disciplines, faculty have little encouragement to 
share information across disciplines and to collaborate with colleagues in other 
departments in the search for external funding and in research projects.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of 
Communication

Panel: Social Sciences

Michael J. Shapiro, Department of Political Science, University of Hawaii at Mänoa, 
USA, Chair
Isa Baud, Faculteit der Maatschappijen Gedragswetenschappen, University of 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Glynis Breakwell, University of Bath, United Kingdom
James J. Fox, Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies, The Australian National 
University, Australia
Peter Golding, Department of Social Sciences, Loughborough University, UK
Jorma Sipilä, University of Tampere, Finland
Göran Therborn, The Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in the Social Sciences, 
Sweden
Theo Toonen, Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences, Leiden University, The 
Netherlands
Karin Widerberg, Dept. of Sociology and Human Geography,University of Oslo, 
Norway

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5

Supporting Comments:

Our rating of 5 is based primarily on the selected publications submitted by the 
department. A judgment based on all publications and thus on gross productivity 
would have resulted in a lower score.

The group had 92 active research person–years in 1999-2004. 49 different items are 
listed under category B1 for the assessment period (none in 1999), an average of 
0.53 items per annum per researcher. This key indicative category (refereed journal 
articles) is thus fairly low. Of this number 19 are in English. This latter group contains 
many very good quality research papers, though not always written by current 
staff. 85 articles in books appeared during this period. This represented 0.92 p.a. 
per researcher, of which two-thirds were in Finnish. Category A1 (monographs) has 
29 items but of these only 6 are not in Finnish and only one of these was published 
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outside Finland (by a former member of staff now working outside Finland). Of the 
selected publications, 1 of the 6 A1 items is in English, and all of the 18 B1 items. Of 
the latter few, if any, is at a high international level but a high proportion are at a 
good international level; none is less than of fair international level.

Of the totality of research activity much is at a fair international level and some is of 
undisputed interest for the international research community. Together these two 
categories comprise the majority of work. This distribution conforms to the level of 
4 as it is defined in the rating scale. However, we feel able to award a rating if 5 on 
the basis of only selected publications.

2 Interaction between research and society
Staff are significantly and commendably involved in public activities both in their 
research and through consultancy and publication in more popular outlets. The self-
evaluation document stresses the involvement of staff in national academic and 
professional activities. Expansion of services to the scholarly community, for example 
in providing expertise and training in science communication, is important. However 
the evaluation panel has understood this area of interaction to extend beyond the 
academy. Work in organizational communication and in online communication 
has been especially fruitful in this respect. Senior staff exhibit a strong record of 
involvement through consultancy, speaking engagements, and popular publication, 
in responding to societal needs and interests.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths

The Department has good contacts with and awareness of international research 
in the field. There is evidence of innovative and energetic research among younger 
staff. Almost half the staff have been with the Department for less than two years, 
however, suggesting that the Department may be at a take-off point in research 
terms which makes evaluation either difficult or premature.

Demand for the subject area is high among students. This creates pressures for staff 
but students always benefit from being taught by research active academics and the 
clear evidence of interest among students should encourage the university to support 
this area in research activities.
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3.2 Weaknesses

As yet there are a small number of completed research theses. The number of masters’ 
theses was more or less stable from 2000-2004 or slightly reduced. Doctoral theses 
completed were reported as only two in 2003/2004, but we were advised that this 
was a slight under-reporting, with two having completed in 04. This number is still 
small.

External funding has been inconsistent. Academy of Finland resources fell from high 
figures in 2000-2001 to a fraction of this figure in 2004. However we were assured 
these figures were both incomplete and represented the ‘lumpiness’ of one or two 
large grants in the earlier years. 

The Department regards its research tradition as weak, and has little history of 
research activity to draw on. Although the selected publications submitted are of a 
good international quality, the volume of research publications is as yet very limited. 
The Department acknowledges this problem. The broad research fields defined in 
the assessment document reflect the particular interests of a small number of current 
staff rather than a rational mapping of the field. This leaves some major areas of 
communication and especially media research untouched, and is a little miscellaneous. 
This may not matter as long as it is accepted that the defined areas are not constraints 
preventing the development of new areas or the appointment of strong staff who 
happen to have research interests beyond these defined areas.

The CRC is as yet not well integrated into the Department.

The record of international visibility is not strong – eleven overseas visits in total in 
the assessment period by all staff seems modest, as does the total number of invited 
talks (17 over six years). Only four different overseas visitors to the Unit are noted 
in the submission: again this seems limited for a research group with international 
aspirations.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

Two-thirds of staff are employed on ‘soft’ money, creating a serious problem for 
forward planning and confidence. We were told it is difficult for such staff to “get 
involved in serious scientific writing”.

Creation of the Communication Research Centre offers a major structural opportunity 
provided the Centre has a stable and properly resourced base. It is not clear that since 
its establishment in 2002 the Centre has yet had a major impact on the Department’s 
research activity, and the relatively recent appointment of the current director as well 
as the future status of this post and the Centre pose further questions about research 
prospects in the Department.
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This is a small department with a permanent teaching staff of just six (or 10, 
depending which source of data is used or which census date is chosen), which has 
thus chosen to focus quite tightly on specific research topics.

Three professorships are externally funded. On the one hand this reflects a growing 
success in attracting such funding. On the other hand it poses a difficulty for medium 
term planning. The directorship of the newly created CRC and the forthcoming 
professorial vacancy in media policy seem somewhat uncertain at present and a more 
stable and probably expanded staffing structure is needed for research to take off. 
Research leadership is plainly crucial for this Department as a whole.

Collaborative research (with colleagues in the Swedish School, in sociology, and in 
social policy and social psychology) seems to be a fruitful possibility with mutual 
benefits.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

4.3 Research active staff

The Department needs to maintain and support its declared intention to significantly 
increase the rate of publication by staff. Mechanisms should be set in place to provide 
leadership, monitoring and mentoring for this increase to happen.

The location of the Department in a Social Sciences Faculty should provide more 
opportunities than it seems to for staff to collaborate with colleagues in other 
Departments. This could be to the benefit of both.

The listing of international visits etc is quite short, not least in recent years. If at all 
possible, given teaching pressures, support should be found to enable good young 
researchers to take an active part in international networking.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The very small number of doctorates awarded each year (now about 1 or 2 a year) 
suggests a low level of research culture (10-12 are currently registered). There is 
clear potential for development here. The Department would benefit (as would 
others) from better faculty and university support for doctoral students and young 
researchers to receive research training. On the other hand (and this is a question for 
all, not just this department), there is little point expanding doctoral student numbers 
if opportunities for post-docs are very limited. 
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4.5 Other issues

This is a small Department which has recently created a research centre and has 
several staff both new in post or funded for relatively short periods. This makes 
evaluation of past performance of only limited value in predicting or even making 
recommendations for future performance.

The location of the Department in Helsinki gives it many advantages, not least in 
attracting students to what is in any case a popular area of study. The resources this 
generates have not as yet been translated into a sufficiently stable and substantial 
research culture.

Communication and media research in Helsinki is not at the high level of 
internationally visible standard one might expect, but the potential, not least among 
some younger staff and post-docs, is there, and would benefit from considered 
university investment. Almost half the staff have been with the Department for less 
than two years – suggesting that the Department may be at a take-off point in 
research terms which makes evaluation either difficult or premature. The Department 
is evolving very good plans for research development which warrant support and 
encouragement. 
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Political 
Science

Panel: Social Sciences

Michael J. Shapiro, Department of Political Science, University of Hawaii at Mänoa, 
USA, Chair
Isa Baud, Faculteit der Maatschappijen Gedragswetenschappen, University of 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Glynis Breakwell, University of Bath, United Kingdom
James J. Fox, Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies, The Australian National 
University, Australia
Peter Golding, Department of Social Sciences, Loughborough University, UK
Jorma Sipilä, University of Tampere, Finland
Göran Therborn, The Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in the Social Sciences, 
Sweden
Theo Toonen, Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences, Leiden University, The 
Netherlands
Karin Widerberg, Dept. of Sociology and Human Geography, University of Oslo, 
Norway

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

The Political Science Department continues its strong tradition in the behavioural 
dimension of the discipline – conducting voting behaviour, political parties and 
governmental decision making research – while, at the same time, featuring an 
impressive array of critical perspectives that derive from continental theory (among 
other domains). Both the traditional and the new orientations articulate themselves 
within the three sections that make up the department’s foci and in the various 
thematic research foci that cut across the sections. Moreover, there is a good 
distribution of effort within all the sections and thematic orientations, with senior 
and junior researchers all making contributions. Importantly, the overall proportion of 
international level publications has increased by almost 20% since the 1999 assessment 
exercise in which the department was criticized because of the proportion of articles 
of general interest that were published only in Finnish. It is the consensus of the panel 
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that from the point of view of the scientific quality of its publications, Political Science 
is the strongest discipline in the University of Helsinki’s social science division.

One of the main reasons for the department’s high rating is the “cutting edge” (their 
words) tendency of its political theory publications. The selected essays (and books) 
put in evidence are of very high quality. In particular, the interpretive work on Pierre 
Bourdieu and Carl Schmitt are of an impressively high quality. That work ranks at a 
high international level. At the other end of the theory continuum (research using 
quantitative methods), the quality of a good portion of the publications are of at 
least a good international level. The quality of the epistemological language and 
the cogency of the statistical analyses all contribute to this good level. The analyses 
of voting behaviour, for example, contribute to both national policy and the more 
general area of comparative politics.

Turning to some of the other areas of scholarship, department members are doing 
cutting edge work in the area of critical international studies, working in the areas post 
positivism, critical realism, and constructivism, among other conceptual orientations. 
These investigations are published in leading journals and compare favourably with 
the best international level scholarship. Another related area of scholarly contribution 
sits on the interface between international studies and critical geography. These 
publications measure up to a level between high and good international standards. 
Closely related to the field of international studies is that of comparative politics. 
Research in this area addresses sophisticated issues of political economy as well as 
dimensions of political culture. Here, the publications of department members are 
on a level between high and good international standards.

There are also many publications that bear on Finnish society but do so in a conceptual 
way that lends them to interest by an international audience. On the average, these 
publications reach the level of good international quality. It remains the case that 
many of the scholars publish some of their work in Finnish, but this is a choice that 
enhances the social interactive dimension of the department.

It should also be noted that the department is at the forefront if research in 
feminist theory, movements, and policy. This is in keeping with the importance 
of this dimension of political science in the Nordic countries, but in addition, the 
scientific quality of the publications in this area is quite high – at least in the range 
of good international quality. The department’s research profile is also effectively 
sensitive to its location. Scholars connect well with issues that bear on the Nordic 
area and, increasingly, on issues of Europe as a whole, especially with respect to 
problems associated with European integration. In terms of positive dimensions 
of the department’s research coverage, it should also be noted that departmental 
scholarship manifests an impressive array of theories and methodologies – rational 
choice, discourse analysis, critical theory, political economy, feminist theory, and 
various comparative methods, both quantitative and interpretive.
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All of the above said, it should be noted that there is significant unevenness in the 
Political Science department’s productivity. Some scholars have been extraordinarily 
productive while some have had a relative slow scholarly metabolism. As a result, the 
average productivity is quite high, but the standard deviation is large.

Finally, in terms of the scientific quality of their research, the department is to be 
congratulated for the extremely high quality of those publications that they have 
designated as their best. They compare favourably with the quality one can find in 
the best Political Science department anywhere in the world.

2 Interaction between research and society
The performance of the Political Science department in this area is quite high. At 
all relevant levels – the city of Helsinki, the country as a whole, and international 
organizations – department scholars make contributions. They consult on voting 
issues, they serve as media experts, and they consult with NGO’s First and foremost, 
members of the department are visible in public debates over key policy issues. In 
addition, the research profile of the department manifests a strong relationship to 
the society; much of their research has been commissioned by such agencies as the 
ministry of Finance, the Ministry of the Interior, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and 
the city of Helsinki. Finally, the department is notable in reaching out to alumni, 
arranging activities that keep them connected to the University.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths

The high scientific quality of the department’s publications and the wide range 
of high level research foci are their main strength. Given the very high workload 
demands, the department manages a high level of productivity. The department 
scholars have established an impressive international network. Many serve on the 
boards of international journals and contribute to anthologies with colleagues from 
other countries. The department’s teaching commitment is also a strength. It has 
increased its per teacher ECTS and substantially increased its production of PhD’s.

3.2 Weaknesses

The department is somewhat behind other programs in its record in attracting 
external funding. It is also the case that the department could do better with respect 
to collaborative research, both within the department and with other departments. 
One of the most significant weaknesses is the department’s striking gender imbalance. 
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Nothing apparent has been done to correct the relative absence of women on the 
staff. Also, there is not enough coordinated effort at creating research opportunities. 
Too much of this is left to individuals, many of whom seem to have given up. And, 
finally, there is an absence of adequate research training for graduate students and 
resident post doctoral scholars.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

The department has been facing a declining budget. In addition, it faces an increasing 
demand for high quality scholarship while, at the same time, having to maintain 
a workload that inhibits research. Among the underexploited opportunities are 
possibilities for collaboration with scholars from other disciplines. Among the best 
opportunities that could eventuate would be the equivalent of sabbatical leaves so 
that researchers could reside abroad in academic environments that would stimulate 
their work and provide research materials and time for scholarship.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Much more collaborative research would help renew the less productive scholars 
in the department. A strong research mentoring program would also benefit the 
department greatly. As we noted above, there has been insufficient research training. 
In addition, there is a need for mentoring related to the acquisition of research 
funding and the creation of research opportunities. Given the absence of international 
level publications in the case of some of the department’s scholars, some attention 
to guidance on scholarly outlets is necessary. 

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure

We recommend that the department develop a research colloquium series and 
that it use every means available to stimulate high attendance. Scholars from other 
disciplines should be invited, and, in general, the colloquia should be oriented toward 
theory building and project design.

4.3 Research active staff

As we noted above, there is much unevenness in the productivity of the research active 
staff. Some of this can be attributed to both the instability of academic positions (in 
the case of non permanent staff) and complacency (in the case of secure staff). For 
the former, job acquisition assistance should be provided to free the researchers 
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time for scholarship. In the case of the latter, pressure should be applied on them to 
produce or retire and make room for scholars who will contribute more.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

As is noted above, there is a need for a stronger program in research training and 
for research mentoring. The most active scholars, who receive frequent invitations to 
present papers at international meetings, should strive to get their less well known 
colleagues invited as well – either by inviting them to participate in co-authorship 
or by having them added to panels. More effort should be made to acquire 
external funding for research projects that will include doctoral and post doctoral 
researchers.

4.5 Other issues

Most of the other relevant issues are covered in our general recommendations, 
which address themselves especially to structural problems in the University system 
in Finland. In the case of the Political Science Department, one of our most significant 
suggestions relates to cross fertilization. Measures could be taken to acquaint scholars 
with the other areas in the department’s intellectual composition as well as with other 
disciplines. The colloquia idea we mentioned could be one among many measures 
that would help. However, more important than any informational and mentoring 
initiatives is the problem of the workload. Something should be done to free people 
to devote more time to their scholarship.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Social Policy

Panel: Social Sciences

Michael J. Shapiro, Department of Political Science, University of Hawaii at Mänoa, 
USA, Chair
Isa Baud, Faculteit der Maatschappijen Gedragswetenschappen, University of 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Glynis Breakwell, University of Bath, United Kingdom
James J. Fox, Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies, The Australian National 
University, Australia
Peter Golding, Department of Social Sciences, Loughborough University, UK
Jorma Sipilä, University of Tampere, Finland
Göran Therborn, The Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in the Social Sciences, 
Sweden
Theo Toonen, Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences, Leiden University, The 
Netherlands
Karin Widerberg, Dept. of Sociology and Human Geography, University of Oslo, 
Norway

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5

Supporting Comments:

The Department of Social Policy has a strong potential for a rating of 6 if they manage 
to achieve better organization. The Department may be perceived and perceives itself 
as an applied, inter- and multidisciplinary research group. Since 2001 it has organised 
its teaching and research activities basically around two main degree subjects: Social 
Policy and Social Work.

Although presented in this evaluation as one programme/department the two 
subgroups are clearly distinct and constitute a division of labour in terms of research 
topics, teaching and research methodology, mission statements and organisational 
culture. Seen as one entity they may be understood as two complementary 
components with potential for cross-fertilization. 

The component on Social Policy reaches back to a Finnish tradition in the study of 
Social Policy as a separate field or sector (welfare state) oriented study. Innovations 
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are in progress in terms of more recently (re)emerging fields of fundamental and 
applied research which in several respects can be understood as the complement or 
even dimensions of the ongoing restructuring of the modern welfare state systems in 
Western Europe under the influence of globalisation, Europeanisation and the new 
demografics (in terms of culture and aging). The programme is currently organized 
around the well established and more traditional themes of (1) Social Welfare and 
Public Policy, (2) Life Style and Life Politics, (3) Environmental Policy, (4) Health 
Studies and – more recently – Urban Studies (since 1999) and Aging Research (social 
gerontology) (since 2002).

The component on Social Work has relatively recently been institutionalised in its 
current form and is very much in its stages of programme renewal and development. 
It has distinct ambitions to be innovative in combined research-teaching exercises in an 
emerging context of life long learning and the transformation of professionalisation 
of social work and social work related scholarship. The research field within this 
component of the overall programme is structured around the themes of (1) 
knowledge production for social work, (2) professional development and expertise, (3) 
child welfare and youth research (4) social marginalisation (Homelessness, Drugs, HIV, 
prisoners). These topics are programmatically being approached with an integrative 
ambition both in terms of methodology and in terms of dissemination and knowledge 
transfer in the process of the transforming professionalisation of (domains of) social 
work on the basis of concepts of the reflective practitioner, reflexive expertise, 
interactivity and other contemporary learning concepts. 

The total amount of output in absolute terms has stayed rather stable over the years 
under consideration here. The picture of stability is completed by the development 
of the number of doctoral degrees awarded in the period 1999-2004 which with a 
total of 37 circles around an average of 6 per year.

As is to be expected of an applied research programme like this, more than half of 
the scholarly publication output of the programme in the period under consideration 
in terms of refereed articles and articles in books have been in the Finnish language 
(roughly 55-65% of refereed articles are in books). There is an increase in productivity 
towards the end of the period (measured in terms of A1, B1 and B2 publications), also 
in terms of English language publications. This is to be expected as a consequence 
of, but it is also offset by, the impressive growth of income of the department in 
the second half of the period under evaluation (with almost 30%). It is only natural 
that the production will be lagging behind and that this growth has caused the 
average production per unit or fte to drop somewhat towards the end of the period 
under consideration. The strong development of the earning capacity in the period of 
consideration, however, is in itself to be interpreted as a sign of strength and vitality 
of the programme.

In quantitative terms the amount of high level international level publications (A1, B1 
and B2 publications) the production of the department is limited when compared to 
the overall size of the staff. Content wise many of these publications are, however, 
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of a very high international quality. In the domain of the Social Policy Compartment 
of the programme, the department has clearly a few scholars in its ranks that would 
rank among the top 20% of European scholars in their field. 

As far as the – relatively large amount of –  non-English high level publications (A1,B1 
and B2) is concerned the evaluation commission was obviously handicapped by the 
language barrier but managed to get a fair idea about substance and content. This 
leads to the conclusion that the presented material in terms of best publications was 
not of a lower and sometimes even at a higher level of quality even than accepted 
and refereed English texts of good quality. They were also more representative 
of the overall staff, which finding should encourage the department to pursue a 
more deliberate international publication strategy. The visible signs of a growing 
internationalisation both in terms of international publication strategies and 
effectively cooperative research networks in most of the fields of research of the 
department will contribute to further international dissemination of the conducted 
research. 

Indirect measures have also given the panel the confidence that on average for the 
group as a whole, we are dealing with a set of good research and good researchers. 
The academic standing and reputation of several of the researchers and their 
publication in the Finnish and Scandinavian context has been praised by people able 
to judge. The panel was very impressed by the innovative and cutting edge way in 
which the Social Work component of the research programme is being modernised 
and adapted to contemporary international and European insights in terms of 
transforming professionalism in their field of operation, both in terms of research 
strategy as in terms of the interwovennes of research, dissemination and (on the spot) 
training of professionals and other forms of knowledge sharing (such as a deliberate 
strategic investment in the production of text books and other forms for the actual 
valorisation of research results). From a cross national, comparative perspective 
these and other innovative investments and (completed) scientific products in the 
programme have to be evaluated in terms of an up to date, high international level. 
The urban studies and environmental scholarship in the Department ranks within 
Europe’s top 20%.

2 Interaction between research and society
As the above evaluation already indicates, the quality of a multidisciplinary and 
applied programme like this in terms of international level of research – in this 
evaluation meaning ‘the level of research in a European Institute’ - is clearly not 
only to be assessed in terms of international – i.e. English language – publishing in 
refereed journals of academic standing, however important this in itself is as a token 
of international quality and standing. In many future scenario’ s of the organisation 
and structure of future international higher education and academic research 
multi-disciplinary and applied research centres play a crucial strategic role in linking 
universities to society. The international nature of this game means that international 
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standards will have to apply. Besides the subscribed university ambition of conducting 
research at a level of international academic standards, it is clear that the target 
of the output of the programme under consideration here is not the international 
scholarly community as such. The stated aim and intended impact of the programme 
is clearly geared towards performance in terms of output and impact in terms of 
innovation, dissemination of knowledge in (Finnish) society and (social) policy and 
professionalisation-related spin off.

From this perspective it has to be observed that we are dealing with a programme 
that is firmly embedded in the Finnish local, regional a national context. The research 
group is publicly very visible and well connected to the Scandinavian setting as a 
whole. There are numerous indicators of the interconnectedness with the Regional 
environment in the Helsinki area, of close collaboration with vital social fields of 
the society and a deliberate effort to modernise and re-institutionalise the strategic 
knowledge transfer and social learning processes according to emerging principles 
of knowledge management in the emerging European Knowledge Based Economy 
(KBE) – a concept remarkably little encountered in the writings and self evaluation. 
This, in itself, though is a sign that earlier suspicions as ‘followers of fashion’ – alluded 
to in the 1999 evaluation – certainly in this respect have not materialised. Although 
not a compensation or substitute for international academic presence, the group 
has a considerable local visibility and media exposure and could easily represent the 
demand for socially responsible entrepreneurship of a university system.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges
The Department as a whole prides itself on the variety of themes that is being 
constituted by the programme, particularly when seen in combination with the 
deliberate variety of research methods employed in carrying out the actual research. 
The overall package is presented with a reluctantly stated ambition to (re)constitute 
the programme in an ongoing process as a multi-disciplinary Department or Centre 
for Public Policy Research, much in line with longstanding international and European 
trends and traditions. The evaluation commission underscores the potential of the 
programme as a centre for Multi- and interdisciplinary research in the domain 
of Social Policy and Social Work. The further development in this direction is not 
automatically guaranteed, but needs some careful attention for internal and external 
weaknesses.

3.1 Strengths

The strengths of the programme clearly lie in its applied nature traditionally embracing 
various fields and policy areas which – when approached in a more contemporary 
manner and European perspective are bound to become key fields of social action 
and public policy in the next stages of European integration development, from 
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urban government to gerontology, from environmental policy to social identification 
and from public health to social work. Large part of the European integration 
project is bound to embark on social strategies based on integrative efforts of 
policy sectors, many of which are covered by the current programme. The activities 
within the programme to link developments in these research areas to new forms of 
dissemination, social learning, knowledge transfer and the training of modern (urban) 
professionals adds to a potentially ‘future proof’ profile.

3.2 Weaknesses

A major weakness is the danger that the department’s prized plurality and 
interdisciplinarity in combination with an unspecified ambition towards ‘application’ 
will constitute a ticket for different researchers and research components ‘to do as 
they like’ and under the false umbrella of ‘academic freedom’ each for itself engage 
in a (survival) strategy of ‘no programme, but many projects’. This warning from the 
1999 evaluation still stands. The concept of interdisciplinary applied research has to 
be further developed, in terms of a methodological concept and device and ways of 
(collaborative) research and project organisation in terms of cooperative practice.

A second weakness from the perspective adopted here is that the group pays too 
little (visible) attention to their own operation from the broader perspective of the 
emerging European KBE. The overall research agenda is still in many respects locally 
driven or connected to a more general comparative (urban) research agenda.

A third and related weakness is the lack of or existence of merely an informal 
cooperation strategy with other strategically potentially important partners, to 
begin with the projects within and among the two components of the programme. 
Furthermore cooperation has quickly to expand to crucial potential partners within 
the broader environment of the faculty of Social Sciences – despite all the obvious 
operational difficulties involved. Academic leadership is needed, but not yet very 
visible in several respects.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

The potential of becoming a central, internationally connected and also academically 
even more visible player in the further development of the European KBE in the 
region, particularly as an embodiment of the social dimension of the so-called Lisbon 
agenda will require of the research group to get even more actively involved in the 
dimensions of the current Europeanisation process in North Western Europe. The 
potential clearly exists to relate ongoing developments in the region to the wider 
European perspectives on the development of the KBE and regionalisation, urban 
governance, the debate on services for the common good, the social dimension of the 
Finnish innovation agenda, the study and remedy of school drop out, contemporary 
threats to public health etc etc. These topics constitute ready challenges and societal 
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debates fit as a background and trigger for research already conducted by the group 
and methodologies of knowledge transfer which are in the process of being designed. 
A more ‘social demand’ driven strategy could further help the transformation of the 
‘academic supply driven’ approach to Social Policy and Social Work which was once 
more characteristic for the tradition in which the department likes to situate itself.

Next to research and the innovation of teaching and training as forms of legitimate 
offspring of academic research, the research group could potentially play a strategic 
role in quality assurance approaches, the use of old and new media in social policy 
communication and in producing monitors, protocols and ‘good governance’ 
approaches to the various dimensions of modern local social policy and civil society. 
These could easily be paired to a sustained and deliberate further internationalisation 
strategy in terms international publication and academic visibility.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

Recommendations (general)

First, deliberate effort has to be given to a conscious development of the 
methodological profile and working practices of a real centre for inter- and 
multidisciplinary public policy research. The steps towards setting up a centre for 
Public Policy Research as a broadening of the label and profile (of social policy) might 
be encouraged as a first step, provided that the concept of policy research is also 
embraced as an ambition to professionalize multi- and interdisciplinary work.

Second, the largely informal cooperation with the sociology department, which also 
seems to hide some internal competition for the same resources should be transformed 
in a conscious and deliberate cooperation strategy. Efforts should be undertaken to 
explore the clear intellectual and academic overlap with other units in the faculty 
for potential for social demand driven external cooperation. Next to Sociology 
(representing many joint interests), the evaluation commission has easily detected 
common interests of the activities of the Social Policy department with Political 
Science (public administration reform, evaluation studies) and the Communications 
department (public services communication, web based learning, etc).

Third, the faculty and university levels should find administrative and financial 
strategies to provide for a somewhat more stable organisational infrastructure in 
terms of innovation budgets and revolving funds which in terms of cooperation, 
transaction costs and organisational ‘profitsharing’ may provide a stable, predictable 
and reliable context for inter-unit collaboration for external development. The 
setting up of separate centres for external (policy) research and research services 
or the broadening of already existing initiatives to this end might be of help to the 
department of Social (and Public) Policy in dealing more effectively with a highly 
dynamic environment which will provide many opportunities to them. 
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Specifi cally:

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Build larger research groups.

Consider reducing the number of areas of research pursued.

Ensure that the junior members of the department publish more in international 
journals.

Ensure the junior staff is able to gain exposure to other university research cultures 
internationally.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure

Introduce a more systematic scheme for having leading social policy scholars from 
elsewhere in the world in the department for short periods of time.

Ensure doctoral students have contact with distant-mentors in other departments.

4.3 Research active staff

Arrange a sabbatical scheme internal to the department if it is not possible through 
the University-wide approach.

Support for junior research staff should be formalised and transparent.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Be more selective about PhD recruitment, so that topics are more closely related to 
those of the major research groupings.

4.5 Other issues

Please refer to the general comments section in the report of the Chair of the 
Panel.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Social 
Psychology

Panel: Social Sciences

Michael J. Shapiro, Department of Political Science, University of Hawaii at Mänoa, 
USA, Chair
Isa Baud, Faculteit der Maatschappijen Gedragswetenschappen, University of 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Glynis Breakwell, University of Bath, United Kingdom
James J. Fox, Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies, The Australian National 
University, Australia
Peter Golding, Department of Social Sciences, Loughborough University, UK
Jorma Sipilä, University of Tampere, Finland
Göran Therborn, The Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in the Social Sciences, 
Sweden
Theo Toonen, Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences, Leiden University, The 
Netherlands
Karin Widerberg, Dept. of Sociology and Human Geography, University of Oslo, 
Norway

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

There are very few stand alone departments of social psychology in Europe. The norm 
is for social psychology to reside within a larger department either of social sciences 
or of psychology. In fact, the recent trend has been to merge social psychology units 
that were previously independent into larger units. Consequently, this department 
has only a limited number of genuine comparitors.

In absolute, as well as relative, terms the department is small. It has only three 
professors and three lecturers and yet it delivers a fully comprehensive MA programme 
in social psychology to 300 plus majors and around 600 minors. The department has 
seven major research domains. All are marked by their applied focus and by their 
methodological eclecticism. The department has produced 3-4 PhDs a year during the 
evaluation period. There has been a broad variety of topics for PhD theses, there has 
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been no policy to restrict the research topic to the seven areas that the department 
outlines as focal. There has been a move recently to encourage PhD students to study 
topics that are related to the major concerns in the seven areas. This movement is 
improving the coherence and impact of the research groups.

The quality of the research in the department is of a very high standard. This is 
evidenced in a number of ways. Most obviously, it is clear from the number of articles 
that have been published in high status, refereed, international journals. Even though 
the department has a commitment to publishing its findings in national and regional 
channels, it has also achieved a significant presence in internationally recognised 
outputs. Given the size of the department, the profile of publication is that which 
would be expected of a major research unit in social psychology. Similarly, the 
majority of the research active staff are visible in European-wide academic networks 
and programmes in social psychology. They have taken leadership roles in both 
EU and Nordic regional networks. They have also been instrumental in important 
developments of theory within social psychology in their specialisms. Another 
indicator of the quality of their research is the financial support that they have been 
able to gain from highly selective sponsors. Income generation from discerning 
scientific sources is good. Interestingly, research income from policy and practice 
oriented customers also appears to be good.

2 Interaction between research and society
The Department’s research addresses issues of vital intrinsic importance to society. 
This is a characteristic of applied social psychology research. The researchers make 
every effort to disseminate their findings broadly. Their success is evidenced by the 
willingness of non-academic funders to support their work. They work closely with 
practitioners who implement the results of their research.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths

The strengths are substantial:

• Contributions to areas of specialism over many years, with substantial formative 
international impact

• Buoyancy of demand for researcher training from highly qualified applicants 
means a flow of talent into the department
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• The dual publications strategy (international refereed publications plus local 
Finnish dissemination) is demanding but effective

• The international networks they have maintain both their influence and 
introduce an influx of new ideas and personnel

3.2 Weaknesses

The weaknesses are primarily structural:

• The absence of a University-wide sabbatical system means that researchers in 
such a small department that has high teaching loads are always short of clear 
time for their research

• There are some researchers that have no group of researchers around them 
to support their work, this may be a product of attempting to maintain seven 
discrete areas of research when there are only so few staff

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

A major challenge (that would open significant opportunities) is to build larger and 
long-lived groups of researchers. There is a need for greater stability in the research 
team structures. Currently, the research is open to single point failure since each area 
is solely the domain of one professor or lecturer.

Building a coherent strategy for research developments across the department is a 
real challenge in the context of funding uncertainties associated with the University 
as a whole. However, succession-planning is something that must be considered.

A major opportunity for the department is the growing availability of funds for 
research in applied social psychology across Europe. The department is in an excellent 
position to exploit these opportunities. It can internationalise its programme of 
research in this context. Many of the areas that the department is pursuing are 
pursued elsewhere in the Faculty and it should be possible to take advantage of 
these synergies to a greater extent in order to gain financial support for growing 
research.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Build larger research groups.

Consider reducing the number of areas of research pursued.

Ensure that the junior members of the department publish more in international 
journals.

Ensure the junior staff are able to gain exposure to other university research cultures 
internationally.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure

Introduce a more systematic scheme for having leading social psychologists from 
elsewhere in the world in the department for short periods of time.

Ensure doctoral students have contact with distant-mentors in other departments.

4.3 Research active staff

Arrange a sabbatical scheme internal to the department if it is not possible through 
the University-wide approach.

Support for junior research staff should be formalised and transparent.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Be more selective about PhD recruitment, so that topics are more closely related to 
those of the major research groupings.

Establish a graduate school for social psychology.

4.5 Other issues

Please refer to the general comments section in the report of the Chair of the 
Panel.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Sociology

Panel: Social Sciences

Michael J. Shapiro, Department of Political Science, University of Hawaii at Mänoa, 
USA, Chair
Isa Baud, Faculteit der Maatschappijen Gedragswetenschappen, University of 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Glynis Breakwell, University of Bath, United Kingdom
James J. Fox, Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies, The Australian National 
University, Australia
Peter Golding, Department of Social Sciences, Loughborough University, UK
Jorma Sipilä, University of Tampere, Finland
Göran Therborn, The Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in the Social Sciences, 
Sweden
Theo Toonen, Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences, Leiden University, The 
Netherlands
Karin Widerberg, Dept. of Sociology and Human Geography, University of Oslo, 
Norway

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

Sociology is a huge department with a total of 97 “research active staff” in 2004, 
including the sub-department of Anthropology. Exclusive of the latter, the department 
had 24 senior staff, 7 post-doctoral staff, and 23 doctoral students. Corresponding 
figures, which may not have been calculated in exactly the same way however, for 
political science was 36, 16, 2, and 5, respectively. The size of the department is partly 
an effect of its success in getting external funding, and is so far a merit.

However, the overall productivity of the department over the past 5-6 years is not 
quite as impressive as it has been. Since the late 1990s the number of PhDs has been 
stagnant, and was in 2003-2004 actually lower than the best previous years. The 
number of Master´s degrees, on the other hand, leapt upwards in 2003-4. Publishing 
among senior staff is very uneven. While some are very productive, others have less 
than one publication a year in the categories A1, B1, and B2 in a foreign language.
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The department harbours a wide range of expertise, from demography to conversation 
analysis. In some research fields, such as sexual behaviour and social patterns of 
mortality, the department has acquired an international first-rank position. Also in 
other areas are there department professors of deserved international renown. The 
twenty self-selected English-language best publications are all of high quality, over 
a broad range.

In spite of its size, the department nevertheless has some noteworthy lacunae, 
in relation to the mainstream of the discipline. Labour markets and work and 
stratification and mobility, for instance, are absent. Previous fortes, like culture and 
social movements, have also become weak or absent. There have been some new 
additions, though, science and technology studies, Russian social relations, which 
look quite promising.

The department has kept a good and pluralistic quality over the last six years. But 
its quantitative expansion accentuates its unevenness of productivity, and the gaps 
in its “general sociology”. The growth in size has so far hardly been accompanied by 
advances of excellence. 

The case of the social anthropology group is different.: Social and Cultural 
Anthropology has taken it as its primary task to establish anthropology as a critical 
academic discipline on a level comparable with leading universities in Europe and the 
United States. This is a formidable task for a relatively small group consisting of two 
professors and three lecturers. Nevertheless the progress made toward this goal by 
the anthropologists at Helsinki has been remarkable.

A major change since 1999 was the transfer of Cultural Anthropology to the Social 
Science Faculty. A joint teaching programme in Anthropology was established in 
2000 and a unified, autonomous undergraduate and PhD program was only finally 
established in 2004. Cooperation between the two components prior to the formal 
transfer created the basis for a smooth transition.

During the period under review, Anthropology has been particularly successful in 
conducting high calibre ethnographic research in various regions of the world. In 
total, it has produced thirteen PhDs (five on Africa; 2 on Finland; and one each on 
Bangladesh, Borneo, the Caribbean, Yemen and Russia). [A similar number (13) of PhDs 
was produced during the previous review period for a total of 26 PhDs since 1992.] All 
these dissertations were written in English and were examined by ‘opponents’ from 
leading anthropology departments around the world (Chicago, Manchester, Brown, 
Duke, Oslo, Pennsylvania and LSE.)

All but two of these doctoral students have subsequently been awarded postdoctoral 
fellowships, mainly in Helsinki but also in Sweden and Denmark. As a result, 
Anthropology has half (8) of the post doctoral staff in Sociology and all have 
contributed – or are contributing – to the publications of the Department. Most 
have published their theses as monographs and at least two have revised their 
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dissertations and have had them published by academic publishers in Britain or the 
United States.

Among the chief ethnographic publications by the Department as a whole are some 
eight monographs and four edited volumes on comparative topics. The Department 
has invigorated the Finnish journal, Suomen Antropologi, and made it the vehicle 
for core writings, mainly by Helsinki anthropologists in both English and Finnish. The 
Department has also benefited from the special visiting professorship in Southeast 
Asia. Some holders of this professorship have contributed to the output of the 
Department.

Of the total number (165) of listed publications (from all categories, A and B), 55 
are in Finnish. Thus approximately 2/3 of the Department’s publications, including 
virtually all of its major monographs, are in English with 1/3 in Finnish.

The overall quality of these publications is high; they are, for the most part, 
theoretically informed and are addressed to current issues of importance within the 
field. They represent both a credible and a original contribution to international 
scholarship.

2 Interaction between research and society

Sociology is usually an active part of extra-mural society, at least at the local level, and 
in Europe also at the national level. This holds also for Helsinki sociology, although 
the high social profile of the l960s is no longer there. A considerable amount of 
current sociological research is highly relevant to public policy, and seems to be 
perceived as such. The new track of evaluation studies is an important public service. 
Although there is certainly room for much more public engagement by sociologists, 
there is no just basis for any criticism of social isolationism. And it is to its credit 
that Helsinki sociology has not produced the bifurcation of media sociologists and 
scientific/scholarly sociologists, which can be found in some other countries.

Virtually all of the ethnographic studies by members of the social anthropology sub 
section are based on substantial overseas fieldwork in many different parts of the 
world. This work constitutes an important component of Finland’s international 
engagement. Almost without exception, graduates of the social anthropology 
continue their international engagement after the completion of their doctorates. The 
research they carry out is both varied and sophisticated. In addition to academic work, 
members of this section as well as their graduates represent Finland in international 
organizations and overseas forums.

Another contribution has been to place Finland clearly “on the map” from an 
international standpoint in terms of modern anthropology. This was not the case even 
a decade ago and has involved not simply “continuing” a tradition but “creating” 
one. One aspect of this work has been to make the journal, Suomen Antropologi, a 
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‘must-read’ journal if one is to continue to be ethnographically informed on particular 
areas of the world where Finnish research is now focused.

Another contribution has been in popular articles and book reviews. These tend to 
be the primary writings in the Finnish language and represent the ‘translation’ of 
ideas to a wider national audience.

Perhaps another contribution has been the diffusion of anthropological perspectives 
to other disciplines. Recent social anthropology graduates now teach in Development 
Studies, Forestry, and the Swedish School of Social Science.

Some of social anthropology’s research has also been directed to critical issues within 
Finland and has offered innovative directions for dealing with social problems.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths

The main strength of the department is the quality of its senior staff and their 
capacity to develop a number of funded research groups pursuing sustained research 
in several fields. This gives the department a firm professional basis and profile.

A strength is further its broad range of theoretical perspectives and of cultural 
orientations, including language competence. The international outlook of the 
department is not confined to the Anglophone world, but encompasses also German, 
Latin European, Baltic, and Russian knowledge and interests.

In the case of the social anthropology section, one of the strengths is its intellectual 
coherence, based on a foundation in both cultural and social anthropology, thus 
directing fundamental inquiry toward critical issues in a variety of modern settings. 
The comparative ethnographic work is of great importance.

Social Anthropology, although small, is reasonably well-balanced and international 
in character. Three of their five continuing staff have PhDs from overseas universities. 
There is a division of labour among them, portioning out different regions of the 
world. Of the five continuing staff, one is noted for his research on the Pacific, another 
for research on Southeast Asia, a third for work on Africa; another for research on 
Latin America and Europe and the last on Africa and Europe. This provides a wide 
ethnographic coverage. If one adds to this mix, the expertise of the postdoctoral staff, 
this coverage is widened further to India and the Middle East.

The number of post doctorate staff (eight during the period under review) who are 
engaged in important research is a significant strength of social anthropology. Their 
capacity to continue to obtain Academy of Finland funding and to cooperate with 
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other academic areas is an asset. Anthropology, for example, will cooperate in the 
newly announced Centre for Excellence in World Governance.

Its international network and its regular international seminars add a considerable 
lustre to the work of the group.

3.2 Weaknesses

One of sociology’s weaknesses is the unevenness of senior staff productivity. Another 
is the tendency to routinization in strong fields, such as mortality research. It is also 
clear from the experience of the last six years, that the potential of theoretical and 
methodological cross-fertilization, latent in the departmental corpus of expertise, 
and which the previous evaluation signalled, is unlikely to be used.

In the case of social anthropology, size has implications for its ambitions. The costs 
of ethnographic fieldwork are high and it is pointless to take in more PhD students 
than can possibly be funded. This requires a continuous effort to seek out funding 
for fieldwork.

They do not envisage more immediate growth. The appointment of the present 
lecturers has been relatively recent: 2001, 2002, and 2005. Continuing growth, 
for the moment, seems most likely to occur through an increase in the number of 
postdoctoral staff. The number of postdoctoral staff is already large by comparison 
with other Departments in Social Science.

Within the next five years, at least one new (lecturer level) appointment would 
seem to be essential to strengthen social anthropology and to add flexibility to its 
operations. 

The graduate programme in Anthropology has reached the stage where it is broadly 
comparable to programmes in many European countries and in the United States. It 
is surprising therefore that there are few, if any, foreign students currently enrolled 
in the PhD programme. This may have a lot to do with the lack of reliable sources of 
funding for fieldwork.

Perhaps the anthropologists could impress upon the officials in the Finnish Overseas 
Assistance Programme that education is an invaluable development investment and 
that the Department has the capacity to train students from areas where they have 
on-going research interests.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

The department of sociology is in the beginning of a major generational shift. Its 
most famous scholars have retired, although they are still active. Other prominent 
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professors are close to their official retirement. This shift is a major challenge, and the 
future of the department will depend upon how it is handled. The past distinction 
of the department should make it imperative for the Faculty and for the University 
to monitor the generational succession very carefully.

There are developmental opportunities in the new chairs of urban sociology and of 
science and technology studies, and in Russian, Baltic, and more generally Eastern 
European sociological research, and in more actively and collaboratively participating 
in the rich theoretical ferment across the Faculty.

The major challenge facing Anthropology is one that faces Departments of 
Anthropology throughout the world: this involves securing sufficient funding to cover 
the costs of long-term fieldwork for staff and students. Up until now, they appear to 
have been successful but pressures continue to mount as costs increase.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

First of all, the department needs to develop a policy for the coming generational 
shift. Should previous strengths be continued, and if so how? Should the department 
strive into new directions, and if so which, and how? There a priori good arguments 
for both lines, and the Panel cannot possibly say which is the best, and which is 
feasible. But the matter should not be left to the random outcome of retirements 
and applications.

The new chair of urban sociology should be treated as a departmental opportunity, as 
well as an individual promotion, of new innovative research, and collegially discussed 
as such with the coming incumbent. 

In the case of social anthropology, one has the impression that all members are 
working at a high level. To remain in contact with developments in their fields of 
research and to continue to be productive, anthropologists need sufficient time for 
fieldwork. They need the flexibility (administrative and financial) to promote frequent 
fieldwork among its staff.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure

Post-docs see their situation as extremely precarious. Possibilities of more security and 
continuity, within given budget constraints, should be sought actively.

Departmental efforts at getting longer-term visits by senior foreign scholars seem 
to be well motivated, and their success would be a significant contribution to the 
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necessary departmental policy discussion and choice with respect to its future 
orientation beyond the generational succession.

Social anthropology, at the University of Helsinki is, by its own description, the only 
“full-scale” department of its kind in Finland. For Anthropology to develop further in 
the country, the Helsinki Department will almost inevitably have to make a concerted 
effort to foster and facilitate developments in other universities. At some point in 
the not too distant future, one might envision a National Graduate Programme for 
Anthropology in Finland.

4.3 Research active staff

The unevenness of productivity should be tackled directly, in a constructive and 
collegial manner. It would also be useful to conduct regular departmental discussions, 
say once a year, on how to innovate ongoing research. 

All the research active staff in social anthropology– even those with substantial 
teaching commitments – are producing critical research at a high level.

In the transfer of Cultural Anthropology, however, the unit lost its special visiting 
professorship in Southeast Asia (which in any case was coming to the end of its 
tenure.) This professorship, which continued for over five years with various 
incumbents, was particularly useful in widening theoretical approaches.

One possible suggestion would be to establish several such visiting professorships 
as ”General Visiting Professorships” but rather than lodge them in a particular 
department, make them competitively available to departments or cooperating 
departments who are able to nominate distinguished visitors from overseas.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The training, supervision, and stimulation of graduate students in sociology need to 
be bettered with a view to a significant increase of the number of doctoral degrees 
(although it should be noted that sociology leads the social sciences in the production 
of PhD’s). In the case of social anthropology, during the time under review, they 
graduated 83 MA’s. It was primarily from this cohort that the future generation of 
the unit’s PhD’s were drawn. In turn, the overwhelming majority of the unit’s PhD 
graduates have gone on to do post doctoral research. Successive training to MA and 
from AM to PhD and from there to post doctoral research is the life blood of social 
anthropology.
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4.5 Other issues

The department should consider what “general sociology” entails in terms of areas 
of teaching and research for a large, mainstream department, and try to fill eventual 
gaps accordingly.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Institute of Development 
Studies

Panel: Social Sciences

Michael J. Shapiro, Department of Political Science, University of Hawaii at Mänoa, 
USA, Chair
Isa Baud, Faculteit der Maatschappijen Gedragswetenschappen, University of 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Glynis Breakwell, University of Bath, United Kingdom
James J. Fox, Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies, The Australian National 
University, Australia
Peter Golding, Department of Social Sciences, Loughborough University, UK
Jorma Sipilä, University of Tampere, Finland
Göran Therborn, The Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in the Social Sciences, 
Sweden
Theo Toonen, Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences, Leiden University, The 
Netherlands
Karin Widerberg, Dept. of Sociology and Human Geography,University of Oslo, 
Norway

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5

Supporting Comments:

The Institute of Development Studies is in the process of transforming itself from an 
open-access institute oriented to disseminating general knowledge of developing 
countries to Finnish students to a Department of International Development Studies, 
providing degrees from BAs through PhDs, with a student body that is increasingly 
international. The Institute is making these changes despite the fact that the staff of 
the Institute is all on temporary contracts, with no long-term professorship in IDS.

The research is increasingly concentrated around the theme of forms and impact of 
development interventions within a situational and historical analysis. The specific 
topics the Institute focuses on are:

- Finnish relations with countries in the South, including Finnish development 
cooperation,
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- processes of state formation, civil society and culture in the South 

- the impact of global institutions on development processes (trade, country 
development strategies)

- the role of natural resource management. 

The substantive strength of the Institute’s research is its use of an integrative social 
science approach in analysing development intervention processes. Specific innovation 
is using a constructionist approach, which contrasts with classical economic analyses 
or project evaluations. This model allows a more situational and historic analysis 
of political and social influences on development processes. Thematic innovations 
included relatively new areas of research at the time, such as ‘participatory natural 
resources management’. 

A second substantive strength is the analysis of democratic processes in various 
countries in sub-Saharan Africa, which have received wide recognition among 
political scientists in both North and South (one of the researchers since has become 
professor at another university in Finland). A second area includes comparative studies 
on civil society in various countries of the South. A third strength is the variety of 
research methodologies used in the Institute (including participatory research). Inter-
disciplinarity is taken seriously, reflected by the background of the staff: political 
sciences, history, sociology, social policy, geography, anthropology and theology. 

The total number of publications of the Department remains an issue, recognized by 
the Department itself. The total number of refereed articles was 24, which was 1.6 
per researcher over the total period (1999-2004). The number of articles/chapters 
published in books was higher at 65 in total; this was 4.3 per researcher for the 
whole period. The number of refereed articles and chapters in books is low in this 
Department compared to the other Departments in the Faculty. However, almost half 
of the articles produced in journals are in top international journals. 

In addition, 17 monographs were produced in this period (A1) and 30 monographs 
in the Departmental series (A2). The vast majority of the publications are in English. 
This includes 88% of the refereed articles in journals (B1), and 86% of the articles/
chapters in books (B2). The extensive use of the Department monographs reflects 
the audiences the staff want to reach in countries of the South, including academics, 
policymakers and civil society organisations. These include policy papers of the 
Institute. Dissemination of these publications through the website is being done 
and has drawn a large international audience.This may well be an effective means of 
publication for the global audience that the Institute wants to reach. The Department 
is setting up its own Publication Series with international refereeing. However, these 
activities cannot substitute for international refereed articles, which are currently 
being largely written by the young generation of scholars. 

The majority of the submitted works are at a good international level and virtually 
all other at a fair international level, leading to a final rating of 5.
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2 Interaction between research and society
The mission of the Institute includes a strong interaction with society in the broad 
sense. These include national audiences, whom the Institute wants to sensitize to 
development issues generally. 

Several other specific ‘audiences’ in terms of user groups can be identified 
generally:

1) North-South (i.e. developing countries) research networks (both producing 
and using knowledge)

2) Finnish government and international agencies using research/evaluation work 
and policy consultations

3) National governments in the countries concerned

4) National and international NGOs in the North and in Southern (developing) 
countries 

Then IDS interacts in North-South research networks which it has help to develop on 
an institutional basis. This is reciprocal, with one-half of the PhD researchers in the 
institute coming from the South in the past period. Such strong North-South networks 
have a strong potential for identifying felt needs for research projects in universities 
in the South, at both the individual and collaborative level in the coming years.

The researchers interact regularly with the Finnish government and international 
agencies. They have actively identified research needs and obtained grants to carry 
out policy-relevant research. In the past period, six substantial studies (including 
expert seminars) were commissioned by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Senior staff is 
also member of several of the government’s advisory committees nationally, has been 
included in official government missions, and have served as experts on Commission 
for International Affairs or the Parliament.

The relations of staff with several NGOs in Finland are also strong (Finish UN 
Association, and others) and studies have been carried out with them and on them 
by staff members. Relations with NGOs in the southern countries concerned are 
strong, with participatory research on civil society in the south being carried out, 
and publications specifically addressed to this audience.

The audience not addressed strongly by the Institute is the private sector. However, 
some connections have been established with consulting companies and with ICT 
companies (Nokia), where lectures on ICT and development were given. 
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths

The institute has a strong but small core staff, which is active in all areas of academic 
activity. In the past period, an MA and PhD programme have been developed and 
recognized (since 2002). Currently, there are 92 MA students, and 23 PhD students 
enrolled (3 new ones per year).

In addition, the Institute staff have collaborated with 8 Departments from 5 
Universities in negotiating for a National Graduate School (DEVESTU), which they 
now coordinate. The Ministry of Education has provided core funding for 5 places, 
and the University of Helsinki added another two.

Finally, efforts are underway to build a European MA in Development Intervention 
Studies, with sister institutes organized within the European Association of 
Development Institutes. This will provide an excellent platform for European 
collaboration in various areas (MA and PhD programs as well as EU Framework 
program applications).

The research orientation of the Institute is strong, reflected by the extent of the 
external research funding obtained in the past period. It obtained funding for 3 
PhD students on a competitive basis from the Graduate School DEVESTU, and other 
funding for another 3. It also received funding from the Academy for four senior 
researchers. It has also obtained substantial external funding from policy-related 
organisations over a period of years, reflecting its excellent standing in the national 
organisations dealing with international development studies. Worrying however is 
the fact that such external funding is variable by year, ranging from half to twice the 
basic budget of the Institute (around 500,000 Euro per year).

The strong research orientation is also indicated that the Institute staff together 
with staff from other departments, supervised 11 PhDs in this period. This is a good 
number, given the fact that there were only 5 core staff in this period, and no 
recognized PhD programme was in place. Since the MA program was in place since 
2002, 5 MA theses have already been completed, 4 in 2004. This indicates an excellent 
result of this program.

The Institute has also built up institutional research exchanges with several universities 
in the South (University of Tanzania, Dar es Salaam; University of Windhoek, 
Namibia), as well as developing a strong Nordic network of collaboration (Roskilde, 
Copenhagen). Given the nature of its research orientation, this is an important 
strength in maintaining research opportunities for future students. It also allows 
long-term North-South research relations to be built up, building capacity on both 
sides. 
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Recognizing diverse audiences and targeting their publication strategy to such 
audiences is a deliberative and reflexive strategy of the Institute, which needs 
positive recognition in future research assessment formats. The Institute also produces 
translations into other national languages of its research, to reach the national 
audiences included in their research projects, and for whom national language 
publications allow wider discussions of the results. 

3.2 Weaknesses

The small core staff also means that they have to spread themselves very thinly. This 
leads to less emphasis on academic publications, with the results of research work 
remaining in semi-official publications, such as policy papers, and publications with 
local publishers. Only one-third of the researchers in the institute have published 
internationally, with international publishers (either in books or articles). Given the 
increasing weight accorded to articles in internationally refereed journals, senior 
staff gives insufficient attention and priority to this activity. In the publications the 
perspective from institutional economics is lacking to complement the political science 
approach. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

The institute faces several opportunities and challenges. First, it has now in place an 
MA and PhD program and national graduate school in which teaching and research 
training is combined. It combines several training methods in complementary ways, 
which give it strength. The challenge is to recruit sufficient younger staff in the form 
of post-docs to help run these programs so that a next generation of development 
studies researchers is built up more permanently. A particular challenge is obtaining 
funding for a second round of the national Graduate School for the coming years. 

Secondly, the opportunity should be taken to negotiate for a permanent professorship 
in International Development Studies as the central figurehead in the University 
of Helsinki. This would complement the establishment of the professorship in 
Development Studies in the University of Jyväskylä.

A third area of opportunity is the available body of policy papers and results from 
research projects in progress from which the Institute can derive the increase 
in ‘academic’ publications needed. The challenge is how to efficiently produce 
internationally recognized publications from the materials already available. 
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

A further focus on several main topics should be promoted as the institute plans. The 
political science background of the new director suggests a continuing strong focus 
on issues of (multi-level) governance as an area of interest, in combination with the 
research on increasing the voice of ‘Southern’ civil society.

Input from institutional economics should be obtained to complement the current 
political science approach. Possibilities of working together with WIDER or other 
university Economics Departments should be explored more forcefully. A strong link 
with the Graduate School in Development Studies is a positive support mechanism 
that is important to maintain.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure

Appointing one person responsible for coordinating and promoting publications in 
international journals and publishers might take a large load off other research staff, 
and increase the level of publications substantially. 

The Department should expand the opportunities for young researchers to participate 
at the European level in Summer Schools and to spend short periods abroad at other 
universities.

4.3 Research active staff

The University should provide one tenured professorial position to provide the 
Department with the minimal critical mass in the area of IDS within the Faculty.

The active research staff should be supported in their endeavour by appointing 
a editorial assistant who can coordinate editing and publication preparation for 
internationally refereed journals and books. 

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The role of both Finnish and international PhDs and post-docs should be maintained 
at the current high level; it both feeds into larger research programmes, and 
builds up long-term international networks that are important for research and 
policy interactions in future. The efforts of the Dept. to set up a European MA on 
Development Intervention should be supported. 
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4.5 Other issues

Please see the general recommendations section.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Swedish School of Social 
Science

Panel: Social Sciences

Michael J. Shapiro, Department of Political Science, University of Hawaii at Mänoa, 
USA, Chair
Isa Baud, Faculteit der Maatschappijen Gedragswetenschappen, University of 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Glynis Breakwell, University of Bath, United Kingdom
James J. Fox, Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies, The Australian National 
University, Australia
Peter Golding, Department of Social Sciences, Loughborough University, UK
Jorma Sipilä, University of Tampere, Finland
Göran Therborn, The Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in the Social Sciences, 
Sweden
Theo Toonen, Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences, Leiden University, The 
Netherlands
Karin Widerberg, Dept. of Sociology and Human Geography, University of Oslo, 
Norway

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5

Supporting Comments:

In relation to the previous research assessment, of 1999, and the issues raised 
there, considerable and positive changes can be stated. First of all, publication has 
increased and is now considerable if related to the research active staff. Further, out 
of all publications the amount in international journals with a referee system is now 
substantial and the quality of the major part of these are of good international level 
some even of high international level (especially in the areas of journalism and social 
welfare). The school accordingly participate in the international debates on the fields 
of their research. Related to this activity is also their networking with researchers on 
an International as well as European and Nordic level. The amount of visiting scholars 
have also increased considerably in this period and the system of “Visiting Readers” 
is quite successful.
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Due to their structure – with only one full professor on each of their fields - this kind 
of networking and collaboration is however a forced necessity which they on the 
other hand have made full use of and profited by. So albeit small as research milieus 
at the school, they are all part of cross national networks and research collaborations 
that they have greatly profited by. To expand these connections and possibilities they 
represent, further permanent positions are needed so as to make it possible for the 
professors to have somebody else take the teaching or administrative responsibilities 
of their fields. As for the lecturers, they have so far, not increased their rate of 
publications to the same amount, probably due to heavy teaching obligations. Now 
having introduced a system where every fourth term should be reserved for research 
and accordingly free of teaching obligations, an increase in the publication rate can 
be expected also for this group in the near future.

This increase in international orientation, networking and publications does not seem 
to have affected the amount of contacts and publications in Swedish and Finnish in 
any negative way. The Nordic profile, frame of reference and networks are still kept 
up and there seem to be a conscious effort to publish in Swedish and Finnish when it 
is of special value or importance. And popularized articles in these languages are an 
usual outcome of most research endeavours. There is however an expressed concern 
for also writing academically in these language, to preserve and continue to develop 
the scientific languages of their respective research fields. This, which they are quite 
aware, is and will be an even further challenge in the future with the increased 
demand to “go international”.

Taking into account that only one of their fields have a MA-track, and they do not 
have a PhD education or degree of their own, their amount of PhD students is decent. 
Lacking MA and PhD programs the conditions for recruiting researchers are restricted. 
They have however put much effort into keeping in contacts with their promising 
BA-students who accordingly have returned to the school to be supervised on higher 
levels and take part of the research milieus at the school.

As to research funding, finally, external and competitive research funding has also 
increased since last research assessment evaluation.

2 Interaction between research and society
Based on their fields of research and teaching - especially through the more applied 
research within the fields of journalism, social work and social policy - the staff relates 
to the public demands and debates locally and nationally. In this aspect they are 
exceptional even within the social sciences. They do feel a special commitment to the 
Swedish speaking populations, to investigate their social situations and conditions. 
There are lots of arrangements and contacts between the school and the public, 
to prove the point. The strongly stated and expressed effort to popularize their 
research for the wider Swedish and Finnish speaking population, is also a sign that 
the task of enhancing the interaction between research and society is taken seriously. 
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It is also important to stress that the strong feeling of responsibility towards the 
Swedish minority – their social situation as well as their language - has expanded to 
other minorities as well. It accordingly serves as a foundation generating a general 
understanding and orientation regarding minority issues and ethnic relations, which 
must be considered of vital political – as well as academic – importance in society 
today, in Finland and in Europe as a whole.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

• The dual publications strategy (international refereed publications plus local 
Finnish dissemination) is demanding but effective.

• The international networks they have maintain both their influence and 
introduce an influx of new ideas and personnel.

• The institute has a strong but small core staff, which is active in all areas of 
academic activity.

• The international outlook of the department is special covering not only the 
Scandinavian countries in particular but also Africa and opening possibilities 
for cooperation with issues of minority and ethnicity all over the world.

• The school shows particular ability to join professors and disciplines in research 
organizations and topics. National graduate schools are also important in 
relieving the danger of isolation in small teams.

• The school understands well the need of networking and flexibility in creating 
networks. This is expressed in the cooperation with its former students and 
the faculty departments in supervision of MA theses and PhD theses. 

• The system of “Visiting Readers”.

• Remarkable growth of competitive funding (Academy of Finland; EU).

• Active effort for interdisciplinary research and discussion (Research café 
etc.).

3.2 Weaknesses 

• The organisational structure (one professor in each study program) does not 
favour concentrated time for research and strict research program.
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• The lack of MA programmes of their own.

• The diversity means that the school as a totality cannot develop a firm research 
strategy fruitful for all the disciplines. The minority and ethnicity issues are 
close to this aim.

• Still a considerable amount of publishing in own report series.

• The number of doctoral students and post docs is still small.

• Small disciplines with only a few research active permanent staff.

• The school is somewhat lagging behind other departments in their record in 
attracting external funding.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

Dynamics after 1999 evaluation: competitive academic funding, publishing

• The fact that Finland has a Swedish speaking minority is essential for the 
school’s existence. In terms of social capital this is a strength but it also 
means that the recruiting base for both students and staff is limited. Swedish 
recruitment of staff could be a remedy and it is a surprise that there are no 
Swedes among the professors. In spite of these limitations the institution seems 
to be able to recruit on high level.

• The new MA program is a new opportunity.

• How to balance the desires towards autonomy and towards better research 
integration with the Faculty of Social Sciences?

• The whole of the research publications is as yet limited although good if related 
to the total number of research active staff.

• How to manage with the growing importance of the English language in a 
multicultural society where Swedish speaking population is reducing? Will the 
international orientation (publishing in English) effect the Nordic orientation 
in a negative way and narrow the fruitful channel between Scandinavia and 
Finland?

• There is a noticeable risk involved in the situation in which only one professor 
is responsible for a discipline. This strongly supports the idea to build and to 
sustain larger and long-lived groups of researchers.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

• The university needs to clarify the rules of cooperation between the School and 
the departments in the Faculty of Social Sciences so as to further the Schools 
actual work with MA- and doctoral students.

• The number of post docs should be increased.

• The school has well grasped that interdisciplinary applied research is a promise 
for the school and this should be supported in further recruitments.

• Strong research leadership and organisation within the School are crucial to 
keep the necessary cooperation going.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

• Many of the problems connected to external funding and the lack of 
opportunities for promotion that bother other departments are small in 
the well-integrated Swedish school. Scientific success under present Finnish 
conditions, however, means that more of staff will be employed on soft money, 
creating confidence problems. The ongoing change from a teaching school to 
a research unit may help in relieving these problems.

• Maybe less fragmentation on the BA-level would support a concentration of 
the research resources.

• Going to the Centre Campus and sharing the facilities instead of the present 
situation regarding localities will further research collaboration.

4.3 Research active staff

• More research active positions are needed, for instance, by translating 
lectureships into university lectureships.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

• The number of doctorates connected to SSKH suggests that the school and the 
faculty cooperate well in research training.

• Awarding credits for supervising MA and doctoral students for the teaching 
staff of the School.
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4.5 Other issues

• European Unions FWP financing favours the art of applied social research done 
in the school. This creates a major opportunity for the department to cooperate 
together and to fully use their national and international networks.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Network for European Studies

Sub-Panel: Social Sciences

Susan S. Fainstein, Columbia University, USA
Göran Therborn, The Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in the Social Sciences, 
Sweden

1 Mission, structure and performance 

Mission and structure

In the documentation made available to the Sub-Panel the mission of the Network 
has been formulated in rather different ways. The mission of the network has been 
defined as “enhancing coordination and cooperation of existing research … in the 
field of European Studies at the University of Helsinki” (Submission Form p. 10). The 
oral presentation by the Director expressed larger ambitions: “to reinforce and to 
coordinate the study of European issues…., contribute to larger research projects …. 
Enhance international contacts and improve visibility”. The Network is also promoting 
and coordinating teaching European studies, currently at the undergraduate level, 
and is proposing Masters and PhD programs.

Some more clarity with regard to the task of the Network seems to be called for. The 
basic question then would be whether the Network should or should not develop 
some strategy for the “reinforcement” of European Studies. Another issue which 
seems to be in need of some clarification concerns the Network´s responsibility 
to “society”, to governmental bodies and to the public. We shall return to these 
questions below in our recommendations.

The Network is supported by a solid administrative structure that manages the 
mission of the network without a large investment of resources. We think that this is 
a very good solution, to take it out of one particular department, to provide it with 
offices of its own, to provide offices for supported researchers, to give it a small 
staff – currently 2,5 positions – governed by an Executive Board of multidisciplinary 
expertise and additionally supported by an external Advisory Board. A combined 
mission of teaching as well as of research is also a wise decision.
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Performance

The Network has been in operation for barely three years, but it seems to have 
got off to a very good start. It is driven by a dynamic Director and by committed 
colleagues from the wide range of departments involved. It has been able to attract 
external funding. The research of the Director is oriented to central issues of European 
integration, and the research funded by the Network covers a wide range of pertinent 
topics, manifesting a view of European research going beyond conventional EU 
concerns.

In teaching, a large undergraduate program - enrolling 400 students - has been 
launched, which combines the flexibility and course options of a network of 
departments with integration through one obligatory common course. The existence 
of a staff person to advise students on course selection provides coherence to the 
educational program. The current proposals for a Masters and a PhD program are 
based on the same principles.

There has also developed a regular seminar among PhD students and supported 
researchers. The Network is furthermore visible extra muros through a set of high-
profile international conferences on topical European themes.

2 Interaction between research and society
The Network continues the traditionally close cooperation and extensive contacts 
between the University of Helsinki and the national government, with open doors 
both to the public and to the media. At the same time the Director is emphasizing 
the scholarly character and main function of the Network rather than highly applied 
policy analysis. Given the very limited resources of the Network, this seems to be an 
appropriate choice of priorities.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges 

3.1 Strengths

The strength of the Network is first of all its virtually optimal structure of network 
flexibility and institutional resources, which together provide a cost-efficient basis 
for its mission. Another strength is the multidisciplinary commitment of professors 
and of departmental colleagues behind it. The Director and the Executive Board give 
the Network a dynamic direction.
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3.2 Weaknesses

The main weakness is the limited and/or uneven development of European studies 
in Finland. The Network is bettering that situation, but it is of course constrained by 
it. A risk, rather than a manifest weakness, of the structure is a collision of different 
disciplinary interests, leading to horse-trading rather than a common scholarly 
strategy.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

It is very important that new generations of people knowledgeable about Europe 
and of Europeanist scholars can be formed in Finland. The proposed Masters and PhD 
programs are decisive means to that end.

There is a great opportunity for Finnish European research in Finland´s geopolitical 
experience, of Eastern as well as of Western Europe, and in the unusually wide 
linguistic competence of Finnish scholars. Finnish European studies could distinguish 
itself by knowledge and work on Russia and Slavic Europe and on the Baltics.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

For its coming rounds of research funding, the Executive of the Network should try to 
make some strategic priorities of its own, of opening up particular research issues for 
application. In these strategic considerations, there are, at least, two different aspects 
to be taken into account and to be weighed against each other. One would look at 
lacunae in Finnish European studies, in relation to broad societal and intellectual 
needs. Another, at niches where Finnish research has particular resources to produce 
international landmarks of research.

East-West European relations and comparisons, historical as well as current, look 
especially promising in the latter respect.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure

The current system of one-year research funding had better be replaced with two- and 
three-year contracts. A regular common seminar for Network-supported researchers 
should be firmly institutionalized. The steam and high level of international 
conferences have to be kept up.
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4.3 Research active staff

It is important that the Director will be able to have time for her/his own research, 
in order to keep the scholarly profile of the Network.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The current emphasis on research by PhD students should be continued.

The coming of foreign Masters and PhD students should be encouraged, and some 
funding for that made available. The might be selected in relation to research projects 
given priority by the Network. Involving PhD students and younger researchers in 
Undergraduate and Masters courses may provide the former with broader Europeanist 
experiences.

4.5 Other issues

In view of EU´s eastern enlargement, of intensified and complicated Eastern European 
relations, and Finland´s location and experience, more developed cooperation 
between the Network and the Alexander Institute would be fruitful.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Network for Urban Studies

Sub-Panel: Social Sciences

Susan S. Fainstein, Columbia University, USA
Göran Therborn, The Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in the Social Sciences, 
Sweden

1 Mission, structure and performance 

Mission and structure

The urban studies network was established in 1998 in the University of Helsinki with 
the funding of six chairs in urban studies within different disciplines; the network 
was subsequently extended to include the Helsinki University of Technology and 
to encompass additional cities besides Helsinki. Most funding came from city and 
state governments, which desired the development of research relevant to their 
concerns. The network’s mission was to develop academic research on urban issues; 
to coordinate research projects in the Helsinki metropolitan region and, later, other 
areas as well; to conduct studies relevant to policy decisions; and to educate urban 
studies professionals and citizens concerning urban issues. The present contract for 
the network extends to the year 2010; after that date its future is unknown.

The professors both carry out instruction at undergraduate and graduate levels and 
conduct research. To the extent that research is joint, it is usually bilateral. Only this 
year has a common research program been framed; however, this program is very 
broad and general, and does not specify how its responsibilities will be allocated or 
how it will be funded. While the researchers were consulted, the program was not 
generated by the professors themselves but rather by groups that would make use 
of the research.

The network essentially consists of seven professors (one was subsequently added), 
mainly in the social sciences, and a research coordinator. Three of the professorships 
are tenured, and the rest are for a fixed term. The terms of the untenured professors 
do not coincide. The network does not have a physical site (the research coordinator’s 
office is in the Dept. of Social Policy), and the faculty members have offices in 
their individual departments. Research support and infrastructure come from the 
departments and outside funding. 
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Network activities consist of two or three meetings of the chairs each semester, 
a lecture course in which all the chairs participate, a seminar of PhD students in 
urban studies drawn from various disciplines, and a seminar for city officials. These 
activities are arranged on an ad hoc basis; there is no formal structure that lays out a 
template for common activities. Neither is there a formal decision-making structure 
involving UH staff with regard to policies governing the urban studies program. The 
network is not represented in University decision making bodies; members participate 
in governance through their individual departments. A coordinating committee, 
consisting of representatives of the donors, has ultimate control over the program. 
In addition, there is a recently established international advisory board consisting 
of noted scholars from elsewhere in Europe that will be consulted with regard to 
research projects. 

The research coordinator’s tasks are to be a liaison between the professors and 
the coordinating committee, to link the professors to each other, to encourage 
implementation of the research program, and to raise money. He is ultimately 
responsible to the sponsoring cities rather than to the professors within the 
network.

Performance

Recruitment of the urban studies chairs has introduced an urban capability into the 
University that had not previously existed. All the chairs have an active research 
program. Several are internationally known and participate in international networks. 
The network has succeeded in its goal of making urban research a more prominent 
activity of the University, in raising grants for research support, and in providing 
useful information to policy makers. It has developed a close relationship with 
the sponsoring cities, and in particular, it has worked well with the Urban Facts 
research unit of the city of Helsinki. It has also succeeded in involving students in its 
activities. 

Most of the research, however, is conducted unilaterally by members of the network; 
thus, the full potential of cooperative ventures has not been exploited. Greater 
synergy has been hampered by the lack of physical infrastructure and staff support 
and the insecurity created by short-term funding of the program.

2 Interaction between research and society
Members of the network have been very conscious of their social mission. A number 
of the research projects have immediate relevance to social issues; these include, inter 
alia: a study of green spaces in Helsinki; participation in an EU project comparing 
cultural policies and developing cultural statistics; examination of Helsinki’s 
governance system; several studies concerning economic performance in Finland; 
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investigations of Helsinki with regard to exclusion and ethnic minorities; and work 
on environmental conservation in Helsinki.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges 

3.1 Strengths

The network is genuinely interdisciplinary and committed to exploring important 
research questions. Individual publication records are substantial. Members feel that 
they have benefited from their mutual interactions, leading them to become aware 
of and explore other paradigms for examining urban issues. Their collaboration with 
Finnish cities has been fruitful for both the network members and the cities. They 
have successfully avoided being short-term research consultants but instead have 
involved themselves in research that is simultaneously policy relevant and contributory 
to basic knowledge.

3.2 Weaknesses

As noted above, the advantages of participation in a network have not been fully 
exploited. This results from the decision to invest all the (considerable) resources 
that were supplied to this program in the appointment of chairs and not to use some 
of it for staff and infrastructural support. The result is a group of researchers who 
interact with each other to some degree, especially in regard to teaching, but who 
largely operate on their own in conducting their research and who have not worked 
as a team to attract large funded projects with many participants. This also means 
that there is not a large group of post-graduate students from different disciplines 
working together on research projects. 

Most of the time of the coordinator is devoted to maintaining relations between 
the network and outside groups—the participating governments, network members 
outside the University of Helsinki, and the media. As a result, very little time is 
available for internal coordination. The absence of an administrator with the primary 
responsibility of research support means that no one is available to facilitate joint 
proposals and to oversee the implementation of collective research.

There is no formal decision-making structure or specification of responsibilities of 
the network. The time limit on its duration and the differing terms of its members 
limits long-range planning.

The absence of a political scientist in the network means that issues of governance 
are not taken up. The recent addition of participants from the Helsinki University 
of Technology concerned with urban planning and architecture fills one gap but 
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does not really make up for the lack of someone whose primary focus is politics and 
governance. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

Urban issues, particularly in regard to globalization, informationalism, social 
exclusion and environmental sustainability, will remain intellectually significant for 
the foreseeable future. Consequently the network’s research focus will continue to 
be of major practical and academic importance. The training of a new generation of 
urban scholars is also critical in developing responses to urban issues.

The greatest challenge for the group lies in implementing a collective research 
program and providing a structure through which young scholars can work together 
across disciplines.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The program that has recently been developed provides a framework for common 
research, but it is not wholly evident that the particular strengths of the professors 
match up with it. For example, the program raises a number of issues of governance, 
but that is not the principal academic area of any of the network members. Thus, 
it is recommended that either the capacity of the network to deal with issues of 
governance be enlarged or else that the research program be revised to fit more 
closely with the actual research areas of network members.

It is also recommended that a research coordinator (see below) be charged with 
developing interdisciplinary proposals for funding based on the research program 
and involving multiple members of the network as well as post-graduate students 
from the various disciplines.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

Two moves would greatly enhance the capacity of the network:

1. There needs to be an additional coordinator who would devote himself 
or herself wholly to generating research proposals, assisting in managing 
conferences and visitors, and administering ongoing research. Secretarial 
assistance and student advising staff is also needed. If there is a reluctance to 
provide additional funding for such positions, then it is recommended that, 
at the end of the term of one of the chairs, the funds supporting the chair be 
converted into administrative staff support. 
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2. Right now there is no meeting place for participants in the program. There 
should be an urban studies office for the coordinator(s) and additional offices 
for research staff. There also needs to be an electronic, and perhaps a physical, 
archive of urban-related materials. While the professors would remain in their 
departments, junior staff working on research projects would have their offices 
adjacent to the urban studies office. This would facilitate interaction and give 
the Network an identity that it currently lacks.

In addition, the Network needs a governance document that would stipulate a 
decision-making structure involving the chairs and that specify the activities and 
responsibilities of the Network.

4.3 Research active staff

Not applicable. The network does not have a physical site (the research coordinator’s 
office is in the Dept. of Social Policy), and the faculty members have offices in their 
individual departments.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Although the chairs do involve doctoral and post-doctoral students in their research, 
these individuals are not clearly identified with the urban studies program. Provision 
of the infrastructure described above would greatly improve the Network’s ability 
to provide training.

4.5 Other issues

Our team has evaluated both the urban studies and European studies networks. The 
two are constituted in entirely different ways, but each has a structure that has the 
potential to enhance the other. Thus, Urban Studies has involved the appointment 
of new chairs selected for their urban interests and who owe their allegiance to the 
Network. It lacks, however, a dynamic coordinator who generates research proposals 
and a space that belongs to the network. The European Studies Network has such 
a coordinator, and she has additional staff assistance. It also possesses an office 
corridor which allows doctoral and post-doctoral students to work jointly on projects. 
Although it had to rely on existing faculty to provide its research capacity, it was able 
to strengthen that faculty’s commitment to European studies through the provision 
of an administrative staff and physical infrastructure.
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Panel 16: Foreign Languages and Swedish

Graham Caie, University of Glasgow, Department of English Language, UK, Chair
Peter Alberg Jensen, University of Stockholm, Department of Slavic Languages, 
Sweden
Tove Bull, University of Tromsø, Det humanistiske fakultet, Norway
Bernard Comrie, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, Department 
of Linguistics, Germany
Gunnel Engwall, University of Stockholm, Department of French and Italian, 
Sweden
Monika Fludernik, University of Freiburg, Englisches Seminar, Germany
Geoffrey Khan, University of Cambridge, Faculty of Oriental Studies, UK
Wolfgang Mieder, Department of German and Russian, University of Vermont, USA
Anders Pettersson, University of Umeå, Institutionen för litteraturvetenskap och 
nordiska språk, Sweden

General Introduction

Evaluation of Departments of Foreign Languages and Swedish at the 
University of Helsinki

The following six departments were assessed:

1. Institute for Asian and African Studies

2. Department of English 

3. Department of German

4. Department of Romance Languages

5. Department of Scandinavian Languages and Literature

6. Department of Slavonic and Baltic Languages and Literatures

The panel would like to comment on the following general points which concern all 
departments visited:

a) The panel was impressed by the very high quality of research in the above-
mentioned departments at the University of Helsinki.

b) Language departments, especially those outside the Nordic/English areas, 
which teach basic language proficiency, invariably are small and cover a number 
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of languages. This creates a considerable teaching burden which significantly 
distracts from research activity.

c) The panel discussed the following general points which would benefit research 
productivity:

• Every department stated that increasing administrative burdens and technical 
chores created a major obstacle to research. Many of the tasks outlined by researchers 
interviewed might well be undertaken elsewhere, either by central administration 
or by the appointment of departmental clerical or technical staff. Although there 
is sufficient technical equipment, more technical assistance for researchers is also 
necessary.

• There was a strong feeling in most departments that research leave on a regular 
basis might be introduced, as much research is carried out in the researcher’s ‘free 
time’. With long-term planning of teaching duties and departmental budgets, 
departments should be able to organize regular research leave. This would have an 
immediate effect on research productivity.

d) The postgraduate students benefit greatly from the research training provided 
by the Graduate Schools and departments. However, it was felt that there was 
some unevenness in the provision of research training for doctoral candidates 
who are not members of a Graduate School and that the Faculty of Humanities 
might provide training in a number of topics which are of importance to 
all doctoral students, e.g., preparing a thesis, publishing and conference 
presentation. Most of the doctoral students interviewed were not members 
of Graduate Schools and felt a need for more structured training. The panel 
was impressed by the voluntary introduction in some departments of contracts 
between doctoral students and their department. This innovation might well 
be adopted by the Faculty at large.

e) In most of the departments assessed literary studies are not as strong as 
linguistic studies. There is therefore a danger that researchers in literary studies 
might feel isolated and that there may not be the expertise in some language 
departments needed to provide the necessary guidance in literary theory and 
methodology to doctoral students. Various ways of addressing these problems 
could be suggested:

• Courses in theory, methodology and other topics of common interest in literary 
studies might be provided at Faculty level for all doctoral candidates. Help with 
supervisory matters might also be considered. This would be in addition to the 
research training offered at departmental and Graduate School levels. 

• Senior staff who are engaged in literary research might collaborate more closely 
with colleagues in other departments in order to look for possible points of contact 
and modes of cooperation. 
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f) There was a general feeling that library resources were limited in certain areas, 
in particular for new research projects, as funding comes from the limited 
departmental budgets. The same departmental fiscal restraints were severely 
limiting funds for research visits and conference attendance, activities which 
should be regarded as core functions in a thriving research community. 

g) The panel was impressed by the accommodation and computing facilities 
available to all researchers in these departments. 

h) The clear gender imbalance noted amongst younger researchers in all 
categories in the majority of departments visited should be addressed as a 
matter of gender equality.

i) The panel was struck by the dedication and motivation of researchers in 
the language departments. However, we are aware of the fact that these 
researchers are overstretched and are working at the maximum of their 
resources. Any reduction in researchers would severely damage the high 
international reputation of the faculty and the institution. 

j) Information on the funding of departments in the documentation submitted 
was not always clear and we were informed by departments on site visits of 
additional funds, e.g., those not from the Academy of Finland. 

The panel has based the following evaluation and grades on the research publications 
available to panel members, other academic activity carried out by the departments 
and site visits. 

Institute for Asian and African Studies 7

Department of English 7

Department of German 6

Department of Romance Languages 6

Department of Scandinavian Languages and Literature 6

Department of Slavonic and Baltic Languages and Literatures 7
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of English

Panel: Foreign Languages and Swedish

Graham Caie, University of Glasgow, Department of English Language, UK, Chair
Peter Alberg Jensen, University of Stockholm, Department of Slavic Languages, 
Sweden
Tove Bull, University of Tromsø, Det humanistiske fakultet, Norway
Bernard Comrie, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, Department 
of Linguistics, Germany
Gunnel Engwall, University of Stockholm, Department of French and Italian, 
Sweden
Monika Fludernik, University of Freiburg, Englisches Seminar, Germany
Geoffrey Khan, University of Cambridge, Faculty of Oriental Studies, UK
Wolfgang Mieder, Department of German and Russian, University of Vermont, USA
Anders Pettersson, University of Umeå, Institutionen för litteraturvetenskap och 
nordiska språk, Sweden

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

Supporting Comments:

The Department of English has 40 research active staff including one emeritus 
professor and five active professors, two recently appointed. Of these professorships 
one is devoted to American literature and literary theory, the others are all positions 
in various areas of diachronic and synchronic linguistics. The annual budget was 
c. 1 million Euros in 2004, with external funding c. 800 000 Euros in that same 
year. Thirteen doctoral degrees were awarded between 1999 and 2004, and the 
department currently has some 40 PhD students. The number of PhDs in literature 
has been increasing significantly.

The department covers the literature, culture and language of a large number of 
the countries in the English-speaking world. The study of English is of particular 
importance in Finland where it is frequently the first foreign language studied in 
schools and is used by many as a lingua franca. Due to the salience of technology 
in Finland, English is also an important language in industry and in the business 
world.
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The English Department has a number of thriving projects including the Research Unit 
for Variation and Change in English (VARIENG), which is based on the computerised 
corpora created in the department and has produced impressive research results 
in dialectology and regional variation, historical sociolinguistics, text conventions, 
pragmatic variability and the processes of linguistic change. The Department also 
researches in literature, translation and contrastive studies. Since the last assessment, 
the department has broadened its research interests significantly and now additionally 
includes issues of dialectology and regional variation as well as genre evolution. 
In particular, the department has been very active in the discipline of historical 
pragmatics and has produced a number of machine-readable corpora (e.g. the Corpus 
of Early English Correspondence) which are geared towards an analysis of genre-
related questions in a diachronic framework. 

VARIENG grew out of the compilation of the Helsinki Corpus, which has been one of 
the most prominent international achievements in historical linguistics and corpus 
linguistics in the latter part of the twentieth century. The scholarly research conducted 
alongside the Helsinki Corpus and in its further development has established the 
English Department as one of the elite institutions of English linguistics not only in 
Europe but world-wide. In particular, Helsinki has become one of the strongholds 
internationally of the diachronic study of the English language within an English 
department. 

The VARIENG research unit was acknowledged a National Centre of Excellence by 
the Academy of Finland for a six-year period beginning in 2000. The Department 
has now had this recognition underlined by a renewal of the award for a project 
which reconceptualizes VARIENG in new directions. Thus, between 2006 and 2011, 
the Academy of Finland will be funding a new Centre of Excellence for the Study 
of Variation, Contacts and Change in English. This project will be focussed more 
closely on the function of language in society, but also consider language as discourse 
and analyse linguistic processes and language typology. The English Department 
will cooperate with the University of Jyväskylä and will be acquiring additional 
competence in discourse analysis, second-language acquisition and sociopragmatics. 
The scope of this topic is sufficiently broad to embrace and foster a number of 
interdisciplinary research activities within language and literature.

Besides updating the older corpora already completed by the department (the Helsinki 
Corpus and the CEEC letter corpus, the Corpus of Early English Medical Writing as 
well as the Helsinki Corpus of Older Scots), the department is currently producing 
the Helsinki Corpus of British English Dialects (HD), a corpus which will complement 
the Survey of English Dialects. This project promises to afford the department ample 
research material in the area of dialectology and regional variation. The previous 
corpora have given rise to exceptionally innovative research (much of it already 
published in the period under consideration), research that has added significantly 
to our understanding of pragmatic issues and genre conventions as well as scientific 
writing in the late medieval and early modern period. 
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The Helsinki English Department holds a key position among English departments in 
Europe not only because of its superb research record and its incisive research results 
but also on account of the international acceptance and renown that it has acquired. 
This scholarly standing can be seen in the publication record that, besides its sheer 
mass and quality, is noteworthy also for its international impact. The publications for 
the period under assessment include, for instance, two chapters in the Cambridge 
History of the English Language – surely a sign that scholars from this department 
are considered world-class, even leading scholars in the field. Articles are generally 
published in renowned international journals, and there are monographs and volumes 
of essays published by British presses such as Longman and leading publishers in 
linguistics such as Rodopi, Benjamins, Mouton de Gruyter and others.

Altogether, the Research Unit demonstrates an enthusiastic and innovative research 
milieu that reflects the quality and research potential of the Helsinki English 
Department. The excellent organisation and cooperation between the individual 
projects requires special emphasis as an additional mark of high quality. Clearly, 
the Helsinki English Department has been able to continue and even enhance their 
scholarly standing and has clearly proved that their ability to do superb research on 
an internationally salient level is increasing over the years.

Since the last research assessment exercise, the English Department has also made 
significant steps towards an enhancement of their research in English literature. The 
single professorship in literary studies, which is focussed on American literature and 
literary theory, has succeeded in attracting a great number of students and produced 
several doctoral theses as well as an increasing number of doctoral students who are 
currently producing theses. The department moreover has three other researchers 
doing literature on a wide range of subjects, including postcolonial studies, Irish 
literature, Australian literature and British literature. However, due to the scarcity of 
positions and the teaching load of these researchers British literature is concentrated 
on the Renaissance period, the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries, and thus 
research in the area of British literature is necessarily limited. However, the literature 
section of the English Department has been extremely active in the organisation of 
international conferences, the organisation of research seminars, and particularly the 
participation in the national graduate school for literary studies, which is directed by 
the chair in literature. As a consequence, the training of PhD students in literature 
is excellent in its theoretical orientation. The University should, however, consider 
devoting one professorship to British literature in order to ensure that more genres 
and periods can be covered on an academically advanced level. It has to be emphasized 
that the expansion of literary study that has taken place since the previous assessment 
is admirable and that the department has the makings of a literary culture that 
equals the excellence of the linguistic side. For this to be fully realized, however, the 
literary positions definitely need to be increased, particularly in order to ensure that 
a sufficient number of specializations are available on the level of scholarly excellence 
which will allow these scholars to supervise PhD students.
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Members of the English Department have been extremely active in organising and 
attending international conferences, and have been invited to twenty-two plenary 
lectures as well as 44 guest lectures during the period of assessment. Moreover, the 
individual members of the English Department have been performing a number of 
key functions and services in the international scholarly community such as taking on 
editorships, board memberships, memberships of academies, etc. To mention just a 
few of these functions, which document the scholarly standing of members of the 
English Department, one could mention that members of the English Department 
are board members and in one case co-editor of the Journal of Historical Pragmatics, 
(co)edit Neuphilologische Mitteilungen, have been members of the Board of ESSE 
(European Society for the Study of English) and members of the Finnish Academy of 
Science and Letters. 

2 Interaction between research and society
The Department of English is by its very nature a research and teaching unit that has 
salient societal relevance. This is of course in part due simply to the subject of English 
language and culture which proves to be of ever increasing relevance in today’s 
society. Moreover, the political significance of the United Kingdom within Europe, 
and of the USA globally, adds to the prominence of English Studies as a subject that 
is popular with students and of interest to a wider public in every European (and 
non-European) country. 

In addition to these more general aspects which ensure any English Department 
worldwide a measure of societal relevance, the Helsinki English Department can 
point to a number of activities that demonstrate the Department’s awareness of 
their subject’s importance to society at large. Thus, the English Department, like 
other language departments, is heavily involved in the training of future secondary 
school teachers and translators. Moreover, the department has offered a number of 
public talks and published a number of papers that were geared towards a general 
public and the popularization of their research results, including the more heavily 
statistical and theoretical research efforts. The new focus on language variation and 
regional variation within VARIENG promises to increase this potential of issues of a 
more general interest. 

The Department has also published a very useful booklet on VARIENG which 
addresses the major research questions in easily comprehensible prose and can 
serve as promotional material for students and for research and funding purposes. 
The Department is also actively trying to attract international students and is thus 
increasing the status of Finnish scholarship abroad on the level of doctoral instruction 
as well.
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The strength of the Helsinki English Department lies in its internationally recognized 
excellence, its flourishing activities and exciting developments into an even broader 
range of research areas. The Department has established itself as one of the leading 
departments of English internationally and one of the top three or four English 
departments Europe-wide in its emphasis on diachronic linguistics. The department 
has been extremely research-active and highly successful in securing funding. Its 
members are internationally renowned scholars of high academic standing and 
cooperate with other scholars in global networks of excellence. As recipients of two 
awards of Centres of Excellence, the members of Helsinki’s English Department are 
clearly prominent as outstanding scholars and leading members of Finland’s academic 
community. The department has also significantly expanded and improved its record 
in literary studies.

Among the strengths of the department that have made these developments possible 
one can mention the excellent team work between members of the department, 
the superb training of its students and the large number of its student population, 
which ensured a critical mass of the departmental budget. The successes are moreover 
due to the unflagging motivation and enthusiasm of the researchers involved in 
the department and to their creativity, wide horizon, methodological acuteness and 
industry. These strengths definitely apply also to the literature side of the department 
which has performed heroic strides towards a comparable critical mass in academic 
excellence. The fact that the Professor of literature is the current Director of the 
national graduate school of literary studies reflects the high esteem in which literary 
studies in this department are held in Finland.

3.2 Weaknesses 

In such a strong department there are very few weaknesses. From the above evaluation 
it might be deduced that literary studies are not quite as strong as the linguistic side. 
It must be stressed that the literary side of the department has developed significantly 
since the last assessment, although it is still understaffed and overburdened with 
teaching in its attempt to cover a wide range of subjects with far too few instructors. 
Nevertheless, the quality and number of PhD students in literature has spectacularly 
increased in the past six years, and this positive development is continuing.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The Helsinki English Department has presented a very wide-ranging and exciting 
plan of research for the period even after 2011, when the second Centre of Excellence 
award will have come to its end. The department demonstrates stimulating and 
variegated research in a large number of related and unrelated areas which is bound 
to ensure a continuing research culture. The new foci on dialectal variation and 
language in society (including discourse analysis and second-language acquisition 
issues) promise to enhance the breadth and quality of the department’s linguistic 
research. The department moreover has the chance to expand its literary studies 
even further to establish a focus of excellence on the literary side comparable to 
the linguistic one. Most literary research in Helsinki’s philological departments is 
understaffed and marginalized. Although the literary studies’ achievements are 
greater than those of many other departments evaluated, the Department should 
use the opportunity to expand even further, and this might be achieved if it acquires 
a professorship in British literature and perhaps one or two more university lecturers 
in this area.

The institution of the national graduate school in literary study, whose directorship 
lies with the professor of American literature, has provided for a really important 
boost to literary studies, and promises to result in an even more pronounced rise in 
quality in the literary research done by PhD students in the department and in other 
departments Finland-wide. 

It was, however, noted that students and staff not connected with VARIENG or the 
graduate schools find it difficult to get travel money.

Among the challenges to research productivity it is to be noted that lecturers in the 
English Department, like those of most other philological departments at Helsinki 
University, suffer from an excessively high teaching load and thus have insufficient 
time for significant research in the available time set aside from teaching. This problem 
is particularly pronounced for literary studies, where there are only few instructors 
and many students, whereas on the linguistic side, there is sufficient time for research 
since—due to the researchers from the various externally funded projects–teaching 
duties can be distributed among a larger number of people. 

Moreover, like all departments, the English Department finds the current increase in 
administrative duties a challenge to its administrative resources as well as its resources 
of time and energy. The increasing administrative burdens also tend to infringe on 
research performance and result in the extension of research activities into those 
pockets of leisure and family time that should be available for regeneration and 
creative relaxation. 
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The department has been performing so well that the only recommendation is to 
continue the clear research programme it has carefully prepared. 

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

Since the department has ample rooms and technical equipment, infrastructure is at 
a high level of excellence.

4.3 Research active staff

The research environment in the English Department is excellent, but better for 
the linguists than for the literary scholars. Especially, more money should be made 
available for travel for those departmental members and PhD students who are not 
associated with externally funded research projects or graduate schools.

More generally, research active staff definitely need more time for research where 
teaching duties (as in literature) are heavy. Even though teaching has been reduced 
to 10 hours for university lecturers, this reduction does not actually allow extensive 
research time, and it is frequently made null and void by the necessity of teaching all 
the courses that need to be taught. This is a general problem in all the departments 
that we have visited, and the faculty should try to find a solution, especially for 
teaching-intensive subjects. 

Since Finnish universities do not have a structured system of research leave, one of 
the challenges for senior members of staff is the fact that they do not get sufficient 
research time on a continuous basis. It is therefore suggested that the university 
consider the introduction of a research leave programme on the lines of the German, 
UK or American universities. Such a programme would be especially important for 
literary scholars in the English Department but also for the other members of the 
department in order to ensure a concentrated period of research. 

The literature side of the department is especially disadvantaged owing to its small 
size. In order to raise literary studies to an international level of specialization one 
more professorship is needed in British literature and if possible two research positions 
(university lecturers) on a lower level.
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4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Owing to the national graduate school for literary study and the many research and 
theory seminars organised by the English Department, no additional recommendations 
are to be made except that PhD students from other departments might be more 
integrated into such arrangements.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of German

Panel: Foreign Languages and Swedish

Graham Caie, University of Glasgow, Department of English Language, UK, Chair
Peter Alberg Jensen, University of Stockholm, Department of Slavic Languages, 
Sweden
Tove Bull, University of Tromsø, Det humanistiske fakultet, Norway
Bernard Comrie, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, Department 
of Linguistics, Germany
Gunnel Engwall, University of Stockholm, Department of French and Italian, 
Sweden
Monika Fludernik, University of Freiburg, Englisches Seminar, Germany
Geoffrey Khan, University of Cambridge, Faculty of Oriental Studies, UK
Wolfgang Mieder, Department of German and Russian, University of Vermont, USA
Anders Pettersson, University of Umeå, Institutionen för litteraturvetenskap och 
nordiska språk, Sweden

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6 (six)

Supporting Comments:

The Department of German is an internationally recognized center for Germanic 
studies. The history of the discipline has been summarized in an article by two of 
the present professors, i.e., “Das Germanistische Institut der Universität Helsinki: 
Geschichte und Gegenwart,” Arcturus, 1 (2002), 78-95. While this publication is 
addressed to the scholarly community, the colleagues of the Department of German 
have recently also produced an illustrated pamphlet entitled Germanistisches Institut: 
Universität Helsinki. It contains sections on the German language in Finland, the 
study of German at Helsinki, the opportunity to study the Dutch language, the 
fact that students can deal with the language, culture and literature of Germany, 
Austria, and Switzerland, the course of the study of German at the University of 
Helsinki, scholarly research in the Department of German, and a presentation of 
former German students and their present occupations. This then is an informative 
introduction to the Department of German at the University of Helsinki. It serves as 
a useful “advertising” tool for the academic unit, and its pictures of students and 
professors present an image of a collegial and friendly atmosphere. One gets the 
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feeling that the environment in the Department of German is conducive to serious 
study and scholarship.

As an academic program, the Department of German is clear about its strategies 
and goals. In fact, the colleagues took the evaluation and recommendations of 
the previous 1999 review exercise very seriously. Rather than reacting negatively 
or defensively to some of the positive criticism and well-meant suggestions, they 
took an innovative look at their program and made a very serious commitment to 
a number of strategic goals: 1. to reach a high rating at the next review process, 
2. to become the leading research unit in German in Finland, 3. to improve as a 
scholarly unit of high international standing, and 4. to attain a good balance between 
specialization and differentiation. By being flexible and innovative in work-load 
assignments, by increasing the scholarly output of high level publications, by getting 
more doctoral students involved in international research projects, and above all 
by being positively aggressive in obtaining external funding (Academy of Finland, 
DAAD, Humboldt Foundation, etc.), the Department of German has indeed made a 
large leap forward.

This intensive strategic planning has resulted in a balanced triadic structure regarding 
teaching and scholarship, with teaching informing scholarship and scholarship in turn 
being of major significance in providing undergraduate and graduate students with 
a broad array of instruction. The three areas of concentration are comprised of 1. 
linguistics (lexicography, phraseology, contrastive German-Finnish analysis, valence 
and dependency theory, history of grammar, and language history and etymology), 2. 
literature and culture (history of ideas, literary relations between Finland and Austria/
Switzerland, literary individuality, aspects of melancholy, and autobiographical 
writing), and 3. translation studies. This broad range of interests and research has 
resulted in the Department of German at the University of Helsinki becoming a major 
force not only in Nordic Germanistics but also on the European and global level. The 
Department of German has also attracted good doctoral students whose finished 
dissertations represent significant scholarly contributions.

It should be mentioned at this point that the internationally distributed book series 
Finnische Beiträge zur Germanistik (published in Frankfurt am Main) serves as an 
example of the scholarly output by the Department of German. Approximately two 
volumes a year appear, with most of them being either monographs or essay volumes 
with more than four hundred pages. The two professors of linguistics serve as the 
editors of this book series, with one of them also being one of the editors (for German 
articles) of the renowned Finnish journal Neuphilologische Mitteilungen. This journal 
is one of the most important international journals of philology, and it is a sign of 
distinction that the Department of German is involved with it.

Historically speaking, the linguistics part of the Department of German has always 
been the major academic component represented by two chairs. Since 2003, the 
Department has also a new chair in German literature, an important move on part of 
the Department and the university at large. It will take time for the literature part of 
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the Department to gain in size and stature, but much progress has already been made 
with the scholarly and teaching support of two university lecturers. The same is true 
for the move of the Department to establish translation studies as a third component. 
There is no doubt that the Department of German at the University of Helsinki as the 
biggest German Department in Finland is on the right academic track. 

It should also be noted that the Department of German continues its commitment 
to the study of Dutch. Within Finland that language and culture can only be studied 
at the University of Helsinki. The continuation of Dutch is not only important for the 
world of business but also for the study of art history, culture, literature, etc.

Turning now to the scholarly output of the Department of German, it can be 
stated that the eighteen members of the active research staff have brought not 
only European and international renown to themselves but also to the University 
of Helsinki. Their work is appreciated and recognized by Germanists worldwide, 
with their books and articles being judged to be of high international merit. This 
can also be seen from the continued support of the research activities by outside 
funding, including such granting agencies as the Academy of Finland, the Humboldt 
Foundation, the Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst (DAAD), NordForsk, the 
publishing house WSOY, etc.

One of the notable achievements of the linguistics program in the Department of 
German is the large-scale project in German-Finnish lexicography that is based on 
significant outside funding and international cooperative work with colleagues at 
the universities of Augsburg and Leipzig. In about two years this long-term project 
will result in a large-scale German-Finnish dictionary, a lasting scholarly contribution 
that will benefit users at all levels in Finland and the German-speaking countries. The 
eventual publication of this dictionary will be a scholarly event that will and should 
be celebrated not only within the Department of German but also at the University 
of Helsinki as such.

Parallel to the work on this dictionary the professors and other researchers have 
also made numerous contributions to the theory and pragmatics of contrastive 
lexicography. Many publications in journals, essay volumes, and handbooks have 
appeared throughout Europe and elsewhere. They are having a definite influence on 
theoretical concerns and in turn on the actual production of dictionaries throughout 
the world.

Another major research concern in the linguistics part of the Department of German 
lies in the multifaceted discipline of phraseology. Here it can be stated that the 
researchers are at the very forefront of this still emerging field of study. When 
phraseology became a linguistic phenomenon especially in Europe during the early 
1980s, the Helsinki Germanists were there as scholarly pioneers with one of the 
professors being among the founders (and now on the international board) of the 
European Society of Phraseology. The result of many years of scholarly work has 
been a necessary and useful “Idiomwörterbuch Deutsch-Finnisch” in 2001. This was 
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a scholarly achievement in itself, especially regarding contrastive phraseology both 
in its theoretical and pragmatic aspects. But the publication of the dictionary has 
also become a model for other such comparative dictionaries that are very much 
needed for the many translations that must be carried out throughout the world. 
This dictionary as well as the German-Finnish dictionary that will be published soon 
also show, of course, that the Department of German is seriously committed to its 
mission of translation studies.

Mention must also be made that the Department of German has decided to continue 
on this track with a new project on “Points of Transition Between Phraseology and 
Free Syntax.” The professors and researchers have once again found the funding 
from numerous outside sources that will support this project, once again supporting 
a number of established researcher and doctoral students. This project will go beyond 
phraseological units as such to include the field of paremiology, i.e., proverbs. Among 
other matters, the research team will look at the so-called fixidity of proverbs and 
show that these formulaic sentences can in fact be transformed syntactically in 
actual speech acts. All of this represents innovative and challenging scholarly work, 
and doubtlessly some of the papers will be published in Proverbium: Yearbook of 
International Proverb Scholarship in due time. Major monographs, essay volumes, and 
dissertations will be published in Finnische Beiträge zur Germanistik and elsewhere, 
thus reaching the international scholarly community.

There are numerous other scholarly accomplishments of which the linguistic 
researchers can indeed be proud. Some examples include book publications on 
etymology and loan translations (Verba mutuata), the study of personal names in 
the German-speaking countries (Personennamen im Vergleich), mono- and bilingual 
lexicography (Von der mono- zur bilingualen Lexikographie für das Deutsche), the 
language of the mass media (Mediensprache, Medienkritik), ground-breaking work in 
valence and dependency theory (Der verbale Valenzträger), etc. In addition, the four 
published dissertations dealing with particles, the passive, advertising, and Biblical 
phraseology indicate the breadth and depth of the scholarly work going on in the 
Department of German. Clearly the doctoral students have received good mentoring 
by their professors, and this will attract more graduate students in turn.

But turning now to the literature side of the Department of German, it can be 
stated that its accomplishments since the creation of a professorship in 2003 are 
impressive indeed. The publication of Bekenntnisse. Diskurs, Gattung, Werk (2000) 
is a valuable contribution to discourse analysis and semantics based on a contextual 
approach that includes detailed comparative analyses (i.e., St. Augustine, Rousseau, 
Goethe, and Thomas Mann). In fact, the book is an example of how the linguistic 
and literary parts of the Department of German can be combined. The book by one 
of the university lecturers is also of literary and cultural value, namely the study on 
“Weil der Boden selbst hier brennt”: Aus dem Prager Salon der Berta Fanta (1865-
1918) (2001). It represents a contribution to the literary and cultural scene in Prague 
at the time of Kafka, based on a unique diary and biographical information that have 
not been published before. There are additional articles on Alfred Waldau, Joseph 
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von Eichendorff, and others. It must also be stated that two university lecturers 
add their teaching and scholarly expertise towards covering the Austrian and Swiss 
literary scenes.

Above all, it should be noted that the newly created professorship in German 
literature has already brought about the establishment of three literary and cultural 
projects. One of them focuses on the concept of “Bildung” (cultural knowledge), the 
second investigates the idea of melancholy in German literature, and the third is an 
analysis of autobiographical writing in contemporary German literature (the latter 
being a project by various Nordic German departments). In fact, the Department 
organized a conference on this third theme in May of 2005 of which the papers 
are presently being prepared for publication. In addition, three Ph.D. dissertations 
on detective novels by women, the dramas by Herta Müller, and the idea of Russia 
among German intellectuals are under preparation. All of this is proof that the study 
of German literature has become part and parcel of the Department of German at the 
University of Helsinki. Literary studies will grow and in turn attract qualified students. 
The colleagues building the literary component of the Department of German are to 
be congratulated and commended on their scholarly contributions.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the Department of German has been recognized 
by a university prize for good teaching. The professors and university lecturers also 
take good care of the doctoral students, providing them with meaningful mentoring. 
This includes special seminars for the doctoral students who are encouraged to deliver 
a scholarly paper and to publish an article and a book review during the preparation 
of their theses. The students also work out a contract with their major advisor 
that helps them to stay on track with their thesis work. The students are definitely 
appreciating this “love and care.” In fact, the German doctoral students were very 
vocal in their praise of the German professors and the Department of German during 
a meeting scheduled with graduate students from all the language departments 
and the review committee. This laudatory reaction by the students must be taken as 
a strong endorsement of the strategies and plans of the Department of German as 
a collegial and supportive academic unit of informed teaching and internationally 
recognized scholarship. 

2 Interaction between research and society
The Department of German has been active in relating its various research projects 
to the society at large. As the largest Department of German in Finland it has taken 
on a leadership role in making German matters available to Finnish citizens. Some of 
the activities include the following:

There is first of all the phraseological dictionary Alles im Griff: Idiomwörterbuch 
Deutsch-Finnisch (2001) that serves not only scholars but the general population 
both in Finland and German-speaking countries. It is a well-known fact that anybody 
dealing with two languages is in need of this type of idiomatic dictionaries.
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Mention should also be made once again that in about two years a large-scale 
German-Finnish dictionary will be published. Several researchers have been at work 
on this significant project for several years. Once it will be published, it will be the 
most inclusive dictionary for the two languages of Finnish and German, once again 
serving all people dealing with these two languages and cultures.

The Department of German has contacts with the embassies of the German-speaking 
countries, the Goethe Institute of Helsinki, and the Deutscher Akademischer 
Austauschdienst (DAAD, with one of the professors being the chair of the Finnish 
Association of German-DAAD members). It provides linguistic, cultural, and literary 
expertise to these political and cultural institutions.

The Department continues to sponsor conferences on lexicography, phraseology, and 
literature to which the general public is also invited. It has active relationships with 
universities at Tampere, Turku, Oulu, Augsburg, Leipzig, etc., in each case making its 
scholarly expertise available to large numbers of people.

The research staff of the Department of German is available for interviews and 
inquiries by the Finnish press. It also provides translation services for the media and 
the general population.

The Department plays a leadership role in maintaining the high standard of German 
instruction at the schools where German is being taught in Finland, making available 
textbooks and cultural materials to teachers. The informative and well-illustrated 
pamphlet describing the Germanistisches Institut: Universität Helsinki is a useful tool 
to inform serious German students in Finland to find out about the German program 
at the University of Helsinki.

Finally, the Department of German works together well with the Departments of 
Slavic and Romance Languages in order to maintain the interest in and study of these 
languages, cultures, and literatures in Finland.

All of this adds up to an impressive activity level by the staff of the Department of 
German in so-called outreach matters. All colleagues are committed to making their 
scholarly expertise available to large portions of the Finnish as well as the German-
speaking societies. They deserve special recognition for their lexicographical work 
that has resulted in modern German-Finnish dictionaries that are based on thorough 
scholarly principles.
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

There is no need in repeating all of the strengths of the Department of German that 
have already been mentioned in the detailed sections 1 and 2. Let it be said here 
once again that the research staff has made impressive progress since the 1999 review 
process. The two professors and their research staff in the linguistics part of the 
Department have done superb work at the high international level. The Department 
has also succeeded in adding a third professorship in 2003 in order to build the 
literature part of the program. Translation studies are now also being built up, and 
the teaching of Dutch (in Finland only possible at the University of Helsinki) is also 
being maintained. In addition of emphasizing Germany and its language, culture, and 
literature, the Department has a strong commitment to Austrian and Swiss matters, 
making it a well-balanced and the best Finnish Department of German. During this 
review period the scholarly publications in all areas of the Department of German 
have gained international recognition, striking a solid balance between specialization 
and differentiation (from lexicography and phraseology via onomastics and mass-
media studies on to literary studies). There is a positive and enthusiastic spirit among 
the faculty and the students, and this collegiality together with a serious commitment 
to scholarship have helped the Department of German to attain a high standing in 
the international area of Germanistics (for more details please see the supporting 
comments in section 1).

Mention must also be made that the Department of German has been much more 
successful in getting outside funding for its various long-range projects, to wit the 
numerous grants from the Academy of Finland, the Ministry of Education, the Alfred 
Kordelin-Foundation, the Emil Aaltonen-Foundation, the Emil Öhmann-Foundation, 
WSOY Literature Foundation, Langnet, Alexander von Humboldt-Foundation, 
Research Foundation (University of Helsinki), CIMO, Deutsch-Finnische Gesellschaft, 
and Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. This is an impressive recognition of the 
scholarly activities of the research staff and the Ph.D. students.

3.2 Weaknesses 

Things on all levels are going extremely well for the energetic and intellectually 
rigorous Department of German. Again, the faculty with its students has made a solid 
jump forward since the 1999 evaluation. If some “weaknesses” must be found, the 
following three points could be mentioned: 

As every Department of German outside of the German-speaking countries needs to 
do, the Helsinki German colleagues also have to make sure that they maintain their 
enrolment figures on all levels, from low level language courses to master’s degree 
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and Ph.D. students. The already-mentioned pamphlet will help in such recruitment 
efforts. This then is not really a weakness but rather something to be watched.

There are a few researchers who have not been able to step forth with a publication 
during the review process. The more successful colleagues should continue to 
encourage these colleagues to dedicate some of their time to scholarship, perhaps 
by way of a joint publication to get things started. On a trial basis, one could also 
provide less productive team members with a teaching reduction for a term with their 
serious commitment to get back on the research track.

The Department has now begun to strengthen its literature program by the 
establishment of a new chair in literature which represents a positive move indeed. 
What might have been a weakness in 1999 is now being turned into a strength.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Clearly the Department of German at the University of Helsinki will remain the center 
for Germanic studies in Finland. As such, students will continue to flock to the program 
both on the undergraduate and graduate levels. Nevertheless, it will be important to 
do serious recruiting with the already-mentioned pamphlet. The Department might 
also try to attract more foreign students to its graduate program.

Getting funding for graduate students, post-docs, the various lecturers, and the 
different projects will be a challenge that every academic unit faces. The Department 
of German has established a good track record during the past review period, and the 
faculty is ready to face this challenge and will doubtlessly be successful.

Continue building the literature part of the Department with the plan of getting 
a second professorship during the next few years. This is something the faculty 
leadership should move towards, thus creating a better balance between the 
linguistics and literature parts of the Department of German.

The Department should continue to invite guest speakers from other Finnish 
universities and from abroad. Conferences already planned by both the linguists and 
literary colleagues will result in an increase in international stature.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

As stated before, the Department of German took the 1999 review and its 
recommendations very seriously. The result is a much improved academic unit whose 
faculty can be proud of its achievements in scholarship as well as undergraduate and 
graduate education.
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The recommendations are plain and simple (not to repeat matters already stated 
under section 3) to continue with the valuable work that is going on already, gaining 
even greater international recognition by publishing scholarly work both in Finland 
and abroad.

Since the linguistics part of the Department of German is already well established 
and doing excellent work, efforts should be made to strengthen the literature part 
by working towards the establishment of a new professorship in this area.

Keep the Dutch language program alive and continue building the translation 
program by perhaps connecting it with similar activities in other foreign language 
departments.

Continue being innovative in finding new funding by also looking for support from 
the Alumni-Association of the University of Helsinki and the private business sector 
in Finland and the German-speaking countries.

Make certain that there are funds enough to maintain the valuable holdings of the 
departmental library.

Maintain the pleasant, dedicated, diligent, and enthusiastic work atmosphere within 
the Department of German that has become a home for scholars and students to be 
involved in serious scholarship and learning.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

Attempt to find innovative solutions to the ever-increasing burden of administrative 
work. The time has come that a new position for a full-time administrative assistant 
needs to be created to help with the daily chores of filling out forms, documents, 
etc.

4.3 Research active staff

The research active staff is diligently at work on various projects, including the newly 
funded project on “Points of transition between phraseology and free syntax.” While 
individual scholars attached to this project and others will do their own publications, 
there will also once again be essay volumes in the series of Finnische Beiträge zur 
Germanistik that will contain articles by the entire membership of the research project. 
This collective work adds to the collegial atmosphere in the Department of German. 
Research staff that has not been particularly productive could be encouraged into 
co-authorships of some of these articles so that they can become active and engaged 
members of the research staff.

Take care that the research active staff is not overburdened with administrative duties. 
It would be beneficial if the University of Helsinki could think about setting up a clear 
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policy for teaching loads at all levels with possible teaching reductions when needed. 
Perhaps a sabbatical policy could also be introduced for the entire university. In the 
meantime the Department can continue to find funds that will finance research staff 
and also help in freeing up time for more research.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The meetings with the doctoral students and post-doctoral colleagues were especially 
instructive. The doctoral students had high praise for their mentors and the way 
they have been encouraged to sign a contract that gives the work on their theses 
the necessary structure. They also appreciate the encouragement to present papers 
at conferences and to publish articles and book reviews. The reports they give about 
the progress on their theses among their peers is also valued. All of this should be 
continued, of course.

The post-docs also feel well treated and appreciated. The Department of German 
is actively trying to find new funds to open up additional post-doc positions that 
provide much-needed employment opportunities while at the same time getting 
qualified young people to work on the various research projects. 

4.5 Other issues

There is no need to mention anything else here, but the report should be a clear 
indication to the entire Department of German and the University of Helsinki that 
the scholarly accomplishments during this review period are at a high international 
level. This recognition by an international team of reviewers should be taken as a 
sign that the scholarly achievements are appreciated and that the entire faculty of 
the Department of German should look into the future with pride and enthusiasm 
for the work to be done during the coming years.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Romance 
Languages

Panel: Foreign Languages and Swedish

Graham Caie, University of Glasgow, Department of English Language, UK, Chair
Peter Alberg Jensen, University of Stockholm, Department of Slavic Languages, 
Sweden
Tove Bull, University of Tromsø, Det humanistiske fakultet, Norway
Bernard Comrie, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, Department 
of Linguistics, Germany
Gunnel Engwall, University of Stockholm, Department of French and Italian, 
Sweden
Monika Fludernik, University of Freiburg, Englisches Seminar, Germany
Geoffrey Khan, University of Cambridge, Faculty of Oriental Studies, UK
Wolfgang Mieder, Department of German and Russian, University of Vermont, USA
Anders Pettersson, University of Umeå, Institutionen för litteraturvetenskap och 
nordiska språk, Sweden

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

The Department of Romance Languages is the largest and most comprehensive 
department in Romance Languages not only in Finland, but also in Scandinavia. 
French has two professors, Italian and Ibero-Romance languages (Spanish and 
Portuguese) have one professor each. French, Italian and Spanish are taught as majors 
and Portuguese as a minor. Catalan, Galician, Iberoromance-based Creoles and the 
non Indo-European Euskera can also be studied at the department.

This department is also by far the strongest research department of Romance 
languages in Finland. The research is overall of very high quality compared to 
European standards. During the period 1999 – 2004, the number of research active 
staff has varied between ten and thirteen and the support staff between nine and 
eleven. In fact the number of research active staff has increased and the support staff 
has decreased somewhat from the beginning of the period until today, reflecting the 
fact that the department puts more and more emphasis on research. 
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The funding from the University has been around 1 million euros during the period 
(966 000 euros in 2004). The external funding was c. 70 thousand euros in 2004, not 
including scholarships and other supporting money from private funds.

During the period concerned ten monographs, four edited volumes and about forty 
refereed articles were published. This is an impressive figure given the number of 
senior staff (6 at present), especially as the publications are on a high international 
level. The good results for the department, considering its relatively small size, are 
also manifested in the nine dissertations that were presented between 1999 and 
2004.

The main research areas are discourse analysis and studies of media language, 
sociolinguistics, contrastive and translation studies and philological research. 
There are individual researchers in these areas as well as projects involving several 
researchers from the department. Since the last assessment, where the department 
was recommended to work more together in teams, the researchers in Romance 
languages have in fact considerably increased their participation in different projects. 
These are both intradepartmental and interdisciplinary, involving the languages in 
the department, and/or other departments at Helsinki University and at universities 
abroad. 

As for the participation in projects carried out with foreign partners, several can be 
mentioned: 

• The large scale Scandinavian project on the Impact of 19th Century French 
Realistic Literature on Scandinavian Literature, in which three researchers of 
French have been involved. This project has produced important new results 
concerning the influence from France on the Scandinavian literature during the 
studied period. One contribution to the project from the Helsinki department 
is a bibliography of Finnish and Swedish translations of French literature (1830-
1900) published in Finland.

• The LLACAN Laboratory, attached to the French Research Council, which 
studies African languages and cultures, has invited one researcher from 
the department as an external member. This researcher, who has published 
a number of works in the domain, has also done extensive work on Creole 
languages. She has provided the first description of San Andrés Creole and 
also published the first grammar of this language. Related to this domain are 
also the studies carried out on lexical Africanisms and the influence of African 
languages on Latin American Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese.

• The project GRAMM-R, initiated by the two Belgian universities, Université libre 
de Bruxelles and the Vrije Universiteit Brussel, has one active research member 
from the department. Several articles written by the Helsinki researcher have 
already been published. They deal inter alia with the understanding by French-
speaking informants of structures including appositions.
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• The Project on contrastive problems, which started twenty-five years ago in 
collaboration with one of the Paris-Sorbonne universities, has been given a 
renewed emphasis. Thus, during the period assessed, the 6th French-Finnish 
contrastive conference was organized in Helsinki and has resulted in an edited 
volume.

• Editions of Medieval French translations of one work of Petrarch are prepared 
by one researcher in collaboration with a professor from the University of Tours 
in France. Within this project, which has resulted in several articles, earlier ideas 
concerning the reception of the work have been corrected.

• The works of the 16th century Italian author Aretino is now being published 
in an Italian national edition. In this editing project one researcher from the 
department participates, primarily by editing one of Aretino’s comedies.

In addition to these projects which are in collaboration with foreign researchers, 
several projects with partners within Finland are ongoing, such as those on literary 
translation into Finnish and on indirect discourse. One might also mention the 
promising project on address terms in the different Romance languages. It is based 
on questionnaires, taking data from France, Belgium, Switzerland, Spain, and Italy, 
on participant observation, on spoken language corpora, and on literary and film 
corpora. Besides many of those who are research active in the department, students 
are also involved in this project, which has already resulted in several interesting 
articles. As the project has now received more stable financing from the University 
of Helsinki, the panel is convinced that it will be even more successful in the future 
and provide many valuable and new insights in the usage of address terms in French, 
Italian, and Spanish. 

Important research on a more individual basis is also carried out in the department, 
for example the text editions of medieval manuscripts. Editions of this kind have a 
strong tradition in the department and they have constantly been judged to be of 
very high quality. One researcher in the department, who has been working on the 
text edition of the Old French translation of Gratian’s Decreti, has published the last 
of the five volumes of this monumental work during the assessment period. Without 
any doubt, we have in this edition a highly significant contribution to medieval legal 
language, including its vocabulary and syntax, completed by one of the world’s most 
prominent researchers on medieval French. 

The language of written and spoken media, which is becoming increasingly more 
central in research, has interested researchers in French linguistics for some time. 
During the assessment period a valuable and interesting volume has been published 
on this theme, as a result of a conference organized in Paris.

The doctoral theses defended during the period assessed deal to a great extent 
with various aspects of contemporary language, examined from the point of view of 
syntactic and semantic theories and using methods from pragmatics, text linguistics 
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and literary semiotics. They are overall of high standard; in several cases, they have 
been referred to in subsequent international studies.

During the period 1999 – 2004, the department has successfully organized several 
international conferences, many of them related to the different projects and 
individual work going on within the department. These conferences have treated 
the following themes: the language of the media (conference held at the Finnish 
Institute in Paris); French-Finnish contrastive aspects; the language of dialogues; and 
Italian studies.

2 Interaction between research and society
The Department of Romance Languages with its broad and, for some of the 
languages, unique competence in Finland, is of great importance to Finnish society 
and to the country’s possibilities of interacting with the countries in the world 
speaking any of the Romance languages. The panel also wants to stress that the works 
by departmental researchers on the history and culture of past times are essential for 
our understanding of modern society.

The Helsinki Department of Romance languages can point to many different activities 
that show its awareness of the significance of the Romance languages to society at 
large. Thus, just like other language units, the department is deeply involved in the 
training of future secondary school teachers and translators. The department is also 
active in the training of language specialists for general purposes, e.g. journalists 
and editors.

The researchers from the department have played a role as experts in their field, 
such as membership of the Scandinavian assessment group assigned to evaluate the 
teaching of French in Swedish universities. In addition, they are on a number of 
editorial boards, i.e. boards of general linguistic journals, such as Neuphilologische 
Mitteilungen, SKY, Journal of Linguistics, and Faits de langues. The same is valid for 
journals concerning the Romance languages generally, such as Romance Philology
and Revue de Linguistique romane, and for journals specializing in specific periods, 
languages or cultures, such as Bibliothèque du XVe siècle, Lingua Americana, 
UniverSOS, Revista de lenguas indigenas y Universos culturales, and Letteratura 
italiana antica. In addition, different associations related to the Romance languages 
have had members from the department on their boards, for example the Modern 
Language Society, of which one of the professors is now the chair. 

Moreover, the researchers in the department have written popular works and 
articles. These works deal with a wide range of subjects, presenting for example 
countries like Guatemala and cultures such as the Inca or Maya, or older editions of 
French and Italian books in the collections of the National Library of Finland. The 
researchers have also published an Italian textbook and dealt with general language 
problems in Finnish cultural magazines. In addition, they have offered public talks and 
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invited the general public to seminars in order to spread the knowledge of Romance 
languages and of the literatures and cultures in the countries where these languages 
are spoken. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

Many examples of the strengths of the Department of Romance languages have 
already been mentioned above. It is evident that the research staff has made 
a significant progress since the evaluation in 1999. The obvious strength to be 
stressed here is their ability to research and study in not less than seven Romance 
languages. This is a unique range of subjects in a department of Romance languages 
in Scandinavia. 

The panel also wants to stress the high international standard of the research 
publications by the members of the department. The research covers a vast range of 
competences, linguistics, philology, translation studies, and language didactics; the 
competence in literary research is also developing in a very satisfactory way within the 
department. The good milieu at the department has certainly contributed to the fact 
that not less than nine theses were defended during the period 1999 – 2004, with at 
least one thesis in each of the four languages taught as major or minor subjects. 

The contacts with the international and the Finnish community are most satisfactory. 
Thus, researchers take part in both international and national research projects and 
conferences. They have organized a considerable number of international conferences 
during the period and have frequently invited experts from abroad and from other 
parts of Finland. To this it should be added that a promising large-scale project, which 
includes professors, other research staff and students, is now going on within the 
department.

3.2 Weaknesses 

Since the Department of Romance languages as a whole only has around twelve 
research active staff, the number of staff for each of the languages to be covered 
is at a minimum. Thus, one of the strengths of the department, namely to offer the 
possibility to study and research in more Romance languages than any other similar 
department in Scandinavia, also makes the department vulnerable. The reason is that 
the small number of staff has to cover research in three majors (French, Italian and 
Spanish), the minor (Portuguese) and three additional languages. This vulnerability 
is especially obvious in the case of research in Portuguese, but also in Spanish and 
Italian, as the number of staff is so low. This situation also risks hampering the 
promising development of the literary studies in a desired way.
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It seems obvious to the panel that the administrative staff is critically low for 
a department which covers such a wide range of subjects. This results in a heavy 
administrative burden also for the research active staff who take on these 
responsibilities within the department. Moreover, there are few assistantships and 
positions for the doctoral students, which can result in an unstable and difficult 
situation for the postgraduate program.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

It seems clear to the panel that the Department of Romance languages at the 
University of Helsinki by its comprehensiveness and high research standards will 
remain the most important department for Romance studies in Finland. Nevertheless, 
just as other foreign languages departments in Europe, besides the English ones, this 
department will have to face the risk of a decreasing interest in foreign language 
studies in the school system and also at the university level. Therefore, it is a challenge 
to the department to maintain the interest in Romance languages at all levels. The 
panel strongly supports these efforts and is especially pleased with the efforts made 
to create a graduate school for the Romance languages, together with the German 
and Russian languages that are in the same situation in Finland. Such a school 
would certainly be a good incentive for advanced studies in all these languages. It is 
obvious to the panel that research funding in general is a growing challenge to this 
department as well as to other university units in Finland and in Scandinavia.

The researchers of the department will certainly and should continue to publish 
monographs and articles in good refereed journals. They should also continue to 
go abroad for research periods in the countries of “their” language and to invite 
qualified foreign researchers in order to have the necessary contacts, so crucial for 
the success of academic research.

The department is now located in two different premises. The contacts and the 
research collaboration would be facilitated if the entire department could be 
accommodated in the same location.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The department has followed the recommendations from the previous panel and 
has successfully started several new interesting projects. This is excellent, especially 
as the projects have been created in connection with the researchers’ competence 
and in most cases in relation to their previous works. The researchers should be 
given the opportunity to continue in their specialities, as the range of research in the 
department seems relevant. However, if additional resources could be found for the 
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research in all the languages within the department, and especially in Portuguese 
and Spanish linguistics, it would be, without any doubt, to the advantage of the 
department and the university as a whole. 

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

As was pointed out before, the whole department would benefit from joining the 
offices in one location. It also seems that library resources as well as resources to 
participate in conferences need to be increased. 

4.3 Research active staff

The research active persons have very many different tasks to fulfil. The panel would 
like to see that the non-research tasks are lightened and that the efforts continue to 
organize the working load in order to get more continuous research time allotted to 
the research active staff.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

To a large extent the doctoral theses contribute to the impressive research of the 
department. Be sides more extensive possibilities for funding doctoral studies, 
the panel thinks that the doc toral training could benefit from more collaboration 
between the language departments within the University of Helsinki, and perhaps 
also in other Finnish universities, as regards to courses in theory and methods.

4.5 Other issues

The Department of Romance Languages has extensive contacts with other institutions. 
The panel recognizes the successful outcome of these contacts and would like to 
support the idea of even closer networking with other relevant research units in 
Europe and in the rest of the world.

Last but not least, the panel wishes to stress the importance and potential for the 
Department of Romance Languages and also for the University of Helsinki if the 
status of Portuguese were changed from a minor to a major subject. 
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Scandinavian 
Languages and Literature

Panel: Foreign Languages and Swedish

Graham Caie, University of Glasgow, Department of English Language, UK, Chair
Peter Alberg Jensen, University of Stockholm, Department of Slavic Languages, 
Sweden
Tove Bull, University of Tromsø, Det humanistiske fakultet, Norway
Bernard Comrie, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, Department 
of Linguistics, Germany
Gunnel Engwall, University of Stockholm, Department of French and Italian, 
Sweden
Monika Fludernik, University of Freiburg, Englisches Seminar, Germany
Geoffrey Khan, University of Cambridge, Faculty of Oriental Studies, UK
Wolfgang Mieder, Department of German and Russian, University of Vermont, USA
Anders Pettersson, University of Umeå, Institutionen för litteraturvetenskap och 
nordiska språk, Sweden

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

NORDICA is the largest and strongest department of Scandinavian studies in Finland. 
The department is well known and well integrated in the Scandinavian academic 
setting. Since 1999 the number of research active staff has increased from 16 to 21, 
i.e., by about a fourth. Thus, the department seems to put a progressively higher 
emphasis on research, in line with the overall policy of the University of Helsinki.

The department consists of two sections: one for language and one for literature. 
The language section is by far the largest. The strong disproportion in staff between 
the two sections is remarkable and possibly unique for departments of Scandinavian 
languages and literatures in the Nordic countries.

The overall quantitative output of scholarly work is entirely satisfactory, e.g., 9 
monographs and 43 refereed articles in all were published over the period assessed, 
and 13 invited lecturers were given in 2004. The specimens that we have read are 
good texts in their respective genres.
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Seven doctoral dissertations have been produced at the department during the period 
1999–2004. This is an acceptable result but not a really strong one, given the size of 
the department. Doctoral students say that they would wish to see their education 
more structured and formalized.

External funding represented 15.4% of the budget for 2004. This seems to be a good 
ratio for a department in the humanities.

Taken as a whole, the research within the literature section is less impressive than 
the linguistic research, and much of it is relatively popular and essayistic. However, 
both sections have documented real progress within their research fields since the 
last assessment took place. The two sections are now being evaluated together, and 
this, of course, means that the grading of the department is not comparable with 
that obtained by the two sections separately in 1999. 

The language section comprises three professors (four until 2003), five university 
lecturers, three lecturers, three Scandinavian lecturers (teaching Danish, Norwegian 
and Icelandic), three assistants (doctoral students and postdocs) and two 
administrative positions. The establishment of the category of university lecturer in 
2000 has contributed significantly to the increase of research active staff. Compared 
to the number of staff in tenured positions, the number of doctoral students is 
relatively high (around 10). During the period 1999 - 2004 six doctoral degrees were 
awarded.

On the whole the research quality in the language section is high; in certain disciplines 
it is very high, even excellent. A substantial part of the research has been and is 
still carried out within, or in association with, larger projects and has resulted in a 
considerable number of international publications. 

The major linguistic research projects represent the basic research profile on the 
language side and are therefore explicitly mentioned here:

“Finlandssvenska samtalsstrategier” (SVESTRA Finland Swedish Strategies in 
Conversational Discourse) has been running since 1998. This is a large CA (conversation 
analysis) project involving several researchers. Quantitatively, the results up till now 
have been impressive; a substantial number of scientific papers and theses at different 
levels have already come out of the project, and it still generates new research and 
publications. Moreover, another important result is the widespread documentation 
(recordings and transcriptions) of different varieties of modern Finland Swedish. This 
has added considerably to the already very large corpora of the department. 

“Samtalsspråkets grammatik” (GRIS, Grammar in Conversation: A Study of Swedish) 
is a joint project involving four different Scandinavian departments, three in Sweden 
and NORDICA in Finland. The project may be characterized as pioneering research, 
having introduced the subdiscipline of interactional linguistics both in Finland and 
Sweden. Nordica’s part of the project has been concerned with different issues 
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of grammatical theory, especially topological syntax in relation to on-line turn 
construction.

The main objective of the inter-Nordic project “Moderne Importord i Norden” 
(Modern Imports in the Nordic Languages) is to map and analyze the treatment of 
and attitudes toward loan words and borrowed structures in written Finland Swedish, 
Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, Icelandic, Faroese and Finnish. The Finnish part of the 
project was coordinated and led by NORDICA. 

Another Inter-Scandinavian project coordinated by NORDICA as far as the Finnish share 
is concerned, is called “Language Emancipation in Sweden and Finland”. This project 
investigates changes in the status of and the attitudes towards the Finnish language 
in Finland and Sweden. The transition from Swedish to Finnish in the 1800s within 
the educated classes is of the utmost importance as an object of both diachronic and 
synchronic study, and both as a very interesting process in Finnish language history 
and as a significant political change. It affects the formal and informal status of the 
Finnish language even today and, consequently, the status and significance of the 
Swedish language in Finland as well. 

Another project deals with the syntax of Finland Swedish. The aim is to map 
syntactically special or typical features of Finland Swedish. Methods from construction 
grammar, contact linguistics and interactional linguistics come into play.

An interest in (Finland) Swedish as a second language has also recently emerged. A 
longitudinal research on L2 skills in speaking and writing has been launched and the 
first publications have appeared. Additionally, translation studies represent a new 
research interest at NORDICA.

NORDICA is also involved in several research networks, e.g., “Nordic Teenage 
Language” and “Nordic Network in Conversation Analysis”. As is the case with other 
larger projects, this network involvement has also led to valuable publications. 

In addition to this more or less new research orientation, concentrated within research 
projects, researchers at NORDICA are still active within traditional disciplines and 
subfields of Scandinavian linguistics: language history, dialectology, sociolinguistics 
(in which NORDICA has long been particularly strong) and onomastics.

During the period since the last evaluation, and quite in keeping with the advice from 
the then evaluating panel, the research profile has been broadened significantly. 
Issues of grammatical theory and specific methodologies such as construction 
grammar, grammaticalization and interactional linguistics have been taken up, while 
the important research on spoken language remains strong. It seems fair to conclude 
that the research activity in Scandinavian languages at NORDICA is intensive and that 
the overall quality is very good, in some cases excellent. 

In the literature section there is only one professor, who works half-time at the 
department, one university lecturer and one assistant, The Nordic lecturers are 
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however also involved in literary research. One literary dissertation was presented 
during the period treated here. 

The strength of the literature section lies in Finland Swedish literary history. 
Contributions to a large recent literary history of the literature in Swedish in Finland 
constitute a sizeable and important part of the publications during the period. They 
do not necessarily represent original research in the strict sense, but are certainly 
work of considerable scholarly significance.

The staff of the literature section have published extensively during the period; the 
overall impression is that the publications are good specimens of their respective 
kinds but address themselves to a rather wide audience. The only major work of 
literary research proper published by a researcher at the department in the six-year 
period 1999–2004 is a large and very substantial monograph on an important Finland-
Swedish lyric author, Edith Södergran. Her works are placed against the background 
of the German idealist aesthetic tradition and a large number of questions are raised 
about the character of her oeuvre, about the aesthetic ideas behind it, and about its 
influence on later poetry and thinking. 

Finno-Swedish literary history, particularly the time after 1900, is also a dominant 
interest among the doctoral students; there is moreover a marked interest in gender 
studies. Literary studies carried out by the Nordic language lecturers in the language 
section, the lecturer of Norwegian in particular, have resulted in a considerable output 
of papers and even in monographs (and, after the period that concerns us here, in 
a doctoral dissertation). Thus, these Nordic lecturers contribute substantially to the 
literature research.

No projects with external funding are presently carried out in literary studies at the 
department. Attempts are being made to launch a joint research project about the 
literature between the two world wars together with the literary section at the sister 
department at Åbo Academy in Turku.

2 Interaction between research and society
Several of the research projects carried out at NORDICA are of direct societal interest. 
Swedish is an official language in Finland, however at the same time a minority 
language. It goes without saying that the political and social situation of the language 
is of significance both from a political, social and scientific/scholarly point of view. 
Moreover, since Swedish is taught at different levels as L2 to the majority Finnish 
speaking population in Finland, the sub-discipline Swedish as a second language is 
of importance. 

Education of teachers to the Swedish school system in Finland has always been a core 
task at NORDICA and still is. In addition, many teachers who teach Swedish as a second 
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language in the Finnish school system have had their education at NORDICA. Thus, 
there are strong links between NORDICA and the Finnish system of education.

It is obvious that NORDICA takes its responsibility towards the Finnish society seriously. 
In particular, it should be mentioned that the strong CA research orientation has 
led to cooperation with for instance medical doctors. Courses and seminars have 
been arranged, and co-projects with representatives from the field of medicine and 
sociology on medical interaction have been established. Research on Finland Swedish 
sign language has similar ambitions.

Research on language planning and language policy is vital in a highly literate society. 
So are issues concerning language legislation and language rights. These are areas in 
which NORDICA is highly involved. 

The literature section emphasizes, with ample justification, that teachers as well as 
graduate students speak and write extensively about their research non-academically: 
they are active as book reviewers, editors, lecturers, essayists, novelists, and experts 
at various levels. Many of them are active both within the Finland-Swedish minority 
culture and in Finnish contexts. They also make their presence felt in Sweden, 
writing for major Swedish newspapers and editing anthologies available in Swedish 
libraries. 

Last but not least, it should be mentioned that many members of staff are strongly 
involved as professionals in Finnish civil society. They take part in linguistic and cultural 
debates in the media. They are being used as experts – e.g., by the media and by 
different national bodies. They are members of important associations, committees, 
etc., nationally and internationally. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

On the language side, many strengths have already been mentioned under 1: high 
research quality, intensive research in many disciplines, interdisciplinarity, project 
orientedness. The panel would furthermore like to stress the very strong traditions 
of empirical, inductive research, especially in the study of spoken language. In 
Scandinavian sociolinguistics, conversation analysis and discourse analysis, one can 
hardly avoid quoting books, papers etc. having been produced by academics at 
NORDICA. In line with this, the generation of linguistic corpora that has been in 
process for a very long time should also be mentioned as a strength. Moreover, 
the later orientation towards construction grammar is very promising, and the 
publications that have come out in this discipline are at a very high international 
level. The linguists at NORDICA are active in many different professional networks.
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Despite its smallness, and the relatively popular character of much of the research 
produced, the literary section evidently plays an important role in the study and 
formulation of Finland-Swedish cultural identity.

3.2 Weaknesses 

There is a relative scarcity of in-depth, high-quality research within the literary 
sector.

The workload of the staff is very high (much teaching, much administration).

Not much of the research carried out transgresses the borders of the individual Nordic 
countries. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Where the language section is concerned, the research proper functions very well, 
but more publishing outside Scandinavia would be desirable.

In the literature section, one would want to see a larger output of genuine research 
contributions, and naturally also research projects with external funding. 

Giving more structure and consistency to the training and supervising of doctoral 
students represents a challenge (and an opportunity) for both sections.

Given the comparatively low number of staff, the problem of balancing disciplinary 
pluralism and strong specialization within strong research areas is apparent. To 
strike a good compromise between the participation in larger research projects 
and the conducting of individual research represents another a challenge. It is a 
strategic question whether, or to what extent, PhD projects outside the scope of the 
disciplinary competences of the staff should be accepted.

The fact that there is little or no collaboration between the two sections might be 
considered a problem. There are evident opportunities for cooperation in many areas: 
translation studies, pragmatics, genre studies, stylistics, etc. 

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

There is an obvious need for strengthening the literary research in the department. 
Initiating research projects, eventually together with external partners, is a natural 
way of doing this and one that is being attempted. Broadened or intensified contacts 
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with literary researchers in other departments is another possibility that lies near 
at hand. It might be a good idea for the department or the faculty to arrange a 
meeting between all senior staff of the faculty where the respective research interests 
could be presented and possibilities of cooperation investigated. In the long run, 
a strengthening of the research seems most likely to come about through a more 
efficient doctoral programme – cf. the proposals in 4.4 below.

The department has an obvious obligation to continue scholarly publication in 
Swedish. Nevertheless, the panel would like to recommend the department to increase 
the proportion of publications in international languages. Perhaps an explicit and 
conscious language policy could be formulated for the department. 

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

There seems to be little research cooperation between the two sections in the 
department, which may be understandable but is perhaps not altogether felicitous. 
A joint course for doctoral students has been given. We would like to suggest 
experiments with some joint seminars over topics likely to interest staff and doctoral 
students in both sections. 

The available office space is far from ideal, something which affects not least the 
doctoral students. These should be integrated physically into the department in a 
better manner. 

4.3 Research active staff

---

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

We believe that the doctoral education should be given a clearer and more consistent 
structure. In addition, supervisors should have received special training for their task, 
and the rules surrounding supervision (amount, responsibilities, etc.) should be made 
more formalized.

Where the literary doctoral training is concerned, the elements of literary theory 
and of methodological training may well have to be strengthened. Cooperation with 
other literary doctoral training placed in language departments might be considered. 
For instance, a suitable comparatists or suchlike could be brought in as a course-giver 
and as a resource person for supervisors. One might also resume the attempts to 
arrange a graduate school aimed more specifically at the literary doctoral training 
in these departments.
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For the doctoral training in the language section, the department’s 
underrepresentation in the proportion of doctoral students in the graduate school 
LangNet represents a problem that could perhaps be resolved via negotiations with 
the management of the school.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Slavonic and 
Baltic Languages and Literatures

Panel: Foreign Languages and Swedish

Graham Caie, University of Glasgow, Department of English Language, UK, Chair
Peter Alberg Jensen, University of Stockholm, Department of Slavic Languages, 
Sweden
Tove Bull, University of Tromsø, Det humanistiske fakultet, Norway
Bernard Comrie, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, Department 
of Linguistics, Germany
Gunnel Engwall, University of Stockholm, Department of French and Italian, 
Sweden
Monika Fludernik, University of Freiburg, Englisches Seminar, Germany
Geoffrey Khan, University of Cambridge, Faculty of Oriental Studies, UK
Wolfgang Mieder, Department of German and Russian, University of Vermont, USA
Anders Pettersson, University of Umeå, Institutionen för litteraturvetenskap och 
nordiska språk, Sweden

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

Supporting Comments:

The Department of Slavonic and Baltic Languages and Literatures is internationally 
recognised as a major centre of high-quality research across the areas: Russian 
language, Russian literature, and West and South Slavonic and Baltic languages and 
cultures. It is moreover the only university in Finland that offers an MA major and 
opportunities to conduct doctoral research in these languages other than Russian.

Over the period under evaluation the number of research active staff has increased 
from about 20 to about 32, with a near doubling of the number of senior staff and 
a substantial increase in the number of doctoral students from about six to over 
15. Much of this increase stems from the department’s success in attracting outside 
funding, primarily from the Academy of Finland, also in part from INTAS and the 
Centre of International Mobility initiative. During the period of evaluation, external 
funding has risen from just over 320 thousand euros to just over 560 thousand euros, 
from about 23% of total funding to about 32% -- an unusually high level for a 
humanities department.
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The department’s staff published some 56 articles in languages other than Finnish in 
refereed journals, and about 150 articles in languages other than Finnish in collections 
of articles. In addition, 16 scientific monographs (one in electronic form) were 
published, including 9 doctoral theses produced during this period, and 9 scholarly 
volumes were edited. Several of these publications have appeared in internationally 
leading journals, such as Voprosy jazykoznanija and Wiener slawistischer Almanach
or with internationally leading publishers, such as Otto Harrassowitz, Mouton de 
Gruyter, and Routledge. This is an impressive scholarly output. Given the nature 
of the department’s research, it is inevitable that much of its output appears in 
Russian, other Slavonic, and Baltic languages in journals and with publishers in the 
corresponding countries – this is the best way of ensuring that such research reaches 
its intended audience. Some of the department’s research is published in the in-house 
series Slavica Helsingiensia, of which 5 volumes have appeared during the period 
under assessment. We wish to note explicitly that we recommend the continuation 
of this publication practice, as this publication has a high level of international 
recognition, as witnessed for instance by the number of major university libraries 
across the world that subscribe to it and by the fact that its volumes are reviewed in 
major international journals.

A considerable part of the department’s research takes place in organised research 
projects, seven of which have been financed by the Academy of Finland during the 
period under evaluation. On the linguistic side, these are the following:

Russian Functional Syntax (2000-2007) is developing a new semantic-based model 
of Russian syntax, drawing on the inspiration of the leading Western (e.g. Dik, Van 
Valin) and Russian (Bondarko) functional approaches to syntax; this project houses 
five doctoral dissertations (plus one at the University of Tartu) and promises a major 
contribution to our understanding of Russian syntax.

Contacts and Identity in the Balkans, which came to an end formally in 2000, brought 
together researchers not only from this department but also from Classical Philology 
and Comparative Religion, and has led, for instance, to an important publication on 
the development of linguistic Balkanisms, explaining them through extended and 
extensive mutual contact.

Ethnic, Linguistic and Cultural Making of Northern Russia, which started in 2004, is a 
multi-disciplinary project that draws on expertise in Slavonic linguistics, Finno-Ugrian 
linguistics, and archaeology to study the complex history of ethnic and linguistic 
contact in northern Russia; two doctoral theses are being produced within this 
project.

Outlines of South Slavonic Historical Phonology is primarily an individual project.

In addition, the department’s linguists conduct research at a high international level 
in a number of other areas, including Russian morphosyntax, language pedagogy, 
aphasia in Czech, Baltic onomastics, Baltic loanwords in Finnish, and bilingualism 
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involving Russian speakers in the diaspora. The last-named project involves 
collaboration with the Central Asian states and Kazakhstan, as well as more broadly 
with the international community of researchers working on Russian spoken in the 
former Soviet Union, Germany, the USA, Australia, etc. The department’s research 
framework is sufficiently flexible to allow it both to take advantage of the synergy 
of coordinated research project and to allow individual researchers with unique skills 
to develop their programmes.

International contacts are predictably best developed with the countries where 
Slavonic and Baltic languages are spoken, but also with other European countries and 
beyond. For instance, the department provides expertise on Czech to the US-based 
Academy of Aphasia, and is cooperating partner with the University of Leiden on a 
project Birchbark Literacy from Medieval Rus’, funded by INTAS.

During the period under evaluation, the department has produced nine doctoral 
theses, all but one in the field of Russian literature. We return in section 3.2 to the 
virtual absence of linguistic theses during this period, for now noting only that this 
seems clearly to be a temporary gap.

On the side of Russian literature the projects are the following:

Modernism and Postmodernism in Russian Literature and Culture (1995-2002, still 
active in part) has been serving as a framework for a great variety of scholarly 
initiatives, among them 16 doctoral dissertations (12 in Helsinki, 7 of them during 
1999-2004), a large number of articles, and two international conferences, one of 
them within the period of assessment. The external funding (by the Academy of 
Finland, HU, Centre for International Mobility & others) was of decisive importance 
for the financing of the doctoral dissertations.

Narration and History: Turn of the Century in Russian Culture (2002-2005) has 
innovatively united the efforts of literary scholars and leading young Russian 
historians and hosts three doctoral dissertations (two of them connected also with 
the previous project). An international conference was held 2003 (the corresponding 
volume with some 30 articles will appear shortly in Moscow).

St. Petersburg / Leningrad: History – Narration – Present (2004-2007, also supported 
by the Academy of Finland) includes one professor, two postdoctoral scholars, and 
three doctoral students. A big international conference is planned for 2007.

An important part and effect of the projects has been the further development 
of an extensive international network of prominent scholars. One of the gains is 
evident from a spectacular number of invited lectures (on average some 20 per year 
during 1999-2004; in the department’s recent application for the status of Centre 
of Excellence 45 scholars were listed as permanent foreign partners). Significantly, 
opponents at doctoral disputations more often than not are renowned international 
experts. Special mention should be made of the department’s biennial seminars with 
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the departments of Russian Literature and of Semiotics at Tartu and with colleagues 
form Tallinn University. The growing difficulties with financing international activity 
in Estonia have made the conscious efforts on Helsinki’s part to sustain the legacy 
from Tartu invaluable and highly appreciated throughout the scholarly community. 

Two dissertations on major 20th Century poets, Tsvetaeva (1996) and Brodsky (2003) 
have been defended (the latter submitted among ’best publications’), and two others 
on the same poets are in progress. This is most unusual for a single department and 
makes the present one also a centre of studies in modern Russian poetry.

The 1999 assessment report noted a fact which is even more valid today: “In general, 
it is typical of the Department of Slavonic and Baltic Languages that there is excellent 
cooperation and synergy between experienced scholars and younger researchers”. 
During the period under assessment the doctoral students have taken an active 
part in conferences and accompanying publications. The department has actively 
used several doctoral schools — a Nordic one (which came to a close in 2000), the 
Finnish Doctoral school (from 1998 onwards), and the Alexander Doctoral School in 
Russian and East European Studies (from 1997 onwards). Interviewed by the panel, 
the doctoral students’ representatives expressed great satisfaction with the research 
conditions offered by the department.

As mentioned above, the department displays a rare cooperative ability in combining 
the collective projects with individual pursuits. The literary section too provides 
evidence for this in the shape of more traditional historical studies, e.g. of Russo-
Finnish literary connections and Russian émigré writers in the Baltic area; even these 
works are of high quality and important as a concrete tribute to the society that 
hosts the department’s manifold endeavours. Last but not least, the staff includes 
an internationally leading expert on Russian children’s literature.

Research and academic activity at the Department of Slavonic and Baltic Languages 
and Literatures is flourishing. During the last ten years the department has made 
impressive progress. This development was apparent already by the 1999 assessment, 
but has accelerated further since then. The department is now firmly established as 
one of Europe’s leading centres for studies in its fields, and in certain respects, like 
its research cooperation with scholarly communities in the nearby target areas, it 
stands out as unique.

2 Interaction between research and society
As Finland’s leading academic institution in Slavonic and Baltic studies, the 
department’s researchers have been active in relations with Finnish society in the 
publication of textbooks, in popularisation, especially of Russian, and as experts.

On the linguistic side, academic textbooks in Finnish include an introduction to Russian 
language and linguistics and a work on literary traditions and standard languages 
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among the Slavs. A new Finnish-Russian dictionary has been prepared by lecturers at 
the department. A basic Russian language textbook which was published in Finnish 
in 2001 will soon also appear in an English translation, while a TV course has been re-
run several times by the Finnish Broadcasting Company. On the literary side, a ’History 
of Russian culture’ has been published along with a textbook on Russian Formalism 
and an introduction to semiotics. Given the research output mentioned above, this 
additional output by the same group of authors is a great achievement. 

Ten members of the department have written articles, reviews, and comments 
in newspapers, while more than 15 have given TV interviews. This work includes 
presenting and commenting on Russian literature and rock music and a radio series 
on Russian writers.

Among the many expert tasks undertaken by members of the department we would 
note in particular one member’s participation as an adviser to the EU delegation that 
negotiated peace in Serbia in 1999. Other expert service includes editorial service and 
refereeing for journals not only in Finland and in countries where Slavonic and Baltic 
languages are spoken, but also as far afield as the USA and South Africa.

We would note that even the department’s seemingly basic research can turn out 
to have societal relevance, for example when a publication on Baltic loanwords in 
Finnish is shown to throw new light on linguistic aspects of Finnish ethnogenesis, a 
topic of understandably perennial interest to Finnish society.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The department has been very successful in obtaining research funding both 
nationally and internationally; this has been particularly valuable in funding doctoral 
students. The department is moreover ambitious to extend the range of international 
funding. The doctoral students are, in comparison with those in the other language 
departments, very satisfied with research funding, research supervision, library 
resources, and opportunities for travel to conferences and for other research 
purposes.

The singular cooperative spirit has an important share in the continuing research 
results of the department, not only with regard to the doctoral students. In language 
departments, single teachers of “minor” languages often regard themselves as 
overburdened and marginalised. Here, on the contrary, several teachers of other 
languages than Russian expressed (when interviewed by the panel) their gratitude 
towards the department for creative organisational thinking that enables them to 
carry out research work along with their teaching. No doubt the spirit in question 
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is also an important factor behind the department’s extensive network; the 
international scholarly community has responded most positively to the department’s 
collaborative efforts. 

The department is unique in Finland in the range of Slavonic and Baltic languages 
that it offers, both in teaching at the MA level and in research.

One of the strengths of Slavonic research in Helsinki is the excellent set of library 
resources. In particular, the University Library houses the best collection of Russian 
books outside Russia. The proximity of Russia, including in particular the excellent 
library and other resources of St. Petersburg, is an added strength. These were 
explicitly noted as outstanding strengths by the doctoral students and postdoctoral 
researchers – the library resources were even praised by those from Russia!

3.2 Weaknesses 

During the period under evaluation, no theses were produced in Russian linguistics, 
and only one partially linguistic thesis on other Slavonic languages, despite the 
historical strengths of the department in Russian and Slavonic linguistics and the 
fact that eight theses in Russian literature were produced during this period. In the 
course of our site visit it was pointed out that a major factor was that the professor 
of Russian language was vice-rector for six years, which substantially diminished his 
ability to supervise theses. At present, nine theses are in progress in Russian linguistics 
and four in the linguistics of other Slavonic languages. We thus cannot but note that 
there has been a five-year gap in the production of linguistic dissertations, but that 
this problem has clearly been overcome.

An absence of research on 19th century Russian literature is apparent In the 
bibliography and was commented upon by a member of the staff at the meeting 
with the panel. In this respect the department reflects a general problem in ‘Western’ 
Slavonic studies – the almost exclusive set on Modernism and avant-garde since the 
1960s in the wake of the rediscovery of Russian Formalism. The lack of studies in 
19th century literature might deserve attention, since interest in the classical writers 
among scholars and students and in the general readership is growing rather than 
diminishing.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Helsinki has the privilege of holding one the world’s finest libraries and also of 
nearness to Russian libraries and archives. This could speak for a strengthening 
of historical studies. Literature under Soviet rule has not been a topic yet (apart 
from monographs on single texts by two individual writers). At the same time 
the proximity of Finland to the USSR meant that people in Finland experienced 
‘Sovietisation’ at close quarters. Could these facts not motivate an approach to studies 
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in Russian literature and culture under the Soviets? What we suggest could amount 
to supplementing the current project ‘Understanding Russianness’ with a take on 
‘understanding Soviet(Russian)ness’. 

Geographic closeness to Russia per se, with concomitant close commercial and 
other relations, and the level of interest in Russia within Finnish society provides a 
continuing opportunity for the department’s Russian language and literature sections, 
as does the ability to attract the best doctoral students not only from within Finland 
but also from Russia through Centre of International Mobility scholarships.

However, the closeness to Russia can also be all-consuming. With regard to Russian 
literature, the department’s manifold contacts with leading Russian scholars (in 
Russia and abroad) have been hailed above, but one might, at least theoretically, 
detect a certain risk of merging with a predominantly Russian context. In order to 
keep a distance from the Russian scene, in both literature and science, the current 
scholarly network could eventually be supplemented with orientation towards and 
interaction with non-Russian pursuits. In its linguistic research, the department does 
have some international research collaboration with countries other than those where 
Slavonic and Baltic languages are spoken, but such cooperation could also be more 
extensive.

The availability of the Russian electronic corpus Integrum, consisting of some 300 
million documents, is a unique resource that has already enabled the department 
to conduct high-quality research on linguistic phenomena that are insufficiently 
frequent to appear often enough even in the largest previously available corpora. This 
has already led to the publication of an article in Russian Linguistics, internationally 
the leading journal in this field.

A challenge for junior staff working on other Slavonic and on Baltic languages is the 
virtual lack of academic posts in this field in Finland – the only regular professorship 
is that of the department’s incumbent, who is far from retiring age.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The department could develop further international cooperation with countries other 
than those where Slavonic and Baltic languages are spoken, and could develop further 
research on 19th century and Soviet Russia.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

[No further comments]
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4.3 Research active staff

[No further comments]

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The department could consider the possibility of pooling expertise in more general 
areas (linguistic theory, literary theory, professionalism) with the other language 
departments. We emphasise that the department would have much to contribute 
in these areas.

4.5 Other issues

[No further comments]
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Institute for Asian and African 
Studies

Panel: Foreign Languages and Swedish

Graham Caie, University of Glasgow, Department of English Language, UK, Chair
Peter Alberg Jensen, University of Stockholm, Department of Slavic Languages, 
Sweden
Tove Bull, University of Tromsø, Det humanistiske fakultet, Norway
Bernard Comrie, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, Department 
of Linguistics, Germany
Gunnel Engwall, University of Stockholm, Department of French and Italian, 
Sweden
Monika Fludernik, University of Freiburg, Englisches Seminar, Germany
Geoffrey Khan, University of Cambridge, Faculty of Oriental Studies, UK
Wolfgang Mieder, Department of German and Russian, University of Vermont, USA
Anders Pettersson, University of Umeå, Institutionen för litteraturvetenskap och 
nordiska språk, Sweden

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7 

Supporting Comments:

General

The Institute for Asian and African Studies has a unique status in Finland as the only 
academic institution devoted to the teaching and research of these fields. It includes 
specialists in a very wide range of non-European languages. In many cases these 
specialists are continuing internationally respected traditions of research that have 
been developed in Helsinki over several generations. Some of the chairs are among 
the earliest in the university. The development of these traditions of excellence in 
research has brought with it the enrichment of the research environment at the 
Institute for these fields, such as in library resources. The staffing appears to be at a 
minimum in all sections of the Institute. The number of administrative and technical 
assistant staff is inadequate. 
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Disciplines that are specifically characteristic of the Institute are philology and 
comparative linguistics, but other disciplines such as literature, history and 
anthropology are strongly represented in some sections.

The quality of research throughout the Institute is in the large majority of cases of 
a high international standard. This high quality research output has been achieved 
despite the impediments of an increasing amount of administrative work that is 
imposed on research active staff and the growing difficulties in competing for 
research funding from Finnish institutions. Funding for the doctoral students in the 
field is also becoming more difficult to obtain. It is perceived that these difficulties 
arise due to considerations of quantity rather than quality, in that fields with a greater 
number of representatives in the university are given preference. The same applies 
to the difficulties in obtaining ‘Centre of Excellence’ awards, for which apparently a 
certain critical mass of researchers is required.

It is difficult to imagine how the research active staff could improve their already 
excellent performance. What is of concern is the insecure future of several of the 
posts in the Institute. Two fields, Assyriology and South Asian Studies, are headed 
by unestablished personal professorships and there is no guarantee of the future 
continuity of these. Since there is a bare minimum of staff, the discontinuation of the 
posts would result in the abolition of teaching and research in these languages. This 
is demoralizing not only for the staff but also for doctoral students and post-doctoral 
researchers in these fields. Another concern is the burgeoning administrative load, 
which is threatening to prevent research active staff from performing their core duty 
of research.

Due to its unique status, the Institute has been offered special financial support 
(HARVI funding). This funding, however, appears to be diverted for general purposes 
by the university. 

African Studies

This field is very wide and students in this department have the opportunity to study 
a wide range of topics, both linguistic and cultural. Research active staff inevitably 
have to specialize narrowly to achieve excellence. The Department relies on help from 
other institutions to compensate for this lack of teaching expertise in all aspects of 
the discipline, especially through the Erasmus/Socrates exchange programme.

Important contributions of major international significance have been made in the 
field of the language technology of African languages. A Swahili Language Manager 
(SALAMA) has been in development since 1985. A corpus of Swahili texts, containing 
currently 12.5 million words, has been made publicly available since 2004. These 
projects are carried out with close cooperation with the Institute of Kiswahili Research, 
Dar-es-Salaam. The department participates in various international networks relating 
to computational treatments of African languages (such as CO-DEAL and UNISA). 
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Support has been received from the research centre of Rank Xerox in Grenoble. The 
work in the department has inspired South African scholars to develop language 
tools for the official languages of South Africa. International courses in language 
technology have been offered. The work of several Ph.D. students of the department 
has fed into the project. It should be noted that the important work on language 
technology is not reflected in volume of hard copy publication. A large proportion 
of research time is invested in preparation of text corpora and development of 
software. 

Ph.D. students in this section are working also on other fields, most linguistic in 
orientation with a sound descriptive and theoretical basis. A series of impressive Ph.D. 
theses recently completed in the department have been published. 

The Africa section brings further international prestige to the Institute by the fact 
that its staff edits the Nordic Journal of African Studies.

Egyptology

This is a small section of the Institute, with no professor. It, nevertheless, currently 
has 3 doctoral students. It also participates in a wide international network. Students 
regularly attend courses in universities abroad and several students obtaining their 
Masters degree from the Institute are sent to universities elsewhere in Europe and 
to the USA to study for their Ph.D. Administration of the section is difficult due to 
increasing bureaucracy and lack of resources for administrative staff. It consists of 
only one research active staff member, yet she publishes work of a good international 
standard. 

Assyriology

Helsinki is one of the leading centres in the world for research on Assyriology. The 
State Archives of Assyria project is internationally recognized as a leading research 
project in Assyriology. It has produced numerous volumes of the highest scholarly 
value (28 in total for the assessment period). These consist of primary editions 
of numerous texts and accompanying philological and historical studies. All are 
foundational for the study of the neo-Assyrian period and have stimulated further 
research in the international scholarly community. The section has a large number 
of doctoral and post-doctoral researchers supported by external funding. It also has 
wide outreach in the international scholarly community in the Melammu project, 
which studies the intellectual heritage of Assyria and Babylonia. Despite this status, 
the department does not have a permanent professorship. 
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Semitic languages

The potential coverage of this field is very extensive, given the wide geographical 
area of the Semitic language family and long time depth in which Semitic languages 
are attested historically. The research in the department, in practice, focuses mainly 
on Hebrew and Aramaic, as well as studies of the associated cultures, which include 
some research on non-Muslim varieties of Arabic, viz. Judaeo-Arabic and Samaritan 
Arabic and even non-Semitic Jewish languages such as Yiddish.

Important projects are underway on Hebrew and Judaeo-Arabic and Samaritan 
manuscripts in the Firkovitch collections in St. Petersburg. This is the leading study of 
this important corpus of manuscripts in the world at the moment. The publication 
of a critical edition of the Samaritan Arabic Pentateuch is a major contribution to 
research. The volume on the language of Eastern Aramaic incantation bowl texts is 
a very competent and thorough philological study that fills a gap in the description 
of the Aramaic language. The volume on Yiddish in Helsinki is an excellent study 
of both the language and the cultural background. The latter originated as a Ph.D. 
dissertation produced in the department. The department attracts numerous doctoral 
students.

Arabic and Islamic Studies

Although this department has a small number of research active staff, its overall 
research output is very impressive and exceeds that of several leading departments 
of Arabic in other universities with a larger contingent of staff. This is largely due to 
the prolific publication record of the current professor. The submitted book on the 
Maqâma is of the highest scholarly standard and the same applies to the numerous 
other publications that were consulted. These cover a wide range of studies in 
Classical Arabic literature and philology, and beyond. It does not appear that there 
have been many doctoral students over the last few years, though the list of titles of 
dissertations indicates that supervision is offered for a wide range of subjects, which 
relate to both the medieval and modern periods.

South Asian and Indo-European Studies

The staff in this department cover a wide range of languages (Sanskrit, Pali, Hindi, 
Urdu, Tamil, Malayalam, Burushaski etc.) and produce research in many aspects of the 
field (linguistics, history, religion, literature, archaeology and architecture). Such an 
impressive range is not found in many comparable departments in other universities. 
This range is reflected also in the large number of doctoral students who have been 
attracted to the department. The published research is of the highest quality, much 
of it based on fieldwork, which has been a strong tradition in this department for the 
last few decades. Concern is expressed about the future funding of the professorship 
in this department.
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Central Asian Studies

There is no established research active staff in this department. Teaching is done by 
an ‘amanuensis’, but he has nevertheless produced an impressive series of scholarly 
publications. 

East Asian and Altaic Studies

The focus of research of the professor and of the department as a whole is on Altaic 
studies, carrying a well established Finnish tradition in the field. Publications of 
high quality have been produced on various aspects of Altaic languages, including 
diachronic and comparative linguistic studies, as well as typological and areal 
linguistics. Most of the research concerns the geographical areas of Mongolia, 
Manchuria, Tibet and Turkestan. The list of publications includes an impressive range 
of competent linguistic studies produced by doctoral students in the department. 
Most of the library resources are in this field. Recent research has concerned the 
correlation between linguistic entities and biological populations, which has been 
carried in collaboration with genetic scientists from Finland and abroad. Recent 
funding for a project on the Amdo Qinghai region of China will allow the admission 
of more PhD students in Altaic studies.

Japanese Studies

The department is relatively small, consisting of a professor and a lecturer. Necessity 
to teach and supervise students in a wide range of aspects of Japanese studies 
reduces time spent on personal research projects of staff. Despite its small size, the 
department has an international reputation for its research and attracts graduate 
students from neighbouring countries. It was also chosen to host the conference of 
the European Associate of Japanese Studies in 2000.

2 Interaction between research and society
The wide range of expertise in Asia and Africa available in the Institute is of crucial 
importance to the international role and outlook of Finland. Its work on ancient 
languages and cultures is also an important bridge between the modern world and 
the roots of human civilization.

The Institute has offered its services to public media, in recent years this applies 
especially to the Department of Arabic and Islamic Studies. The departments of 
Egyptology and Assyriology have devoted much time and energy to public lectures 
and general public outreach in their fields. The Institute has contributed to the 
training of interpreters. Some departments have also offered linguistic assistance to 
police investigations. Due to the limitations of resources of the Institute, however, 
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some demands from society cannot be met satisfactorily. This applies, for example, to 
the ever increasing interest in modern East Asian politics, history and economics.

Private enterprise and government departments have, unfortunately, not taken 
sufficient advantage of the skills of the Institute offered by their research active 
staff and graduates. 

It is perceived by staff in the Institute that the difficulties that they currently have in 
obtaining doctoral and research grants is due, in part, to insufficient appreciation on 
the part of the university of the Institute’s important role in Finnish society.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

It is clear that all sections of the Institute have produced research of a high 
international standard during the assessment period. Many departments are the 
major centres in the world for specific areas of their field. Well established traditions 
of scholarly excellence are being continued by new generations of scholars who have 
received training in the Institute as undergraduate and doctoral students.

3.2 Weaknesses 

There is a lack of certainty about the continuity of posts, both those of post-
doctoral researchers and those of professorial heads of department. This is not only 
demoralizing to staff but also prevents forward planning of research projects. Indeed, 
since the staffing of individual sections of the Institute is so small, a loss of a post 
will in many cases result in the discontinuation of teaching and research in an entire 
language area. 

There is a recurrent complaint by departments that increasing administrative 
bureaucracy is severely curtailing the time and energy that research active staff can 
devote to research. This has not been accompanied by a corresponding increase in 
administrative assistance. The Institute, indeed, has only one amanuensis, which is 
a disproportionately low amount of administrative assistance compared with other 
departments. 

Although the development of teaching and research in other languages may be 
desirable, the present level of departmental funding for staffing and library resources 
prevents this from being realized. There is currently no professorship in Chinese 
studies in the Institute. Given the importance of Chinese, both as the language of 
one of the earliest civilizations and also as the language of one the growing economic 
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powers on the international scene, the creation of such a professorship would clearly 
be a welcome addition to the Institute. In the case of such a post there may well be 
opportunities for raising funds from external sources.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

One of the greatest challenges for the Institute is the continuation of several of 
their key posts. This applies especially to the two unestablished professorships in 
Assyriology and South Asian Studies. The discontinuation of these could bring about 
the abolition of these subject areas from the Institute. Even if the professorship is 
continued for a further five year period, it is feared that the unestablished nature of 
the post would deter leading scholars from applying for the position. There is concern 
that even the established professorships may be vulnerable in a future round of cuts 
to academic positions by the university. Due to the small number of staff in individual 
sections, such cuts, likewise, may lead to the closure of teaching and research in 
language sections concerned.

The Institute encourages doctoral students to have contact with the international 
academic community. This contact is impeded, however, by lack of funds for travel 
costs. Possible solutions to this are the opportunities offered by Nordic doctoral 
networks. Participation in these would add further to the already heavy administrative 
burden and would be difficult without an increase in administrative assistance. There 
are plans to apply to establish graduate schools for subjects taught in the Institute, 
but it is perceived that such an application will be severely disadvantaged by the 
small size of the fields in the university, as is the case with applications for graduate 
funding from other sources.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

In order to ensure that the excellent traditions of scholarship be maintained, the 
existing professorships should be continued after the retirement of their incumbents. 
These should be established professorships, which secure the future of subject for 
the future.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

Administrative tasks should be reduced rather than increased. The University should 
make an effort to streamline administration and cut down on bureaucracy. If there is 
no reduction, new administrative staff should be appointed in the Institute.
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4.3 Research active staff

Research active staff should be allowed to devote themselves to their core duty, 
namely undertaking research and teaching, and should be relieved of some of the 
administrative duties that have increased in recent years.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Adequate funding and training should be made available for future Ph.D. studies in 
all sections of the Institute. Well qualified students wishing to undertake doctoral 
research in the Institute should be given opportunities for funding and training that 
are equal to those of doctoral students elsewhere in the university.

4.5 Other issues

A proportion of the special financial support known as HARVI funding should be 
allocated to the Institute. 
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Panel 17: Theology

Wendy Doniger, University of Chicago, Divinity School, USA, Chair
André Birmelé, Université Marc Bloch de Strasbourg, Faculté de Théologie 
Protestante
Marjatta Hietala, University of Tampere, Department of History, Finland
Henk Jan de Jonge, University of Leiden, Faculty of Theology, The Netherlands 
Hartmut Lehmann, Max-Planck-Institut für Geschichte, Göttingen, Germany
Håkan Rydving, University of Bergen, Institutt for klassisk filologi, russisk og 
religionsvitenskap, Norway
Turid Karlsen Seim, University of Oslo, Faculty of Theology, Norway
Friedrich Schweitzer, University of Tübingen, Faculty of Protestant Theology, 
Germany

Units of assessment:
Department of Biblical Studies
Department of Church History
Department of Comparative Religion
Department of Practical Theology
Department of Orthodoxy and East European Church Studies
Department of Systematic Theology

General Remarks on the Faculty of Theology
In virtually every department, even the weaker departments, we encountered 
hard-working, well-qualified professors, lecturers, and students who were seriously 
hampered in their work by the basic Damoclean and Darwinian infrastructure of the 
university. Many were anxious and found long-term planning futile due to the lack 
of consistent funding and their consequent inability to count on support for their 
work in the future. The necessity for them constantly to compete for grants in order 
to continue their research wastes a great deal of their time and energy, interferes 
with the development of a cooperative collegiality, and works directly against the 
goal of building a strong department world-famous for their consistent work in 
particular areas of expertise. Given these counterproductive circumstances we found 
that the determination and spirit on the whole were admirably high yet wearing 
thin. Scholars, particularly but not only on the lower levels, are inclined to go away 
to other Universities to pursue work that has not been funded in Helsinki. Positively, 
this can be seen a sign of quality and healthy mobility, but negatively it may drain 
the faculty of competent scholars, since those who remain can plan only relatively 
short-range projects rather than the grand, epoch-making cooperative projects that 
put a great department on the international map.   Under these circumstances, it is 
all the more to the credit of some departments within the theological faculty that 
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they have managed, by hook and by crook, or by tooth and claw, through skill and 
luck in obtaining grants, to do cooperative and on-going projects. With such talent 
available, one can only wonder how many more such projects were still-born through 
failure to negotiate the grant gamut.

Even for those who succeed in obtaining the best grants, the Centers of Excellence, 
for example, there is a “manic-depressive” pattern to the work, the excitement 
of winning the grant, the years of good work, but always the threat that the end 
of the line is nigh, and then, when inevitably it comes (except in cases where it is 
renewed), the bathetic plunge, a sense of loss and uncertainty about the future, 
since there has not been time to plan for a new project while finishing the old one. 
Yet there is only limited funding, and there has to be some way of selecting the most 
promising projects to fund. A system of regular sabbatical leave should be developed 
in all departments. For doctoral students, too, the extremely short duration of most 
grants prevents them from continuing their work uninterrupted as is so important 
for language work, historical work, philosophical work, any serious work. We would 
therefore recommend   that the faculty despite the scarcity of financial resources, 
strengthen the practice already established in the Graduate School, and award more 
long-term grants to good doctoral students, with periodic review to make sure they 
are doing their work well.

The general policy of doctoral and post-doctoral studium interruptum pervades the 
entire system. Though most university lecturers and professors are tenured, there are, 
again, given the fact the system depends so heavily on external funding for research, 
too many staff members serving on the faculty for years and years without a tenured 
position and with no security beyond the funding of a particular project. Thus there 
can be no expectation that, as long as a scholar continues to work well, promotion 
will follow. It is hard to build a good faculty with expertise in a particular area when 
you do not know who the faculty will be from one year to another.

The competition for funding skews the quality control of doctoral students, as well as 
the general atmosphere of research, in another way as well. We deplore the lowering 
of linguistic requirements in the masters programs, since this will affect those doctoral 
programs that still maintain, as they should, language requirements in Greek, Latin, 
and Hebrew for those working in the history of Christianity and the interpretation 
of its texts. Faculty are encouraged to admit as many doctoral students as they can 
work with responsibly, but some of those who are admitted are minimally qualified, 
and, as a result, some doctoral students lack sufficient funding.

We need to consider how many doctorates can be produced in each area with 
adequate supervision; in some areas, professors produce excellent work that gives 
the department its high standing in the world, but they do not supervise students, 
leaving that to the lecturers. In other areas, doctoral students seem quite content 
with the supervision that they receive. Post-doctoral students would appreciate more 
supervision, especially in the first year of their post-doctoral work. And even when 
doctoral students do finish the program, there is no promise of an academic job at the 
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end of the long road. With such a large number of doctoral students a certain level 
of competition is to be expected, and some do find jobs in the  Church, but for most 
such jobs it is not necessary to have a doctoral degree. The lack of a tracking system 
for doctoral students also makes it impossible for the department, or anyone else, to 
see how  many students are still actually engaged in doctoral work, how many have 
fallen by the wayside, and how many are active and on the road to receiving their 
degrees. It is therefore hard to see what progress is being made, statistically, in the 
distribution of such matters as gender, time to completion of degree, and so forth, 
or to calculate realistically how many students are likely to be on the job market at 
any given time.

There is a need for more international networking at all levels and all stages of 
research and employment. It seems unfair to require more of Finnish researchers than 
of those who grow up speaking more widely spoken languages, but the plain fact 
is that Finnish scholars, both students and faculty, must publish both in Finnish and 
in other, more widely spoken languages if they are to serve the dual constituencies 
for their work. Publication in Finnish is clearly essential in order for the universities 
to serve their own society, but publication in other languages is necessary if Finnish 
scholars are to be leaders in their fields and to find jobs outside of Finland. Finding 
more jobs outside of Finland would both extend the influence of the department 
and go some ways to solving the problem caused by the limited number of jobs 
available in Finland. Knowledge of French, German, and English is necessary in order 
to participate in the scholarship of the wider world. Fewer doctoral students, funded 
consistently and working closely with faculty on whom they can rely to remain in 
Helsinki and to continue with their own long-range projects, is the ideal to strive for. 
And, on the other hand, it would be good to create special scholarships to attract 
doctoral students from abroad, as many are daunted by the prospect of learning 
Finnish and might need extra inducements. On the other hand, many of the Finnish 
doctoral students are quite fluent in English even now. It would therefore be helpful 
to conduct as many doctoral seminars in English as is possible now, and all the more 
when more foreign students are present.

Two final points. It is in the nature of the discipline that some subjects, such as 
history, will be studied in more than one field. And indeed there is some degree of 
cooperation between the different departments, both in areas where there is such 
overlap and in others where, rather, there is a complementarity of approaches to the 
same or related subjects. But we also felt that there was not as much cooperation 
as there could be, that there were areas in which mutual discussion would be of 
great benefit. Examples of this are given in the following individual evaluations. Such 
further cooperation might be of particular use in dealing with the final problem, 
maintaining adequate library resources. This is a problem that Helsinki shares with 
the rest of the academic world, but the crisis in Helsinki is particularly serious because 
of two special factors: (a) during the economic crisis of the 1990’s there were very 
few acquisitions; (b) there are limited facilities for inter-library loans. There are some 
first-rate collections in some departments that should be maintained and increased, 
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and serious lacks in other departments that need to be rectified. Such matters might 
best be addressed by the theology faculty as a whole.

Finally, we strongly recommend that the Faculty be given the opportunity to enlarge 
the active research staff in the future so that the various lacunae that we found at 
present can be filled and so that a number of innovative research activities that are 
being planned can be actualized. We are confident that the potential to carry out 
such activities is there, and highly qualified scholars to fill the posts can be found.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Biblical Studies

Panel: Theology

Wendy Doniger, University of Chicago, Divinity School, USA, Chair
André Birmelé, Université Marc Bloch de Strasbourg, Faculté de Théologie 
Protestante
Marjatta Hietala, University of Tampere, Department of History, Finland
Henk Jan de Jonge, University of Leiden, Faculty of Theology, The Netherlands 
Hartmut Lehmann, Max-Planck-Institut für Geschichte, Göttingen, Germany
Håkan Rydving, University of Bergen, Institutt for klassisk filologi, russisk og 
religionsvitenskap, Norway
Turid Karlsen Seim, University of Oslo, Faculty of Theology, Norway
Friedrich Schweitzer, University of Tübingen, Faculty of Protestant Theology, 
Germany

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

Supporting Comments:

The Department of Biblical Studies is recognized as having international excellence 
and belongs to the leading European departments in the field. The majority of the 
scholarly publications are at a high international level and most others at a good 
international level.

During the period under review most of the Department’s research staff was involved 
in the Centre of Excellence ‘Formation of Early Jewish and Christian Ideology’ (2000-
2005) funded by the Academy of Finland. This large research programme has been 
admirably productive of scholarly publications, monographs as well as articles in 
refereed international journals, international multi-authored volumes and doctoral 
dissertations. 

The Centre has functioned as a well organised and well managed whole, capable 
of controlling the quality of its research. Both the number and the quality of the 
doctoral dissertations that were completed and defended in the period under review 
are commendable; the majority meet high international standards. Their topics are 
relevant, the questions well posed, the argumentation often sophisticated and 
innovative. 
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The publications of the senior staff cover a broad range of fields of interest and 
topics, from early Israelite prophecy and its Assyrian analogies, through early Christian 
literature inside and outside the biblical canon, down to the Nag Hammadi literature, 
all considered in their socio-historical context. The publications demonstrate a great 
variety of sound methods and approaches, not only ‘classical’ critical-historical 
methods but also more recent ones, informed by the social sciences and rhetorical 
criticism. The publications also show a beneficial awareness of methodological 
questions and reflection upon such questions.

2 Interaction between research and society
The Department appeared to be aware of its duty to serve society at large by 
making its expert knowledge available to audiences outside the university (religious 
congregations, schools, media, the legislator, the senior university, committees of the 
Church of Finland, interested individuals).

The Department also showed an awareness of the necessity to impart this sense of 
intellectual responsibility towards society to its young researchers. The Department 
involves them in the implementation of this task.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

1. The Department comprises a considerable number of experienced, 
internationally reputed senior researchers, active in a variety of important 
fields of study, as well as a number of competent and promising young 
researchers. The enthusiasm for research in the Department is obvious and 
inspiring.

2. These researchers have proved to be willing and able to co-operate with 
each other in various combinations. Together they create an atmosphere 
that is fruitful for the recruitment and education of new generations of 
researchers. 

3. The Department has proved to be able to attract substantial amounts of 
external funding.

4. The research of the members of the Department reflects a wide range of 
sound methods and approaches, both classical and newer ones (literary 
critical approaches, history of religions approach, tradition criticism, redaction 
criticism, elements of rhetorical and narrative criticism and sociologically 
informed approaches).
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3.2 Weaknesses 

The assessment committee readily recognizes that archaeology is an indispensable, if 
not the most important source for the historiography of Israel and that the Kinnaret 
Excavation Project is a most valuable supplement to the study of Israel’s history on 
the basis of literary sources. The didactic significance of the Project cannot be denied. 
There can be doubts, however, as to whether there is sufficient methodological 
expertise in the Department, in the University of Helsinki or even among the other 
participants in the Project, for the supervision of doctoral students working in Helsinki 
on Kinnaret material. The senior staff involved in the project should try to compensate 
for possible deficiencies and prevent disappointments. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

(a) The research conducted in this Department can build on a solid basis laid some 
twenty years ago and continuously consolidated since then. The Helsinki group 
of biblical scholars has an excellent position to continue outstanding work of 
international standing.

(b) After the expiration of the Centre of Excellence in the autumn of 2005, the 
Department is in a good position to submit applications for external funding of 
one or two smaller projects building on projects that belonged to the expiring 
programme. This might apply to a project on ‘Gnosticism’ and to one on early 
Judaism and early Christianity in their social context.

(c) The retirement of at least two professors in the period 2005-2011 may be a 
natural occasion to reconsider the direction of the Department’s research. 
Some strong elements of this research, however, should be retained: an interest 
in the historiography of Israel, the study of the beginnings of Christianity as 
a movement in continuity and discontinuity with certain Jewish traditions, a 
history of religions approach to early Christianity, and an interest in Jewish 
and early Christian literature irrespective of their being canonical or non-
canonical.

(d) The outstanding results of the close co-operation between various researchers 
involved in the Centre of Excellence 2000-2005 can and should encourage 
members of the Department to continue to engage in new common 
projects.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

(a) See 3.3 (b) above.

(b) See 3.3 (c) above.

(c) A commendable number of the Department’s scholarly publications are already 
appearing in English. The international impact and visibility of the Department 
will be further enhanced if a still greater percentage of the publications will 
appear in English. Biblical studies is an international discipline.

(d) The text-critical work on the Septuagint could fruitfully be followed up by 
contextual studies of different parts of the Septuagint. Different portions of 
this translation have originated at different times and reflect very different 
translation techniques. Can different stages of the translation, or different 
parts of it, be traced back to different groups or movements in Hellenistic 
Judaism?

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

4.3 Research active staff

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

(a) Care should be taken to ensure that doctoral students entering into the 
Department’s doctoral programme have the language skills needed for a 
successful completion of their doctoral work.

(b) International mobility of doctoral and postdoctoral students, both incoming 
and outgoing, should be stimulated more actively, not only to attend 
conferences but also to stay for at last some months at good research institutes 
abroad. Funding should be allocated for this.

(c) The Department might consider new ways to encourage doctoral students to 
come to Helsinki.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Church History

Panel: Theology

Wendy Doniger, University of Chicago, Divinity School, USA, Chair
André Birmelé, Université Marc Bloch de Strasbourg, Faculté de Théologie 
Protestante
Marjatta Hietala, University of Tampere, Department of History, Finland
Henk Jan de Jonge, University of Leiden, Faculty of Theology, The Netherlands 
Hartmut Lehmann, Max-Planck-Institut für Geschichte, Göttingen, Germany
Håkan Rydving, University of Bergen, Institutt for klassisk filologi, russisk og 
religionsvitenskap, Norway
Turid Karlsen Seim, University of Oslo, Faculty of Theology, Norway
Friedrich Schweitzer, University of Tübingen, Faculty of Protestant Theology, 
Germany

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

In the last research assessment, the Department of Church History was rated 5. During 
the past six years, the members of the Department have made an effort to draw the 
right kind of conclusions from the recommendations given to them in 1999, and they 
have done so very effectively. As a result, the research done in the Department since 
1999 deserves a higher rating. Two matters should be added, however. First, the 
Research Assessment Committee came to the conclusion that some projects pursued 
in the Department deserve the highest possible rating of 7, while others can be 
characterised as at a good international level, that is, as a rating of 5. This results, in 
sum, in a rating of 6. Second, the rating with 6 should be seen as a challenge to strive 
further for improvement. As indicated under 3.3, there are still many opportunities 
and challenges for researchers in the Department of Church History.

During the past six years, research was concentrated on four time periods: First, 
the Middle Ages; second, the Reformation; third, the Enlightenment; and fourth, 
Contemporary Church History. High-quality studies were published in all four of 
these periods, both in Finnish and in international languages. Research was focused 
primarily on Finland and the other Scandinavian countries, but also on the Baltic 
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countries and Russia, on British and German history, and on those aspects of the 
history of the Third World that were connected with missionary endeavours and 
the history of missions. In some of these projects, the history of institutions can 
be identified as a typical methodological approach; in other projects the history of 
ideologies and the history of doctrines was central; and yet others the interest in 
religious movements, in particular in the role of revivals.

In sum: Research in the Department of Church History covered major themes and 
important topics of interest both to Finnish society and to the international scholarly 
community. The scholars actively engaged in research in the Department of Church 
History managed to strike a good balance between publications in Finnish and 
publications in English as well as in German. This considerably improved contacts with 
scholars in the English- as well as the German-speaking countries without neglecting 
the relationship with Finnish society. 

Three projects deserve to be mentioned especially:

First, research on central themes of Finnish church history from the Reformation to the 
era of Enlightenment and into the twentieth century. This clearly demonstrates once 
again the leading role of the Department of Church History within the profession of 
Finnish church historians. It is important that the majority of these studies is being 
published in Finnish, Through this, they become available to the Finnish reading 
public and also to pastors active in the Finnish Lutheran church. The Department 
of Church History in the Faculty of Theology is the only Finnish-speaking research 
centre in the field of church history in the world. The researchers in this unit have 
been able to live up to the expectations of both the Finnish scholarly world and the 
international community of scholars. 

Second, research on the church history of the Baltic countries, especially Estonia, is 
a major achievement of the Department of Church History. As research facilities in 
the Baltic countries continue to be rather limited, at least for the time being, the 
church historians of the University of Helsinki fulfil a function of major international 
importance. As they have the necessary language skills, and as they have access to 
the archives in the Baltic countries, they have been able to produce path-breaking 
research, in particular on the history of the Baltic churches in the period of the second 
world war and the following Soviet occupation, that is on the Baltic churches as they 
were confronted first with Nazi ideology and then with Communist indoctrination.

The project on the Churches and the Integration of Europe was also accomplished in 
the time-period that has to be assessed in this report. Scholars from Helsinki were 
the driving force behind this international project. This project was the first project 
in the field of humanities that received financial support from the European Union 
in Brussels; many other projects that had been developed in the field of humanities 
and sent to Brussels failed. The results of this project were presented to members of 
the European Parliament and to delegates of international organizations in 2004. The 
effects of this initiative are manifold: International cooperative networks have come 
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into existence that can also be used in the future; the contemporary church history 
of Europe has been established as major field of research on an international level; 
last but not least, the Department of Church History at the University of Helsinki has 
proven to be able to perform an international task very well. 

2 Interaction between research and society
The department of Church History is the only institute in the world that teaches 
Finnish Church History. That is why it is so important to publish in Finnish both 
research books with high quality and textbooks, handbooks, and popular books and 
articles. The Department of Church History has been excellent in fulfilling this task. 

There is a continuing demand in the Finnish Society for well written and documented 
history as well popular books. It is therefore also important to publish in Finnish 
in order to strengthen Finnish identity. Scientific publishing houses like the Finnish 
Literature Society referee all submissions and accept only a few book manuscripts 
for publication. This concerns especially dissertations. The submission report states 
that the Finnish Literature society accepted two dissertations and several books by 
the staff for their series. This shows the high quality of the research done at the 
department. 

Writing textbooks and handbooks is an essential part of the task of the Staff at 
the department as well as participation in big national research projects. Several 
researchers of the Department have actively participated in writing biographical 
articles for the ongoing national biography-project (published both as a book series 
and on the internet).

Staff members as well as doctoral students and post-doctoral students have succeeded 
in disseminating the latest knowledge in their work. Church historians as well as 
historians are regularly interviewed in radio and in the press.

All of these activities give church historians of the department a national visibility 
and a strong presence in the society at large.

Members of the Department have received high awards. Furthermore, their expertise 
is regularly in demand by members of the Evangelical Lutheran Church, Finnish 
universities, scientific societies, public and private foundations. The members of the 
department have acted as external evaluators for professorships, dissertations and 
applications for projects in Finland and abroad. 
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The department has opened up new areas of research on various regions (Russian 
and former East European Countries, especially Baltic countries and Romania), themes 
(gender studies), and periods (contemporary church history, medieval history).

For example, in the area of Baltic studies they have published four monographs on 
Estonian churches (one by an Estonian author) as well as books and articles on Latvian 
and Lithuanian churches and one dissertation on Romanian and East-Germany. They 
have also created an international network of Baltic historians. We recommend that 
the book project be continued and perhaps also expanded to include books printed 
during the 19th century.

The department has been very active in securing research funding not only from the 
Academy of Finland, but also from the EU (Churches and European Integration). These 
research projects have made an impressive contribution to publications, of which 
many are at the high international level. 

On the list of the nine best publications there are six books published in languages 
other than Finnish, two of those by international publishers. The volume of articles 
published in international refereed journals has also increased.

International cooperation with Nordic, German and Baltic scholars has not only 
increased the mobility of researchers and international publishing but also created 
permanent networks between scholars and students. The EU-project and the Norden 
og Europa project are particularly good examples of this.

The Department has created a cohesive good environment for research and has 
encouraged female students to continue their studies to the doctorate. Finnish 
associations/societies have given awards to several staff and researchers for their 
studies.

3.2 Weaknesses 

In training students to do research and to become productive members of the 
active research staff, the established members of the Department should encourage 
discussions on recent developments in methodology. This is not to say that each 
and every fashionable trend should be followed, but, rather, that the researchers 
should be made aware of the relationship between the methods that they employ 
and the methods in the field of general history as well as the ongoing discussion 
about these methods in the international community of historians. It should be 
added, however, that this weakness is not confined to the field of church history at 
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Helsinki. Church historians of many countries have difficulty in keeping up-to-date in 
the field of methodology and in reading the relevant methodologies in the field of 
general history in order to advance their particular area of research, church history. 
The department’s profile in publishing internationally could be even better.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

There are three particularly good ways to strengthen research in the field of church 
history:

First, a way should be found to continue the project on the churches and the 
integration of Europe. Within the political and cultural framework of a uniting 
Europe, the role of religion and the churches has to be discussed very intensively in 
the coming years. Politicians active in the unification of Europe have to be informed 
about the historical background, the conditions and the problems of the multitude 
of religions and churches in Europe. Only then will they be able to build a legal and 
political framework that secures religious tolerance and that guarantees religious 
pluralism within the context of the multicultural and multiethnic societies in Europe. 
Research on religion in contemporary Europe should be seen as a contribution to 
prevent the sorts of religious conflict that have been sadly evident in Ireland up until 
recently or witnessed in the countries of former Yugoslavia. Furthermore, most of 
the immigrants from the Third World in present-day Europe are quite religious. This 
means that they import new religions into a continent characterized by established 
churches, by individualized religion, and by the progress of secularization. For decades 
to come, therefore, the question of religious pluralism in a uniting Europe will be of 
enormous political importance.

Second, as long as researchers in the field of church history in the Baltic countries 
continue to suffer from lack of funds, church historians at Helsinki should continue 
their research on Baltic church history very actively. They have performed this task in 
the past in an impressive manner, but the time to discontinue has not as yet come. 
Perhaps ways and means should be found in the coming years to develop cooperative 
projects with church historians from the departments of church history in the Baltic 
countries. This would secure continued support from the University of Helsinki. At the 
same time, church historians of the Baltic countries would be enabled to develop their 
own strengths and to define their own agenda of research. Research on Baltic church 
history can also be seen as an attempt to investigate the role of churches under the 
pressure of totalitarian ideologies and in an era of total war. Comparing the history 
of churches in Baltic countries with the history of the church in Finland also makes 
it possible to discuss the relationship of religion and nationalism and the writing of 
national church histories. Again, this is a major theme of international dimension.

Finally, third, in recent years, especially in some countries of the Third World, but also 
in parts of Europe, religious movements with a charismatic character have begun to 
play a prominent role. This poses a special challenge for church historians. In order to 
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understand these recent religious phenomena better, they should investigate, once 
again, but with new questions and within the framework of a new research agenda, 
the history of revival movements and religious awakenings in the past. Should we 
understand these new religious movements as a reaction against modernization, or 
as part and parcel of a modernizing society? The church historians at Helsinki would 
be well equipped to give sound answers to these questions. 

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

In addition to the points made under 3.3, two matters should be mentioned here:

First, in the past few years, the researchers at the Department of Church History have 
built international networks and have engaged successfully in international scholarly 
activities. They are encouraged to continue these efforts in the future, to take part 
in international conferences in their field, to be engaged in exchange programs, 
to invite foreign scholars in their field to Helsinki, and to organize international 
conferences themselves, and they should be given the financial means to do all of this. 
Finnish church historians have much to offer. They should be given the opportunity 
to be active and productive parts of the international community of scholars in their 
field. 

Second, researchers in the Department of Church History have attempted to 
concentrate their work in the past few years. They have been especially active 
in the history of certain periods and certain regions. In order to achieve an even 
more distinct profile for their work within the international community, they are 
encouraged to concentrate their research even further. Of course, within the field of 
teaching they should cover the whole history of the church throughout the centuries. 
In their research, however, they should attempt to pool their resources. As personnel 
and finances are limited, this seems to be the only way to secure an even stronger 
impact for the results of their research in the future than in the past. The members 
of the Department should identify suitable areas of research for such concentration. 
It goes without saying that Finnish church history should not be neglected.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

As the problems in this area are not limited to church history but apply to the whole 
field of theology, see the general part of this assessment report.

In addition to the strong language programme (Latin, Greek and Hebrew ) at the 
faculty, doctoral students should be encouraged to learn even more languages (not 
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only Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian, but also French, Spanish, German, Italian and 
Russian). This will advance not only their research but also their careers. 

4.3 Research active staff

Within the Faculty of Theology, the Department of Church History is one of the smaller 
research units. As a result, not all of the relevant areas and aspects of the history of 
the church can be addressed in the various research projects of the Department. In 
particular, the history of the church in late antiquity and in the early middle ages has 
not been studied intensively in recent years. This is regrettable, but unavoidable. It 
is strongly recommended, however, that ways be found to fill the present lacunae 
with innovative research activities in the future. The potential to do this is there, and 
highly qualified scholars to work in these areas can be found.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Specialised courses in methodology and the theory of history could be added to 
the curriculum for doctoral studies. Longer periods of research abroad are strongly 
recommended as they form a precondition for improved international networks and 
even job possibilities in other countries.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Comparative 
Religion

Panel: Theology

Wendy Doniger, University of Chicago, Divinity School, USA, Chair
André Birmelé, Université Marc Bloch de Strasbourg, Faculté de Théologie 
Protestante
Marjatta Hietala, University of Tampere, Department of History, Finland
Henk Jan de Jonge, University of Leiden, Faculty of Theology, The Netherlands 
Hartmut Lehmann, Max-Planck-Institut für Geschichte, Göttingen, Germany
Håkan Rydving, University of Bergen, Institutt for klassisk filologi, russisk og 
religionsvitenskap, Norway
Turid Karlsen Seim, University of Oslo, Faculty of Theology, Norway
Friedrich Schweitzer, University of Tübingen, Faculty of Protestant Theology, 
Germany

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5

Supporting Comments:

Although many of the publications that we evaluated are at a good international 
level, characterized by breadth and often by originality and depth, and a few (in our 
opinion, less than one third) are even at a high international level, some of them do 
not even reach a fair international level when it comes to research quality.

The Department of Comparative Religion carries out research in an extremely wide 
variety of areas. The research output is considerable, especially if one takes into 
consideration the fact that for most of the period the department has had only one 
professor and a very small number of paid research staff. However, when it comes 
to the organisation of research, strategic planning, and cooperation both within the 
department and with other research units, much has to be done.

One member of the group strongly opposed the rating of 5 and the supporting 
comments above, assessed the majority of the submitted works at a good international 
level or better and more than one third at a high international level, and would have 
given the department the rating of 6. This member of the panel also noted a clear 
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improvement in both quality and quantity of research since the former Research 
Assessment Exercise in 1999 when the department was given “a high level 5.” The 
consensus, however, remained at 5.

2 Interaction between research and society
One of the clear strengths of the department is its diverse and intense interactions 
with society. The staff members are used as experts in media, for UNESCO, the EU, as 
well as national and international publishers. They often give talks for the general 
public, have published many books and articles that popularize research, and have 
been responsible for several exhibitions. At a time when religion is in focus in many 
discussions of politics, gender, multiculturalism etc., the demands on the Department 
of Comparative Religion to inform society at large about any aspect of any religion 
becomes more and more pronounced. The department takes these challenges very 
seriously. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

Among books of special interest, we would like to mention the seminal series 
of cognitive studies, the studies on shamanism and northern cultures, and 
multiculturalism, all of them breaking new methodological and theoretical ground. 
Other notable monographs have, with various theoretical approaches, dealt with 
attitudes and interpretations in comparative religion, women caring for dying persons 
(a book that won the Dissertation prize of the University of Helsinki and should be 
translated into English), and the Finnish scholars Rafael Karsten and C. A. Gottlund. 
Half of the publication category consisting of dissertations and such monographs 
which have appeared elsewhere than in the University of Helsinki publication series 
were published in an international language. 

It is commendable that researchers at the department have edited and participated 
as authors in several thematic multi-author works, some of them published by leading 
Finnish, some by leading international publishers. Other interesting books have been 
published in the department’s own book series, for example one on ethnography of 
religion, one on religion and gender, and one on the use of rhetoric in Comparative 
Religion. Unfortunately, some of these books have only been published in Finnish, 
even if the articles are at a fair, good, and in some cases even at a high international 
level. 

The staff of the department has published more than 70 articles in journals using 
the referee evaluation system, and nearly two thirds of these are in an international 
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language, most of them published in leading international journals. This is one of the 
most important strengths of the department. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

In order to improve the quality of research, in 1999 the department was asked to 
publish more in international languages, to try to handle the extreme diversity of 
research themes by forming a few larger research units, to set priorities among the 
different themes, to be more restrictive in accepting new postgraduate students so 
that those accepted would get sufficient supervision and methodological training, 
and to increase cooperation with other departments both at Helsinki University and 
at a few foreign universities. Only some of these suggestions (for example, more 
publications in international languages) have been followed up.

The Department of Comparative Religion has been very productive when it comes 
to doctoral degrees per professor. This is remarkable, due to the fact that time for 
supervision and methodological training in seminars has been very limited. Even if 
the situation has improved since 1999, especially after the new chair was filled, the 
situation for the postgraduate students has still to be improved considerably. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The comparative study of religions is a field of study and research characterized by 
multiplicity: empirically, methodologically and theoretically. The only limiting tool is 
the concept “religion”, which scholars of religion, however, tend to define in many 
different ways, some more narrowly (belief in/communication with gods, spiritual 
beings, non-empirical entities, etc.), others much wider (ultimate concern, crucial 
values, rituals and narratives that help individuals and groups survive suffering and 
hardships, etc.). A consequence of the multiplicity typical of the field combined with 
the lack of consensus as to what scholars of religion really do (or should do) when 
they study “religion” is that departments of Comparative Religion often become 
more or less amorphous. The individual scholar pursues his or her individual research 
interests in contact with other persons with similar interests at other departments or 
universities, but with little or no contact and cooperation with colleagues at his or 
her own department. This situation seems to characterise the Helsinki Department 
of Comparative Religion, despite the thematic book projects involving several 
researchers at the department. There seems to be too little strategic planning and 
too little cooperation among the scholars at the department. This lack of a clear 
departmental strategy lays a heavy burden on the individual scholar and, especially, 
on the postgraduate students. At a time when economic resources are limited, the 
department should focus on a few central themes – for example, cognitive studies, 
indigenous Finnish religion, multiculturalism – in order to improve the quality 
of research. Only then there will be any synergetic effects of being a group (a 
department!) working in the same direction, instead of individual scholars doing 
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their things in total freedom – and isolation. The three approaches mentioned in the 
submission form (understanding, explaining, being critical) could be a starting point, 
but they are so wide that they could easily be counterproductive, further postponing 
the necessary discussions and decisions about actual strategy. 

International contacts have increased during the period, especially through the youth 
research programmes, the involvement of individual scholars in international projects, 
and more mobility (both to and from the department). However, the department is 
strongly urged to take more international initiatives and to make research agreements 
with departments in other countries. These initiatives and agreements ought to be 
decided upon on the basis of the strategic research choices that are made. 

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

See above!

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The department staff spoke to us about the lack of archival facilities for the 
humanities at Helsinki University. We support the efforts of the department to induce 
the University to create such facilities. 

Doctoral students mentioned the lack of space (private offices) for researchers, and 
especially for the postgraduate students. We urge the University to improve the 
infrastructure of the department in this respect, since it would ease the research work 
considerably and thereby improve the quality of research.

4.3 Research active staff

Even though the department has launched several research projects, much more 
could be done with applications for scholarships and money to fund larger research 
projects.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

See above!

4.5 Other issues
None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Practical 
Theology

Panel: Theology

Wendy Doniger, University of Chicago, Divinity School, USA, Chair
André Birmelé, Université Marc Bloch de Strasbourg, Faculté de Théologie 
Protestante
Marjatta Hietala, University of Tampere, Department of History, Finland
Henk Jan de Jonge, University of Leiden, Faculty of Theology, The Netherlands 
Hartmut Lehmann, Max-Planck-Institut für Geschichte, Göttingen, Germany
Håkan Rydving, University of Bergen, Institutt for klassisk filologi, russisk og 
religionsvitenskap, Norway
Turid Karlsen Seim, University of Oslo, Faculty of Theology, Norway
Friedrich Schweitzer, University of Tübingen, Faculty of Protestant Theology, 
Germany

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5

Supporting Comments:

The numerical rating of the department’s research as 5—i.e., of the same quality as 
six years ago—clearly does not reflect the important improvements that have been 
achieved in a number of respects. If intermediary ratings were possible, a rating of ‘5 
to 6’ could have been considered in order to do justice to these improvement, and two 
members of the committee did vote for a higher rating, though the majority voted 
for a rating of 5. In any case, the research of the department has certainly not lost in 
over-all quality but has clearly improved in some important respects. Consequently, 
our observations that follow should be read not as just supporting a rating of 5 but as 
an attempt to give a more differentiated picture of research work that is improving, 
taking account of its specific strengths and weaknesses.

The evaluation of the research in practical theology by colleagues who, for the most 
part, are unable to read publications in Finnish, must start out with a general caveat. 
While there are about 40 publications in so-called international languages from this 
field in the given period of time, there are many more Finnish publications that 
could not be subjected to expert evaluation to the same degree as the international 
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publications (although the effort has been made to include these publications 
for evaluation with the help of Finnish-speaking panelists). Among the different 
theological disciplines, practical theology is certainly the one that must first address 
national audiences—pastors, teachers, church leaders, politicians, the local media 
as well as the general public. Consequently, the high ratio of publications in Finnish 
from the department of practical theology should not necessarily be considered a 
weakness. At the same time, the department should keep in mind the need for all 
areas of practical theology to be represented in international publications, which is 
not the case so far, at least not sufficiently. Finnish practical theology has important 
contributions to make to the international discussion.

Moreover, any evaluation of the research in practical theology at Helsinki must 
take into account the specific structure of this field in the Nordic countries, which is 
different from that of other European countries. Most notably, parts of (national) 
church history are considered part of practical theology in Helsinki. This way of 
structuring the field must be respected. Moreover, practical theology should not 
be reduced to contemporary issues but must maintain a historical scope and should 
consider historical approaches as part of its methodology. At the same time, it is easy 
to see that the fact that research on church history or on other historical aspects takes 
place in several different places within the faculty creates an additional need for 
coordination and cooperation that should be given more attention in the future.

There is a very clear over-all structure or break-down of the department of practical 
theology with its three sub-specialties of 1. General Practical Theology, 2. Church 
and Social Studies, and 3. Religious Education. Yet it is less clear how and where 
foundational questions of the discipline are addressed, for example, concerning the 
unity and scope of the discipline, its place within theology as a whole, methodological 
issues, internal structuring, etc. It would be quite worthwhile to give more attention 
to such questions (among others) in the future, in order to achieve more integration 
of the research within the department itself and to also make sure that the position of 
practical theology within the research work of theology as a whole can be understood 
more easily. (Foundational questions concerning practical theology as a discipline also 
are an international topic for research.) For example, some of the projects in religious 
education go beyond the traditional parameters of the field, and this can be an 
important strength. Yet so far, their theological character is not immediately obvious 
and should be clarified in relationship to the understanding of practical theology 
and religious education. Having a clearer understanding of the tasks of the discipline 
could also be of help in bringing together research on topics of immediate practical 
theological interests that are now treated in other disciplines like church history 
(for example, preschool religious education in nurseries) or comparative religion (for 
example, various studies on youth, values, and life orientations).

Religious education was considered a weak point in the 1999 evaluation. It must be 
noted that the faculty and the department have made major efforts to improve the 
research in this area. The appointment of a new professor certainly was a step in 
the right direction. A considerable number of international publications in practical 
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theology now come from religious education—most notably on giftedness, on moral 
education, and on cross-cultural research. These topics are of current interest within 
general academic work as well as in society. Yet it is not sufficiently clear how the 
respective publications relate to theology and religion. Comparative methodologies, 
for example, can certainly be used for practical theology, but this does not mean that 
all publications on such methodologies can be considered practical theology per se. 

There are a number of very strong points in the research of the department. The 
empirical studies in the field of pastoral theology and counseling deserve special 
praise for combining more traditional understandings of the counseling movement 
with critical-evaluative perspectives and, in some cases, with challenging contexts like 
social conflicts and societal problems. Such contexts are also present in the highly 
fascinating studies that relate the field of diaconics to economic depression and 
crisis experiences, to unemployment, failing entrepreneurship, and social work. The 
studies on volunteerism and on church development must also be counted among 
the strengths of the department. There also is a new visibility of the department’s 
research on the intersection between religious education and the psychology of 
religion that is of international interest. The department’s continued interest in 
church art and architecture is another aspect of the department’s research that figures 
within an international—although very specialized--network. Research in missiology 
is present in a number of projects, among others in a study on women missionaries 
(which should be considered for translation into English or German). 

Other traditional and important areas of practical theology have not received equal 
attention during the time period in question. While most areas have in fact been 
addressed at least in minor publications (most often in Finnish), major studies in fields 
like homiletics, contemporary liturgics, religious nurture in the family, religious needs 
of children, structural and political developments in school religious education, youth 
ministry and youth work, religious education of adults, etc. seem to not be present to 
the same degree as on other topics. Finnish language publications sometimes address 
these fields and in some cases offer very stimulating and valuable insights, but these 
topics still deserve more attention in the future in order to achieve a better balance 
within the field of practical theology as a whole.

It should be noted that external research funding has tripled since 1999, which is 
another indication of the successful work in this field. 

2 Interaction between research and society
As mentioned in the beginning, the proximity of research in practical theology on the 
one hand and societal interests or needs on the other is of great importance in this 
branch of theology. Among other responsibilities, practical theology has the task of 
mediating between the Christian tradition and contemporary society, especially by 
analyzing the praxis of the church in the context of contemporary religion and culture 
and by developing new ways to improve this praxis. In a sense, all of the research in 
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practical theology is done in close interaction with society and with a constant eye 
on how it can help the church as well as society at large.

A number of projects within the department of practical theology are clearly 
exemplary realizations of this task. We will mention only some of the more obvious 
research projects that respond to concrete needs in church and society:

- studies on volunteerism

- research on the churches and European unification

- studies on moral education

- research on teaching and giftedness

- issues of social work, counseling, welfare, and diaconics

- coping with childlessness

- identifying (religious) resources for coping with social and psychological 
crises- media studies, including the presentation of religion in the media

- the contemporary religious situation in Finland and beyond, including (new) 
social movements and value orientations

- preserving and retrieving Finnish culture through historical research on the 
church in Finland.

In all of these areas, research in practical theology not only stands for itself but must 
be in close contact with other theological disciplines and with their current research. 
It should also be noted that practical theology has a special commitment to educate 
and train people for tasks that are based on the integration of theory and practice.

In addition to these considerations, there are a number of specific tasks and 
appointments from within the department of practical theology that concern the 
relationship between practical theology and society:

- representation within various scientific bodies and societies

- cooperation with the educational administration

- expertise work in legislation and social policy

- cooperation with the media
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- popular access to theological knowledge and research results through 
publishing in popular contexts

- ecumenical relations

- special appointments within the Evangelical-Lutheran Church.

In all of these areas, practical theology at Helsinki provides highly valuable services 
to Finnish society.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The strengths of the department mainly consist of individual research projects that 
address issues of current theological and societal interest, among others in the fields 
of diaconics, culture, and education. These projects are clearly of national as well 
as international importance. Interesting new beginnings that have been made in 
the field of religious education should be pursued in the next years with a stronger 
emphasis on integrating--or relating to--pertinent research on children and youth 
or on educational institutions carried out in other theological disciplines and on 
clarifying the theological profile of religious education (without losing its educational 
profile and without giving up the relationship to general education).

3.2 Weaknesses 

The over-all structuring of research within the department should be improved. 
Its place within the faculty should be clarified, not only by practical theology in 
relationship to the other theological disciplines but also by the other disciplines in 
relationship to practical theology, in order to give cooperation within the faculty 
a more solid basis. The areas of practical theology that have not received strong 
attention during the last few years, such as homiletics and some parts of religious 
education as mentioned above, should be given additional attention in the future.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

One of the opportunities that the department, together with other departments 
of the faculty, has successfully taken up as a challenge, can be seen in the new or 
changing nature of the geographic neighbourhood of the Baltic countries. It is most 
important that there has been close cooperation between colleagues from Helsinki 
and some of the Baltic faculties of theology. 
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Given the global situation as well as European developments, addressing Islam has 
become-- and most likely will become even more—an important new challenge for 
practical theology. It is an imminent task for all educational work in church and 
society, including more traditional classroom settings as well as preaching or the 
media, to make the population more familiar with religious traditions other than 
their own and to develop tolerant, peaceful and respectful attitudes towards the 
other. The department should consider the possibility of conducting special research 
projects in this field of study.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

While the department has made a clear effort to connect its research to international 
groups, additional efforts to participate in international associations and research 
groups could be an important task for the future.

The existing research within the faculty as well as within the department should be 
checked for possible restructuring and for new ways of integrating related research 
projects that are now located independently from each other within different 
disciplines outside of practical theology. More international visibility should be given 
to some of the areas and research topics that so far have been treated exclusively in 
national publications, for example, confirmation classes. The relationship of research 
in practical theology/religious education and in general education should be clarified, 
possibly making the interface of these disciplines itself an explicit topic of analytical 
and historical research.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

4.3 Research active staff

The work load of the active staff has been so extensive that longer visits abroad have 
not been possible during the last years. This must be considered a serious obstacle 
for the task of internationalization of research.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The possibility of doing a doctoral dissertation without being employed within 
the faculty or the department is of special importance for practical theology. This 
possibility should be continued in the future, without giving less emphasis to the 
more structured programs for doctoral students.
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4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Orthodoxy and 
East European Church Studies

Panel: Theology

Wendy Doniger, University of Chicago, Divinity School, USA, Chair
André Birmelé, Université Marc Bloch de Strasbourg, Faculté de Théologie 
Protestante
Marjatta Hietala, University of Tampere, Department of History, Finland
Henk Jan de Jonge, University of Leiden, Faculty of Theology, The Netherlands 
Hartmut Lehmann, Max-Planck-Institut für Geschichte, Göttingen, Germany
Håkan Rydving, University of Bergen, Institutt for klassisk filologi, russisk og 
religionsvitenskap, Norway
Turid Karlsen Seim, University of Oslo, Faculty of Theology, Norway
Friedrich Schweitzer, University of Tübingen, Faculty of Protestant Theology, 
Germany

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5

Supporting Comments:

As its name indicates, the research in this very small department covers two main 
areas: Orthodoxy, that is Eastern Orthodox theology and Byzantine history and 
culture, and the study of religion in Eastern Europe, in particular Russia and the 
Baltic countries. The rating 5 reflects the fact that a very high rating for the very 
high performance of the main project in the period of evaluation is overbalanced 
by a much lower performance in other areas. Furthermore, since external project 
funding ceased already by the end of 2002, a drastic decline in publications is notable 
after 2003. 

The Panel would have preferred not to have to rate this department. Within the 
structure of the faculty it represents an anomaly in terms of both its minimal size and 
its limited portfolio. The one permanent position is staffed on a non-tenured basis 
by an assistant, and a professor at the Department of Practical Theology functions 
nominally as Head of department. The minimal size means that the publication rate 
is relatively low. Since the department does not have the right to grant any degrees, 
doctoral students who may in fact do their dissertation work in connection with 
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projects located at the department have to defend their theses elsewhere – either 
at other departments of the Faculty of Theology/University of Helsinki or at other 
universities. The merit of these achievements is therefore not harvested by the 
department itself other than as an item on the publication list. 

Some solid but not exceptional publications have appeared on Orthodox theology 
and Byzantine Traditions - mostly in Finnish in the journal Ortodoksia published 
by The Finnish Orthodox Clergy Association in cooperation with the department. 
The main emphasis of research has been on Religons and Values in Russia, a project 
jointly supported by the Academy of Finland and the Russian Academy of Science. 
This involved five researchers at various levels until the seven year period of funding 
expired at the end of 2002. The project has carried out longitudinal surveys and 
created a unique databank on religion in Russia, and the surveys will be followed 
up supported by a funding agency in the US. The project used and interpreted the 
survey data, together with other more narrowly targeted empirical examinations, in 
several high quality studies on a diversity of subjects (such as legislation and religious 
freedom, religiosity among young people in Russia, ethnic minorities, and religious 
affiliations other than the Orthodox faith). They published their findings in Finland 
and for a wider international audience in England and Germany. The project has also 
been instrumental, through its cooperation with Russian scholars, in establishing 
sociology of religion as an academic field in Russia. This cooperation and several 
publications in Russian have been of major significance. 

The Panel finds that the project Religion and Values in Russia fulfills most criteria 
for path-breaking, high quality international research. This applies not only to the 
publications but also to the way in which it has effectively recruited young scholars 
and built an international network of scholars who continue to cooperate. The 
international component is further emphasised by the fact that one of these younger 
scholars has moved from Russia by way of Finland to prestigious positions in London. It 
has also developed an expertise that is much in demand by society at large. However, 
since the external project funding ceased, the persons involved are institutionally 
dispersed, and the department is regrettably back to its one person management. 

2 Interaction between research and society
The Panel finds that given its limited size, the interaction with external interests has 
been good:

- Editorial assistance for the journal Ortodoksia referred to above.

- Teaching and tuition by scholars involved in the project on Religion and Values 
in Europe, at the Aleksanteri Institute and in the Programme of Russian Studies 
at the universities in Helsinki and Tampere.
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- Presentations pertaining to religion and values in Russia for various other 
groups including government commissions, political parties, and business 
networks. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

See the overall comments above. The strength has been in studies of religion and 
values especially in post-communist Russia.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The research on Orthodoxy and on the Byzantine tradition has not reached as high a 
level as the other area, particularly after the one person who did write on this topic 
left the department by mid-2004.

The main weakness, however, is the complete dependency on external funding, which 
in this case is a sine qua non. Without a project, there is in fact not a department, 
but a position, a library and some editorial responsibilities.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The challenge is to have a continuous flow of funding so that the department can 
recover its role as a pivot in a network of scholars participating in its projects and 
keep up the recruitment of younger scholars. 

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The Panel recommends that the department’s research focus more clearly on Religion 
in East European countries, including an even stronger comparative component.

Its studies on Orthodoxy and Byzantine history and culture should be subject to 
an over-all assessment at the Faculty of Theology concerning the field of Orthodox 
studies. It is now dealt with in various ways in several of the departments, and the 
situation calls for a strategy to be developed towards better coordination and even 
integration.
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4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The Panel has been informed that plans have been approved at a faculty level to 
change the status of the department to a research institute, though it would remain 
at the Faculty of Theology. The Panel finds this reconfiguration highly appropriate. 
In the present over-all situation the Panel appreciates that it is unrealistic to propose 
an increase in the number of staff, even though such an increase is much needed. 
The postdoctoral assistant presently in charge is clearly a competent person, but we 
would recommend an upgrading of the present permanent position to a tenured 
professorship or at least a tenured university lecturership.

4.3 Research active staff

See above.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Does not apply in this case.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Systematic 
Theology

Panel: Theology

Wendy Doniger, University of Chicago, Divinity School, USA, Chair
André Birmelé, Université Marc Bloch de Strasbourg, Faculté de Théologie 
Protestante
Marjatta Hietala, University of Tampere, Department of History, Finland
Henk Jan de Jonge, University of Leiden, Faculty of Theology, The Netherlands 
Hartmut Lehmann, Max-Planck-Institut für Geschichte, Göttingen, Germany
Håkan Rydving, University of Bergen, Institutt for klassisk filologi, russisk og 
religionsvitenskap, Norway
Turid Karlsen Seim, University of Oslo, Faculty of Theology, Norway
Friedrich Schweitzer, University of Tübingen, Faculty of Protestant Theology, 
Germany

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

Supporting Comments:

The three fields presented below, under A, must unquestionably be rated very high. 
Although the fields under B cannot be rated so highly, since some of them need to be 
strengthened in the future, the overall balance of the department is, in our opinion, 
closer to 7 than to 6. 

A. This is a department with, for some fields, a very high international level.

1. The unit that studies the history of mind is at a very high international level. 
They are leaders in the study of Greek philosophy, medieval Arab and Latin 
philosophy, and the philosophy of the early modern age. Works on the 
medieval logic of philosophy and theology and on contemporary philosophy 
of religion are of particularly high quality. This unit belongs to the Finnish 
program of Centres of Excellence and has published, during recent years, books 
that have been recognized worldwide on such subjects as the understanding of 
a human being, self-consciousness, and the concepts of the subject and object 
of mental attitudes. 
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2. The field of ecumenical theology has been strengthened in the last five years. 
A particular field of excellence is the dialogue with eastern orthodox theology, 
where this department has a central consulting function in the worldwide 
dialogue. The dialogue with Pentecostal traditions is also an important 
theme in this department, which has published the first publications on this 
subject.

3. A high international level has been achieved in recent years in the area of 
Reformation theology. The so-called ‘new Finnish Luther interpretation’ was 
received well throughout the world and provoked a lively discussion. In 2001, 
one of the department’s most prominent scholars retired. But other scholars 
are continuing this work, and the next years will have to confirm their ability 
to maintain this high level. 

B. Some new fields have been strengthened in recent years. The first fruits of this 
new work appears to be on a good international level, but there is potential for 
growth.

1. A new professor of social ethics was appointed only in 2002 and has not yet had 
sufficient time to develop and publish very much internationally in the period 
under consideration, though she has published a lot in Finnish. It is therefore 
difficult to judge the work done in applied ethics, but first appearances are 
very positive, and the fact that church and society in Finland have already asked 
for expert advice from this unit are promising signs. Dissertations in this field 
also indicate an interest in more methodological reflections and fundamental 
ethics. 

2. Christianity and globalization is a new field, replacing the earlier project on 
gospel and culture. Some work has already been done in this new project, but 
a more fundamental reflection on globalization still needs to take place. 

2 Interaction between research and society

1. Relations with Finnish church and society

- Ethical commissions and specialized expertise in legislation

- Involvement in academic and educational life

- Interest expressed by media and responded to by the faculty, particularly for 
the history of mind 

- Publications on many different levels, local journals
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- Strong relationship with the evangelical Lutheran church (theological expertise, 
participation as advisors on different levels)

- Ecumenical dialogue

2. International relations

- Strong connections through publications and expertise, particularly in the 
fields of history of mind, ecumenism, and Reformation history

- Involvement in the work of the Lutheran World Federation and the World 
Council of Churches

- Christianity and globalization

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

As we have noted in our explanation of our rating of this department, there are 
three very strong fields—history of mind, ecumenical research, and Reformation 
research (new Finnish Luther interpretation). The work on applied ethics is improving. 
Some important interdisciplinary efforts and international relations have been quite 
successful. The reception of the work not only in Scandinavia but also in Anglo-
American and German academic circles is evidence of its high quality. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

Classical dogmatics is not central to the research of this department. Studies on 
Christology, soteriology, ecclesiology, and so forth, are missing. Of course, these 
subjects are taken into consideration in many of the works produced by this 
department, but there is a need for a more direct study of this field in dialogue 
with worldwide theology. It will not be enough to cover this field in teaching and 
on the level of the master’s degree; doctoral students, too, should choose these 
classical topics for their dissertation work more often. It is also unfortunate that this 
department does not produce much work on the dogmatic theology of the twentieth 
century and is not, therefore, sufficiently involved in the European discussions in this 
field.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The fields of excellence are themselves strong opportunities for this department to 
participate in worldwide discussions. In other fields it will be important to use the 
new expertise—for example, in orthodoxy—to create new links inside the historical 
faculty of Helsinki, between the different units that deal with orthodoxy. The same 
should be the case with church history, particularly Luther research. 

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The projects on history of mind/philosophy/anthropology and on ecumenical research 
should definitely be continued. The same recommendation holds for the work on 
the interpretation of Luther, where perhaps new orientations might be found. The 
work on applied ethics should be pursued further and it is necessary to improve and 
methodologically clarify the study of Christianity and globalization. New reflections 
are needed in the field of general dogmatics to strengthen, perhaps through a 
study project, the participation of this department in the more classical dogmatic 
research.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

There is a need to develop more international mobility for researchers as well as for 
doctoral students, especially in those fields that are not yet the strongest parts of 
this department. 

4.3 Research active staff

Several staff members have been involved in international research work and are 
frequently invited by foreign universities. This should be supported in every way. 
The hope is that not only a third of the staff but the whole staff will take part in 
international work.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

One third of the doctoral theses in this department have been published by 
international publishers. This is a good, high rate and shows that the subjects 
proposed for dissertations in this department appeal to a worldwide audience. This 
must be maintained and shows how important it is to overcome the tendency to 
choose topics that are too local in scope. 
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4.5 Other issues

None.
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Organizational arrangements of the panel

Panel members: 
Endel Lippmaa, National Institute of Chemical Physics and Biophysics, 
Estonia, Chair
Helena Aksela, University of Oulu, Department of Physical Sciences, 
Finland
Barbara Hale, University of Missouri Rolla, Physics, USA
Klas Malmqvist, Lund University, Nuclear Physics, Sweden
Nikolai Piskunov, Uppsala University, Department of Astronomy & Space 
Physics, Sweden
Johanna Stachel, University of Heidelberg, Physikalisches Institut, 
Germany
Peter Wadhams, University of Cambridge, Department of Applied Mathematics 
and Theoretical Physics, UK
James Whitmore, Pennsylvania State University, Department of Physics, USA

Units of assessment:
Department of Astronomy

Department of Physical Sciences

Independent institute:
Helsinki Institute of Physics

The evaluation reports were signed by professors Helena Aksela, Barbara 
Hale, Klas Malmqvist, Nikolai Piskunov, Johanna Stachel, Peter Wadhams and 
James Whitmore.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Astronomy

Panel: Astronomy and Physics

Helena Aksela, University of Oulu, Department of Physical Sciences, Finland
Barbara Hale, University of Missouri Rolla, Physics, USA
Klas Malmqvist, Lund University, Nuclear Physics, Sweden
Nikolai Piskunov, Uppsala University, Department of Astronomy & Space Physics, 
Sweden
Johanna Stachel, University of Heidelberg, Physikalisches Institut, Germany
Peter Wadhams, University of Cambridge, Department of Applied Mathematics and 
Theoretical Physics, UK
James Whitmore, Pennsylvania State University, Department of Physics, USA

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

The panel notes that the Department made a successful effort to follow the 
recommendations of the last evaluation in concentrating on a smaller number of 
research projects, better integrating in large international collaborations and 
preparing for the Finnish membership in ESO (European Southern Observatory). The 
result of this effort is a noticeable increase of the quality of astronomical research. 
The fact that the Department did not join the Kumpula campus has had no obvious 
negative impact on their research output. The panel sees clear improvement compared 
to the situation at the time of the last evaluation in 1999 when the Department of 
Astronomy received the rating of 6. This is why we increase the rating at this time. 
It is emphasized that the top rating (rather than a rating between 6 and 7) is a 
consequence of the evaluation rules and does not imply the absence of areas in 
which improvement is recommended. These areas are outlined below together with 
our recommendations. 

Supporting Comments:

Research activity at the Department of Astronomy is organized in three groups: Inter-
stellar Medium and Star Formation (ISM-SF), High-energy Astrophysics and Space 
Astronomy (HESA) and Planetary System Research (PSR). The ISM-SF group successfully 
combines the observational studies using the best available facilities including ESO 
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and ESA (European Space Agency) and solid theoretical modelling based on their 
unique expertise in 3D radiative transport in dynamic medium. This work is performed 
in lively international collaborations and has generated a series of highly respected 
and cited papers in top astronomical journals. The ISM-SF group is one of the main 
users of the ESO telescopes in Finland and it is actively involved in preparation for 
the use of future facilities like ALMA (Atacama Large Millimeter Array) in order to 
maintain the high international level of their research.

The HESA group concentrates on observational and instrument development aspects 
for studies of relativistic objects. The group has developed advanced methods for 
semi-empirical modelling of close binary systems and publishes interesting results at a 
healthy rate. The instrument development for the ESA missions is based on a successful 
and seemingly stable collaboration with industry in which the responsibilities of 
the group include formulation of science requirements, management, instrument 
characterisation and data reduction software. This activity resulted in two Finnish-
made instruments currently working in space. It also helped to develop the 
infrastructure and earned higher international status for the Finnish space astronomy, 
crucial for participation in the future ESA projects.

The PSR group studies minor bodies in the Solar system in three interconnected 
projects: statistical properties of the orbital solutions, reconstruction of the shapes 
of asteroids and the scattering/polarization properties of the complex surfaces. These 
activities attract strong scientific and public interest and some of the recent results 
are of top international quality.

2 Interaction between research and society
Three relevant aspects have been identified: general public information about 
astronomical events, studies and monitoring of the near-Earth objects and industrial 
collaboration in the field of high-energy detectors for space astrophysics. Although 
astronomy traditionally attracts strong public interest, the basic astronomical 
education could be more focused, e.g. on high-school teachers/students or other 
groups affecting the potential recruitment of students.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

Despite its small size, the department was able to attract an increasing amount of 
external funds while the amount of University support was nearly constant. The 
publication/citation rates are comparable to many good astronomy departments 
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outside Finland. Scientific production is based on a combination of theoretical and 
observational studies and some unique expertise of the researchers. The Helsinki 
Department of Astronomy today is the main Finnish user of the ESO facilities and is 
actively preparing for the use of upcoming instruments. The high-energy instrument 
development resulted in growing space observation expertise and closer collaboration 
with the ESA.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The personnel structure of the Department is rather confusing with some of the 
administrative positions used for researchers and no clear plans for prioritizing the 
recruitment in the future. No realistic solution was proposed for preventing further 
decrease of the university support.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The collaboration with the detector group at HIP, the atmospheric, geophysics 
and space physics groups at the Department of Physical Sciences, the Chemistry 
Department and FMI is very desirable as it would further improve the quality of 
research. Internationally, the Department is trying to be part of future major facilities 
like ALMA, BepiColombo and GAIA. In order to achieve these goals, the Department 
should not only combine the existing expertise with external financial support but 
also involve other resources like the national GRID network.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The panel believes that an efficient collaboration with other groups at the Kumpula 
campus would help further improve the level of astronomical research. The high-
energy astrophysics direction could be strengthened by bringing in more theoretical 
expertise: this would make the research in this field more science-driven. The Minor 
Planet research should be more actively using the access to the ESO observing 
facilities.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The performance of the Department does not seem to be directly suffering from its 
separate location in the old observatory. The panel has discussed extensively different 
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options for incorporating the Department of Astronomy to the Kumpula campus. 
A merger with the Department of Physical Sciences does not look productive as it 
could create more friction and will not improve scientific collaboration. Relocation to 
the Kumpula campus as a separate department is a desirable option, as long as the 
Department is provided adequate working space and it does not negatively affect 
the available resources for research and staff. 

4.3 Research active staff

The department should prepare a clear plan for future recruitment at the professor/
lecturer level consistent with their priorities in the research and the new observing 
opportunities within ESO and ESA. 

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

A very significant fraction of the research is carried out by PhD students and postdocs 
during which the students are introduced to new observational facilities and large 
international collaborations. The visibility of Finnish astronomical research and the 
quality of training could be further improved if the recruitment, especially for the 
postdoc positions, were done internationally.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Physical 
Sciences

Panel: Astronomy and Physics

Helena Aksela, University of Oulu, Department of Physical Sciences, Finland
Barbara Hale, University of Missouri Rolla, Physics, USA
Klas Malmqvist, Lund University, Nuclear Physics, Sweden
Nikolai Piskunov, Uppsala University, Department of Astronomy & Space Physics,
Sweden
Johanna Stachel, University of Heidelberg, Physikalisches Institut, Germany
Peter Wadhams, University of Cambridge, Department of Applied Mathematics and 
Theoretical Physics, UK
James Whitmore, Pennsylvania State University, Department of Physics, USA

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

The panel sees clear improvement compared to the situation at the time of the last 
evaluation in 1999. This is illustrated, for instance, by the fact that out of 16 new 
professor positions since 1999, 13 have been created in new fields and that, in the 
same period, 15 university lecturer positions were established. Since in 1999 the 
Department of Physical Sciences received the rating of 6, the panel has increased the 
rating to 7. It is emphasized that the top rating (rather than a rating between 6 and 
7) is a consequence of the evaluation rules and does not imply the absence of areas 
in which improvement is recommended. These areas are outlined below together 
with recommendations. 

Supporting Comments:

Didactic Physics

The didactic physics research aims for a systematic study of the teaching and learning 
process in public schools and at the university level. The resulting research-based 
knowledge leads to educational solutions and to a development of both subject 
knowledge and pedagogical processes in physics teaching. The findings in this research 
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facilitate a systematic training of teachers both within and outside the university. This 
important undertaking can improve the quality of future students in physics as well 
as in other fields of science. Since the last Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) the 
group has started to publish also in international journals of didactics. In the view of 
the panel this program for physics teacher education compares very favourably at the 
international level and should continue to be well supported by the department.

Medical physics

Medical imaging is a highly competitive field with many challenges and opportunities. 
The medical imaging group has an impressive expertise in high-resolution real-
time imaging using various techniques. The research is pursued in the University 
Hospital and is combined with the training of hospital physicists, an important task. 
An especially innovative programme involves the use of synchrotron radiation for 
tissue characterisation in breast cancer through phase contrast imaging and similar 
methods, and in the analysis of lung function. The promise of techniques such as 
BNCT therapy for head and brain tumours (normally rapidly fatal) is highly significant, 
and shows that this area of research, of potentially enormous value for humanity, 
should be continued.

Space Physics

Space Research concentrates on solar plasma physics including magnetospheric storms 
and planetary physics. The group is of sub-critical size but a very active collaboration 
with the Department of Astronomy, Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) and the 
detector group helps them to produce good quality scientific results and good quality 
publications. 

Materials Physics

Accelerator laboratory

The accelerator laboratory has developed much along the lines suggested in the 
previous Research Assessment Exercise (RAE), still focusing on materials science, in 
particular electronic materials. The laboratory seems to be following well-balanced 
long-term planning including recruiting a new professor in ion beam physics as a 
laboratory director. The rather old 5 MV tandem accelerator has been modernized 
and continues to form the basic infrastructure of the laboratory. It has been 
complemented by an adjacent new nanostructure oriented laboratory (“Nano hall”) 
using UHV and including ion implanters and a nanocluster deposition system. The 
experiments carried out vary from characterization of materials using an arsenal of 
analytical methods, over deposition of clusters on surfaces to modification of material 
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properties using a very wide range of ion energies. Very good theoretical knowledge 
on ion-solid interaction facilitates computational approaches and modelling and 
assists the fundamental understanding of the materials processed and characterized. 
Examples of important and interesting applications are the modification of mechanical 
and electronic properties of carbon nano tubes, speeding up performance of GaN 
quantum well lasers and understanding of radiation hard limiters in the future fusion 
reactor ITER. The scientific output is very good with publications also occurring in 
high-impact periodicals.

In the RAE of 1999 there was also support for an accelerator-based mass spectrometry 
system which is now well underway. In addition, at the premises a separate sample 
preparation activity has been set up in the Dating laboratory of the Finnish Museum 
of Natural History. This development contributes to make full use of the existing 
infrastructure and represents a good example of intra-university interdisciplinary 
work.

X-ray physics

The research in materials physics and related applied physics carried out in the Division 
of X-Ray Physics is to a large extent based on the use of synchrotron radiation (SR) 
facilities worldwide. Major changes in the personnel during the period of 2002-2004 
have taken place: Two professors retired and a new generation of professors has taken 
the responsibility for carrying out structural studies of various materials, one in solid 
state physics, one in soft condensed matter physics and one in biophysics. The home 
laboratory is used for more routine experiments but mostly for preparation of the 
work to be carried out at SR facilities, and especially to educate the students so that 
they can effectively work when participating in the measurements at beamlines. The 
Division plays a leading role in educating young scientists in Finland to become familiar 
with the possibilities that SR based research utilising the various methods a hard X-
ray range can offer. It is the most active Finnish user of the European Synchrotron 
Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble) but also works at various other facilities around the 
globe. Extremely hard competition in getting beamtime, guarantees that the research 
projects carried out are timely and at the forefront of the field. The Division of X-ray 
Physics is very well known internationally for the high quality of its research and the 
excellence of its research personnel, which is why they obtained more beamtime than 
typically allocated in the field.

The different fields of materials physics represented in the Division of X-ray Physics 
are in good balance: The research which concentrates more on the fundamental 
physics of hard condensed matter is based on long tradition. The activity was further 
strengthened during the period of evaluation as the high quality experimental work 
is now supported by sophisticated up to date computer simulations carried out at 
the home lab. This has allowed a fruitful development of the research based on a 
tight collaboration between experiment and theory. The most interesting recent 
results include the Compton scattering study of electronic structure changes at the 
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critical temperature of MgB2 superconductor and the study of the structure and 
dynamics of liquid water. In addition, increasing activities take place in the study of 
weakly oriented materials, especially polymers, and in soft condensed matter research 
by extending to nanotechnology and to bio-nanomaterials. There are also timely 
programmes based on close collaboration with the biology community through the 
jointly funded chair in biophysics (like studies of conformational changes in proteins 
and weakly structured polypeptides). A more applied area is related to a space science 
detector project.

Atmospheric Sciences

The Atmospheric Sciences division has from 1999 to 2004 doubled in size (to a staff 
of 60 scientists and Ph.D. students) and in outside funding (to over 2M Euros/year). 
The division’s aerosol and environmental science research competes at the highest 
international level, producing well cited publications in quality, peer-reviewed 
journals. A unique strength of this division lies in its world-wide collaborations 
and in its leadership role in projects such as iLEAPS (Integrated Land Ecosystem - 
Atmospheric Processes Study) and its involvement in international committees such 
as CNAA (Committee of Nucleation and Atmospheric Aerosols), IGAC (International 
Global Atmospheric Chemistry Project) on Aerosol Characterization and Process 
Studies (ACAPS) and the European science panel on Atmospheric Composition 
Change. The division’s with SMEAR (Stations for Measuring Forest Eco-System -
Atmosphere Relations) and its recognition as the “Physics, Chemistry and Biology of 
Atmospheric Composition and Climate Change” Centre of Excellence of the Academy 
of Finland underscores its contributions to Finnish and international Atmospheric 
Sciences research. The division’s theoretical and experimental research ranges from 
the microscopic (molecular modelling and nucleation phenomena) to the larger scale 
(aerosol dynamics, physical and chemical meteorology, weather radar, and regional 
climate studies) and to the global scale (earth radiation balance).  The growth in size, 
quality of research and international reputation of this group in the last five years 
is extraordinary.

Experimental High Energy Physics

The research of the experimental particle physics group has been realized by 
participation in forefront experiments at large accelerator facilities. The very successful 
physics program at DELPHI is slowly coming to an end. At the focus of current physics 
activity is the data taking and analysis in CDF at the Tevatron. Simultaneously the 
group is mounting a large effort to prepare for the TOTEM experiment at the LHC. 
The common physics thread is the study of coherent phenomena, from heavy quark 
production at LEP to the top quark mass and related subjects at the Tevatron, to 
leading proton detection for forward physics and Higgs production at the LHC. For 
TOTEM the group has a significant hardware responsibility in terms of the T2 tracking 
stations consisting of GEM gas detectors. It has as well a coordinating role in the 
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planning of TOTEM physics. This evolution makes sense strategically. It allows the 
group to participate in the currently most interesting physics, provides training of 
young people for the next step and uses the hardware capabilities provided by the 
detector laboratory and the clean room facilities (operated jointly by the Department 
of Physical Sciences and HIP) to get an inside track for the next 10 years at the LHC. 
In this context also the detector R&D on 3-dimensional silicon structures (to be 
used in forward microtracking stations) should be noted as an important example 
of cooperation between university researchers and industry (VTT) under usage of 
existing specialized infrastructure.

The group has been extremely productive since the last review in 1999, as documented 
by a large number of physics publications, invited plenary talks, patents and 
instrumentation publications and completed Ph.D. theses.  

Electronic research unit

The electronics activity is concentrated on the development of ultrasonic devices and 
the development of sensors technology. Some of these developments are carried out 
in interaction with industry. In addition there are collaborations with the various 
research groups in the department.

Detector Laboratory

The detector laboratory and clean room operated jointly by HIP and the Department 
of Physical Sciences is a key resource currently used for the ALICE Si-strip detector 
assembly, rod assembly for the support structure of the CMS tracker outer barrel, 
and the GEM gas detectors for TOTEM. It will be invaluable in the future for space 
and collider research and possibly other programs. We are pleased to learn about an 
upgrade of its infrastructure in 2004/05. Continuous upgrades and modernization 
of equipment will be necessary in the future. The staffing situation in the detector 
laboratory should be secured.  

Theory

We comment here on the activities in particle and mathematical physics. Since the 
activities on cosmology, particle physics phenomenology, and string theory in HIP are 
performed by groups involving faculty members of the Department, we will repeat 
the respective comments in the reports on both units without trying to attribute 
specific research to one or the other structure. In ultra-relativistic heavy ion physics 
we comment here only on the work done by the one faculty member.

Theoretical research in the areas of field theory, cosmology, particle physics 
phenomenology, QCD including the hot and dense quark-gluon plasma, hadron 
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physics, and string theory is very active and at the forefront of international activity. 
All groups are very productive, the publications are in international journals with high 
reputation, the work is widely cited by peers in the respective fields, and there is a 
steady output of graduating Ph.D. students who obtain easily positions in top groups 
in their fields worldwide. We see a good mixture of senior and young researchers. 
In many cases the local groups collaborate internationally, in some activities there is 
also collaboration with local experimental groups as well as groups at other Finnish 
universities.

In field theory recently a breakthrough was achieved by discovering that a 
longstanding problem - noncommutative quantum field theories violate Lorentz 
invariance – has a surprising solution of potentially far reaching consequences. A 
new symmetry is realized in terms of twisted Poincare algebras, that, e.g. leads to 
a new formulation of relativity. The group in theoretical cosmology has worked 
on subjects such as string cosmology, inflation, the CMB and early evolution of the 
universe, recently even pre-big bang scenarios; it is part of the Planck consortium 
and will participate, once data are available from 2007, in the extraction of relevant 
parameters for model comparison. The activity on particle physics phenomenology 
focuses on signals for ‘Beyond the Standard Model Physics’ with supersymmetry and 
higher dimensions that could be discovered at the LHC and CP violation in b-quark 
decays at the B-factories. Concerning ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions and hot 
QCD, the Helsinki group has pioneered this field from its inception in the early 1980s. 
Among recent breakthroughs are the computations of the pressure of the quark-
gluon plasma up to 6th order. The theory group has a high reputation internationally, 
ranking (in the view of some) among the top two or three groups in the Scandinavian 
countries. 

Other interesting activities are concerned with the quark-gluon structure of the 
proton and are related to recent experimental observations. The project on string 
theory has started in the middle of the current evaluation period. It covers activities 
in string theory and field theory, including applications to cosmology (in collaboration 
with members of that group). In this extremely competitive field the group has 
established itself successfully, also by collaborating with international groups.

Geophysics

This Division is quite small, with only six permanent staff (including three professors), 
and was formerly a separate department, being incorporated into Physical Sciences in 
2001. The incorporation has not resulted in an expansion in the same dramatic way as 
for Atmospheric Sciences, and the level of effort has remained about the same. The 
last major change was the establishment of solid earth geophysics research in 2000 
and a strengthening of the modelling aspects of the hydrosphere. 

The Division has two main research groups. The first, called hydrosphere geophysics, 
covers research on snow and ice (especially sea ice), lakes, oceans and marine systems, 
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with increasing emphasis on ice-ocean modelling. The group is respected worldwide 
for the research on the physics of sea ice, continuing a distinguished line of research 
begun in Finland in the 1950s. Recent publications include a well-received monograph 
on sea ice drift and work on ocean modelling. Geographically, Finland is well-
positioned to be a leading centre for sea ice research (as for ice and snow research in 
general) because the Baltic provides a natural and easily accessible laboratory.

The second research group, solid earth geophysics, was established in 2000 and 
has already carried out high-quality research on rock magnetism and on meteorite 
impact sites. A solid earth laboratory, equipped with a superconducting SQUID 
magnetometer, has been set up in the Division, and is proving a great asset both for 
research and teaching.

2 Interaction between research and society

Didactic Physics

The most important task of this group is to generate outreach to society by training 
teachers. In addition to this, the co-operation around the LUMA centre with other 
fields of science represents an important source of inspiration for many young school 
pupils. 

Medical physics

Medical imaging research is a crucial tool in medical research and treatment. 
Significant improvement in the quality of the imaging (resolution and contrast) 
and the possibility to perform it in real time directly affects the success of medical 
treatment. The medical physics division participates in educating hospital physicists.

Materials physics

A professor in the division of X-ray physics leads the national efforts for the United 
Nation’s World Year of Physics 2005, which aims to increase the awareness and 
attractiveness of physics in schools and society. 

The degrees issued from the accelerator laboratory are normally directly relevant to 
the surrounding high tech industry and hence many PhDs are recruited into positions 
outside academia. The kind of research carried out at the accelerator laboratory gives 
good opportunities to reach out to the general public. Analysis could for instance be 
carried out “over the web” in collaboration with students in secondary schools. This 
opportunity should be further explored.
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The broader regional action of “Helsinki Nano” is an example of collaboration with 
HUT as well as with various businesses in the Helsinki area in which the Department of 
Physical Sciences in general and the materials physics in particular plays an important 
role. 

Atmospheric Sciences

The Atmospheric Sciences division’s environmental, meteorological and climate 
research is by its nature of great relevance to society and the quality of life. Further, 
the division’s work with forest ecology is of importance to the Finnish economy. This 
group, as it attacks the modern day problems associated with atmospheric aerosols 
and global warming and participates in the CERN CLOUD experiment to study the 
solar / galactic cosmic ray (GCR) influence on climate change, can play an important 
role in improving the quality of life for society as a whole. 

Experimental High Energy Physics and Theory

The group is taking an active role in working with the Academy of Finland and 
industry partners: GRID and IT collaborations; more recently the group has acquired 
TEKES funding for a CLIC R&D accelerator project involving local industry. 

The training of summer students and technical students at CERN and Fermilab is 
exemplary. We note the impressive number of B5 (Popularized articles) publications 
(particularly by the Theory program).

Electronics research unit

The collaborations with industry in developing electronics are good examples of 
outreach.

Geophysics

The relationship of this work to society derives mainly from the value to industry, 
transport, fisheries and forestry of knowing about the nature of Finland’s snow and 
lake ice cover, and the changing character and motion of the Baltic sea ice. Regional 
ocean-atmosphere and climate modelling are important here in assessing the rate at 
which the Baltic is likely to become ice-free under global warming. 
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

Didactic Physics

The strengths of this division are the dedicated staff and research-based teaching 
procedures with teachers, carrying out didactic research and publishing in 
international journals. 

Medical Physics

There are concentrated efforts in two carefully selected subfields. These efforts are 
combined with training of hospital physicists in international and inter-disciplinary 
collaborations.

Space Physics

Strong and efficient collaborations have formed with several relevant partners 
inside the faculty, nationally and internationally. There is a solid record in student 
training.

Accelerator Laboratory

The laboratory equipment has been updated and modernized and there is a well 
skilled technical staff. The division has significant expertise in computation and 
simulation of ion–solid interactions. The laboratory actively adjusts research priorities 
to match modern requirements in the field.

X-ray Physics

The Division of X-ray Physics has a leading role in Finland in the research at ESRF and in 
educating users of ESRF. The strengths are the new young professors, the broadening 
of the research areas and the investments in education of young researchers. Profit 
from this activity is already seen and will be seen even more clearly in the near 
future. 
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Atmospheric Sciences

The strengths are (1) quality of research; (2) internationally recognized programs; (3) 
successful acquisition of external funding; (4) growth of research active Ph.D. staff; 
and (5) interaction with global atmospheric programs. 

Noteworthy are the division’s contributions to the CERN CLOUD experiment involving 
22 research groups from 11 countries in a study of solar / galactic cosmic ray (GCR) 
influence on climate change (and in particular of cosmic ray influence on aerosols and 
clouds). The division’s efforts to pin down the magnitude of radiative forcing due to 
aerosols fit a central requirement of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
to reduce the unknown factors in global change physics.

Theory and experimental high energy physics

The theory activity is broad and addresses the most interesting current research 
topics.

In experimental particle physics we see a good balance between more physics and 
more hardware oriented expertise and activities, a large number of doctoral students 
and a strong publication record. The group enjoys a high international recognition 
for its competence in basic particle physics research and in modern, high technology 
hardware and computing developments.

The overall impact of publications (according to the ISI citation index), the number 
of PhD degrees, invited talks and B1 publications for both theory and experiment 
are excellent.

Geophysics

The Division is very strong in its traditional area of cryosphere research, in which 
it collaborates with all the leading cryospheric labs in Europe and Japan, and is 
demonstrating increasing activity and expertise in magnetic and meteorite research. 
Modelling will be of increasing importance, and gains through its links with process 
studies.

3.2 Weaknesses 

Didactic physics

Only a limited staff is engaged in this activity.
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Space Physics

This division has a subcritical size.

Accelerator Laboratory

The dependence on a rather old tandem accelerator that might be difficult to 
replace both financially and technically is a weakness in common with many similar 
laboratories. 

X-ray Physics

Post-doctoral training is not well established yet.

Atmospheric Sciences

The group has grown quickly and has many young scientists working on a wide range 
of problems. Thus far, this has been only advantageous; in the next five years a depth 
of experience might be focussed on. On the more practical side, the group has need 
of permanent staff to operate off-campus data collecting stations.

Theory and experimental high energy physics

Not all theoretical activities lend themselves to groups consisting of an individual 
principal investigator working with a number of young people. With more mass one 
could have considerably more impact.

The experimental group is vulnerable, as funding from within the Department of 
Physical Sciences is very small. The budget overall appears very tight.

Geophysics

Weaknesses mostly derive from its small size. The graduate student body is small, 
though enthusiastic. On the staff, there are not enough people to cover the range 
of expertise needed even for an effort comprising only two subfields. There is a 
need for further equipment to support the cryosphere research: a very valuable, 
and indeed necessary asset, would be a cold room laboratory to allow systematic 
ice physics research to take place: this would also be valuable to other divisions in 
the Department (e.g. materials physics dealing with X-ray analysis of freezing water, 
atmospheric physics for snow crystal nucleation etc). Recently the Division has not 
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fared well in EU contract competitions (this is true also of the Department as a whole, 
with only 390-500 kEuros of EU support per annum), and could be more vigorous in 
entering into the international consortia that are necessary for success. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Didactic Physics

The crucial need for even more increased impact on the quality of science teachers 
poses a strong challenge on this division. The positive attitude in Finland towards 
the quality of teaching in school creates good opportunities for further support and 
development.

Medical Physics

The division needs to define a long term future of this field in the department.

Space Physics

The move of the FMI to the Kumpula campus offers exceptional opportunities for 
access to top quality space and ground-based data, advanced numerical models, 
attracting more students to the subject, etc. The challenge is to retain the identity 
and the expertise of the group considering the long times from the development 
to the implementation of a typical space mission compared with typical funding 
cycles.

Accelerator Laboratory

The already ongoing change of scientific focus towards nanometre dimensions and 
experiments based on solid theoretical computations creates significant opportunities 
for future developments. Looking at examples from many other similar particle 
accelerator laboratories it will be a challenge to sustain this high level of activity but 
due to the high quality work and the long-term planning being carried out chances 
are good for success. The laboratory is presently rather staff intensive which may be 
difficult to maintain under a stringent budget situation.
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X-ray physics

It is clearly foreseen that the realization of new large scale synchrotron radiation and 
free electron laser facilities worldwide, especially of the planned MAX-IV synchrotron 
radiation laboratory in Lund, Sweden, could strengthen and broaden the activities 
of the SR based research in Finland. To make full use of these new possibilities is a 
challenge for the Division of X-ray Physics.

Atmospheric Sciences

The challenge will be to maintain the momentum created in the last five years and 
to pursue global data analysis which has a higher probability of strengthening the 
overall predictive powers of atmospheric modelling and laboratory experiments. 

Theory and experimental high energy physics

There are a number of highly topical and interesting activities in theory. The challenge 
will be over the next years to bring this to a consolidated strong program.

With the start of the experimental program at the LHC a new area in particle 
physics will start. The experimental group is well positioned to play a significant 
role in exploiting the capabilities of the detector to get to the physics results. The 
challenge is obviously to complete the significant projects in detector construction 
and commissioning. A compromise has to be found on when to quit analysis of CDF 
data in order to concentrate on the LHC exclusively. At that time serious thinking 
about the next step has also to start. In that respect, considerations of relevance for 
a next linear collider or e.g. CLIC that have already started need to take a concrete 
shape by the end of the decade.

Geophysics

A great opportunity arises from the forthcoming arrival of the Finnish Institute of 
Marine Research and the Finnish Meteorological Institute. This will assemble a large 
mass of geoscience expertise on one campus, incorporating geophysics, Atmospheric 
Sciences, FIMR and FMI. Both geophysics and Atmospheric Sciences view the 
establishment of an “earth systems centre” or an “earth-atmosphere systems centre” 
as a desirable goal (though with different time frames), and this could play a vital 
role in securing an expanding future for the geophysics division. The increasing global 
concern with climate change processes and their impacts not only makes such a centre 
very desirable but will ensure that its work will be well supported by grants and will 
be of great value to society. Without such a securing boost, there is a possibility that 
geophysics (and geophysics teaching) could fade if even one of the critical professors 
should leave without rapid replacement.  
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Space Physics

The group should aim at the optimal use of the existing and coming research 
opportunities at the Kumpula campus.

Accelerator Laboratory

The focus on new fields such as nanoscience and cluster physics should be further 
encouraged and co-ordinated with suitable groups in other national universities. It 
is also important to maintain the high international level of traditional ion beam 
analysis and ion beam modification. 

X-ray Physics

There could be even tighter and longer-lasting cooperation between experiment 
and theory. The balance between the seniors and the students is quite optimal at 
the moment. The Division should work hard to attract excellent students and post 
docs in the future as they are needed to fulfil the needs that working at SR related 
research requires.

Atmospheric Sciences

The panel recommends that the Atmospheric Sciences division continue to pursue 
global data and long term experiments which can bridge the gap between single site, 
laboratory and microscopic modelling results and the larger scale climate and aerosol 
modelling efforts. An example of this is the CERN CLOUD experiment (in which the 
group is already involved). 

Theory and experimental high energy physics

We feel the balance between experimental and theoretical physics is one to be 
considered carefully. The theory group is very strong and represents a great asset to 
the Department. But the experimental effort should probably be addressed in any 
newly created positions in the Department.
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4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure

Space Physics

The research should take full advantage of the FMI infrastructure, computing facilities 
of the Department and also encourage collaboration with the FMI researchers to 
participate in the education process.

Accelerator Laboratory

The ongoing development of the research towards renewal of infrastructure for 
experiments in nano science is well balanced and should be continued. 

X-ray Physics

Both the in-house research and the effective work at large scale SR facilities require 
that the infrastructure at home lab is kept up to date. Participation in planning and 
construction of new facilities such as MAX IV is recommended.

Atmospheric Sciences

Following the arrival of FIMR and FMI at the Kumpula campus, discussions should be 
initiated among FIMR, FMI and the Divisions of Atmospheric Sciences and Geophysics 
personnel regarding the formation of an “Earth Systems Centre“. This centre could 
be directed towards climate change effects, involve mutual exchanges of personnel, 
and be of benefit to all. A specific benefit to Atmospheric Sciences is an increased 
capability to staff observation stations through flexible collaboration with FMI.

Experimental high energy Physics

Concerning the detector laboratory, continuous upgrades and modernization of 
equipment will be necessary in the future. One may need to introduce more advanced 
electronics equipment so as to be able to pursue leading edge applications in detector 
R&D for future experimental projects. The staffing situation in the detector laboratory 
should be secured.  
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Geophysics

For existing programmes we recommend increased hardware (cold room, maybe via 
a bid to an outside source) and software support to the Division to help it do its job. 
An important need, technically, is for a software modelling specialist to cover the 
maintenance, development and operation of algorithms for the various levels of ice-
ocean-atmosphere modelling and implementing them in forecasts. This may come 
about through the earth systems centre or by cooperation with FIMR or FMI. There 
could well be increased cooperation between the Division and Atmospheric Sciences, 
and before the forthcoming arrival of FIMR and FMI vigorous discussions should 
take place among the two Divisions and two institutes in moving towards an earth 
systems centre with some new large integrated research programmes, which could 
be directed towards climate change effects, involve mutual exchanges of personnel, 
and be of benefit to all.

4.3 Research active staff

Medical Physics

There could be some previsions for the continuation of synchrotron research.

Accelerator Laboratory

The research staff is presently well balanced. It is important to ensure that the age 
profile is followed up. 

X-ray Physics

The Division of X-ray Physics would benefit from a permanent lecturer position 
to guarantee the continuation of the theoretical support to the experimental 
research.

Atmospheric Sciences

The panel recommends that the Atmospheric Sciences division take advantage of 
its centre of excellence status to attract into more permanent positions exceptional 
theorists and experimentalists trained at other universities.
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Theory and high energy experiment

See 4.1.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

It already is a tradition to hire students to the groups during an early stage of their 
studies; this activity has turned out to be very helpful in speeding up the doctoral 
studies. The fact that all researchers participate in teaching, if only 5 %, has made 
it possible to get contacts with students very early. Further efforts in this direction 
are welcome. 

Space Physics

Currently a significant fraction of research is carried out by the PhD students with only 
one senior person in the group. Recruitment of a postdoc would make the situation 
more stable and improve the quality of PhD education.

X-ray Physics

Training at SR facilities which helps young researchers to become familiar with an 
international environment at an early stage of their careers should be continued. 

Theory and experimental high energy physics

Encourage the continued collaboration between the HUT and HIP involving the 
training of doctoral students; some of the expected benefits are the excellent training 
of PhDs who turn to industry for their permanent job security and the benefits to 
those students who switch from the technical line to a more research aligned future. 
In general, international recruitment of graduate students would be advantageous.

4.5 Other issues

The number of female graduate students and women in research staff is still behind 
what it could be.
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Geophysics

The Division has a well-established character and global reputation, and we would see 
an advantage in it retaining its distinctive existence. This will also ensure a continuity 
of integrated geophysical teaching
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Helsinki Institute of Physics 
(HIP)

Panel: Astronomy and Physics

Helena Aksela, University of Oulu, Department of Physical Sciences, Finland
Barbara Hale, University of Missouri Rolla, Physics, USA
Klas Malmqvist, Lund University, Nuclear Physics, Sweden
Nikolai Piskunov, Uppsala University, Department of Astronomy & Space Physics, 
Sweden
Johanna Stachel, University of Heidelberg, Physikalisches Institut, Germany
Peter Wadhams, University of Cambridge, Department of Applied Mathematics and 
Theoretical Physics, UK
James Whitmore, Pennsylvania State University, Department of Physics, USA

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

The panel sees clear improvement compared to the situation at the time of the last 
evaluation in 1999 when the HIP received the rating of 6. This is why we increase the 
rating at this time. It is emphasized that the top rating (rather than a rating between 
6 and 7) is a consequence of the evaluation rules and does not imply the absence 
of areas in which improvement is recommended. These areas are outlined below 
together with our recommendations. 

Supporting Comments:

The Helsinki Institute of Physics is being evaluated on the basis of its Theory (excluding 
Biophysics), Experimental High Energy Physics, CMS and Detector Laboratory 
activities.

Theory

This activity consists of Cosmology, Particle Phenomenology, String Theory, and Heavy 
Ion Collisions
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Cosmology

The group in theoretical cosmology has worked on subjects such as string cosmology, 
inflation, the CMB and evolution of the universe, recently even pre-big bang scenarios; 
it is part of the Planck consortium and will participate, once data are available from 
2007, in the extraction of relevant parameters for model comparison. The group 
contains a very large number of graduate students. It has published prolifically in 
high profile scientific journals.

Particle Phenomenology

This group focuses on signals for Beyond the Standard Model Physics with 
supersymmetry and higher dimensions at the LHC and CP violation in b-quark decays 
at the B-factories. This activity is forefront research and has a good mix of senior 
and young researchers who are collaborating with other phenomenology groups 
worldwide.

String Theory

The project on string theory has started in the middle of the current evaluation 
period. It covers activities in string theory and field theory, including applications 
to cosmology (in collaboration with members of that group). In this extremely 
competitive field, the group has established itself successfully, by collaborating 
internationally. We will comment more on the field theory part in connection with 
the evaluation of the Department of Physical Sciences.

Ultra-relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions, Hot QCD

The Helsinki group has pioneered this field from its inception in the early 1980s. 
Among recent break-throughs are the computation of the pressure of the quark-gluon 
plasma up to 6th order, the role the group played in understanding bulk spectra from 
perturbative QCD and including effects of saturation and of hydrodynamic expansion. 
The group collaborates widely with experimental and theoretical institutes worldwide 
and has a strong and widely cited publication list.

Experimental High Energy Physics 

The research of the experimental particle physics group has been realized by their 
participation in forefront experiments at large accelerator facilities. The very successful 
physics program at DELPHI is slowly coming to an end. At the focus of current physics 
activity is the data taking and analysis in CDF at the Tevatron. Simultaneously, the 
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group is mounting a large effort to prepare for the TOTEM experiment at the LHC. 
The common physics thread is the study of coherent phenomena, from heavy quark 
production at LEP to the top quark mass and related subjects at the Tevatron to 
leading proton detection for forward physics and Higgs production at the LHC. For 
TOTEM, the group has a significant hardware responsibility in terms of the T2 tracking 
stations consisting of GEM gas detectors. It has, as well, a coordinating role in the 
planning of TOTEM physics. This evolution makes sense strategically. It allows the 
group to participate in the currently most interesting physics, provides training of 
young people for the next step and uses the hardware capabilities provided by the 
detector laboratory and the clean room facilities (operated jointly by the Department 
of Physical Sciences and HIP) to get an inside road for the next 10 years at the LHC. 
In this context also, the detector R&D on 3-dimensional silicon structures (to be 
used in forward microtracking stations) should be noted as an important example 
of cooperation between university researchers and industry (VTT) under usage of 
existing specialized infrastructure. The group has been extremely productive since 
the last review in 1999, as documented by a large number of physics publications, 
invited plenary talks, patents and instrumentation publications and completed Ph.D. 
theses.

CMS

This component consists of 3 sections: CMS Tracker, CMS software and physics, and 
HIP Detector Lab. The HIP has also played an important role as coordinator of the 
Finnish effort at CERN.  

The CMS collaboration has 160 institutions, including 5 PhD physicists and 5 PhD 
students from HIP. This experiment will be at the forefront of particle physics when 
data collection starts in 2007-08 and it is essential that any particle physics group that 
desires to be at the highest international level be involved at the LHC. The HIP group 
has been involved at CERN through their UA1 participation, NA22, NA52 and, since 
1991, in CMS. The confidence the CMS management has in this group is demonstrated 
by their hardware activities and their software work. Their hardware activities involve 
the support structure and detector module testing and development of the Tracker 
Outer Barrel. These follow from their skills and expertise acquired from their previous 
CERN work. The software efforts follow their hardware responsibilities and they are 
leading CMS in the areas of tracker alignment and reconstruction and GEANT4. They 
are also collaborating with the Finnish Center for Scientific Computing to build a Tier 
2 center. We judge the research staff to be at the highest quality level.

Detector Laboratory 

The detector laboratory and clean room, operated jointly by HIP and the Department 
of Physical Sciences, are a key resource currently used for the ALICE Si-strip detector 
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assembly, rod assembly for the support structure of the CMS tracker outer barrel, 
and the GEM gas detectors for TOTEM. It will be invaluable in the future for space 
and collider research and possibly other programs. We are pleased to learn about an 
upgrade of its infrastructure in 2004/05. Continuous upgrades and modernization 
of equipment will be necessary in the future. The staffing situation in the detector 
laboratory should be secured.  

2 Interaction between research and society
The group is taking an active role in working with Finnish academy and industry 
partners: examples are GRID and IT collaborations; recently funding was received 
from TEKES for a CLIC R&D accelerator project involving local industry. 

The training of summer students and technical students at CERN and Fermilab is 
exemplary.

We note the impressive number of B5 (Popularized articles) publications (particularly 
by the Theory program).

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

Theory

In theory, the activity is broad and addresses the most interesting current research 
topics. Since the activities on cosmology, particle physics phenomenology, and string 
theory in HIP are performed by groups involving faculty members of the Physical 
Sciences Department we repeat the following comment made in the departmental 
evaluation. The Helsinki theory groups have a high reputation internationally, 
ranking (in the view of some) among the top two or three groups in the Scandinavian 
countries. 

HEP

A good balance between more physics and more hardware oriented expertise and 
activities, a large number of doctoral students, and a strong publication record. The 
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group enjoys high international recognition for its competence in basic particle physics 
research and in modern, high technology hardware and computing developments.

CMS

Building upon previous activities, they are now working on the development of 
Radiation Hard Silicon Detectors for a possible LHC luminosity upgrade project and 
are collaborating with the HUT Micronova fabrication center and Finnish labs (HUT, 
JYFL, LUT and VTT).

Overall

The overall publication impact (following the ISI citation index), the number of PhD 
degrees, invited talks and B1 publications for the HIP are excellent. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

Theory

Not all theoretical activities lend themselves to groups consisting of an individual 
principal investigator working with a number of young people. With more mass, one 
could have considerably more impact.

HEP

Vulnerability, as internal funding is very small and the budget overall appears very 
tight.

CMS

In the most recent CMS data challenges, no HIP GRID facilities were employed; some 
of the senior staff have not been particularly productive in publications.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

HEP

With the start of the experimental program at the LHC, a new area in particle physics 
will start. The group is well positioned to play a significant role in exploiting the 
capabilities of the detector to get to the physics results. The challenge is, obviously, 
to complete the significant projects in detector construction and commissioning. A 
compromise has to be found as to when to quit the analysis of CDF data and to 
concentrate on LHC exclusively for a while. At that time, serious thinking about the 
next step also has to start. In that respect, considerations of relevance for a next 
linear collider or e.g. CLIC that have already started need to take a concrete shape 
by the end of the decade.

CMS

To play a leading role in NorduGrid and other software/IT activities that will be vital 
to the future of sciences that need to handle and analyze large data sets.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

We feel the balance between experimental and theoretical physics is one to be 
considered carefully. The theory group is very strong and represents a great asset 
to the HIP. But the experimental effort should probably be addressed in any newly 
created positions in the HIP.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

We encourage the Director of HIP to examine the need to introduce in the detector 
laboratory more advanced electronics equipment so as to be able to pursue leading 
edge applications in detector R&D for future experimental projects. Continuous 
upgrades and modernization of equipment will be necessary in the future. The 
staffing situation in the detector laboratory should be secured.  
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4.3 Research active staff

See comments under 4.1.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

We encourage the continued collaboration between the HUT and HIP involving the 
training of doctoral students; some of the expected benefits are the excellent training 
of PhDs who turn to industry for their permanent job security and the benefits 
to those students who switch from the technical line to a more research aligned 
future. 

From our discussions with the students and post-doctoral scientists, we noted no 
obvious problems and were pleased to note that the latter had an active teaching 
role, in preparation for possible faculty positions.

4.5 Other issues

We wonder whether the multitude of small theory programs of 3-6 year duration 
that are constantly renewed leads – even if scientifically successful - to a sustainable 
longer-term program. Possibly, in choosing a specific program, besides its scientific 
merits, one should already have in mind long-term, coordinated strategies for HIP 
and the university departments. Otherwise, this may lead to very dispersed efforts 
not embedded into a broader vision, even in the case when the leader of a specific 
activity obtains a long-term university position. 
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Chemistry

Panel: Chemistry

Professor Jacques Weber, University of Geneva, Department of Physical Chemistry, 
Switzerland, Chair
Professor Mikko Hupa, Åbo Akademi, Process Chemistry Centre, Finland
Professor Kiyokatsu Jinno, Toyohashi University of Technology, School of Materials 
Science, Japan
Professor Christine Willis, University of Bristol, Organic and Biological Chemistry, UK

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments: The potential for progress in research noted in the previous 
evaluation is being fulfilled and the Department is heading towards international 
excellence and close to becoming one of the top European Departments in 
Chemistry.

Introduction

The evaluation of the research of the Department of Chemistry of the University of 
Helsinki has been performed by a peer review panel comprising Professors Jacques 
Weber, Mikko Hupa, Kiyokatsu Jinno and Christine Willis. This report is based 
upon:

- The abundant material which was sent in advance to the Panel Members 
(mainly in the form of an Information Package of the Research Activities 
1999—2004 of the Department and its Annexes) plus information available 
on the website.

- The site visit which took place September 26—28 in Helsinki. This visit was very 
well organized and included informative presentations by senior staff, tours 
of the majority of laboratories and in-depth discussions with members of the 
Department including graduate students and postdoctoral researchers.

The Panel was impressed with the both the quality of the presentations and the open 
and frank discussions which took place throughout the visit.
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General points

During the site visit the Department presented its research activities according to 
the four strategic focuses it has defined for the years 2004—2006, namely, Green 
Chemistry, Materials and Nanochemistry, Computational Chemistry, and Chemistry 
Education and Research. In contrast the paperwork had been organised according to 
the research performed within the seven Laboratories (Analytical, Inorganic, Organic, 
Physical, Polymer, Radiochemistry and Instruction in Swedish).

Three Centres of Excellence have been attributed to the Department by the Academy 
of Finland, including a Nordic Centre:

- The Bio- and Nanopolymers Research Group (to the Laboratory of Inorganic 
Chemistry) 2002—2007

- The Computational Molecular Science (to the Laboratory for Instruction in 
Swedish and to the Laboratory of Physical Chemistry) 2006—2011

- The Nordic Centre of Excellence: Interaction between the Biosphere, Aerosols, 
Clouds and Climate (to the Laboratory of Analytical Chemistry) 2002—2007

Undoubtedly, the three Centres are indicators of the very high quality of research 
performed at the Department. In addition, combined with the strategic focuses 
mentioned above, they are testimony of a strong collaboration between the 
Laboratories which exists now compared with the preceding period (see the 1999 
Assessment report of the previous panel).

Divisions at the Department of Chemistry

Laboratory of Analytical Chemistry

This Laboratory focuses on instrumental analytical methods, techniques and tools, 
and on their implementation in biomaterials and environmental research. The 
research projects often integrate the analytical strengths of two or more scientific 
disciplines. This Laboratory has played a pioneering role in introducing new analytical 
techniques in the scientific and industrial community in Finland. Two professors, one 
acting professor, three university lecturers and one teaching assistant are senior staff 
members and they are involved in a variety of projects. Novel analytical tools such 
as multidimensional separation systems, aerosol time-of-flight mass spectrometry 
(TOF-MS), continuous field-flow-fractionation (FFF), or microchip and high voltage 
capillary electrophoresis have been developed and constructed. The Laboratory is 
focusing on Materials Chemistry such as development of miniaturized analytical 
devices based on chip technology and some lipoprotein coated capillary as the tool 
for separation sciences. Special attention has also been paid to Green Chemistry by 
replacing organic solvents with supercritical fluids or pressurized hot water. Of course 
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miniaturized analytical devices can help to save energy and reduce the required 
amount of organic solvents and chemicals for the analysis and this approach is within 
the remit of Green Chemistry. Many of the projects are in collaboration with academic 
and industrial scientists.

During the review period a total of 24 staff has published 151 papers in international 
refereed journals. A total of 15 students have been successful in completing their 
Ph.D. degree programmes during this time.

The Laboratory is very well equipped with up-to-date analytical instrumentation 
which is well maintained in an excellent environment. The research team is developing 
and applying the latest techniques of analytical chemistry and technology which have 
potential impact in many areas of analytical science. In addition they are designing 
and building specialised instrumentation with potentially diverse application. This 
quality of the research is high and attracts a substantial amount of funding from 
various sources.

Laboratory of Inorganic Chemistry

The Laboratory’s research activities are focused on materials chemistry and 
coordination chemistry of metal complexes. In 2004 the laboratory had three full 
professors and a total personnel of 53 people. During the last six years 16 students 
have completed their research programmes leading to the award of a PhD.

Thin film research and especially Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) chemistry is a long 
term successful specialty of the Laboratory. Recent emphasis has been in thin films for 
future integrated circuits. A number of cutting edge publications and several patents 
have been produced by the laboratory within this research area. The ALD research 
has also resulted in an interesting recent arrangement of mutual benefit whereby 
a commercial company, ASM Microchemistry, has moved its advanced research 
laboratory into the same building as the Department of Chemistry. This enables 
excellent collaboration between the ALD research group and ASM Microchemistry and 
has resulted in an impressive concentration of ALD research expertise and equipment 
(including a dozen of ALD instruments from small to 200 mm wafer reactors). 
Recently the Laboratory has expanded its thin film activities to nanomaterials and 
nanostructures.

The other strong area of research in the inorganic laboratory is the development 
of new catalysts based on metal complexes for certain polymerization reactions. 
These programmes include preparation and testing of structurally verified metal 
compounds where the function of the catalytically active metal centre is tuned by 
the ligand framework. This exciting and multidisciplinary research is part of the Bio- 
and Nano-polymer Research Group, a National Centre of Excellence by the Academy 
of Finland.
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The Laboratory has a very impressive publication record; 347 refereed papers (i.e. an 
average of almost 60 papers a year) as well as nine patents. The Laboratory appears 
very active and well functioning with a wide national and international collaborative 
networks.

Laboratory of Physical Chemistry

The research profile of the Laboratory of Physical Chemistry is broad, with the 
following topics listed by the laboratory itself: laser and infrared spectroscopy, solid 
state photochemistry and dynamics, theoretical and molecular physics, computational 
quantum chemistry, reaction kinetics and combustion chemistry. There is a good 
combination of experimental, theoretical and computational techniques relevant 
to both physical chemistry and chemical physics. These cutting edge techniques 
are being used to investigate challenging problems of world-wide interest. The 
emphasis is placed on the development of new laser spectroscopic techniques, on 
the application of modern mathematical theories to molecular problems, on the 
theory and computation of spectroscopic parameters and on the characterization of 
possible new noble gas containing species.

There are 41 people involved in the research programmes including two professors. 
Key highlights of the research performed in the Laboratory are the following: synthesis 
and characterisation of noble-gas-containing molecules, dispersed vibration-rotation 
fluorescence spectroscopy, use of geometric algebra in spectroscopic problems, Raman 
spectroscopy of thin solid films, experimental system for sensitive measurements of 
gas phase reaction kinetics and high-level computational chemistry applied to these 
topics in collaboration with the Laboratory of Instruction in Swedish.

There is an impressive list of publications from the Laboratory which includes 190 
refereed papers in six years, the majority of which are in high-level international 
journals which significantly contributes to the reputation of the Laboratory. In 
addition, one patent has been filed and six PhD theses have been presented.

The scientific achievements of the Laboratory of Physical Chemistry are of a very 
high international standard. A particular strength is the combination of experimental 
and theoretical/computational developments to tackle problems of fundamental 
importance for the understanding of many chemical and physical processes. 

Laboratory of Organic Chemistry

The Laboratory of Organic Chemistry has a long tradition and is well renowned for 
it’s work in natural products chemistry (structure, synthesis, isotopic labelling and 
function) and these themes have continued throughout this review period with 
many valuable contributions in a variety of areas e.g. in wood chemistry and lignins, 
flavonoids, steroids, fatty acids, nucleosides, nucleotides and tetrapyrroles. From this 
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basis further new and exciting avenues are evolving in particular at the chemistry-
biology interface with potential applications to medicine. Currently the Laboratory 
has three professors and a further two senior staff plus 16 researchers.

Highlights of the research include structural studies on biomolecules, advances in drug 
discovery, the development of new synthetic methods and the effective application 
of computational methods in several programmes. A common theme is the use of 
clean (or green) methods of synthesis and analysis including the use of ionic liquids. 
Many of the programmes are interdisciplinary and involve collaborations with other 
groups in chemistry as well as more widely within the University and with industry. 
The research laboratories and facilities are impressive and maintained to a high 
standard. Instrumentation essential to the success of this research is available within 
the department e.g. 4 high-field NMR spectrometers (200-500MHz), extensive MS 
facilities, X-ray crystallography, analytical and IT equipment plus a good range of 
software packages.

During the review period a large number of refereed papers (174) have been published 
and a remarkable eight patents are listed. Much of the work at the chemistry-
biology interface has been reported in specialist refereed journals and there are a 
good number of papers in main-stream international journals. In addition 19 PhD 
theses were defended. The highly successful international conference, 14th European 
Symposium on Organic Chemistry, July 2005 further raised the profile of organic 
chemistry at Helsinki on the international arena.

Laboratory of Polymer Chemistry

The Laboratory defines its basic theme of the research as the ”relation between the 
chemical structure and physical properties of macromolecular substances”. Of recent 
special interest have been new controlled radical polymerization reactions and the 
use of macromonomersmonomers and macroinitiators in radical polymerization. The 
laboratory had at the end of 2004 two professors and a total personnel of 24 people. 
Part of the activities in 1999—2004 were still conducted under the supervision of the 
now retired professor.

The Laboratory of Polymer Chemistry has produced 143 publications in refereed 
journals in the period of assessment. In addition, eight PhD theses have been 
presented.

The most important studies have dealt with controlled synthesis of functional polymers 
and characterization of polymers with complex architectures and derivatisation 
of polymers with biological origin. New synthetic methods of “living”/controlled 
radical polymerization have been applied to the syntheses of block and starlike block 
copolymers, as well as to the preparation of polymer-grafted gold nanoparticles. 
As an application, cellulose and its derivatives have been grafted with synthetic 
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polymers. Among the highlights of the laboratory, let us mention investigations of 
the properties of hydrophilic and amphiphilic polymers in aqueous surroundings.

It is to be noticed that the laboratory remained very active in spite of the recent 
change of the professorship.

Laboratory of Radiochemistry

The Laboratory for Radiochemistry is unique in Finland being the only radiochemical 
institute at a Finnish University. It is lead by one professor and has a further two 
senior staff and 18 researchers. 

The Laboratory plays a vital role in education in radiochemistry e.g. in the safe 
handling and disposal of radiochemicals, detection and analytical methods, nuclear 
fuels and environmental issues. In parallel with these valuable activities are research 
programmes in related areas e.g. exciting progress has been made with new inorganic 
exchangers for the treatment of radioactive waste and valuable insights are being 
gained from studies on the fate of radionuclides in the atmosphere and geological 
samples. This is an excellent example of the work of the department having significant 
benefits to society and many of the scientist trained in this Laboratory have been 
appointed to positions in radiochemistry in Finland and in other countries.

Of particular note is the installation of a cyclotron for the production of light positron 
emitting radioisotopes. The majority of the beam time is used for the production 
of 18F which is used predominantly for the commercial production (by MAP Medical 
Technologies OY, based in the Department), of 18F-FDG for use in PET studies in 
several Finnish hospitals. There is enormous potential to expand into further areas 
of radiopharmaceuticals and the University of Helsinki is well-placed to be at the 
forefront of these activities. Research into the production and use of other positron 
emitting radioisotopes is underway and collaborations are being initiated within the 
Department e.g. with polymer chemists.

During the review period 87 papers have been published and four patents are listed. 
By the nature of the work, many of the papers are in specialist journals and cover a 
wide range of topics in radiochemistry and related environmental issues. In addition 
17 PhD theses were defended.

Laboratory of Instruction in Swedish

The Laboratory for Instruction in Swedish is responsible for organizing the 
undergraduate chemistry education in Swedish, which is the second domestic 
language in Finland. The somewhat unusual mission of the Laboratory has allowed 
it first to pioneer both wood and lignin chemistry and second to establish theoretical 
and computational chemistry in Finland. 
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The number of people involved in research is 19, among them one professor. The 
highlights of the research performed in the laboratory are only devoted to the second 
topic mentioned above, as wood and lignin chemistry have now been taken over by 
other laboratories. The research topics include: quantum dots and bosonic systems, 
Density Functional Theory studies of biomolecules and clusters, computational 
inorganic chemistry including the very heavy elements, theory and calculations of 
molecular magnetic properties. It is interesting to note that the laboratory is also 
involved in collaboration with secondary schools.

The list of refereed publications of this laboratory in high-level journals is exceptionally 
rich and made of 122 items during the 1999—2004 period. Most of them report 
very high quality theoretical achievements which complement in a unique way the 
research which is done in the Physical Chemistry Laboratory. In addition, three PhD 
theses have been presented.

2 Interaction between research and society
The Panel has been impressed by the obvious activity of the Department in developing 
stronger interactions between its research and society. Four highlights of their 
activities are listed below: 

• A unit called Chemistry Teacher Education has been set up by the Department 
with the responsibility of training high school teachers of chemistry and 
conducting research in chemical education. The goal is to educate enthusiastic 
and skilful teachers in chemistry and its pedagogy.

• It is interesting to note that the Department is involved in collaborations with 
secondary schools e.g. a series of textbooks for high-school teaching of general 
chemistry is in preparation and modelling packages for use in schools have 
been developed.

• Series of seminars are organised both on hot topics in chemistry for a general 
audience and on ad hoc scientific themes for physicists, mathematicians, 
geologists and chemists.

• The Department intends to be a candidate for a future organisation of the 
chemistry Olympiads.

Among the other projects of the Department the Green Chemistry as a strategic focus 
may be considered as a strong desire to communicate with society and to respond to 
the concerns of many of the population.

The work in the radiochemistry group is an excellent example of the interaction 
of research to the benefits of society dealing directly with environmental issues of 
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the nuclear industry and the applications of radiochemicals in medicine. Inorganic 
exchangers have been commercialised and are being used in nuclear sites world-
wide. The group is actively involved in the Finnish Research Programme on Nuclear 
Waste Management and the Geological Survey of Finland and the education of new 
radiochemists. The group has close interactions with hospitals and in collaboration 
with Medical Technologies Oy supplies [18F]FDG to eight hospitals in Finland.

The Department of Chemistry is to be congratulated for its initiatives to tackle 
the issues of chemical education at the school level. The 2003 Kesko award for 
the education package project is recognition of the outstanding work in this area. 
Many teachers have participated in the programme and the use of new technology 
in teaching strategies, research in chemical education and collaborative learning is 
to be commended. Co-operation with Schools is central to the activity of the unit 
with hundreds of students visiting the department each year. There has been input 
from various outside organizations including Chemical Industry, National Board of 
Education, the Finnish Chemical Society. A further development of note is the LUMA 
centre which has been established to promote the teaching of biology, physics, 
chemistry, geography, mathematics and computer science to enhance interaction 
between schools, universities and business and industry. This is an excellent example 
of the interaction of the University to the benefits of society.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

• Enthusiastic, motivated and highly competent staff.

• Good facilities and an excellent research environment.

• Healthy numbers of applications for undergraduate degrees.

• Good interactions with industry.

• Successful integration of high-tech companies in the Department.

• Good international network.

• Impressive publication record.

• Success in fundraising from competitive sources.
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3.2 Weaknesses 

• Absence of strong common strategy for the future vision of the Department.

• Very few appointments of staff coming from research environments from 
outside Finland.

• Absence of the career plans for the best postdoctoral researchers and graduate 
students.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

• To overcome difficulties in the renewal of expensive equipment.

• To optimise the use of the expertise and critical mass of the whole Department 
by improved interactions at all levels.

• Maintaining the optimum balance between fundamental and applied 
research.

• Lack of possibilities for young researchers to present nationally their results 
e.g. at meetings of the Finnish Society of Chemistry.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

• Consider ways to make a better use of the expertise and critical mass in the 
Department (see below).

• Make the necessary steps to encourage recruitment of some of the best 
researchers from outside Finland.

• Maximize the visibility of the Department on the international stage (e.g. 
conference organisation, to continue visits to overseas laboratories and to 
attract overseas visitors to Helsinki). 

• Further collaboration between radiochemists, synthetic chemists and chemical 
engineers to capitalize on this success and enhance the rate of progress in PET 
related studies.
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4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

• Seminars presented by junior researchers of the Department at least once a 
month.

• Initiate plans to maintain and improve the level of infrastructure.

4.3 Research active staff

• Improve the information channels between all staff members involved in 
research.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

• To continue to organise a regular colloquium series in which high-level speakers 
from various fields of chemistry would assemble the professors, research 
personnel and students to enjoy exciting seminars.

• To encourage the mobility of doctoral students by assisting them to undertake 
visits to laboratories abroad (e.g. for a three month placement).

4.5 Other issues

• The panel has however two points of concern for the future of the Department 
of Chemistry:  (i) the interaction and collaboration between the groups 
involved have to be kept at a maximum level so that the synergy within the 
Department is optimum; (ii) the renewal of the sophisticated equipments 
of the Department is a key point for ensuring the continuity of its present 
success. 

• One may wonder about the future of the Laboratory for Instruction in Swedish, 
which undoubtedly needs to be again headed by a top-class scientist after the 
retirement of the professor in charge of this Laboratory. For the University 
of Helsinki, that would be the only way to ensure proper recognition to the 
Swedish speaking minority. Actually, in view of its importance, this should be 
a point of concern for the whole Department of Chemistry.

Overall the Panel was very impressed with the high level of research and facilities 
in the Department of Chemistry and we would like to thank the University and 
Department for their kind hospitality and for making our visit most enjoyable and 
informative.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Mathematics 
and Statistics

Panel: Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science

Kjell-Ove Widman, Institut Mittag-Leffler, The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, 
Institut Mittag-Leffler, Sweden, Chair
Stefan Arnborg, Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Numerical Analysis 
and Computer Science, Sweden
Jane Gilman, Rutgers University, Department of Mathematics and Computer 
Science, USA
Steffen Lauritzen, University of Oxford, Department of Statistics, UK
Jochen Ludewig, University of Stuttgart, Institut für Softwaretechnologie, Germany
Kaisa Sere, Åbo Akademi, Department of Computer Science, Finland
Heinz Siedentop, Ludwig Maximilian University Munich, Mathematisches Institut, 
Germany

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

Supporting Comments:

The grade has been given taking into account that the majority of the submitted 
publications are of a high international level and most others are of a good 
international level. Some of the research done in the Department is very strong, 
on a top European or world class level. In particular this applies to parts of the 
research in pure and applied analysis and in mathematical physics. It also applies to 
logic and parts of the research in statistics and biomathematics. The panel notes, 
however, that the Helsinki Department cannot be considered to be on the level of 
the best European mathematics departments, the reason being that major areas 
of mathematics are not covered. While a major roadblock to covering more areas 
is financial, the committee also discussed whether Finnish candidates for positions 
in other areas would be available, and whether it should be possible to recruit well 
suited candidates internationally. On balance, the committee felt that an attempt to 
recruit more widely should be made.

There were dissenting opinions within the committee regarding the grade, with a 
minority arguing that a strict interpretation of the instructions concerning grades 
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would preclude the grade 7, in view of the requirement that the department be “one 
of the top European departments or institutes in the field”. 

The panel also noted that a small but non-negligible part of the research staff 
documents very little in the way of research through published papers, and the 
instructions are ambiguous as to how this should affect the grade given to the whole 
Department.

The previous research assessment commented on some weaknesses of structural type, 
and made certain recommendations. The present panel notes that steps have been 
taken to rectify the problems, with very positive results. Thus the Department has 
recently been reorganised through the incorporation of members from the previous 
Department of Statistics and the Rolf Nevanlinna Institute. The effects of this change 
seem to be very positive not only for the research groups involved, but also for the 
Department itself as it has considerably broadened the scope of its research.

The previously unacceptably low production of new doctorates has been raised, and 
is nearing an internationally more common level. Under the circumstances, however, 
there should definitely be room for further improvement. 

The mathematics department has a long-standing reputation for doing excellent 
work in one of the technically most difficult parts of mathematics - hard analysis, 
such as nonlinear partial differential equations and potential theory, quasi-conformal 
mappings and complex variables - an area which can be viewed as a root of many 
current areas of pure mathematics, including topology, geometry and group theory. 
Recent hires have added to and consolidated a group that already is doing excellent 
research in fundamental theory, and which is expanding its scope and reconnecting 
to other areas such as partial differential equations, harmonic analysis, and geometric 
measure theory, low dimensional topology and hyperbolic geometry. Research is 
broad and flexible, available analytic expertise is put to work on problems in allied and 
applied areas, and significant practical results from synergy, depth of skill, knowledge 
and, most important, ingenuity, have been obtained. This is a process which should be 
encouraged. However, while a group with such strength would be the envy of most 
mathematics departments, there is a serious concern regarding inbreeding. As an 
example, although the recent hires certainly have added considerable strength, they 
consisted of previous junior members of the Department returning to the nest. Also, 
the panel noted a reluctance on the part of new PhDs to go abroad, claiming they 
received sufficient inspiration and had satisfying interaction possibilities at home. 
Despite this, there is admittedly a tradition of very good international interaction, 
with editorial positions on important international journals being held, and invitations 
as panel speakers at IMU and EMS congresses being received. 

The mathematical physics research in the Department contributes to many interesting 
current developments. Among them is the use of methods from statistical mechanics 
to the study of dynamical systems and nonlinear PDEs. It is done in collaboration with 
several international institutions. The recruiting of personal is done in European level. 
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Also postdoc and graduate level research contact to other major European institutions 
is actively pursued. The research is clearly top level on an international scale.

The pure analysis and the mathematical physics groups are both part of the Centre 
of Excellence of Geometric Analysis and Mathematical Physics.

The Department has a well established, internationally recognized logic group. 
Its concentration in model theory is in keeping with the taste of the best logic 
departments in the world, e.g. Berkeley, Jerusalem and Rutgers (New Brunswick), 
and it regularly brings prestigious visitors to campus and members of the group 
publish in the best logic journals. It would be good to see more interaction with the 
computer science department. Also, as is usual in pure mathematics departments, 
logic should be part of the “Algebra group” and it would be good to see a wider 
expansion in these directions. 

Research in applied Bayesian statistics is developing under a challenging and 
important paradigm emphasizing serious interdisciplinary interaction with scientists 
from other areas. This is both rare and highly commendable. The research is based 
on methods at the absolute forefront of modern model-based statistics and it is in 
particular remarkable that a considerable share of this research finds its way into the 
best journals as model case studies for others to follow. Research in Econometrics is 
firmly placed within areas of international interest and importance, and meets the 
best standards within these. Stochastic and statistical ways of thinking are spreading 
to other areas of research within the Department and the University and it is to be 
expected that in a longer perspective, the reorganisation and subsequent move to 
the new premises at the Kumpula campus will support this process and extend the 
scope of this research to its natural capacity. The Statistical Genetics research group 
is a partner in the Excellence Centre of Population Genetic Analysis.

The group in mathematical biology has been in place for a year. It has added a wholly 
novel area of research to the Departmental spectrum. The group brings innovative 
ideas and original approaches to important questions arising in biology, and has 
the potential to act as a bridge between the biometrics group and the rest of the 
Department. In the way of criticism, the panel would like to point out the risk that the 
modelling of biological processes and finding appropriate formalisms and problem 
formulations take the upper hand at the cost of deeper mathematical analysis. 

2 Interaction between research and society
The Department is interacting with society in a number of ways and on a number 
of levels. The long term effects of educating high quality graduates in mathematics 
and statistics and enabling them to leave the University and contribute to growth 
and knowledge in society may be indirect, but its significance should not be 
underestimated. 
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The level of research cooperation with other scientists and institutions within and 
outside the University is impressive and takes places over a broad range of scientific 
areas. This interaction serves both as a vehicle for the transfer of knowledge and as 
a strong inspiration for the Department’s own research. 

The Department is extremely active in promoting awareness of mathematics 
and teaching of the subject at a more elementary level. This is achieved through 
experimental activities on web-based learning, through taking part in continuing 
education, through the editing of an electronic journal for the teaching of school 
mathematics, and through producing a high volume of expository articles targeting 
the general mathematical community in Finland.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The dedication, effort and clear vision of first-class research leaders and the immediate 
nearness to expertise in related and relevant other sciences.

A strong presence in hard analysis, mathematical physics, applied analysis, statistics, 
and logic.

A good infrastructure, and comparatively good funding.

3.2 Weaknesses 

To really be considered a top European department, a much wider part of the 
mathematical spectrum would have to be covered, with a strong presence in the fields 
of algebra, stochastics, and geometry. Also, although analysis is a stronghold of the 
Department’s research, there are significant gaps in its coverage of new developments. 
Upcoming retirements will allow the department to make first essential steps towards 
broadening the spectrum, though a full elimination of these weaknesses would 
require considerable additional financial support from the university.

Regarding the graduate program, a general weakness is the fact that, for many of the 
doctoral students, funding for the full period is not secured, hampering their efforts 
to fully concentrate on their research. In addition, it appears that the international 
element is not always at par with a strong ambition for excellence.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Upcoming retirements will create opportunities for the Department to branch out 
in areas of mathematics now weakly covered. To this end the Department should 
develop a vision that optimizes the use of the Department’s resources (including 
positions). This vision should include important fields of algebra and geometry and 
a broadening of the well represented field of analysis. Assistance from an external 
evaluation committee could be helpful here.

The recent fusion, resulting in the creation of the present Department of Mathematics 
and Statistics, has created opportunities. There are, however, potential stumbling 
blocks: the two areas have somewhat different cultures, including publication rates 
and funding patterns. It will take wise leadership to steer a smooth path to fully 
integrate the two departments. 

It is a challenge to maintain the application-driven research in statistics at the current 
high level while at the same time developing the profile of general statistical research 
to sufficient depth, ensuring a continuing innovation in the development. The 
increasing interest in stochastic and statistical ways of thinking within e.g. applied 
analysis and the new activities in biomathematics as well as the proximity to vital 
research groups in related areas seems to yield excellent opportunities for meeting 
this challenge. 

The character of modern statistical research is rapidly changing to enable analysis 
of huge automatic data collections. Possibilities for cooperation with strong groups 
within the Department of Computer Science places this Department in an enviable 
position to meet this challenge.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Research in logic should be strengthened through the cooperation with computer 
science.

Research in stochastics and statistics would benefit from a cooperation in financial 
mathematics.

The scope of research in pure analysis should be extended.

Research in algebra and geometry should be initiated.
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4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The obvious difficulties notwithstanding, it is absolutely essential that efforts be 
made to open up calls for new positions internationally in order to maintain and 
enhance excellence in research.

Graduate education should be strengthened by 

• establishing regular short advanced courses given by international experts and 
long-term visitors on selected mathematical topics

• a systematic policy ensuring that the graduate students have longer lasting 
contacts with research environments other than their home institution 

• giving the graduate students opportunity to participate in international 
summer schools etc., where they can meet and interact with graduate students 
from other areas and institutions.

4.3 Research active staff

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The postdoctoral program should be made truly and bidirectionally international; 
what is done in mathematical physics can be taken as a good example.

4.5 Other issues

The issue of service teaching (courses to students of other departments) has been 
a source of some amazement to the panel. As a general principle, teaching on a 
scientific subject should be done by the research faculty in the area, while it seems 
that currently, a number of mathematics courses are taught outside the mathematics 
department. Also, such service teaching should be remunerated on a reasonable scale 
by the University. From the point of view of the Department, such a system would 
also allow for an increase of the number of research active staff and the number of 
doctoral students.

At present, there are no women professors in the Department. For this day and age 
there is an unusually small number of women even in the lecturer and post-doctoral 
ranks. 
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Computer 
Science

Panel: Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science

Kjell-Ove Widman, Institut Mittag-Leffler, The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, 
Institut Mittag-Leffler, Sweden, Chair
Stefan Arnborg, Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Numerical Analysis 
and Computer Science, Sweden
Jane Gilman, Rutgers University, Department of Mathematics and Computer 
Science, USA
Steffen Lauritzen, University of Oxford, Department of Statistics, UK
Jochen Ludewig, University of Stuttgart, Institut für Softwaretechnologie, Germany
Guy Pujolle, Paris 6 University, Computer Science, France (did not participate in the 
site visit)
Kaisa Sere, Åbo Akademi, Department of Computer Science, Finland
Heinz Siedentop, Ludwig Maximilian University Munich, Mathematisches Institut, 
Germany

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

Supporting Comments:

The research done at the Department is of varying quality, as will be discussed later. 
However, a large portion of the work is of top European quality, and some is certainly 
of world class. It should be noted that there were dissenting opinions within the 
panel to the effect that a strict interpretation of the instructions concerning grades 
would preclude the grade 7, in view of the requirement that the Department be “one 
of the top European departments or institutes in the field”. Moreover, a small but 
non-negligible part of the research staff documents very little in the way of research 
through published papers, and instructions are ambiguous as to how this should 
affect the grade given to the whole Department.

The Department has been able to attract large amounts of external funding in the 
form of research projects, and post doctoral and academy researcher positions. It 
hosts a Centre of Excellence in research, FDK, as well as the Basic Research Unit, BRU, 
of HIIT, both of which are also separately funded. All the external funding is based 
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on competition and is reviewed by international expert panels, which also supports 
our conclusions as to the high quality of the research performed here.

The Department is on the front end of several research areas and is the world leader 
in data analysis. This holds especially for FDK and for the research in the BRU/HIIT 
unit. 

Department research is published in the highest quality international journals as well 
as presented at top ranked international conferences. Indeed, high level conference 
proceedings are often the primary channel for publishing quality work in most 
areas of Computer Science, and these conferences have very strict quality standards. 
Doctoral theses are mostly of high quality.

2 Interaction between research and society
Compared to other sciences, computer science has a very close relationship to the 
everyday life of many, if not all, people. The research problems in computer science 
often stem directly from questions arising in other parts of society, like how to 
recognize certain diseases, how to access existing knowledge, or how to maintain 
complex software systems. The results obtained have an obvious impact on society. 

Therefore, computer science is a field where the interaction with society is 
automatically both important and visible. The Department has been very successful 
here.

The standardisation work done at the Department, although having a flavour 
differing from other types of research activity, is also important, and directly serves 
society in general.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, and challenges.

3.1 Strengths 

The Department has several very strong groups, in particular in the field of data 
analysis, in which the Department harbours a Centre of Excellence. The Department 
has been extremely successful indeed in concentrating on this research area.

All members of the research staff teach courses in their areas of specialty, and hence, 
the research is well integrated with teaching.
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3.2 Weaknesses 

Though it is also a strength, we feel that the most serious weakness of the Department 
is the fact that it is overly specialised in one direction, data analysis. The current 
specialisation areas chosen for the Department are fine, but from the perspective of 
the discipline, it might be wise to strengthen research in other core areas.

The research active staff is overly burdened by teaching duties, which imperils its 
ability to carry out research. This is to a large extent caused by the high number of 
master’s theses which have to be supervised, in particular in Software Engineering. 

In the Department there are interesting and important developments in the research 
on distributed systems. We feel, however, that this research is too fragmented, and 
it is difficult to recognise common lines or directions. Moreover, there does not seem 
to be very much co-operation among the various groups. In all fairness though, we 
should like to point out that much of this research is still in an initial state, and it is 
unclear to us where it will lead. In the Department in general, and in this group in 
particular, a clear vision of possible midrange and long term goals is missing.

Much of the work done at the Department is interdisciplinary. This is very challenging 
and requires that research staff be fluent in the use of many tools and techniques. 
Here, more intensive co-operation and interaction with other departments, especially 
the mathematics and statistics department, would be helpful.

Co-operation between the research groups seems to be at a quite low level.

In view of the size and the ambitions of the Department, there are far too few 
professors for the tasks of carrying out research, setting directions, and establishing 
priorities for the Department.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The Kumpula campus, where the Department has recently moved, creates great 
opportunities. It provides an environment for further interdisciplinary research, 
one of the chosen strategic directions. However, this is also a challenge for the 
Department as it should still keep up its methodological and algorithmic research 
while simultaneously moving into new application areas.

The funding structure will create a major challenge for the Department if it wants 
to keep or expand its research volume. Such problems should, however, be solved at 
the faculty or at the university level.

Yet another challenge is recruitment: will the Department be able to attract enough 
excellent PhD students wanting to carry out academic research? Also, the continued 
recruitment of high quality faculty is a challenge. In some areas, little research is 
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currently carried out within the Department, such as programming languages and 
theoretical computer science. This might make it difficult to attract good scientists 
able to establish new groups in these areas. 

Recruitment from abroad is an opportunity little utilised so far.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

One of the strategies of the Department is to establish strong co-operation with 
other sciences and go even more into interdisciplinary research areas. This is good 
and should be supported. However, such efforts should not be undertaken at the 
expense of the core areas of computer science.

Data analysis research is doing well in the Department and should continue. However, 
in the panel’s view, instead of a constant search for new applications, the group 
should try to establish focal areas. This might also strengthen the algorithmic aspects 
and contribute in a more substantial way to research in core computer science. 
Moreover, co-operation with the mathematics and statistics department should be 
intensified without further delay. A joint research seminar with the statistics group 
is already planned for the spring semester: this is a good beginning.

The BRU and the FDK at the Department are evaluated in detail by Scientific Advisory 
Boards. We agree that the groups financed in this way are indeed excellent. The 
Department has not changed substantially since 1999, except for the incorporation 
of groups working in data analysis from the Nevanlinna Institute and from TKK. 
There have also been some industry initiated activities in software engineering and 
distributed systems. Naturally, the Department cannot totally escape external pressure. 
Nevertheless, it needs to set its own research agenda. The main recommendation in 
the previous report was to improve on internationalization and to strengthen the 
more practically oriented areas of distributed systems and software engineering. 
While internationalisation has improved, more can be done. As was the case in the 
1999 evaluation, the distributed systems activities are difficult to evaluate; they would 
undoubtedly benefit from a more systematic approach. Also, the quality of research 
in software engineering should clearly be improved. Empirical software engineering, 
which has been chosen as a new field of activity, offers good opportunities for 
relevant research, as long as the concrete questions to be dealt with are not limited to 
an academic setting. Among new directions in the distributed systems area, computer 
and information security would add strength.
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4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The Department provides excellent infrastructure and a very good working 
environment. The atmosphere seems to be very relaxed and positive. This should 
contribute to good research.

4.3 Research active staff

The research active staff is highly competent. There are, however, still a few faculty 
members not carrying out research to a noticeable degree.

The Department should strengthen the software engineering research staff, since 
software engineering is a specialisation area chosen by many master’s students. Such 
an increase should also lead to deeper cooperation with industry, with subsequent 
influence on academic research problems; indeed such cooperation is a condition for 
any research in practical and experimental software engineering to be meaningful. 

There are some important core computer science areas missing. However, with existing 
staff it is probably not possible to initiate research in new directions. 

The research at the Department is very interdisciplinary. Hence, the research staff 
needs many mathematical and statistical tools and techniques.

We recommend:

• The Department should be strengthened through several new professor 
positions. 

• Recruitment from abroad to lower the risk of inbreeding.

• More intensive co-operation with the mathematics and statistics 
department.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Graduate students supported by the graduate schools enjoy a measure of financial 
stability. The main problem of the majority of the PhD students, however, is the short 
term funding structure, which tends to create an uneasy feeling among the affected 
students.

Too few PhD-students make use of the opportunities for exchange and visits to other 
countries.
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Some of the post-doctoral researchers seem reluctant to start their own research 
groups. Professors should encourage and assist them to do so. 

There is a tendency among the post-doctoral students to stay at their home university. 
We feel that during this period of their careers, more international contacts are 
needed and that they should be encouraged to move around and spend one or more 
years abroad.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Helsinki Institute for 
Information Technology (HIIT)

Panel: Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science

Kjell-Ove Widman, Institut Mittag-Leffler, The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, 
Institut Mittag-Leffler, Sweden, Chair
Stefan Arnborg, Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Numerical Analysis 
and Computer Science, Sweden
Jane Gilman, Rutgers University, Department of Mathematics and Computer 
Science, USA
Steffen Lauritzen, University of Oxford, Department of Statistics, UK
Jochen Ludewig, University of Stuttgart, Institut für Softwaretechnologie, Germany
Kaisa Sere, Åbo Akademi, Department of Computer Science, Finland
Heinz Siedentop, Ludwig Maximilian University Munich, Mathematisches Institut, 
Germany

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

Supporting Comments: 

The Basic Research Unit is, apparently, created in order to administrate extra funding 
for research performed in selected areas of information technology, and in a way that 
competes well with possible alternative uses. One would thus expect these funds to 
be used for high quality research. 

Indeed, the senior personnel qualifies well for the grade 7, since all the submitted 
work is on a high international level, and nothing even on the good level. The unit 
can without hesitation be declared leading in its chosen area of research. It has a 
strong international colour.

The possible criticism would be directed to what the unit has chosen as its area. Given 
the expertise of the leaders, the choice of three topical areas relying strongly on 
probabilistic and statistical modelling is natural if a close-coupled unit is desired, while 
on the other hand the quite narrow profile of Computer Science at the University of 
Helsinki or even in the Helsinki area would suggest that the unit break new ground 
in Helsinki.
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Whether the instrument of financing provided through the HIIT is appropriate, cannot 
be considered a question for this panel.

2 Interaction between research and society
The self-evaluation of BRU at HIIT discusses interaction in the form of industry 
projects, patents, and publicly useable (free or licensed) software.

Interaction with the public sector is exemplified by collaborations with other academic 
departments and state research institutions.

Interaction with society is exemplified by media clips. 

The unit does not regard its primary research mission as interacting with society, but 
mentions the chain of research results leading to the discovery of an asthma related 
gene.

Of course, just as with the department, the unit interacts with society in the sense of 
defining the society of tomorrow.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The HIIT describes its strength in terms of visibility, academically and industrially, 
nationally as well as internationally, and goes on to cite selected parts of the reports 
of the Scientific Advisory Board. Since the unit is made up of a selected elite, it is not 
difficult to agree with its self-image.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The weaknesses listed in the self-evaluation seem rather possible to contend with. 
The HIIT does apparently not complain about the rather temporary character of its 
funding. Hubris is not among the listed weaknesses. One could note that there is a 
reasonable department in the same building with similar interests at least in the basic 
tools of the HIIT trade. After a couple of years one might expect to see some concrete 
interaction with the probabilists and the statisticians of the mathematics department, 
and the opposite would be seen as a sign of weakness of the university and possibly 
a good reason to abandon the concept of a research-intensive institute.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The self-evaluation seems a little too concerned with administrative details. The only 
real challenge in academic work is to balance the risk of inbreeding with that of a 
provincial or slightly marginal appearance. Given the rather favourable conditions of 
the HIIT, one would expect it to recruit top-level graduate students and post-docs 
from all over the world. It is neither clear that it does to any significant extent, nor 
that it is on the agenda.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future
Given that the HIIT was explained to us as a funding instrument, it would be 
inappropriate to discuss its future in this evaluation. The main problem facing HIIT 
appears to be the relationship between the TKK and the University of Helsinki.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Geography

Panel: Geology and Geography

Kent C. Condie, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, Department of 
Earth and Environmental Science, USA, Chair
K. J. Gregory, University of Southampton, Geography, UK
Steven de Jong, University of Utrecht, Department of Physical Geography, The 
Netherlands
Wighart v. Koenigswald, University of Bonn, Institut für Paläontologie, Germany
Christiane Weber, l’ Université Louis Pasteur Strasbourg, Faculte de Geographie et 
d’ Amenagement, France

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5

Supporting Comments:

To reach its conclusions the Panel received a list of publications (1999-2004) together 
with a list of those considered by the department to be most significant, had the 
benefit of discussions with the senior staff, with post doctoral researchers and with 
doctoral students, and a tour of the department space and facilities. 

We do not find it easy to apply the 7 definitions for the rating system to Geography 
because if the “submitted works” refers to all publications submitted then in the 
case of Geography the proportion of international refereed publications or their 
equivalent is necessarily comparatively low. We feel that such a low percentage 
of peer-reviewed journal publications do not give a fair reflection of the activity 
undertaken in Geography. Furthermore, the JULKI codes do not always group similar 
publications for Geography; thus a Cambridge University Press Monograph, which is 
internationally highly regarded, is grouped in A1 together with dissertations which 
could have a very different impact. Therefore we suggest that the University should 
consider modifying the definitions so they can be used for all disciplines. 

The panel realised that 2005 was not an ideal time to undertake an assessment of 
Geography because very recent developments have meant that a number of changes 
are still taking place. Therefore, these changes mean that the explanation of the 
organisation of the department as received, the nature and extent of publications 
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during 1999-2004, and the way in which the department now operates in 2005 
do not correspond exactly. The panel discussed these changes with the staff of 
the department. In the light of the rating definitions the Panel concludes that 
the rating for Geography should take account of the research published during 
the evaluation period, the way in which the research organisation has evolved, 
and the new developments already achieved together with the potential that is 
already demonstrated. On this basis the Panel concludes that the rating is 5 for the 
Department of Geography. The Department is developing very well and is clearly 
progressing towards a rating of 6.

The Panel makes four major groups of supporting comments.

1. The total number of publications listed (633) is a very substantial output, 
demonstrating a commendable level of activity; allowing for variations 
in numbers of active research staff over the six year period. This averages 
at approximately 4.2 items per member of staff per year. Inevitably, and 
appropriately in Geography, a large proportion of this output is published in 
Finnish, with some in Swedish. However, a significant proportion is published 
in foreign languages, including English, making it more widely available 
(30%). Material published in refereed journals, book chapters, or monographs 
amounts to a total of 18%; material published in leading international journals 
and equivalent publications or monographs amounts to c. 53 papers (= 8%), or 
70 if articles in Fennia are included (=11%). This equates to major publications 
per member of staff per year of about 0.5. However, there are several reasons 
for a high proportion of publications in Finnish. These include the fact that 
the department has a function to provide Geography teachers for Finland and 
also because if significant research undertaken on Finland is to reach decision-
makers, it must be published in Finnish. We therefore see the high proportion 
of publications in Finnish as a necessary consequence of the responsibility 
of the department and this has been taken into account in finalizing the 
rating for the Geography department as far as allowed by the current rating 
definitions. 

2. It is traditional in major University departments of Geography to identify 
particular areas of research specialization, because a degree of concentration 
is of benefit to doctoral training programs as well as to senior staff members. 
Although such specialization is dictated by the breadth of the subject, so 
that no one department can be internationally successful in all branches of 
modern Geography, it does not readily apply in Finland where there are just 
five departments of Geography. However, it seems inevitable to the Panel that 
there must be some degree of research specialization in order to promote 
fund raising, attract high-level postgraduates, and develop new ideas and 
collaboration with other disciplines, with links in other institutions and overseas. 
In the written material submitted to the Panel, the research organisation is 
presented in terms of 1) Physical Geography, 2) Human Geography and 3) 
Planning Geography. However, we noted from the publications from 1999 to 
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2004 that significant international impacts have been made by contributions 
in the fields of health and mortality, cold environments, remote sensing, 
quaternary history and palaeoecology, urban and political geography, urban 
hydrogeography. 

3. During the site visit the panel was informed about two newly established 
professorships at the department, covering the research themes ’Urban 
Geography’ and ’Geoinformatics’. We are impressed by these recent 
developments but recommend that further consideration is given to the 
precise way in which all the department research areas are formulated and 
to the way in which research training and interaction are organised. This is 
particularly important in view of the way in which the department is involved in 
the organisation of two graduate programs and contributes to two others.

2 Interaction between research and society
Major parts of the responsibility of the department are the following:

• Training graduates for the teaching profession and disseminating recent 
research to education and the general public. Furthermore, the department 
is recognized as a centre of excellence for education.

• Providing expertise and advice to local authorities, planning agencies, 
municipalities etc.

There are several research activities and publications of staff that clearly demonstrate 
ways in which productive links have already been established between research and 
society including: 

• Initiation of the investigation of the impact of the planned suburb of Espoo, 
involving both human and physical geographers.

• Analysis of hydrogeography and urban hydrology and associated problems and 
applications. 

• Geographical education and the production of published materials that reflect 
contemporary developments, thinking and practice.

• Analysis of spatial patterns of specific diseases in Finland.

• Social and spatial differentiation within the greater city of Helsinki.

The results of these research efforts are responsible for approximately 1/3 of the 
total publications. These publications are intended to disseminate important 
research results to a wider audience and many are therefore published in Finnish or 
Swedish.
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Traditionally, members of the geography senior staff have been involved in university 
management (e.g. chair of the research council, vice rector) reducing the research 
potential of the group. The panel considers these important activities equivalent to 
a contribution to the interaction between research and society.

Regarding the present activities of the Geography department, the Panel believes 
that the department’s interaction between research and society is already substantial 
and successful so that if a rating for this interaction was required it would be a 6. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

• The way in which the trends of the research domains are being redefined is 
promising for the future international visibility of the department.

• These developments have stimulated interdisciplinary research collaboration 
with other departments (e.g. Geology, Ecology, Medicine, Computer Sciences), 
with other Finnish Universities, and with overseas research groups.

• The department developed new and pertinent research directions over the 
last three years such as Urban Geography and Geoinformatics and Remote 
Sensing. The planned chair for Political Geography can further develop the 
department’s research fields.

• The department’s current research on problems of contemporary interest and 
significance is of high quality. The combination of practical and theoretical 
research leads to a high visibility of the department to local authorities and 
forms a sound basis for contract research.

• Integrative studies involving both physical and human geography (e.g. Espoo 
city, urban ecology, hydrogeography) provide an excellent basis for within-
department cooperation and joint publications, for example between urban/ 
physical, periglacial/GIS, development/GIS.

• The Panel was impressed by the significant progress made in the six year 
evaluation period with important research contributions leading to a good 
number of peer-reviewed publications and international recognition especially 
in the research areas of land cover change mapping with remote sensing and 
in periglacial studies.
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• Involvement in four graduate schools (two managed by the department: 
Housing Studies and Social Change, and Geoinformatics) and participation in 
two others. 

• The department has a relatively large number of doctoral and post-doctoral 
staff undertaking research investigations.

• Joint department-wide seminars form an excellent platform to exchange 
research ideas and information about activities of the group, being very useful 
for young staff to enhance their presentation skills.

• Proposals to share laboratory facilities and costs for equipment and personnel 
between geography, geology, seismology and the Finnish Geological Survey 
is a good idea and the Panel encourages the departments to pursue such 
cooperation in the near future.

• The computer and laboratory facilities for physical and chemical analysis in the 
department are of high standard.

• The department has a significant interest from potential master students 
with 450 annual applicants for admission into the degree program. This high 
number assures a sound basis for recruitment of highly qualified graduate 
students.

3.2 Weaknesses 

• At present the department has a wide range of research domains, too large 
to excel in all domains, so that groups are not of sufficient size for optimum 
research and training.

• Some staff members have not been as productive in research as others. This 
raises questions about management of the balance of research, teaching and 
other activities.

• Although not easy to achieve in certain branches of the discipline, publication 
in international refereed journals is not substantial and needs increasing.

• The present space of the department is insufficient. The laboratories for 
physical and chemical analysis are too small for instruction classes with 
the present size of student groups. The computer rooms are narrow and 
hamper teaching activities. The students have to share their offices with five 
or six colleagues. The Panel believes that this situation is undesirable and 
encourages the department to reserve more space for the doctoral students 
and lecturers.
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• The Panel noted that the staff does not have the possibility of sabbatical leave. 
Sabbatical leave is important to refresh scientific knowledge, to enhance 
international networks and to gain experience of interaction with other 
research groups (minimum of one sabbatical leave every seven years). Although 
the panel is aware that there are grant possibilities for sabbatical leave through 
the Academy of Finland, the Panel would encourage a consideration of a 
university-wide competitive system for sabbatical leave. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

• In the next few years several staff members will retire, so that it is now a good 
time to formulate a strategic research plan taking account of international 
competition and emerging scientific issues.

• The strategic decision to develop the field of hydrogeography and urban 
hydrology is timely and the Panel recognizes the potential of this area. 

• Further development of local links for collaborative research with other 
research groups housed on the Kumpula campus.

• Increase the international visibility and reputation of research groups by 
continuing the development of international collaborative research links.

• When reviewing the publishing policy the Panel appreciates the important 
work by the department for national journals and its relevance to research and 
society interaction but asks whether 21% of all publications should appear in 
the category popularized articles (B5).

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

1. Clear specification of the specialist areas is needed. There could be advantage 
in determining and specifying the way in which research effort might be 
concentrated and organised for the next five years, encompassing the period 
when retirement of several senior staff will occur. The Panel recognises the 
wide range of disciplines required for teaching geography but recommends a 
focus on a limited number of research groups. 

2. Determine what objectives should be established for each research group for 
the next six years.
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3. The Panel noted that research in developing countries was mentioned for 
expansion in the 1999 review report. However, the panel did not find much 
proof of research initiatives other than the Taita project. The Taita project 
is scientifically interesting and offers good potential for international 
collaboration. The Panel recommends that future work in developing 
countries should be focussed on a limited number of scientific topics and these 
topics should arise from, or be based on ongoing research activities in the 
department.

4. The choice made to concentrate on Urban research, GIS and Remote Sensing 
and Hydrogeography seems well-balanced. 

5. The panel encourages the University to set up competitive possibilities for 
sabbatical leave.

6. Develop the possibilities of visiting scholars and visiting scientists using EU 
support such as Marie Curie Mobility grants, the Erasmus program and bi-
lateral exchange programs between individual countries.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

1. When more students of Geology and Geography will make use of the GIS 
facilities, the GIS rooms will need to be enlarged

2. Continue to share facilities (lab, computers) as proposed, where these provide 
significant benefits to several departments and institutes on the campus.

3. Ensure that space provisions for the department are sufficient and do not 
inhibit the potential of the research groups.

4.3 Research active staff

The current active research staff are well-qualified and generally have good scientific 
productivity. The Panel noted that the productivity is not evenly distributed over the 
staff. The department board should strive to achieve an equal scientific productivity 
for all active research staff. The Panel recommend that active research staff continue 
publishing in peer-reviewed English journals and maintain the current research 
themes. Furthermore, the Panel encourages the department not to start more 
and wider research activities but instead to concentrate research activities when 
possible.
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4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

1. Review how research training links to clearly defined themes and how research 
supervision can be most effective.

2. At present Planning Geography requires doctoral students to make oral 
contributions to seminars twice per year while the Physical Human Geography 
seminars require doctoral students to present at a seminar only once a year. The 
Panel recommends organising regular joint seminars for all doctoral students 
with at least 2 presentations per doctoral student per year.

3. Some doctoral students have made excellent use of the opportunity to produce 
a dissertation which includes publications in international journals. All PhD 
students should be encouraged to publish their results in international peer-
reviewed journals. 

4. Encourage greater interaction of graduate students from different disciplines 
within the department.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Geology

Panel: Geology and Geography

Kent C. Condie, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, Department of 
Earth and Environmental Science, USA, Chair
K. J. Gregory, University of Southampton, Geography, UK
Steven de Jong, University of Utrecht, Department of Physical Geography, The 
Netherlands
Wighart v. Koenigswald, University of Bonn, Institut für Paläontologie, Germany
Christiane Weber, l’ Université Louis Pasteur Strasbourg, Faculte de Geographie et 
d’ Amenagement, France

In addition to the extensive material provided to the Panel prior to the visit, the head 
of department introduced the department research and there were presentations 
by five other senior staff. In addition we had meetings with post doctoral and 
with doctoral researchers, followed by an opportunity to have a brief tour of the 
department facilities. The department is now well established at the Kumpula 
campus. 

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

Very significant research investigations have been undertaken during the evaluation 
period, when 7 out of 9 (80%) of the senior faculty members have continued to 
receive external funds. This has resulted in an impressive publication record in 
important journals, which will have an international impact. The total publications 
listed for the evaluation period is 303, with an overwhelming number of these 
written in English. The Panel regards this tradition of publishing in English as highly 
commendable because it makes them freely available to the international community. 
Of the 303 papers more than 30% (132) are published in peer-reviewed international 
journals which are highly regarded.
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During the evaluation period the Department of Geology transferred to the Kumpula 
Campus, has been established well, and is benefiting from the juxtaposition of other 
earth science departments so that this location offers considerable further potential 
for research collaboration.

During the evaluation period (1999-2004), five new professors were installed, and 
have been assimilated effectively, resulting in the successful evolution of existing 
research programs, or the rapid establishment of new programs in the department. 
The six programs presented to us are (1) Petrology and bedrock geology (2) Economic 
geology, (3) Geochemistry and Hydrogeology (4) Environmental Geology (5) 
Quaternary Geology, and (6) Evolutionary paleontology. 

The panel concludes that in the last six years very significant international impacts 
have been made in four research fields: 

• Origin of granites 

• Palaeoclimatology

• Mammal evolution

• Environmental studies

The Panel did not find the descriptions accompanying the rating scale very easy to 
apply in the case of Geology. International research quality is now usually based on 
the excellence of research reflected in international refereed publications and also 
on the quality of the research environment for graduate degree programs. This is 
indicated by “other academic activity” in Section 5.1 of the Terms of Reference for 
Boards and Sub Panels. However this “other academic activity” is not reflected in 
the descriptions of the rating scale. In reaching a rating for the Geology department 
the Panel has therefore concentrated exclusively on output of international refereed 
publications. The Panel therefore recommends that the University might consider 
how “other academic activity” could be included in future descriptions for the rating 
scale. We also recommend that “submitted” papers be changed to “published” papers 
in the rating scale. 

2 Interaction between research and society
The evidence presented led the Panel to identify two types of interaction with 
society:

1. Making geology and recent research developments more readily available 
to the public. This necessary activity has been achieved in several ways, 
including (a) TV and radio interviews and quotations (> 60 in the evaluation 
period), (b) talks and lectures external to the University, and (c) a significant 
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number of publications (65) written in the Finnish language, half of which 
are addressed to the lay public. It is important for the lay public to have the 
opportunity to improve their understanding of the sensitivity of the dynamic 
earth. In this respect, results from several of the existing research investigations 
undertaken by the department are potentially of great value to society, for 
example including results from ongoing investigations of climate change and 
environmental changes in the past.

2. Some research results, especially those concerning mineral and ore deposits, 
and sand or gravel deposits have considerable significance and direct relevance 
to the economy of Finland. The department is therefore able to provide 
services in response to requests for specific investigations by companies (e.g. 
environmental and mining companies), and may work in collaboration with 
and receive funding from such companies. 

Thus, the department is already fulfilling the requirement of interaction with society 
successfully. There is further potential for future interactions which could benefit 
earth sciences both in Finland and in the University. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

1. The department has made significant research advances which have resulted 
in impressive and internationally recognized publications concerned with 
the origin of granites, Precambrian carbon cycle, Holocene climatic changes, 
and mammal evolution. All of these areas involved cutting-edge research of 
importance in the world wide science community. 

2. The research has utilized international cooperation to a considerable degree, 
which results, for example, in the widely accepted NOW (Neogene of the Old 
World) databank. This is in addition to the impressive collaboration undertaken 
with Finnish organizations such as that with the Geological Survey of Finland 
which benefits research and teaching. 

3. Equipment provision is of a high and appropriate standard and has been 
augmented in recent years with the move to the Kumpula campus. This 
relocation has enabled facilities to be provided in conjunction with other 
departments, including Chemistry and Geography, and the availability of these 
joint facilities should add to the research potential of the department in the 
future. 
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4. Leadership of the Graduate School provides an excellent opportunity to 
increase the number of doctoral researchers and will further strengthen 
research activity.

3.2 Weaknesses 

1. In the evaluation period (1999 -2004) 132 papers were published in reviewed 
international journals. However, not all research staff members contributed 
equally to these publications. The publication average rate is 0.9 international 
papers per researcher per year. This is low for a department with a strong 
research commitment but may be increased following recent appointments 
and reorganisation.

2. The Panel notes the absence of visiting scholars during the last six years and 
believes that this arises because of the limited opportunity for the department 
to invite such visiting scientists; a greater presence of visiting scholars is 
expected in an internationally recognized department. 

3. The Panel understood that the time taken to complete the doctoral degree is 
usually six years and this is by far too long. 

4. There are no student computer rooms in the department which could be used 
for by GIS – related projects and teaching. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

1. Further development of collaborative research. This could be with new groups/
departments that have been brought together on the Kumpula campus (e.g. 
GIS with Geography) or with groups elsewhere (e.g. with biotechnology at 
the Life Science campus). More space will be needed if the GIS development 
is pursued in collaboration with Geography.

2. Increase the number of post-doctoral researchers. The increased number in 
2005 is an important step in this direction and should be maintained.

3. Increase the absolute number of papers published in peer-reviewed 
international journals as expressed in papers per year per full time research 
staff equivalent.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

1. The Panel sees considerable advantage in further reinforcing the international 
reputation of the four excellent research programs (referred to in 1 and 3.1. 
point 1 above) before extending into new areas. Therefore when a faculty 
member retires, the replacement faculty should be made in one of the existing 
highly rated research programs.

2. An internationally recognized research department requires a program of 
international exchange and the Panel sees two ways of achieving this:

 First the number of foreign visitors and visiting scientists in the department 
should be encouraged and financially supported to further increase the 
international interaction. This could positively affect the profile and standing 
of the department and education of the students, because this would allow 
opportunity for periods of research to be undertaken in laboratories abroad.

 Secondly, and equally important, greater sabbatical leave provision is 
necessary to maintain and reinforce the high research standards achieved in 
the department and the way in which it is internationally recognized. The 
Panel encourages the department to seek funding for sabbatical leave on a 
competitive basis, in addition to the provision already available by the Academy 
of Finland

3. Promote better training and interaction of graduate students, especially PhD 
students, by having regular interdisciplinary seminars involving students and 
faculty from the various earth science organisations on campus. 

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The panel observes that future cooperation with Geography in GIS could mean 
an increase in the number of students so that more space will be required in the 
computer laboratories. 

4.3 Research active staff

The Panel understood that in some fields where field work is essential the limited 
financial support for field work is difficult to obtain. Staff could be encouraged with 
greater financial support for fieldwork. 
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4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The Graduate School is significant for the research of the department and it has 
increased the research capabilities. With continuing development of the Graduate 
School, the Panel expects that closer supervision of doctoral students is needed. 
Provision of a regular seminar program would give students an additional opportunity 
to optimize the way in which they can present their research results, should be 
developed for the benefit of the students and should contribute to shortening the 
completion time for doctoral dissertations. 

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Institute of Seismology

Sub-Panel: Geography and Geology

Kent C. Condie, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, USA

1 Mission, structure and performance 

Mission and structure

The Institute of Seismology is an extremely valuable asset for the University, for 
Finland, and for the international community. The Institute operates as a government 
agency for seismic monitoring and provides important information for Finnish 
authorities and international agencies. The chief responsibilities of the Institute are 
as follows:

1)  Seismological Research. The Institute concentrates on three areas of research: 
a) structure and tectonic history of the lithosphere, b) studies related to 
earthquake mechanisms, historical seismicity in Finland, and c) various studies 
of seismic risk. Some of the Institute staff are involved with new and very 
exciting, cutting-edge research on the seismic structure of the lithosphere, 
seismic tomographic studies in Finland and Russia, and studies related to the 
growth and development of continental crust during the Precambrian. The 
organization is recognized worldwide for their contributions in these new 
areas of research. As part of these studies, Institute researchers are developing 
and implementing novel methods of seismic analysis. 

2) Maintain and operate the Finnish seismological network. Currently the 
Institute maintains 13 permanent stations within Finland. They also operate 
and maintain the IMS primary PS17, as well as establishing new seismic stations 
in Finland. 

3)  Promote International Cooperation. The Institute promotes, and is involved 
with, cooperation and collaboration with seismologists at other agencies and 
research organizations, worldwide. 

4)  Teaching at the University. The institute provides instructors and supervisors 
for undergraduate and graduate courses in other earth science departments 
at the University. In addition, they provide opportunities for practical training 
of students, as well as maintaining opportunities for graduate research at the 
University.
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5)  Monitoring Seismic Activity in Finland. One of the most important activities of 
the Institute is monitoring seismic activity in Finland. Approximately 170 seismic 
stations are operated to monitor the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. With this 
array, the Institute monitors all underground explosions, including bombs and 
explosions in mines, construction sites and quarry blasts. In performing these 
tasks, the Institute interacts with several international data centers. 

Performance

See above.

2 Interaction between research and society
There are three very important areas of interaction between the Institute and 
society:

1) The Institute is planning to set up the Finnish Disaster Warning System together 
with other institutes in Finland (FMI, FMRI, Seismo).

2) The Institute monitors and assesses seismic hazards in Finland. The work 
includes preparing various seismic hazard maps and estimates of ground motion 
for specific sites around Finland. Recently the organization has developed a 
new method of seismic hazard assessment, which allows use of both historical 
and instrumental earthquake catalogues.

3) The Institute monitors underground explosions, thus helping to identify 
violations of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. The small aperture seismic 
array (FINES) belongs to the international monitoring system. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges 

3.1 Strengths

1) Excellent collaboration with foreign investigators (including short-term visits) 
associated with lithosphere, tomographic and deep seismic sounding studies. 
This is probably one of the strongest academic attributes of the organization, 
and has contributed to the worldwide recognition of results of these studies.

2) Participation in several international workshops dealing with the origin and 
evolution of the continental lithosphere.
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3) The Institute and its energetic staff have been able to attract large and on-
going funding for their research.

4) International recognition of their contributions to our understanding of the 
origin and evolution of the continental lithosphere and the development of 
accretionary orogens between 1 and 2 billion years ago.

5) Active interaction with the geological staff of both the Geology department (at 
UH) and the Finland Geological Survey, especially in interpreting the geological 
and tectonic significance of the seismic reflection and refraction profiles in 
Finland.

6) Initiative by the Institute to implement interdisciplinary cooperative research 
and teaching with other earth science organizations at the Kumpula campus.

7) Institute researchers publish dominantly in international peer-reviewed 
journals.

3.2 Weaknesses

1)  The ongoing problem of no long-term (> 1 year) exchange of scholars between 
the Institute and academic organizations in other countries.

2) Although the number of publications in international peer-reviewed journals 
has increased in the last six years, there is still less than 1 paper per full-time 
equivalent per year, which is a low for an organization with the stature and 
reputation of the Institute.

3) During the last six years, only five PhD students have completed research theses 
with Institute staff members.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

1) Attract more PhD students to the Institute. In 2005, the Institute has three new 
PhD students, a move in the right direction.

2) Actively seek funds, or reallocate existing funds, to support long-term visiting 
scholars (for visits of at least one year). Visiting scholars are important to inject 
new and exciting ideas into research institutes, and are critical to maintaining 
international recognition and stature.

3) Continue to actively seek funds from the University administration to support 
sabbatical leaves for at least senior staff members on a regular basis (minimum 
of one sabbatical leave every seven years per senior staff). Again, sabbatical 
leaves are critical to maintain a high-quality research organization.
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4) Become a registered member of IRIS, a U.S.-based organization that shares 
seismic data worldwide. This is critical to maintain a high profile in the seismic 
community. The Institute should also send a minimum of one staff member to 
the IRIS meetings held in the United States.

5) Increase the absolute number of papers published in peer-reviewed 
international journals as expressed in papers per year per full-time research 
staff equivalent.

6) Promote better interaction of graduate students, and especially PhD students, 
by having regular interdisciplinary seminars involving students and faculty from 
the various earth science organizations on campus.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

1) Continue implementing and encouraging interdisciplinary studies with other 
geoscience organizations, both at the University of Finland and with research 
organizations in other countries.

2) Set up regular weekly seminars where both staff and graduate students, as well 
as invited foreign speakers present their research. This could be done jointly 
with the Geology department.

3) Continue to encourage collaborative research, both with other organizations 
on the Kumpula campus and with foreign organizations, to exploit the vast 
amount of seismic data that has been collected by the Institute over the 
years.

4) Present results on a regular basis in the meetings of the American Geophysical 
Union, and encourage senior staff to become foreign members of AGU.

ALSO SEE CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES ABOVE
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Items 4.2 to 4.5 are covered in previous comments

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

4.3 Research active staff

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

4.5 Other issues
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General remarks

Panel: Biomedicine and Forensic Medicine

Organizational Arrangements
Panel members were: Drs Hans Wigzell (Chair), Ari Helenius, Peter Lachmann, Patrice 
Mangin, Annemarie Poustka, Ellen Solomon, Lars Terenius and Jean Paul Thiery.

The task of Panel 1 was:

A: to review research conducted between 1999 and 2004 at the Institute of 
Biomedicine, at the Haartman Institute (Departments of Bacteriology and Immunology, 
Medical Genetics, Pathology, and Virology as well as the Transplantation Laboratory 
as distinct units of evaluation),and at the Department of Forensic Medicine. The 
review of these units should include all scientists having their administrative linkage 
to the respective institute/department. The Panel was asked to give a numerical rating 
and a written statement of the quality of the research, as well as a written feedback 
and recommendations for the future.

B: To analyze and comment on the 6 Research Programmes initiated by the Medical 
Faculty, namely Cardiovascular Risk Factors, Developmental and Reproductive Biology, 
Molecular and Cancer Biology, Molecular Medicine, Neurosciences and Rational Drug 
Design. In this evaluation, the Panel were requested not to give a numerical rating but 
present their views of the relative success and quality of the respective programmes 
and on this initiative in general.

C. A Sub-Panel (Drs Wigzell and Poustka) were also given the special task to analyze 
the Finnish Genome Center with regard to the mission, structure and performance 
of this independent institute and to its interaction with society; and to make 
recommendations for the future. They were asked not to judge the scientific quality 
of the research.

In advance of the meeting, Panel members received from the units a complete list 
of publications, a list of the best publications; copies of selected articles; short self-
assessments; and information on doctoral theses completed, on funding and on staff. 
This material was, in several instances, complemented by additional documents at 
the time of the actual review in Helsinki. The material provided to the Panel from the 
various units varied in quality of presentation and the ease with which they could be 
analysed. Better organised papers would have made the Panel´s preparatory work 
easier. The quality of the documents presented at the actual review visit was generally 
high and provided significantly better help. One point that gave us concern was the 
quite excessive concern with impact factors and publishing in high profile journals. 
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While bibliometric analysis has some value in overall statistical evaluation it is widely 
recognised that it provides significant errors when performing individual peer review 
and may have indeed even have a corruptive influence. The quality of papers that 
are published in properly peer reviewed journals is to be judged by their content, 
not their impact factor. 

The Panel was also asked in a pilot study to give a written statement of the interaction 
of the units with society. This turned out to be close to impossible for two reasons: 
a) several units did not include in their documents how they were addressing this 
question and b) when asked during the actual Panel review about how they handled 
this issue in more than one occasion no answers at all could be provided.

The administrative arrangements with Institutes, Departments, Research Programmes, 
Centres of Excellence and Graduate Schools is complex and not easy for outsiders 
to grasp. The added value of having such multiple affiliations should perhaps be 
evaluated. The Panel spent most of its time in the Biomedicum building but did 
also pay visits to the Haartman Institute and the Department of Forensic Medicine. 
The creation of the Biomedicum building has had a major, positive impact on the 
possibilities to perform competitive medical research in Helsinki. The Panel considers 
that the “research hotel” concept of the Biomedicum to be attractive and should 
encourage both concentrations and flexibility in the use of its resources. The fact 
that the building is already full in usage and an extension of the building is under 
way argues further for the success of the concept. Whereas research activities in 
Biomedicum are now in full swing under optimal conditions, the Haartman Institute 
is still undergoing renovation. It is clear that this has caused and is causing significant 
interference of the research within this institute. A weakening of the infrastructure 
needed to perform research at the Haartman Institute did also occur when research 
groups moving within the Research Programme initiative to Biomedicum took 
along their laboratory equipment. The Panel did note that Department of Forensic 
Medicine though located quite distant from the Meilahti campus constitutes a very 
well equipped, and nicely functioning unit. This department is  worthy of in depth 
strategic analysis by the Medical Faculty to better link up and synergize with the 
research activities at the major campus area.

We are in no doubt that in general the scientific enterprise that we have been 
reviewing is of high quality. Likewise, the Panel is convinced that many of the 
initiatives and changes introduced after the review in 1999 have had a very positive 
impact with regard to the quality and capacity to perform outstanding medical 
research in Helsinki. It  was clear to the Panel that whereas a few top quality research 
groups are now able to perform at a larger scale at truly competitive international 
level, increased challenges for maintenance/improvement of sufficient research 
quality do now exist for many other groups. The reasons for this are manifold. The 
Centers of Excellence allocated to Meilahti by the Academy of Finland under strong 
competition have largely overlapped with certain Research Programmes initiated 
by the Medical Faculty, resulting in significant synergized support for a limited 
number of research groups/research areas. Likewise, increase in size combined with 
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quality when competing for funding from EU is an advantage under the present EU 
funding principles. On the other hand, small groups functioning within the traditional 
university fashion, often suboptimal as to size and trying to act independently, face 
increasing problems in maintaining competitive edges. The span between top and 
bottom in scientific quality is thus felt to be increasing at present.

There is thus a need for some thought about the potential emergence of two classes 
of research groups in respect to funding and support. While it is clear that successful, 
established, internationally competitive groups should have more support, the others 
have to be able to grow and function successfully as well. The growth of new junior 
groups is a particular concern in this respect given the difficulty of identifying and 
recruiting a new generation of excellence in many fields of study. The junior groups 
need attention and support.

The creation of the Biomedicum building has as indicated been excellent at many 
levels for improving the situation, in particular preclinical medical research in Helsinki, 
and in some cases extending to Finland in general. The creation of the Finnish Genome 
Center located at Biomedicum is a prime example of this. The building is also housing 
other researchers and start-up industry, which contribute to an exciting atmosphere 
and accessibility to an increasing number of good core facilities. 

Since the former review in 1999 dramatic changes have occurred in particular with 
regard to the Institute of Biomedicine and the Haartman Institute. The creation of the 
Biomedicum Helsinki building has allowed for several strategic initiatives, probably 
the most significant being the initiation of the special Research Programmes made 
by the Medical faculty with special space provided for in the building. This has 
meant that significant research, previously physically performed in the Haartman 
Institute, is now carried out in another building within the framework of these 
Research Programmes. From the point of view of administration the participants 
in the Research Programmes, however, are still registered at the various units of 
origin, a situation that the Panel considered artificial and disturbing from the point 
of view of evaluation. The creation of the Research Programmes plus the elimination 
of departments from the structure of the Institute of Biomedicine (seemingly yet to 
be carried out within the Haartman Institute to the same degree) have left the two 
Institutes in a dramatically changed situation. The creation of strategic plans with 
regard to the future for the respective institutes should now be considered a most 
important issue. Initial strategic considerations of such a kind were presented for the 
Panel from the Haartman Institute. 

As evident in the body of our report, the Panel is impressed by many aspects of the 
research enterprise in the Meilahti campus. The strengths of the research are in part 
derived from the superb infrastructure in the Biomedicum and the newly renovated 
Haartman Institute, and the modern, functional, and thoughtfully-managed core 
facilities. Also, they emerge from the scientific cultures and traditions formerly present 
in departments separated in different locations in the city. With the Biomedicum 
and the Haartman institutes geographically together and in close proximity to the 
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University Clinic, a situation has been created that is optimal for continuing the 
powerful tradition of medical research in Helsinki. 

However, the challenges and the outside competition in the postgenomic era of 
Medical research that the University of Helsinki faces are huge.  They will only be met 
successfully by large, interdisciplinary research entities with an extensive network of 
special skills, facilities, and connections. The necessary framework for this has now 
been created on the Meilahti Campus. Further expansion of the buildings in the near 
future will keep the momentum alive and make the campus increasingly attractive. 
Thus, during the past six years (the years that the Panel has been reviewing), the 
progress has been immensely important. The institutes that we are reviewing are 
standing in a historic turning point with huge opportunities and challenges. In view 
of the fierce international the competition, the last thing that Medical Faculty of 
Helsinki needs is to spend its energy on internal competition.  

Now, the main challenge is how to use the situation to elevate the quality of science 
and the standards of excellence i.e. the scientific culture. Like competing research 
centers around the world, a major concern of the leaders of the Institutes in Meilahti 
must be to find ways of promoting a culture of excellence, originality, and productivity. 
They need to think of ways to secure a tradition of creative, enthusiastic forward-
looking research that extends over and beyond individual groups and laboratories. 
They should look at the Meilahti research enterprise and the people working there as 
a whole (staff, students, fellows, faculty), and they should realize that the atmosphere 
that is now generated will have a lasting effect. 

One way to start this process is by eliminating boundaries of the past. They may 
exist for example between the members of the Institute of Biomedicine and the 
Haartman Institute, both powerful, successful research entities with a long tradition 
and great accomplishments on their own. By combining their efforts they can now 
generate a cooperative effect that will surpass what has been achieved in the past. 
The sooner the remaining boundaries can be lowered, and the sooner a common, 
unified, scientific culture emerges, the faster the Meilahti campus will make an even 
larger mark on contemporary medicine and biology. The rethinking process should 
focus on people; on their education, their communication, motivation, education, 
career opportunities, and professional standards.  
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Haartman Institute
- Departments (please see the reports below):
- Department of Bacteriology and Immunology
- Department of Virology
- Department of Pathology
- Department of Medical Genetics
- Transplantation Laboratory

Panel: Biomedicine and Forensic Medicine 

Hans Wigzell, Karolinska Institute, Sweden, Chair
Ari Helenius, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Biochemistry, 
Switzerland
Peter Lachman, University of Cambridge, Microbial Immunology Group, UK
Patrice Mangin, University of Lausanne, Hospices /CHUV, Institut Universitaire de 
Medicine Legale, Switzerland
Annemarie Poustka, The German Cancer Research Centre (DFKZ), Division of 
Molecular Genome Analysis, University of Heidelberg, Germany 
Ellen Solomon, King’s College, GKT School of Medicine, Division of Medical & 
Molecular Genetics, UK
Lars Terenius, Karolinska Institute, Department of Clinical Neuroscience, -Sweden
Jean-Paul Thiery, Institut Curie, Cell Biology Department, France

The Haartman Institute as a unit

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5
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Department of Bacteriology and Immunology 

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments:

This department has 12 PIs who work on a variety topics.

One widespread theme concerns mechanisms of bacterial virulence with much 
emphasis on the mechanisms by which bacteria subvert the host immune response. 
There is a wealth of novel data on virulence factors of various bacteria including three 
dimensional structure determinations and establishing their modes of action. A major 
focus of interest is subversion of the complement system and this work enjoys high 
international esteem.

Other bacteriological (and mycological) studies involve improving diagnostics and 
some epidemiology. These are of good quality.

The immunological work comprises the studies on complement which include novel 
structural work and some studies on genetic autoimmunity. These are studies of high 
quality but the breadth of the immunological portfolio is perhaps a little less than 
might have been expected.

There are several studies that are also part of the Faculty of Medicine Research 
Programmes: one on glycobiology, one on reproductive biology and one on renal 
pathophysiology. These studies appear to be of high quality but their attribution to 
this department seems no longer to be wholly appropriate.

This department has benefited substantially from the recruitment of new senior staff 
and its performance is now on an upward trend.

2 Interaction between research and society
Most of the work of this department is of direct relevance to the understanding 
of human disease and therefore impacts society directly. We understand that the 
department also supplies diagnostic expertise to HusLab in bacteriology and some 
aspects of immunology. This will certainly contribute to the quality of patient care.
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

• A rejuvenated faculty with new programmes.

• A newly renovated building.

• Access to good students.

• High quality research groups working, in large part, on a well integrated theme 
of microbial pathogenesis and immune subversion.

• Valuable access to clinical specimens through the association with HusLab.

3.2 Weaknesses 

• A broader immunological base would benefit not just this department but the 
whole faculty.

• There is some inclusion of projects that would fit in better elsewhere in the 
structure.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Completion of the building works will allow expansion of the research effort.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Extend the scope and number of immunological studies.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

-
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4.3 Research active staff

-

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

There are excellent opportunities for doctoral students, both those who are aiming 
at an academic career and those preparing for a career in clinical bacteriology or 
immunology.

4.5 Other issues

Any suggestion that the diagnostic work should be separated from the academic 
department and moved elsewhere should be firmly resisted. It would impact adversely 
not only on the ability of the department to do translational research but also on the 
training opportunities and on standards of patient care.

Department of Virology 

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments:

With about 60 publications per year, and 6-10 PhD degrees, the scientific productivity 
of the department has been fine. A large part of the work is of high international 
quality, and much of it is characterized by high professional and scholarly standards. 
Many papers are published in well-known virology journals and in good journals 
of cell biology and medicine. The most visible and successful areas have included 
viral zoonoses especially for rodent Hanta viruses. Several new viruses have been 
discovered, isolated and characterized. Work in the interphase between clinical 
virology, diagnostics, and the disease association of human pathogenes has also 
yielded valuable results. As in previous years, cell biological studies independent of 
a direct virus connection form a large part of the effort in the institute. They too 
have been successful, including studies on TGF-b signalling, and DNA-damage. With 
the arrival of two new groups (including a new professor of virology) this year, HIV-1 
studies will also be increasingly emphasized.
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2 Interaction between research and society
The institute provides virological know how for Media. This is an important function 
in a world where viruses continue to pose a major threat to the life and well being 
of humans.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

• A tradition of excellent, internationally recognized research in animal 
virology.

• A high level of professional and scholarly know-how in the fields of virology 
and cell biology.

• New faculty with new projects and directions.

• A newly renovated building.

• Access to good students. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

See 4.1 which describes the weaknesses of the department put into a perspective 
for the future.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

New groups, and new professors allow new directions. (This applies to the whole of 
the Haartman Institute where out of 10 professors, six were appointed in 2002 or 
later).

 Combining forces with other groups working on infectious diseases and pathogenesis 
will provide potential strength.

Necessity to join up with others for graduate and post doctoral education.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

It will be important that after a period of faculty transition and renovation, the new 
leadership of the Department develops a focussed vision for future directions of 
the Institute. The important questions include the role of non-virological research 
within the Department, the balance between basic and clinically oriented groups, 
the necessity to move from tissue culture to whole animal models, and the need 
to introduce technologies such imaging and systems biology. They also need to 
carefully consider the changing environment within the Haartman Institutes where 
human infectious diseases will probably increase in visibility. Moreover, they have 
to view their role in the larger picture of graduate training, research programs, and 
core facilities in the larger Meilahti campus and beyond. The increasing strength 
and potential competition of other Universities in Finland in virology also must be 
factored into the formula.

By systematically promoting a culture of critical, innovative, high quality virology, the 
goal of the Department should be to generate a research program that could (within a 
few years) compete for centers of excellence and research programs, and thus increase 
the funding base of the Department. It is also important that the Department and 
its activities be closely coordinated with what is going on elsewhere in the Haartman 
Institute and the Meilahti campus at large.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

It is important that the Faculty of Medicine follow up on their intention to upgrade 
the infrastructure and instrument pool of this and other departments in the Haartman 
Institute after the renovation.

4.3 Research active staff

-

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The Institute has in the past served as an excellent place for doctoral training. The 
Institute should build on this strength by either joining existing Graduate schools in 
infectious diseases, or by creating such an organization for virology.
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4.5 Other issues

-

Department of Pathology 

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments:

The Department of Pathology was outstanding in Finland for its remarkable ability to 
combine traditional expertise in histopathology, cytology and ultra structural studies 
with advanced cell molecular biology. Since the last evaluation in 1999, the research 
carried out in the premises of the Pathology Department has suffered appreciably 
from various renovations and from the creation of HusLab. 

Two teams have attempted to analyze various solid tumor types by descriptive genomic 
approaches. Two other teams have kept to a more traditional approach in evaluating 
tumor markers as prognostic indicators. A small team is characterizing the behaviour 
of bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells implanted in the heart. These teams have 
made a fairly modest, overall scientific contribution. Several teams have engaged 
in more focused studies of the molecular biology of proteins potentially involved in 
tumor progression or suppression; or of apoptosis; or of differentiation. These teams 
have performed better overall, as reflected by the quality of their publication list. 
However there is some lack of clarity with respect their long-term goals. In addition, 
one of these teams is no longer associated with the Haartman Institute. The team 
involved in very advanced molecular and developmental approaches to vasculogenesis 
and angiogenesis has made remarkable progress over the last 5 years. In addition, 
this team has discovered how lymphangiopoiesis is initiated from primitive blood 
vessels; it has uncovered the specific role of VEFGR3 and cognate ligands and has also 
provided strong evidence for a direct role of lymphangiopoiesis in the formation of 
lymph node metastasis. The publication list of this team is outstanding.

2 Interaction between research and society
There is no strong indication that this department has been involved in activities 
providing a framework for interaction with the society. 
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

An initial training in pathology is an asset in all biomedical centers. Basic and 
translational research benefit from this expertise. The close proximity of HusLab is 
also an added value. The remarkable, paraffin embedded, tumor tissue collections and 
the tissue chips that can be derived will certainly have a strong impact in any study 
addressing large scale validation of prognostic indicators and putative targets. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

The scientific activity of the department carried out within the Haartman Institute 
has been considerably weakened over the last five years. The most prominent 
team has carried out its research within the framework of a research program in 
the Biomedicum. Another team with good scientific achievements has just left 
Helsinki. There are uncertainties of how HusLab can interact with this Department. 
The development program presented by the new Director of the Institute does not 
provide specific guidelines and objectives for the redeployment of the scientific 
activity of the Department of Pathology. The strategy and future plans of the head 
of the Pathology Department emphasize financial resource opportunities much more 
than scientific and translational objectives. The Department may also be affected 
by stronger regulation of tissue procurement and, worst, it does not have a well-
annotated frozen tissue bank. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The Department has to take advantage of its strengths to promote innovative 
interactions with HusLab. The Department has access to core facilities for descriptive 
and functional genomics with basically no technological investments. The Department 
should consider cooperating closely with project leaders at the Biomedicum and 
attempt to present a joint research programme. The major challenge is to launch a 
completely new Department.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

A new research program has to be defined with clear-cut specific aims. The Department 
should avoid dispersion but rather focus on topics for which it has access to unique 
biological material and know-how. The Department could partially compensate for 
its reduction in size and potential by establishing tight collaborations with group 
leaders interested in functional validations. Advanced cell biology approaches should 
remain an absolute priority.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The research environment is likely to be improved substantially in the next few years. 
Effort is already been seen in the other Departments of the Haartman Institute. 
The proteomic core facility can certainly be implemented. This platform should be 
extremely beneficial for the Department of Pathology.

4.3 Research active staff

It is urgent to recruit a new scientific leader.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Every effort has to be made to recruit doctoral students particularly within the 
MD, PhD program. Molecular pathology is a discipline with great future. It has to 
incorporate many different specialties, which are under constant development 
including advanced imaging, cell and animal models, descriptive genomics, 
bioinformatics, and systems biology. Postdoctoral fellows having already expertise 
in one of those fields can be provided with interesting projects with great potential 
in translational research.

4.5 Other issues

It is urgent to take action to restructure this important Department.
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Department of Medical Genetics 

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments:

The Department of Medical Genetics has always been strong and internationally 
recognised. From its inception it has taken advantage of the superb medical records, 
geneaology, and co-operation of the very special population found in Finland. This 
is an ideal place in which to do medical genetics and this Department has used it 
to excellent advantage. The Department has produced internationally competitive 
research over the past 5 years, with some outstanding groups and no unproductive 
groups.

2 Interaction between research and society
Amongst the departments evaluated this one has produced the highest number of 
publications in the popular press. Also, they are beginning to work on complex, 
common diseases, such as asthma and migraine, which will inevitably attract interest 
from the wider community as well as require effort on the part of the Department 
to educate the public with respect to the significance of these findings. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

• The structure of the Department, with groups of such varying size (range 
3 - 39), and so many PhD students, suggests that many individuals find it 
very attractive as a place to train in genetics, and then wish to stay on as 
independent investigators. The environment is undoubtedly stimulating. 

• The number of students and the close links with the medical faculty suggest 
that many of the students and new PIs may be clinically trained and find within 
this Department the possibility of continuing research. This is to be highly 
commended.
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• The spectrum of conditions being studied is very large with many of the small 
groups concentrating on particular clinical specialties/ or subspecialities such as 
ophthalmology or musculoskeletal disorders, and investigating rare monogenic 
disorders. It is actually remarkable, and speaks highly for the quality of the PIs 
that with such groups, so many have published novel findings and published 5 
solid, interesting papers. It is not clear whether this will be a sensible structure 
to maintain once functional genomics becomes more of a focus for the newly 
discovered genes.

• The Department houses the Centre of Excellence in Disease Genetics of the 
Academy of Finland (2000-2011) and the Nordic Network of Excellence in 
Disease Genetics (2004-2009).

• A large number of excellent publications have been produced in the 
past 5 years, and many excellent international collaborations have been 
established. 

• Effective collaborations have been established for high throughput sequencing 
and genotyping as well as bioinformatics support.

• Complex disease genetics, in spite of much effort, is still relatively young and 
relatively unsuccessful. This Department, in the past 5 years, has done as well 
as any, and better than many, in identifying susceptibility genes, and is in the 
enviable position of having ideal population samples to examine.

3.2 Weaknesses 

• Very small groups could be disadvantaged by competition for resources and 
staff. All groups must have equal access to core facilities and opportunities to 
grow. One or two small groups are not sufficiently focused or somewhat naive 
in their approaches.

• A policy must be put in place with respect to the mapping of monogenic 
disorders and to whether functional work must necessarily follow. If so, small 
groups will cannot flourish. If not, the desirable output of these groups must 
be clearly defined. 

• The Department has excelled in the identification of genes both for monogenic 
and complex disease. To remain at the forefront of international science they 
must effectively and quickly make a considerable shift to functional genomics, 
cell biology, animal models, imaging and structural biology. Clearly the 
latter two must be done in collaboration with other groups, but effort and 
resources must be put into moving into analysis of gene function within the 
Department.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

• This Department faces the same challenges as all research oriented, clinical 
genetics departments, internationally. Since the completion of the human 
genome sequence and the development of animal models, bioinformatics, 
proteomics, high throughput genomics and imaging, identification of a 
disease-causing gene or disease-susceptibility allele has become a starting 
point rather than end in itself. 

• Whether to stop with the identification of a gene, or to continue by aquiring 
the biochemical and cellular biology expertise to study the gene function –( 
likely to be totally outwith the expertise of the group or even department.) 
becomes a challenge with each new gene isolated.

• For larger groups this is an easier decision. For very small groups, following 
functional genomics will be almost impossible, unless a great deal of effort 
is put into making collaborative studies of this type easily accessible and 
competitive. Many groups mention wishing to study the function of the gene, 
or use animal models, but for small groups this will prove very difficult to 
pursue as the same time as genetic studies. Some general consideration needs 
to be given to these issues.

• Given the relative ease of obtaining families as well as case/control material in 
Finland, it is tempting to suggest staying with the genetics, with an endpoint 
in further studies in different populations or in mapping genetic modifiers.

• However, it is absolutely essential that the Department as a whole gear up 
towards cell biology, protein chemistry and use of animal models as well as 
identifying collaborators with expertise in the particular pathways in which the 
newly discovered genes are involved. Core facilities available in the Biomedicum 
should certainly facilitate functional genomics.

• There appear to be one or two groups concentrating on complex disease 
analysis. It is not clear to what degree the biocomputing, epidemiological, 
and statistical expertise necessary for these studies resides within these groups. 
Careful attention must be paid to ensuring that this expertise is encouraged 
and kept at the leading edge. Perhaps another PI with these skills should be 
recruited to enlarge the critical mass.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

• It would be a great shame to lose the interest in mapping of monogenic 
disorders which is so much a part of the dept and in particular of the smaller 
groups. Many of the clinical conditions are few in number, but identification 
of the genes may shed much light on more common abnormalities. The 
department needs to make sure that this activity is encouraged and supported, 
perhaps, by the creation of a larger group subsuming the smaller ones where 
expertise can be shared and, for example, by the development of diagnostic 
assays.

• The proportion of groups working on complex disorders seems small compared 
with the number of diseases being studied. It might be wise to increase the 
number of groups working in this area.

• It is essential that individuals with expertise in functional work, including 
animal models and cell biology, including imaging, be recruited to join this 
Department.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

It is also not clear to what degree there are mouse geneticists and pathologists 
amongst those in the department, or whether these skills will be found through 
collaborations. Many groups mention making mouse models, but the phenotypes of 
these models are often quite different from expectation, and mouse pathology is 
essential for these studies. Similarly it would be useful to know the extent of small 
animal imaging and behavioural testing which is available. These are all issues that 
need to be thought through and facilities put in place. 

4.3 Research active staff

The staff is 80% research active. It is not clear whether the other 20% are doing other 
things such as administration or teaching and whether the research active number 
could be increased.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Most groups seem to have appropriate numbers of post-doctoral researchers. The 
number of PhD students in some groups is huge. It is not clear how a single PI can 
possibly mentor this many students effectively. 
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4.5 Other issues

None.

Transplantation Laboratory 

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments:

Within the Haartman Institute the Transplantation Laboratory is the smallest unit. 
The major problem addressed is to analyze, understand and stop chronic rejection 
of grafts, the dominating clinical problem in allotransplantation nowadays. Most 
senior scientists have primary clinical affiliation and research activities depend 
heavily on competitive funding. Given its small size the Transplantation Laboratory 
is doing quite well in research and acquiring competitive funding. Five presently 
active PI:s are reporting achievements from the laboratory. Detailed analysis of 
allografted kidneys in animals with regard to the expression of various growth 
factors and expression of receptors for such factors and hormones have been done. 
PDGF ligands and receptors are linked to both acute and chronic rejection reactions. 
Blocking of PDGF receptors prevented chronic allograft nephropathy. Inflammatory 
arteriosclerosis is a major cause of rejection of solid organ allografts. Analysis of the 
complex cytokine-growth factor network occurring showed VEGF to be induced and 
linked to enhanced allograft arteriosclerosis whereas the opposite was found with 
regard to angiopoietin-1. Administration of angiopoietin-1 in the form of a adeno 
viral vector protected against arteriosclerosis suggesting a new therapeutic approach. 
Complementing this is research on fibrointimal hyperplasia after vascular injury 
where markers of diagnostic value for chronic rejection verifying the clinical value 
via multicenter studies have been done. An international network has been put up 
and coordinated from the laboratory using baboons and baloon dilation injury. More 
than 1500 genes have been identified to be regulated and of potential predictive 
value for subsequent development of intimal hyperplasia. Finally, one group is trying 
novel ways of analyzing MHC-linked genes and disease so far identifying mutations 
affecting complement C4 function or likelihood to develop psoriasis. Research with 
regard to rational drug development is a significant component in the unit and one 
PI is also in the Medical Faculty research program on Rational Drug Design.
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2 Interaction between research and society
This research is closely linked to the clinic and has already had significant positive 
impact with regard to improving allografting at several levels of care.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The unit has very good links to the clinic and has over the years built up an impressive 
network with transplantation units around the world. It is rare nowadays to find 
senior scientists with primary clinical affiliations to be intimately involved in modern 
advanced “basic” technologies.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The unit is very small and thus quite fragile. The support from the university as to 
staff involves one professor and one secretary. When the present professor is retiring 
it may loose significant portions of its international network.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The unit at present is well positioned to carry out truly translational research bringing 
results from animal model systems into clinical verifications with PI:s working both 
at Hartman Institute and Biomedicum. The challenge is to maintain this position and 
further improve and expand collaboration with other groups at this location as well 
as in the hospital settings. 

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

See under 3.3.
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4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

See under 3.3.

4.3 Research active staff

It is crucial for this unit to maintain a critical mass of senior scientists with high 
enough competence to maintain a stimulating and creative research atmosphere.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The present level of doctoral/post-doctoral training should be maintained.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Institute of Biomedicine

Panel: Biomedicine and Forensic Medicine

Hans Wigzell, Karolinska Institute, Sweden, Chair
Ari Helenius, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Biochemistry, 
Switzerland
Peter Lachman, University of Cambridge, Microbial Immunology Group, UK
Patrice Mangin, University of Lausanne, Hospices /CHUV, Institut Universitaire de 
Medicine Legale, Switzerland
Annemarie Poustka, The German Cancer Research Centre (DFKZ), Division of 
Molecular Genome Analysis, University of Heidelberg, Germany 
Ellen Solomon, King’s College, GKT School of Medicine, Division of Medical & 
Molecular Genetics, UK
Lars Terenius, Karolinska Institute, Department of Clinical Neuroscience, -Sweden
Jean-Paul Thiery, Institut Curie, Cell Biology Department, France

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5 

Supporting Comments:

The Institute of Biomedicine is the largest research and teaching unit, and occupies 
a large section of the new Biomedicum space. A product of the fusion of four pre-
clinical departments, it has now been in operation for about 3 years. The boundaries 
between the old departments are left only for defining the teaching disciplines. The 
fusion of the four traditional departments was a bold move that will, no doubt, prove 
to be a wise one. The same can be said about the construction of Biomedicum, whose 
initiators came largely out of this institute. 

Together with the fusion, the move to Biomedicum has given the researchers in the 
Institute a great opportunity not only to enjoy a state-of-the-art infrastructure, but 
to help generate and to participate in excellent new core facilities and an exciting, 
expanded, interdisciplinary research environment. In addition, they can now take 
advantage of the close proximity to the clinics and to colleagues and facilities in the 
Haartman Institute. Coinciding with the move, there has been a major rejuvenation 
of the professorial faculty in the Institute, and an improvement in research. Five new 
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professors have been recruited, a change that is having major positive consequences 
for the Institute and its research. 

It is not surprising that the research effort and the publication record of the past 
five years still reflect the heterogeneous origins of the Institute. To some extent, the 
record also reflects a period of difficulties during the move and during extensive 
faculty transitions. Thus, for the whole period of five years reviewed, the Panel has 
given a rating of 5. However, it recognizes that since the move to the Biomedicum the 
work is rapidly improving approaching towards the end of the period a rating of 6. 

Although no overall strategy was presented it is obvious that a process of integration 
has been initiated. Integration should extend to graduate and postgraduate teaching. 
Many of the principal investigators have independent publication records. Some 
groups are quite small, and so new that they may need more time to fully establish 
an independent profile. 

There are altogether about 31 independent research groups of varying size. Most 
of the principal investigators have independent publication records. Several are 
leaders in their fields, while others are approaching that status. A number of them 
are included in the highly competitive Centres of Excellence, which are funded by 
the Academy of Finland and the National Technology Agency, and in the Faculty of 
Medicine Research Programmes. There is real potential to produce major international 
stars. Some groups are quite small, and so new that they may need more time to fully 
establish an independent profile. 

It would be useful if the Institute were to set out clear criteria for hiring new PIs and 
for starting new groups. Cross fertilization from scientists from elsewhere should 
be encouraged. It may be even more important to formulate an over-all, long-term 
research strategy that would take into consideration the current and future scientific 
environment in Meilahti, and would help to define a clear cut profile for the Institute. 
In contrast to the Research Programmes, the Institute is not built around a single, 
powerful individual. It can and should have a broad research focus, with a clear vision 
of where to go.

The main research topics range from cell biology, receptor biology and cancer to 
membrane biology, stem cell research and neuroscience. Several groups focus on 
membrane biology with a special interest in lipids in model membranes as well as 
in intact cells. The groups have been successful in combining biophysical concepts 
and cell biological phenomena with biochemical and analytic tools. Recent studies 
have shown, for example, that acidic lipids can accelerate the formation of certain 
amyloids. Joined recently by a new faculty member who focuses on cholesterol 
trafficking in the cell, this area should have a bright future. Most of these groups 
have well established, senior PIs with good to excellent publications records. Some 
investigators have a background in biophysics which is a resource in this otherwise 
highly biomedical environment. 
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The work on receptor-biology is of high international standards. Six groups are doing 
cancer research. Three of these are also in the Molecular Cancer Biology Research 
Program, and one in the Development and Reproductive Biology Research Program. 
The groups vary in size, several very small, with only the PI and one or two other 
workers. It is not clear whether they have only recently become independent PIs. In 
several of these smaller groups the 5 submitted papers are excellent but are clearly 
the work of a larger group (probably where the new PI was a postdoc). It is therefore 
very difficult to judge how these groups will flourish independently. However, with 
this caveat, all 6 groups have excellent publications and are working in potentially 
productive areas. All seem to have established external collaborations. It could be 
inferred that the 4 groups in Research Programmes have been selected for their 
potential to flourish in this new, somewhat less constrained, environment, but it is 
impossible to judge, on the information available to us, just how much difference 
this will make to their output. Two of the PIs have presented papers up to and 
including 2002, but nothing more recent. One has papers going back to 1994. Again, 
without further information it is impossible to guess whether these people are now 
in administrative positions, whether they have recently moved, or whether there are 
other reasons for this slow down. 

The neurosciences projects are focused on research in integrated systems in line with 
the general focus of the Faculty of Medicine. Several research areas have direct clinical 
significance. One example is pain where complementary competences are joined in a 
collaborative program. This and other research areas have been greatly empowered 
by new appointments during the 6-year period. 

The work of the neurobiology groups addresses important areas in integrative 
neuroscience, pain and pain management, sleep and sleep loss. Another competence 
area is dissection of memory. Although research is mainly at an animal model level, 
several PIs have access to patients or healthy volunteers which adds a translational 
component. Collaborations between groups seem to be increasing. The investigators 
have their origin in the departments of Anatomy, Physiology and Pharmacology (most) 
or in other “classic” medical departments. Like for all the other Institute members 
the move to the new premises is an incentive to form an integrated program. It 
is possible that this transition may not be very easy to implement fully due to the 
inborn resistence in all academic (or organisational) systems to change. Integration 
would not have to be thematic, in fact, it may even be a strength to have several 
areas covered. The successful example of interaction in one thematic area, studies on 
pain and pain control, suggests however that this is a development to consider. The 
close proximity to the hospital suggests that additional links to clinical programs are 
possible. Frontline imaging facilities are available. The zebra fish model is interesting 
in the systems biology approach to the brain. This bold step is quite unique and 
should be encouraged.
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2 Interaction between research and society
In this area, the members of the Institute have been shown considerable activity in 
the past five years. They have had appearences in public media, they have been active 
in their relations to industry, and they served as reviewers, editors and evaluators in 
numerous forums.

The Institute adresses areas of general public interest, pain, sleep, memory. Several 
investigators hold key positions in international organisations and have good 
general outlook and interact with occupational medicine. One investigator should 
be complimented for participating in exhibitions, TV-programs aimed at the general 
public etc.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

• Increasingly productive ties with investigators in the University, the University 
Hospital, the Viikki campus and the Technical HUT.

• Some excellent research groups.

• A recent infusion of new professors.

• Good, state-of-the-art, core facilities and excellent infrastructure.

• A broadly based research effort.

• Access to a large number of students.

As already stated above, the work of the neurobiology group addresses important 
areas in integrative neuroscience, pain and pain management, sleep and sleep loss. 
Another competence area is dissection of memory. Although research is mainly at an 
animal model level, several PIs have access to patients or healthy volunteers which 
adds a translational component. Collaborations between groups seem to occur 
at an increasing level. The combined knowledge base is a platform for a modern 
neurosciences program. 
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3.2 Weaknesses 

• Poorly defined research directions and overall vision for the Institute.

• Insufficient opportunities for communication of Institute members with other 
units in the house and in the campus.

• Too few foreign faculty members, and too little presence of foreign 
investigators in the house.

• Lack of natural mechanisms to integrate non medical professionals in leading 
positions.

• Too small group size, poor criteria for junior group recruitment, and lack of 
mentoring for these groups.

• Insufficient opportunities for communication of Institute members with other 
units in the house and in the campus.

• Small group size, and un-defined criteria for junior group recruitment.

There has been frequent mentioning of limitations in animal space. Analysis of 
animal behavior is space consuming and efforts should be made to secure adequate 
space either in house or by outsourcing. It can be anticipated that groups with 
expansion potential will need more animal space during the next 5-year period. The 
fragmentation in altogether 9 groups, 7 of which have less than 10 members may 
be less than optimal and should encourage interactions between groups. It is also 
important for the Institute to become more visible, publications are now mainly in 
highly specialized or secondary periodicals.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

As the largest unit in the Biomedicum, the Institute has the responsibility to provide 
scientific and scholarly leadership in the building and in the Meilahti campus as a 
whole. In addition to its important educational mission, the Institute should see 
it as its role to reflect a broad, interdisciplinary vision of scientific excellence and 
diversity. As a broadly-based traditional Institute, it can play an important role in the 
Meilahti environment, and environment that has several excellent but more highly 
focussed units. The challenge is to carefully rethink the role of the Institute in its 
new environment and in the future of post-genomic medicine, and to strengthen 
the bridges to other Meilahti units. 

It would also be important to formulate an over-all, long-term research strategy 
that would take into consideration the current and future scientific environment in 
Meilahti, and would help to define a clear cut profile for the Institute. In contrast 
to the Research Programmes, the Institute is not built around a single, powerful 
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individual. It can and should have a broad research focus, with a clear vision of where 
to go. 

It would be useful if the Institute were to set out clear criteria for hiring new PIs and 
for starting new groups.

The excellent new facilities at Biomedicum and the broad competences shared 
between the PIs has a great potential that is not yet fully used. Frontline imaging 
facilities are available and can be used more extensively. The zebra fish model is 
interesting in the systems biology approach to the brain. The bold step to introduce 
this species in the program is quite unique and should be encouraged.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

1) A major challenge is how to secure the emergence of a excellent new generation 
of investigators. What is needed is thoughtful recruitment policy, good support for 
junior groups, integration of these groups into the Institute, and good mentoring.

2) The joining of teaching and research. Everyone should participate in teaching, and 
no one should be over-burdened with teaching unless they wish to.

3) Many of the programmes require animal housing and animal facilities. Efforts 
should be made to secure adequate space either in house or by outsourcing during 
the next 5-year period. 

4) The production of “complete” papers in journals of higher impact should remain 
a goal to work for. 

The road to interdisciplinarity and the definition of an integrated Neuroscience 
Programme should be followed. The production of “complete” papers in journals of 
higher impact is a goal to work for. Interaction with the Neuroscience programme 
seems natural but it is unclear as to what extent this occurs at the moment. 

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

Scientific communication seems to be adequate at the levels of the individual floors. 
However, not enough has been done to promote interactions between the groups 
and the different floors. The leadership of Biomedicum should seriously look into 
this as well as the possibility of integrating activities with the Haartman Institute at 
levels. To draw full advantage of the great building and the expanded environment, 
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improved communication in the form of interest groups, user groups, journal clubs, 
social activities etc. is needed. 

The road to interdisciplinarity and the definition of an integrated Neuroscience 
Programme should be followed.

The most ardent requirement is to secure adequate space for the animal work. 

4.3 Research active staff

It would be useful if the Institute were to set out clear criteria for hiring new PIs and 
for starting new groups.  

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Integration should extend to graduate and postgraduate teaching.

Whereas the PhD students seem to have a rather good network, the training and 
scientific integration of the post-docs needs attention.

This is important since most projects are understaffed. To aid new recruitments a joint 
undergraduate training program is recommended. Ideally the students should have 
training both at the molecular/cellular level and at the integrated (whole animal/
person) level. Joint seminars, journal clubs and a “junior faculty” can be initiated if 
not already in existence.

4.5 Other issues

The investigators in this field have their origin in the departments of Anatomy, 
Physiology and Pharmacology (most) or in other “classic” medical departments. 
The move to the new premises is an incentive to form an integrated Neuroscience 
Programme. It is possible that this transition may not be very easy to implement fully 
due to the inborn resistence in all academic (or organisational) systems to change. 
The integration would not have to be thematic, in fact, it may even be a strength 
to have several areas covered. The successful example of interaction in one thematic 
area, studies on pain and pain control, suggests however that this is a development to 
consider. The close proximity to the hospital suggests that additional links to clinical 
programs are possible
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Forensic 
Medicine

Panel: Biomedicine and Forensic Medicine

Hans Wigzell, Karolinska Institute, Sweden, Chair
Ari Helenius, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Biochemistry, 
Switzerland
Peter Lachman, University of Cambridge, Microbial Immunology Group, UK
Patrice Mangin, University of Lausanne, Hospices /CHUV, Institut Universitaire de 
Medicine Legale, Switzerland
Annemarie Poustka, The German Cancer Research Centre (DFKZ), Division of 
Molecular Genome Analysis, University of Heidelberg, Germany 
Ellen Solomon, King’s College, GKT School of Medicine, Division of Medical & 
Molecular Genetics, UK
Lars Terenius, Karolinska Institute, Department of Clinical Neuroscience, -Sweden
Jean-Paul Thiery, Institut Curie, Cell Biology Department, France

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

The Department of Forensic Medicine is probably the smallest institution in the Faculty 
of Medicine but in proportion to its size, the department is the best supported in 
terms of budget, personnel and equipment. The department has, on average, 6 senior 
scientists (including 2 professors), 3 postdoctoral fellows and 10 doctoral students. 
The budget is around 3.3 Million Euros per year, two-thirds being provided by the 
income generated by service activities.

Research is carried out at a similar level in all the major disciplines. Moreover this 
research is multi- and trans-disciplinary, allowing a very appropriate optimisation of 
the scientific skills and the technical facilities within the department. 

Besides traditional studies in forensic pathology dealing with drowning, with causes 
of sudden deaths and with the validity of death certification, there is innovative 
research based on new sophisticated methodologies which addresses very relevant, 
and still unsolved, forensic issues including:
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• Molecular biological and genetic techniques for the identification of individuals 
and for paternity testing;

• Population genetics and molecular anthropology;

• Pharmacogenetics with special emphasis on the population genetics and 
evolution of drug-metabolizing enzymes for application to postmortem 
toxicology;

• Molecular screening for evaluation of genetic risk factors for sudden, 
unexpected death of cardio-vascular origin;

• New mass spectrometry techniques for comprehensive screening analysis in 
forensic toxicology without the need for primary reference standards.

It must be pointed out that part of this research is also the fruit of collaboration 
either in pathology (with a particular interest in atherosclerosis and myocardial 
infarction) with other Finnish groups or in human genetics with international well-
reputed teams.

During the last five years the department has published some 132 articles in the 
best journals in the forensic field as well as in highly ranked journals such as Nature 
Genetics, American Journal of Human Genetics, Circulation.

2 Interaction between research and society
Due to the nature and scope of its activities the Department of Forensic Medicine 
interacts daily with the society as a whole. Therefore any research aiming at improving 
the quality and efficiency of forensic investigations, whatever the domain concerned, 
reinforces these conspicuous interactions.

In this respect the research produced within the Department for the 5 year period 
under review is perfectly in accord with this interaction. In the same spirit, the active 
participation of several academic employees of the Department, at the request of 
national or international Governmental and Non Governmental Organisations, in the 
investigation of casualties from armed conflicts in former Yugoslavia, in Peru and 
in Iraq, as well as following mass disasters of natural or accidental origin, is also a 
good reflection of the universally well recognized expertise of the Department in the 
identification of individuals and in the investigation of the cause and circumstances 
of death. In addition, the Department has been involved in various missions related 
to the past history of Finland. They include identifying, using modern mitochondrial 
DNA techniques, Finnish world war II missing soldiers and repatriating the remains 
from Russia; and tracing, through population genetic studies, the origin of the Finnish 
people.
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The Institution is more or less unique in Europe due to the combination of numerous 
favorable factors: 

• All disciplines are present in one department,

• A high forensic autopsy rate is assured by Finnish law,

• All post mortem toxicological analyses in Finland are centralized in the 
department,

• A total budget high enough to cover all the expenses including investments in 
equipment and research,

• Research minded collaborators,

• An active spirit of collaboration between laboratories,

• A large amount of material from practical casework at the disposal for research 
purposes, not only in forensic science,

• An internationally recognized expertise in forensic casework, post mortem 
toxicology and mass disaster identification.

3.2 Weaknesses 

Weaknesses are more due to the discipline itself than to the institution since:

• Legal medicine is a rather small discipline concerning a limited number of 
specialists,

• Forensic journals have a small circulation and, as a result, low impact factors,

• Research tends to isolation given the specificity of the material and of the 
interest of the discipline,

• Recruitment of new collaborators is rarely easy due to the narrowness of the 
market,

• External funding by institutions sponsoring research is particularly difficult, 
given the field of interest of the discipline.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

First, to preserve the present status by maintaining the high standard of qualification 
in the Department in every matter of competence.

Second, highly efficient technical facilities allowing internal as well as external 
collaborative research in numerous scientific domains.

New domains of application to investigate (doping analysis, immunohistochemistry, 
forensic anthropology..).

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The great potential of the department of Forensic Medicine should come into usage 
more widely within the medical faculty. It is recommended that this is considered both 
at the Department of Forensic Medicine and at the faculty level when new rounds 
for Research Programmes are considered. 

This contribution to the overall research effort of the Faculty would represent added 
value and could justify an even higher rating.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

Research in histopathology seems to have been “in stand by” mode for a few years (no 
substantial publication since 1999). This should be improved by initiating collaborative 
research in the framework of the Research Programmes of the Faculty of Medicine.

4.3 Research active staff

To be maintained by a proactive policy of recruitment in order to anticipate any new 
academic position.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

No additional comment at this stage except a strong recommendation for pursuing 
and reinforcing the current policy.
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4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Finnish Genome Center

Sub-Panel: Biomedicine and Forensic Medicine

Hans Wigzell, Karolinska Institute, Sweden, Chair
Annemarie Poustka, The German Cancer Research Centre (DFKZ), Division of 
Molecular Genome Analysis, University of Heidelberg, Germany 

1 Mission, structure and performance 

Mission and structure

The Finnish Genome Center is a central Service Platform for the genetic research 
community of Finland. It is an independent institute hosted by the University of 
Helsinki. The Genome Center is a most important core facility of its kind for all Finnish 
genetic research.

The mission of the center is not only to serve as a high throughput technology 
platform for genetic mapping studies, but, even more important, to serve as a 
platform supplying expertise of very high international standard to researchers in in 
the field of human genetic disease. The service in the unit comprises: the planning of 
projects, genotyping and the bioinformatic analysis of the data. Here it is especially 
important to perform the data-analysis in conjunction with the data-production to 
maintain quality-control. In addition such analysis can not usually be performed by 
single small research groups. Therefore this platform should be of extremely high 
value and an essential contribution to guarantee the success in this field of Finnish 
research in the future.

Performance

The center has an international competitive standard and an impressive productive 
output. After an initial phase of establishment it is now running at its full capacity 
since 2002. During this time collaborations have been performed with 33 groups in 
Finland and 72 projects have been finished.

This work has led to a number of high impact publications of international 
standing.
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Due to its high quality performance the center has become to an essential partner 
in a number of highly recognised EU projects, as well as a partner in a number of 
national grants in the field of genetic diseases.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future
The Sub-Panel recommends with a high priority, that the center should continue 
to receive funding as an essential infrastructure for Finnish research on genetic 
disease.

It is important that future funding should allow for acquiring new cutting edge 
equipment as well a the most current data analysis tools (i.e. software).

The center should expand its activities beyond genotyping and fine mapping into 
sequencing service and mutation analysis.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Institute of Clinical Medicine

Panel: Clinical Medicine, Dentistry and Public Health 

Anita Aperia, Karolinska University Hospital, Department of Woman and Child 
Health, Sweden, Chair
Cornelia van Duijn, Erasmus University of Rotterdam, Department of Epidemiology 
& Biostatistics, Genetic Epidemiology Unit, The Netherlands
Albert Hofman, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Department of Epidemiology & 
Biostatistics, The Netherlands and Harvard School of Public Health, USA
John Kjekshus, University of Oslo, Department of Cardiology, Norway
Björn Klinge, Karolinska Institute, Department of Odontology, Sweden
J John Mann, Columbia University, New York State Psychiatric Institute, Department 
of Neuroscience, USA (participated only in the site visit of the Department of 
Psychiatry)
Birgitta Strandvik, Göteborg University, Department of Pediatrics, Sweden
Jouni Uitto, Thomas Jefferson University, Department of Dermatology and 
Cutaneous Biology, USA (did not participate in the site visit or the evaluation of the 
Institute of Dentistry)

Rating (1–7): 6

General introduction
The Institute of Clinical Medicine includes the following departments (please see the 
reports below):

Department of Diagnostics and Therapeutics

Departments of Dermato-venereology and Allergy 

Department of Surgery

Hospital for Children and Adolescents

Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology

Department of Neurosciences

Department of Psychiatry
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Departments of Ophthalmology and Otorhinolaryngology

Department of Medicine

Department of Oncology

Department of General Practice and Primary Health Care

It was agreed among the Panel members that to achieve the highest ranking, 7, the 
department should rate among the three top departments in its field in Europe. 
The panel was impressed by the high quality of the research, and the majority of 
departments were ranked as 6.

The organization of the academic work, including the PhD training, was found 
to be quite similar among the departments. The approach to clinical research 
differed more, particularly between the medical and surgical specialties.

Funding

Most of the research budget came from 3 major sources: 

• The governmental subsidy for health science research, distributed via the 
University (EVO funds)

• The Academy of Finland

• Private foundations

Funding from these three sources is obtained on a competitive basis. Notably, 
the major criteria for the EVO funds are the number of predicted yearly PhD 
examinations.

The EVO funding program has existed for almost 10 years, and has had an important 
impact on research quality and productivity. Most of the money has been used to 
cover the salaries for research active clinicians, allowing them one or more months 
of “protected time” for full time research. 

During the past 5 years, there has been a 30 % drop in the fraction of EVO money 
distributed to the University hospitals. Virtually all department heads expressed 
concern that further reductions of EVO funding would seriously jeopardize the 
possibilities for clinicians to do good research.  

It was noted that only 10-15% in average of funding comes from EU and US funding 
sources. The departments should be encouraged to obtain competitive EU and 
US funding, and mechanisms to reward successful funding should be installed.
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PhD programs and Post Doctoral Training

Research in the Institute of Medicine is to a large extent driven by PhD students. The 
number of PhD students outnumbers by far the numbers of postdocs.

All young doctors that are admitted to a specialty training/resident program, are 
encouraged to enter a PhD program. The attitude towards research has generally 
been positive among the residents, but varies somewhat among the departments. 
Much of the PhD work appears to be carried out in evenings and on weekends. 
Periods of full-time research are financed either by EVO or by external funding. In 
the latter case social security is not necessarily granted, penalizing those who wish 
to do research.

Few clinical PhD students have taken advantage of the graduate schools. Only one 
department (pediatrics) has started its own graduate school. It is recommended that 
mechanisms are effectuated to ensure more wide-spread use of the graduate schools 
and that means of allowing the PhD students to visit research groups outside Finland 
during their PhD period should be established. 

Following a completed specialist training and PhD exam, many doctors will spend 
one or more year abroad for postdoctoral training. The panel strongly recommends 
the faculty to encourage postdoctoral training abroad, since it provides the young 
doctors with excellent opportunities to establish international contacts and avoid 
future geography-dependent intellectual isolation.

There is no tenure-track program and there are very few intermediary academic 
positions. Thus the academic future for a well-trained clinician/scientist is generally 
uncertain.

Role of Biomedicum and Research Programs

The Biomedicum, inaugurated in 2001, has provided the clinical scientists with research 
laboratories within walking distance, full access to a number of well-functioning core 
facilities and excellent opportunities to interact with basic scientists. The six research 
programs have further enhanced the interaction between clinical and basic scientists 
and promoted good translational research.

The extent to which the departments take advantage of these possibilities varies. The 
Department of Pediatrics, Department of Neurosciences, Department of Medicine and 
Department of Oncology appear to have benefited significantly from this interaction. 
Mechanisms to stimulate more widespread use and interaction with Biomedicum 
should be implemented. There is also a need for increased focus in most of the 
research programs in order to increase critical mass within the most successful and 
competitive fields of research. 
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Strengths

Human resources. The hospital appears to have – up till now - no difficulties in 
recruiting bright and research dedicated young residents that are willing to work 
hard. 

Good integration between clinical work and research. Well characterized patient 
groups and the typical Finnish disease panorama are used in most of the clinical 
research programs. The influence from the outstanding genetic basic science groups 
has a strong impact on many clinical research programs. 

Facilities. The panel was very impressed by the opportunities created for integration 
between clinical and basic research, i.e. the Biomedicum, the research programs 
and the graduate student courses. For many, but not all, of the departments, the 
Biomedicum and the research programs have meant a considerable boost to their 
research activities. It was our impression though that much remains to be done for 
the clinical side to take full advantage of these opportunities. The panel recommends 
the Faculty to develop reward systems to further encourage collaborations between 
Biomedicum and clinical departments.

Weaknesses

Virtually all departments expressed concern about the increasing clinical work load 
will have on research time. The coordination between clinical duties and research 
work appeared to function better in departments where one person is both the 
clinical and the academic leader. 

Virtually all departments expressed concern about the negative effects of decreasing 
EVO funding on clinical research and on recruitment of residents willing to be involved 
in research work. 

The PhD students that are supported by external grants do at the present time lack 
social security. A key area requiring strengthening was the transition from finishing 
the PhD to doing a postdoctoral fellowship and then junior faculty. There seems to be 
insufficient resources available to provide protected time for further research training 
and development and this will threaten the development of the next generation of 
research leaders.

It was the impression of the panel that the level international exchange and 
collaboration was, in general, rather low and that the faculty should develop 
programs and special funds to encourage these activities.
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Challenges and opportunities

In order to maintain its high-quality scientific activity, the Institute of Medicine will 
have to make some long-term strategic decisions. Important questions to address 
include whether they should focus on fewer research programs and whether the 
composition of the academic staff should be shifted towards more postdocs and 
fewer PhD students. Tenure tracks must be considered.

An effort should be made to stimulate more clinical scientists to take advantage of 
the facilities offered from the Biomedicum by conduct of joint seminars and PhD 
students and postdoctoral fellows spending time in labs in the Biomedicum.

A decision has been made by the state that residents at a university hospital must 
have at least half of their training at a non-university hospital. The panel understands 
that this is of value for the future supply of doctors and medical knowledge outside 
Helsinki and other university towns. The panel does, however, strongly feel that in 
the future the training must be more individualized and that those residents, that 
have proved to be specially talented in their research work and can be considered as 
potential academic leaders in Finnish medicine, should be able to spend their entire 
training period at the University hospital and thus not have to interrupt their research 
work at a critical time in their career. 

There is a need to ensure international exchange of students and scientific staff. The 
panel recommends that more funds should be available for international exchange 
and for support of postdoctoral fellows for abroad.

Interaction with society

This is a new mission from the University to the departments. There appeared to be 
some uncertainty among the department heads as to what was expected from them 
with regard to this issue. Presently, many of the doctors responsible for a clinical 
sub-specialty interact with patient organization. Clinicians responsible for common 
diseases, such as diabetes, are often invited to participate in TV programs and to 
make comments in daily newspapers.  The panel recommends that these activities 
should be encouraged and expanded, since they will result in a greater understanding 
of the importance of clinical science.

Recommendations for the future

•  Mechanisms to stimulate more widespread use and interaction with Biomedicum 
must be implemented. The faculty should develop systems to encourage more 
collaboration between clinical and basic scientists in the research programs. 
We suggest that before the next call for applications of research programs, 
planning workshops are held in which all clinical and basic departments are 
represented. 
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•  There is a need for increased focus in most of the research programs in order 
to increase critical mass within the most successful and competitive fields of 
research. 

•  The faculty should develop programs and special funds to encourage 
international exchange and collaboration.

•  Research in the Institute of Medicine is to a large extent driven by PhD 
students. The questions whether the composition of the academic staff 
should be shifted towards more postdocs and fewer PhD students must be 
considered. Social security must be granted for PhD students. Tenure tracks 
must be considered.

•  The resident training programs should be more individualized and that those 
residents, that have proved to be especially talented in their research work and 
can be considered as potential academic leaders in Finnish medicine, should 
be able to spend their entire training period at the University hospital.

Department of Diagnostics and Therapeutics

1 Scientifi c quality of the research
This department consists of five different divisions: Anesthesiology and Intensive care, 
Clinical Chemistry, Clinical Physiology, Clinical Pharmacology and Radiology. They are 
so different that an evaluation has to be done for each before summarizing. We miss 
information about Clinical Neurophysiology, which probably has a central role in the 
Dept of Clinical Neurosciences, although belonging to the Dept of Diagnostics and 
Therapeutics. Divisions of Anaesthesiology and Clinical Physiology have increased 
their staff compared to the previous evaluation.

From that time no great changes have occurred in the research program but the 
recommendation about closer intradepartmental cooperation have resulted 
in common projects between Anesthesiology and Clinical Pharmacology and 
Radiology and interdepartmental to Clinical Neurosciences. Clinical Pharmacology 
has increased cooperation with Children´s hospital. Experimental research on pain 
mechanisms and opioid sensitivity and mechanisms of general anaesthesia with 
genetically manipulated mice are performed in collaboration with basic researchers 
in Helsinki and Heidelberg. Clinical chemistry are performing animal studies to clarify 
gene expression in myocardial anoxia in order to develop more specific treatment 
modalities. More common strategy for all the divisions has not been found suitable 
because the research orientation was considered too different. 
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Anesthesiology and Intensive Care

The division focuses on 4 main research areas, anaesthesia problems in postoperative 
patients, intensive care medicine to prevent brain damage, emergency medicine 
to improve outcome after myocardial infarction and stroke by trombolysis in close 
cooperation with department of Clinical Neuroscience and imaging studies of chronic 
pain. They report 61 original publications; of the selected 9 best ranked are two 
publications in NEJM 2002 and 2004, one in Science 2002, JAMA 2003 and Lancet 
2001. Also several other papers mostly in top ranked or very good international 
journals. 24 theses were presented during the period, several in cooperation with 
other divisions or departments.

Clinical Chemistry

Clinical chemistry has continued the development and evaluation of new tumor 
markers (TATI and PSA). High resolution liquid chromatography-mass spectroscopy 
(LC-MS) has made it possible to develop a systematic approach to identify urinary 
peptides in the search for new tumor markers, participating in the 6th framework 
EU programme. The peptide fractions are isolated from the urine with a rapid 
prefractionation step and analyzed by liquid chromatography combined with time-
of flight mass spectrometry (LC-TOF). New tumor-associated trypsins, modified from 
pancreatic trypsins after translation have been identified and are further evaluated. 
Several other tumor markers are under investigation, also for myocardial infarction. 
Professor emeritus continues his work on diet and chronic diseases, with special focus 
on assays of isoforms of oestrogens and phytoestrogens in urine, plasma and food. 
TR-FIA assays are in progress to isolate alkylresorcinols in grain as biomarkers for 
fibre intake. The division reports 21 original publications; of the three best, one is a 
review in Lancet 2002. Twenty-four theses are reported, some in cooperation with 
other departments.

Clinical Pharmacology

Clinical Pharmacology has focused on drug interactions and their mechanisms 
(especially the cytochrom P450 system with statins and muscle relaxant-analgetics and 
with statins and grakpefruit, respectively, and many other drugs), pharmacogenetics 
(polymorphisms and haplotypes in the gene encoding OATP-C (SLCO1B1), and 
individualization in treatment of special patient groups (factors for cyclosporine and 
pravastatin dosing in children) and register studies of malformations aby potentially 
hazardous drugs during pregnancy and lactation. The mechanisms and efficacy of 
certain drugs are studied for antiarrhytmic drugs and for drugs in vascular diseases. 
27 original publications are reported; two of the 3 best ranked are published in Clin 
Pharmacol Therap. 16 theses are reported, some in cooperation with other divisions 
and departments, but none with Department of Pharmacology.  
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Clinical Physiology

Clinical Physiology has developed a new method for functional imaging of airways, 
ventilation and lung volumes with high spatial resolution by synchrotron radiation 
CT and used it in animal experiments. Computerized lung sound analyzer has been 
developed and validated for abnormal lung sounds epidemiological studies and 
lung function methods are in progress. 14 of 23 original publications are related to 
pulmonology, none of the 3 best are published in highly ranked journals. Four theses 
are reported during the period.

Radiology

Division of Radiology have research in 3 main fields, brain research, cardiac ischemia 
and myocardial diseases and body imaging in orthopedics and the chest-abdominal 
area. Their collaboration with other departments are very active, reporting 39 original 
selected publications; of the 6 best 3 are published in Radiology. They report 9 theses, 
several in cooperation with other departments.

All divisions cooperate with other departments, but have still very little interaction 
within the department. Anesthesiology and Clinical Pharmacology have a few projects 
together. This probably reflects that most provide different technology by tradition. 
The construction of the EVO funding might also be an obstacle, since cooperation 
might reduce the provided funding and more stimulate cooperation with institutions 
outside the hospital and the university. This might strengthen the individual divisions 
or institutions but not necessarily the position of the university in a worldwide 
perspective.

2 Interaction between research and society
Implications of research as information for society are explained for pain and 
emergency medicine and for adverse effects and interactions of some drugs. The 
prostate cancer screening program and studies on diet and cancer are of general 
social interest, but it is not quite clear how this has been communicated. Similarly, 
new techniques in Clinical Physiology and Radiology are of potential public interest. 
A computerized lung sound analyzer, invented by the group in Clinical Physiology, 
has been manufactured commercially by license agreement.
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

All have national and international networks and basic equipment which is an excellent 
basis for cooperation both between the divisions and with other departments. The 
different divisions using of these and possibilities to interact are different; probably 
depending of many factors. The division of Anesthesiology and Intensive care seems 
the strongest to use their network and cooperate with most clinics and also have 
high rating of research.

3.2 Weaknesses 

All divisions would benefit from higher focusing, except Clinical Chemistry, which 
has a central role in providing biochemical equipment and knowledge which possibly 
would be of outmost interest for other groups in strengthening and extending 
basic research. The weakness for this division as well as for the division of Clinical 
Pharmacology, is the separation between clinical laboratory and the research unit by 
different localizations. The changing in clinical work by introducing local “business” 
to optimize the hospital economy provides heavy administration which takes a lot of 
time from the routine laboratory work and also from time for collaboration with basic 
medical sciences. Reduced grants from University and from the Research part of EVO 
money also force both senior and junior members to spend more time for applying 
for external funding. In Clinical Physiology (and Clinical Neurophysiology?) also a low 
critical mass of active scientists reduces the impact of research.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The central role in clinical medicine and research of all these divisions give extreme 
good opportunities for collaboration with other departments and theoretically with 
basic science. The technical development with new methods increases the possibilities 
for diagnostic and therapeutic implications.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

All divisions should probably benefit from focusing on the most successful parts 
of research and more interactions with each other. Although high standard, 
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Anesthesiology and Intensive care would probably benefit from more concentration 
on intensive care medicine and chronic pain, clinical problems with high impact of 
patient care. The excellent equipment at Clinical Chemistry would be of great interest 
for research topics outside cancer research with objectives closely related to patient-
oriented research and clinical service. It would also be considered to combine Clinical 
Pharmacology with the comparable basic department to increase the link to basic 
research and increase the critical mass. Clinical Physiology, with special interest in 
pulmonary pathophysiology, would benefit of closer cooperation with Department 
of Medicine, which include allergy, pulmonary fibrosis and cardiovascular diseases, 
and which would increase their critical scientific mass.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

Clinical Physiology would be considered to be included in the cardiopulmonary 
environment of Clinical Medicine. If so, the Nuclear Medicine part would be 
transformed to Radiology, which already is working in close connection. Clinical 
Neurophysiology would probably benefit from incorporation into Dept of Clinical 
Neurosciences

4.3 Research active staff

The critical mass is important and would be increased with the recommendations 
given above.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Postdoctoral training is a general problem, since limited resources give difficulties 
to finance research time after graduation of PhD. In the long-term that might have 
detrimental effects in disciplines serving and guiding patient-oriented research.

4.5 Other issues

All internal administrating business probably costs more in time loss and administration 
than what would be lost in a frame budget. The administration system with internal 
debits has to be reconsidered.
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Departments of Dermato-Venereology and Allergy

1 Scientifi c quality of the research
The Department of Dermato-Venereology, an established and venerable clinical 
and research department of the University of Helsinki for over 130 years, has more 
recently been aligned both physically, structurally, and programmatically with the 
Department of Allergy. There is considerable synergy in immunology, inflammation, 
and genetics that appears to benefit both research entities. These interactions are 
facilitated by shared clinical and research space in the Skin and Allergy Hospital which 
currently has 60 m2 of renovated laboratory space. Additional space, approximately 
100 square meters, is shared with Oncology at Biomedicum, which has facilitated 
collaborative research with more basic science oriented groups. The Department of 
Dermatology has its own histopathology laboratory and there are mycology and 
Allergen laboratories which are integrated into the residency training programs, and 
also serve as Core resources for research activities within the two departments.

In 2004, the Department of Dermatology and Department of Allergy had a 
complement of nine professorial or docent-level research-active staff. There were 
two postdoctoral fellows, and between 1999 and present, 22 doctoral students are 
listed. During the latter time period (1999-2004), 17 Doctoral Theses were presented 
and a total of 274 peer reviewed articles were published, approximately 60 percent 
of them emanating from the Department of Dermatology.

The Department of Dermatology has currently 9 residency positions for clinical 
training towards board eligibility. The current board rules allow 6 months out of the 
total training of 6 years to be spent in research. Approximately 50 % of all recent 
residents have expressed interest in research. The Department of Allergy has three 
positions for training in allergology in pediatrics and lung diseases. The clinical 
training programs have been supplemented by journal clubs and practical laboratory 
courses. The funding for research is from a number of sources, about 35 percent being 
from EVO grants and 15 percent from the Academy of Finland.

The research emphasis of the Department of Dermatology revolves around skin 
cancer and immunologically mediated dermatologic conditions, with relevance to 
genetic and multifactorial diseases. The Department of Allergy has its main focus on 
pathogenesis and treatment of asthma and related allergic conditions. Among the 
specific projects are the following:

1. Cutaneous T-Cell Lymphoma and DNA Vaccine Research Group which has been 
successful in identifying specific chromosomal alterations in CTCL patients 
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leading to development of a clinical test. This group has also participated in 
identification of novel TNF-receptor SF1A mutations in patients with periodic 
fever.

2. Mechanisms of Epithelial Carcinogenesis and Invasion, is a group is particularly 
interested in the role of metalloproteases and inflammation in epithelial 
cell migration, participating in studies on psoriasis genetics, among others 
represented in a paper supporting HCR as an effector gene in psoriasis (Human 
Mol Genet, 2004).

3. Identification of Genes and Proteins Responsible for Human Melanoma has 
by collecting tissue samples from over 500 melanoma patients been successful 
in identifying cytokine and structural protein requirements for melanoma 
growth. These studies are being extended to a novel three-dimensional skin 
model.

4. Immunomodulatory Therapies for Atopic Dermatitis have performed highly 
successful clinical studies, often as part of international collaborations with 
relevance to treatment of patients, and they have been published largely in 
high impact clinical journal (e.g., J Allergy Clin Immunol).

5. Roles of NF1 and Calcium Metabolism has made intriguing observations linking 
deficient neurofibromin expression and potentially increased Ras activity to 
psoriasis phenotype.

6. Pathomechanisms and Treatment of Early Stages of Allergic Manifestations 
have performed comprehensive studies with strong clinical relevance for 
diagnosis and treatment of allergic conditions, including asthma, rhinitis and 
food allergies. The investigators have participated in studies identifying a 
major susceptibility locus for asthma (Science 2004), and their clinical findings 
have resulted in establishment of the Finnish Asthma Program with major 
reduction in asthma-related mortality in Finnish children.

The research enterprise of the Department of Dermato-Venereology and the 
Department of Allergy consists of a combination of good quality clinical and basic 
science research, clearly comparable to that in the top dermatology units in Europe. 
There is clear evidence for extensive multidisciplinary collaborations and of utilization 
of appropriate epidemiologic and biostatistics consultations. The total number of 
publications since 1999 has been good, a total of 274 in peer reviewed journals, and 
there are selected outstanding articles which have been published in the archives of 
the highest impact (Nature Medicine, Science, Human Molecular Genetics.); many 
of them have received international attention. Many of the publications by the 
Dermatology Unit have appeared in the Journal of Investigative Dermatology, the 
highest ranked international journal in dermatology and cutaneous biology. 
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2 Interaction between research and society
Members of the Departments of Dermato-Venereology and Allergy have been active 
in public education and interacting with patient advocacy organizations and in local 
(Helsinki and Uusimaa Health Care District ) medical organizations. There has also 
been collaborations in the role of fostering academia-industry relationships and 
patent applications.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

It is commendable that many of these outstanding papers are products of international 
and/or national interdepartmental collaborations. Somewhat detracting from the 
departmental impact of these accomplishments is the fact that the exact contribution 
of the members of the Departments of Dermatology-Venereology and Allergy is not 
obvious in some cases. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

Considering the talent and excellent previous training of the senior professorial 
faculty and many of the docent-level research-active staff members, it is clear that the 
quality of the scientific output could be higher, but there are a number of structural 
limitations that apparently impact their productivity. Some of these weaknesses 
appear to be system-wide and include: apparent lack of protected research time 
for young physician-scientists in training as well as for established investigators; 
availability of only limited research funds; complexity of the operational infrastructure 
and bureaucracy; and difficulty of hiring skilled laboratory technicians for research 
purposes. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

It is clear that the research interests of the principal investigators within this particular 
unit are diverse, and attempts to develop cross-cutting programs, for example 
through interdisciplinary journal clubs, appear not to have been fully successful, 
perhaps in part due to the heavy clinical workload of the staff. Finally, the physical 
separation of the Skin and Allergy Hospital from the main Meilahti campus provides 
a barrier that does not seem to allow busy physician-scientists to take advantage 
of the medical school-wide research and educational opportunities in an optimal 
manner. In fact, proactive partnerships in research projects, with protected time for 
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scholarly pursuits, should be vigorously fostered by the Departments of Dermatology 
and Allergy within the Biomedicum framework and the larger University of Helsinki 
Medical School research infrastructure.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Collectively, the Departments of Dermato-venereology and Allergy have developed 
a rich and synergistic research program that is of high European standard. 

There is a successful research program revolving around asthma, an increasingly 
important problem with high morbidity and mortality particularly in the pediatric 
population, but little evidence for active collaboration with other medical specialties, 
such as pulmonary medicine and pediatrics. Such interactions would perhaps 
strengthen studies in the future.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The Department of Dermatology has secured laboratory space at Biomedicum and has 
successfully taken advantage of the expertise and core facilities, particularly relating 
to the studies on psoriasis genetics and cancer biology. These interactions should 
be encouraged in the future, and the facilities of Biomedicum should be utilized 
maximally for research training of the PhD candidates enrolled in the department. 

4.3 Research active staff

The Department of Dermatology has been fortunate to retain a number of 
dermatologists actively involved in basic, genetic and translational research.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The Department of Dermatology has a good track record in training residents towards 
a PhD degree, and in addition about half of the residents had completed their Thesis 
prior to entering the residency. There was some concern regarding the quality and 
motivation of the PhD candidates, a concern shared by other training units across the 
Institute of Clinical Medicine.
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4.5 Other issues

None.

Department of Surgery

1 Scientifi c quality of the research
The Department of Surgery involves 8 different clinical Divisions: Div of Orthopaedics 
and Traumaology, Div Gastroenterological and General Surgery, Div of Liver and 
Transplantation Surgery. Div of Cardiothoracic Surgery, Div of Vascular Surgery, Div 
of Urology, Div of Plastic Surgery, and Div of Maxillofacial Surgery.

The Department has a total of 8 professors, 6 lecturers and 35 docents, 6 of the 
professors were present at the evaluation. The evaluation is based on circulated self 
assessments forms, bibliographical data, selected reprints of published manuscripts 
from the last 6 years and on short presentations by the Divisions of Orthopaedics, 
Gastroenterology and General Surgery and Liver and Transplantation Surgery. The 
Department as a whole has a large scientific output, for some of the divisions of very 
high quality with publications in high impact factor journals. During the last 4 years 
a total of 817 original publications was reported out of which 17 were in journal with 
an impact factor >10. During the same period a total of 46 PhD were defended.

The Division of Orthopaedics has a long record of excellent research on biomaterial 
applied in clinical studies on hip replacements. The Division has combined advanced 
biomolecular methods and expertise in material physics with clinical applications. The 
Division has a wide network with other groups nationally and internationally and 
has achieved status as “Centre of Excellence of the Academy of Finland”. They have 
developed important patents. The Division has a high and very clear research profile. 
Although a late professor was the driving force in the project, the group seem to have 
obvious several successors for his position and sufficient critical mass to continue as 
a highly successful group.

The Division of Gastroenterological and General Surgery has for years targeted their 
research on genetic markers of colorectal cancer in high risk families. The surgical 
group is small, but with a well functioning network of cooperative hospitals, serving 
as a national reference centre for colorectal diagnostics and treatment. Excellent 
international reputation and publications in high impact journals. A clear strategy 
for the future was demonstrated. The Division present itself as highly organised 
with additional focused research groups on molecular and cancer growth, acute 
pancreatitis, pathophysiology of gastrointestinal and epithelial injury and repair, 
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extracelluar matrix and gene changes in tumour growth. The latter groups were only 
briefly referred to during the presentation. The publication records of these groups 
are demonstrating interesting although limited research engagement. They publish 
in the best gastroenterological journals.

The Division of Liver and Transplantation Surgery has an impressive clinical records 
of liver transplants and of genetic analysis and diagnostics of polycystic liver disease, 
herpes vira in liver and kidney transplant patients, testing of new immunosuppressive 
drugs, and albumin dialysis in acute fulminant liver failure. The Division is highly 
organised and collaborates well with basic genetic and bio molecular laboratory 
facilities at the Biomedicum. They have the advantage of a broad clinical basis in 
epidemiological studies. They have a clear focus and defined plans for future research 
goals. However, only 2 PhD were listed during the last 4 years, but publications have 
been accepted in Nature Gen, Hepatology and Gastroenterology. 

The rest of the Divisions were evaluated by literature list and self assessed 
questionnaires:

The Division of Cardiovascular Surgery is clinically active and has embarked on 
stem cell research in heart failure patients and experimental models, but so far 
no publications are available. Most of their prior publications are on obliterative 
bronchiolitis, experimental lung transplants and studies on precancerous changes of 
the oesophagus. The reason for shifting research profile is not obvious.

The Division of Vascular surgery is involved in multicentre outcome studies and 
diagnostics of peripheral vascular obstructions. A fair but limited self-initiated 
research studies. 

Division of Urology is mostly involved in follow up outcome studies for treatment 
prostate cancer with an important publication in NEJM, yet the authorship is very 
diluted and the Divisions input is not clear. The group has also participated in an 
interesting study on the use of cytostatic treatment of interstitial cystitis. 

Division of Plastic Surgery participate in studies on soft tissue sarcomas. The role of 
the Division is difficult to evaluate beyond being a provider of tissue samples. The 
Division also are engaging in refining surgical techniques. 

Division of Maxillary Surgery are active in reconstructive surgery using polymer 
implants and bio absorbable material.

2 Interaction between research and society
The Department of Surgery has three to four outstanding Divisions with original and 
important research for the benefit of the scientific community as well as the society in 
that it brings forward better treatment based on research initiated in the Divisions. 
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Their research also reflects focus on ailments common in society and in that sense is 
research for the many. It also has implications in that it sets standards for best clinical 
practise, based on evidence. 

Their research has impact not only nationally but also internationally by setting 
guidelines for diagnostics and treatments. In the end their research also helps 
the regulatory authorities in their health prioritisations. In this sense the whole 
Department as a research oriented Department of good standard provides the best 
of medicine for the community.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The Department is large and consists of surgical groups of different sizes, quality and 
leaderships which makes a uniform evaluation difficult, not to say unfair. 

Only 3 of the Divisions were given a personal presentation at the hearing.

In general the strength of the Department is the large catchments area. There is an 
ability to take advantage of the unique patient population in developing protocols for 
clinical research. The Divisions of Orthopaedics and Traumaology, Gastroenterological 
and General Surgery and Liver and Transplantation are impressive by a clear research 
strategy, and a very focused research orientation. The impression was excellent 
leadership with a reasonable balance between common interest and freedom to 
pursue research interest. However, not all of the research groups in the Department 
had the critical mass necessary for being in the forefront of research and some 
exposed to diverse areas of interest.

The building of the Biomedicum has been of marked importance in offering 
translational research possibilities. The higher ranking Divisions have taken advantage 
of this environment. Division of Orthopaedics and Traumatology has combined basic 
research on tissue regeneration and biotechnology with development of new implants 
for fractures. All Divisions demonstrated ability to get research money and to recruit 
PhD students.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The common problem with all surgical Departments is to find a compromise between 
the need for continuously to perform as a surgeon in order to maintain expert surgical 
work and finding time to do research. The uniform complaint of increasing workload 
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is a serious problem in a changing world with more focus on family and free time. This 
takes good leadership, new organisational management and persistence. 

A problem, often reported, is the lack of research support. Worse, if true, is the lack 
of understanding in the Hospital administration for the importance for quality of 
research based medicine. In this context the different Departments exposed a variable 
degree of freedom. The high-ranking Departments obviously were better in allotting 
hospital time to research than the others. Too few long-time grants for PhD and post 
doc research seemed available. Time-consuming application for small and short term 
competitive research funds become a problem. The high-ranking Departments also 
expressed less problems with attracting research fellows, demonstrating that good 
leadership and research attracts motivated students.

A threat to research is the major cut in EVO funds (25-35%) by the state which only 
partly is compensated for by increased funding from external competitive sources. 
Split responsibilities for leadership between the clinic and the academia potentiate 
this problem. There is an impression that a success factor for research was linked to the 
combined leadership. A problem for surgeons under specialisation is the requirement 
to spend half their training outside the hospital. Good post docs obviously loose the 
possibilities in keeping up their competence and continuity in basic science and they 
can not take on supervisor responsibilities of new PhD students during this time. A 
more flexible attitude on part of the regulative authorities in order to benefit most 
of money invested is suggested. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The Biomedicum and organisation of the research programs are probably the most 
important success factors for the Departments which were able to take advantage of 
and participate in these facilities. Effective registries and legislation allow cross links 
to national health registers. Recruited and educated surgeons with dual clinical and 
basic research competence is important for both qualitative research and clinics.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Because the problems of getting trained in basic research as a surgeon the Department 
should offer block programs for recruitment. Young medical student, interested in 
surgery, should be invited to start basic research training during the study and prior 
to clinical training. Part-time research and surgery training should be offered.

It would be valuable to evaluate the impact and function of split leadership of clinic 
and academia with respect to the research output.
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4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The smaller groups should become more focused. Young students should be engaged 
early for an introduction in basic research with an intention of future clinical 
engagement. Participation in the translational research programs in order to take 
advantage of the Biomedicum facilities should be encouraged.

4.3 Research active staff

More part-time opportunities for postdoc positions, with one or more days a week 
for research, should be offered in order to capitalize on the intelligence investment. 
Evaluation of the possibilities for tenure track for keeping the best qualified in house 
would be of great value.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Recruitment should be started early (in medical school), making career contracts 
based on basic science training. Graduate school facilities for young surgeons should 
be considered. It is important to develop combined clinical and research positions 
for post docs (50/50%).

4.5 Other issues

None.

Hospital for Children and Adolescents

1 Scientifi c quality of the research
This is one of the leading pediatric hospitals in Europe. It has a longstanding 
tradition for interaction between research and clinical work. The disease panorama is 
interesting and this has been taken advantage of in several of the research programs 
(best examples are genetics and diabetes type 1). Many of the groups are well 
integrated and some play a leading role in the research programs and the Finnish 
Centers of Excellence. The Children’s Hospital has, since the previous evaluation, 
achieved new basic science laboratories in the Biomedicum building. This center is 
within walking distance from the hospital. 
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The scientific activity has, with regard both to productivity and quality, been 
very good during the last 6-year period. The number of articles per year has been 
approximately 130 and the majority of these articles are published in international 
journals of high reputation. Approximately 10 PhD students per year have defended 
their thesis. The prognosis for continued development during the next 6 years is 
good. Factors contributing to this positive development are good leadership, and the 
initiation of a pediatric graduate school with 14 full time training positions and with 
part-time professor assigned for this task.

The recruitment situation has been favorable; approximately 50% of residents have 
a PhD when starting the program. There is however some concern that the interest 
for research is decreasing among young doctors.

The hospital covers virtually all pediatric sub-specialities and most sub-specialities 
have their own research program. Most of these programs are good-very good and 
some are outstanding. 

The development-experimental pediatrics group; studying the role of the transcription 
factor GATA in development and disease has an excellent international reputation.

The genetic group has benefitted greatly from the strong genetic environment in 
the Biomedicum building. Their studies on lactose intolerance have had a significant 
clinical impact.

The diabetes group is well known internationally or their studies on the etiology of 
type 1 diabetes. The nephrology group is internationally well known for its studies 
congenital glomerular diseases. The neonatolgy group has published a series of nice 
studies on pulmonary adaptation. Other high impact projects include a study on the 
prevalence of celiac disease among children in Finland, published in NEJM.

34 members of the Department are listed as principal investigators. The number of 
PhD students for each PI varies between 1 and 10 (mostly 1-3). The groups mentioned 
above generally have one or more postdocs, but the majority of groups do not have 
any postdocs. 

2 Interaction between research and society
Many of the pediatricians/researchers are involved in the activity of various patient 
organizations. Some pediatricians play a role in child welfare organizations. We 
recommend the Department to increase these activities. It will, particularly in view 
of the decreasing funds available for research in this field, be important to inform 
the general population and the politicians about what impacts good research has for 
long-term life quality and reduction of health care costs. 
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

Good and inspiring leadership. The fact that the chairman of the Department is 
also the academic leader has made it easier for the residents to combine clinical and 
research work. 

Many of the senior pediatricians are top scientists that address highly relevant clinical 
questions with state-of-art methods.

Integration between clinic and basic research has benefited from the move of the labs 
to the Biomedicum and the participation in the research programs. This may however 
not apply to all groups.

The majority of the young residents appear to be very ambitious and have a research-
positive attitude. The graduate school brings the PhD students together and offers 
them repeated quality-controls of their training program.

3.2 Weaknesses 

It appears to the panel that the natural tensions between clinical duties and research 
work are now increasing to the extent that research may seriously suffer. Thus we 
were told that half of the resident period will soon have to be served outside the 
University hospital. Although the panel realizes that the supply of pediatric know-
how to the whole population may benefit from this, we question whether this should 
apply to all residents. Thus residents that have already completed a successful PhD 
training and that have the potential to be the future academic leaders in pediatrics, 
should be allowed to make their whole resident period at the university hospital. 

Although the overall research atmosphere is good and inspiring, the panel is 
concerned about the great diversity of the research projects. The number of research 
groups is very high and each group is generally quite small. The most successful groups 
have compensated this by extensive collaboration within the research programs. We 
recommend that collaboration with other clinical and basic science groups should be 
the rule for all groups in order to reach a satisfactory critical mass required for top 
research. 

The state financial support to this, as well as most other departments in clinical 
medicine, will likely decrease or at best stay at the present level. Thus, future 
development and new initiatives will have to rely on strategic decisions that will 
include redistribution of resources. 
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This may mean that some of the projects will have to be discontinued or merged with 
larger projects in other departments.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Participation of the pediatric research groups in the research programs and their 
integration with basic science research groups should be encouraged.

The graduate schools, that will guarantee high quality PhD programs, could be 
expanded and should try to secure a long-term budget.

Use of core facilities and more applications of proteomic strategies should be 
encouraged to bring more understanding to genetic diseases.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The Department is encouraged to further develop the interaction with other clinical 
groups (example the asthma group in the allergy-dermatology department) and the 
interaction with basic science groups.

The Department will likely have to make some strategic decision involving 
redistribution of resources in the future (see above). We recommend continued and 
increased support to the developmental-experimental pediatric group, the diabetes 
group, the genetic group, the neonatology group and the nephrology group.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The Department is encouraged to continue to convey a positive attitude to research 
among residents, to give the PhD students more continuous time for research and 
to try to improve the financial-social situation for the residents that are enrolled in 
PhD programs.

The Department is recommended to make strategic decisions about long-term 
support to a few projects that are of high clinical relevance, that have a satisfactory 
critical mass and group members that have already documented expertise and where 
important breakthroughs can be expected.
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4.3 Research active staff

Taking into account the important role of basic research and advanced methodology 
in addressing the clinical questions, we recommend that the Department considers 
expanding the postdoctoral research programs, even if that has to be done at the 
cost of fewer PhD programs.

We realize that presently the number of PhD exams plays a central role for the 
distribution of research money between the departments, but this evaluation system 
should be reconsidered.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

We recommend that as many as possible of the residents should be encouraged to 
take a postdoctoral training period abroad. In many cases this may be a combined a 
clinical and research training. We strongly support the graduate school concept. 

4.5 Other issues

None. 

Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology

1 Scientifi c quality of the research
The Department has an extensive national collaboration and a huge clinical base 
with 15 000 deliveries and 135 000 clinical visits yearly. A staff of three professors, 
one of whom at present in academic position, 47 specialists and 29 residents, out of 
whom 75% have PhD, provide a good base for clinical research. The clinic is one of 
the leading in Europe.

The research programmes are focused on 6 fields, genetic basis of diseases, oncology, 
infections, urogynecology and maternal-fetal medicine and reproduction. Each of 
these addresses several topics, which to some extent split the resources. Nevertheless, 
the Department has a high international standard of the research with an original 
publication rate of 90-100 papers yearly with 10-25% in journals with impact factors 
above 4, and 90 papers over the 6 years with impact factor above 2.5, indicating a 
high quality over a broad field of topics. 2-5 papers yearly have been published in 
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journals with impact factors >10. Impressing longitudinal studies on national basis 
with excellent patient adherence should especially be acknowledged. The number of 
thesis has declined but is for the whole period 36, averaging 6 per year. Two thirds 
of the theses are made in collaboration with other departments elucidating a good 
atmosphere of clinical patient-oriented research. The impact of basic research is not 
fully explored in relation to the facilities at the Biomedicum.

2 Interaction between research and society
The clinic has a high reputation in society since patient recruitment for scientific 
projects, also of longitudinal character, is excellent. The academic personnel of the 
Department are also often cited experts and opinion leaders in public discussions, as 
well as serving as experts in committees and associations on different levels of the 
society.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

High academic standard of the staff and the hospital serving a large population 
provide good base for clinical patient-oriented research. The proximity to Biomedicum 
Institute with research laboratory gives excellent possibilities for exchange with other 
clinical researchers and extension the cooperation with basic science. The clinical 
graduate school is a strong guarantee for quality in research education. The registry 
network is by tradition a strength in the international competition as a base for 
different projects.

3.2 Weaknesses 

Increasing administrative bureaucracy and the necessity to include basic research in 
patient-oriented research makes funding difficult if the Department does not increase 
the collaboration with basic science. Although the Department has been successful 
so far also on a European basis, the continuous decrease in EVO funding is a threat 
for the future development, and needs to be compensated by increasing external 
funding.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Small staff in relation to teaching volume and increasing difficulties to motivate 
younger doctors for research is a challenge for the future. In the context of diminishing 
resources it might be difficult to keep a high standard splitting the research profile 
in 23 different projects. A focusing would therefore be important.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The national network and the registers are a strong basis for longitudinal and 
interdisciplinary research. Cooperation with strong groups at the university in 
diabetes research, focusing on fetal influence of the disease - and in long-term on 
diseases and health, research in cancer and vaccination would be strong tracks for 
future research.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The infrastructure with localization close to Biomedicum is an excellent prerequisite 
for successful and highly competitive research. The national network guarantees a 
large patient population.

4.3 Research active staff

A substantial threat is the increased clinical working load with less time and possibility 
for research and the high teaching load for a small academic staff.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The PhD students’ economic situation is not satisfactory although the graduate 
school is a tool to increase the quality and guidance. It is important to realize that 
the program might be jeopardized by an insecure social situation for the students. 
The continuous reduction of resources for clinical patient-oriented research (EVO) 
is a serious threat for postdoctoral competence which needs a continuous access to 
research for the recruitment of future leaders in clinical research.
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4.5 Other issues

To keep the exceptionally good tradition of research is a challenge in economic 
stressed situation and a threat in keeping the excellent position in international 
research. 

Department of Neurosciences

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

General

The Department of Neurosciences comprises two clinical departments, the Department 
of Neurology and the Department of Neurosurgery. Despite the fact that the 
groups are in separate buildings, there is very close collaboration. The Department 
of Neurosciences was initiated by the clinical departments and the research of the 
department involves a strong link between clinical neurology practice and basic 
sciences. 

Research profi le

The mission of the department is to improve the outcome of patients with neurological 
diseases by combining clinical care with scientific research. The department has 
maintained and even improved their high level of research mainly through external 
funding (EU, NIH, Academy of Finland, National Technology Agency, Biocentrum 
Helsinki, the Sigrid Juselius Foundation, the National Cancer Foundation, and the 
pharmaceutical industry). In the period 1999-2004, there were 24 doctoral theses 
and a total of 571 peer reviewed papers including publications in major journals 
in the field of medicine (Lancet, JAMA, N Engl J Med) and science (PNAS, Nature, 
Nature Medicine, Nature Genet, Science, Cell). There are active collaborations 
worldwide and the group is clinically very strong within various fields, in particular 
stroke (thrombolysis hypothermia) for the Department of Neurology and cerebral 
aneurysms, head injury and brain tumours for the Department of Neurosurgery. 

The research lines of the Department of Neurosciences reflect the diversity of clinical 
problems encountered in practice. The Strategic Research Program of Neurosciences in 
which also the Haartman Institute, Institute for Biomedicine, FinMIT and Biocentrum 
Helsinki participate focuses on the (1) cell cytoskeleton and its roles in signaling 
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and neurological disorders, (2) biochemical background of brain amyloidosis, (3) 
molecular patholgenesis of ischemic stroke, (4) cellular and molecular pathogenesis 
of human cerebral artery aneurysms, (5) mitochondial dysfunction and its role in 
neurodegeneration, (6) experimental modeling of ischemic stroke (7) molecular 
genetics of multiple sclerosis and neurodegenerative disorders and (8) molecular 
pathogenesis of neuronal storage disease. Further ongoing research lines target 
Alzheimer’s disease and vascular cognitive decline, Parkinson’s disease, muscular 
dystrophies, pain, migraine, head injury and brain tumors.

The leadership of the department has succeeded in creating an inspiring scientific 
environment in which both senior and junior staff is participating actively and 
enthusiastically. There is a deep embedding with various research programmes of the 
University of Helsinki (Neuroscience, Molecular Medicine) and an active interaction 
with the various departments in the Biomedicum. The scientific environment and 
the research program with the Biomedicum has drawn talented junior and senior 
researchers to the department. The Department of Neurology maintains the rodent-
MRI in the Biomedicum and is part of 3 Centres of Excellence of the Academy of 
Finland (FinMIT, Helsinki Brain Research Center and NeuroHUT). The department 
further participates in several EU consortia (Ladis, Eurohead, Euromit), NIH 
collaborative studies (multiple sclerosis) and the International hypothermia network. 
The major consortium coordinated by the group is the European Stroke Initiative 
(EUSI). 

2 Interaction between research and society
In line with the mission of the university, there has been an active outreach of the 
Department of Neurosciences to the community. It participates in society in various 
ways. The department has contributed 8 popularized works. Furthermore there is an 
active participation in various patient organizations. Not only does the department 
function as a reference center for stroke treatment in Finland and worldwide for the 
application of thrombolysis, the stroke unit is also reaching actively towards health 
care workers to reduce the crucial time between the first symptoms of stroke and 
presentation at the specialized stroke unit for treatment and prevention of major 
disability. It runs an internationally recognized training program in techniques of 
thrombolysis.
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The principle investigators have a strong embedding in clinical practice but are also 
skilled in basic research. Patient care is elegantly and intelligently embedded into to 
basic research with the aim to resolve unsolved clinical questions. The department 
utilizes the unique opportunities for clinical research in Finland in the field of genomic 
and proteomic research including the patient registries and the collections of autopsy 
material. Success has been achieved in raising external funds and attracting new 
residents, PhD students, or senior researchers to the department. However, university 
support has been declining with seems a poor reward for success. The Department 
of Neurosciences has impressed the committee by presenting itself not only with a 
strong team of senior investigators who have established themselves already with 
major publications but also by presenting active talented junior clinical investigators. 
There is clearly an open and stimulating collaboration between researchers within the 
Department of Neurosciences but the group also collaborates extremely successfully 
with researchers from other research programs and core facilities of the University. 
This enables the researchers of the Department of Neurosciences to use techniques 
beyond their own expertise, using the opportunities that are offered in the setting 
of the Biomedicum optimally. The head of the Department of Neurosciences offers 
a remarkable flexible environment for residents and other staff members, which 
enables them to combine clinical work with basic scientific research.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The Department of Neurosciences has developed a large number of competitive 
research lines. The diversity of the research lines is on the one hand a key to success 
but may in the long-term hamper competitive basic research into disease mechanisms 
of these various disorders. The close collaborations within their department are 
another important determinant of their success. Yet there are a limited number of 
(full) professorships available in the department, which limits the possibility of senior 
staff to develop in their career. In the future, this may lead to a brain drain to other 
departments in Finland or elsewhere.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

One of the major opportunities for the department will be to utilize the rapid 
developments in (neuro)radiology and imaging not only in basic (animal) research 
but also in clinical research. The collaborations with the Division of Radiology have 
already been established but the implementation may require costly investments in 
MRI and PET equipment. Another challenge in the near future will be research of 
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brain recovery and plasticity and the application of these findings into neurological 
practice. Understanding of these processes may lead to major improvements in the 
treatment of neurodegenerative disorders and vascular pathology.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

• There is a great appreciation in the committee for the scientific environment 
created by the head of the department, which enables young clinical 
investigators to develop new promising research lines reflecting the problems 
encountered in clinical care. However, a consequence of this strategy may be 
that a critical analysis of the viability and success of new small labs is needed. 
Since the department aims at the application of science into clinical practice, 
there will be an increasing need for further research of initial findings towards 
the mechanism leading to disease and the opportunities for treatment and 
prevention of pathology. The department may benefit in the long run from 
concentrating on their keys lines of research, in particular those as outlined in 
the Strategic Research Lines. 

• There is a strong embedding in various research programs of the University of 
Helsinki (Neuroscience, Molecular Medicine) and there is an active interaction 
with the various departments in the Biomedicum. In view of the challenges for 
the near future in the field of imaging, the links with the Division of Radiology 
may need extra attention and investments. Similarly, there may be stronger 
links needed to the basic neuroscience groups in Helsinki and elsewhere to 
work on brain recovery and plasticity.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

• The Department of Neurology maintains the rodent-MRI in the Biomedicum, 
but the MRI facilities for clinical research may need to be updated to enable 
competitive research in the field of neuroimaging. 

• The Department of Neurosciences is part of 3 Centres of Excellence of the 
Academy of Finland but the committee feels that the department should 
consider developing a Center of Excellence of Neuroscience as such if they 
aim to maintain the number of research lines outlined. In such a center, 
there should be a merge with the basic neuroscientists of the University of 
Helsinki. 
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4.3 Research active staff

The total senior staff includes 26 senior researchers and 32 postdoctoral staff members 
and 15 other active staff members. There are total of 8 principal investigators in the 
Strategic Research Program of whom 6 are also active in clinical care. The department 
should be supported by the university to maintain the scientific staff, preventing a 
Brain Drain particularly of the 8 principal investigators.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

There are a total of 32 post-docs and 49 doctoral students who take part in the 
graduate school. The Department of Neurosciences offers a remarkable flexible 
research environment within the University, which should be maintained by all means. 
The Neurosciences department organises courses in Clinical Neuroscience and Cell 
Biological methods. The number of courses may be extended towards the fields that 
the department considers their main new targets: brain recovery and plasticity (i.e., 
basic neurosciences) and neuroimaging.

4.5 Other issues

None.

Department of Psychiatry

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

General:

The Department of Psychiatry has undergone a major change in the senior Faculty 
with the appointment within the last couple of years of three new professors including 
a new Chairman and one professor located in Vaasa (400 km away). There have thus 
been great changes which is expected to influence the work. Another major change 
is imminent. The Department is housed in a building built in 1851 and is due to move 
to new quarters in the next few months. The present building is quite antiquated. 
It houses about 120 inpatients and is not set up for research. There are no wet labs 
in this Department. 
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The Department lack wet labs but compensates by collaborating with genetics groups 
including those at NIAAA which is part of the National Institutes of Health in the 
United States and others in Helsinki. It has no imaging devices but uses the PET 
Center at Turku (160 km away) and the SPECT at Koupio University. A PET Center in 
Helsinki is due to open in the next year and will provide a more convenient location 
for doing PET studies. The Department uses the MEG at the Biomag Lab at the UH 
and the Advanced Magnetic Imaging Center of the UH. Some groups have chosen 
to use SPECT and others PET for the same molecular targets. Integration and a more 
critical attention to choosing the optimal method across studies would strengthen the 
quality of research as well as making inter-group comparisons. Seminars to facilitate 
scientific discourse between existing research groups could foster this process.

Productivity has been improving with 54 publications in 2004 (the most for the last 
5 years), the impact factor being 170,506 and 135,577 in 2003 and 2004, compared 
with about 95,000 in the previous two years. They average 3-4 PhDs per year (19 
PhDs were awarded from 1999-2005) and currently have a remarkable number of 
doctoral students (about 40), indicating probably that the senior staff recruited to the 
Department are of a high caliber. Despite heavy clinical burden (most do their PhD 
while training as residents and often while obligated to do half their clinical training 
outside the main psychiatric hospital), most PhD student finish their studies in about 
five years. While funds are available for graduate students there are no funds for 
fellows to allow a transition from PhD candidate to entry a level of faculty who has 
some protected time for research. Instead most have to go straight into a clinical job 
and have no protected time for research. This is a shocking deficit in support of the 
Department’s efforts to train the next generation of researchers. Combined with the 
lack of wet labs it sends a message that wet lab research does not belong in Psychiatry 
which is also a totally incorrect message for the University to be sending.

The PhD theses topics listed did not seem to have much in the way of genetics or 
brain imaging and perhaps reflect the lack of lab facilities as imaging and genetics 
are part of the research interests of previous senior faculty. About 30% of residents 
are estimated to do a PhD, which is very impressive by international standards but 
not by the UH standards in the medical school.

Some research groups are at the National Public Health Institute and they seem to 
have different possibilities for research compared to Clinical Medicine affiliated with 
the University. In this evaluation it was not possible to distinguish between these 
different modalities and their interrelationships. 

Although there are concerns expressed by the decline In EVO funding, the department 
has been successful in obtaining grants from EU and NIH and private foundations, 
indicating that they have very competitive programs. The senior staff seems aware 
of that a further cooperation within the department might even improve their 
possibilities further.
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The research findings get published in a variety of journals including the best in the 
field such as the Archives of General Psychiatry, American Journal of Psychiatry and 
Biological Psychiatry.

2 Interaction between research and society
The subjects of research are of great importance to Finland given that they address 
important causes of morbidity an mortality (mostly suicide), such as alcoholism and 
mood disorders. All professors have been involved in public education about causes of 
depression, suicide and alcoholism. Perhaps the dissemination of educational materials 
and even books for the public are other opportunities for public education.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The department has added an almost entirely new senior research leadership by the 
appointment of several distinguished researchers. In the absence of any wet labs 
or imaging devices within the Department, these faculty members have developed 
outside collaborations to fill these gaps. A new hospital building is almost ready for 
occupancy. The research portfolio is diverse but addresses many areas of national 
concern such as the causes of suicide including alcoholism and mood disorders. 
Investigators have a good track record for attracting external grant funding and 
publishing in leading journals. We were impressed by the energy and vision of the 
new staff members.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The new senior faculty have not begun to meaningfully integrate their research 
efforts. The number of applications from those wishing to do psychiatry dropped a 
number of years ago and are only now slowly starting to increase. It is too early to 
assess the potential impact of new leadership. Inadequate resources were available 
for development of junior researchers after they get their PhDs in terms of partially 
protected time. Wet labs are needed.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Although the Department has recruited some distinguished researchers, who have 
mature research programs, the challenge remains as to how best integrate some 
of these research efforts. For example research groups have developed different 
collaborators for very similar projects such as genetic or imaging studies. Some of 
these collaborators are more experienced in novel genetic or imaging techniques 
than others making it advantageous to use the same lab across studies so as to permit 
comparison of results between patient groups with different diagnoses as well as 
using the optimum method. Different cohorts of depressed patients are being studied 
by several researchers and there needs to be a coordinated plan to pool samples 
so as to maximize numbers for genetic studies and also to agree on clinical and 
intermediate biologic phenotypes to permit pooling of samples. Also the different 
groups have expertise in epidemiology, PET and MR studies and genetic studies. 
Standardizing the clinical phenotypes and the genetic evaluation would help in 
pooling of samples between research groups. This integration is seen as crucial step 
for making the Department a major force in Europe and beyond.

A related challenge is to integrate resources from the UH and the NPHI to develop a 
synergistic set of animal studies using models of aggression and depression to inform 
clinical studies. Another related opportunity is to expand collaborations with the 
Department of Neurosciences and basic science departments in areas of cell biology, 
neuroplasticity, cognitive neuroscience and genetics. Given the presence of about 40 
doctoral students the need for resources to allow development of research careers 
in these individuals when they graduate becomes of great importance because they 
represent a major resource in this field of research.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Research groups are not well integrated and are using different methods to study 
similar disease groups. If this could be changed such that groups pool their expertise 
to use the optimal methods for their studies across disease groups it would mean 
that the specificity of findings for each disease group can be determined. Conversely, 
certain modalities such as brain imaging can provide a biological intermediate 
phenotype of great relevance for candidate gene studies that are part of several 
groups research. Finally, agreement on the clinical phenotype will allow pooling of 
samples for association studies of candidate genes. 

Further collaborations with the Department of Neuroscience and basic science 
departments will add value in terms of expertise in brain imaging, genetics, cell 
survival and apoptosis, cognitive neuroscience and comparison groups with organic 
brain disease. One approach towards integrating research efforts would be to conduct 
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regular joint research seminars and meetings for all the research groups to participate 
in and to discuss work in progress and new ideas for future projects.

Wet labs are needed within Psychiatry to promote training and research in 
neurochemistry, molecular biology, genetics, neuropharmacology and quantitative 
neuropathology.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

Resources are needed to support some protected research time for junior faculty. 
The new PET center in Helsinki will be a big help and will a new Psychiatric hospital 
building. Wet labs are needed as discussed above. Eventually some wet lab space 
in the Department of Psychiatry will be needed to bring to a leadership level in 
research. More PET and MR research can be anticipated and scanner time needs to 
be available. 

4.3 Research active staff

Currently there are 4.2 professors, 7 clinical lecturers, about 40 doctoral students and 
shockingly no postdoctoral fellows. Other research staff data were unavailable. Clearly 
this staffing pattern highlights the lack of a research career path after awarding of 
a PhD.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

--

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Departments of Ophthalmology and Otorhinolaryngology

1 Scientifi c quality of the research
This department consists of two units that have little in common with regard to 
research activities and and disease panorama. The reason for the combination is 
that they are located side by side and can partially save money by using the same 
administrative staff.

Most of the time at the site visit was spent with the head of the Ophtalmology 
unit. Due to a misunderstanding, the head of the Otorhinolaryngology unit only 
turned up at the very end of the site visit. In addition the material provided from 
the Otorhinolaryngology department in the Submission Form was found to be 
fragmentary. This may relate to misconceptions by the department leadership 
regarding the Research Assessment Exercise, beyond the knowledge and insight of 
the evaluation team.

This document should be read with these limitations in mind.

Ophthalmology This is a relatively small department that is known for its excellence 
in clinical work. The number of academic staff members is low, but the number of 
research programs is high. The cornea group appears to be quite successful. Interaction 
with other research groups is not optimal. This unit has taken little advantage of 
the Biomedicum and does not participate in any of the research programs. There 
have been some attempts to encourage residents/PhD students to join the graduate 
schools.

Diabetes is an area where many Helsinki University groups are making important 
research contributions. There is some research going on regarding diabetic 
retinopathy, but we feel that this is an area where the unit would benefit from 
much more collaboration with other units and where basic science techniques could 
be applied in collaboration with research groups at the Biomedicum.

Otorhinolaryngology Areas of research seems to be central for the clinical speciality 
ENT including, but not limited to, research on the molecular mechanisms of 
degeneration of the auditory organ following noise and drug lesions, evaluation of 
risk factors for otitis media, studies on the efficacy of vaccines on the prevention of 
otitis media, microbiology and clinical appearance of acute and secretory otitis media, 
nasal aspects of sleep-related problems including surgical interventions, diagnostic 
and prognostic markers of head and neck cancer, dynamics of phonation and studies 
of outcome of speech therapy.
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The best publications available for assessment all seem to be of high quality. The 
articles are published in high-impact journals. 

2 Interaction between research and society
Ophthalmology The unit is well known in Finland for its high standard of clinical cure 
and high level of patient satisfaction.

Otorhinolaryngology The diseases related to ENT have an influence of the majority of 
the population. It seems as if staff members of the department frequently are engaged 
in public presentations and are regarded as opinion-leaders in their respective 
fields. In collaboration with the National Public Health Institute recommendations 
for vaccination programs and clinical practice guidelines are issued carried out thus 
playing an important role in the interaction with society. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

Ophthalmology The unit has an excellent clinical record and is known for its capacity 
to rapidly apply novel scientific information in clinical practice. The patients are 
well categorized and offer a good material for clinical research. The unit has good 
international connections.

Otorhinolaryngology The Department is the only tertiary care unit in the area serving 
about 1.5 million people. The staff includes 45 full time doctors (13 residents) in ENT 
covering all sub-specialties thus allowing for a very strong competence and manpower 
and overwhelming clinical material. All senior doctors and a majority of the residents 
are reported to be involved in research. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

Ophthalmology Isolation and little contact with basic research. Too many research 
programs. 

Otorhinolaryngology Not limited to this department, there seems to be a growing 
concern on too heavy clinical work-load limiting the important time and overall 
resources for research. No strategy is presented how to address this problem. The 
support for research from the hospital, at least in terms of funding, seems to decrease 
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approaching critical levels. No alternatives are presented from the leadership of the 
department how to address this issue.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Ophthalmology To find new research partners. To recruit young basic scientists to 
the speciality.

Otorhinolaryngology The advantage of separating Maxillo-Facial Surgery, ENT 
(including Head and Neck Surgery) and Plastic Surgery in what appears to be totally 
separate units is not obvious to this panel. However, we have too little insight into this 
organizational structure to give more drastic recommendations. Some international 
initiatives in bringing together these neighbouring sub-specialities to create special 
Head and Neck units may prove to be of interest in the ambition to further strengthen 
this clinically relevant and important area. 

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

See opportunities and challenges.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The panel strongly recommends the faculty to break up this department and find 
new, more research related partners, for each of the units. 

4.3 Research active staff

--

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

--

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Department of Medicine

1 Scientifi c quality of the research
The Department of Medicine is a very large department with a broad research profile 
that covers many areas of clinical medicine. It comprises 12 units, including cardiology, 
endocrinology, gastro-enterology, general internal medicine, geriatrics, haematology, 
infectious diseases, nephrology, pulmonary diseases, rheumatology, alcohol-related 
diseases, and internal medicine/teaching in Swedish.

The department has a university staff of 30 (of whom 12 professors), a HUCH research 
active staff of 50-60 (on a total number of physicians of 287), 10-20 postdocs and 20 
doctoral students. The total research budget is about 3.5 mE per year (of which about 
1.3 mE is obtained extramurally).

In the period of 1999-2004 1480 original papers have been published, of which 453 
with an IF > 4, and 73 with an IF >10. In the same period 79 academic dissertations have 
been published. The department is involved in 4 graduate schools (Helsinki Biomedical 
Graduate School, National Graduate School for Clinical Investigation, National 
Biomatrial Graduate School, and National Graduate School for Musculoskeletal 
disorders). 

The overall quality of the research is high, with some groups clearly performing at 
European top level. The work in diabetes and in cardiology remains impressive, and 
the research presented under the heading of molecular medicine has in the past years 
reached a high level. Impressive progress has also been made in infectious diseases 
and rheumatic diseases.

A major strength of the department is the strong link in many research areas with the 
basic science groups working in the Biomedicum. The various links with the National 
Public Health Institute also constitute a clear research strength.

2 Interaction between research and society
The Department of Medicine interacts with society in a variety of ways. The 
Departments have contributed greatly to improve the health care by being involved 
in evidenced based medicine and forming the basis for treatment guidelines. They 
have an excellent record in communicating medical advice on all levels; in the 
national educational and health care system (Dean of the Faculty, Central Union 
for the Welfare of the Aged, Drug Council of the Social Insurance Institution); 
scientific councils (Finnish Medical Association, Finnish Cultural Foundation); political 
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advisory organs (Social and Health Ministry, Research on the Future of the House of 
Parliament). The Department has contributed also to patient programs on life style 
changes (alcoholism, smoking and dietary advice).

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

There is a close link with basic science groups in Biomedicum and Technomedicum 
and extensive collaborations with the National Public Health Institute. The research 
is focused on major diseases of international importance and there is a fruitful 
development of various translational projects in molecular medicine. The department 
also has a good track record for collaboration on important clinical studies with 
Pharmaceutical Industry and strong interdisciplinary and intradisciplinary cooperation. 
Most groups have a good critical mass also focusing on scientific leadership at group 
levels. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

A crucial thing is a weak institutional funding position with a general lack of technical 
staff. There also seems to be a serious disagreement between hospital administration 
and University on the research policy in the hospital. That might contribute to the 
potential recruitment problems to research as related to opportunities and lack of 
track tenures and to uncertainty about salaries and social security. There also seems 
to be an insufficient focused contribution in graduate school of clinical research.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

A challenge is the further development of programs and projects in Biomedicum and 
the further development of genetic epidemiologic programs and projects, among 
others using the large available patient cohorts. In that context the collaboration 
with Department of Public Health can further be developed. The high level graduate 
training in clinical research can further be developed and focussed with integration 
of quantitative, molecular biological and clinical approach. It is further a challenge 
to involve young medical student in training programs in basic science and necessary 
to establish part-time positions for postdocs who want to pursue a combined career, 
since good researchers will otherwise disappear from the university clinics. The change 
in the flow of resources from a relatively liberal EVO funding (reduced by a dramatic 
25-35%) to increased dependency on competitive external money will jeopardize 
quality if it continues further.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

There needs to be a further development of programs and projects with basic science 
groups in Biomedicum and a further development of genetic epidemiologic programs 
and projects based on large cohorts. A system for social security for young researcher 
has to be established on liberal resources. It is also necessary to provide a system 
which encourages the excellent post docs to combine a clinical position with part-
time research position.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

More active use of available cohorts should be valuable. It would also be valuable 
with more integrated graduate school of clinical research, including quantitative, 
molecular and clinical approaches.

4.3 Research active staff

Development of career track programs for research staff would be recommended.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

PhD students are the backbone of the maintenance and ongoing of most research 
programs. The negative trend for number of PhD demonstrated the last years may 
be incidental, but needs to be watched closely as a signal of changing climate in the 
society at large with respect to research. Increase of formal intermediary positions 
after a PhD should be given consideration in order to keep the best in combined 
position.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Department of Oncology

1 Scientifi c quality of the research
The Department of Oncology is located in Meilahti campus adjacent to the main 
Helsinki University Central Hospital and the recently inaugurated Biomedicum 
Building. The primary mission of the Department is the treatment of cancer patients, 
teaching of medical students, and training of physicians in oncology. 

The previous Research Assessment Exercise Report in 1999 commented that the total 
research active staff is surprisingly small in comparison to the clinical staff, and the 
research budget was found to be very small. In response to the Report in 1999, the 
Department has significantly expanded its existing research projects and initiated 
new programs in areas of cancer genetics and anti-angiogenesis. This expansion is 
predicated, in part, upon recruitment of new faculty, acquisition of additional research 
funds from external sources, and enhancement of the Doctoral Thesis Program. 

Research Profi le:

The research mission of the Department of Oncology revolves around cancer therapy 
with strong emphasis on clinical trials and translational research. Six different projects 
are described: 

1. Novel targeted systemic treatments, highlights international collaborations 
with U.S., Italian and Swedish teams to test the efficacy and perform follow-
up trials on a number of anti-cancer agents. This program has resulted in a 
number of quality publications. 

2. Gene therapy of cancer program is designed to develop translation of gene 
therapy for patients with disseminated disease. The emphasis will be on 
adenovirus-based anti-tumor strategies. 

3. Angiogenesis and anti-angiogenic treatment of cancer encompasses both 
clinical and pre-clinical testing of anti-angiogenic therapies. The project 
involves study of soluble and angiogenic/anti-angiogenic factors. In this 
context there are also projects in the field of molecular cancer biology. 

4. Targeted radiation therapy involves both escalation trials on boron neutron 
capture therapy, pilot studies on inoperable head and neck cancer, a number 
of approaches to spare critical tissues, etc. These studies are conducted by a 
number of investigators in the Department.
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5. The FinProg Project has been developed to improve the prognostic estimation 
of early breast cancer, based on the database of some 3,000 breast cancer 
patients diagnosed and treated in Finland in 1991-1992. This large nationwide 
internet-based database will also lend itself suitable for investigation of 
prognostic factors in these patients.

6. Cancer, bone and exercise program is a multifaceted clinical trial testing the 
efficacy of bisphosphonates in prevention of treatment-induced bone loss and 
prevention of development of bone metastases. Recent focus has been on 
the role of exercise in prevention of adverse effects at early stages of breast 
cancer. 

The Department has a good record of publications in highly ranked international 
journals, like several papers in NEJM, Blood, Diabetes, JAMA and papers in Lancet, 
PNAS, Gastroenterology, Am J Hum Gen, J Biochem etc. reflecting both clinical 
patient-oriented research and basic genetic research.

2 Interaction between research and society
The Panel is asked to discuss the interaction between the unit’s research and society 
from the relevant aspects.

The Department of Oncology is the largest cancer treatment center in Finland and 
plays therefore a critical role in the health care of the population, particularly in the 
metropolitan Helsinki area. Concomitant with this responsibility, the Department is 
active in teaching health care providers in the corresponding fields. The Department 
also organizes national and international meetings for cancer professionals and lay 
public.

Members of the Department are active both in national and international cancer 
organizations, they have taken an active role in cancer education of the public.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The leadership of the Department of Oncology is to be commended for its initiatives 
in response to the previous assessment of the unit in 1999. It is evident that the 
productivity has greatly improved through recruitment, and the Department has been 
able to take advantage of the proximity of Biomedicum.
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The Department’s science is, for the most part, of excellent quality, and a number 
of young staff members are still in their formative years of research development, 
suggesting improved productivity in the next five year period. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

The Department identified a number of structural weaknesses that have impaired the 
growth of research-active staff. These include: The university staff is only 1.3 FTEs, 
apparently reflecting a relatively low level of University funding to the Unit; heavy 
load of clinical and/or administrative duties that preclude full-time participation 
in research; and complexity of the administrative paperwork involved in clinical 
research.

The Department pointed out the lack of PET unit on premises necessitating 
collaborative efforts with the University of Turku. However, a solution may be 
available soon. Acquisition of a PET scanner could greatly facilitate the pharmaco-
clinical and translational research efforts of the Unit.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

Although, as pointed out, The National Cancer Registry in Finland is of high quality, 
it is unclear how the departmental research is currently taking advantage of this 
resource. The cohort used by the FinProg project seems to be distinct. It would appear 
that that the Cancer Registry could be an excellent resource for molecular studies on 
cancer epidemiology.

Of some concern to the panel was that there is not substantial funding for research 
from philanthropic sources, such as the Cancer Society of Finland. The University 
provided funding being very small and the EVO funds apparently shrinking, it would 
be important to identify alternative sources to sustain the growth of the departmental 
research enterprise.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The Department has grown over the past several years through recruitment and 
retention of top-notch young scientists with great promise, if getting the required 
guidance and nurturing, and protected research time. Of some concern is the narrow 
scope focused on adenoviruses, because the future of viral-based gene therapy, 
and particularly that of utilizing oncolytic adenoviruses, is somewhat uncertain in 
general. 
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4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

Continued interactions with other disciplines at the Biomedicum environment are 
highly encouraged. Clearly, the oncology unit can benefit of the talent of basic 
scientists and the core facilities offered by Biomedicum.

4.3 Research active staff

See above.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

A number of doctoral trainees are listed for the period of 1999-2004. There is a 
consensus that the Department is supportive of their studies. Of general concern is 
the lack of salary support for the PhD students during their research assignments.

4.5 Other issues

None.

General Practice and Primary Health Care

1 Scientifi c quality of the research
The field is rather small and strangely split between the Department of Public 
Health and Institute of Clinical Medicine, serving respectively the Finnish and the 
Swedish speaking students. Their areas of interest are similar and they will therefore 
be evaluated together, based on their research output. Most of the published 
material from the two groups is in Finnish and inaccessible for evaluation for this 
committee. 

Although the object is to train in modern research methods and introduce analytical 
methods into general practice, the unit has not been successful in reaching this goal. 
The unit has 3 full professors and a decreasing number of PhD students. The last 6 
years a total of 17 PhD students are reported of these only 2 are MD. Most of the 
dissertations are in Finnish. The selected list of published papers demonstrate a very 
heterogeneous production of low impact, 2 commentary manuscripts, 3 quality of 
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life studies and one review of working ability of aging workers. Three monographs 
on health care, two on health care in Estonia and one on health care in a Swedish 
speaking area of Finland about assessment on patient experience with health care 
centres. The general impression is a decline in overall productivity and quality of the 
research activities.

2 Interaction between research and society
The field does not accomplish their primary goal which is to encourage and implement 
research methods and research motivation among general practitioners, which may 
be due to lack of interest and motivation among general practitioners.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

It was difficult to identify the strengths of the present organisation with respect to 
research output. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

The split leadership of the small discipline and two research groups at different 
locations is a major problem. This is a potential large area for research. The 
heterogeneous research goals without any clear thematic line seems a substantial 
problem and the research does not have the quality expected from an university 
unit.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

According to the information given, the part belonging as a division to Clinical 
Medicine can expect a “heavy increase in government budget money directed to 
health centres to encourage primary care research”. Since research in General Practice 
is important in order to attract good clinicians and implement good clinical practice, 
new possibilities demand highly research experienced leadership prepared for this 
task. A total reorganisation is probably needed for giving such possibility.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

In order to improve their research quality and research goals the field needs to be 
reorganized under one highly scientifically qualified leadership. A clear research 
strategy has to be developed based on goals for the field. General Practice is by 
definition multidisciplinary and this should be reflected in an advisory board with 
representation from other relevant departments and groups of interest.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

There has to be identification of the target group or groups for the PhD training 
(MD, nurses, physiotherapist etc) and developing specified programs for their 
individual needs. Interaction with other fields, especially Departments of Medicine 
and Department of Pediatrics, School of Nursing, Diagnostic and Therapeutics, Public 
Health (epidemiology) has to be established. A strategy council is highly recommended 
to establish and outline future configuration of the field.

4.3 Research active staff

This has to be outlined by an advisory board.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The recruitment obstacle among general practitioners for the PhD offered by the 
discipline reflects a need to restructure research, training goals and opportunities for 
general practitioners. It would be possible to start recruitment of medical students for 
training in epidemiology and patient care structures. We do not believe that a PhD 
program per se should be used as a tool for increasing the interest in young doctors 
to go out in general practice.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Institute of Dentistry

Panel: Clinical Medicine, Dentistry and Public Health

Anita Aperia, Karolinska University Hospital, Department of Woman and Child 
Health, Sweden, Chair
Cornelia van Duijn, Erasmus University of Rotterdam, Department of Epidemiology 
& Biostatistics, Genetic Epidemiology Unit, The Netherlands
Albert Hofman, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Department of Epidemiology & 
Biostatistics, The Netherlands and Harvard School of Public Health, USA
John Kjekshus, University of Oslo, Department of Cardiology, Norway
Björn Klinge, Karolinska Institute, Department of Odontology, Sweden
J John Mann, Columbia University, New York State Psychiatric Institute, Department 
of Neuroscience, USA (participated only in the site visit of the Department of 
Psychiatry)
Birgitta Strandvik, Göteborg University, Department of Pediatrics, Sweden
Jouni Uitto, Thomas Jefferson University, Department of Dermatology and 
Cutaneous Biology, USA (did not participate in the site visit or the evaluation of the 
Institute of Dentistry)

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

(At least one third of the submitted works are at high international level and many 
others at a good international level, these together comprising a clear majority)

Supporting Comments:

The Panel was impressed by the achievements and activities at the Institute of 
Dentistry and finds that the material provided for the assessment and as presented 
during the site visit, clearly shows that that research at the Institute of Dentistry is 
both highly productive and of high international quality. In general the mean impact 
factor has increased as compared to the previous assessment in 1999. It is understood 
that the rating “6” thus is even stronger than at the preceding evaluation.

A ranking of scientific articles published in highly rated journals based on analysis 
by CEST (Centre d´études de la science et de la technologie / Centre for Science 
and Technology Studies), which presents a world ranking of institutions engaged 
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in scientific research (“The Champions League”) is available on its website 
www.cest.ch.

The Institute of Dentistry at the University of Helsinki was placed 7th on this list 
based on impact. In the category of number of publications the rank position was 
14. (The corresponding figures for the collaborating dental institutions at Harvard 
University, the rank was 13 (publ) and impact rank 20 and for Karolinska Institutet 
the publication rank was 9 and impact rank 6). 

For clinical dentistry publications in international speciality journals with impact 
factors of about 1-2 are considered to be relevant. It is therefore with great 
satisfaction this Panel can verify publications from the Institute of Dentistry appearing 
in Lancet (IF11.7), American Journal of Human Genetics (IF 11.6), Circulation (IF11.1), 
Nature Biotechnology (IF 8.08), Arthritis and rheumatism (IF7.05), and Arteriosclerosis, 
thrombosis and vascular biology (IF6.3). 

During this assessment period the number of doctoral degrees awarded according to 
official university statistics was 32. In addition to this, scientists from the Institute of 
Dentistry have been involved in a number of other doctoral thesis projects. However, 
the credit for this work has not been attributed to the Institute of Dentistry.

2 Interaction between research and society
One of the main goals of the research activities of the Institute of Dentistry is to 
promote clinical research using methods of molecular biology and biotechnology. 
As for other clinical disciplines the research at the Institute of Dentistry can often 
be translated into clinical practice allowing for improved quality of patient care and 
introducing new methods and techniques into clinical practice. The clinical research 
profile thus can be considered to include a significant contribution to society.

Scientists at the Institute has filed and been awarded several patents and also have 
collaboration with the industry. It seems likely that the co-operation with industry 
can be further developed.

It is reported that several researchers participate in “popular” activities for the public 
thus promoting the understanding of the value and necessity of dental research. 
Although the man-power is limited, this is an area that perhaps should be even further 
strengthened and means to award credit for these activities should be developed.

Dental research also has an obligation to be involved in continuing education of the 
profession.

It is important not to neglect the responsibility of an academic institution to involve 
the clinically active colleagues in society in information activities. We will compliment 
the members of the faculty of the Institute of Dentistry for their extensive publication 
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in dental and other non-scientific journals. Well aware of the limited resources we 
still advice the Institute of Dentistry to consider increased involvement in continuing 
dental education. This endeavour seems important not least in the light of the 
emerging necessity of the development of scientifically founded evidence based 
dentistry.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

Using accumulated impact factor to get an overview of the total sum of impact for 
the respective subgroups (research programs and speciality areas) it is noteworthy 
that the impact sum of the Periodontology department (or related research program) 
clearly surpass every other speciality area.

The Panel has recognized the newly established group investigating the mechanisms 
behind the association between periodontitis and increased risk for selected general 
diseases. This represents an important bridge between dentistry and medicine 
addressing a research area that appears to be of the utmost clinical significance. The 
group is very active and the resulting publications are of top quality. The principal 
investigator and a post-doc in this group are both financed by the Academy of Finland. 
One special feature, yet uncommon in the Scandinavian dental community, is that the 
group leader is not a dentist but has her background and expertise in biochemistry. 
We see a good future for incorporating non-dental expertise and therefore stress the 
necessity to guard this new asset within the Institute of Dentistry. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

• The physical separation of the three core functions of the Institute of 
Dentistry

• (Too) small research groups

• Few academic positions to cover front-line research in all areas relevant also 
to the dental education program

• Non-competitive (salary) doctorand positions

• No post-doctoral positions
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

In the 1999 assessment, that Panel expressed the concern that the Institute of 
Dentistry not could count on space and facilities in the new Biomedicum building. 
That misgiving proved to be wrong and the Institute of Dentistry now has good 
laboratory space in Biomedicum. This allows for extended contacts and collaboration 
with other groups. Expertise in the biomedical field and top quality equipment is 
easily available. We consider this physical localization a major opportunity and the 
Institute of Dentistry has already established competitive activities in this facility. We 
assume that the dental clinical activities will be housed in neighbouring premises in 
the near future.

The collaboration with selected research institutions (Forsyth Institute at Harvard 
University, Boston and Karolinska Institutet, Institute of Dentistry), still seems to 
be in its infancy, but appears to be of great promise. Setting strategic goals for the 
expected outcome of this collaboration may help in this endeavour.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

It is obvious to the Panel that the research groups at the Institute of Dentistry often 
are very small, thus being lower than what can be considered a relevant critical mass. 
Without creating artificial affinity, it is recommended to consider merging or closer 
collaboration between neighbouring research areas.

Only limited technical support by research laboratory technicians is available. It 
seems however as if the limited resources not are made use of in an optimal way. 
Re-organizing the allocation of these important research resources is therefore 
suggested.

The dental research at the University of Helsinki is important not least for the dental 
education program, as well as for continuing education of the dental profession. 
Given the limited resources for dental research it seems impossible to cover the whole 
width of clinical dentistry. Nonetheless it is of great concern to the Panel that research 
on dental materials, representing the core of clinical dentistry, is totally lacking in 
the Institute of Dentistry. It may be suggested to consider building up research in this 
area by re-prioritizing given resources.

The major dental diseases caries and periodontal disease are infectious diseases. We 
can not find that there is any research position in oral microbiology available. If we 
are correctly informed no such position is present in Finland at all. It may prove hard 
to be positioned in the international dental research front without access to expertise 
in this central field of the dental disease complexes. The Panel therefore strongly 
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recommends that resources are allocated to this area of great multi-disciplinary 
significance.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

As outlined in the self assessment the physical separation of the different functions 
of the institute appears to be a major weakness. Basic dental education and clinical 
training takes place at the “Ruskeasuo campus”, specialist education and selected 
clinical research at the Surgical Hospital and research laboratories and preclinical 
sciences are all located in the Biomedicum building. This situation was paid attention 
to already by the international assessment panel in 1999. A strong recommendation 
was then made to bring together clinical training (including speciality training) at the 
Meilahti Campus in connection with Biomedicum.

This panel further underlines the necessity of acting in this matter. Since the last 
recommendation, five years have passed with no evident improvement to this critical 
situation. We therefore strongly advice that the highest priority is given to bringing 
the separate activities together at suitable facilities at the Meilahti campus. It is the 
firm standpoint by this panel that not solving this problem will seriously jeopardize 
the competitiveness of this highly rated institution. 

4.3 Research active staff

The age-pyramid of the research active staff is a concern. This is also an internationally 
recognized problem. When today’s professors and senior scientists will retire, and 
many will within the near future, there are not enough qualified substitutes. The 
international market for qualified dental academicians is growing at a fast rate. This 
problem needs attention in a strategic plan and subsequent action. 

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

In the international dental community it is a growing concern that the academic 
clinician is an endangered species, as for academic medicine. It seems crucial to 
create doctoral and post-doctoral posts combined with clinical specialty training at 
competitive salaries. It can no longer be accepted that young scientists are recruited 
at inferior social stipulation.

4.5 Other issues

For the professional career of dental clinicians it is important to be able to combine 
research with specialist training. It appears that having a research background (PhD) 
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is not a qualification that is taken into account when applicants are evaluated for 
specialist training positions under the governance of Helsinki City Health Department. 
Only clinical “wet-finger-dentistry” is attached great importance. The academic merit 
seems rather to be disqualifying. This situation is of course totally unacceptable and 
can in the long run jeopardize the availability of academically qualified specialists 
in dental education, quality control, clinical research and other relevant areas. We 
suggest that the appropriate university authority brings this issue up in deliberations 
with the appropriate party. Combined positions for research training (PhD), post-doc 
and clinical specialisation training should be organized.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Public Health

Panel: Clinical Medicine, Dentistry and Public Health

Anita Aperia, Karolinska University Hospital, Department of Woman and Child 
Health, Sweden, Chair
Cornelia van Duijn, Erasmus University of Rotterdam, Department of Epidemiology 
& Biostatistics, Genetic Epidemiology Unit, The Netherlands
Albert Hofman, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Department of Epidemiology & 
Biostatistics, The Netherlands and Harvard School of Public Health, USA
John Kjekshus, University of Oslo, Department of Cardiology, Norway
Björn Klinge, Karolinska Institute, Department of Odontology, Sweden
J John Mann, Columbia University, New York State Psychiatric Institute, Department 
of Neuroscience, USA (participated only in the site visit of the Department of 
Psychiatry)
Birgitta Strandvik, Göteborg University, Department of Pediatrics, Sweden
Jouni Uitto, Thomas Jefferson University, Department of Dermatology and 
Cutaneous Biology, USA (did not participate in the site visit or the evaluation of the 
Institute of Dentistry)

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

The Department of Public Health addresses main areas in public health, including 
epidemiology, biostatistics, medical sociology, preventive medicine and health 
economics. Other areas represented are occupational and environmental health, 
ethics and medical humanities and health care administration (the small part on 
primary health care is not addressed here). As it stands, the department is one of the 
largest, most comprehensive and most important public health units in Europe.

The overall number of research active staff is (in 2005) 55, with 9 professors, 2 senior 
lecturers and 12 other senior faculty. The department (in 2005) has 24 doctoral 
students and 10 other research active staff. The department had a total budget in 
1999-2004 of 20.8 ME, of which 39% was through external funding. A substantial 
proportion of the external funding was from international sources.
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The main research programmes of the department of public health are in genetic 
epidemiology and general epidemiology, public health and prevention, medical 
sociology and health promotion, health economics and biostatistics. 

In the period of 1999-2004 the department has published 659 international scientific 
papers. In the same period 51 academic dissertations have been published. Many 
papers were published in very highly ranked international journals, like several in 
Nature, Nature Gen, Nature NeuroSc, JAMA, NEJM, Lancet, Am J Epidemiol, JCI and 
Am J Hum Gen.

The department is heavily involved in graduate and post-graduate training in public 
health. It offers a successful doctoral program in public health (jointly with the 
(University of Tampere and various national institutes in the field of public health).

The panel judges the scientific work of the Department of Public Health of a high 
international level. In particular the work in genetic epidemiology uses the specific 
Finnish possibilities in a most ingenious and creative manner. Also, the work in 
epidemiology and prevention of diabetes mellitus is of exceptional level, both 
qualitatively and quantitatively. These activities are truly international assets of 
Finnish science. The work in the other areas covered by the department is good to 
very good, although often still in a build-up phase.

2 Interaction between research and society
The contributions of the Department of Public Health to society and its interaction 
with society are vast and can hardly be overstated.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

Major strengths are in genetic epidemiology, and in epidemiology and prevention 
of diabetes. They have creatively used the Finnish Twin register and other important 
research cohorts. There is a gradual build–up of social epidemiological expertise.

3.2 Weaknesses 

Institutional funding is decreasing.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

There are great opportunities for collaborations with basic science groups and with 
clinical groups in Biomedicum. There are also great opportunities for contributions 
to graduate programmes in clinical research.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Further development of projects and programmes in collaboration with groups 
working at Biomedicum would be of value for the whole faculty and strengthening 
links with clinical groups. 

A further development of social epidemiological program would also be 
recommended. 

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

See 4.1.

4.3 Research active staff

An institutional development of career track program is important for future 
leaders.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Develop contributions in clinical research graduate programmes (study design, 
biostatistics, general epidemiology and genetic epidemiology) should be a priority.

4.5 Other issues

Unfortunately, research in general practice or primary care does not belong
in the department. The panel was not impressed by the research report from
the two professors representing primary care.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Cardiovascular Risk Factors 
(Research Programme)

Panel: Biomedicine and Forensic Medicine 

Hans Wigzell, Karolinska Institute, Sweden, Chair
Ari Helenius, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Biochemistry, 
Switzerland
Peter Lachman, University of Cambridge, Microbial Immunology Group, UK
Patrice Mangin, University of Lausanne, Hospices /CHUV, Institut Universitaire de 
Medicine Legale, Switzerland
Annemarie Poustka, The German Cancer Research Centre (DFKZ), Division of 
Molecular Genome Analysis, University of Heidelberg, Germany 
Ellen Solomon, King’s College, GKT School of Medicine, Division of Medical & 
Molecular Genetics, UK
Lars Terenius, Karolinska Institute, Department of Clinical Neuroscience, -Sweden
Jean-Paul Thiery, Institut Curie, Cell Biology Department, France

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments:

There are five PIs in this programme. The three principal research area are obesity, 
dyslipidaemias and insulin resistance. All enjoy a strong clinical interface and involve 
sophisticated investigations on patients. A central hypothesis being explored is that 
fatty liver is responsible for the production of many of the known risk factors - many 
of which are indeed acute phase reactants - and that exploring the factors underlying 
the tendency of the liver to become fatty may reveal important risk factors

The work is in areas of high clinical importance and effectively combines clinical 
and laboratory generated data. There are good prospects for application in both 
prevention and treatment of cardiovascular disease.

2 Interaction between research and society
Since cardiovascular disease is the commonest cause of death, all research on risk 
factors has a major potential effect on the public. The challenge will be to persuade 
the public to accept the appropriate lifestyle changes.
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The programme stimulates interaction between clinical medicine and laboratory 
research. It should also be successful in attracting medical trainees to research.

There are good opportunities for international collaboration.

3.2 Weaknesses 

A very competitive area where relatively small groups have to work hard to keep 
up. It would probably be wise to keep the projects fairly tightly focused on the core 
areas of strength.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

-

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Carry on the good work!

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

-

4.3 Research active staff

-
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4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

There are very good opportunities for MDs who wish to take a research degree.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Developmental and 
Reproductive Biology (Research Programme)

Panels: Biomedicine and Forensic Medicine & Clinical Medicine, 
Dentistry and Public Health 

Biomedicine and Forensic Medicine
Hans Wigzell, Karolinska Institute, Sweden, Chair
Ari Helenius, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Biochemistry, 
Switzerland
Peter Lachman, University of Cambridge, Microbial Immunology Group, UK
Patrice Mangin, University of Lausanne, Hospices /CHUV, Institut Universitaire de 
Medicine Legale, Switzerland
Annemarie Poustka, The German Cancer Research Centre (DFKZ), Division of 
Molecular Genome Analysis, University of Heidelberg, Germany 
Ellen Solomon, King’s College, GKT School of Medicine, Division of Medical & 
Molecular Genetics, UK
Lars Terenius, Karolinska Institute, Department of Clinical Neuroscience, -Sweden
Jean-Paul Thiery, Institut Curie, Cell Biology Department, France

Clinical Medicine, Dentistry and Public Health
Anita Aperia, Karolinska University Hospital, Department of Woman and Child 
Health, Sweden, Chair
Cornelia van Duijn, Erasmus University of Rotterdam, Department of Epidemiology 
& Biostatistics, Genetic Epidemiology Unit, The Netherlands
Albert Hofman, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Department of Epidemiology & 
Biostatistics, The Netherlands and Harvard School of Public Health, USA
John Kjekshus, University of Oslo, Department of Cardiology, Norway
Björn Klinge, Karolinska Institute, Department of Odontology, Sweden
J John Mann, Columbia University, New York State Psychiatric Institute, Department 
of Neuroscience, USA
Birgitta Strandvik, Göteborg University, Department of Pediatrics, Sweden
Jouni Uitto, Thomas Jefferson University, Department of Dermatology and Cutaneous 
Biology, USA
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1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments:

The research programme has 14 group leaders in 3 major programmes about 
developmental biology, reproductive biology and stem cell biology.

The basic research of this programme is of high quality and has strong relevance to 
specific diseases. Studies in reproductive biology have lead to interesting findings on 
the control of germ cell apoptosis. It has to be stressed that research in reproductive 
biology is relatively under-represented in the international community. In keeping 
with the well established tradition in Helsinki of research on kidney morphogenesis 
and disease, significant progress has now been made, providing for the first time a 
molecular understanding of branching morphogenesis driven by GDNF. It should be 
noted that these findings have an impact on our understanding of the initiation and 
progression of tumors characterized by an activated Ret receptor. Other research 
projects on nuclear receptors in development and diseases and on signaling in the 
ovary have been fairly successful. Research on embryonic stem cells and preliminary 
attempts to drive differentiation of pancreatic cell progenitors has been briefly 
reported. Research on bone marrow derived adult stem cells has made substantial 
progress. The scientific productivity is very satisfactory overall with 24 theses but 
needs to be improved in some teams. 8 patent/applications have been filed.

2 Interaction between research and society
This programme has strong relevance to societal issue. Teams from this programme 
have contributed substantially to the public debate on stem cells and on cloning. 
Effort should be made by the other project teams, including reproductive biology, 
to promote communication with society. The long-term goal is to provide society 
with efficient, innovative therapies for metabolic disorders and neurodegenerative 
diseases.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

This programme has allowed the establishment of core facilities for molecular 
histology and, most importantly, for the production and analysis of human stem 
cells. It has attracted several academy professors, thereby strengthening this discipline 
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and providing a critical mass in sub areas of this project. Most participants in this 
programme have also engaged in translational research with the long-term goal of 
establishing cell therapies for major diseases such as diabetes and neurodegenerative 
disease. Numerous students, including first year MD students, have been trained; the 
PhD programme seems relatively attractive. Some of the participants have contributed 
to educational activities with the production of a textbook that received the 2004 
award for the book of the year. Technology transfer and patent applications have 
been made at a reasonable level. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

This programme includes too many diverse activities, not all of which are necessarily 
relevant to developmental or reproductive biology. The fact that the developmental 
research community at the Medical Faculty is relatively modest may have lead them 
to incorporate some peripheral groups. On the other hand there are other teams 
in Helsinki, belonging to a center of excellence, that could have been considered 
as participating in this programme, as could groups taking part in the stem cell 
programme. The stem cell component of this report is presented only in outline and 
has not yet been substantiated by publications. Research in this arena in the USA, 
in Japan and other countries is extremely competitive and financially extremely well 
supported. It is not completely clear from the publication list that all the junior group 
leaders recruited to this program are really young stars. The intrinsic difficulties in 
Finland in planning an academic career may also have a negative impact on the 
attractions of this research programme.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

This programme has generated great hopes that a strong community in molecular 
developmental biology can be organized. This community will nourish several other 
programmes, particularly in molecular cancer biology and in systems biology. Stem 
cell research is considered as a first priority worldwide. However, much remains to be 
done before routinely human stem cells or type specific differentiated cells can be 
used in clinical trials. One can anticipate that the newly developed infrastructure at 
the Biomedicum will permit this field to expand rapidly providing that the founding 
teams are reinforced.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Specific aims and objectives should be clearly defined taking into account international 
competition. This is particularly important for research on stem cells. The other teams 
involved in developmental and reproductive biology should show closer collaboration 
whenever possible in order to cross-fertilize the different sub disciplines. 

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

This programme needs to interface more closely with other programmes. Animal 
facilities may have to be expanded. Other developmental models such as C-elegans 
and zebrafish may provide additional strength to this programme. 

4.3 Research active staff

The academic personnel are 93, including 13 PI, 20 senior scientists/postdocs and 40 
PhD students. Several junior group leaders need to be recruited to implement stem 
cell research.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The programme leaders should pursue their effort to teach developmental biology at 
the most advanced level in the PhD program and also to students at an early stage in 
their academic training. Practical courses should also be organized to attract young 
investigators.

4.5 Other issues

Developmental biology must be kept at as a first priority in Finland. It will undoubtedly 
contribute to functional validation studies for translational applications.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Molecular and Cancer Biology 
(Research Programme)

Panel: Biomedicine and Forensic Medicine 

Hans Wigzell, Karolinska Institute, Sweden, Chair
Ari Helenius, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Biochemistry, 
Switzerland
Peter Lachman, University of Cambridge, Microbial Immunology Group, UK
Patrice Mangin, University of Lausanne, Hospices /CHUV, Institut Universitaire de 
Medicine Legale, Switzerland
Annemarie Poustka, The German Cancer Research Centre (DFKZ), Division of 
Molecular Genome Analysis, University of Heidelberg, Germany 
Ellen Solomon, King’s College, GKT School of Medicine, Division of Medical & 
Molecular Genetics, UK
Lars Terenius, Karolinska Institute, Department of Clinical Neuroscience, -Sweden
Jean-Paul Thiery, Institut Curie, Cell Biology Department, France

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments:

With 113 co-workers the Molecular Cancer Biology programme is one of the largest 
programmes within the newly established structure at the campus of the Medical 
University. It is bringing together a large fraction of internationally renowed scientists 
in the field of tumor-biology. The members of this programme resemble a highly 
active team of groups coming from different institutes and departments (Haartmann, 
Biomedicum, Clinical groups). Three PI’s are also part of the Center of Excellence. The 
coordinator of the programme is an internationally recognised leader in the fields 
of angiogenesis and tumor metastasis. Although the topics are widespread, there is 
a common focus, which is the identification of targets for cancer therapies. They are 
in an excellent position to be successful, due to the unique environment represented 
on one hand by the close proximity to the clinics and on the other hand by the 
available core facilities. These core facilities offer access to cutting edge technology 
for genomics, proteomics and bioinformatics. In addition there are very promising 
activities into the direction of systems biology.

It can be expected that in this truly translational and extraordinary well structured 
environment the programme will continue to make a major impact on the elucidation 
of cancer etiology and on the biology of cancer as a whole.
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Members of the programme are currently holding 5 Million Euro grant-money. The 
excellence of the scientists in the programme has led to an extrordinary high amount 
of publications in the highest ranking journals. The overall output of publications is 
also very high.

2 Interaction between research and society
-  In addition to an impressive publication record the programme also holds a list 

of 18 patents.

-  Members of the programme are very actively taking part in international 
meetings and courses (200 talks given).

-  There are interactions with MEDIA i.e. 40radio/TV interviews.

-   Organisation of a number of international meetings and courses

-  Over 50 cooperations in Europe, US and Japan.

-  Large number of cooperations with other Finnish universities, hospitals and 
research institutes.

-  Training of medical students.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

Good research potential and opportunities to recruit gifted young scientists.

Synergising groups and departments on the entire campus and beyond.

True translational research environment.

3.2 Weaknesses 

Obviously there is a space limit which leads to a unfavourable situation recruiting new 
people ore extending excellent projects.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

There is a new building (7000m2) planned, this new space would resolve space 
problems. 

New areas of cancer research could be opened. 

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

-

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

-

4.3 Research active staff

-

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

-

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Molecular Medicine (Research 
Programme)

Panels: Biomedicine and Forensic Medicine & Clinical Medicine, 
Dentistry and Public Health

Biomedicine and Forensic Medicine
Hans Wigzell, Karolinska Institute, Sweden, Chair
Ari Helenius, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Biochemistry, 
Switzerland
Peter Lachman, University of Cambridge, Microbial Immunology Group, UK
Patrice Mangin, University of Lausanne, Hospices /CHUV, Institut Universitaire de 
Medicine Legale, Switzerland
Annemarie Poustka, The German Cancer Research Centre (DFKZ), Division of 
Molecular Genome Analysis, University of Heidelberg, Germany 
Ellen Solomon, King’s College, GKT School of Medicine, Division of Medical & 
Molecular Genetics, UK
Lars Terenius, Karolinska Institute, Department of Clinical Neuroscience, -Sweden
Jean-Paul Thiery, Institut Curie, Cell Biology Department, France

Clinical Medicine, Dentistry and Public Health
Anita Aperia, Karolinska University Hospital, Department of Woman and Child 
Health, Sweden, Chair
Cornelia van Duijn, Erasmus University of Rotterdam, Department of Epidemiology 
& Biostatistics, Genetic Epidemiology Unit, The Netherlands
Albert Hofman, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Department of Epidemiology & 
Biostatistics, The Netherlands and Harvard School of Public Health, USA
John Kjekshus, University of Oslo, Department of Cardiology, Norway
Björn Klinge, Karolinska Institute, Department of Odontology, Sweden
J John Mann, Columbia University, New York State Psychiatric Institute, Department 
of Neuroscience, USA
Birgitta Strandvik, Göteborg University, Department of Pediatrics, Sweden
Jouni Uitto, Thomas Jefferson University, Department of Dermatology and 
Cutaneous Biology, USA
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1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments:

The research programme in Molecular Medicine has 7PIs with a total of 113 academic 
personnel. The PIs are from the Department of Medical Genetics, the Finnish Genome 
Centre and the Institute of Clinical Medicine, and form a good synergistic mix. Their 
groups form a critical mass of workers studying the genetics of complex disease. They 
have been productive in many areas over the past 5 years and have published high 
profile papers in this very difficult area. The international collaborations are with 
excellent groups with bioinformatics and biostatistical support. 

The Research Programme on Molecular Medicine consists of seven interactive research 
groups representing four different departments within the school of medicine 
representing research in

1. Molecular characterization of glomerular membrane and its defects in human 
diseases 

2. Molecular background of porphyrias 

3. Molecular genetics of complex disease 

4. Molecular background of cardiac arrhythmias and hypertension 

5. Molecular genetics of migraines 

6. Genetic profiles of common diseases 

7. Genetic and environmental heterogeneity of diabetes 

The overall goals of this programme are to use genome-wide tools to identify 
disease loci and genes using resources special to the Finnish population, leading to 
characterization of cellular events involved in the corresponding disease processes. 
This programme facilitates collaboration in translational research between clinicians 
and basic scientists, and one of its major goals is to train new generations of physician 
scientists fluent in strategies of genome-wide analyses of human diseases. The 
programme also facilitates collaboration across a number of clinical departments 
and research units within the University of Helsinki, including The Finnish Genome 
Center and the National Public Health Institute.
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2 Interaction between research and society
The members of the research programme have been active spokespersons on 
various public issues relating to molecular medicine and genetics, including public 
presentations and press interviews on complex disease genetics, biobanks and the 
Finnish disease heritage. They have also contributed to text books in genetics both 
in Finnish and English.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

This Research Programme is focused and covers a number of very interesting disorders 
with varying degrees of genetic contribution. These programmes are extremely 
dependent upon accurate phenotyping and the interaction with the Institute of 
Clinical Medicine is essential. All groups will share similar needs for study design, 
statistics, genotyping platforms and analysis. The Finnish Genome Centre will be able 
to develop emergining technologies with respect to whole genome scans and the 
bioinformatics expertise in the core facility as well as with some of the group leaders 
will greatly facilitate this programme.

The programme has been extremely successful in its scientific endeavours, as 
witnessed by 326 publications during 1999-20004, one-third of them having been 
published in journals with an impact factor of over 9. Many of these studies utilize 
large population-based cohorts which collectively contain as many as 140,000 
individuals available for genetic analysis, with excellent phenotypic information. This 
is a unique resource which has been duplicated only in a few other settings.

The participating laboratories have been recognized for their excellence both by 
being designated as Center of Excellence in Disease Genetics (2 PIs) and as Center of 
Excellence of Complex Diseases (4 PIs) by the Academy of Finland. Three units are also 
recognized as the Nordic Center of Excellence in Disease Genetics (2004-2007).

3.2 Weaknesses 

It may be necessary to increase capacity for genotyping and data storage and analysis 
as these studies increase in size.

Although all participating research groups have made significant progress in their 
studies and have been successful, most of the productivity is attributable to the two 
genetic groups. Since the international competition is high in this field, it is a concern 
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that scientists may not remain in Finland on the long term if the funding situation 
for the Finnish science worsens.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Complex genetic disease is in its infancy despite a huge amount of effort from 
many international groups. This group has done very well to date and there is every 
reason to believe they will continue in this way, as long as they keep abreast of new 
technologies and developments in analysis. Eventually these genes will be discovered, 
and the challenge will then be the application of this knowledge of predisposition 
in a clinical setting.

It will be a challenge for the Faculty to provide basic resoursces to keep this excellent 
group in continuous successful progress and for the group to stimulate further 
collaboration with clinicians.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

It might be advisable to begin to think ahead as to the appropriate applications of 
knowledge of disease susceptibility alleles to clinical care. This will be a long and 
difficult road, requiring serious ethical consideration. 

Stimulate interdisciplinary seminaries with clinicians.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

These studies will grow in size to hundreds of thousands of individuals, and care must 
be taken to have the capacity for the storage and analysis of these samples.

4.3 Research active staff

The PIs in this programme are all research active, doing leading edge research.
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4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The programme is highly dependent on Ph.D. students in its research efforts, the 
current number being 56. Thus, the programme is making a major contribution to the 
education of the next generation of Finnish scientists in biomedicine. Of some concern 
is the time available by the PIs, particularly those with extensive clinical obligations, 
to supervise the large number of Ph.D. students working in their laboratories.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Neuroscience (Research 
Programme)

Panels: Biomedicine and Forensic Medicine & Clinical Medicine, 
Dentistry and Public Health 

Biomedicine and Forensic Medicine
Hans Wigzell, Karolinska Institute, Sweden, Chair
Ari Helenius, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Biochemistry, 
Switzerland
Peter Lachman, University of Cambridge, Microbial Immunology Group, UK
Patrice Mangin, University of Lausanne, Hospices /CHUV, Institut Universitaire de 
Medicine Legale, Switzerland
Annemarie Poustka, The German Cancer Research Centre (DFKZ), Division of 
Molecular Genome Analysis, University of Heidelberg, Germany 
Ellen Solomon, King’s College, GKT School of Medicine, Division of Medical & 
Molecular Genetics, UK
Lars Terenius, Karolinska Institute, Department of Clinical Neuroscience, -Sweden
Jean-Paul Thiery, Institut Curie, Cell Biology Department, France

Clinical Medicine, Dentistry and Public Health
Anita Aperia, Karolinska University Hospital, Department of Woman and Child 
Health, Sweden, Chair
Cornelia van Duijn, Erasmus University of Rotterdam, Department of Epidemiology 
& Biostatistics, Genetic Epidemiology Unit, The Netherlands
Albert Hofman, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Department of Epidemiology & 
Biostatistics, The Netherlands and Harvard School of Public Health, USA
John Kjekshus, University of Oslo, Department of Cardiology, Norway
Björn Klinge, Karolinska Institute, Department of Odontology, Sweden
J John Mann, Columbia University, New York State Psychiatric Institute, Department 
of Neuroscience, USA
Birgitta Strandvik, Göteborg University, Department of Pediatrics, Sweden
Jouni Uitto, Thomas Jefferson University, Department of Dermatology and 
Cutaneous Biology, USA
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1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments: 

The Strategic Research Programme of Neurosciences in which also the Department of 
Neuroscience participates together with Haartman Institute, Institute for Biomedicine, 
FinMIT and Biocentrum Helsinki participate is a programme that is strongly embedded 
in the clinical and molecular research. The 8 research lines include (1) cell cytoskeleton 
and its roles in signaling and neurological disorders, (2) biochemical background 
of brain amyloidosis, (3) molecular patholgenesis of ischemic stroke, (4) cellular 
and molecular pathogenesis of human cerebral artery aneurysms, (5) mitochondial 
dysfunction and its role in neurodegeneration, (6) experimental modeling of 
ischemic stroke (7) molecular genetics of multiple sclerosis and neurodegenerative 
disorders and (8) molecular pathogenesis of neuronal storage disease. The scientific 
environment and the research programme have produced an impressive number of 
papers published in high ranked journals and has drawn talented junior and senior 
researchers to the department.

The programme is strongly founded in molecular genetics and definition of candidate 
genes in neurologic disorders. This area has seen considerable progress in recent years 
and particularly so in relatively rare disorders. Finland offers excellent possibilities for 
identifying families with such diseases. This programme builds on previous successful 
identifications of candidate genes in the Finnish population. The clinical departments 
at the Helsinki Academic Hospital and other hospitals contribute the patients with 
genetic disposition. In this programme this approach has been highly successful 
and several new candidate genes have been cloned in rare neurologic diseases and 
in a familial form of Parkinsons disease. The collection of these patients and their 
clinical characterization have been requisites for the achievements. The work is at 
an international level and published in good or very good journals. An explicit goal 
is also to develop disease models on the basis of the genetic findings. This work is 
obviously guided by the genetic discoveries. In this field there is less experience in 
the team and the progress may have to be established through collaborations. An 
important asset is a 4.7 Tesla MRI instrument for br and the possibility of translational 
research using brain imaging.

2 Interaction between research and society
This aspect has not been discussed in light of the research programme. However, the 
department of neuroscience participates in society in various ways. The department 
has contributed 8 popularized works. Furthermore there is an active participation in 
various patient organizations. 
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The programme is well centered and built on excellent clinical definition of relevant 
patients and very good competence in genomics.

The principle investigators have a strong embedding in clinical practice but are also 
skilled in basic research. The competence in genomic research is very high. The group 
utilizes the unique opportunities for clinical research in Finland in the field of genomic 
and proteomic research including the patient registries and the collections of autopsy 
material. With the research programme, they have succeeded to raise external funds 
and are able to attract new residents, PhD students, or senior researchers to the 
department.

3.2 Weaknesses 

It is unclear to what extent the programme will establish animal models and how 
they will be used for phenotype characterization, or drug screening. The group may 
not have the expertise or facilities to develop into this area. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The programme is highly successful with a strong presence in the clinical environment. 
The development of disease models is an important challenge. 

Similar to the challenges of the Department of Neuroscience, the challenges will be 
to utilize the rapid developments in (neuro)radiology and imaging and to study brain 
recovery and plasticity.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

To the extent the programme addresses complex diseases in the area, increasing 
demands on the clinical characterisation will be instrumental. An increased use of 
imaging techniques should be considered. This may include magnetoencephalography 
(MEG).
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The programme tackles a large number of problems. The choice to have a diverse 
research programme comes with the drawback that the critical mass in each research 
line may in the long run be too low to be competitive (inter)nationally. The team 
should consider to concentrate its efforts into a smaller number of research lines/
goals.

The research programme may strengthen itself considerably by a closer collaboration 
with basic neuroscientist(s). Preferably, such researchers should be included in the 
group.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The programme is optimally designed for gene discovery. As candidate genes 
are defined in complex disorders the need for functional analysis increases. Such 
competence may need collaboration with outside partners.

The Department of Neurology maintains the rodent-MRI in the Biomedicum, but 
the MRI facilities for clinical research may need to be updated to enable competitive 
research in the field of neuroimaging. This may be a valuable investment to support 
the ongoing observational studies.

4.3 Research active staff

Several of the senior staff appear to have non-tenured positions which is a concern 
for the continuity of the programme.  

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

There is a large number of both doctoral and postdoctoral students in the programme. 
The Neuroscience department organises courses in Clinical Neuroscience and Cell 
Biological methods. The number of courses may be extended towards the fields that 
the Department considers their main new targets: brain recovery and plasticity (i.e., 
basic neurosciences) and neuroimaging.

4.5 Other issues

A central question is whether this programme should concentrate on its strengths or 
add on new arenas. Given the international competition, priorities have to be set.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Rational Drug Design 
(Research Programme)

Panel: Biomedicine and Forensic Medicine

Hans Wigzell, Karolinska Institute, Sweden, Chair
Ari Helenius, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Biochemistry, 
Switzerland
Peter Lachman, University of Cambridge, Microbial Immunology Group, UK
Patrice Mangin, University of Lausanne, Hospices /CHUV, Institut Universitaire de 
Medicine Legale, Switzerland
Annemarie Poustka, The German Cancer Research Centre (DFKZ), Division of 
Molecular Genome Analysis, University of Heidelberg, Germany 
Ellen Solomon, King’s College, GKT School of Medicine, Division of Medical & 
Molecular Genetics, UK
Lars Terenius, Karolinska Institute, Department of Clinical Neuroscience, -Sweden
Jean-Paul Thiery, Institut Curie, Cell Biology Department, France

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments:

The declared intention of this programme is to via “system biology” approaches 
develop new ways to treat human diseases. Three PI:s using different approaches 
create this programme being the smallest of the research programmes.

A start-up company with some 40 employees is also linked to the programme. The 
programme is the smallest of the research programmes and suffers from a lack of 
focus and synergies. Present focus is glycan biology using conditional yeast systems to 
determine and eventually control when incoming glucose is to be used as energy or as 
building blocks in more complex carbohydrates. This systems approach will generate 
huge amounts of data requiring integrative software platforms, at present nicely 
supported from the start-up company at Biomedicum. It should, however, be realized 
that using this approach as a way to rational drug design is quite daunting.
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2 Interaction between research and society
The programme has been quite successful in the cooperation with industry in the 
form of start-up companies. It is also easily understood that success of a programme 
of this kind could have obvious rapid positive impact on health care.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

Science at several levels of the PI:s is good and their track records of the past are 
nice.

Capacity to enter into collaboration with interested companies is already proven and 
quite sophisticated support from start-up companies in particular the systems biology 
approach exist.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The most obvious weakness is the small size of the programme, further enhanced 
by the separate approaches used. There is a lack of focus and synergy within this 
programme.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Combinations of gene expression analysis to decide relevant targets, availability 
of good animal model systems and clinical contacts and drug development, in 
part via start-up company contacts, may create a system of more efficient drug 
development.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

A more systematic and focused effort to produce a coherent and large enough 
research programme for rational drug design is necessary for this effort to become 
successful.
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4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

See 4.1.

4.3 Research active staff

See 4.1.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

No specific comments.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Panel: Biosciences

Tim Hunt, UK Cancer Research, UK, Chair
Per Andersen, University of Oslo, Department of Physiology, Norway
Michael Ashburner, University of Cambridge, Department of Genetics, UK
Paul M. Brakefield, University of Leiden, Institute of Biology, The Netherlands
S. Dusko Ehrlich, Génétique Microbienne, INRA, France
Hans-Peter Lipp, University of Zürich, Institute of Anatomy, Switzerland
Celestina Mariani, University of Nijmegen, Plant Cell Biology, The Netherlands
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General Introduction
Biology has come far in the last 50 years, and we now understand living things as we 
never dreamed of when we were students. This is especially so in molecular biology, 
where the connections between DNA, genetics and proteins are perfectly clear, at 
least in outline. Yet we do not really know how genes make plants and animals, 
except in the most general terms. And when it comes to the workings of even the 
simplest brains, our ignorance is more impressive than our understanding. When it 
comes to the whole biosphere, the relationships between all the organisms on earth, 
spanning the range from the abundant but microscopic viruses and bacteria to large 
animals and plants, we still have an enormous amount to learn. We begin to know 
some of the causes of cancer, but most cancers cannot be treated unless they are 
susceptible to the surgeon’s knife or to being burned away with X-ray beams. Humans 
are daily exposed to all kinds of confusing propaganda about threats from pollution, 
threats from genetically modified organisms, foods that are bad for you, behaviours 
that may bring on disease. Scientists are constantly inventing new ways of taming 
the hostile and uncertain world in which we live, sometimes with unforeseen and 
unwanted consequences. We need biologists more than ever.

The University of Helsinki can take considerable pride in its biological faculty, who 
span the wide range from the very small—there is a grand tradition of molecular 
virology in Finland that continues to flourish—to the very large scale. Finnish 
ecologists and evolutionary biologists are world leaders. The panel of reviewers that 
assembled in Helsinki in May to look at basic Biosciences, now magnificently housed 
on the Viikki Campus, were very pleased with the standard of science they found. 
Although Finland is a long way from the centre of Europe, and is one of the smaller 
countries, it seems to manage its science extremely well and has managed to stay at 
the cutting edge in more than one area. Science, and particularly biological science, 
still depends to a surprising degree on intellectual leadership by individuals or small 
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groups of people. Good people create vibrant departments and institutes that attract 
and inspire more talent. Sometimes an ethos is established that is surprisingly resistant 
to the relentless tug of mediocrity!

Before we arrived in Helsinki, an alarmingly heavy mass of paper landed on our desks. 
By far the most useful parts of this documentation were the selected best papers from 
each unit of assessment, which gave a clear and rapid view of the areas, ambitions 
and achievements of each of the various groups. Most of the rest of the dry statistics 
were difficult to digest. For example, we did not find the synopses of Ph.D. theses 
particularly illuminating. And we would have preferred to have more of a narrative 
account by each Department or Institute of its history, its present circumstances, 
its proudest achievements and its worst problems. We were presented with such a 
document by the Institute of Biotechnology on our visit, and the Director’s Preface 
therein is a model of what would have been helpful to see before we set out.

In making our assessments, we tried as far as possible to follow the guidelines 
provided by the coordinators of the assessment exercise. We encountered some 
problems, however, when it came to ascribing published work to particular units 
of assessment. In certain instances, papers were presented as originating from a 
certain laboratory, but this was not reflected in the affiliations presented in the 
paper itself. In other cases, individuals had joint appointments between Departments, 
and it was unclear how the credit should be apportioned. It is also difficult to know 
whether to concentrate on the major findings that get published in leading generalist 
journals like Nature and Science, giving extra credit for these rare peaks of scientific 
achievement, or to try to assess the ‘specific activity’ of the whole unit. In any case, 
we did not resort to numerical analysis of impact factors or numbers of individual 
citations in arriving at our assessments. We did try to bear in mind, however, how 
groups stood in relation to their international peers.

We were asked to comment on the relationship between the research of the various 
units of assessment and ‘society’, which was not such an easy thing to do. As one 
Professor correctly (in our view) pointed out, the University’s principal function is to 
educate young people, to “implant a rational, sceptical, experimental habit of mind”, 
helping them “acquire a method—a method that can be used on any problem that 
[they] meet—and not simply piling up a lot of facts” [George Orwell, What is Science,
1945]. People often seem to overlook this crucial function of higher education, 
preferring to look for immediate practical, medical or commercial benefit. We may 
applaud the efforts of the agriculturalists and ecologists for their expert advice about 
the sustainability of Finnish forests and the future of the paper industry. But what if 
the electronics industry succeeds in its efforts to develop a substitute for paper?
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Graduate education
We met with two groups of eight graduate students, one drawn from the Institute 
of Biotechnology and Neuroscience Centre, the other drawn from the Department of 
Biological and Environmental Sciences. We have several observations to make:

1. A minority (20-25%) of students belong to a particular Graduate School, the 
majority do not. Those that are members of a Graduate School are greatly 
privileged with respect to those that are not. They have stable funding, they 
have access to lecture and laboratory courses which (especially the latter) are 
not accessible to non-members, they have access to funds to allow them to 
travel overseas to international courses, etc; they have access to social and 
health services, e.g. maternity leave and other state benefits, which may only 
be available to other students at a very basic level. This inequality is most 
regrettable and must be addressed by the University. 

2. There are clearly problems with the Graduate Schools that result from the way 
in which these are financed from the Ministry of Education. We understand 
that, for any single School, the calls for applications are irregular from year to 
year, and fluctuate widely in the number of positions that are opened. This 
can have a demoralising effect on students who aspire to join a Graduate 
School.

3. For students who are not members of a Graduate School (the majority), 
funding can be a very major concern. Not only is there a lack of uniformity 
in their income, but also there is inadequate security of funding for many of 
these students.

4. We have a concern that, as a result of the funding model applied to the 
Departments in the University, the pressure on Departments to accept 
graduate students can result in too large a student number. This has several 
consequences: it makes the proper financial provision of students even harder, 
it puts pressures on research groups to accept more students than they can 
properly supervise, and it puts pressures on the next stage of education: 
postdoctoral positions. [We should add the important qualification that we 
had no complaints about the standard of supervision, or access to professors 
by students.]

5. We have the impression, although no quantitative data, that the majority of 
graduate students in the Department and the Institutes are ‘home grown’. If, as 
is often the case it seems, these students then go on to postdoctoral positions 
in Viikki, then the inbreeding coefficient of the Units may be dangerously high. 
All biologists should be well aware of the benefits of outbreeding and should 
strive against the tendency of departments and groups to inbreed.

6. Graduate students in the Institute of Biotechnology and Neuroscience 
Centre see their relationship with the Department as being unclear. It is not 
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clear to them just what role the Department should play in their graduate 
education. 

7. There is a lack of uniformity between the Majors in what they expect of 
graduate students at the different stages in their progress. In particular, there 
is variation in, and confusion among, the students concerning the formal 
requirements for submission for a PhD (e.g., in the number and quality of 
the papers needed). There is also variation in what the Units expect of their 
students with regard to, for example, teaching. This is yet another source of 
inequality.

8. The minority of students in a Graduate School have a “follow up” group. In the 
best institutions (e.g., EMBL and in the US) each graduate student has a Thesis 
Advisory Committee with whom she meets at least once a year. This committee 
would include, for example, the student’s supervisor, two independent 
members of the home University (but from a different department/major) 
and an outside member. We highly recommend such a structure.

We cannot over-emphasize our concern about the inequality now build into the 
system of graduate education in the Units under review. All graduate students 
should have the same opportunities, the same salary system, the same duties and 
responsibilities and be subject to the same administrative procedures. We feel so 
strongly about this that we urge the University to commission an independent review 
of the logistic aspects of graduate education. This review should also consider whether 
it would be beneficial for Finnish graduate students to work towards a generally 
shorter period of graduate work than is now the norm. Many countries in Europe 
award PhD degrees after only 4 years training, and have much lower requirements 
in terms of publications.

Animal facilities
A second problem that we wish to raise also involves several of the Units under 
assessment. This concerns the lack of animal facilities in Viikki, in particular for 
transgenic mice. Mouse transgenesis has revolutionized biology, and a number of 
groups at the University of Helsinki have proved extremely and productively adept 
practitioners. Scientists can now manipulate the mouse genome, by specific gene 
knockout and by controlled gene expression, in ways that could only have been 
dreamed of a decade ago. These possibilities, coupled with the elucidation of the 
complete sequence of the mouse genome, greatly strengthened the utility of the 
laboratory mouse as a model for understanding human biology and disease. It is 
essential for a University with aspirations to a high level of biological research to have 
adequate facilities for mouse work. Unfortunately, such facilities are expensive, and 
not trivial to manage.
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The current animal facility at Viikki can take a maximum of only 4,000 mice. This 
is too small, probably by 5-10-fold, for the needs that can be well justified by the 
level of current research. It would be realistic to plan for a facility with the capacity 
of a minimum of 20,000 mice, with space for 40,000 as a long-term possibility. We 
understand that some animal space is available at Kuopio, but that is over 400km 
away and is not a practical solution except in emergency (as now). 

It is a matter of debate what proportion of the high cost of mice should be absorbed 
centrally and what proportion charged to users. It is normal practice for users to pay 
for animal services on a per mouse per day basis. On the other hand, were the users 
obliged to pay the full economic costs of mice, it is very unlikely that these could be 
fully recovered from external funders. A consequence of the University demanding 
a full economic cost model would almost certainly be a severe curtailment of the use 
this important research tool.

We understand that an international expert has been invited by the University to 
review the need for mouse facilities in Helsinki. We ask that our strong endorsement 
of the need for expanded facilities, and of a fair cost model, be communicated to 
the reviewer.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Biological and 
Environmental Sciences

Panel: Biosciences

Tim Hunt, UK Cancer Research, UK, Chair
Per Andersen, University of Oslo, Department of Physiology, Norway
Michael Ashburner, University of Cambridge, Department of Genetics, UK
Paul M. Brakefield, Leiden University, Institute of Biology, The Netherlands
S. Dusko Ehrlich, Génétique Microbienne, INRA, France
Hans-Peter Lipp, University of Zürich, Institute of Anatomy, Switzerland
Celestina Mariani, University of Nijmegen, Plant Cell Biology, The Netherlands
Ian P. F. Owens, Imperial College London, Department of Biological Sciences, UK
Lisa Sennerby Forsse, The Swedish Research Council for Environment, Agricultural 
Sciences and Spatial Planning, Sweden 
Anna Tramontano, University of Rome, Department of Biological Sciences, Italy

The Department of Biological and 
Environmental Sciences as a unit

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1-7): 5

Supporting Comments:

The panel was slightly puzzled by the variety and heterogeneity of the various 
units of assessment. Of particular note is the enormous Department of Biological 
and Environmental Sciences, which exists as such, as far as we understand, largely 
for administrative convenience in undergraduate admission and teaching. As far 
as research is concerned, there appears to be very little interaction between the 
various component Majors, and we have accordingly assessed each one as a separate 
entity. We were pressed to provide an overall score, which led to much discussion, 
and the outcome that 4 would be too low, and 6 too high (taking everything into 
consideration) so we arrived at the overall score of 5, which seems just, but largely 
meaningless! And it was generally agreed that, as far as research is concerned, the 
unit is much too large and diverse to be manageable.
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Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences

- Majors:

- Aquatic Sciences

- Biochemistry

- Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

- Environmental Sciences

- General Microbiology

- Genetics

- Physiology

- Plant Biology

Aquatic sciences

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments:

The reorganisation of the aquatic research that has taken place (and still is not 
totally fulfilled) has clearly been of advantage to this subdivision in the department, 
since they have now reached a “critical mass”, with a good balance of young and 
senior researchers (21 PhD students/15 senior scientists including 3 post-docs). These 
scientists, who have been working in different groups for a long time — limnology, 
hydrobiology and fishery science — are now together in the same building (the last 
group just last week!). This means that the prerequisites for co-operation and sharing 
of facilities have improved considerably for this Major. The research work is for the 
most part descriptive, but experimental studies are also being carried out.

The quality of research is sound and the rate of publication has been reasonably high 
about 25-30 publications in refereed international journals per year. The areas of 
research are focussed on brackish water and marine ecosystems in the hydrobiology 
group – and some papers clearly show that recent issues of climate change are 
attracting growing attention – which is a good sign. The selected publications in 
this area are in good-to-high reputation international journals, and the work in the 
boreal zone is clearly of a larger international interest for other scientists in the field. 
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On the other hand the more “classic work” on environmental issues, such as the bad 
condition of the Baltic sea, ecotoxicology problems, nutrient balances and population 
dynamics in different organism groups keep up a good scientific quality. 

The research in limnology focuses on food web studies in lakes and rivers and is also 
linked to fishery science in terms of interactions between the different lake/river 
communities in comprehensive ecosystem scale studies on food web dynamics. The 
publication rate of these groups has been quite stable over the years and some of 
the work, for example on algae groups, appears in high quality journals in this area. 
These groups — especially those in fishery research — seem to have a high degree of 
financial support coming from domestic sources, which points towards a high level of 
interest in these areas from ‘society’. This is a good sign, since these are areas of great 
importance for a country like Finland, and it is important that this type of applied 
and need driven research is of high quality. 

The participation of the group in different EU projects is commendable since aquatic 
ecosystems are difficult to limit – at least at the sea level. All the countries in this 
region share many of the problems of the Baltic Sea and cooperation is badly needed 
in order to solve the emerging and threatening scenario of a “tipping” ecosystem.

2 Interaction between research and society
There should be large interest from society in the research carried out at the division 
and the group seems to be working on issues that are to a large extent “need driven” 
by society. However, there is not much popularised work coming out from this group, 
which is a bit confusing? And this should clearly be improved. The results of their 
work deserve a greater attention from environmental authorities and the public in 
Finland. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The fusion of the different groups is positive. They have a lot of experience in their 
areas of research and the regeneration of scientists seems to take place through the 
students. They should continue to seek international collaborations and their new 
research environment should be used to attract more foreign students and post-
docs.
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3.2 Weaknesses 

The panel detected a tendency to stick too strongly to “known” areas among the 
senior researchers. The possibility of getting new positions for research does seem a 
bit low – especially for younger scientists. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The possibilities of increasing the cooperation between the different groups in the 
division should be elaborated. Also the need for some multidisciplinary work in some 
areas could be investigated. A common research strategy for the new division trying 
to identify “missing” competence in the group should be valuable. The cooperation 
with other groups at the HU and elsewhere in the areas of ecology and environmental 
research, i.e. climatic change and ecosystem resilience would be of interest.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The balance between ‘need driven’ research and more basic, ‘curiosity driven’ research 
should be strategically figured out for the future. The Panel would like to see more 
experimental research going on in the Major, which ought to maintain and improve 
high quality publication.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

It seems to be a good idea for the group to continue and probably increase the use 
of the excellent facilities of the research stations (Lammi and Tvärminne) for carrying 
out good field work. The panel liked the idea of allocating or sharing an academic 
position with the field stations; having a senior researcher allocating part of his/her 
time to research at the station would probably improve the quality of supervision of 
students and research quality of field work.

4.3 Research active staff

The reorganisation of the aquatic research that has taken place (and still is not 
totally fulfilled) has clearly been of advantage to this subdivision in the department, 
since they have now reached a “critical mass” and the balance of young and senior 
researchers (21 PhD students/15 senior scientists including 3 post-docs) seems fine. 
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4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

-

4.5 Other issues

-

Biochemistry

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments:

The Division of Biochemistry had a staff of 29 researchers in 2004, but its production 
is of modest standards and declining volume. On average, there is not a full paper per 
researcher per year. Furthermore, the work reported by the most interesting papers 
among those presented appears mainly to be done elsewhere, for the scientists of the 
Division appear in the less prominent positions in the list of authors—for example, a 
paper published in Nature Medicine in 2002 has members of the Division at positions 
13 and 19 out of 26.

Although the productivity of the group has been steadily decreasing, the Major does 
include very good scientists who are making important contributions to science. The 
scientific level of the Major as a whole has not been up to its past standards, however, 
especially in the last couple of years, and the number of young graduate students and 
postdocs in the Division is falling. The panel was further disturbed by a number of 
rather unusual aspects of the submitted list of selected papers. For example, Professor 
is listed as a senior staff member of the Division of Biochemistry, but his papers give 
only the Institute of Biotechnology as ‘home’. And in most of the publications from 
another Professor not even the University of Helsinki is mentioned. It is thus difficult 
to appreciate how much of the work can be attributed to the research efforts of 
the Division of Biochemistry as a coherent unit. This may simply be an oversight or 
misunderstanding in writing the affiliation text, in which case the Major should pay 
more attention, since it is important that, if the work has really been carried out as 
part of the Department activities, it should be published as such, so that the image 
and attractiveness of the Major benefits from it. In all other cases, the papers should 
not be included in the list of publications of the Major.

The traditional strength of this Major stemmed largely from the work of its leader on 
various aspects of cell surface molecules, most recently on cell adhesion molecules. 
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This is a large, competitive and fast-moving international field where the best work 
easily finds it way into the top journals. Because the work in Viikki mainly represents 
a continuation of previous work of the Major’s group leaders, rather than breaking 
exciting new ground, it gives a slightly old-fashioned appearance to the outsider, 
and probably to potential students as well. This is not to say that the actual work 
is of inferior quality—far from it—but it cannot be said to be at the cutting edge 
of research in this important area. The contrast with other Majors and Institutes is 
particularly marked in the selection of “Best Publications”. The Biochemistry Major 
presented a rather slir collection of papers, of which none appeared in the very best 
journals.

The panel recognizes that teaching duties can interfere with research work, and we 
were led to understand that teaching loads are very high. But the fact remains that 
the research output and vision of this group needs to be substantially improved. 
Moreover, considering the broad church represented by the title of ‘Biochemistry’, 
the range of topics presently covered by this Major is extremely limited. A significant 
number of the staff are (or have in the past been) associated with senior scientists of 
the Major, that is, there has been some inbreeding.

2 Interaction between research and society
The major interaction with society can be seen as the teaching duties of the members 
of the group. However, it should be noticed that the number of PhD students has 
been decreasing rather steadily in recent years. 

Somehow, the promising approaches to tumor targeting offered by peptide inhibitors 
of matrix metallopreoteases described by the Cancer Targeting Group a few years 
ago seems not to have yet born fruit in the clinic. The goal of cancer diagnosis and 
monitoring that his technology aimed to address is extremely important, although 
equally, very challenging.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The strength of the Biochemistry division is in the proteins of cell membranes, a field 
that could potentially provide very interesting results if pursued more aggressively, 
and if possible together with groups in the Institute of Biotechnology who study 
ligand-receptor structures, interaction and signalling. There is also great expertise 
in protein-peptide recognition.
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3.2 Weaknesses 

The panel believes that there are two major weaknesses in the Major: a lack of 
productivity and an apparent static view of Biochemical Sciences, so that very few 
innovative aspects of Biochemistry are being exploited, even though the campus does 
offer state of the art research facilities. In part, we see the problems of the Major in 
Biochemistry as stemming from the success of the Institute of Biotechnology, which 
acts as a powerful magnet for research talent (see below, under “Challenges”)

Possibilities of interactions with Bioinformatics, for example, are not exploited. When 
asked about this, the answer mentioned an internal bioinformatics group, for which 
there is no clearly visible output. The group should learn how to take advantage of 
the great opportunities that the Campus offers to explore new avenues and exploit 
novel methodologies. The interaction of cells with the extracellular matrix and each 
other, and how cells respond to these highly local influences, is a fascinating and 
vitally important subject, still only poorly understood.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The challenge is to achieve international standards in research and to contribute 
as a group to new interesting aspects of biochemistry, rather than limiting itself to 
contribute with one or two of their members to other groups’ results.

The Major is recruiting three new researchers. The panel strongly hopes that these 
recruits will be independently thinking scientists with expertise and project lines not 
already covered by the Division. They must bring new and innovative research lines. 
The challenge of boosting the effectiveness of the Division can be faced if these new 
researchers are put in the right position to develop new ideas and directions. It is also 
important that they like and respect each other, to build up critical mass.

It is obvious that the presence of the highly successful and well-funded Institute of 
Biotechnology in such close proximity creates a difficult problem for the members 
of the Biochemistry Major. It may be seen as rather unfair that staff in the Major are 
burdened with a considerable teaching load, whereas members of the institute are 
(presumably) able to pick and choose how much they teach, and avoid burdening 
themselves to the detriment of their research activities. Truth to tell, the subject 
matter of the two institutions are essentially completely congruent, and the methods 
of attack virtually indistinguishable. 
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The Major should launch new innovative research lines at the forefront of science, 
taking advantage of the highly interdisciplinary and active research environment in 
which it is embedded. Very much attention should be given to the projects that will 
be carried out by new additions to the Division together with an effort to attract 
good PhD students. It would be helpful to explore the relations with the Institute of 
Biotechnology, who clearly have an interest in assuring a continuing supply of well-
trained students, and cannot afford to let the Biochemistry Major wither.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The infrastructure available on the Viikki Campus is sufficient for carrying out top-
level research. This panel does not see any major obstacle towards the development 
of a internationally competitive research.

4.3 Research active staff

Most of the research staff of the Major seems to have been permanent staff since its 
establishment, and most positions have been filled by internal promotions, with very 
little fertilization from scientists trained in different labs.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

As far as the role and situation of doctoral training is concerned, please refer to the 
separate document discussing this topic in general terms.

The post-docs are satisfied by the atmosphere and facilities offered by the Campus.

4.5 Other issues

We are puzzled by the evident discrepancy between the excellent rating given by the 
evaluation panel in 1999 and the present situation. To some extent, this might be due 
to a reduction of the Major-related activities of some of its scientists, who scarcely 
acknowledge their membership, as well as to a decrease in the number of doctoral 
and post-doctoral trainees and a simultaneous increase of the outside activities of 
the group leader.
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Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments:

This Major relies on academic excellence across the board to lead to exciting 
international science of real impact and with a high and sustained rate of 
production.

The Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Major has had a similar injection of senior staff 
via University funding as several of the others in the Department. It is, however, so 
successful in raising external funding from a variety of sources that it is much larger 
than many others. This size is obviously helpful, but it is chiefly the quality of its staff 
and their science that has led to a highly productive unit in terms of both publications 
and students. 

In most sub-fields, this Major is amongst the best or at the very top in Europe. 
These are consistently producing papers of high international impact. In one field 
– metapopulation biology – it is the world leader and moreover the main driving 
force for the whole field, which has become a ‘hot topic’ in science in large part 
through their own efforts. The latter is reflected not only in diverse publications 
in high impact Journals but also in a number of highly influential books and edited 
volumes (by staff members).

2 Interaction between research and society
Whilst the focal areas of research are all highly viable topics of wide interest in modern 
ecology and evolutionary biology, many of them also provide diverse opportunities 
for contributions to the wider society. This is especially true through conservation 
biology and the maintenance of biodiversity in the face of habitat pressures and 
climate change, and via the dynamics and sustainable harvesting of game and fish. 
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The large size, but above all the quality of its staff and science, has led to a highly 
productive Major in terms of both publications and students. Whilst there are some 
exciting collaborations involving groups outside Helsinki, the excellent quality of 
the research is maintained by ideas generated within the Major. There is a healthy 
development of new careers within this major with many young scientists now visible 
in other research institutions.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The major does not have any substantial weaknesses in terms of its research quality; 
its recent productivity and achievements are extremely impressive. However, the panel 
feels that for future development it may by useful to develop a strategic research 
plan. Such a plan should not, however, be allowed to get in the way of research 
innovation.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The expertise and quality within this Major clearly provides the potential for 
development of new Centers of Excellence in research. Everything should be done 
to help realize this.

The only clear challenge for this Major is to maintain its position as a world-leading 
group. The panel feels the Major is well positioned to achieve this goal. Although 
there are several key figures for the continuation of success, the Major as a whole in 
terms of critical mass and the set of lines of research does not appear to be excessively 
vulnerable to any potential moving on of staff to new positions. There is no reason 
to foresee any decline in scientific production and status. The 1999 report suggested 
a need to recruit high quality young researchers to back-up established professors, 
and this exactly what has been done.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The Major rightly prides itself on the multi-disciplinary nature of its research. 
Theoretical ecology is productively dovetailed with empirical data sets; top ecologists 
interact in a highly effective manner with mathematicians and computational 
biologists of equal quality. There is also increasing input from the application of 
molecular and genetic tools, always within an evolutionary framework. This high 
level of interaction across fields is clearly an emphasis that, wherever possible, should 
be supported by the University. Mapping of ecologically-relevant phenotypes via 
physiological and developmental process onto genetic variation is a new area that will 
become increasingly important in this multidisciplinary approach – it will be exciting 
to see how this develops in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology in Helsinki across several 
groups and in several systems.

There are also several smaller groups with their own lines of research. These are 
mostly newer and each clearly has the potential for independent growth and further 
development. These smaller groups should continue to be encouraged to develop.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

Besides six large research groups, each headed by experts, there are several younger 
and smaller groups that all have the potential to evolve into larger assemblages. This 
process illustrates the way in which the policy and directions of the unit emerges from 
the uniformly excellent quality of the staff, rather than from any inbuilt structure 
of steering committees. Whilst the output remains so convincing and impressive, it 
would be churlish to suggest any substantial change to the way in which the unit is 
organized – it delivers at a uniformly high or excellent level. Our conclusion is that 
this Major should be left with sufficient freedom to continue this tradition. 

4.3 Research active staff

The staff is of extremely high international quality comprising young promising 
scientists through to established world-leaders. Clearly this Major is able to attract 
high quality candidates, and to select out the very best and to support their 
establishment.
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4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

This appears to be working smoothly and productively both in terms of education and 
the matching to the research requirements. The link is very clear between excellent 
research output and high quality training, including via their own graduate school.

4.5 Other issues

The Finnish Museum of Natural History collections and expertise are utilized where 
appropriate. It would be exciting to see this potential realized to a more useful and 
productive degree, and to the clearer benefit of both this Major and the Museum 
itself. Climate change and biodiversity issues seem to provide such potential, providing 
there are like-minded staff with shared vision in both Institutions.

Environmental Sciences

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments:

The newly-formed Environmental Sciences major was created in response to the 
previous RAE report, which suggested that this was needed to deliver an effective 
academic program in this area. The suggested reorganisation has now been 
achieved.

The Environmental Science major has taken a bold decision in terms of the overall 
direction of its research, which is to combine biological, physical and social sciences 
in a single multidisciplinary unit. The major is therefore unique in the context of the 
Biosciences faculty in that it combines ecologists with chemists and social scientists. 
The potential benefits of this approach, in terms of both teaching and research are 
great, but making it work in research is a huge challenge for a number of reasons. 
For instance, like many other areas of multidisciplinary research, there is not an 
established funding stream, so research grant applications may tend to fall through 
the gaps. Additionally, there is not an established series of high profile journals 
dedicated to the field, so it is hard to demonstrate high-class research. Finally, it is 
difficult to recruit suitably trained graduate students and postdocs because there is 
an absence of high quality laboratories. Taken together, these factors make it difficult 
to establish an international-quality Department of Environmental Sciences when 
following a multidisciplinary approach.
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Our overall view of the quality of research output in this major is that, although there 
are some papers of high international quality, the vast majority of publications are at 
fair international level with a few more at the good international level. In coming to 
this opinion we have considered the difficulties in publishing environmental science 
research in the leading interdisciplinary journals (Nature, Science, PNAS etc), but do 
think that leading journals are gradually emerging in this area and that these should 
be the target for future research. We have also considered the difficulties inherent 
in publishing multidisciplinary research, but again feel that more could be achieved 
in this respect, as very few if any of the submitted publications represent high-level 
collaborations across biological, physical and social sciences.

2 Interaction between research and society
Environmental Science is potentially an excellent area for developing links between 
research and society. The questions under study are often of undisputed importance 
to human society and they are intuitively interesting to a broad section of the 
public.

The panel feels that, while the Major does useful work in presenting its research 
to society, far more could be done in this area. Currently, the interactions between 
the Major’s research and society are rather typical of those between an academic 
department and the public, which include teaching, public talks, service on 
government advisory panels and occasional media presentations and reports. This is all 
very positive, but the panel suggests that this Major could take a far more progressive 
role in linking its research to society and that this could become an unusual strength. 
One idea in this area is to collaborate with the Finnish Museum of Natural History in 
order to present material to the general public on new research in urban ecology, and 
similar links would be possible with a number of similar organisations.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The Major appears to be delivering an effective teaching program in Environmental 
Science at the Viikki campus, which was a key objective of the re-organisation of this 
area.

The idea of pursuing a multidisciplinary research approach is genuinely exciting and, 
if achieved, would be a real advance in environmental science.
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This Major is suitable for the attraction of industrial and government funds, so 
it should not be dependent on winning competitive grants from the Academy of 
Finland. The group has already established some links with Government agencies 
and this appears promising.

There is also the potential for further links with other units of the University, most 
notably the Helsinki University Environmental Research Centre (HERC) and the Finnish 
Museum of Natural History.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The most significant current weaknesses are the relative lack of really high quality 
international research and the absence of truly multidisciplinary projects common to 
different groups. While it is true that there have been a couple of recent publication 
in excellent journals, the vast majority of submitted work is not at this level. At the 
moment, therefore, the major has not delivered on the promise of the benefits of 
the multidisciplinary approach as far as research output is concerned.

It does not yet appear that there is a robust strategy for obtaining research funds 
either from the Academy of Finland or elsewhere. Although some suggestions did 
emerge in conversation, these were too vague to represent viable short to medium 
term strategies.

The major does not appear to have identified other institutions that have successfully 
used the multidisciplinary approach to achieve research funds and high-profile 
publications, and which could be used as a model for their own strategy. Has this 
approach proved a research success in other leading universities?

The panel was confused by the relationship between the major in Environmental 
Science and HERC. The research objectives of these two units appear to overlap almost 
entirely, which leads us to wonder whether one of them could be superfluous.

The Major does not appear to have made the most of potential links with the Natural 
History Museum, which could provide a useful public face for the major’s research. 

The fact that the shared professorship between social sciences and natural sciences 
is coming to an end must be considered as a weakness. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The major’s principle challenge is to make the multidisciplinary approach work at 
the highest research level. To achieve that goal the major needs to elaborate and 
implement a strategy for interdisciplinary collaboration, producing a series of papers 
in the leading journals and obtaining research funding from external sources.
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The major has the opportunity to develop several existing relationships, including 
Government Institutes and the Finnish Museum of Natural History, but the most 
pressing challenge is to develop a more transparent relationship with HERC. In terms 
of their research aims, it is not clear that there is the difference between these two 
units. And if there is no substantial difference, why does the University need to 
support both units?

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Again, the key research objective of this major must be to demonstrate that the 
potential benefits of the multidisciplinary approach can be realised at Helsinki. 
In the short term, therefore, the major needs to focus on designing genuinely 
multidisciplinary projects, and publishing the results in unambiguously top class 
journals. In the longer-term it needs to build on such success to obtain a viable source 
of external funding.

The major also needs to clarify its relationship with HERC, and develop its links with 
Government Agencies and the Finnish Museum of Natural History.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The facilities for research appear suitable for the research objectives of the major.

4.3 Research active staff

The major comprises a substantial number of research active staff. To support 
additional staff the major would need to demonstrate the ability to obtain a higher 
level of external funding.

The major will effectively be losing one member of senior academic staff when the 
current ‘visiting professorship’ between the faculties comes to the end of the term. 
The absence of high profile multidisciplinary research output makes it difficult to 
make a very strong case for this position to be replaced, either as a shared position 
or from new funds.
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4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The more junior staff seem to be well integrated into the research of the department, 
but as yet there appear to be few fully multidisciplinary projects. There was little 
evidence that individual students or postdocs were being trained in a multidisciplinary 
set of skills.

4.5 Other issues

Staff from this Major expressed a strong opinion that their research productivity was 
hampered by unusually high teaching loads, but it was not possible for the panel to 
establish whether this was in fact that case.

General Microbiology

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments: 

The General Microbiology ‘Major’ has a senior staff of eight, including three full 
professors, three docents, seven postdoctoral scientists and 22 PhD students. It 
comprises three research themes: bacterial pathogenesis, microbial ecology and 
virology. The last is a joint program with the Institute of Biotechnology. In the period 
under review this Major has published between 23 and 44 primary papers a year. Of 
a total of some 185 papers, 14 are in the highest quality journals, including Nature, 
Science and Cell. However, the productivity of the three programmes is very unequal. 
All the best publications, without exception, are from the virology program, which 
has contributed about 56% of the total primary publications. As the program is a 
joint one with the Institute of Biotechnology, which lists some 70 % of the virology 
publications, it is difficult to decide what role the General Microbiology Major had in 
this program. The publications from remaining two programs are of a solid but not 
the highest international level. A global score thus might be quite misleading, as the 
Virology clearly scores seven while the other two may approach five. 

2 Interaction between research and society
Research on bacterial pathogenicity addresses aspiration of the society to health, while 
that of the microbial ecology deals with the aspirations to clean environment. 
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The virology group does a superb research of general relevance. It has grown to a 
level where it could almost be considered as an independent major. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

There appears to be little coordination between research carried out under different 
programs and, with the exception of virology, between research carried out in 
different groups of the same research program. The panel has the impression that a 
general research strategy is nonexistent. 

The virology section is much stronger than the other two areas of activities, leading 
to imbalance in the research of the department.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Major opportunities in microbiological research world-wide are being opened up by 
the genomic and post-genomic approaches, including systems biology, that promise to 
lead to the holistic view of the cell. Similarly, metagenomic approaches open exciting 
avenues in microbial ecology. Among future challenges for the General Microbiology 
is to examine the potential impact of these developments on their programs and 
integrate them as needed. 

On the administrative side, a major challenge appears to be the recognition 
of the growth of the Virology program, which may acquire the status of an 
independent Major and in response there would have to be re-evaluation of General 
Microbiology. 

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Elaboration and implementation of procedures allowing to optimize the synergy 
between the research programs of the Major in order to raise the overall research 
quality. Integration of genomic, post genomic and metagenomic approaches in the 
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ongoing research in order to achieve a more global view of the bacterial pathogenicity 
and of the function of complex ecological systems. 

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The present environment at the Viikki campus should allow developing or intensifying 
global high throughput approaches such as transcriptomics or proteomics, which 
are likely to be important for better understanding of the bacterial pathogenicity. 
Similarly, the capacity of the core sequencing facility appears to be adequate for 
an initial implementation of metagenomic approaches in the microbial ecology 
programs, although a reinforcement might be required at later stages, in particular 
if microbial ecology programs in other departments incorporate metagenomics. In 
silico modelling aspects of systems biology approaches might require implementation 
or development of the specific expertise. 

4.3 Research active staff

There is an adequate number of research active staff, but it is difficult to establish 
their relative contribution to the major and the Institute in some instances.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The level of training appears to be adequate in most cases, especially when students 
are involved in one of the independent institutes. 

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Genetics

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments: 

The Genetics ‘Major’ has a staff of three full professors, five lecturers, 10 postdoctoral 
and other scientists and 22 PhD students. Genetics includes three rather unequal 
research groups: bioinformatics, human genetics and plant sciences. Historically, 
Helsinki had a strong tradition in the discipline of genetics, with a very clear identify. 
With the exception of human/medical genetics in the Medical School, this identity has 
been lost in the last decade and the present ‘Major’ houses three disparate groups 
and the identity of genetics, as a discipline, seems to have been lost. We note the 
following statement in the 1999 assessment: “As a whole the division appeared to be 
losing its profile as representative of an important discipline in Biosciences …” (our 
emphasis). We would, of course, agree that genetics is central to all of the biosciences: 
nevertheless the science of genetics is not synonymous with plant physiology, 
bioinformatics or, even, genomics, and it is this science – using the methodology and 
logic of genetic analysis – that seems to have been lost.

In the six-year period under review this Major has published 18-26 primary papers a 
year (though we see no reason to count the virology papers to this Major). Of the 
total 120 or so papers, only 4 are in the highest quality journals (2 in Plant Cell, 1 
in EMBO and 1 in PNAS). This represents solid achievement, but not outstanding 
international quality.

The largest and most productive group in this Major is that around the Centre 
of Excellence in Plant Molecular Biology and Forest Biotechnology, with a strong 
emphasis on plant signalling and defense mechanisms. This group is working on 
several problems, but with an emphasis on pathogen/host interactions and growth 
control in Birch. 

The position of the human genetics group in this Major needs consideration. On the 
one hand the University of Helsinki has exceptionally strong human and medical 
genetics in the Medical school. On the other hand, the relevance of work on 
immunology to genetics was less than obvious to us. The argument we heard was that 
teaching of human genetics in this Department serves as a good recruitment agency 
for graduate students in medical/human genetics was unconvincing. We would not, 
therefore, endorse the view that strengthening human genetics, in the Major, should 
be a priority for the future. There are also so many strong areas of potential contact 
in this field with high-class groups elsewhere in the University of Helsinki. 
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Bioinformatics is a new discipline to this Major, and is one that is very much welcomed. 
We look forward to productive interactions between this discipline and other research 
groups in Viikki.

A stated priority of this Major is the strengthening of developmental genetics. In 
the Viikii context as a whole there is strong mammalian developmental genetics, 
but relatively weak model organism developmental genetics. There are clear signs 
of productive interactions between the Drosophila group and others, particularly 
in the use of Drosophila as a model for particular diseases of interest. This is to 
be welcomed, but if this field is to grow in Helsinki then considerable investment, 
perhaps with both Drosophila and Caenorhabditis as models, will be needed.

2 Interaction between research and society
-

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The strength of this Major is in the fields of plant/microbe interactions bioinformatics, 
although the latter is only now building up to realise its full potential.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The diversity of this Major, although it probably brings strength to undergraduate 
teaching, is a weakness, as is the lack of any concentration on genetics per se as an 
intellectual discipline. Considering the number of staff and doctoral students who 
have graduated in the last five years, the publication record is not strong.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

To build on the foundation of bioinformatics, to build stronger research in 
developmental genetics of model organisms and to increase interactions between 
model organism research and other areas.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future
-

Physiology

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments:

The justification for the rating is that the Major has delivered an impressive amount 
of publications, in all 84 articles during the last 5 year period, in which the number 
of the staff has ranged between 29 and 39. Many of these reports are in first class 
journals. Although a number of these papers are generated in collaboration with 
well known international colleagues, it also testifies to the excellent collaboration 
acquired by the Major, in particular by its most senior members. 

The reason for not giving a higher rating is a numerical one. From the numbers 
given above, the average number of publications is about 2.5 per scientist per 5 
years, i.e. 0.5 per year. In addition, the papers in the most highly ranked journals are, 
hardly without exception, authored by the most senior scientist of the Major. This 
calculation suggests that the most significant articles are produced by a subset of 
scientists, usually those most closely working with the leading scientists of the Major. 
In consequence, the evaluation panel is left with the impression that the productivity 
is skewed (as in nearly all scientific departments), so that a certain number of the 
Major contributes considerably more than the rest of the Major. There is nothing 
spectacular about this reflection, but it is a source for consideration of the local 
leaders.

This is an excellent department with a set of activities, yet with a restrained 
diversification. The Major has an impressive set of results to show for itself. Together, 
they display a solid productivity and can enjoy a well deserved international 
reputation.

The Major was part of the re-organization in 2004 which led to the amalgamation 
of a number of research elements into a single, large Department of Biological and 
Environmental Sciences. Hence, the division in question is only 1½ year old.

The main concern expressed in the 1999 Assessment of the Animal Physiology 
department (the predecessor of the present Major) was a perceived narrowness of 
the research range. Specifically, the assessment panel suggested that “a strengthening 
of links to environmental areas (whole organism and ecophysiology) should, in our 
opinion, be promoted.” 
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The leaders of the Physiology Major have responded to this criticism by arranging 
for a controlled expansion, thus responding to the main objections of the 1999 
Assessment board.

However, in its self-assessment, the Major wisely points to the danger of expanding 
too quickly trying to balance “the coherence necessary for excellence in research and 
the diversity required for educational goals and the future potential”.

The evaluation panel endorses the Major’s striving for a controlled expansion and 
feels that the Major leadership has managed to strike an acceptable balance in this 
regard. Although the expansion is clear and perceptible, it has taken part within 
the general borders of neurobiology, trying to connect studies from “molecules 
to behaviour” by including research teams working on topics ranging from brain 
development to cellular plasticity and sensory mechanisms. Importantly, the Major 
also includes activities related to drug development and fundamental properties of 
the electroencephalogram, particularly in young organisms. This has led to a most 
important innovation, a description of an electroencephalographic measure of cortical 
development in prematurely born babies, an important development that must be 
among the best in the world of pediatric neurology.

The Major is also a central hub in the training programs for neuroscience research, 
both in the Helsinki area and at a national level. Finally, the Major is a key element 
in the National Centre of Excellence in Neurobiology.

2 Interaction between research and society
The Major has contributed significantly by its input to training facilities for young 
brain researchers, in particular through the activities in the Finnish Graduate School 
of Neuroscience.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

This Major has an internationally recognized excellence in neuroscience and is, 
therefore, a strong part of the Centre of Excellence ‘Programme of Molecular 
Neurobiology’ at the University of Helsinki. The Major has very good and functional 
collaboration ties with prominent neuroscience centres in Europe and the US. The 
publication record is impressive, with half of the publications in high impact factor 
journals (IF>4, 42 of 84) and a small quarter in top journals (IF>8, 19 of 84= 23%).
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Some of the work has made a particular impact, such as the analysis of the K/Cl co-
transporter KCC2 and its instrumental effect on GABA-mediated depolarization in 
young hippocampal neurons.

A particularly important area seems to be the fast oscillations seen in newborn rats 
and how a related phenomenon may serve as an index for the developmental stage 
in preterm human babies. Another important development is the analysis of kainate-
mediated facilitation of AMPA responses in the hippocampus.

These glimpses should be sufficient to illustrate the wide scope of problems attacked 
and the potential importance of the Major’s potentialities.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The Evaluation Panel is unable to point to specific weaknesses in the Major’s scientific 
strategy or performance. Somewhat paradoxically, much as the present Panel 
appreciates the Major’s implementation of the advice from the 1999 Assessment 
Group, we ask the Major to proceed with care in the coming few years, remembering 
the golden advice: festina lente. It might be wise to halt the move to greater diversity 
of approaches until more experience has accumulated to indicate which are the most 
promising avenues for neurophysiological work in Helsinki. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The main opportunities seem to lie in the use of the unique constellation of a score 
of young eager scientists and the excellent human and technical resources at their 
disposition. In this situation, they are advised to concentrate on major scientific 
questions and not let the impressive array of modern technologies tempt them to 
“shoot before they aim”. Here, it is important to remember the old adage that the 
preparation for the attack determines the outcome of the campaign.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The best recommendation is, perhaps, to carry along the lines adopted in the previous 
years, productive as they have been. We are particularly intrigued by the possibility 
that the gamma band oscillations in preterm babies may be an index of cognitive 
potentialities. If successful, this would be a major advance of immense medical and 
societal value. The other point is to support the Neuroscience Center in developing 
efficient EEG-analysis for phenotyping transgenic mice.
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4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

With the ideal surroundings at HU, it is hard to contemplate a better situation for a 
productive neuroscience research group.

4.3 Research active staff

No relevant comments.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

We refer to the comments in the general introduction.

4.5 Other issues

No further issues raised.

Plant Biology

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Supporting Comments:

Following the previous panel’s recommendations (1999) the Plant Biology Major was 
established in 2004 by the fusion of Plant Physiology (from the former Department 
of Biosciences) and Systematic Biology (of the former Department of Ecology and 
Systematics). As such, this new Major is only one year old. Consequently, the rating 
is based upon the work performed by the two groups before the fusion. The work of 
both groups was published in fair to good journals of international level, with some 
highlights that published in top plant scientific journals. 

A solid and promising research plan for the new major was presented, which will 
certainly provide opportunities for very good work in the future, above all as the 
groups will move altogether into a new laboratory by the end of this year. 
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2 Interaction between research and society
The panel did not have any comment on this point.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

There is a good multidisciplinary expertise in Plant Biology, from plant physiology, 
molecular biology to systematics and ecology. If the interactions between the 
members of the group are stimulated and managed well, the whole group has the 
potential to become very strong. Two of the participating groups are members of a 
Centre of Excellence.

The infrastructure at the campus is impressive and should facilitate the development 
of very good research.

3.2 Weaknesses 

Research should not be “fragmented” any further. The group should aim at publishing 
more often in high impact scientific journals

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The opportunities (and challenges!) lie in making the Major Plant Biology work as 
a ‘unit’. The group is very good at raising funds, which could be used to equip a 
new common laboratory. Some scientists in the Systematics group rely strongly on 
the collaboration with the Botanical Museum of the Finnish Museum of Natural 
History.

From a scientific point of view, the work on oxidative processes in plants may be a 
good theme to unify physiologists and ecologists. 
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Strategically the groups in Plant Biology should try to avoid duplicating the expertise 
present in Genetics. 

The physiological/ecological research should be strengthened in order to create a 
better Plant Biology profile. Moreover, physiological/ecological research can also be 
a good support to plant systematics. Furthermore, the plant systematics group should 
take the advantage of the expertise and botanical collections available at the Finnish 
Museum of Natural History.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The two groups forming the Major in Plant Biology are moving into a new laboratory 
within this year (2005). The facilities at the campus are excellent, and by bringing 
the two groups in one location, the scientific quality of the new Major is expected 
to improve greatly

4.3 Research active staff

There is enough expert personnel in the group with a good balance between junior 
and senior staff.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

No particular comments.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Ecological and 
Environmental Sciences (Lahti)

Panel: Biosciences

Tim Hunt, UK Cancer Research, UK, Chair
Per Andersen, University of Oslo, Department of Physiology, Norway
Michael Ashburner, University of Cambridge, Department of Genetics, UK
Paul M. Brakefield, Leiden University, Institute of Biology, The Netherlands
S. Dusko Ehrlich, Génétique Microbienne, INRA, France
Hans-Peter Lipp, University of Zürich, Institute of Anatomy, Switzerland
Celestina Mariani, University of Nijmegen, Plant Cell Biology, The Netherlands
Ian P. F. Owens, Imperial College London, Department of Biological Sciences, UK
Lisa Sennerby Forsse, The Swedish Research Council for Environment, Agricultural 
Sciences and Spatial Planning, Sweden 
Anna Tramontano, University of Rome, Department of Biological Sciences, Italy

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 4 

Supporting Comments:

The Department of Ecological and Environmental Sciences is located in Lahti, about 
100 km to the North-East of Helsinki. The research focuses on three major topics 
(aquatic ecology, soil ecology and ecotoxicology) and two smaller ones (environmental 
biotechnology and urban ecosystems). The group has a very broad know-how on 
various disciplines of natural sciences, ranging from organic chemistry to ecology, 
employed to study how man-induced changes and damage to the freshwater and soil 
ecosystems can be remedied. The research is frequently initiated in response to social 
demand and the group has very good interaction with the city-authorities of Lahti. 
The work of the group was published in international journals ranging from fair to 
good, with a couple of highlights published in top journals of general interest. 

Although distant from Helsinki, the group seems to be very well organized in Lahti 
and not to be affected much by its relative isolation. 
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2 Interaction between research and society
The nature of the research in itself guarantees that this group has a strong interaction 
with society. Furthermore, the group is interested in protection of the national 
natural environment and, in particular, in the local environment around Lahti, where 
seemingly led contamination may have an effect on drinking water. The director 
of the Institute meets regularly the local city-authorities to discuss jointly about 
environmental issues. This is an impressive aspect of the department activities and is 
one way in which the department contributes to the University of Helsinki national 
profile. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

Although it may seem strange, the distance from Helsinki in some respect may turn 
out to strengthen the group rather than to weaken it. More explicitly, it seems that 
being in Lahti facilitates the interaction within the group and the overview of both 
the research and the researchers. Furthermore, the location in Lahti strengthens the 
interaction between science and society. The department has also good collaborations 
with a spin-off company located in the same building. 

Because of the applied nature of the research, the group has the resources to support 
the research. The department has a firm vision of how it will obtain funding for the 
research that it wishes to perform.

The department has begun to organise training workshops, with the first being in 
ecotoxicology.

3.2 Weaknesses 

Being far from the main campuses in Helsinki may have a long-term effect on 
recruiting students in the department. Graduate students in Lahti may also develop 
fewer contacts with other graduate students in other majors, therefore developing 
a narrower focus on their own research only. 

At present, the number of publications in the very top level of journals is relatively 
small. Thus, although the overall research output is satisfactory, it suffers in 
comparison with the high international research in other parts of the faculty.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The atmosphere in the department is very good and young people seem very happy 
to work there. The senior scientists are also very experienced and are involved in 
stimulating international collaborations. Therefore the set up seems to be very 
favourable for the development of excellent science. The group should aim to get 
their work published in scientific journals of a higher standard. The research on Urban 
Ecosystems could be supported by more work on organic chemistry. The research 
carried out within the Major “Environmental Sciences” at the Department of Biological 
and Environmental Sciences also includes urban ecology and contacts with this group 
should be kept up and possibly developed. Similarly, research in Microbial Ecology at 
the University could benefit by the development of strong interfaces between the 
Lahti and Helsinki sites, in particular with respect to the metagenomic approaches, 
which are likely to become of major importance in near future and which could be 
carried out in conjunction with the Helsinki core sequencing facility. 

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The size of the group is in very good balance and the atmosphere is very good. This 
makes the interaction between young and senior scientists very pleasant and it should 
be maintained. One point of attention should be the co-ordination between the 
activities of this department and those of the Environmental Sciences Major of the 
Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences. It would perhaps be effective 
to let the former focus on experimental research, as it has a bigger emphasis on 
natural sciences, while the latter could focus on social issues related to environmental 
science. 

New metagenomic approaches relevant to microbial ecology should be explored, 
together with the groups at the Helsinki site, in particular from the General 
Microbiology Major of the Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences. 

Finally, we recommend that the Lahti group focuses on publishing a larger proportion 
of its work in journals with broader scientific coverage. This is desirable in order to 
establish a reputation for research excellence in the University.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The research environment is very good and the infrastructure seems adequate. At 
this moment a renovation is taking place, which should improve the workspace 
considerably. The department also uses regularly the field station at the Lammi 
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lake area, which was said to be indispensable for the research of the group. The 
department has very good funds within the EU (network) programmes.

4.3 Research active staff

There is a good balance between staff and students, both graduate and 
undergraduate. In particular, the young professors are very active in research as well 
as in keeping good international contacts. 

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The Lahti campus clearly provides an unusual experience for the University of Helsinki 
postgraduate students. Its small size and remote location generally appear to work in 
its favour. There is a need, however, to increase the number and quality of research 
seminars and workshops. The department may also need to offer a greater range of 
formal training courses for its postgraduate students, bringing in expert staff from 
outside where required.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Finnish Museum of 
Natural History

Panel: Biosciences

Tim Hunt, UK Cancer Research, UK, Chair
Per Andersen, University of Oslo, Department of Physiology, Norway
Michael Ashburner, University of Cambridge, Department of Genetics, UK
Paul M. Brakefield, Leiden University, Institute of Biology, The Netherlands
S. Dusko Ehrlich, Génétique Microbienne, INRA, France
Hans-Peter Lipp, University of Zürich, Institute of Anatomy, Switzerland
Celestina Mariani, University of Nijmegen, Plant Cell Biology, The Netherlands
Ian P. F. Owens, Imperial College London, Department of Biological Sciences, UK
Lisa Sennerby Forsse, The Swedish Research Council for Environment, Agricultural 
Sciences and Spatial Planning, Sweden 
Anna Tramontano, University of Rome, Department of Biological Sciences, Italy

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 3*

We have used a star rating for the Museums on the grounds that the Museum is very 
traditional in its outlook. Had we compared this Museum to other major natural 
history museums, whose research profile has changed dramatically in the last decade 
or so, (scaling for size), these scores would have been lower.

Supporting Comments:

Botanical Museum: Rated*

Research areas are mainly in: i) phylogenetic studies, focussed on bryophytes and 
polyporous fungi, and the use of the methods of both traditional morphology and 
molecular studies, and ii) taxonomical research concentrating on certain groups world-
wide where the studies are often connected to national/Nordic and international 
flora projects. Molecular biology is carried out at a laboratory located at the Viikki 
campus of Helsinki University, since the museum is lacking the proper facilities for 
this kind of work. It is not clear to us whether the museum senior staff were able to 
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supervise the students working with molecular methodologies, Students seemed to 
have supervision in these areas from staff at the department of Plant Biology at the 
Viikki campus of the HU.

European cooperation to map the plants of Europe is located at the museum and two 
large databases have been developed at the museum during the previous 6 years to 
provide data for the GBIF (Global Biodiversity Information Facility) project. This has 
taken much time and effort by the permanent staff, decreasing the time available 
for research.

The results from this research are mainly published in scientific scholarly monographs 
and atlas-type publications while a lesser proportion are to be found in international 
high quality refereed journals. This pattern is probably typical for the kind of scientific 
activities on which the Museum focuses. There is potential to increase the number of 
publications in more prestigious scientific journals, especially where the work involves 
molecular methodology as well as in studies relating to plant dispersion and climate 
change. This would also raise the scientific profile and use of the collections and 
appropriate databases. 

Botanical Garden – not rated

This part of the Museum has only been in place for 1 year and thus it is not possible to 
give any conclusive evaluation. What can be said is that it will be absolutely necessary 
for the newly appointed Acting Garden Director to develop good cooperation with 
scientists from other departments and institutions in order to carry out the quite 
ambitious research/activity plans for the new research profile. He seems to have made 
an excellent start and made a good impression on the Panel.

Zoological Museum – Rated*

In terms of its overall research strategy, the Zoological Museum is rather similar 
to the Botanical Museum, with the majority of research activity directed towards 
systematic revisions, phylogenetic reconstruction and zoological monitoring activities. 
The Zoological Museum has also been making more use of molecular approaches in 
recent years and again this has been achieved using facilities at the Viikki campus of 
the University of Helsinki.

As with the Botanical Museum, these are important activities and have traditionally 
formed the backbone to zoological museum research, but they do not typically lead 
to publications in high quality international journals. The research output of the 
Zoological Museum is, therefore, inevitably ranked lower than that of several of the 
other units of the Biosciences faculty. While recognising the inherent differences 
of combining curatorial duties with high-level research activity, the panel felt that 
the Zoological Museum could realistically aim to publish more material in good 
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international journals, perhaps by focusing some activities on topics of greater 
contemporary interest such as climate change and the effects on anthropogenic 
disturbance.

Geological Museum – not rated

Like the Botanical and Zoological Museums, the Geological Museum still operates 
very much as a traditional museum with its research activities directed towards 
relatively specialised and detailed studies. The panel does not doubt the scholarship 
that underlies these studies but, once again, this type of traditional museum research 
tends to suffer when compared to the large mass of work of high international 
quality in other sections of the faculty.

In the case of the Geological Museum there is also the complicating factor that there 
is no clear rationale for the museum being separated from its obvious partner, the 
geological sciences section of the University of Helsinki.

Dating Laboratory – not rated

The Dating Laboratory appears to perform an important research service for a wide 
variety of clients. As with the Geological Museum, the panel was not convinced of 
the rationale for separating the Dating Laboratory from the geological sciences, but 
it was clear that this was an important national research facility. The laboratory 
also performs some research in its own right, which is clearly interesting and novel 
but does not meet the standards required to be classified as of high international 
importance.

2 Interaction between research and society

Botanical Museum

The Botanical Museum has a strong interaction with the society in that they should 
carry out a number of duties concerning the education of the public in issues that 
are of interest and relevance. The staff are involved in taxonomic assessments as a 
service of the museum and also have the responsibility to take care of the taxonomy 
and plant biogeography of Finland with connections to the Red-data listing.
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Botanical Garden

Expertise of the Garden staff is widely used and appreciated in Finland. Besides the 
traditional activities such as giving expert advice and consultations, some new areas 
including horticulture are becoming more and more important. 

Geological Museum

The Geological Museum also has a very well established reputation as a public 
educator in geology, with the Director making a large number of visits to schools. 
The Museum also acts as a repository of geological knowledge for the public and 
clearly provides a national service in this respect.

Dating Laboratory

The primary function of the Dating Laboratory is to provide a highly specialized service 
to the scientific community, so that the museum’s interactions with the community 
are necessarily limited. However, the information provided by the laboratory will 
in turn facilitate interactions between science and society, particularly in terms of 
understanding the long-term historical context of the geological formations.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

Botanical Museum

3.1 Strengths 

The collections and the taxonomic competence of the staff. Their role as national 
coordinators of major EU-projects in the area of biodiversity of plants are valuable but 
could be developed into something even more useful for research in the future.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The conflicts and frustration between the different duties of the museum, the 
responsibility for the collections, the public service role and the need to compete on 
the scientific arena without having the time, the budget or the facilities necessary.
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Relative low proportion of publications in journals that are unambiguously of the 
very highest quality.

Better links with the academic departments could be developed.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The unique collections and the status of being the main national museum in Finland. 
Because of the collections, the ongoing EU and other national and international 
programmes in the areas of biodiversity and climate change is probably worth paying 
some attention to when it comes to strategic planning of future research areas. 

Botanical Garden
Since nothing much has happened since the last evaluation the same remarks 
concerning the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and challenges are still 
relevant.

The new Director is clearly enthusiastic and driven and communicates his mission 
very well. This should result in many important changes over the next period of 
assessment.

Zoological Museum

3.1 Strengths 

As with the other Museums, the major strengths of the Zoological Museum are the 
collections and the expertise of the staff. This expertise is recognised, not only in the 
areas of taxonomy and phylogenetic reconstruction, but also in the organisation of 
national monitoring schemes.

The Zoological Museum has also recently invested in a high-tech cluster of computers 
for use in phylogenetic reconstruction. This will allow the museum to perform more 
advances analyses and may lead to an elevation in the quality of journals where the 
research will be published.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The Zoological Museum’s major weakness in the context of this type of RAE exercise is 
the lack of depth of publication in unambiguously high international quality journals. 
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It is true that there have been a small number of publications in more high profile 
journals in the past few years, but these are still rather few in number and rather 
limited compared to many other groups in this faculty.

The faculty was also concerned that there was a lack of direction with respect to 
research strategy for the Zoological Museum. It was not clear that action has been 
planned to improve the quality of publications, to obtain new large-scale external 
funding, or to otherwise improve the profile of the museum.

The lack of full molecular facilities on the museum site could be clearly a limiting 
factor for the type of molecular studies being conducted. This depends on the scale 
of the operation i.e. co-use of large high-throughput lab, or their own smaller scale 
CAB without such experts – troubleshooting and cheap reagents.

Again, the panel is of the view that the Museum would benefit from closer research 
ties with the main academic departments.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Again, the main challenge facing the Zoological Museum is to lift the profile of its 
research, while still maintaining all the other activities of a national museum. The 
panel thinks that this is most likely to be achieved through a full strategic rethink of 
the way in which the national collections and databases are employed as research 
tools. 

The panel feels that the Zoological Museum would benefit greatly from a more 
developed contact with some of the ecologists and evolutionary biologists based at 
the main Vikki campus. The databases and collections held by the museum should 
prove useful in addressing many of the questions currently under study in the 
Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences, for instance.

Geological museum

3.1 Strengths 

The principle strengths are again the richness of the collections, the expertise of the 
staff and the reputation of the museum itself.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The current Director is past his official retirement date and it is not clear what is 
planned for the future.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The panel suggests that the Geological Museum would benefit from closer contact 
with the geological sciences at HU, which may solve the problem of the Museum’s 
long-term survival once the current Director has resigned.

Dating Laboratory

3.1 Strengths 

The key strengths are the expertise of the staff, the uniqueness of the services being 
offered, and the network of collaboration that has been established.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The laboratory does not publish a large quantity of high profile science in its own 
right.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Again, the panel feels that the laboratory would benefit from closer contact with the 
geological sciences at HU.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Museums of Natural History have several different, and potentially conflicting, 
missions. First and foremost, they are the custodians of very valuable collections, both 
national and international. These must be conserved, they must be made available 
for current researchers (both local and international) and, in particular fields, they 
must be developed by new collecting. The availability of data concerning collections 
must be both electronic and open access. Museums perform a second function as 
centres of research, particularly of research which exploits their specialist collections. 
In the modern period this research may be classical – e.g. taxonomic, phylogenetic, 
systematic, or biogeographic – or it may involve modern molecular methods. In 
addition Museum collections – both physical and databases – are used for research 
into areas such the consequences of climate change. Third, Museums are centres 
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of training, particularly of taxonomists. Museum staff are important, as they are 
skilled in the identification of organisms for government agencies and for industry. 
Finally, Museums have an extraordinarily important role in public education. Not all of 
these functions are well-fulfilled by a Museum that is owned by a University – whose 
mission is education and research. 

It is clear to us that the funding of research in the Museum poses problems between 
the Department and the Museum. These need to be solved.

The broader issues, however, need to be discussed at Government level, for this 
Museum is a National Treasure. The issues are too complex for our panel to discuss. We 
strongly recommend that there be a review of the Museum as a whole, conducted by 
an international team drawn from senior levels in the major natural history museums 
of Europe and North America. This review should consider the relationship of the 
Museum and the University, in the light of the missions of these bodies. It should 
also consider the matter of accommodation – in our view, admittedly after a very 
brief visit, the Museum would far better serve its missions, particularly to the public, 
were it in a single building.

From the University’s perspective, the panel is of the view that the University of 
Helsinki, in partnership with Government, should make a strategic decision with 
regard to what type of Museum of Natural History they wish to support. If these 
stake holders wish for an internationally competitive, research-lead, museum then 
there is much work to be done.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

For the Botanical and Zoological Museums the main issue is to decide how to develop 
the molecular aspects to the research. The research environment and in particular 
the facilities for carrying out molecular work need improvement and that type of 
research is probably better carried out at the university department as long as the 
museum can not offer a strong scientific environment in terms of critical mass and 
core facilities of high standards. 

The research staff and interests of the newly included Botanical Garden in the Natural 
History Museum should be regarded as an asset and offer the possibilities of closer 
cooperation with the Botanical Museum, since the two entities seem to have a lot 
of linkages.

For the Geological Museum and the Dating Laboratory, the most pressing concern is 
to develop links with the geological science conducted at the University of Helsinki. 
Even if these units stay under the museum structure for administrative purposes, 
their academic development and future must ultimately be linked to the mainstream 
academic research in these areas.
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4.3 Research active staff

The senior research staff of the Botanical and Zoological Museums appear have a high 
competence in the main fields of the Museum. There is a question mark regarding 
the age structure and balance of senior and the young scientists. What positions are 
available or will soon be opening up for young scientists?

The panel was also concerned at the lack of overall leadership with respect to the 
strategic direction of research. We have two recommendations. The first is that the 
University appoints a research active Director to the Museum, as soon as this post 
becomes available. The second is that a broad scientific advisory board, with both 
Finnish and international members, be appointed to advise the overall research 
direction of the Museum. This board must include senior members from the Viikki 
campus.

The publication profile of the Museum staff also needs attention. Clearly monographic 
work will only be published in very specialist journals. However, the best museum 
research scientists in the USA and Europe, do publish articles of more general interest 
in very high profile journals (e.g., Science and Nature), as well as publishing much of 
their output in high impact journals such as Cladistics.

The Geological Museum faces a particular challenge with the imminent retirement 
of its only senior member of academic staff. 

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

In order for the Botanical and Zoological Museums to secure the future competence in 
the areas of taxonomy and systematics, biogeography etc there is a need to increase 
the number of doctoral students and also, considering the rapid development of 
methodology in these areas, post-toral students. It would be a good idea to arrange 
for foreigners to visit and to send Finnish students abroad to learn new techniques 
as necessary. 

4.5 Other issues

See 4.1.
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Name of the unit of assessment: Institute of Biotechnology

Panel: Biosciences

Tim Hunt, UK Cancer Research, UK, Chair
Per Andersen, University of Oslo, Department of Physiology, Norway
Michael Ashburner, University of Cambridge, Department of Genetics, UK
Paul M. Brakefield, Leiden University, Institute of Biology, The Netherlands
S. Dusko Ehrlich, Génétique Microbienne, INRA, France
Hans-Peter Lipp, University of Zürich, Institute of Anatomy, Switzerland
Celestina Mariani, University of Nijmegen, Plant Cell Biology, The Netherlands
Ian P. F. Owens, Imperial College London, Department of Biological Sciences, UK
Lisa Sennerby Forsse, The Swedish Research Council for Environment, Agricultural 
Sciences and Spatial Planning, Sweden 
Anna Tramontano, University of Rome, Department of Biological Sciences, Italy

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

Supporting Comments:

The panel was very pleased and excited by the work of the Institute of Biotechnology. 
A significant fraction of research at the Institute is at the leading edge of international 
science. This was clear from the list of best publications, which was copious and 
impressive, as well as the reports given by the Institute’s scientists, which were of a 
standard equivalent to the best anywhere in the world, and certainly in Europe.

The high rating given to this institute reflects the overall contributions of all 
the groups, however the panel would like to specifically mention the excellent 
performance of some groups, notably the “Bioenergetics”, “Structure and functions 
of biological macromolecular complexes” and “Molecular regulation” group. The 
panel particularly appreciated the high scientific standard and the innovative 
and challenging aspects of their research lines. We also liked the fact that the 
Developmental Biology Group worked on teeth, a subject of great interest and 
practical importance, and that they covered questions of evolution and comparative 
dentition as well as more basic questions of morphogenesis and induction. We were 
treated to witty and intelligent presentations that went beyond standard molecular 
biology into intellectually challenging, uncharted areas such as the origins and 
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evolutionary history of viruses. These are marks of a self-confident and successful 
group of investigators, who were proud of themselves and equally importantly, of 
each others work.

The Institute has been performing at a consistent level of excellence over a number 
of years and its research is at the forefront of the scientific fields of many of the 
component groups. This Institute is a great example of research that actually delivers 
results and innovations. Part of the success of the enterprise owes to the management 
skills leadership and fund-raising skill of the head of the Institute. We noted that 
goups had been asked to leave the institute, in some cases thanks to their own 
success, as in the case of the neurobiologists. This kind of evolutionary flexibility 
undoubtedly helps to keep the standards high, and also avoid scientific stagnation, an 
ever-present danger for research institutes. We would also point out and applaud that 
several members of staff participate in teaching at all levels. This close integration of 
research with teaching is not always seen in Europe, but where it is found, (examples 
come to mind of Cambridge, UK and at the Biocenter/IMP in Vienna, Austria) we 
consider it a great strength.

The core facilities are excellent, well managed and represent an asset for Finnish 
science at large. The recent addition of cryo-electron microscopy to complement X-
ray crystallography is a smart and welcome move.

2 Interaction between research and society
From many points of view, the interactions of the Institute with society are extremely 
good. From a commercial point of view they have started spin off companies, some 
of which are providing useful local employment. In a less tangible, but still important 
way, they have helped maintain public awareness of the usefulness of their science, 
helping “Biotechnology” to maintain a surprisingly good reputation in Finland, at a 
time when the word stands for some kinds of the worst aspects of science run out of 
control elsewhere in Europe. 

Asked to comment on this point themselves during our discussions, one of the PIs 
of the Institute pointed out very reasonably that the most important function of 
a University is to educate the young. This aspect of the interaction between the 
academy and ‘society’ should not be overlooked. We thought that students at all 
levels would benefit greatly from the playful, adventurous yet rigorous approaches 
to scientific questions as demonstrated by the presentations we heard.
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The strengths of this Institute are the high level international research, the 
interdisciplinarity and breadth of the research lines and their connection with applied 
problems. A major asset of the Institute are the excellent core facilities.

3.2 Weaknesses 

There are no visible scientific weaknesses in the program and in the research 
projects. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The Institute has a leading scientific role that should be maintained and allowed to 
spread. We do see a number of challenges ahead that the appropriate bodies should 
take into account. 

The first challenge will certainly be the appropriate maintenance and upgrade of 
the core facilities. Provisions should be made to keep the equipment up-to-date and 
to guarantee that their management is attractive for scientists who can develop 
techniques useful to the whole scientific Finnish scientific community.

Scientists at the Institute of Biotechnology have been very successful in using 
transgenic mouse technology, and we heard repeatedly that there was a pressing 
need for expanding the animal house. It seemed that this was already largely in hand, 
but we would reinforce the point. They have been vital tools, and we seen no signs 
that this technology has come anywhere close to the end of its useful life.

Everywhere in the world, scientists in charge of core facilities run the risk of having a 
less prominent role in publications to which they have made an absolutely essential 
contribution. Accordingly, they sometimes face problems in raising funds through the 
regular mechanisms (e.g. grants from research councils). The only solution we can 
envisage is to guarantee that technical personnel is sufficient to allow scientists in 
charge of the facilities to also carry on their own research without being penalised 
for the service they provide. Staffing should be sufficient not only to run the service 
but also to support independent research so that the core facility groups can be 
competitive with their colleagues.

It was said that an issue of a career path and a tenure track exists, but this is a very 
difficult problem to solve. We don’t think that there is too much of a problem: it 
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looked as though young people were encouraged to be independent and responsible. 
There needs to be ways to support such people, and of promoting them. In the UK, 
there are now very many schemes of this kind, some supported by the Government 
via the Royal Society and some funded by the Wellcome Trust. A certain number of 
European schemes are beginning to emerge along similar lines, but for the present 
these are scarce and highly competitive. We believe that, on one side, sufficient 
flexibility should be allowed especially in the core facilities to permit new innovative 
technologies to be added and carried out while, on the other, a path leading to 
further career development should be provided for scientists taking over the core 
facility management task.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The research level is outstanding and it is truly interdisciplinary. The whole is clearly 
more than the sum of its parts. 

Thought should be given to the medium term future direction of research. Research at 
this level is a rapidly moving field. Although we would agree that the Institute should 
not simply be responsive to the latest fashion from California or Massachusetts, new 
areas of biology are opening up – for example systems research – and the Institute 
must not be left behind.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The research environment and, especially, the core facilities have the potential of 
becoming international advanced platforms for the future generation of Finnish and 
European researchers.

They are excellent and should be kept so, by providing the necessary support.

The present research environment suffers form one main limitation, namely the 
dimension of the animal house facility. This has been a recurrent problem all over 
the scientific discussions this panel had with scientists in the premises and should be 
taken care of.

A very clear and well justified need is for greater facilities for rodents in general and 
transgenic mice in particular. Many groups, not only in this Unit but also in other 
Viikki units, need transgenic mice for their research and the lack of adequate facilities 
is rate limiting.
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The second problem that we identified was the lack of a funding structure for capital 
equipment. Research at this level, to remain internationally competitive, requires the 
planned purchase of capital equipment, both replacement as old equipment ages and 
becomes less efficient and new equipment, as the field in general advances. This is 
especially so in many of the areas of great concern to this unit, e.g. NMR machines, 
mass-spectrometers, advanced microscopes (optical and electronic) and equipment 
for imaging. 

4.3 Research active staff

The staff of the Institute is of high international standards and reaches high levels of 
excellence in the case of the “Bioenergetics”, “Structure and functions of biological 
macromolecular complexes” and “Molecular regulation” groups.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

As far as the role and situation of doctoral training is concerned, please refer to the 
separate document discussing this topic in general terms.

The post-docs perceive their situation as satisfactory from a scientific point of view 
and they feel they have sufficient freedom and excellent facilities to carry on their 
research.

4.5 Other issues

The Institute recently (2004) prepared a very handsome brochure to celebrate 15 years 
of existence. The panel found this a very helpful, well-designed document. Something 
along these lines would have been welcome from all the units of assessment….
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Neuroscience Center

Panel: Biosciences

Tim Hunt, UK Cancer Research, UK, Chair
Per Andersen, University of Oslo, Department of Physiology, Norway
Michael Ashburner, University of Cambridge, Department of Genetics, UK
Paul M. Brakefield, Leiden University, Institute of Biology, The Netherlands
S. Dusko Ehrlich, Génétique Microbienne, INRA, France
Hans-Peter Lipp, University of Zürich, Institute of Anatomy, Switzerland
Celestina Mariani, University of Nijmegen, Plant Cell Biology, The Netherlands
Ian P. F. Owens, Imperial College London, Department of Biological Sciences, UK
Lisa Sennerby Forsse, The Swedish Research Council for Environment, Agricultural 
Sciences and Spatial Planning, Sweden 
Anna Tramontano, University of Rome, Department of Biological Sciences, Italy

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

Despite its rather short history, the Neuroscience Center has already produced a 
remarkable output both in terms of publications and in number of PhD theses. 
Quite naturally for such a young institution with mostly young group leaders, not 
all divisions have reached the same level of scientific competence and maturity such 
as shown by the groups focusing on molecular biology and, notably, the zebrafish 
model. The latter already presents a nice example of what fresh approaches, broad 
neurobiological scope and interaction with other groups can achieve. However, there 
is no doubt that the other groups also have reached an international competitive 
level, and if they continue in this way, they will merit a top qualification in the near 
future. 

Our judgment was facilitated by the (commendable) transparent way of listing 
publications together with the impact factors of the journals, although the panel 
is aware of the limitations of this score. Nonetheless, it is a reasonable indicator of 
both the general quality of the research and international acceptance of the authors. 
For readers unacquainted with this field, it should be noted that pure Neuroscience 
journals do not achieve the impact factors of clinical journals owing to a smaller 
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readership. Apart from general top journals such as Nature, Science and PNAS, there 
are only two neuroscience journals having impact scores above 10 (Neuron, Nature 
Neuroscience), followed by the Journal of Neuroscience with an average impact 
factor of about 8, this journal being known to be highly selective, particularly for 
European groups. The majority of high-quality journals with a general audience 
have impact factors between 3 and 5 (e.g., Hippocampus, J. Comp. Neurology, Eur. J. 
Neuroscience). Good Journals with primarily behavioral orientation score between 2 
and 3 (e.g., Behavioural Brain Research, Memory & Learning, Genes, Brain & Behavior), 
while general journals with scores below 2 must be considered as fair, some highly 
specialized journals ranking even lower yet without reflecting quality standards. 
Some journals (e.g., J. Neuroscience Methods) are frequently read but articles are 
insufficiently cited as to generate a high impact factor. We have also checked the 
recent output of the center in 2005 and find it highly satisfactory, not least taking 
into account that the majority of papers originating from PhD theses can only be 
expected in the coming years.

For our overall analysis, we have focused on articles published in pure Neuroscience 
journals as they permit an unbiased comparison, but have not forgotten the many 
other clinical, molecular, cellular and genetic papers having appeared in good-quality 
and, several of them, in top-ranking journals. Part of them fall into the category 
Neuroscience; others reflect the interdisciplinary involvement of group members, at 
times impressively. By considering the Neuroscience-specific publication output of all 
groups in the Neuroscience Center (70), it becomes immediately evident that there are 
no publications in notoriously uncritical journals and very few in fair but low-ranked 
journals (6%). The majority (81%) has been published in competitive good and high-
quality journals. This testifies the intention of the Center to aim for competitive high-
quality output in whatever sub-field. This intention is underscored by the success in 
placing articles in the Journal of Neuroscience (6%) and top-ranked journals such as 
Neuron or Nature Neuroscience (7%). This distribution clearly indicates the successful 
striving for top-quality. We also agree that the representative papers given in the 
assessment sheet do indeed reflect the main lines of research of the groups, and fully 
agree with the choice of the papers considered to be the best by the groups. They 
deserve to be congratulated for their efforts. 

2 Interaction between research and society

Clinical ramifi cations

The composition of the Neuroscience Center has been chosen to include clinically 
oriented Neuroscience. Undoubtedly, this will help strongly in anchoring the 
institution in public awareness and esteem, and also bears the promise of developing 
medical treatments with a worldwide impact. We strongly recommend and encourage 
continuing the links with Finnish physicians, geneticists and the medical community 
in general.
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Pharmaceutical industry, biotech spin-offs and patents

The number of patents and existing links with the biomedical industry favorably 
impresses the evaluation panel. Clearly, this is a line of interactions that deserves to 
be continued and strengthened.

Scientifi c community

The group leaders in the Neuroscience Center are well represented both in national 
and international scientific committees and editorial boards of scientific journals, and 
there is no doubt that the younger group leaders will also have their share of these 
often time-consuming tasks. Nonetheless, they reflect international status and peer-
recognition, and should thus be encouraged.

Visibility in the public domain

The self-assessment stresses the participation of Institute members in professional 
discussions and debates, including teaching of paramedical and other professional 
groups. We believe that this is a laudable strategy, but also feel that other means 
of public recognition might be achievable. In the United States but also in European 
countries, a successful strategy was and is the organization of public days (e.g., “brain 
fairs, brain-awareness weeks”, see for example http://www.dana.org/brainweek/) in 
the form of exhibits, prominent speakers and laboratory visits, alternating between 
clinical and basic neuroscience. We realize that such an effort may be strenuous for a 
relatively understaffed institution, but see a possibility when the Museum of Natural 
History could provide logistic support using his expertise and staff experienced in 
organizing exhibits and events. This expertise for popularizing science might be useful 
for other Bioscience institutions as well.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

Because the fate of this unit may critically depend on the outcome of this evaluation, 
the comments of the panel will be relatively detailed.

In terms of administrative organization, the Neuroscience center, which was 
created recently (in operation since 2002), is a skillfully constructed institution. It 
is independent of faculties and thus avoids some of the inevitable constraints of 
being associated with a specific faculty, be this in terms of funding, PhD theses or 
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interdisciplinary actions. The evaluation panel recognizes and appreciates the efforts 
with respect to organization and negotiations necessary to achieve this goal. Given 
the interdisciplinary ramification of neuroscience, we believe that this model could 
serve as a European-wide example of how to optimize available resources within 
an existing university system. As stated in the self-assessment, the splitting of the 
groups into one part located in Viikki and an other at Meilahti poses some challenges 
for close interaction, but the panel also believes that a close link to the biomedical 
community at Meilahti is necessary for the long-term survival of the Neuroscience 
Center. Most likely, such a link seems appropriate for a newly founded institution 
that has to prove its raison d’être.

Scientifically, the directorate and the scientific advisory board have achieved several 
remarkable goals:

• Firstly, they have been able to put Helsinki on the European map of respected 
neuroscience institutions. Prior to the creation of the Institute, University 
of Helsinki (HU) was known for at least two neuroscience groups with high 
reputation, but the rest of the groups and institutions active in various fields of 
neuroscience both in Helsinki and in other Finnish universities did not receive 
much attention abroad, despite the competence of many individual scientists. 
This has changed, not at least because of the creation of a graduate school 
for neuroscientists clearly necessary to integrate local and national know-how 
and education. Such linking of human resources is of particular importance in 
a nation with 5 M inhabitants.

• Secondly, they have generated a realistic and promising interdisciplinary blend 
of new young groups working in fertile fields of neuroscience. Building on 
the solid reputation of molecular neurobiology and in vitro neurobiology 
of growth-factors and extracellular matrix proteins as a spin-off from the 
Institute of Biotechnology, they complemented this know-how with a clinical 
group linked to the strong medical genetics community in Finland, with 
developmental neurobiology of the hippocampus, and with one of the most 
advanced zebra fish neurobiology laboratories found in Europe. These lines of 
investigations are excellent and should be strongly supported in the future.

• Thirdly, in order to serve the neuroscience community in the Helsinki region, 
they also established core facilities such as a specialized cell culture laboratory, 
and phenotyping laboratories for both zebrafish and transgenic mice. In 
particular, the two latter laboratories are of crucial importance for being 
competitive in the field of functional analysis of the two most important 
genetic-developmental models of CNS function available at present and 
certainly for the next decade. Probably unique in Europe, both laboratories 
are found in the same institution, thus enabling synergies of know-how hardly 
available elsewhere. 
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• Fourthly, a highly promising aspect is that these groups are young and not 
under the tutelage of a domineering scientist. Having started together, 
spontaneous and enthusiastic interactions between groups are going on and 
are likely to deepen and to continue.

3.2 Weaknesses 

Taken together, we acknowledge the well-balanced and self-critical view of 
weaknesses as lined out in the self-assessment. As stated there, the main weakness 
is that the Neuroscience Center cannot cover all fields. Given the actual situation of 
the Finnish neuroscience community, such ambitions would seem highly unrealistic, 
indeed. The evaluation panel thus agrees that including adjunct professors from other 
institutions and Finnish universities was a wise decision providing complementary 
neuroscience know-how and technical expertise. The second point, local splitting 
of research groups, would also seem unavoidable given the actual distribution of 
research facilities. In a long-term perspective, however, we hope that the foreseeable 
success of the Center will open new perspectives for hosting the entire institution in 
one common building. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

The panel does agree that ramifications into, and networking with, clinically oriented 
institutions offers the most promising approach to anchor the Center solidly in the 
biomedical community in Helsinki and nationwide. Emerging opportunities for further 
anchoring will be dealt with in detail below (4.2.2), also with proposals enhancing 
intradepartmental networking (4.2.3)

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

In general, we encourage the center to fully exploit its exciting perspectives along 
the clinical and experimental research lines chosen by the groups, whose foundation 
is already excellent and will lead to foreseeable success. Below are a few suggestions 
where we see potential for improvement and/or strengthening:
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• The in vivo neurophysiology, particularly in transgenic mice, should be 
emphasized and extended in order to permit focusing on relevant parameters 
of in vitro and slice studies. In principle, this know-how is available through 
the adjunct professorships and groups, but it needs to be implemented. 

• In the LTP experiments, only results being more than 30% over mean pretetanic 
values should be accepted. Likewise, only experiments in which a control input 
to the same cell or synaptic population does not show significant changes 
should be accepted.

• The well-operating facility for behavioral phenotyping of mice deserves to be 
strengthened. The actual status and know-how of this core laboratory compare 
favorably with the ones available at top European laboratories, as indicated 
by publications in good journals. However, the approach is very demanding in 
terms of personnel, which may stifle productivity of this young core facility. 

• The zebrafish laboratory and core facility should obtain continuous and full 
support and, if possible, strengthening. This should, however, not go at the 
expense of other projects of this group having yielded intriguing results (e.g., 
on the histaminergic system).

• Stronger interactions between the groups of the Center might be generated 
by reserving a fraction of the budget for groups sharing a project with a PhD 
student, in particular if they are located in a different campus. As observed 
also in other European universities, it is for local groups (not only from the 
Neuroscience Center but also from the other Bioscience institutions) often 
more practical and easier to cooperate with groups abroad than with those 
in the home institution. However, real sustainability of human resources and 
preservation of local interdisciplinary know-how might, in the long-term, be 
better achieved by cross-linking research groups within a center or department. 
We believe that this is a point to be considered by the University of Helsinki 
for other University institutions as well.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

In terms of infrastructure, the Center possesses, or has access to, sophisticated 
set-ups for imaging, ultrastructural and molecular analysis, and excellent state-of-
the-art facilities for in vitro neurophysiology. On the other hand, there are some 
infrastructural shortcomings that may threaten further scientific development of the 
Center in its present form.

• The understaffing of the behavioral phenotyping laboratory prevents 
optimal use of the available transgenic mice. However, novel technologies for 
automated cognitive assessment of mice are available whose implementation 
would greatly enhance testing capacities and output, complementing the 
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established automated feeder/activity meters. The availability of many 
transgenic mouse lines on the Viikki campus offers an excellent opportunity for 
screening potentially interesting models – after all, the success of the leading 
US laboratories in this field (e.g., Kandel, Tonegawa, Da Silva) was initially 
dependent on transgenic mouse lines generated for cancer research.

• In this context, it appears mandatory for the University of Helsinki to find a 
rapid solution for a local mouse transgenic facility with a capacity of about 
30,000 mice. Experience elsewhere has shown that European universities 
unable to offer hosting of transgenic mouse lines fail to attract or even risk 
to loose top scientists working with mice. If one of the long-term goals of 
the University of Helsinki were to attract foreign top scientists, such a facility 
would provide a strong attractor, provided the mouse maintenance costs 
remain moderate. However, with housing costs of anticipated 45-60 cents/day 
per mouse, research in neuroscience, developmental biology and immunology 
depending on such models could be demolished. 

• As for other core facilities in the Biosciences, HU should find a solution of 
promoting technical facilities headed by young scientists yet enabling them 
to conduct enough research in order to gain a scientific profile.

4.3 Research active staff

At present, we see no reason to interfere with the successfully launched research 
programs. The staff is young and energetic, the groups appear well-balanced for 
postdocs and graduate students, and the director keeps in the background, discretely 
but efficiently.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The establishment of a Neuroscience graduate school is a great asset for the 
Center. We have been particularly impressed by seeing graduate students teaching 
undergraduates in topics as complex as stereology – congratulations for a perfect 
example of parallel learning and teaching. With this attitude and abilities, the young 
scientists will make their way wherever it will lead. We have, however, a minor 
suggestion: given the limited human and financial resources of the Finnish academic 
system, the Center should consider ways to promote the scientific creativity of its 
younger neuroscientists. Although this already happens by means of unofficial seed 
money, the Center might consider an open competition among students for funding 
of an innovative small project involving, for example, undergraduate or visiting 
students. The reason for this suggestion is that scientific creativity is evenly and thinly 
spread, and must thus be actively sought. Elitist educational systems can afford to 
attract creative minds by financial power or status, systems like that in Finland must 
try to optimally exploit the available human resources. 
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4.5 Other issues

The decision of continuing the Neuroscience Center will be taken in 2006. From the 
viewpoint of the evaluating panel, we see every reason to continue such a successfully 
launched enterprise and recommend a permanent establishment of this promising 
institution.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Kilpisjärvi Biological Station

Sub-Panel: Biosciences (Research stations)

Ian P. F. Owens, Imperial College London, Department of Biological Sciences, UK
Lisa Sennerby Forsse, The Swedish Research Council for Environment, Agricultural 
Sciences and Spatial Planning, Sweden 

1 Mission, structure and performance 

Mission and structure

The two most important missions of the Kilpisjärvi Biological Station are, first, to 
provide a modern research environment in the sub-alpine zone, and second, to collect 
a long data series in different monitoring areas that goes back as far as 1946. It 
is important to note that these data series are uninterrupted and include climate, 
plant and soil chemistry, vegetation, lemmings, birds and predators. These series have 
been recognised by the scientific community and are being explored in wide range 
of international and national projects. These data have directly led to high-level 
international publications in the assessment period.

The mission and structure of this station seems to be in good order. The location and 
the facilities are very suitable for the type of cold climate/artic related studies that 
are carried out here. The station has 8 staff members but only two (and in reality 
only one) of them are academic staff. There are very good conditions for receiving 
individual scientists that want to do research as well as groups of students for separate 
courses at both graduate and undergraduate levels. Although the station is situated 
in the far north, the transportation back and forth is quite good. The cost for using 
the facilities and lodging etc is low and some income may be generated mainly from 
foreign visitors, who pay more than Helsinki students. 

Performance

The main strengths of the station must be regarded to be the sub-arctic location, 
the long time series, and not least the devoted personnel. It is a weakness that the 
director himself (who is also the senior researcher) is not in a good position to carry 
out much research, although the potential to do some really interesting studies is 
high. The performance in terms of international and national courses and visiting 
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scientists is high, and a substantial amount of undergraduate teaching is carried out 
at the station.

2 Interaction between research and society
The station has a good public image and has been shown in the media several times. 
The Director also has contacts with the Finnish Museum of Natural History, especially 
with regard to the arctic wildlife aspects and also concerning the plants. It is also said 
that there is a committee of cooperation for these aspects with the public – which 
is good if it works. The station also has some responsibilities in the neighbourhood 
in Kilpisjärvi.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges 

3.1 Strengths

The Kilpisjärvi Biological Station provides excellent research facilities in a sub-arctic 
habitat.

There are unique long-term databases on biological and climatic fluctuations in the 
sub-alpine habitat.

There is a dedicated and expert Director and staff.

3.2 Weaknesses

The main weakness is the lack of scientific staff dedicated to the station. The panel 
wondered about the possibility of sharing a professor/lecturer with the University 
who would serve part-time at the station, working on relevant issues. They felt that 
this idea should be taken seriously, although it might be difficult to implement for 
various reasons.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

The long-term data series are the major opportunities. The main challenges will be to 
advertise the uniqueness and usefulness of these data for research in climate change 
and environmental research. The research station should also make sure that its role 
in collecting this data is made clear in the resulting publications.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

We would like to see improvement in the communication and cooperation with the 
University of Helsinki in terms of sharing research and maybe also teaching staff. Since 
the importance of environmental monitoring will probably increase even more over 
time, the University should consider the possibility to increase the use of the station 
in certain fields of research and teaching.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The infrastructure of the station appears to be appropriate for its needs, but this 
must be maintained.

4.3 Research active staff

There is a need for more stable research staff at the station. 

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The station contributes to the training of postgraduate students but does not directly 
supervise these students.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Lammi Biological Station

Sub-Panel: Biosciences (Research Stations)

Ian P. F. Owens, Imperial College London, Department of Biological Sciences, UK
Lisa Sennerby Forsse, The Swedish Research Council for Environment, Agricultural 
Sciences and Spatial Planning, Sweden 

1 Mission, structure and performance 

Mission and structure

The primary function of the Lammi Biological Station is to act as a base for field 
studies in biology and environmental sciences and related disciplines. This is the 
University of Helsinki’s principle research station for freshwater and forest research. 
The station has also developed a research unit of its own, however, and has excellent 
facilities for laboratory work. They are in the process of discussing with the University 
the possibility of building a new space for experimental work under controlled 
environments.

The location and the facilities are very suitable for the ecosystem/environmental/
ecological studies that are carried out here. This is the biggest field research station 
in Finland with 41 staff members (21 permanent), out of which about 16 are regarded 
as academic staff (all on external funding/project money). There are very good 
conditions for receiving both individual scientists that want to do research as well as 
groups of students for separate courses at graduate and undergraduate levels. The 
cost for using the facilities and accommodation etc is low and some income may be 
generated from higher levels of charging foreign visitors, who pay more than Helsinki 
students. 

Performance

The main research strength of the station is considered to be in aquatic science, 
particularly freshwater research. The station is said to have educated most of Finland’s 
Professors and senior scientists in aquatic ecology! The research and teaching activities 
are very ambitious and though we, as the evaluation group, were told not to judge the 
scientific excellence of the stations, we would like to make a note that the publication 
activity of the staff members at Lammi is impressive. We also understand that there 
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has been a donation for a 4-year professorship to the station from domestic sources 
in the region, which is a very positive sign. It also points towards the fact that the 
work at the station is very much appreciated, not only by the University and its 
students but also by the local people. Another sign of high quality is that the Finnish 
part of a Nordic Centre of Excellence in climate change is located at Lammi station. 
The staff of the station also participate in several international and EU programmes 
in different areas. 

2 Interaction between research and society
One of the duties of the station is to collaborate with the local and regional 
educational and research institutes, authorities and members of the public. This is 
an important part of the interaction of the station with society. Within the last few 
years there has been a lot of activity in this area. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges 

3.1 Strengths

The key strengths of the station are excellent conditions and facilities and the high 
expertise of the scientists working at the station. Good local relations have resulted 
in the very concrete donation of a time-restricted Professorship. The Station has 
also been very successful in raising soft money from different sources, including 
competitive agencies like the Academy of Finland.

3.2 Weaknesses

According to the information provided to the panel members, there is no permanent 
scientific staff, which is needed in order to develop a strategic research strategy for 
the station. There is also a need for better facilities for controlled experiments. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

The donation of a Professorship will hopefully mean a breakthrough in order 
to allocate more research funding to Lammi as well as take care of the need for 
improvement of the supervising to PhD students as well as teaching graduate and 
undergraduate courses. New good facilities for controlled experiments may increase 
the possibilities to attract more research in such areas to the station.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Keep up the good work and use the new Professorship to develop interesting research 
in a relevant area and to attract more students to do field work at the station. 
More interactions with the University and Institutes concerning scientific activities, 
such as seminars, conferences, discussion groups and so on would be beneficial for 
the scientific staff located at the station. The contact between the University of 
Helsinki and the groups active in these areas is important for keeping up and further 
developing the excellence of scientific activities at the station.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The station’s greatest requirement in terms of infrastructure is a new laboratory 
to carry out large-scale experimental work at the station itself. This will support 
the ongoing field studies, and is already under negotiation with the HU: The panel 
enthusiastically supports this proposal.

4.3 Research active staff

The advent of a new Professor is most welcome, and should satisfy a long-standing 
need to strengthen the station’s ability to carry out research and teach/supervise.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The panel was very pleased to see the commitment of station staff to training of 
postgraduate students. They regard this as a very important role for the station that 
should be maintained.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Tvärminne Zoological Station

Sub-Panel: Biosciences (Research stations)

Ian P. F. Owens, Imperial College London, Department of Biological Sciences, UK
Lisa Sennerby Forsse, The Swedish Research Council for Environment, Agricultural 
Sciences and Spatial Planning, Sweden 

1 Mission, structure and performance 

Mission and structure

The primary function of the Tvärminne Zoological Station is to act as a service unit for 
scientists coming to do research on marine biology. In addition, several PhD students 
have been educated and trained at the station on funding from domestic sources, 
on condition that the studies are carried out at Tvärminne. These students got parts 
of their supervision and training at the station.

The location and the facilities are very suitable for the hydrobiological, brackish water 
studies that are carried out here. This station has about 18 staff members, out of 
which 4 are research active staff. There are very good conditions for serving both 
individual scientists that want to do research as well as groups of students for separate 
courses at graduate and undergraduate levels. The cost for using the facilities and 
lodging etc is low and some income may be generated from foreign visitors, who pay 
more than Helsinki students. 

Performance

The main focus of the research performed here is on the ecology and ecosystem 
processes of/in the Baltic Sea. This research focus seems appropriate to the panel 
in light of current interest in the Baltic Sea ecosystem, and the research builds on a 
tradition of more than 100 years. According to our instructions as an evaluation group, 
since the main part of the publications have been evaluated in conjunction with 
the department evaluation, we do not judge the scientific excellence of the station. 
However we conclude that the research and teaching activities are very ambitious and 
we conclude that the importance of this research station is very high. The importance 
of this research station has been emphasised repeatedly during our discussions with 
other academic units at the Viikki campus of the University if Helsinki.
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2 Interaction between research and society
The station has developed a very good range of contacts with the Government 
Institutes in environmental marine science. About 20% of the external funded 
research going on at the station comes from these Institutes. The station should keep 
up its presently strong position in locally and nationally changing educational and 
academic structure, in order to strengthen its position in benefiting from external 
projects in terms of research and income.

The station provides an excellent platform for a wide range of educational facilities 
associated with the marine environment.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges 

3.1 Strengths

The laboratory equipment at Tvärminne is really quite new and modern and the 
equipment is of high quality and up-to-date enough to cover the needs of different 
research groups. This, together with the location, has allowed high quality research 
in laboratory and experimental studies of the function and dynamic processes of the 
eco-systems.

A very good network of contacts with other University and Government bodies exists 
in this area of research.

3.2 Weaknesses

The main weaknesses that we could see are connected to the economy of the station 
since the station has to earn the money for running the station (the staff salaries are 
paid by the university). The station and the University need to agree a robust financial 
plan for the future. 

Another weakness is that there is a lack of coordination among the different 
parties using the station, such as the University departments on the one hand and 
the Government Institutes on the other hand. A common plan for the short- and 
long-term would be beneficial for the station to help the leadership co-ordinate the 
activities and the priorities at the station.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges

The key challenge is to increase the profile of the research station in the international 
research communities in order to attract the very best groups to come together at 
Tvärminne. It could also strengthen its role as the centre of research regarding the 
Baltic Sea ecosystem, which is of common interest to many countries in the region. 
The EU funding for regional studies of this kind might also be something that will be 
a potential source of income in the future.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

We would like to fully acknowledge the importance of Tvärminne field station for 
the education and research in the respective areas, and especially for continuously 
contributing to increasing the knowledge about the Baltic Sea. Keep up the good 
work and continue to strive to increase international collaborations with the station 
as the focal point for networks in different research areas.

There is a need to better coordinate the activities from the different external users 
of the station and the recommendation would be to install a body that could serve 
that function. The body needs to include representation from the University, the 
Government Institutes, and the Station itself.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The Station seems to be in quite good shape for the time being, although the facilities 
need constant updating! This appears to have been achieved very well in the past, 
including the main research vessel.

4.3 Research active staff

The Station would like this to be increased, but we think the most important thing is 
to let the situation be stable and allow them develop the contacts with the research 
communities according to previous planning.
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4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The station has a vital role as being a major site for training and education in marine 
research methodology and analyse laboratory for experimental work.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Helsinki University 
Environmental Research Centre (Network)

Sub-Panel: Biosciences (Network)

Ian P. F. Owens, Imperial College London, Department of Biological Sciences, UK
Lisa Sennerby Forsse, The Swedish Research Council for Environment, Agricultural 
Sciences and Spatial Planning, Sweden 

1 Mission, structure and performance 

Mission and structure

The Helsinki University Environmental Research Centre (HERC) is unusual in the context 
of the Faculty of Biosciences because it is not an independent institute. Rather, it is 
a network designed to facilitate multidisciplinary research in environmental sciences 
(biological sciences + physical sciences + social sciences). The core of the HERC network 
is a series of units from Helsinki University itself, but it also includes a large range 
of non-University links. HERC is administered by a coordinator, who is guided by an 
internal Steering Group and an external Advisory Board.

HERC was established in 2000, with the first block of funding running for five years 
through to the end of 2004. This funding has now been extended to 2007 and the 
network is planning its activities through to the end of 2009. The HERC network is 
funded by the University of Helsinki, who provides approximately 500k Euro per 
year, the majority of which is used to fund small to medium scale research projects. 
The principal investigators are all academic staff of the University of Helsinki who 
are assessed elsewhere in this RAE exercise. The network insists that these research 
projects should be multidisciplinary in nature, reflecting its overall research 
strategy.

An international panel reviewed HERC in 2003, which gave largely positive feedback 
and suggested a few changes to the administrative and research structure. Most of 
those changes have now been carried through, although the University did not agree 
to a 5-year extension to the core grant (only 2 years supported) and did not agree to 
increase the level of funding from 500K to 1500k Euros per year
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Performance

HERC has now completed its first cycle of funding and has supported 13 relatively 
small research projects. As part of the new block of funding, HERC has now supported 
a new series of somewhat larger projects but as these have just begun, the panel’s 
comments are based on the output of the first set of projects only.

The panel applauds HERC’s mission to promote multidisciplinary research in 
environmental science, but feels that this is an extremely difficult task and that the 
network has still to prove that it can achieve a sustainable research program at a high 
international level. Thus far, the research output of the projects supported by HERC 
has been largely below the highest scientific level and, although there are some nice 
publications, the standard falls well below that achieved elsewhere in the faculty. 
The panel appreciates the difficulties in developing a new area of multidisciplinary 
research, especially in terms of publishing work in top-level journals and obtaining 
standard research funding, but it was still felt that much of the output was less strong 
than the best international competition. The network needs to provide unambiguous 
evidence that its multidisciplinary approach can add value to environmental research 
such that the results could be published in the very best journals.

2 Interaction between research and society
The HERC network has unusually good links to the stakeholder community in 
environmental sciences and this is probably the principle benefit of the network in 
its current form. Stakeholders are specifically included in the structure of the network 
through the Advisory Board and the multidisciplinary nature of the projects.

HERC also has an active series of seminars that are open to non-academic members 
of the community, which is unusual for a university unit, and highly laudable.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges 

3.1 Strengths

The network’s aim to promote multidisciplinary research is potentially exciting, if it 
can be realised. The network has already fostered some novel multidisciplinary links 
between research groups.

The network has strong links to the stakeholder community in environmental science, 
especially in the Helsinki area.
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3.2 Weaknesses

The high expectations of the multidisciplinary approach have yet to be realised in 
terms of a large volume of multidisciplinary research in top-level journals.

It is difficult to judge the role of HERC in facilitating some of the research included in 
the submitted material. In several cases it appears that some of the key staff are not 
actually employed on HERC funds. The network needs to be able to point to specific 
discoveries that would not have been made without their funding.

HERC has not shown how it is distinct from the Environmental Sciences Major in the 
Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences. Is HERC just a university-funded 
research wing of the Major, or can it achieve new goals in its own right?

The future of the network remains uncertain, with the university funding only 
running for another two years. This will inevitably influence the type and scale of 
research that can be conducted, and the quality of the staff recruited.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

Again, the key challenge is to convert the potential of the multidisciplinary approach 
into concrete discoveries that are published in high quality journals.

The long-term challenge is to secure a robust stream of external funding based on 
the multidisciplinary approach.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The network needs to focus on issues, questions and methods that will demonstrate 
the power of the multidisciplinary approach, and publish their key findings in 
unambiguously high profile journals.

The network needs to show that it is conceptually distinct from the Environmental 
Science Major.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The infrastructure appears appropriate, although the lack of long term funding is 
a weakness. It is vital to encourage real multidisciplinary discussions leading to co-
writing and development of new projects.
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4.3 Research active staff

Staffing seems appropriate. HERC largely employs relatively junior staff, associated 
with each project and this is probably an effective way to generate new research 
ideas. The exception to this is the coordinator, who clearly plays a vital role.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Training appears to be well organised and effective, but the long-term need is to 
achieve funding for a graduate school.

4.5 Other issues

The University needs to decide whether to continue the funding of HERC, as two 
year blocks of funding are not sufficient to plan this type of challenging research. We 
consider that success over the next two years is crucial to continuation. HERC needs 
to establish how it is different, in terms of research strategy, from the Environmental 
Sciences Major.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Faculty of Pharmacy 
- Faculty of Pharmacy as a unit
- Division of Biopharmaceutics and Pharmacokinetics
- Division of Pharmaceutical Biology
- Division of Pharmacology and Toxicology
- Division of Pharmaceutical Chemistry
- Division of Pharmaceutical Technology
- Division of Social Pharmacy

Panel: Pharmacy

Henk Timmerman, Free University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Chair
Daniela Barlocco, University of Milan, Institute of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Italy
Dominique Duchene, Universite Paris-Sud, Faculté de Pharmacie, France
Mathias Hamburger, University of Basel, Institut für Pharmazeutische Biologie, 
Switzerland
Olavi Pelkonen, University of Oulu, Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology, 
Finland

Preface
The panel has not considered any previous evaluation report or rating. The received 
documentation and the findings during the site visit have been used solely, whereby 
the actual state of affairs at the faculty has been compared with the current 
developments in the field of pharmaceutical sciences.

The Viikki Drug Discovery Technology Center (DDTC) has not been included in the 
considerations separately, as such has not been asked and as this centre has been 
evaluated recently; the evaluation report on the DDTC has not been used neither for 
the current reporting of the panel.
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The Faculty of Pharmacy as a unit

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 4

Supporting Comments:

As the faculty is formed by 6 divisions and the newly established centre DDTC it 
is difficult to assess the faculty without making a separate assessment of these 6 
divisions. In this report we will produce nevertheless an assessment of the faculty as 
one unit, in all 4 paragraphs of this report followed by a similar assessment of the 
divisions.

The panel felt that a balanced judgement was not easy, as the faculty is obviously in 
a phase of important changes, growth and adjustments. In a way the timing of the 
evaluation of this faculty is therefore not timely.

The documentation as received made it difficult and time consuming to reach a 
balanced judgement. Just the listing of papers and counting the total numbers does 
not offer much. The addition – at the request of the panel for a bibliographical 
analysis – of the total numbers of citation does neither allow to say something about 
the quality of the scientific output; a real sophisticated bibliographical analysis 
would have been more meaningful. The panel noted that some projects overlapped 
divisional boundaries, but in the absence of project-based documentation, this fact 
was difficult to take into consideration in the evaluation.

As compared to the previous period the number of papers has increased, but not 
dramatically and not in all divisions. It seems that currently more than in the past 
attention is paid to the quality of the journals to which manuscripts are offered, but 
there are rarely papers in real top journals; in this respect the analytical section of the 
Division of Pharmaceutical Chemistry scores the best, but in general papers appear 
in average to good journals.

During the site visit it became clear that the frequency of publishing is further on 
the increase – e.g. that is true for the divisions of Pharmaceutical Chemistry and 
Pharmacology and Toxicology, but we left this observation out of the judgement.

There has not been an increase in the number of doctoral theses. Here we observed 
an increase in the current number of Ph.D. students; it might therefore be expected 
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that an increase in the total number of Ph.D. defences is imminent to be followed by 
a subsequent increase in papers.

For the Faculty as one unit the panel concludes that the rate should be 4.

2 Interaction between research and society
The faculty is by its nature carrying out research which has great meaning for the 
society in general. Medicines are products having a great impact on all people.

Some of the research carried out by the divisions has led to patents (applications), in 
one case to a patented product that has reached the market (diminicol ®). The status 
of the patent application in general became however not clear.

Some individual members of the faculty are active in taking part in public discussions, 
radio-and TV programmes, journals and even discussion in parliament, related to (the 
use) of medicine.

The new Division of Social Pharmacy reaches a programme and carries out research 
which have a direct meaning for the awareness of people for medicines in general 
and for the optimal application of them.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The faculty has extremely nice premises and the equipment is of a high quality; the 
infrastructure is very good; this will be further discussed per division.

The staff has succeeded – after the faculty became ‘independent’ to create a feeling 
of proudness, a kind of ‘we-feeling’. The younger staff and especially the group of 
Ph.D. students the panel met with were very much satisfied with their situation and 
even enthusiastic about the perspectives for the faculty. It was however remarkable 
they seemed to be somewhat pessimistic about their own career expectations. 

The presence of the DDTC unit is an important asset for the faculty; the unit as 
such has been evaluated separately recently and we have not been asked to judge 
this centre in our exercise. The panel is somewhat concerned about the unclear 
relationships ‘Division(s)-DDTC’, and fears even that not all possibilities available 
within the faculty are fully used in the DDTC. The fact that for coming years some of 
the research programmes are included and others in the DDTC might easily lead to 
problems, also between persons.
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3.2 Weaknesses 

A general weakness is the ratio staff –(Ph.D.) students. The number of Ph.D. students 
has increased during recent years, without a comparable growth of the number of 
staff members; it occurs that one professor has the full responsibility for more than 
20 Ph.D. students.

The faculty wants to cover the complete field of pharmaceutical sciences; the DDTC 
is an example of this ambition. However some important sub disciplines are poorly 
developed in the faculty, the most important ones are (modern) pharmacokinetics 
and medicinal chemistry in all aspects. An action is needed here! The same is true 
for the position of toxicology in the Division of Pharmacology and Toxicology. A 
faculty of Pharmacy needs a strong group of toxicology. To a somewhat comparable 
level this can also be said for medicinal chemistry in the Division of Pharmaceutical 
Chemistry; for pharmacokinetics the panel suggest to include this in the programme 
of the Division of Pharmacology and Toxicology.

The panel observed that clear leadership is not strongly developed and asks attention 
for this issue, which might become manifest when a new dean should be appointed. 
Attention is asked for the international character of the faculty. It seems that neither 
the staff or the Ph.D. students agree with the panel that an improvement – and 
specific actions – are needed. All panel members however agree that in comparison 
with leading European institutes there is a problem.

The last point may be an example of, as the panel feels it, the not very much 
developed ‘ambition’ at the level of the staff. The expression ‘we want to become 
a leading institute in Europe’ is not good enough as it is not followed by a strategy 
for this purpose.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

From our analysis of the weaknesses several matters arise which could be considered 
as real opportunities to strengthen the position of the faculty as a unit.

In the subsequent paragraphs on the individual divisions several suggestions are 
made. It is the challenge of the faculty not only to stimulate the developments in 
the divisions, but especially also to foster the integral performance of the faculty. The 
weaknesses as observed should be carefully considered.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

We refer to the paragraphs on the individual disciplines, but add that in 
pharmaceutical sciences inter- or trans disciplinary approaches should be natural. 
However, it would be a serious mistake to force individual professors to work on 
one and the same programme; academic freedom is a condition, sine qua non, for a 
successful professor.

The panel advises the faculty to carry out a more careful quality assurance project. 
Currently there are very good systems available for real meaningful bibliographical 
analysis. Each individual discipline (=divisions) should be compared with the 
performance of colleagues in other institutes. Within the same context the panel 
suggests the university to explore possibilities to carry out evaluations in a way in 
which all Finnish faculties of a given discipline are compared by appointing one team 
for a national evaluation procedure.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The relationship between research of the faculty and the DDTC should become more 
transparent.

The position of the Division of Biopharmacy and Pharmacokinetics especially should 
be reconsidered, as in this division no clear view on their own position has been 
observed and the programmes as carried out could easily be placed within other 
groups.

In the Division Pharmacology and Toxicology more attention for Toxicology is needed, 
as is the case for true Medicinal Chemistry in the Division of Pharmaceutical Chemistry. 
A reconsideration of the place and quality of Pharmacokinetics is a must.

4.3 Research active staff

As in any institute the work of post docs and Ph.D. students is of prime importance. 
This group of members of the faculty is enthusiastic, but expressed some concern 
about the way they are appointed, not seldom on short terms, with sometime changes 
in their research objectives during their Ph.D. programme. The faculty (university) 
should look into possibilities to improve this situation.

In general a more intensive interaction with other research groups (international) 
could have a positive influence on the quality of research and the students may 
benefit from such an international orientation, especially for their scientific careers.
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4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Please see the comments at the level of the individual divisions.

4.5 Other issues

The panel did find the documentation it received not to have an appropriate format. 
It was not easy to find out, just as one example, in the chapter on visitors from 
abroad or visits to abroad to which division the persons concerned belong. This 
was a general complaint and the panel recommends that for future situations the 
responsible staff should be more aware of the importance of the exercise to write a 
report and self-assessment. Furthermore, the panel recommends that in future – in a 
comparable exercise – the Faculty should be asked to put more emphasis on the plans, 
expectations, strategies to reach the objectives and to fulfil the mission etc.

Division of Biopharmaceutics and 
Pharmacokinetics

1 Scientifi c quality of the research
The number of staff persons of this division is extremely low, especially at the level 
of responsible persons (1 professor, 2 university lecturers).

This results in only 2 doctoral students (for 5 years, when normally in the Bologna 
process it should be 3 years…), 1 researcher (for a fixed term), and 1 permanent 
laboratorian.

From a general standpoint, the scientific production is rather low. During the 6 last 
years 6 theses were presented (2 in 2001, 2 in 2003 and 2 in 2004), all of them deal 
with “biopharmaceutics” and none with pharmacokinetics. Similarly, all the published 
articles deal with “biopharmaceutics” and none with pharmacokinetics. Between 
2001 and 2004 the scientific production has been of some 7 papers per year (only 5 
in 2003), with 4 papers in 1999, and only 1 in 2000. From 2002 to 2004 about 30 to 
40% of articles are published in international high level quality in the domain.

Among the 3 best papers provided, one is a joint work (in balance with respect to 
the number of scientists involved) with Estonia, one with Helsinki University Central 
Hospital. On the other hand in the third paper, only 2/10 of authors belong to the 
division. There are no theses or publications on Pharmacokinetics, a domain which is 
dramatically missing in the Faculty of Pharmacy (at least at the research level).
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It is difficult to differentiate (at the Faculty level) why some papers belong to 
“biopharmacy” and some others to “pharmaceutical technology”. It is possible 
to find in the two groups papers in which Caco-2 cells are used for absorption 
assessment, as well as papers dealing with controlled release. One paper entitled 
‘N-in-one permeability studies of heterogeneous sets of compounds across Caco-2 
cell monolayers’ is listed by both divisions. At least, this demonstrates a good co-
operation.

The paper “Neutron activation-based gamma scintigraphy in pharmacoscintigraphic 
evaluation of an Egalet® constant-release drug delivery system” is a co-operation 
with industry (Remedium, Egalet, Diacor Oy) and with VTT Technical Research Centre 
of Finland and the National Public Health Institute, with a support by TEKES, but 
unfortunately the role of the division is rather low.

Apparently only one division on “Pharmaceutics/Biopharmaceutics” would be more 
efficient. However, in any case, active research on “Pharmacokinetics” should be 
present somewhere in the Faculty. Presently the Division of Biopharmaceutics/
Pharmacokinetics has not clearly defined its own research domain and the papers 
seem to be rather opportunistic. Anyhow, all, be it few, papers have been published 
in average/good or relatively high level international journals.

The international co-operation seems to be restricted to Estonia. There are only 3 
invited talks during the last the 6 years, moreover without any indication of their 
international value.

The future developments will, as it seems, be determined largely by the forthcoming 
new professor. Apparently, he intends to transfer his research group from Kuopio to 
Helsinki. There was no clear proposal or a plan of a merging between pharmaceutical 
technology and biopharmaceutics, and of taking advantage of the knowledge 
of the pharmaceutical technology group to create a strong “Pharmaceutics/
Biopharmaceutics” group.

2 Interaction between research and society
No special mention of interaction with society was done. What about discussions 
(interviews) with (by) newspapers? Communications in international conferences? 
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

As became apparent during the site visit, this group seems to have more weaknesses 
than strengths (permanent staff, whole staff, operational money, equipment 
resources, DDTC money).

3.2 Weaknesses 

It is clear that the Biopharmacy/Pharmacokinetics division is waiting for the new 
professor of biopharmacy, and survives so far only by opportunistic research. A true 
research in Pharmacokinetics does not exist in the Faculty.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

It is highly desirable that the two divisions Pharmaceutical Technology and 
Biopharmacy will be merged in only one: Pharmaceutics/Biopharmaceutics and that 
the staff will be able to focus the research of this large group on domains of interest 
at the global level.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The panel regards it as a necessity to create a Pharmaceutics/Biopharmaceutics 
division, taking into account of the already existing equipment and knowledge.

Necessity to introduce true research on Pharmacokinetics at the Faculty level.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

Most of this aspect will have to be looked at by the new professor.

4.3 Research active staff

Same comment as point 4.2.
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4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

As in many faculties and research centres the technical knowledge is transmitted 
directly between doctoral students or post-doctoral students to doctoral ones. The 
panel was pleased to see the good atmosphere.

Division of Pharmaceutical Biology

1 Scientifi c quality of the research
As senior staff, the faculty counts 2 Professors of Pharmaceutical Biology, a Professor 
of Pharmaceutical Chemistry who is attached to the Division but not involved in the 
Research of the unit, 3 Lecturers, and 2 Chief Research Scientists who are in part 
attached to DDTC.

Post-doctoral staff includes presently 3 researchers. The Division counts some 20 PhD 
students.

The number of PhD students to post docs and senior staff appears not optimal. The 
high teaching load of lecturers and the administrative duties of the two Professors 
acting as Dean and Vice Dean, respectively, must be taken into account.

According to the research profile, the division has its strengths in the analysis 
and isolation of natural products. While the interest in the 1990 used to be more 
on volatile metabolites, the focus shifted in the assessment period towards non-
volatile compounds, and to the analysis of secondary metabolite biosynthesis (in a 
collaboration with VTT Biotechnology, Dr. Oksman-Caldentey). The Division has been 
involved with the development of strategies for optimization of natural products 
separation on analytical and preparative scales. Considering current trends towards 
miniaturization of the natural products discovery process, there seems limited 
perspectives and interest for this type of research in the future. With the advent of 
the DDTC, the division took the lead in HT screening at the Center. As a consequence, 
a major emphasis has been put into establishing the screening infrastructure of 
DDTC, and in designing, validation and implementation of HT assays. In terms of 
research output, there has been a shift in recent publication output towards assay 
development and validation, and towards the implementation of these tools in the 
natural products screening and discovery process. The Division has established, with 
DDTC, collections of microogranisms, plant extracts and pure substances. 

Researchers from the division have been co-authors of a number of collaborative 
publications with other groups in the Faculty of Pharmacy and with external groups. 
A quite productive cooperation seems with the VTT Plant Biotechnology Research 
Group. The latter collaboration generated publications in higher ranking journals 
that the other research output.
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The total output of research publications has been 91 papers (11/7/16/12/22/23 = 15 
per year). There has been significant increase over the past two years. 

A total of 8 PhD thesis were finished over the assessment period (1/1/2/0/1/3 = 1.3 
per year).

The two professors and senior staff from the division are active on a national and 
international level, as members of committees, scientific societies, and on the editorial 
advisory boards of scientific journals. 

According to the documents received, international co-operation over the assessment 
period has been largely at the level of diploma and doctoral students coming to 
Helsinki. 

Overall, the division appears in a transitional period in terms of its research profile. 
The tools for an orientation towards bioactivity directed natural product research 
have been implemented but the actual output in terms of concrete results from this 
effort is still small. In that respect, the timing of the visit was certainly not optimal. 
There are clear signs of growing output, and of increasing co-operations within the 
Faculty and with institutes on the Viikki Campus. 

2 Interaction between research and society
The division has been actively involved in a number of national initiatives and in 
various collaborations with industry. A major part of the screening efforts has been 
in relation to industry projects. Pre-commercialization testing of some screening 
instrumentation has been carried out. The Division has been involved with the 
development of a food supplement. One can conclude that these efforts have direct 
impact on the strengthening of the national industry.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

There is a strong background in natural products separation at analytical and 
preparative levels, and extensive experience in development, validation and 
implementation of HT screens. The Division, in conjunction with the DDTC, has the 
expertise and the technological platform to perform modern activity-directed natural 
products discovery via a miniaturized HPLC-based approach.
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3.2 Weaknesses 

The Division has been emphasising method development and implementation of 
tools. The Division has yet to take full advantage of the facilities and of the libraries of 
materials that have been assembled. While the broad range of bioassay formats and 
targets has been very useful to build up expertise in HTS and to attract industry co-
operations, the focus of research has been suffering somewhat as a consequence. The 
Division should sharpen the profile with respect to therapeutic areas and/or target 
families to be addressed, and search for closer interactions in that respect with the 
Pharmacology and Toxicology and Pharmaceutical Chemistry Divisions. The output 
in terms of novel bioactive molecules needs to increase.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The panel refers to what has been said about this issue in the reporting on the 
Division of Biopharmaceutics and Pharmacokinetics above. 

Opportunities: Using modern paradigms of drug discovery and compound profiling, 
in a network of national co-operations, to generate new drug leads. Moving from a 
chemistry-driven to a biology-driven approach towards natural products. 

Challenges: to build a strong national and local network of co-operation for these 
systems-oriented approaches; to attract more postdoctoral researchers; to increase 
the international network of co-operation and scientific exchange. 

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Sharpen the overall research profile of the Division, taking into account the existing 
strengths within the Division, as well as by actively seeking stronger international 
research co-operations.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

As far as the panel could assess on the short on-site visit, the infrastructure and 
equipment is modern and quite comprehensive. 
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4.3 Research active staff

Means should be found to create medium-term security and career development 
perspectives for postdoctoral researchers.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The ratio of doctoral students to post docs and senior staff is disbalanced. Emphasis 
should be put on increasing the number of postdoctoral scientists from outside, with 
specific skills and expertise needed for strengthening the research profile. A sharper 
focus will alleviate the supervision issue.

Division of Pharmacology and Toxicology

1 Scientifi c quality of the research
The observation for this Division is based principally on the appreciation of the current 
situation and expectations for the future, ie what was presented and discussed during 
the site visit. Consideration based on the documents sent before the visit would 
have had little relevance for the future, because the new projects are still to be fully 
realized and the “old” project is going to be slowly phased out as postgraduate 
students from that time gradually finish their degrees and senior staff is adjusting to 
the new research environment.

Research active staff consists of 2 professors (obs. retirement of two professors during 
1999-2002, appointment of two new professor, the last very recently), three University 
lecturers (= 5 seniors), 2 postdoctoral scientists and 12 postgraduate students. The 
Unit has had 8 visiting scholars and postgraduate students (duration of visit from 3 
to 9 months).

One of the problems from the Division’s point of view has been that the evaluation 
period 1999-2004 has been also a transition period, a “change of guard”, in that two 
long-time professors have retired (although one of them is still actively involved) and 
their followers have not yet been fully established.

A serious problem from the panel’s point of view was that the documentation 
provided has been for the most part from the period preceding the important 
changes in senior staff and research and consequently its evaluation gives only a very 
limited guidance for the future. The plans and contributions of current professors in 
terms of detailed goals and output do not show up in the documentation. The panel 
asked some clarification from the current staff during the interview and could note 
that they have a clear mission and well-defined scientific goals. The panel felt some 
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difficulty from their part in trying to accommodate the past major project (ie drug 
addiction), but the overall feeling was that they are ready to accommodate useful 
techniques and novel approaches, for example the use of knockout and transgenic 
animals, into the current projects. 

Complete list of publications is composed of the following items: an approximate 
number of original papers are 75 (19/16/9/11/9/11 = 12.5 per year); there are some 
chapters and articles in Finnish pharmacology, toxicology and pharmacy textbooks 
and journals, indicating national activity. Impact factors are generally in the range 
of what is typical for this research area, citation counts are modest (at least those we 
have checked) and the team has an impression that the best are from scientists who 
have their jobs outside or the work has been performed elsewhere and the paper is 
included when one of the authors has connected with, or has entered, the unit. The 
output demonstrates a bit decreasing trend over 1999-2004, but the staff indicated 
that already 2005 shows a strong increase. Probably the low productivity during 2004 
was reflecting the change of generations.

The output of the Division during 1999-2004 has been solid, but not very conspicuous. 
The commendable feature has been that significant collaboration has been instituted 
and this has resulted in some pretty good and interesting papers. Drug target 
evaluation as an emerging topic is seemingly an area in the process of overtaking as 
a main research theme of the Unit, but in the documentation there are still too few 
papers on this topic and they are principally on nicotine receptors and there is only 
one paper on protein kinase C as a drug target. The new research topics are still in 
the early phase.

Selected compilation of publications contains 38 items; One professor emerita is a 
senior author in 21 of these suggesting that the relevance of the selected compilation 
of papers may not be very large in assessing the future performance of the unit. The 
documentation contained the 6 selected best publications, which were published in 
J Neuroscience, British Journal of Pharmacology (two papers), European Journal of 
Neuroscience, Psychopharmacology, Neuropharmacology. These all deal principally 
with various aspects of dopamine-associated neurotransmission in addiction.

Altogether 12 doctoral theses have been published during 1999-2004 (3/3/2/3/1/- = 
2/year). The last one published on 2003 deals with entacapone, a COMT inhibitor, 
perhaps giving an indication of the new direction of the Unit.

A fair research training activity is going on, keeping a small number of senior scientists 
during 1999-2004 in mind. One postdoctoral scientist has been in USA for about 3½ 
years and the Unit has had a few foreign visitors. 

Overall conclusion: The Division has been in the transitional change for the 
whole duration of the evaluation period. During the interview this fact became 
very conspicuous in that the pre-visit documentation mostly dealt with the “old” 
major project and on-visit presentations of the recently appointed professors were 
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concentrating almost totally upon the current research and future goals and plans 
to pursue them. They have solid plans and clear mission, but in the lack of significant 
output it is still too early to assess the Unit. In this sense, the timing of the evaluation 
is not optimal from their point of view.

2 Interaction between research and society
On the basis of interview, the Division sees their principal contributions to the 
Society 1) training of professionals for various tasks related to pharmaceutical skill 
(ie teaching), 2) training of doctors for academic, industrial and other positions, 
and 3) supporting Finnish drug development (via drug target characterisation and 
other approaches under development). Obviously addiction research has given special 
expertise to the Unit to serve the Society as expert witnesses and opinion leaders in 
this area of primary importance in the modern society. The panel is of the opinion, 
that the Division has an important mission to fulfil for the Society.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The senior staff has an extensive experience in their respective research areas and 
the group leaders have clear missions and well defined objectives. There is significant 
collaboration with respective pharmacology and toxicology departments in medical 
faculties in Helsinki and 

Kuopio. The Unit has relatively modern recently updated equipment and 
methodological approaches. The Division, through its EU project, is a strong partner 
in DDTC.

3.2 Weaknesses 

Research active staff is characterized by a small number of senior scientists or 
postdoctoral scientists and a large number of students, which may not be optimal 
from the research training point of view. Although this situation has been improved 
during the last few years, it still hampers efficient supervision.

Postdoctoral positions are relatively few, which is typical for the whole Faculty.

Proper animal facilities are lacking. If they are needed because of crucial research 
programmes, they should be provided. 
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The discipline of toxicology is conspicuously lacking in the research repertoire of the 
Unit.

Although it is difficult to outline the sphere of toxicology at the level of basic 
mechanisms-oriented research (Division’s current approach), toxicology as a discipline 
should be a part of a viable Division of Pharmacology and Toxicology. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

Relatively recently appointed senior staff brings new dynamism for the whole 
Unit and this linked with the thrust created by the recently launched Framework 
programme 6 Integrated project on protein kinases creates new opportunities for 
moving the Division’s research to the new international level. Naturally, these same 
factors are challenges as well, which have to be dealt with skilfully by the Division 
in the near future.

Because the Division is a strong partner in DDTC, its role in shaping the future of this 
Centre is of paramount importance and should be very carefully handled.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The group leaders have clear goals and probably also means to achieve them.

The panel recommends that toxicology, both at teaching and research level, should 
be taken into consideration in future arrangement of the Division.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The Panel noted that some basic methodologies in molecular and cell biology are 
relatively little developed and used and the groups should ponder upon whether 
they are useful for their purposes.

At the infrastructural level, the role of Unit in DDTC should be defined in a consistent 
and transparent way.
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4.3 Research active staff

Panel recommends that the Unit tries to find ways to institute postdoctoral career 
possibilities for younger researchers, although the panel also notes, that this is a 
general problem in Finnish academic system.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Generally the most acute problem is the balance between senior staff capable for 
supervision and the number of PhD students. Regarding this Division, a more focussed 
research area will bring some alleviation, because large research teams provide 
appropriate research environment, also on a daily basis, for PhD training.

4.5 Other issues

Because of the transitional period of the division, the evaluation could not be 
completely balanced, but had to be based more on expectations and impressions 
during the site-visit. 

Division of Pharmaceutical Chemistry

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Research active staff
Senior staff: 3 professors; 2 chief research scientists; 1 senior assistant
Post-doctoral staff: 2 researchers 
Doctoral students: 45 + 3 visiting (2 undergraduates + 1 researcher) during the 
assessment period.

Though the high number of doctoral students should be looked at as a positive 
factor, it seems quite unbalanced with respect to the permanent staff. In particular, 
the number of post-doctoral researchers seems to be very limited. However, during 
the meeting, both the post-doc and the Ph.D. students said they were happy with 
their guidance.

N.B. 1 chief research scientist, 1 post-doctoral assistant, and 1 senior researcher left 
in 2003, 2002, and 2000, respectively.
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According to their own statement, “the main research areas of the Division are drug 
discovery, drug metabolism, and drug analysis”. However, while the focus on analysis 
is very strong and the drug metabolism has also been dealt with significantly, drug 
design was approached soundly almost only from a synthetic point of view. 

More than half of the publications in the years 2003-2004 belong to one single group 
inside the Division, while several other papers are closer to other disciplines than 
medicinal chemistry. J. Med. Chem. or equivalent journals have never been quoted in 
the list of publications (with the exception of one paper on Bioorg. Med. Chem. Lett.). 
In addition, the analytical group is responsible for five out of nine best publications 
presented. 

The weakness of the medicinal chemistry group seems to be further confirmed by the 
post-doctoral theses discussed, which, once again, are mostly in the analytical field. 

During the site visit the scenery appeared more positive as far as the medicinal 
chemistry is concerned. A list of recent publications in this field seemed to be available 
and more detailed information on the activity of the group was provided. In particular, 
studies on PKC inhibitors, 3D QSAR models for predicting the kinetic parameters of 
several enzymes, a modified Hammett equation with improved predictive capacity, 
and observation on the high level of stereoselectivity displayed by UGT isoforms 
towards several steroisomers were anticipated. In addition, it was stated that at least 
two Ph.D. students are discussing their theses on drug discovery in the near future. 
However, the list of new publications the panel received, did again not show any 
real focus on medicinal chemistry, though it clearly indicated a strong involvement in 
organic chemistry. For the two other groups, drug analysis and metabolism, the site 
visit fully confirmed what already shown by the material we were given in advance.

From the material we were given, the tendency of the Division to patent their 
findings as well as their willingness to present their results as posters or lectures 
at international symposia were not very clear. The attitude to attend international 
symposia was told to be very good. However, a lack of documentation in this respect 
should be mentioned. When asked about their attitude to patent their results, it was 
said that the Division tends to patent their most meaningful findings. Nine patents 
were obtained, but no details in this respect were given.

Staff and students looked very motivated during the interview and the impression 
was very good in this respect. 

The site visit of the Division confirmed once more, if necessary, the prime role of the 
analytical group. 

As a general comment, it could be stated that the Division has its strength in the 
analytical group, which is very active and very productive, though not very well 
focused on the main targets of Drug Discovery. A better involvement of the other two 
groups present in the Division should be encouraged and efforts done to strengthen 
them, also in the number of the staff.
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2 Interaction between research and society
Several of the analytical procedures developed in the division could have a broad 
application. For the rest, the research in its present status seems to be mainly a basic 
research. However, the impact of their teaching, the attitude to write articles in 
newspapers, interviews on the radio, and lectures should be stressed as important 
interactions with the society by the group.

Two professors from the Division are included in several Committees and/or Editorial 
boards.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The Division definitively possesses a valid experience in modern analytical technologies 
and a sound knowledge in chemical synthesis, mostly pericyclic reactions and 
combinatorial chemistry. In addition, the interview highlighted a high number of 
national and international co-operations, though the latter are not very evident in 
their publications. A tight connection with the DDTC was also claimed. Finally, the 
group definitively did well in getting external funding. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

A poor medicinal chemistry approach to the proposed targets: protein kinase 
C alpha (PKC), neuronal nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChR), and UDP-
glucuronosyltransferases (UGT) was observed by the panel.

High teaching load was indicated by the staff as a problem in addition to a lack of 
space, though the Division has the largest premises in the Faculty. This aspect seems 
to be quite worrying, mostly in the view of the necessity of the DDTC to find new 
spaces. 

The panel observed a low number of foreign students, whereas no Socrates projects 
are present.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

A professorship of medicinal chemistry is recommended. Plans to invest in new 
instrumentation, possibly in connection with other divisions and/or DDTC are on their 
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way. The involvement of the Division in the recently funded project in the Framework 
programme 6 should also represent a good opportunity, if appropriately exploited. 
This point seems to be a great challenge, given the already stated weakness of their 
medicinal chemistry approach and a weak focus, at present, on the target of the 
project.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

A more significant involvement in medicinal chemistry is definitively necessary. More 
focus on the proposed targets should also be taken into consideration. 

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

A better cooperation, focused on the main targets, between the three groups acting 
in the Division could be positive for a more constructive output.

4.3 Research active staff

A professorship in medicinal chemistry should be realized as soon as possible. More 
post-docs should join the group, to help both in supervision and in teaching. 

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Both the interviews and the visit to their premises showed a significant involvement 
at this level. The opening of new positions for the future career of both doc and 
post-doc fellows would definitively reinforce their role. 
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Division of Pharmaceutical Technology

1 Scientifi c quality of the research
From the documentation received, it was rather difficult to establish the average 
number of PhD students and post-doc compared with the average number of research 
staff. Similarly, it is difficult to obtain a clear idea on the level of involvement in 
research of the different levels of the staff: professor, adjunct professor, lecturer, 
group leader, etc. 

The presentation during the visit indicated that the supervisor capacity is of 9.2, 
including two professors. The number of theses per year is more or less regular: 
3-4, with a peak at 5 in 2003. The panel did not receive clear information on the 
exact role of the different supervisors. If we consider the published articles, the 
scientific production has markedly increased from 1999 (6 papers) to 2003 (35 papers), 
with a slight decrease in 2004 (21 papers). The proportion of papers published in 
international journals of good or high level has also increased.

The best papers provided are well chosen. They are generally good, published in good 
journals, with a majority of authors belonging to the Pharmaceutical Technology 
group, dealing with different research domains. 

The panel observed some 16 main keywords in the 18 theses, which is confirmed 
by the published articles. This reflects the lack of a general research orientation 
which was confirmed by the presentation during the visit in which some 12 different 
domains were listed.

Academic research should have a different orientation than industrial research, 
which has to be immediately (or rapidly) applicable. Academic research should be 
innovative, and should propose new domains to be further exploited by industry. 
From that standpoint, such is not in all cases true the case for the research carried 
out in the Division of Pharmaceutical Technology. In many cases, the topics are rather 
“old fashioned” and similar to what was done some 15 years ago, even if the tools 
and methodology are much more modern. Very few of the “best papers” deal with 
innovative or up to date topics. 

A list of pharmaceutical technology journals (+ one in Analytical Chemistry) is 
provided by the group. On 119 papers published, 22 are published in “others 
journals”, a number of them being of low scientific quality, or dealing with only 
more or less pharmaceutical technologies (or related sciences) such as: Chemometrics, 
Drug Metabolism, Analyst, European Journal of Nutrition, Pharmaceutical Education, 
Journal of Electrostatics).

Some papers may have been interesting for excipient (microcrystalline cellulose, 
surfactant derived from sorbitan) or equipment producers, but were they sponsored 
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by such companies? In fact, most of these papers appeared already rather late in 
the life of these excipients. One of the “best papers” was indicated as having been 
supported by pharmaceutical industry. Some papers might be interesting in the 
concept of the EU “Innovative Medicines Initiative”. 

The international co-operation is not adequately developed. Only three papers, 
with the same authors (and only one being from Helsinki), benefit from such co-
operation. This is not good enough. There were 24 invited talks for the 6 years, but 
the panel has no indication where they were presented, and whether they were of 
high international value (major symposia)

During the presentation, it was mentioned that in the future the division will focus on 
nanoscale formulation and nanostructures, but this new tendency does not appear 
clearly in the already published papers. A PAT-GMP centre was also evoked. This seems 
to be good for teaching and training of student, but the panel does not think this is 
an academic research domain.

2 Interaction between research and society
No special mention of interaction with society is done. What about discussions 
(interviews) with (by) newspapers? Communications in international conferences? 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

Good technical knowledge. Good scientific equipment.

3.2 Weaknesses 

Lack of innovative research ideas.

Absence of (or not enough) true co-operation with high level scientific groups: PhD 
students or post-doc students sent abroad, post-doc students from abroad, invited 
professors, stays in foreign research centres, etc.

Not enough participation in international scientific meetings.

No global vision of research at the level of the Faculty or of DDTC. Too many different 
research domains.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The panel refers to what has been said about this issue in the reporting on the 
Division of Biopharmaceutics and Pharmacokinetics above. 

This division could benefit from future developments; the position and leadership of 
the new director of DDTC are in this respect important. It would be beneficial not to 
keep the separation between “pharmaceutical technology” and “biopharmacy”. Some 
papers have already the same orientation (use of Caco-2 cells, prolonged or controlled 
release). It is to be expected that new leaders will help focussing the general research 
of the Faculty as well as that of DDTC on few more global research orientations. The 
leaders should work to increase high level international co-operation. 

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Necessity to focus on few well defined up-to-date topics.

Necessity to create a Pharmaceutics/Biopharmaceutics division, taking into account 
of the already existing equipment and knowledge.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The research environment and infrastructure is good. 

More international relations are necessary: necessity to invite professors for several 
months, necessity to attract post-doc students from abroad, necessity to send post-
doc abroad under the condition they will have a position at the faculty when coming 
back to Helsinki.

4.3 Research active staff

The staff seems to have dynamic young persons. They should not work isolated from 
the other divisions of the faculty.
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4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

As in many faculties and research centres the technical knowledge is transmitted 
directly between doctoral students or post-doctoral students to doctoral ones. The 
panel was pleased to see the good atmosphere which exists at that level.

Division of Social Pharmacy
This extremely young division is very active. The number of papers they have produced 
is relatively large and the head of the division is actively working on an international 
level.

The panel suggests that the developments in this division are carefully watched, 
especially as several aspects of the activities of this division are beyond pharmaceutical 
sciences in the traditional sense; new staff members might be recruited from 
completely different disciplines (economy, healthcare etc).

It is too early to give a balanced judgement but the panel is impressed by the rapid 
developments in this young division.
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Panel 19: Veterinary Medicine

Units of assessment:
Department of Basic Veterinary Sciences
Department of Clinical Veterinary Sciences
Department of Food and Environmental Hygiene

Panel: Veterinary Medicine

Kenneth W. Simpson, Cornell University, College of Veterinary Medicine, 
Department of 
Clinical Sciences, USA, Chair
Carlo Maria Mortellaro, University of Milan, Department of Veterinary Clinical 
Surgery, Italy
Birgit Nørrung, Danish Institute for Food and Veterinary Research (DFVF), Denmark
Frans J. M. Smulders, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Department für 
öffentliches Gesundheitswesen in der Veterinärmedizin, Austria
Arvid Uggla, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU), Faculty of Veterinary 
Medicine and Animal Science, Sweden

General Introduction and General Conclusions
The Panel has noted significant and commendable improvement in the research 
activity of the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine since the 1999 Evaluation.

The Panel’s findings and recommendations for individual Departments are described 
in detail in the Evaluation Reports for the Department of Basic Veterinary Sciences, 
Department of Clinical Veterinary Sciences, and the Department of Food and 
Environmental Hygiene.

During the course of the visit the Panel made observations that are applicable to all 
Departments. The Panel would like to draw attention to the following areas:

1. Identifying Common Goals of the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine

 The Panel suggests that individual Departments should undertake a series 
of meetings to identify common research interests and to formulate a 
collective strategy for maximizing the quality and impact of research within 
their respective Departments. These meetings would be followed by cross-
departmental ‘brain-storming’ sessions to identify common areas of interest 
between Departments. In this respect the Panel recognizes the cross-
departmental interests in infectious agents and the study of inflammatory 
diseases. However, there appears to be a lack of research active personnel in 
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the area of host-response/immunology. Initiatives in this area, for example 
the appointment of new faculty with expertise in the areas of immunity and 
inflammation, would create good opportunities across departments.

2. Promoting Inter-Departmental Collaborations to Improve the Application of 
Basic Science to Animal Health

 The Panel would strongly recommend providing substantial incentives to 
promote the effective translation of basic science to animal health. One 
approach would be the establishment of a competitive internal grants program 
that would provide funding that was sufficient for research costs and a post-
doctoral researcher dedicated to each project. The Panel feels that even as few 
as two projects per grant period would have a beneficial outcome.

3. Identifying and Applying Emergent Technologies to Veterinary Medicine

 The Panel suggests a programme, for example an ongoing series of seminars, to 
familiarize the Professorial faculty with recent advances in biomedical sciences 
that would enable them to incorporate cutting-edge technologies into their 
research. One area of high interest will be provided by the availability of the 
complete genome sequences of the dog, cat and horse. Microarray technology 
allied to knowledge of single nucleotide polymorphisms heralds the beginning 
of pedigree independent genetic analysis that will have a major impact on 
both veterinary and human medicine.

4. Recruiting the Best Graduate Students

 The Panel considers the recruitment of high quality graduate students of 
diverse nationality to be a university-wide priority. The graduate students 
we met indicated that recruitment was not structured, but relied heavily on 
chance interactions. The Panel suggests that the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine 
develops a formal plan to optimize the recruitment of graduate students. This 
could take the form of a research recruitment fair with prospective graduate 
students being exposed to research posters and abstracts presented by current 
graduate students and professorial faculty. This sort of process would also 
serve to increase interdisciplinary awareness within the Faculty of Veterinary 
Medicine.

5. Increasing the number of Post-Doctoral Research Associates

 The Panel was somewhat surprised at the relatively low number of post-doctoral 
research associates. These individuals often form the backbone of successful 
research enterprises: they are generally highly motivated, technically adept, 
provide immediate support for graduate students, and ensure continuity of 
research in the laboratories of professorial staff with split appointments. The 
Panel suggests improving the ratio of graduate to post-doctoral researchers by 
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including salary recovery for post-doctoral researchers in competitive funding 
applications.

6. The Panel made several observations that they thought would enable more 
effective and accessible presentation of future evaluation documents:

 The prospective tabulation of data that summarizes the performance of 
research active individuals in each unit would significantly enhance the ability 
of the evaluators to gain an accurate overview of the research within a unit. 
Such a table should include the number of publications in each category 
(specifying the role as a primary or co-author), the number of graduate 
students trained, the number of post-doctoral research fellows, the numbers 
of grants funded at local, regional, national and international level, and an 
indication of the two most significant publications for each faculty. The level 
of effort (time) assigned to research, teaching and service should also be given 
for each member of the Faculty.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Basic 
Veterinary Sciences

Panel: Veterinary Medicine

Kenneth W. Simpson, Cornell University, College of Veterinary Medicine, 
Department of 
Clinical Sciences, USA, Chair
Carlo Maria Mortellaro, University of Milan, Department of Veterinary Clinical 
Surgery, Italy
Birgit Nørrung, Danish Institute for Food and Veterinary Research (DFVF), Denmark
Frans J. M. Smulders, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Department für 
öffentliches Gesundheitswesen in der Veterinärmedizin, Austria
Arvid Uggla, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU), Faculty of Veterinary 
Medicine and Animal Science, Sweden

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5

Supporting Comments:

The Panel recognizes that there has been significant improvement within the 
Department since the 1999 evaluation.

Scope of Research

The Department of Basic Veterinary Sciences (DBVS) is nominally comprised of five 
divisions: anatomy, biochemistry, physiology, microbiology and epidemiology, and 
pathology and parasitology. In practice there are three active divisions, a conglomerate 
of three disciplines: anatomy, biochemistry and physiology (ABP), microbiology and 
epidemiology, and pathology and parasitology.

In ABP the focus has been on chimaeric cattle twins as a model for studies of stem 
cell biology, and Equine exercise physiology, heat shock proteins as stress indicators 
in pigs, and transport of monocarboxylates across cell membranes in multiple 
species. The focus in pathology and parasitology is epidemiology of trichinellosis. The 
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dominant group within DBVS is the recently established Division of Microbiology and 
Epidemiology, whose focus is predominantly related to intestinal microflora including 
pathogenesis of intestinal disease and therapeutic interventions. Active subgroups 
within this division include rodent-borne zoonotic viruses, Mycobacterium diagnostics 
and Streptococcus uberis pathogenicity.

Research Strategy

The Evaluation Panel saw little evidence of a collective, coherent strategic research 
plan for the Department as a whole. However, within certain Divisions of the 
Department the Panel noted clear vision in setting priorities for present and future 
research.

Research Productivity

The Department has had a good number of scientific publications in peer-reviewed 
international journals within the past 6 year period. The Panel noted that, since the 
last evaluation in 1999, certain divisions have expanded substantially, and doctoral 
students have doubled in number. However, there is marked disparity between 
divisions, which explains the overall rating given to the Department.

Research Quality and Relevance

There is quite a wide variation in the quality and impact of the research being 
conducted in the Department. The research conducted by certain divisions within the 
Department is cutting edge, focussed on important problems, and employs the latest 
contemporary methodologies. Examples are the metabolic engineering of lactobacilli, 
molecular pathogenesis of intestinal infections notably E.coli F-18 fimbrial adhesion, 
the identification of the causal agent of Pogosta disease, and the epidemiology of 
Trichinella in Finnish wildlife. The microbial food safety consortium (Department of 
Food and Environmental Hygiene, and the division of microbiology and epidemiology 
of DBVS) was ranked by the Academy of Finland in the top 5 % of international 
groups within the field in the recent Centre of Excellence initiative. However, in other 
parts of the Department progress has been rather limited. The availability of funding 
was cited as a reason for this. However, the Panel is not convinced that creative and 
adaptive approaches to funding have been fully explored. The Panel was surprised 
to find organic egg production in this Department.
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2 Interaction between research and society
Interaction between research and society was interpreted by the Evaluation Panel 
as all relevant activities where there may be links to the public, industry, authorities 
and other stakeholders. DBVS has displayed evidence of interactions with society, 
notably:

• Diagnostic pathology as a service to veterinary practitioners.

• Academic input to regulatory bodies.

• Popularizing research results related to organisms of zoonotic importance.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths

Highly research-motivated faculty in certain divisions.

Veterinary bacteriology related to the intestinal tract.

Virology initiative together with the Faculty of Medicine.

Superb facilities and equipment.

3.2 Weaknesses 

Lack of strategic planning and shared vision as a Department.

Disparity in relative strengths of individual Divisions within the Department.

Lack of an integrated approach to pathobiology that includes host-response.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

This appears to be an opportune time to refocus some of the research priorities of 
DVBS. Clearly, certain divisions of the Department are lagging behind others in terms 
of quality, fundability and impact of their research.
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The Panel realizes that being the sole Faculty of Veterinary Medicine in Finland 
requires breadth in teaching. However, to make significant progress on the research 
front, the Panel strongly suggests a more restricted approach that builds on collective 
strengths within the Department and the University. The Panel would discourage 
duplication of research that is being more effectively performed elsewhere. In this 
respect the Panel recognizes the cross-departmental strengths in bacteriology. 
However, there appears to be a significant deficiency in the area of host-response. 
Initiatives in this area, for example the appointment of new faculty with expertise in 
the areas of immunity and inflammation, would create good opportunities and focus 
research activity within DBVS.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Continue to proactively focus on substantial and emergent areas of infectious disease 
within the Division of Microbiology and Epidemiology.

Refocus the research priorities of less successful divisions to meet the collective goals 
of the Department and the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine.

Consider research re-grouping to promote unity within the Department. Specifically, 
the Panel suggests ending the artificial separation of research in anatomy, 
biochemistry and physiology to create a new research division with a more inclusive 
mission encompassing pathobiology and biomedical science.

The inclusion of Epidemiology within the Microbiology division seems restrictive 
and inappropriate. The Panel would suggest the formation of a cross-departmental 
working-group to coordinate and promote epidemiological research. This unit would 
also serve as a home for biostatistics within the Faculty.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The Panel suggests that the Department meets as a group to collectively formulate 
their research mission. This Panel encourages the formulation of a 5 year plan that 
would consider research focus, future positions, and creative solutions to procuring 
funding for this plan.
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4.3 Research active staff

The Panel recommends re-evaluating the emphasis on the recruitment of PhD students 
versus post-doctoral fellows. Potential benefits of increased post-doctoral researchers 
could include enhanced creativity of professorial staff, and a more cohesive link 
between primary investigators and graduate students.

4.4. The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The Panel recommends that the program of training and mentoring PhD students 
is continued, with increased efforts to attract more veterinarians to PhD programs 
within the Department. This could perhaps be achieved by early exposure throughout 
their veterinary training, and emphasising the importance of ‘bench to bedside’ 
research.

Enhance post-doctoral training as stated above.

4.5 Other issues

None
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Clinical 
Veterinary Sciences

Panel: Veterinary Medicine

Kenneth W. Simpson, Cornell University, College of Veterinary Medicine, 
Department of 
Clinical Sciences, USA, Chair
Carlo Maria Mortellaro, University of Milan, Department of Veterinary Clinical 
Surgery, Italy
Birgit Nørrung, Danish Institute for Food and Veterinary Research (DFVF), Denmark
Frans J. M. Smulders, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Department für 
öffentliches Gesundheitswesen in der Veterinärmedizin, Austria
Arvid Uggla, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU), Faculty of Veterinary 
Medicine and Animal Science, Sweden

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

The Panel recognizes that there has been substantial improvement within the 
Department since the 1999 evaluation.

Scope of Research

The Department of Clinical Veterinary Sciences (DCVS) encompasses six divisions: 
animal hygiene, diagnostic imaging, internal medicine, pharmacology and toxicology, 
and reproduction and surgery. The Department is located both at HŠmeentie and 
Saari.

Research in DCVS has been directed towards animal welfare, and a diverse number 
of areas united under the heading of ‘inflammation’. The Animal Welfare group 
has focused on the impact of early rearing conditions on behaviour and welfare, 
welfare and behaviour of pigs and dairy cows, and sedation and analgesia. The study 
of inflammation is a multiple species grouping that involves research on mastitis, 
arthrology, reproductive failure, the canine gastrointestinal tract and pulmonary 
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disease, and often involves cross-departmental collaboration. Advanced diagnostic 
imaging, surgical biomaterial research, toxicology of ochratoxin and pharmacokinetics 
of antibiotics, are also represented.

Research Strategy

The Panel was impressed by the drive and commitment of the faculty and the very 
tangible progress achieved since 1999. The present research strategy is driven by 
individual investigators and relies heavily on PhD students. Most investigators in DCVS 
do not have a laboratory based research program, and there is a strong emphasis on 
active collaboration, across species, at a local, national and international level.

Research Productivity

The DCVS has generated an impressive number of scientific publications in peer-
reviewed international journals within the past 6-year period. Impressively, DCVS 
mentored research is the largest contributor to the Faculty’s output in PhD theses. 
The research productivity, based on personnel per section, is more uniform than at 
the previous evaluation period. Due to the short period of appointment of the current 
research leader we cannot effectively evaluate the contribution of the Pharmacology 
and Toxicology Section at this time.

Research Quality and Relevance

The majority of research being conducted in the Department is of high quality and of 
practical importance to veterinary medicine. Examples are the combined application 
of advanced imaging techniques and genetic analysis to epilepsy in Finnish Spitz, the 
identification of canine exocrine pancreatic insufficiency as an immune-mediated 
disorder, advancements in the understanding of host-microbial interactions in the 
gastrointestinal tract particularly Helicobacter spp., and determination of the genetic 
basis of short tail sperm defect in pigs. Research in mastitis has continued to blossom. 
There is also a significant proportion of research which is highly relevant to human 
medicine, such as surgical biomaterials and development of new technologies for 
treatment of human brain tumours, rheumatoid arthritis and cruciate ligament 
rupture. The formation of the Research Graduate School for Animal Welfare funded 
by the Ministry of Education is an indicator of the high quality and research potential 
of Animal Welfare Programme.
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2 Interaction between research and society
Interaction between research and society was interpreted by the Evaluation Panel as 
all relevant activities where there may be links to the public, industry, authorities and 
other stakeholders. DCVS has displayed evidence of interactions with society:

• Referral service for veterinary practitioners in Finland.

• Academic input to regulatory bodies for welfare and clinical practice.

• Participation in continuing education of veterinarians and the public.

• Popularizing research results related to animal welfare, health and disease.

• Blood donation, banking and multicomponent therapy.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and Challenges

3.1 Strengths

Highly motivated faculty.

Access to substantial clinical patient material for research purposes.

Effective collaboration at a local, national and international level.

Number of PhD students trained.

3.2 Weaknesses

Limitations on the generation of new knowledge imposed by high volume clinic and 
large teaching load.

Insufficient laboratory facilities for clinical investigators, but the move to Viikki should 
rectify this.

Lack of central facility that performs clinical pathology and microbiology to support 
patient based research.
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Lack of faculty with expertise in host-response/immunology to support the 
departmental focus on inflammation and microbial disease

Lack of epidemiological support for patient based research.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

Opportunities

The increasing public demand for pet health and animal welfare should provide a 
number of opportunities for fund raising in support of veterinary research.

The availability of the genome sequences of the dog, horse and cat presents huge 
opportunities for research into the genetic basis of animal diseases and comparative 
medical research.

The strength of the Departments of Basic Veterinary Sciences and Food and 
Environmental Hygiene in microbiology presents substantial opportunities for 
collaboration.

Challenges

To successfully integrate into the new Viikki Campus.

Recruitment and retention of clinical scientists.

To implement cross-departmental initiatives that will impact the quality of research 
enabling clinical sciences to harness the strengths of non-clinical departments in 
contemporary methodologies.

Providing attractive careers that balance clinics, teaching and service.

To initiate and integrate population medicine based research.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The Panel suggests that the Department takes time to identify common 
interdepartmental and interdisciplinary research interests, and on the basis of this 
analysis formulates a collective strategy for maximizing the quality and impact 
of research within the Department. The Department should then initiate cross-
departmental “brain storming” sessions to identify common areas of interest that 
will have a substantial impact on veterinary medicine.

The Panel has cautions against dividing the Department. Increased commonality and 
unity rather than division, seems to be a better strategy at this time.

There should be a Faculty wide drive to promote the recruitment of high-caliber 
graduate students. The relevance of veterinary research should be emphasized from 
day 1 of veterinary school. A graduate student recruitment day that coincided with 
research presentations could be used to showcase research and promote research-
based careers.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The Department needs to meet as a group to collectively formulate a 5 year plan that 
would consider research focus, future positions, and creative solutions to procuring 
funding for this plan.

The Panel recommends, emphasizing, promoting and rewarding research initiatives 
that bring together clinical and pre-clinical faculty. For example the establishment of 
a competitive, University-wide grants program that would support project costs and 
provide a two year post-doctoral researcher for successful projects. Funding one or 
two programs per year could provide substantial impact.

4.3 Research active staff

The potential benefit of increased numbers of post-doctoral researchers is particularly 
applicable to the clinical arena. The adverse effects of the ‘stop-start nature’ of 
single investigator driven clinical research would be substantially compensated by 
the continuity provided by post-doctoral researchers. The possibility of securing 
more post-doctoral staff could be improved by cross-departmental collaboration 
with affinity groups directly targeting funding agencies that will support research 
personnel.
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4.4. The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The Panel recommends continuing the program of training and mentoring PhD 
students, optimizing the recruitment of high-caliber candidates by emphasizing 
the value of veterinary research, and developing incentives that would increase 
the attractiveness of careers in veterinary research. Finally the quality of University 
life should be maximized, access to contemporary technologies provided, and 
opportunities for securing competitive funding enhanced.

4.5 Other issues

None
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Food and 
Environmental Hygiene

Panel: Veterinary Medicine

Kenneth W. Simpson, Cornell University, College of Veterinary Medicine, 
Department of 
Clinical Sciences, USA, Chair
Carlo Maria Mortellaro, University of Milan, Department of Veterinary Clinical 
Surgery, Italy
Birgit Nørrung, Danish Institute for Food and Veterinary Research (DFVF), Denmark
Frans J. M. Smulders, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Department für 
öffentliches Gesundheitswesen in der Veterinärmedizin, Austria
Arvid Uggla, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU), Faculty of Veterinary 
Medicine and Animal Science, Sweden

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

Supporting Comments:

Scope of Research

The Department of Food and Environmental Hygiene (DFEH) has during the last 
6 years focused on the following three disciplines: food hygiene, environmental 
hygiene and toxicology. In the food hygiene area one group has focused on the 
diagnostics, molecular epidemiology and prevention of the pathogenic psychrotrophic 
and/or spore-forming Clostridium botulinum, C. perfringens, Listeria monocytogenes,
Yersinia enterocolitica and Y. pseudotuberculosis while another group has focused on 
studying the psychrotrophic lactic acid bacteria causing spoilage as well as enterococci 
and streptococci. In the discipline of environmental hygiene the studies have targeted 
the epidemiology and ecology of Campylobacter and Helicobacter spp., and the 
protozoan parasites Giardia and Cryptosporidium. In the field of environmental and 
food toxicology the studies have aimed at elucidating the mechanisms of toxicity 
of dioxins at levels ranging from characterisation of the salient toxic impacts in 
laboratory animals to clarifying their molecular mechanisms of action.
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Research Strategy

The Evaluation Panel was impressed by the overall leadership of the Department. 
Especially the Panel noted that the Department had a clear collective vision in 
setting priorities for present and future research. In particular, the Panel finds that 
the emergent areas of risk analysis-based food control and environmental and food 
virology are highly relevant and well chosen as future strong disciplines within the 
Department.

Research Productivity

The DFEH has had a large number of scientific publications of high impact in peer-
reviewed international journals, and external funding has doubled during the last 
six years.

Research Quality and Relevance

The research conducted by this Department is cutting edge, focussed on important 
problems, using the latest contemporary methodologies. For example the isolation 
and characterisation of Leuconostoc. gasicomitatum from identification to sequencing 
of the complete genome, the application of genome-wide screening to the AH 
receptor-deficient mouse and the development of a wide variety of molecular 
epidemiological tools such as AFLP.

The Toxicology research carried out at the DFEH has been nominated and funded by 
the Academy of Finland as a Centre of Excellence (CoE) for the Environmental Health 
risk assessment in 2002-2007.

The microbial food safety consortium (DFEH and veterinary microbiology and 
epidemiology in the Department of Basic Veterinary Sciences) was ranked by the 
Academy of Finland in the top 5 % of international groups within the field in the 
recent Centres of Excellence Evaluation.

2 Interaction between research and society
Interaction between research and society was interpreted by the Evaluation Panel as 
all relevant activities where there may be links to the public, industry, authorities and 
other stakeholders. DFEH has displayed clear evidence of interactions with society, 
notably:

• Relevant applied research topics that have substantial impact on food quality 
and human health.
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• Translation of important scientific findings through popular publications.

• Joint venture with the National Food Agency.

• Good collaboration with the private sector and industry. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

High-quality, dedicated professorial staff.

Exceptional leadership.

Highly structured and well mentored research training program.

Focus on high impact topics.

Very successful relationship with industry.

Superb facilities and equipment.

3.2 Weaknesses 

It is difficult to identify substantial weaknesses.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Continued involvement in emergent and important research areas: food control 
systems, risk analysis based meat hygiene, environmental and food virology.

Strategic collaborations with the Departments of Basic Veterinary Sciences and Clinical 
Veterinary Sciences: for example in zoonotic diseases, host-pathogen interactions, 
population related issues, and further development of feed control strategies 
with respect to microorganisms of zoonotic importance (as suggested by the EC 
legislation).
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Single disciplinary

Continue to proactively focus on substantial and emergent areas in food and 
environmental hygiene.

Interdisciplinary

Explore further possibilities for collaboration with Basic Veterinary Sciences 
(microbiology and epidemiology) and Clinical Veterinary Sciences.

Further strengthen collaborations with public health and human medicine oriented 
research groups.

The Panel thinks the food control initiative is an ideal opportunity for a large 
inter-departmental research initiative, evaluating risk and outcome at all stages of 
production, “from conception to consumption” or ‘farm to fork’.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure

The Panel does not have any comments that are restricted to the Department. 

4.3 Research active staff

Re-evaluate the rationale of recruiting PhD students versus post-doctoral fellows. 
Potential benefits of increased numbers of post-doctoral researchers include enhanced 
creativity of professorial staff, and a more cohesive link between professorial staff 
and graduate students.

4.4. The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Continue the active program of training and mentoring PhD students.

Enhance post-doctoral training as stated above.
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4.5 Other issues
None
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Forest Ecology 
(Viikki Tropical Resources Institute)

Panel: Forestry and Economics

Alison Burrell, Wageningen University, Agricultural Economics and Rural Policy 
Group, The Netherlands, Chair
Jeffery Burley, University of Oxford, Oxford Forestry Institute, UK
Klaus von Gadow, Georg-August-Universität, Göttingen, Institut für Waldinventur 
und Waldwachstum, Germany
Karl-Gustaf Löfgren, University of Umeå, Department of Economics, Sweden
Helena Mäkinen, Turku School of Economics and Business Administration, 
Department of Economics, Finland
Mats Nylinder, The Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Institutionen för 
skogens produkter och marknader, Sweden 
E. Fred van Raaij, Tilburg University, Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences, The 
Netherlands
Joseph D. White, Baylor University, Department of Biology, USA

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7

Supporting Comments:

Members of this Department are internationally known authors whose research 
leadership in boreal forest systems is without peer. Members of this Department 
regularly publish in top-tier journals, serving frequently as referees but more 
importantly as editors and on editorial boards for these same top-tier journals. 
Despite small internal funding, faculty and research members have established a 
centre of global expertise in forest ecophysiology. This includes the departmental sub-
sections of soil science, forest ecology, silviculture, and peatland forest ecosystems. 
Evidence of this pre-eminence is demonstrated especially in collaborative work with 
the Department of Physics for the Station for Measuring Forest Ecosystem-Atmosphere 
Relations (SMEAR) flux towers. In particular, the Department’s work on greenhouse 
gas and trace gas flux in boreal systems has attracted international attention. These 
facilities are essential for the Department’s interaction within the global biology 
and carbon cycling research community. Its success and consortium of experts is not 
replicated in other European research universities.
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Over the evaluation period, the total number of publications per research active 
staff was high (3.1 per capita per year), as well as the number of refereed articles 
published per research active staff (1.4 per capita per year). The total number of 
communications published by the Department per year was 94, of which over 40 
per year were in international refereed journals. The majority of the Department’s 
selected work for the period was at a high international level, with the remainder 
largely qualifying as at a good international level. The groups researching in Forest 
Soil Sciences, Forest Production Ecology, Mire Ecology and Peatland Forestry, and 
Tropical Silviculture all publish regularly and consistently in top-tier journals. Only the 
Silviculture and Ecology group shows a more sporadic publication record. 

External research funding rose by over 25% during the evaluation period, in spite 
of an overall decline in scientific investment at other universities over the same time 
period. On average, the Department attracted €1.4 million in domestic funding and 
€0.2 million in international funding per year. Moreover, the Panel felt that the 
international esteem enjoyed by this Department is of the highest calibre, which 
places it among the highest-ranked departments internationally.

2 Interaction between research and society
The Department has articulated a practical and relevant approach to the national 
directive of interaction between science and society. Primarily, the mode for this 
interaction is through dissemination of research knowledge, expertise and findings, 
through international and national policy platforms. This vision is defined at various 
levels from advisory boards to international collectives. Ecosystem science informs 
society about issues relevant to the common good by responding to environmentally-
driven problems as expressed through political organizations. These political bodies 
develop assessments, report needs, and expert committees to research these issues. 
This Department has responded to the call for dialogue by:

• Developing a strong ecophysiological research group (in association with the 
Department of Physics) to investigate the derivation of greenhouse gasses 
(GHG) and biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOC), which provides 
scientific evidence on carbon emissions directly to the International Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC);

• Producing a comprehensive research programme surrounding processes and 
production limits on peatlands, which informs both the forestry sector and 
national environmental programmes on biodiversity;

• Providing expert services in tropical countries through recommendation 
and study of woody plants suitable for stabilization alternatives to local 
communities.
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A major element of this process is identifying essential information and findings from 
scientific research relevant to policy and political discussions that can be disseminated 
effectively in a language common to these forums. Again, the research produced 
from the SMEAR flux networks has been very influential and readily accepted by 
IPCC members, who use this information in their executive reports to international 
assessment committees within various governments. The Department has 
demonstrated this effective interaction at the international level through associations 
with international research campaigns including CARBOINVENT, NITROEUROPE and 
NorSEN. 

In addition to this overall strategy, traditional avenues of interaction with society 
are also well represented by senior staff, who are active in assisting journals as chief 
editors, editors or members of editorial boards. There are strong relationships with 
business and governmental bodies as well as government expert groups, in planning 
groups, in funding organisations and in extension and transfer of research results. In 
addition, dissemination of research results in a wider audience that has many forms 
and high potential for technology and information transfer.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

This Department has developed an exemplary culture of intellectual development. 
Members of the Department are encouraged by a spirit of collegial support and a 
willingness to tackle new challenges. They have implemented many of the suggestions 
of the previous Panel, including the further pursuit of advanced modelling, forest 
soil classification, joint disturbance-biodiversity studies, consolidation of training 
and research activities within VITRI, and investigation of greenhouse gas emission 
relationships with mire forestry activity and restoration. The Department’s programme 
includes a unique focus on urban forestry, which adds value to its range of activity in 
the context of European research institutions.

Though residing within a traditional forestry framework, the Department researchers 
pursue topics that transcend basic and applied topics, due to cooperation within 
departmental and outside colleagues (within the University of Helsinki system) from 
the Departments of Physics, Environmental Biology, Forest Resource Management, 
and Forest Economics. The Department has lively contacts with other academics 
abroad, especially in terms of academics visiting the Department. Doctoral training 
from this department is comparable with that provided by other European research 
institutions in the same field.
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3.2 Weaknesses 

The Department recognizes that more work should be done to intensify interactions 
with allied groups. For example, currently, there is no real cooperation with the Forest 
Economics Department in relation to carbon modelling (according to the Soil Science 
group). However, published work indicates that there has been recent cooperation 
with forest economists in the Finnish Forest Research Institute (METLA), regarding 
the incorporation of carbon costs into their dynamic models. These researchers have 
good cooperation with physicists, but find collaborating with socio-economists more 
difficult. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The University provides a little under half of the Department’s funding; therefore 
the Department relies on external funding primarily from the Academy of Finland. 
The research field of this Department is becoming more important due to rapid and 
globally-relevant environmental changes. Thus, the permanent challenge is to refine 
the way in which it can reach out to relevant companies and other actors in society, 
locally, nationally and internationally. Increased collaboration and internationalization 
is one way to further increase resources and competence of the Department. Due 
to research success, this Department has fostered growth of a vibrant research 
community that extends from doctoral students to professors, including all levels 
in between. Therefore, unlike other similar institutions, they have achieved a basic 
critical mass that, with the appropriate encouragement and support, will foster future 
leadership in the European community of forest ecological research. Researchers 
at this institution should embrace this leadership role, perhaps seeking to form a 
trans-Nordic-Russian centre of research excellence for boreal forest ecosystems. 
Globally, there is a strong need for these researchers to take this role seriously due 
to the importance of boreal forests, their soil systems, and peatlands across this 
large portion of the planet in terms of greenhouse gas emissions. This programme 
is drastically under-funded internally for its past productivity level, and so has had 
to rely on external funds for its growth. This reliance on grant and foundation 
funding poses a challenge for maintaining competitive research in terms of staff and 
experimental resources. Investment by the university or government could alleviate 
this situation by providing positions for permanent technical, teaching and post-
doctoral staff at competitive salaries commensurate with the high international value 
of this Department.

Specific opportunities for this Department lie in further integration and scaling of 
disciplines, and more targeted relevance within social science programmes. Such 
developments would further strengthen the Department in terms of competition 
for research funding and attracting top quality international scholars and students. 
Some suggestions are as follows:
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• Develop a spatial information focus including use of remote sensing at varying 
spatial scales.

• Incorporate more stable isotopic analyses to integrate research activity across 
scales and disciplines.

• Adopt a broad departmental framework of whole system site carbon, given 
the importance of both above- and below-ground carbon cycling as part of 
the SMEAR experiments. 

• Pursue site nutrient retention in upland and peatland soils more systematically. 
This includes incorporating methods of regional hydrological modelling, which 
again is a spatial technology issue. There appears to be a great opportunity to 
assess nutrient transport mechanisms and flux rates across Finnish landscapes. 
This group has the internal capacity and expertise to fill this role; however, 
investment is needed for development.

• Define the role of silviculture within the Department more clearly. This could 
be accomplished by recognizing thinning, carbon allocation in tree growth, 
and light interception as elements of a “new” physiological basis for stand 
management. It is important to retain this as a subject area within the 
Department in order to connect with traditional forestry groups. 

• Further develop the study of disturbance ecology (fire). This is important as 
future climate change impacts will likely result in fuel accumulation, which will 
follow expanded growth of boreal forest productivity coupled with greater 
fuel ignition potential. This Department should be better positioned for both 
research and teaching in fire ecology. Also, fire disturbance at the landscape 
level influences carbon and nutrient fluxes and could impact Finnish carbon 
sequestration expectations. 

• Pursue the development of a centre of excellence in biospheric processes 
with the Department of Physics to increase staff stability and improve 
strategic planning. The Panel has noted the difficulty of further alliance with 
the Department of Physics and the SMEAR network due to the expense of 
maintaining instrumentation, and that members of all discipline groups within 
the Department contribute to carbon cycling and BVOC emission research at 
various levels. 

• Develop alliances with biotechnology sectors in the university. The importance 
of tropical forestry and silviculture is high and should be strengthened in 
this programme. Silviculture, in the purest sense, involves plant and crop 
improvement. Biotechnology should provide the means to detect genetic races 
that are useful for tropical forestry applications and tropical forestry could 
supply potential raw material for bio-prospecting for biotechnology.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The Department can pursue three activities to improve research efficiency in which 
there are several fronts which are within their control. As already mentioned, a self-
evaluation about teaching should be done to identify how to streamline courses. 
Some examples include combining courses, team-teaching, and reducing offering of 
certain courses with historically low enrolment levels. Concentrating course offerings 
in specific teaching periods could also permit the dedication of other periods solely 
to research, proposal writing, and strategic planning. Specific examples of new 
research collaborations have already been given. However, given the size of this very 
productive department, all efforts should be made to increase efficiency. Continued 
external collaboration can help by dividing workloads, as long as this does not increase 
administrative activity. Benchmarking of productive research practices of higher 
performing fields might raise the level of research of some poorer performers.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The research environment of this department is well-established and strong, despite 
insufficient infrastructure. Unfortunately, improvement of infrastructure is mostly 
within the domain of the University’s budget environment. We encourage the 
Department not to continue the practice of relying on external or “soft” money to 
pay for essential research personnel such as laboratory technicians or administrative 
assistants but, rather, to encourage the University to recognize the international 
standing of this department and invest appropriately. Utilizing research money 
to pay for what should be University employees may be perilous. Currently, the 
SMEAR flux network, including the peatland GHG experiments, requires a minimum 
of six experienced and educated technicians who have a vested interest in this 
project. Without core funding, this flux research network risks either reduction in 
quality of data or even worse, failure to continue. This would effectively exclude 
University scientists and Finland from contributing to the scientific discourse on GHG 
emissions.

Similarly, research infrastructure is needed to support VITRI, which effectively 
represents Finland to the world on biodiversity, conservation, production forestry, 
and environmental sustainability. Like other groups, VITRI suffers from lack of internal 
support. It is suggested that some foundation or endowment structure be established 
to further bolster this very important humanitarian programme utilizing private 
funding sources (e.g. Conservation International) or provide some tax-reduction policy 
nationally to support this. This programme is supported in part by the Ministry for 
Foreign Affairs and more avenues should be explored to expand the definition and 
scope of their presence and activity as in-kind humanitarian aid.
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Time spent in grant administration is always a problem. There is one secretary devoted 
solely to grant administration; however, there are also administrative issues related 
to administering EU grants which the Department lists as a “weakness”. Perhaps one 
solution is for the University or Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry to invest in an 
office to help support grant administration, especially for productive departments. 
More generally, the unit should exploit all measures to make administrative tasks as 
efficient as possible.

4.3 Research active staff

A major factor in the future productivity and well-being of research staff is a sense 
of stability in their research programme and personal financial security. As already 
mentioned, permanent research staff are limited in number, with most staff being 
supported through external funds. The position of senior researchers with short 
contracts is very stressful. In addition, time pressure is high for this department, 
which works very hard to maintain research standards, teaching and graduate 
student mentoring at a high level, as well as seeking funding through grant writing. 
Currently, three staff positions are vacant. It is not clear whether a strategic plan is 
in place for filling these positions. It is, however, apparent that there is a need to fill 
them. A plan to streamline teaching in order to reduce teaching loads, in the case 
that new teaching staff are not immediately appointed, should be considered. As 
automatic sabbatical leave is not offered by the university, departmental staff are 
encouraged to apply for paid leave through other government avenues to do so. One 
recommendation is for staff to spend 6 months to a year at European, Australasian, or 
North American flux tower facilities or work with international groups on moderate 
scale remote sensing techniques for ecosystem function detection. Such experiences 
should provide perspectives for expanding the scope of current projects. 

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The graduate students of the Department are particularly optimistic about their 
futures, the value of the research to which they contribute, and the mentoring 
they receive from their advisors. They think that their own external funding can be 
maintained, but to do so requires a sustained effort. Grant funding is a problem for 
students, as it carries no social security.

Compared to the size of the Department, the number of its doctoral students is 
above average. There are plenty of post-doctoral associates within the Department; 
however, they are not very visible in the activities of the Department. Despite a 
feeling of comfort expressed by graduate students and post-doctoral staff, senior 
staff should continue to assist these individuals in planning a 5-10 year career plan 
and placement. 
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4.5 Other issues

Despite international prominence, the Department has not attracted a large 
number of international visiting scholars, which is mainly due to logistic difficulties 
in accommodating visiting scientists and their families in Helsinki. A common theme 
expressed during interviews is that departmental members feel caught between 
two government policies that are pulling in opposite directions: the government 
wants to increase the number of doctoral graduates, whilst at the same time limiting/
reducing core funding and encouraging researchers to seek external finance. This is an 
unfortunate paradox which requires further administrative thought and consideration 
in terms of consequences and the burdens it places on academia and the scientific 
break-through process.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Forest 
Economics

Panel: Forestry and Economics

Alison Burrell, Wageningen University, Agricultural Economics and Rural Policy 
Group, The Netherlands, Chair
Jeffery Burley, University of Oxford, Oxford Forestry Institute, UK
Klaus von Gadow, Georg-August-Universität, Göttingen, Institut für Waldinventur 
und Waldwachstum, Germany
Karl-Gustaf Löfgren, University of Umeå, Department of Economics, Sweden
Helena Mäkinen, Turku School of Economics and Business Administration, 
Department of Economics, Finland
Mats Nylinder, The Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Institutionen för 
skogens produkter och marknader, Sweden 
E. Fred van Raaij, Tilburg University, Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences, The 
Netherlands
Joseph D. White, Baylor University, Department of Biology, USA

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 5

Supporting Comments:

The number of research active staff declined from 15 in 2002 to 10 in 2004. In the 
latter year there were four full-time Professors (with one Professor of private forestry 
shared with METLA, one Docent, one post-doctoral member and four doctoral 
students). 

The Department’s research themes were previously classified into three groups: 
business economics of forestry, forest products marketing, and social economics of 
forestry. These are now grouped into two and the publications are also grouped 
under two heads - forest economics and forest products marketing. The research 
focus in forest products marketing has progressed from the market management 
approach, including green markets, to corporate social responsibility and new business 
models.
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Over the period of assessment the overall productivity of the Unit was good at 2.9 
publications per head of research active staff per year. Fifty-three publications were 
classified as B1 (articles in peer-reviewed journals). These articles represented one-
quarter of the total publications over the period. The majority of these articles were 
in acceptable international journals including several top-ranked journals. Sixty-eight 
articles were categorised as B2, representing a strong commitment to dissemination 
of research to a scientific public.

The Panel took the 37 selected papers (Section 2c) and identified those that were at 
a fair international level (84%), those at a good international level (68%) and finally 
those at a high international level (24%).

There is considerable imbalance between the two groups within the Department 
in terms of output per member of research active staff: forest products marketing 
yielded 13 B1 papers, only one third of the number of B1 publications (40) that 
economics group produced from the same number of Professors (2).

2 Interaction between research and society
From the point of view of publication and dissemination, 18 articles (over 8 per 
cent) were classified as B5 and none A5. One textbook on forest products strategic 
marketing produced by the Department is being used by institutions outside Finland 
and has been translated into Russian. In the Department’s submission, the section 
on expert assignments indicated that only a few staff held national posts although 
most had been active as editors or reviewers of journals. However, the staff reported 
during interviews that they fulfil a number of public roles including membership of 
national and international committees. The submission indicates that great efforts 
are being made to improve the social visibility of the Department’s subject area, but 
how they are doing this was not made explicit.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The Department enrols 30 students annually from about 120 applicants, indicating 
a very high selection differential. This ensures that students are generally of high 
calibre. The teaching curriculum is flexible, which gives students good choice. The 
Professors have high international reputations and cooperate with academic staff 
in several other institutions, including some in the USA and Nordic countries. Of 
particular importance is the closer collaboration with the Department of Economics 
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and Management in the University for teaching and with METLA for research. There 
are a number of other institutions teaching forest economics, but the Department is 
the only one in Finland teaching forest products marketing in depth. 

Graduates of the Department have a high success rate in finding employment.

The new foci of research (including social and corporate issues such as trust) appear 
appropriate to current global trends although the Department has not yet defined 
which issues in Finnish forestry demand this approach. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

All Professors claimed to have very heavy teaching loads and, in the Forest Products 
Marketing group, large numbers of students. This limits time available for research. 
For the Department as a whole, there is a belief that administration and teaching 
commitments severely limit research output. This was reported as a continuing 
problem, although it was also stated that the teaching situation had improved since 
the 1999 assessment by closer cooperation with the Department of Economics and 
Management and the Department of Economics. There does not appear to be a 
strategic plan to cope with the pressure. The lack of University lecturers and post-
doctoral positions means there was an imbalance in the staff structure that limits the 
scope for internal solutions.

The financial resources available to the Department in 2004 included  624 thousand 
from the University budget, a slight decline since 1999 taking account also of the low 
rate of inflation. External funds arose primarily from government Ministries with an 
annual maximum of € 202 thousand in 2004.The maximum obtained from the Finnish 
Academy was € 103 thousand in 2002 but nothing was financed by the Academy in 
2004. 

There is no plan on how to deal with research expectations and teaching commitments. 
The Department is currently operating with a financial deficit. The nature of the 
Department’s work does not require laboratory or field equipment and consequently 
the Department receives less financial support from the University than departments 
of biophysical sciences. To maintain present activity levels, more external funding is 
essential.

In 2005 there are two University lecturers but no postdoctoral positions. Despite 
its favourable academic reputation the Department appeared to attract only one 
academic visitor and few staff nor students appear to travel overseas. This may affect 
the current leadership position of the Department.
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3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The current political, industrial and public climates of concern for forests and the 
forest industry suggest that additional financial resources may become available and 
easier to secure. The recent initiation of a programme for the development of the 
forest industry by the Ministry of Trade and Industry emphasises the need for know-
how and intellectual capacity within the industry. This will require careful preparation 
of the strategic approach to the Ministry and other sources of funding, particularly 
as Academy funding has declined for these topics.

The Department planned to launch a new international MSc programme in forest 
sciences and business despite the above-mentioned problems of teaching pressures. 
It was not clear to the Panel that the Department had surveyed the potential demand 
for such a course, the added teaching commitments, and the income it is likely to 
generate.

The Department is already aware of discussions of a cross-border university with 
Russia. If it materialised, there could be good opportunities for collaborative research 
and teaching with partner institutions.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The recent focus on new business models and corporate social responsibility is 
appropriate and welcome. We would like to see a stronger focus of this work on issues 
arising in the context of the Finnish forestry sector. The Professors should define more 
clearly and coordinate their individual contributions to the subjects included on the 
Department’s main topics. Staff members should endeavour to publicise the nature 
and importance of their research.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The Department should review their teaching strategy and cooperation with other 
departments with a view to reducing current teaching loads further in order to free 
more time for research and research fund-raising.

A feature of some concern is the current financial deficit. Teaching and research 
outputs cannot be expected to improve under such a constraint if it is perpetuated. 
The Department should also actively seek additional funded research projects from 
non-University sources especially the forest industries, mainly but not only in Nordic 
countries.
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The Department should follow the discussions on a cross-boundary university with a 
view to seeking future collaboration.

4.3 Research active staff

Although the output of publications of the whole Unit is commendable, the 
imbalance between individuals should be addressed. Staff members do not appear 
to undertake overseas study periods or cooperative programmes. They should seek 
financial support for these activities and for replacement teaching. Conversely, the 
Department can gain immensely from academic visitors and the Department should 
review potential individuals who would add to the research profile while, hopefully, 
financing themselves.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Within a small department, the impact of two University lecturers (as in 2005) or one 
postdoctoral worker (as in 2004) plus four doctoral students can be considerable, 
but there is a danger of reduced supervision and advice for students due to the MSc 
teaching pressures on the Professors. If the potential for cooperation with other 
Departments fails to reduce teaching loads, there could be a case for additional 
University lecturer and post-doctoral researcher posts.

4.5 Other issues

The new research field embracing forest stand level optimisation is unique in Europe, 
and the Department has a technological advantage in this area. Methods such as 
dynamic and nonlinear programming are standard, but their specific applications 
in long-range forest planning represent a particular strength of the Department. 
The associated opportunities, e.g. attracting foreign scholars or serving as a leading 
platform in EU projects, should be utilised. 
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Forest 
Resource Management

Panel: Forestry and Economics

Alison Burrell, Wageningen University, Agricultural Economics and Rural Policy 
Group, The Netherlands, Chair
Jeffery Burley, University of Oxford, Oxford Forestry Institute, UK
Klaus von Gadow, Georg-August-Universität, Göttingen, Institut für Waldinventur 
und Waldwachstum, Germany
Karl-Gustaf Löfgren, University of Umeå, Department of Economics, Sweden
Helena Mäkinen, Turku School of Economics and Business Administration, 
Department of Economics, Finland
Mats Nylinder, The Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Institutionen för 
skogens produkter och marknader, Sweden 
E. Fred van Raaij, Tilburg University, Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences, The 
Netherlands
Joseph D. White, Baylor University, Department of Biology, USA

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

The Department of Forest Resource Management comprises six complementary and 
integrated research fields: Forest inventory and planning, Forest Technology, Wood 
Technology, Logistics, Geoinformatics, and Statistical Methods. Three young Professors 
were appointed during the assessment period and research has assumed a new focus 
with an emphasis on advanced forest engineering and modelling applications. This 
has had a positive effect on the research productivity of the Department. 

The percentage of peer reviewed scientific papers (category B1) and their number 
per member of research active staff have increased considerably during the period 
1999 to 2004, as shown in the following table: 
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1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Research-Active staff 38 39 36 27 31 28

Total publications 37 31 35 79 31 28

Refereed papers (B1) 8 6 13 19 10 12

Popular papers (A5+B5) 1 1 5 3 0 2

Refereed papers as % of total 21.6 19.4 37.1 24.1 32.3 42.9

Refereed papers per head 0.21 0.15 0.36 0.70 0.32 0.43

More than one-third of the submitted works is at a high international level and many 
others are at a good international level. Examples are scientific refereed publications 
in the Journal of Environmental Management, Journal of Multicriteria Decision 
Analysis, European Journal of Operational Research, Silva Fennica, Canadian Journal 
of Remote Sensing, Forest Policy & Economics, and others. The Department has also 
contributed a range of high-quality research papers to international conference 
proceedings. Eleven doctoral dissertations were completed during the assessment 
period. This is a very good achievement, considering the small number of supervising 
Professors. 

2 Interaction between research and society
Much of the Department’s research is directly relevant to applications in the forest 
and wood processing industry. Examples are the SIMO and bucking software, spatial 
database systems and new technical devices. Although formal relations do not seem 
to exist, contacts with industry regarding applicable research results are frequent 
and mutually productive. Many projects are conducted in close cooperation with the 
Finnish Forest Research Institute, METLA. Students who obtain higher qualifications 
in the Department usually find immediate employment in the forest industry. Greater 
attention must be paid to the political and legal environment within which forestry 
and forest industries operate, particularly regarding the impact of forest operations 
on the environment. 

The staff members carry responsibilities that directly or indirectly benefit society. 
They are serving as pre-examiners and opponents in licentiate and doctoral theses, 
as editors and/or reviewers of scientific journals and they have been involved in 
selection committees at several other universities. Four members have been active 
in transferring information of public interest to local newspapers. Most of them are 
active members of national and international research organisations (Nordic Forest 
Operations Council, IUFRO, management committee of EU Cost Action). Some have 
personal ties with consulting agencies, thus facilitating the practical application 
of new technology, which helps to reduce the time lag between innovation and 
implementation. 
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On average, more than 30 general publications per year were classified as B5 or 
A5 during the assessment period. These efforts bring little academic merit, but are 
important as a means of improving the visibility and social acceptance of the research 
work of the Department of Forest Resource Management.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The relatively small Department of Forest Resources Management is able to maintain 
research and teaching at a high level. Based on their research output, contacts with 
industry and other services to society, the Department may be listed among the 
best 10 per cent of institutions in Europe with a similar profile. The Department also 
compares favourably with Forest Resource Management departments in countries 
outside Europe. The most productive research fields within the Department, and 
those with the greatest potential impact, are Forest Inventory and Planning and 
Geoinformatics. 

Technical developments, such as the SIMO planning software and the new laser-
and-GPS field measuring device, have good potential value and use in other regions 
of the world. The wood technology research unit has direct contacts with other 
technical research units in the fields of mechanical and chemical wood processing. The 
group has a unique position within the forest research community. They have close 
affiliations within the Department’s raw material supply research (forest assessment, 
geoinformatics, timber logistics, harvesting technology and planning), and with 
advanced forest products and timber processing research outside of the Department 
(including VTT, KCL, Helsinki University of Technology). 

The current members of the Department appeared to be particularly enthusiastic 
and contented in their work environment and this spirit is one of the strengths of 
the Department.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The range of research fields within the Department is rather wide, covering important 
disciplines like wood technology, geoinformatics, logistics, forest assessment and 
planning. Each of these research fields is represented by only one Professor and 
the critical mass may be a problem (too few researchers working in the same field), 
especially since the Professors, besides their research activities, have to cope with a 
heavy teaching load. 
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A weakness of the Department is that the career possibilities within research are not 
favourable due to the lack of intermediate research positions. This creates a vacuum 
between PhD graduates and full Professors. The absence of intermediate positions 
seems to be a general weakness of the Finnish University system.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The Department is currently in a phase of reorientation, as a result of recent and 
pending retirements, and three new appointments. Consequently, the leadership, 
coherence and common focus of the different research units require special attention 
at this stage.

The particular composition of research fields within the Department is unique. The 
disciplines are complementary, they represent a logical and coherent set, and the 
opportunities for mutually supportive research are excellent. Forest assessment and 
geoinformatics provide the data for long-term monitoring and for the design of 
forested landscapes. These spatially explicit data can be used in timber transportation 
and harvesting systems. Thus, the Department represents a complete “forest-wood 
chain”, at a relatively low cost (the University budget amounts to 900 thousand, 
external funds are €600 thousand). 

There is good potential in the future for more intensive and innovative forms of 
cooperation with related institutes of forest resources management, not only in the 
Nordic countries, but also in the rest of Europe. The particular challenge for the 
forest technology group is to associate with similar research units, especially since 
this emerging field of forest research is currently under-represented in other regions 
of Europe. 

The challenge is to preserve and enhance the research activity at the present level 
and quality. The Department is small, and each scientist carries a substantial burden 
and responsibility. This situation is not very sustainable, especially since there is a 
lack of intermediate research positions that could absorb the effects of retirement 
or resignation. 

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The Department of Forest Resource Management is unique in its composition and this 
determines its future potential. The internal structure has been designed to form a 
unit that logically covers a set of more or less closely related fields. The Department 
is currently in a period of adjustment and reorientation caused by retirements and 
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new appointments. The future prospects are excellent and this Department has the 
potential to further improve its leadership position in the field of forest engineering 
and management, by expanding existing networks of cooperation. The unit could 
improve its performance by creating strategic links with related units outside Finland, 
especially in Northern and Eastern Europe.

The ability to realise the opportunities, e.g. transferring the Department’s technical 
knowledge to other regions in Europe (and to benefit from such activity), will not 
only depend on the Department’s existing resources, but also on the support provided 
by the University, especially in the form of teaching assistance.

Based on the discussions with departmental staff, the Department could further 
improve its research output by strengthening the internal coherence and focus of its 
activities. Of particular importance will be the creative integration of the new logistics 
unit into the existing constellation and research infrastructure. 

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The Panel is aware that the possibility of forming an autonomous School or Faculty 
of Forestry or a common Forestry Department has been discussed previously. Such 
an institute could include the research and teaching of Forest Ecology, Forest 
Economics, Forest Resource Management and perhaps one unit within the agricultural 
Department of Economics and Management. The Panel recommends that the costs 
and benefits of such a change are evaluated, but refrains from making specific 
recommendations.

The funds coming to the Department of Forest Resource Management should be 
improved to reflect the quality and relevance of the research output.

4.3 Research active staff

The research active staff is clearly dedicated to good science and the spirit of 
cooperation and mutual support appears to be good. This is a good basis but, as in 
other departments, more postdoctoral positions should be created to fill the gap 
between PhD students and Lecturers/Professors. This would not only improve the 
career opportunities and motivation of PhD students in the University, but also reduce 
the teaching load of the Professors. Benefits of a well-designed postdoctoral program 
include a better chance that spin-off publications of doctoral dissertations will be 
published, and an opportunity to keep good candidates by making the prospects 
within the University more attractive.

There are other possible opportunities to attract good scientists to the Department, 
for example by inviting visiting scholars from other countries who may be looking 
for a suitable place to spend a sabbatical leave. Even greater emphasis on teaching 
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in the English language may increase the chances that foreign scientists are attracted 
to the Department and participate in teaching and research activities. 

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Opportunities for doctoral and post-doctoral research are crucial in the university 
environment. The sustained recruitment of new generations of qualified academic 
teachers and research supervisors is important. It was mentioned during several 
departmental interviews and especially during the interview with the postdoctoral 
group that the career prospects for younger scientists are not very good. The Panel 
feels that the University should pay particular attention to this issue which may 
become even more important in the future.

The Department is very active in promoting research by graduate and doctoral 
students. Examples are the involvement in the Graduate School “Forests in GIS” and 
in the International Doctoral Programme in Pulp and Paper Science and Technology 
(PaPSaT) which comprises seven partner universities. 

4.5 Other issues

The Department has a very good publication record in top forest science journals. 
It is realised that there still is a significant technology gap between Scandinavia 
(including Finland) and the rest of Europe, which represents an opportunity due to 
the advanced forest engineering experience of the Department. There seems to be 
scope for patenting innovative technology that the Department might consider in 
the future. 
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Economics and 
Management, Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry

Panel: Forestry and Economics

Alison Burrell, Wageningen University, Agricultural Economics and Rural Policy 
Group, The Netherlands, Chair
Jeffery Burley, University of Oxford, Oxford Forestry Institute, UK
Klaus von Gadow, Georg-August-Universität, Göttingen, Institut für Waldinventur 
und Waldwachstum, Germany
Karl-Gustaf Löfgren, University of Umeå, Department of Economics, Sweden
Helena Mäkinen, Turku School of Economics and Business Administration, 
Department of Economics, Finland
Mats Nylinder, The Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Institutionen för 
skogens produkter och marknader, Sweden 
E. Fred van Raaij, Tilburg University, Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences, The 
Netherlands
Joseph D. White, Baylor University, Department of Biology, USA

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 4

Supporting Comments:

The Department of Economics and Management (DEM) consists of five research 
units: food economics, consumer economics, marketing, agricultural economics, and
environmental economics. There seems to be a natural configuration of these five 
groups in two clusters: food and consumer economics and marketing constituting 
the first group, while agricultural and environmental economics form the second 
group. 

The DEM is the only research group in Finland that covers the entire food supply 
chain from ‘plough to plate’, including environmental effects and social impacts. 
The research strategy of the DEM is to focus on three research themes within this 
broad area, thus integrating the several disciplines in the department (general 
economics, business economics, management, agricultural policy, and marketing) into 
an interdisciplinary approach. The three themes are:
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• Food chain and consumption.

• Economic development and entrepreneurship in rural regions.

• Sustainable use of natural resources and the environment.

These three research themes have been designed with the intention of bringing a 
sharper focus to the department’s research, and may help to overcome the present 
fragmentation of the DEM, assuming that there is the academic leadership necessary 
to attain this focus in the near future. 

So far, there is little evidence that the adoption of these three themes has stimulated 
much joint work between the different groups of the Department, although there are 
signs that such a process may have begun. Nonetheless, a trend towards collaborative 
work on these three thematic areas is hardly apparent yet in the output of refereed 
journal articles during the period 1999-2004.

The overall quality of the Department’s research has improved since the evaluation 
of 1999. Supporting evidence for the rating of 4 is that at least one third of the 
selected work is of a good international level and many other publications are 
of a fair international level, these together comprising a clear majority. The total 
productivity of the DEM was adequate, with 4.3 publications per capita, although 
with large variation between staff members. The number of B1 publications of the 
DEM increased slightly during 1999-2004, although B1 publications are still a small 
part of the total number of publications (on average, 0.35 per head of research 
active staff per year). The research quality varies between the five research units. 
Environmental economics had 23 B1 publications during the evaluation period (41% of 
total B1 publications), whereas agricultural economics and consumer economics each
have nine B1 publications (each 16% of total B1 publications). The other groups have 
fewer B1 publications. A disproportionate number of the highest level publications 
came from one research unit.

The panel has noted that a number of the higher level publications were completely 
outside the main research themes of the department. 

2 Interaction between research and society
The three research themes chosen by the DEM have a high societal relevance, 
emphasizing the recent interest in environmental issues, food safety, and 
entrepreneurship and innovation. It is not difficult to communicate research outcomes 
related to these topics to a broad audience. However, the five research groups have 
relatively few B5 publications in the societal domain.

Extension education typically provides interaction of research and society, and during 
the evaluation period this activity provided a high proportion of the department’s 
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publications destined for a popular audience. As extension is no longer active in the 
department, this form of social outreach will cease. The department’s work on the 
continuing adaptation of Finnish agriculture to changes in EU agricultural policy is 
an area with significant social implications. The department’s work in this area was 
also represented in the popular literature (although at a declining rate) during the 
evaluation period.

Apart from popular articles, the Department provides advice and expertise to the 
non-scientific community through consulting activities, advice to Ministries and 
participation in various outside bodies. Their contributions are offered across the 
whole range of their expertise, including rural development, consumer policy, 
environmental policy and agribusiness. According to the self-assessment submission, 
the department also participates in a delegation of representatives from business 
and government whose frequent interaction can be instrumental in fostering the 
interaction between research and society. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The Department of Economics and Management (DEM) produces more than 30% 
of the Master’s degrees of the Faculty. It thus plays a pivotal role in the Faculty. The 
Department’s graduates are well absorbed by the labour market.

The societal relevance of its research topics is a strong point of the DEM. This should 
make it relatively easy to attract outside support, collaboration and funding for 
research. 

The DEM’s recent record in international project work is strong. The Department has 
participated in a number of multi-country projects, including EU-funded projects. 
Other international links (via expert assignments and links with high quality academic 
departments abroad) are strong. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

DEM has a large number of students and a high teaching load. This takes time away 
from research and publications. Publications in refereed journals are still relatively 
scarce. The Department acknowledges that, because of the long-standing demand it 
has faced for teaching, it has not in the past actively cultivated a research tradition. 
The fact that it currently strives to cover such a wide area means that scientific depth 
is hard to develop.  
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Although things have improved since 1999, the fragmentation of the department is 
still a problem. This is manifest in various ways, including in a lack of collaborative 
work between senior staff and failure to exploit potential synergies between research 
units on themes of common interest.

The number of PhD dissertations during 1999-2004 was low, given the size of 
the department. This should be a concern to the department. The lack of a clear 
research profile for the Department may be one factor that contributes the difficulty 
in attracting PhD students. Another acknowledged difficulty is that funding 
opportunities for PhD students are limited, and there is no graduate school source 
of funding. This is a strategic weakness.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The societal relevance of its research topics is a strong point of DEM. This creates 
the opportunity to attract outside funding for research, both nationally and 
internationally. 

It seems that the traditional common viewpoint, that of rural aspects, is being 
undermined by the modernization of society. This phenomenon is occurring 
throughout the developed world, and threatens the identity of agricultural and rural 
economics departments generally. Faced with the growing difficulty of distinguishing 
between rural-related topics and other topics, the department is maybe beginning 
to lose its traditional research ground. The department’s resources in environmental 
and consumer economics offer opportunities for renewing its research agenda that 
should be exploited to the full. This is also true of the new research theme of rural 
entrepreneurship.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The societal relevance of DEM’s research themes should be translated into multi- and 
interdisciplinary research approaches that have the potential for contributing new 
insights on these topics. Multi/interdisciplinary research is not easy, but represents a 
worthwhile challenge for the DEM. This type of research should aim to go beyond the 
narrow scope of “applied economics”, although it should maintain strong disciplinary 
foundations in order to facilitate its publication in high-ranked scientific journals.

The department should review its strategy for ensuring that the potential of PhD 
theses to generate scientific articles for international publication is fully exploited. 
Young researchers should be encouraged and facilitated to aim higher with the 
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publication of their work. More generally, a collective effort to maximise the 
publication potential of the department’s work is needed. The panel recommends 
a strategy of aiming for refereed journals from the outset, given that publication in 
conference proceedings or official discussion paper series may create problems for 
publication in top journals later. Researchers should aim for the best feasible journals 
in their area for the publication of their work.

The Department is planning to introduce a quality management system for both 
research and teaching, when resources permit. The Panel encourages the department 
to pursue this initiative.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

Co-operation between staff members appears to be relatively weak and should be 
improved. Sharper focus on the three research themes should help to bring more 
coherence and cooperation within the DEM. The department should consider 
strengthening internal incentives for collaborative work among its own staff. 
Strong academic leadership is needed to reach these goals in this rather fragmented 
department. 

The Department is encouraged to consider whether formal restructuring of research 
resources into the two clusters mentioned in the first section (marketing and consumer 
studies, agriculture and environment) would be the most efficient way of stimulating 
the pursuit of a coherent research agenda and improving focus.

4.3 Research active staff

The number of senior staff has increased over the period, while the number of 
teaching staff has decreased. The panel considers that, given the large teaching role of 
the Department, the balance between these two groups has become less appropriate. 
Moreover, in most recent years there have been no post-doctoral staff members. PhD 
graduates tend to leave immediately after completing their dissertations. This reflects 
their buoyant job prospects, the lack of post-doctoral positions and the relatively poor 
research environment within the Department.

The panel wonders whether these trends are compatible with the Department’s key 
role in teaching within the Faculty and the ambition to improve its research profile. 

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The department should continue its hybrid strategy for post-graduate teaching, 
which combines core economics courses from the Department of Economics, internal 
courses on field-related topics, and participation in the Finnish Doctoral Programme 
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in Economics (FDPE). Participation of post-graduate students in the seminar series 
of the Department of Economics should be further encouraged, as well as seminars 
and colloquia organised within the Viikki campus. These initiatives will maintain and 
further strengthen the research climate for these young researchers. 

The scarcity of post-doctoral positions in the department is a concern. Although 
the panel is aware that lack of provision of post-doctoral places is a university-wide 
phenomenon and may need a solution at a higher level, it seems clear the lack of 
this stratum in the department exacerbates the problems of time allocation between 
teaching, research and administration for senior staff, and may pose problems for the 
replacement of senior staff with highly qualified people in the future.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Economics, 
Faculty of Social Sciences

Panel: Forestry and Economics

Alison Burrell, Wageningen University, Agricultural Economics and Rural Policy 
Group, The Netherlands, Chair
Jeffery Burley, University of Oxford, Oxford Forestry Institute, UK
Klaus von Gadow, Georg-August-Universität, Göttingen, Institut für Waldinventur 
und Waldwachstum, Germany
Karl-Gustaf Löfgren, University of Umeå, Department of Economics, Sweden
Helena Mäkinen, Turku School of Economics and Business Administration, 
Department of Economics, Finland
Mats Nylinder, The Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Institutionen för 
skogens produkter och marknader, Sweden 
E. Fred van Raaij, Tilburg University, Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences, The 
Netherlands
Joseph D. White, Baylor University, Department of Biology, USA

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

The Department of Economics is relatively small compared with corresponding 
departments in other Scandinavian universities. It has six filled professorial positions 
and one vacant position. During the period 1999-2004, its total research active staff 
decreased from 51 to 45. The graduate programme produces five doctors per year on 
average, and PhD education appears to be of a very high quality. 

The research profile is rather broad. Despite its relatively small size, the Department 
has published internationally in the main branches of the discipline (Microeconomics, 
Macroeconomics and International Economics). It has a particularly good reputation 
in Learning Dynamics in Macroeconomics, Public Economics, Industrial Organisation, 
Aggregation and Index Numbers, and Resource and Environmental Economics. Staff 
members are active as referees for international journals and have the following 
associate editorships: European Economic Review, Review of Economic Studies, 
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FinanzArchiv, Forest Science, German Economic Review, Macroeconomic Dynamics, 
and Scandinavian Journal of Economics. 

Overall productivity for the period 1999-2004, as measured by publications per 
research active staff member per year, is high (2.0 publications per head). Refereed 
articles (B1), and non-refereed scientific or scholarly articles and chapters (B2+B3), 
each account for 16% of total publications. In addition, two staff members are 
responsible (as author and co-author respectively) for textbooks published by top 
academic publishers using a refereeing process.

The quality of the Department’s publications is impressive. The list of refereed 
publications for the period includes 100 publications in refereed journals, of which 
25-30 papers are published in journals that are ranked among the world’s 30 best 
economics journals. A few authors dominate the publication list. Two people account 
for more than 30 per cent of the top publications. 

It is clear that the Department’s published research can meet the very selective 
quality standards implied by international publication. Virtually all the international 
publications reach a “good international level” and a fair part is at a high international 
level. Together these categories comprise a clear majority. It is the opinion of the 
Panel that the Department’s publication record exceeds the threshold required for a 
rating of 6, but still falls somewhat short of what is required to achieve the highest 
quality level of 7. 

Since the last evaluation, the Department has been successful in preserving the 
Research Unit of Economic Structures and Growth (RUESG), a National Centre of 
Excellence in Research, for yet another period. The present contract will expire in 
2007, and it is time to consider a new application. During the first period, the 1999 
evaluation panel noted that “while adding significantly to the research activities at 
the Department, the Unit had its main achievement in its contributions to the training 
and education of young researchers”. The current Panel considers that the RUESG now 
has a large impact on the peer-reviewed output of the Department. It is our view that 
a third period of funding would, in our opinion, continue to be advantageous for 
the Department, although we are aware of the high opportunity cost of preparing 
a successful submission. 

In 1999-2004, the researchers in the Department cooperated actively with foreign 
scholars in the USA, UK, Germany and Taiwan. This was a stimulus to the production 
of international publications.

2 Interaction between research and society
A number of the senior members of the Department have contributed to the local 
Finnish economic policy debate, as well as the corresponding European debate. This 
is evident from the non-refereed output of departmental members, as well as their 
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participation in committees and advisory boards. Since most of the B5 papers are 
written in Finnish, it has been hard for most members of the Panel to evaluate these 
publications at first hand. It is our impression, however, that the volume of these 
activities is appropriate for a department devoted to high quality research, and that 
these contributions are of high relevance to current economic issues. In addition, 
staff members have been active as advisors in government institutions, foundations 
and research institutes, both nationally and internationally. The distribution of these 
expert assignments among staff members is, however, rather unbalanced, with just 
two people providing a large share of these services.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The commitment to high quality research and success in publishing in international 
scientific journals are the major strengths of the Department. Compared with other 
European university economics research groups, this group ranks among the best 
20% and with a clear margin. It is striking that a relatively small Department with 
an annual budget from the Faculty of €1.1–1.4 million is able to maintain research, 
graduate training and undergraduate teaching at such a level. This is partly explained 
by the fact that the Department is consistently successful in getting a considerable 
amount of external research money, both from the Academy of Finland and other 
providers of research money. 

The international network for research collaboration is also of high quality. It has 
been important for finding appropriate foreign universities at which PhD students 
can spend a semester or two. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

An obvious weakness of the Department is that the possibilities it offers for a research 
career are bad, due to the lack of intermediate research positions between PhD 
graduates and assistants on the one hand, and professors on the other hand. The 
absence of intermediate positions seems to be a general weakness of the Finnish 
University system. We agree with the 1999 evaluation panel that overcoming this 
problem could have benefits, not only for young researchers themselves, but also in 
providing the Department with manpower to reduce the workload on professors from 
undergraduate and graduate teaching and as advisors of graduate students. Currently, 
the number of graduate students looks too large for the number of professors at the 
Department, although we understand that some supervision (mainly in empirical 
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macroeconomics) is undertaken outside the Department. The Department currently 
has a deficit in expertise for empirical research.

A second acknowledged weakness is the low final pass rate for undergraduate 
students (ca. 50%). This was explained to the Panel as due partly to lack of adequate 
selection at the moment of admission, although departmental representatives felt 
that this was not the only reason. It is impossible to assess the impact, if any, of this 
factor on the volume and quality of research output.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

The Department is now housed apart from the rest of the Faculty, in a building 
adjacent to the one occupied by the Helsinki School of Economics and Business 
Administration and the Swedish School of Economics and Business Administration. 
These three institutions form the Helsinki Center of Economic Research (HECER). 
The governmental research institute VATT is located in the same building. Not all 
synergistic possibilities within the HECER and with the VATT have been exploited yet. 
There is no overall coordination of activities between the members of the HECER. 
Nonetheless, this regrouping of economists in one location increases critical mass, 
and is a promising development that has great potential for research cooperation 
and may add to the future strength of the Department. 

The concentration of economists on the HECER site has permitted the setting up 
of several flourishing seminar series that are greatly appreciated by economics PhD 
students from the Department and from the Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry. 

It will be a challenge to preserve the research activity at its present level and quality. 
One reason is that the Department is small, and that a small number of people 
therefore carry a rather substantial burden. This situation is not sustainable in the 
long run. The lack of intermediate research positions contributes to this situation. 
The uneven distribution of various key roles over senior staff will create difficulties 
when key staff members leave or retire. 

For further scientific improvement, the scope should be enlarged to a European and 
international level. A particular challenge for the Department is to collaborate more 
with similar research units in other countries and to increase its attractiveness for 
visiting scholars.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The quality and relevance of research, and the focus on publishing in international 
refereed scientific journals, should be maintained. To stimulate empirical research, 
a good cooperation with statisticians and the governmental research institute is 
crucial. 

Some research areas in economics are missing, for instance industrial economics and 
behavioural economics. The potential for interdisciplinary research (e.g., behavioural 
economics) with other groups within the Faculty of Social Sciences should be explored. 
Existing interdisciplinary research links with the Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry 
should also be strengthened.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

On this point, we repeat the desirability of exploiting the potential of a further 
strengthening of the cooperation within the HECER. The details are left to the parties 
involved. We would, however, like to repeat the point made by the 1999 panel, that 
under the current resource allocation system, the share of resources going to a single 
department is not sufficiently fine-tuned to its achievements or to its needs. A higher 
weight should be allocated to publications that are subject to refereeing. The current 
system does not give the right incentives to a research-driven department.

4.3 Research active staff

At the present, the active research staff has enough volume, but the means of 
preserving the present volume of external funding could come under pressure. The 
Department’s submission pointed out that they need to strengthen the capacity to 
conduct and advise on research of a more empirical nature. It is the understanding of 
the committee that the Department has concrete plans and ideas on how to improve 
the situation, and these plans need to be actively pursued. 

More postdoctoral positions should be created to fill the gap between PhD students 
and lecturers/ professors. This will improve the career opportunities and motivation 
of PhD students in the University. The benefits of a postdoctoral development 
programme are that (1) more of the results of doctoral dissertations will be published, 
(2) promising postdocs are given a longer term time perspective which may help them 
to diversify their research topics, (3) the flexibility of allocating teaching assignments 
within the Department may be improved, and (4) present research staff will have 
more opportunities for visits to other research groups abroad. 
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4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

Doctoral and post-doctoral research training remains crucial for creating a new 
generation of qualified economic researchers. A mentoring programme will help 
post-doctoral staff to broaden their interests and to prepare them for an academic 
career. 

The Department coordinates the Finnish Doctoral Programme in Economics 
(FDPE), to which it contributes core courses (macroeconomics, microeconomics and 
econometrics). This is an important activity. The Panel recommends its continuation 
and strengthening, despite the cost in time and financial resources to the Department. 
We support the Department’s plans to expand their contribution by including a few 
applied courses.

4.5 Other issues

The Department complained about the allocation of resources of the Faculty of Social 
Sciences among its 11 departments. To the extent that this allocation is based on 
publications, it is the number rather than the quality of the publications that is taken 
into account. This system disregards the effort and time needed to get a publication 
into a top journal in the very competitive field of international economics journals. 
The economics group perceives this allocation system to be extremely unfair, and it 
may discourage researchers to aim for the best journals. Nevertheless, the Economics 
Department encourages researchers and PhD students to send their work to the most 
demanding international journals. 
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Hyytiälä Forestry Field Station

Sub-Panel: Forestry and Economics

Jeffery Burley, University of Oxford, Oxford Forestry Institute, UK
Mats Nylinder, The Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Institutionen för 
skogens produkter och marknader, Sweden 
Joseph D. White, Baylor University, Department of Biology, USA

1 Mission, structure and performance 

Mission and structure

The mission of the Station is strictly to provide facilities and support for researchers 
rather than conducting research per se. However, staff are, of course, involved directly 
and are authors and co-authors of publications. In addition the Director has conducted 
and published valuable research on forest pathogens. The major target of research is 
the interaction between forests and the environment and more than 100 researchers 
from other Departments and Universities including 50 from foreign countries use 
the facilities. These facilities include 2000 hectares of surrounding managed and 
conserved forests, basic research and computing equipment, and SMEAR resources 
(Stations for Measuring Forest Ecosystem – Atmosphere Relationships).

SMEAR is a major resource of international significance and some 50 international 
scientists conduct ecological and physical research at Hyytiälä. Although the Sub-Panel 
was not asked to rate the publications it noted that a large number of papers have 
emanated from and through the Station, including an outstanding set of papers in 
Nature and Science that are included in the submission of the Physics Department.

The Station has accommodation for staff and students and some 1000 study weeks 
of training are given there for Masters students over the school year and summer 
research period. No doctoral students are attributed specifically to the Hyytiälä 
Station but a number conduct their research there. 

Although originally constructed as one of the premier forestry teaching stations 
in Finland, the Station has been transformed into an internationally recognized 
location of essential information on surface carbon dioxide and biogenic volatile 
organic compound fluxes. In addition, combined campaigns incorporating soil, peat, 
vegetation structure, remote sensing, and forest inventory have transformed this 
originally small station into a hub of international importance.
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Performance

The quality of the resources and the quantity of high value scientific output of the 
Station have gained it a good international reputation. The Station as a whole and 
the SMEAR facilities in particular are major resources for global, regional and national 
research and information on issues that are important to policy-makers and the public 
as well as to academics. 

2 Interaction between research and society
Members of Station staff have not specifically targeted the production of public 
information documents although a number of associated staff have produced 
brochures and newspaper articles; some had given radio and television interviews that 
were not mentioned in the Station’s submission. The submission did record welcoming 
educational visits from schools and local populations. The Sub-Panel felt that more 
attention could be given to a strategic plan for promoting public awareness of the 
results, importance and meaning of the work of the Station, especially in view of the 
fact that, since the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development 
(UNCED) 1992, climate change has become a major issue of political and social concern 
worldwide.

The participants of the Station have participated in various public fora including radio 
shows and television appearances aimed at providing information about what types 
of scientific activity occurs at this Station. However, this Station and its accompanying 
research interacts with the society at a higher level than popularization of scientific 
results; it prepares and disseminates information about boreal forest carbon, trace 
gas fluxes and aerosol formation which are important elements for the International 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) discussions.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges 

3.1 Strengths

The major strength lies in the facilities, motivated personnel and cooperation 
available in the Station. The current reputation and international collaboration 
offer great opportunities for future intensification of research. This will facilitate 
great international contributions of information and training on globally important 
subjects. In turn this would enhance the reputation of the Station and indeed the 
University and associated Departments. This could attract external financial support 
from international agencies, private and charitable foundations, industries and 
wealthy individuals for the endowment of permanent staff positions.
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Another strength of this field station is its high integration and history within the 
natural resource teaching and research community of the University of Helsinki. 
It continues to attract international participation on a limited basis and provides 
the facility for conducting globally important research. Research on aerosol size 
distribution and temporal variation conducted at this facility is one of approximately 
four locations in the entire world. Also, the upland to peatland transect is a unique 
research opportunity unprecedented in the world and provides international 
researchers the unparalleled possibility to study peat formation in a space-for-time 
configuration.

3.2 Weaknesses

The Station, together with its own staff and its associated personnel, shares the 
University-wide problem of declining financial support, in particular the lack of secure 
permanent staff at various levels. Such funds and posts are vital if the Station and 
the activities are to continue. The allocation of funds at University, Department and 
Faculty level would be more supportive to the Station and the scientific subject if 
there were greater public and academic understanding of the significance of the 
work. 

The Station does not appear to make a concerted effort at integrating various 
research activities in forest ecophysiology, biophysics, forest community ecology, 
soils, peatland evolution and geographical information systems. This coherence would 
benefit the station from both teaching and research perspectives.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

The current modus operandi of the StatiWon encourages inter-disciplinary research 
and international cooperation which is highly laudable. Already associated staff use 
the facilities in a number of cooperative, externally funded projects, especially with EU 
funds; the Sub-Panel understood that a major new project proposal is in preparation. 
This is being led by the Physics Department but the staff of the Department of 
Forest Ecology should also be seeking newly emerging sources of funds including 
transatlantic cooperation and transboundary regional cooperation. The SMEAR facility 
is a major key for Finland to enter many such collaborations.

The challenge is to identify sources of substantial funding to combat the financial 
weakness discussed above and to capture the significant opportunity for additional 
research of the highest global significance. It appeared to the Sub-Panel that 
the hierarchical competition for University and Departmental funds inhibits the 
expansion or even threatens the existence of the Hyytiälä Station. In common with 
other Departments assessed by the Panel, the Station and its associated personnel 
do not have time or commitment to individual or institutional fund-raising. We also 
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gained the impression that fund-raising is in the hands of the central University 
administration and that there is no great tradition for raising endowments from 
alumni, wealthy individuals, charitable foundations or companies. Yet universities 
elsewhere are increasingly expected by governments to raise their own support for 
both research and teaching. The reputation and facilities of the Station should be 
capitalized in this respect.

The station has the opportunity to expand its outreach role by hosting international 
teaching seminars on flux tower administration, calibration, and interpretation. This 
would be of great benefit if University of Helsinki, Department of Forest Ecology 
and Department of Physics members wish to expand the SMEAR flux tower network 
concept globally. SMEAR research members, as one of the principle stakeholders in 
the station, have provided a clear strategy of utilizing this resource as leverage on the 
International Geosphere Biosphere Programme for global expansion of this network. 
Significant trends identified through these flux observations include a linear trend in 
CO 2 , non-linear trends in volatile organic compounds and complex trends in aerosol 
formation.

Currently, the Station makes little use of geospatial information, particularly 
remote sensing data. Given the increasing role of this technology, coupled with the 
development of expertise in this field within the Departments of Forest Ecology and 
Forest Resource Management in the University of Helsinki, this would provide an 
essential link for inter-disciplinary research and teaching conducted at this Station.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The research related to carbon and nutrient fluxes, meteorological and climatic 
measurements, carbon sequestration and climate change is so important globally 
that it should be continued with enhanced cooperation between scientists in different 
University Departments and in international networks. 

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The Station could be improved physically by the provision of more accommodation 
for staff, students and visitors including some offices. Members of associated staff 
were able to identify items of equipment that would enhance observations but the 
over-riding need is for permanently financed and resident staff.
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4.3 Research active staff

Research staff typically generate their own sources of funds after unofficial discussions 
among groups of current or potential collaborators. All staff could do more to 
promote the awareness of the research at all levels and to help the University fund-
raisers in approaching new sources (see above). 

Biologically/ecologically oriented staff have published results in a range of journals, 
some of high international standing, but the Sub-Panel recommends that more 
attention be given to joint publication with the collaborating physical scientists and 
to preparation of public information material.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The Station facilities are used by a number of doctoral students but the future 
numbers will depend on the motivation of the academic staff and the provision of 
adequate funding. These will depend on a clear strategic plan for future research that 
will attract and benefit from the work of students and post-doctoral workers. While 
the usual sources of funds have been limited for this research topic, newly emerging 
sources may provide resources for national and international students. 

4.5 Other issues

The Director and staff of the Station, together with the associated scientists, are to 
be congratulated on their dedication and their creation and maintenance of resources 
and activities of the highest international standard.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Värriö Subarctic Research 
Station

Sub-Panel: Forestry and Economics

Jeffery Burley, University of Oxford, Oxford Forestry Institute, UK
Mats Nylinder, The Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Institutionen för 
skogens produkter och marknader, Sweden 
Joseph D. White, Baylor University, Department of Biology, USA

1 Mission, structure and performance 

Mission and structure

The mission is to study the ecosystem state and ecosystem flows of matter and energy 
in the intact North-Eastern taiga forest of Finland.

The main research mission was redirected at the turn of 1980-90s into SMEAR (Stations 
for Measuring Forest Ecosystem – Atmosphere Relationships); this reflected

- Growing awareness on the importance of climate change near to the artic 
timber line

- Hazardous sulphur dioxide emissions in the late 1980s from old Soviet 
metallurgic industries in Monchegorsk and Nikel.

SMEAR I was established in 1991 as a station for assessing the Forest Ecosystem – 
Atmospheric relationship. The station is in the middle of a strictly restricted nature 
conservation area, in the remote taiga zone of North-Eastern Finland. It is one of the 
least polluted areas in Europe.

The research station is has research staff that rotates through to assist in maintaining 
SMEAR I equipment and comprises a Director with six University staff. 

Performance

The research is based on monitoring series in which regular observations are made 
automatically and manually mainly weekly and daily but also at even shorter intervals. 
The measuring series covered:
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- Population dynamic studies of mammals, bird and insects.

- Studies of phenology of growth and flowering in trees, flowers, berries, etc

- Measurement of aerosols, ozone, sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, photosynthesis, 
and weather in SMEAR I.

Many of the series started in the early1970s and this makes them a unique global 
resource that must be maintained.

The Sub-Panel was not asked to assess the quality of research at the Station on the 
basis of publications, as the full Panel 20 did with the University Departmental units of 
assessment. Nevertheless the Sub-Panel noted that, among the publications derived 
through the Station and recorded in the submission, 64 were in category B1 and 40 
in B2 from 1999 to 2004 with the numbers increasing over the last few years. 

2 Interaction between research and society
The historical and current data collected at the Värriö Station have recently become of 
more significant and wider interest due to the growing political, public and scientific 
concern for climate change. Over 400 publications have arisen from the Station and 
many of these are significant contributions to national and regional atlases that have 
wide public appeal and scientific use. Although the Station is located in a strict nature 
reserve (theoretically unmanaged), local human populations live there and demand 
multiple benefits. The work of the Station staff includes social and managerial 
approaches to sustainable management. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges 

3.1 Strengths

The major strengths lie in the facilities of the Värriö Station, the commitment of staff 
and the geographical location in the intact and unpolluted North-Eastern taiga forest 
of Finland. Together these facilitate the collection of data on the ecosystem state and 
ecosystem flows of matter and energy that are of great national, regional and indeed 
global value. Research on the interface between the alpine and sub-alpine zones of 
taiga can be conducted without human interference.
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3.2 Weaknesses

The geographic isolation and severe climatic conditions may be perceived as 
weaknesses in that they inhibit the attraction of staff for extended periods of research 
(even though there are good accommodation and communication facilities). The 
common lack of funding is a weakness and threat to the continued survival of this 
important station.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

The location of the site, the nature of the natural vegetation and the severity of the 
conditions provide the opportunity to conduct outstanding research on unique biota 
and the impacts of climate change – namely the interaction between atmosphere and 
biosphere at the timberline in the taiga forest type. This type extends over large areas 
in Russia and this fact offers opportunities for future collaboration and training for 
Russian scientists. The methods, processes and results will have great relevance to all 
concerned with altitudinal and latitudinal timber-lines and with all polar science.

A further challenge is to seek and develop appropriate involvement of local 
communities in the sustainable management of a strict natural reserve, in the Station 
and its research, and in rural economies within the region.

The lack of guaranteed funding referred to above as a weakness provokes the major 
challenge of seeking continued funding for this regular monitoring of biotic, climatic, 
edaphic and energetic variables. It appeared to the Sub-Panel that the hierarchical 
competition for University and Departmental funds inhibits the expansion or even 
threatens the existence of the Värriö Station. In common with other Departments 
assessed by the Panel, the Station and its associated personnel do not have time or 
commitment to individual or institutional fund-raising. We also gained the impression 
that fund-raising is in the hands of the central University administration and that 
there is no great tradition for raising endowments from alumni, wealthy individuals, 
charitable foundations or companies. Yet universities elsewhere are increasingly 
expected by governments to raise their own support for both research and teaching. 
The reputation of the Station and the uniqueness and importance of the site should 
be capitalized in this respect. Also, because of the unique location within the Finnish 
Conservation area, technical staff is not allowed to maintain permanent residence 
at the station. This adds to the difficulty of the remoteness of the station in terms of 
maintaining operation of sensitive equipment associated with SMEAR I. There should 
be a special proviso to allow long-term staff residence at the site, given the special 
global significance of the data collected. 
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research – both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The long-running monitoring of selected vegetation types and species groups 
should be maintained as long as possible along with the meteorological-atmospheric 
data observations. While meteorological data are contributed to the national 
meteorological and weather service, the data on other environmental variables 
should be made available for atmospheric and ecosystem researchers worldwide. 
Further use of remote sensing technologies should be utilized to assess footprint 
characteristics associated with biophysical characteristics important for interpreting 
surface-atmosphere transport mechanisms.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The facilities are currently suitable for long-term residential occupation but the staffs 
of the Station and Departments need to devise incentives for staff and students to live 
and work at Värriö. In itself this requires them to make the work and importance of 
the Station more clearly understood and appreciated by staff within the Department 
and Faculty.

4.3 Research active staff

The work of current staff is highly significant and should be supported and 
enhanced in future. However, the work of the Station would clearly benefit from the 
appointment of more and resident staff at all levels. At a minimum, six permanent 
staff members should be hired as employees of the university to maintain.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

On average one doctoral research student uses the Station’s facilities each year. 
Clearly students can provide the human resources needed to conduct and expand 
the research but more funds are required to encourage them to apply and to take 
up research in this area.
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4.5 Other issues

The Director and staff of the Station, together with staff of other Departments 
working there, are to be congratulated on their commitment and enthusiasm for 
the Station and its work. They require help in accumulating sufficient funds to ensure 
the continuation of the Station into the mid-long term future.
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Panel 21: Agricultural Sciences and 
Food Sciences

Units of assessment:
Department of Agrotechnology
Department of Animal Science
Department of Applied Biology
Department of Applied Chemistry and Microbiology
Department of Food Technology

Felix Escher, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Food Science 
and Nutrition, Food Technology, Switzerland, Chair
Renato Amado, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Food 
Science and Nutrition, Food Chemistry, Switzerland
Eva-Mari Aro, University of Turku, Laboratory of Plant Physiology and Molecular 
Biology, Finland
Nils-Georg Asp, Lund University, Kemicentrum Avd för näringslära, Sweden
Emmanuel Frossard, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institut für 
Pflanzenwissenschaften, Switzerland
Ernst Kalm, Christian-Albrechts-University of Kiel, Institute of Animal Breeding and 
Husbandry, Germany
Bruno Nilsson, The Royal Swedish Academy of Agriculture and Forestry, Sweden
Hildgung Schrempf, University of Osnabrück, Angewandte Genetik und 
Mikrobiologie, Germany
Leif Sundheim, Norwegian Crop Research Institute, Norway

Introductory remarks and acknowledgement
It has been a true honour for the members of this international panel to serve on 
behalf of the University of Helsinki in this evaluation exercise. It was indeed a very 
rewarding experience for all of us.

In the first place the panel wishes to recognise the excellent preparatory work which 
was carried out for the evaluation. We were briefed well before the meeting and 
received the fullest possible documentation far ahead of gathering in Helsinki. We 
then would like to recognise the excellent on-site organisation of our visit, not only 
in view of the carefully planned programme but also in view of the professional 
guidance and the infrastructure. And last, but not least we would like to extend our 
sincere appreciation for the great hospitality which we experienced from our Finnish 
hosts. In particular we would like to mention the professional commitment and the 
excellent support which we received from the planning officer of the project.
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We were well received and informed openly during the interviews and the site 
visits with staff members and students of the five departments. All groups were 
well prepared for the presentations and interviews. With these open contacts and 
competent discussions and on the basis of the written documentation, the panel 
feels to have obtained a sufficiently clear picture in order to make a fair appraisal. 
Unfortunately, one invited expert had to cancel his participation in the meeting on 
short notice for personal reasons. 

The panel likes to add some comments in addition to those made on the formal 
questionnaires. These comments refer to the standing and the general organisation 
of the domain of agricultural and food sciences within the University of Helsinki, to 
the interviews which we had with the post-doctoral researchers and the doctoral 
students, and to some budgetary and administrative issues.

Agricultural and food sciences in the University of Helsinki

The panel expresses firm view that the commitment of the University of Helsinki to 
the agricultural and food sciences is an indispensable part of the university landscape 
as it provides scientifically based concepts and tools to answer present or future 
societal issues related to food, nutrition and agricultural systems. Although being 
applied sciences to some extent many of the research activities remain very basic and 
do not at all stay behind in excellence as compared to the basic sciences. Also, the 
domain of agricultural and food sciences offer an excellent opportunity to carry out 
system oriented research which has been recognised internationally to become more 
and more relevant in view of the great challenges that we encounter world-wide in 
nutrition, food safety and security, global change and environmental threats.

Finding an optimal faculty structure always presents a challenge. The structure of 
the Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry at UHE has been traditionally marked by basic 
disciplines (biology, chemistry, physics) whereas most of the research work and the 
students training is dedicated to systems (plants, insects, microbes, food, animal). In 
order to maintain the highest possible expertise in research towards these systems 
it is important to reflect continuously on how the matrix between disciplines and 
systems is best arranged. 

Doctoral students

An impressive number of PhD students and post-doctoral researchers are being 
trained continuously. They are very active in performing research and contribute 
dominantly to the profile of the department.

During the interview, the PhD students were enthusiastic for their task and very 
open-minded. Usually they pursued the PhD work in the same group in which they 
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had done the Master thesis, as the group leader gave them the chance for continuing. 
Their strong desire to actively engage in research correlated with the motivation 
and enjoyment to deepen knowledge. Usually they were content with the extent of 
supervision; only sometimes they wished it to be more intensive and interactive.

Compared the many other EU countries, the duration of a PhD can be highly variable 
and its duration was frequently 5-6 years and could extend to about 10 years. In 
some cases extended periods for a PhD were due to a part-time working, as well a 
less intensive supervision. 

Overall we got the impression that the PhD students were considerate and realistic 
about future options. Despite the predicted increase of globalization, they were 
generally positive to find in future a relevant task in their country.

Like in some other EU countries, it is concluded that a PhD curriculum can be pursued 
most effectively within the frame of graduate school. Enhancing the number of 
students who could participate in graduate schools is therefore viewed as a very 
effective instrument to shorten the time period for a PhD and to facilitate interaction 
between different groups. 

Administrative and budgetary issues

The panel finds the new practice in the university that the departments are responsible 
for paying the rent of building space, unsatisfactory. This practice seriously impairs the 
collaboration between departments, may create a bias in appraising the overall assets 
of a department, and raises unnecessary frictions between groups which otherwise 
would highly profit from scientific interaction and collaboration. 

The panel noticed that the leading staff members of the departments expressed 
concern about the increasing administrative burden. As an example, the new 
employment and salary system was mentioned in which it is mandatory that professors 
carry out interviews with PhD students although they do not have any influence at 
all on the salary level of PhD students. Also it appears to be difficult to shift funds 
from one research project to another and by this to obtain the flexibility for financing 
research.

As for the senior staff level, concern was raised by most departments about the lack 
of positions for senior scientists which then leads to a lack of continuity in scientific 
expertise. In the same line, the panel felt that research funding is often fragmentary 
and restricted to short term periods. Whenever possible, It would be highly beneficial 
to ensure funding for reasonable periods, i.e. 3 years.
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Concluding remark

Although the panel has been well served with the clear instructions laid down in 
the terms of reference and on the Evaluation Reports, some difficulties did emerge 
when the five departments had to be rated with one single integer number for 
their scientific performance. This was particularly the case for the units that comprise 
a larger number of groups of various disciplines and varying orientations system-
wise. Therefore, the panel would like to draw attention to the text part for each 
department which takes such variations into account and by qualifies the single 
number.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of 
Agrotechnology

Panel: Agricultural Sciences and Food Sciences

Felix Escher, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Food Science 
and Nutrition, Food Technology, Switzerland, Chair
Renato Amado, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Food 
Science and Nutrition, Food Chemistry, Switzerland
Eva-Mari Aro, University of Turku, Laboratory of Plant Physiology and Molecular 
Biology, Finland
Nils-Georg Asp, Lund University, Kemicentrum Avd för näringslära, Sweden
Emmanuel Frossard, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institut für 
Pflanzenwissenschaften, Switzerland
Ernst Kalm, Christian-Albrechts-University of Kiel, Institute of Animal Breeding and 
Husbandry, Germany
Bruno Nilsson, The Royal Swedish Academy of Agriculture and Forestry, Sweden
Hildgung Schrempf, University of Osnabrück, Angewandte Genetik und 
Mikrobiologie, Germany
Leif Sundheim, Norwegian Crop Research Institute, Norway

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 4

Supporting Comments:

The department consists of two separate groups, Agricultural Engineering (AE) and 
Technology of Households and Institutions (THI), which are very wide apart. Both 
groups are lacking critical mass and so is the department. Despite very limited and 
decreasing funding during the last six years, the panel finds that the department has 
improved both activities and output during the same time period. For example there 
were no PhD theses during 1999 – 2003, but three were published 2004 and another 
one is expected during 2005. The outlook for the coming few years is favourable. 
Also, the numbers of scientific reports in refereed journals with fair to good impact 
factors have improved during the period.
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The panel rates the publications to be fair to good. If some of the publications should 
be mentioned the panel will point to the ones in fibre production and processing 
and also some of the reports dealing with household technology. They are at a good 
international level and the results are based on good and scientifically sound methods 
and are also of significant news value. Several of the reports have been published in 
journals with good impact factors.

From the viewpoint of the large area in which the department is supposed to be 
active the publishing is much fragmentized. This is apparently an effect of the very 
limited economical and personnel resources at the department.

2 Interaction between research and society
The department has managed to establish good interactions with society. The 
professors and the research staff at the department seem to be very active in different 
groups at the national level. Almost every research project has a committee in which 
industry is represented. Also PhD-students are involved in interactions with society.

But the dissemination activities seem to be occasional and fragmentized. The panel’s 
impression is that most activities deal with communication from the department 
(faculty) to society. There are not many signs of the communication the other way, 
which would be important for strengthening the role of, and trust in, universities in 
society. Therefore the panel recommends that a strategy for communication activities 
both to and from the department (faculty, university) is made, funding is defined for 
performing this activity and also that staff and students involved get fair credits for 
good communication with society. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

1. The department has improved very well, both in activities and in deliverables 
during the last six years period.

2. The department has very good dissemination of results and activities to 
society.

3. The department’s skills in modelling, simulation, instrumentation and systems 
analysis are of interest to most other departments at the faculty.
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4. The department is teaching a core subject of great economical importance to 
Finnish agriculture. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

1. The department consists of two separate groups very wide apart. It is difficult 
to see any important synergy between the two groups besides that some 
measurements and modelling methods can be used in both groups.

2. No critical mass in the separate groups or in the department.

3. The obvious absence of academic tradition, for example no visiting scientists, 
no visits abroad, no invited talks, no expert assignments during the last six 
years period.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

1. The department has to develop its research in a more basic direction.

2. The department has to establish links with basic engineering sciences and with 
biological and economical sciences. International cooperation, specifically with 
the Nordic countries within NOVA, is important.

3. There should be a potential for increasing external competitive funding.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

1. Strengthen the department and merge the THI with another more suitable 
group, for example with applied chemistry, physics or microbiology.

2. Redirect the agricultural engineering research in a more basic direction. 

3. Establish cooperation and linkages to basic engineering sciences, biological 
and economical sciences both at a national and international level.

4. Develop the research on modelling, simulation, systems analysis and 
instrumentation for the benefit of the whole faculty.
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4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

1. The current laboratory facilities seem to be fair.

2. Linkages to both basic engineering sciences and biological and economical 
sciences must be established.

4.3 Research active staff

The staff has to be complemented and expanded if the department shall be 
responsible for the whole area of Agricultural Engineering. The synergism with the 
current group in THI seems to be very limited. This group is recommended to merge 
with another, scientifically more suitable group.

The department has indicated to direct the professorship in THI to various aspects of 
hygiene. The panel’s recommendation is that this professorship should be invested in 
the core area of AE thereby contributing to the strengthening of it.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

In a small department as this one with a high teaching load, and also many interactions 
with society, it is obvious that the doctoral training will suffer from obligations in 
teaching at undergraduate level and to be active in interactions with society. This 
implicates that the doctoral training will take too long to finish, apparently five to 
six years, sometimes even more. 

It is also obvious that in a department like this one very much of the research at 
the department will be performed by the doctoral students. Therefore supervision 
capacity must be sufficient and professors should not be overloaded with teaching 
and administration.

4.5 Other issues

The panel finds that agricultural engineering is a must at a faculty of agriculture. 
There are several reasons for that. Agricultural engineering is an important link 
between basic biological research and agriculture. New biological findings require 
new technologies for implementation. Basic research in agricultural engineering, 
modelling, simulation, instrumentation and systems analysis will give new possibilities 
and directions for basic biological research. This is to say that there are mutual 
dependences and interactions between the disciplines.
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Also good basic research in agricultural engineering is a prerequisite for good training 
and teaching of students. Apparently there is a good application pressure from 
interested students and also a good labour market after graduation. 

There is no other institution in Finland for basic agricultural engineering research 
and teaching.

With this background and the severe economic and staff situation at the department 
the panel strongly advice the faculty to take one of the following decisions:

1. Increase funding to the department and merge THI with another more suitable 
group, for example physics, applied chemistry or microbiology. The effect of 
increased faculty funding should be carefully evaluated after the next six years 
period.  

2. Split up the department totally and merge part of AE with crop husbandry, 
part with animal husbandry and THI as in 1.

3. Close the department.

The panel recommend alternative 1 for reasons given above. If the department after 
the forthcoming six years period has not managed to redirect its research in a more 
basic direction, established links and collaborations with other scientific disciplines 
and increased its external competitive funding, while maintaining and even improving 
international publishing and the rate of Ph D examinations, one can at that time 
proceed with one of the following two alternatives.

Alternatives 2 and 3 are also an option for decision-making today. The panel will 
recommend alternative 3 as the second best to alternative 1. Alternative 2 is not a fair 
alternative, as the panel believes that this alternative will mean that in the long run 
AE-activities will be closed down step by step as a result of an organic development, 
not by a clear decision.

Even if alternative 1 is chosen it is important that the department develops 
strong linkages with other groups within and outside the faculty. Interaction with 
engineering sciences will be important for the development of the departments 
discipline strength and linkages with the biological disciplines will be important to 
give the departments research activities the right focus. 
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Animal Science

Panel: Agricultural Sciences and Food Sciences

Felix Escher, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Food Science 
and Nutrition, Food Technology, Switzerland, Chair
Renato Amado, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Food 
Science and Nutrition, Food Chemistry, Switzerland
Eva-Mari Aro, University of Turku, Laboratory of Plant Physiology and Molecular 
Biology, Finland
Nils-Georg Asp, Lund University, Kemicentrum Avd för näringslära, Sweden
Emmanuel Frossard, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institut für 
Pflanzenwissenschaften, Switzerland
Ernst Kalm, Christian-Albrechts-University of Kiel, Institute of Animal Breeding and 
Husbandry, Germany
Bruno Nilsson, The Royal Swedish Academy of Agriculture and Forestry, Sweden
Hildgung Schrempf, University of Osnabrück, Angewandte Genetik und 
Mikrobiologie, Germany
Leif Sundheim, Norwegian Crop Research Institute, Norway

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 4

Supporting Comments:

The Department of Animal Science is a small department as compared to other 
departments in agricultural and food sciences. It consists of two main groups, i.e. 
Animal Breeding and Animal Nutrition. Research in animal breeding continues its 
successful research in quantitative genetics. At the same time, it has increased its 
activities in the application of molecular genetics to animal breeding. In animal 
nutrition, activities centre around projects based on feeding experiments. In addition 
some research is oriented to other important fields, such as management and 
ethology. Some limited activities deal with fish and fur animals. 

Based on the publication record, the quality of research of the Animal Breeding group 
and the Animal Nutrition group differs only little. The majority of the publications 
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are published in well accepted international journals. The panel rates the publications 
record to be fair to good.

Nevertheless, in more general terms, the panel gained the impression that the 
Department has not developed in the evaluation period to the extent to which 
research in animal science has developed in other universities of the Nordic countries 
and in fact of the EU at large. In these institutions research in animal science seems 
to have been more successful. Also, a certain lack of concept and of visions for 
priorities in future research and education in animal science was observed in the 
Department.

2 Interaction between research and society
The department has established a good interaction with society. Over the period 
to be reviewed the staff members have been active in presenting research results 
and general principles of animal breeding, behaviour and nutrition in seminars. In 
addition a number of articles have been published in popular magazines dealing with 
practical problems.

The department practises a good collaboration with special breeding organisations 
and on this basis several interactions could be identified. Indexes for estimating 
breeding values for Finnish Hound and for Trotters were implemented and further 
developed. A genome-project with the Finnish Animal Breeding Association and Valio 
Finnish Co-operative Dairies Association demonstrates the acceptance in the applied 
field. The field data from the cattle and horse breeding organisations are the basis 
for MSc-theses.

Finally, some staff members are members in the committee of Animal Breeding and in 
the committee of Feed Tables and Nutrition Allowances at the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Forestry. 

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

The Department has good expertise in quantitative genetics and animal nutrition. 
The department is active in the definition of breeding objectives, estimation of 
the genetic variance in animal performance and relationships between traits and 
genome mapping, animal nutrition directed to feed processing, nutrition physiology 
and metabolism as well as relation of animal nutrition to product composition and 
quality.
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Since 2002 a specialized university lecturer in the field of animal biotechnology brings 
expertise in teaching and is also setting up a DNA laboratory. Based on the agreement 
of collaboration between the Finnish Game and Fishery Research Institute (FGFRI) and 
the Department, research in applied molecular biology was established. The facilities 
and the costs are shared on a 50:50 basis. The collaborators of FGFRI who work in 
the DNA laboratory are well integrated into the Department. They bring important 
expertise for the applied molecular genetic research.

3.2 Weaknesses

1. The critical mass in the existing groups is not reached. The Department 
should have four separate groups, i.e. breeding, nutrition, physiology, and 
biotechnology, all with the necessary background in or access to molecular 
biology. At the moment, only two groups exist.

2. All laboratories need to be well equipped and reach an up-to-date status, as 
it is reached in the DNA laboratory (see above).

3. The experimental basis for carrying out research in animal science is weak. The 
future strategy should aim at carrying out internationally recognized basic 
research in animal science.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

Animal science includes a wide range of disciplines and the Department is faced with 
the challenge of ensuring adequate teaching for MSc students on the one hand and 
performing research of high international quality on the other hand. On the basis 
of personnel and equipment of the Department, the latter can only be realised by 
concentrating over a longer period of time on a small number of well defined topics. 
This is important for obtaining external funding from the government and EU as well 
as from industry.

If the Department wants to move its research in the basic direction towards the whole 
field of animal science the challenge for the Department together with the Faculty 
of Agriculture and Forestry and the university to work out a concept for scientific 
development and for receiving adequate means for personnel and equipment so 
that animal science may reach the same reputation within the faculty as for example 
plant science does.

The Department also faces the challenge to establish links to the other animal science 
groups in Finland, to the food science units on the Viikki campus, in particular to 
meat and dairy science, and to units dealing with agricultural and food economics. 
At the same time, more international cooperation in research programmes should 
be sought.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The Department should be strengthened to the extent that it is able to perform in 
future on both the national and international level. This means that the University 
of Helsinki and the Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry have to define the position 
of animal science in their overall strategy and then support the Department in 
defining a clear concept for developing the department and for promoting research 
collaboration, not only on the Viikki campus, but in particular also with MTT. 

Thereby, the activity of the Department as a university unit should be oriented strictly 
towards basic research, while it is understood that that the role of MTT is to promote 
the transfer of new technology in the agriculture and food sector. In contrast to some 
of the plant science groups at the University of Helsinki, which maintain a close and 
successful collaboration with MTT, the situation seems less clear for animal science. 

The Department should comprise four main fields, i.e. animal breeding, animal 
nutrition, animal biotechnology and animal physiology. At present the area of animal 
physiology is vacant and for animal biotechnology there exists only a small nucleus.

1. The Department needs more qualified groups in the field of physiology and 
biotechnology, both with a solid expertise in molecular biology.

2. The application of genetic molecular techniques which takes place successfully 
in the animal breeding group for some farm animals should be expanded to 
further species.

4. Collaborations with other departments of the Faculty of Agriculture and 
Forestry would support positive development.

5. Interactions between the Department and the Faculty of Veterinary Science and 
MTT must be clarified and intensified by mutual support and collaboration. 

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The Department has facilities for feed-analysis, computing involved in genetic analysis 
and has built up the facilities for genotyping laboratories for genome analysis. 
However all laboratories are required to be well equipped and up-to-date in the 
same manner as the DNA laboratory is.

The Department had access to two experimental farms for basic and applied research 
and also for teaching the students. The university decided to give up the Suitia
research farm with its dairy unit with 80 cows. In turn, the dairy unit on the campus 
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should get new facilities for in total only 50 cows and also some places for intensive 
experiments which are required for example in the field of physiology, molecular 
biology, disease research, etc. In total the number of cows will be reduced which 
means that the basis for future experiments is limited. It is important again that the 
University of Helsinki defines its strategy of future investment so that the Department 
of is able to work out its concept of infrastructure.

4.3 Research active staff

If the Department shall be responsible for the domain of animal science at large, as 
discussed above, the staff has to be complemented and expanded.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The Department co-operates in Inter-Nordic programmes for postgraduate courses 
that contribute to the international profile of the Department, in particular of the 
animal-breeding group.

As for some other departments, the panel has the impression that generally doctoral 
training takes too long. Therefore, all efforts should be taken to shorten this training 
period.

4.5 Other issues

The panel did not have enough information on the general policy of university 
development in order to be able to judge whether or not a certain lack of concept 
and of visions for future priorities in research and education, which was mentioned 
above, might originate from a certain lack of appreciation and of support of the 
Department within the University of Helsinki.

At any rate panel wishes to emphasise the necessity that the University of Helsinki 
together with the respective bodies decides on the strategy of the future development 
of animal science at the Viikki campus. The panel recognises the value and the 
importance of animal science in modern research and education in agricultural and 
food research also for Finland. Therefore, it encourages the Department to develop 
a comprehensive concept for future research and education. In turn, the Department 
should be ensured by the University of Helsinki that it will receive the necessary 
support once the concept is in agreement with the overall university strategy.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Applied 
Biology

Panel: Agricultural Sciences and Food Sciences

Felix Escher, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Food Science 
and Nutrition, Food Technology, Switzerland, Chair
Renato Amado, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Food 
Science and Nutrition, Food Chemistry, Switzerland
Eva-Mari Aro, University of Turku, Laboratory of Plant Physiology and Molecular 
Biology, Finland
Nils-Georg Asp, Lund University, Kemicentrum Avd för näringslära, Sweden
Emmanuel Frossard, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institut für 
Pflanzenwissenschaften, Switzerland
Ernst Kalm, Christian-Albrechts-University of Kiel, Institute of Animal Breeding and 
Husbandry, Germany
Bruno Nilsson, The Royal Swedish Academy of Agriculture and Forestry, Sweden
Hildgung Schrempf, University of Osnabrück, Angewandte Genetik und 
Mikrobiologie, Germany
Leif Sundheim, Norwegian Crop Research Institute, Norway

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6 

Supporting Comments:

The rating represents an average of the whole evaluation period. The panel has noted 
a very positive development during the last few years. 

When the Faculty followed the advice from the previous evaluation panel and merged 
the Departments of Plant Biology and Plant Production, and additionally decided to 
include the Department of Applied Zoology, a rather heterogeneous collection of 
11 research groups were gathered into one unit, the Department of Applied Biology 
(DAB). Common research methodologies and relations between the disciplines were 
the arguments for unifying them into one department. A fully renovated building 
has modern microbiology and biotechnology laboratories shared by most of the 
DAB groups and zoology laboratories for Agricultural Zoology, Apiculture, Forest 
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Entomology and Wildlife Management. Modern greenhouse facilities are used by all 
groups in DAB. When interviewed by the panel, most DAB scientists identified more 
advantages than problems with the current organisation. However, the DAB should 
continue to work on synergies inside and outside of the department. 

Agricultural Zoology and Apiculture is involved in significant investigations on what 
makes a new insect pest, insect plant relationships, pest risk assessment of introduced 
biocontrol agents, biocontrol of insect pests, pest on honey bees, habitats for bumble 
bees and taxonomic research in various Asian countries. The group interacts well with 
Government agencies, beekeepers association and growers.

Agroecology is a young group, which is studying plant ecology and biodiversity in 
agricultural areas of Finland. Agricultural politics and education are other challenges 
for organic farming in the country. Education in ecological agriculture, insect and 
plant biodiversity and agricultural buffer zones are some of the research themes of 
the group. The group has good interaction with growers and the society. 

Crop Science is active in research on cold hardiness, draught and salt tolerance, 
breeding methods in potato and oats, transgenic resistance to potato virus Y, effects 
on selenium on potato quality and several other topics. The group interacts well with 
Government agencies, commercial companies, industry and farmers.

Forest Pathology contributes important research on ectomycorrhizal fungi, lichens, 
fungal genetics and biology, fungal and lichen taxonomy in China, fossil fungi in 
amber, fungal resistance in transgenic silver birch and somatic embrygenesis in Scots 
pine. In an important contribution the group has employed molecular methods to 
reveal the cyanobacterial symbionts of lichen fungi worldwide. The group interacts 
well with Government agencies in risk evaluation of GM trees and communicates 
frequently with industry and the public.

Forest Zoology and Wildlife Management covers a wide range of topics including 
population biology of insect pests, habitats and breeding strategies of wild birds. 
The group is making valuable contributions to insect taxonomy. A book on sawflies 
is an important contribution. The group has provided experts for the Ministry of 
Environment and the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry. Also, the group maintains 
a large insect collection of 750 000 specimens. Its collection of 1000 Finnish birds and 
mammals is open to the public.

Horticulture has made important contributions on physiological breakdown of apples 
in long term storage, cold hardiness of crops and trees in Finland, nitrogen deficiency 
effects in plants, photoperiod effects in ryegrass and strawberry, airborne heavy 
metal pollution and effects of gibberellins on plants. The joint research with Plant 
Breeding on flower differentiation and antocyanine biosynthesis in Gerbera is leading 
to international cooperation in a Gerbera genome project. The group has shown that 
cold hardiness is independently activated by low temperature and short photoperiod. 
The group is very active in popularizing research findings to growers and industry. 
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Plant Breeding and Forest Tree Breeding has an impressive publication record. Its 
research covers subjects like photoperiod and temperature effects on cold hardiness, 
resistance to fungal pathogens in crops and forest trees, Agrobacterium mediated 
plant transformation. The group has initiated a spruce genome project in cooperation 
with international partners.

The group is very active in the public debate on GM crops in Finland and in 
conservation of plant genetic resources in Finland, Balticum and Europe. 

Plant Pathology has made very significant contributions to phylogenetic analysis of 
genes from potato scab types, pathogen derived resistance to PVY, coat protein 
resistance to potato viruses, induced resistance to cereal pathogens, cloning of genes 
from fungal plant pathogens and proteinases in transgenic plants. Studies on the 
functional genomics of PVY are an important contribution to our understanding of 
the pathogenicity of this serious virus. The group has lead capacity building for the 
growing domestic seed potato industry, and has research funding from the industry. 
The team leads highly successful programs including the Nordic-Baltic-Polish-German 
project on serious quality problem posed by Potato Mop Top Virus. Also, the group has 
contributed important research on viral diseases of crops in developing countries.

Research and teaching of biology to serve the agriculture, forestry and horticulture in 
Finland and in the world are the common goals for the DAB activities. The department 
exploits modern research tools of molecular biology, quantitative genetics and 
modelling to solve the problems for plant cultivation on the northern border for 
agriculture worldwide. 

The biotechnology hub at Viikki is one of the strongest in Europe, and the DAB 
scientists have taken full advantage of the instrumentation and expertise in the 
neighbourhood. DAB is member of the Centre of Excellence in Plant Molecular 
Biology and Forest Biotechnology, Research Program in Plant Biology, Viikki Graduate 
School in Bioscience. Also, the department participates in Helsinki Graduate School 
in Biotechnology and Molecular Biology and in Biocentrum Helsinki.

On the national level DAB is the Regional Centre of Expertise in the program 
Agrobiotechnology in seed potato production, and the Department is partner in the 
Finnish Graduate School in Plant Biology. The DAB has a number of collaboration 
activities with other departments and faculties in the country. The DAB has sound 
relationship with the MTT, which is the institute responsible for applied plant research 
in Finland. The DAB basic research is complementary to the activities of MTT.

The Plant Pathology group leads a highly successful program including the Nordic-
Baltic-Polish-German project on the serious quality problem posed by Potato Mop 
Top Virus.

DAB has increased the research active staff during the five years since the last 
evaluation. Recruitment of professors has almost doubled the senior staff group 
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during the period. The number of graduate students is close to twice the level of 
five years ago, and the number of PhDs, considering the size of the senior staff, is 
best in the Faculty.

The publications from DAB range from contributions to top journals with high impact 
factors like PNAS, Science, Cell, and Genome Research to papers in more average 
journals. The publication activity for most groups is very satisfactory.

The external funding of DAB is very good for most groups within the department.

2 Interaction between research and society
The mission of DAB involves social focus and the staff has established good 
interactions with decision bodies in environmental and agricultural administration 
in Finland. Expertise provided to the ministries of Agriculture and Forestry and 
Environment by almost all research disciplines in the department is worth noting, 
including participation in Plant Protection Consulting Committee, National Committee 
for Sustainable Development, National Program for Biodiversity, Future of Agriculture 
etc.

Several research disciplines have direct interactions with farmers, horticulturalists 
and foresters, and DAB organises meetings for contract farmers of big companies to 
educate in recent research achievements. Potato companies and contract farmers are 
particularly benefiting from expertise in DAB. Joint research projects with agribusiness 
have been established by several research groups.

Based on the activity and expertise of the staff, DAB has had an important national 
role in public debate concerning GM food, GM forestry, organic farming, sustainable 
agrifood system, agrobiodiversity and so on. Also, PhD students are employed in 
science popularization. Staff members participate in global bodies of similar 
activities. 

DAB is already well known, but the visibility of the department in the general media 
can be improved. A few individuals are frequently exposed in the media, but many 
others of the staff members, post docs and PhD students have relevant information 
on current issues, like GMO, agrochemicals, global warming, food security and other 
topics, which the general public would appreciate sharing.
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

DAB is a large department with most research groups operating at the scientific front 
of their respective fields. The staff members are ambitious and enthusiastic, and most 
are located in the newly remodelled and well equipped laboratories, commonly with 
no walls between the different teams. The greenhouse and controlled environment 
facilities are excellent with compartments for handling genetically modified plants.

The publication lists for some groups are impressive with many contributions in top 
international journals of the respective disciplines.

Most research groups of the DAB are located in one building, and the remaining 
scattered teams will move into the adjacent building, when it is fully renovated.

Internationally renowned professors provide strong leadership for PhD students, post 
docs and technical staff.

3.2 Weaknesses 

The research fields covered by DAB are many and rather heterogeneous, and potential 
synergies have not yet been fully realized.

Some of the DAB groups have only limited external funding, and their level of activity 
is low compared to the more successful groups. 

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

With a professionally very strong staff and the excellent infrastructure DAB has 
potential for important contributions to plant science in the future.

The synergies between related groups have become much better in the renovated 
laboratories, but there are still possibilities for further improvement.
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4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

The number of research groups in the department can be reduced by merging related 
teams:

I  Apiculture/Agricultural Entomology/ Forest Zoology and Wildlife 
Management

II  Agroecology/Crop Science/Horticulture

III  Plant Breeding/Forest Tree Breeding

IV  Forest Pathology/Plant Pathology

Four strong and rather large groups would have several professors each and be less 
vulnerable in periods of vacancies of professors and other senior staff.

More international PhD students and post docs should be invited to benefit from the 
impressive research environment of DAB

The DAB should work hard to attract more international funding from EU, companies 
and other international bodies.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

The current laboratory facilities are excellent and the infrastructure at Viikki campus 
can offer all facilities needed for outstanding research.

4.3 Research active staff

DAB has 14 senior staff members, 18 post docs and 17 doctoral students. There seems 
to be capacity in the department for supervision of twice that number of doctoral 
students. On the other hand, a big difference in the number of doctoral students 
per professor, makes the panel wonder whether the recruitment policy of new 
senior researchers (lecturers and professors) is always efficient enough and needs 
re-evaluation.
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4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

It is obvious that most of the research at the department is performed by the doctoral 
students and post docs. Supervision capacity for doctoral students and post docs 
seems to be sufficient, but professors should not be overloaded with undergraduate 
teaching and administration.

Doctoral training generally takes too long, apparently five to six years, and all efforts 
should be taken to shorten this training period. 

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Applied 
Chemistry and Microbiology

Panel: Agricultural Sciences and Food Sciences

Felix Escher, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Food Science 
and Nutrition, Food Technology, Switzerland, Chair
Renato Amado, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Food 
Science and Nutrition, Food Chemistry, Switzerland
Eva-Mari Aro, University of Turku, Laboratory of Plant Physiology and Molecular 
Biology, Finland
Nils-Georg Asp, Lund University, Kemicentrum Avd för näringslära, Sweden
Emmanuel Frossard, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institut für 
Pflanzenwissenschaften, Switzerland
Ernst Kalm, Christian-Albrechts-University of Kiel, Institute of Animal Breeding and 
Husbandry, Germany
Bruno Nilsson, The Royal Swedish Academy of Agriculture and Forestry, Sweden
Hildgung Schrempf, University of Osnabrück, Angewandte Genetik und 
Mikrobiologie, Germany
Leif Sundheim, Norwegian Crop Research Institute, Norway

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 7 

Supporting Comments:

Taken together most of the activities of this department rank highest among all 
sections within the Panel 21.

Because of the multidisciplinary nature of this department, we firstly present the 
research done in the various divisions and finally give an overall assessment.

Food Chemistry 

The research activities of this division have a focus on several food constituents, most 
of them having the potential to be health beneficial. During the period of assessment, 
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the division has performed research work on vitamins, lipids (including phytosterols 
and cholesterol), flavonoids and phenolic acids. The excellent infrastructure allowed 
advanced analytical research in all fields of activity. However, the division does 
not limit its activity to the purely chemical aspects of the investigated substances 
(qualitative and quantitative aspects, chemical structure), but also considers the 
biological activities of the substances as well. The work performed on the interaction 
of bioactive compounds with other food constituents during processing to elucidate 
mechanisms of lipid and protein oxidation is particularly interesting from the point 
of view of food quality and food safety. The determination of the antioxidant activity 
of different products (especially berries) containing phenolic compounds is highly 
relevant for their potential use as ingredients in functional food. 

The available analytical tools and the expertise of the division members open the 
possibility for co-operation with other groups within and outside the department 
(e.g. nutritionists, food technologists) what is reflected in several joint projects and 
common publications. The work on phytosterols and particularly on the phenolic 
constituents of berries is of outstanding international quality and has been published 
in the most recognized peer-reviewed scientific journals in the field and well accepted 
by the international scientific community. The high quality of the research work 
performed by the relatively small-sized food chemistry division is reflected by the 
unusually high number of citations (one paper published in 1999 has been the 
most cited article of the year in the prestigious Journal of Agricultural and Food 
Chemistry). 

The excellence of the research work performed by the food chemistry division is also 
reflected by the fact that 2 PhD theses have been awarded prices for the best theses 
in Food Science of the years 2002 and 2004 by the Finnish Food Science Association.

Nutrition

The division of nutrition has a broad range of competences and research areas, 
utilising advanced up-to-date methodology. The new laboratory facilities are well 
suited for the research. The main areas are 

- experimental studies on colon cancer with genetically modified mice to explore 
mechanisms for enhancement and inhibition of tumour development by foods 
or food components, e.g. berries and inulin

- bone mineral density (related to osteoporosis and fracture risk) in relation to 
vitamin D status and deficiency with human supplementation experiments 
as well as mechanistic studies on the molecular level using cultured rat and 
human osteoblasts (bone formation cells)

- human observational (epidemiological) studies, especially regarding risk factors 
for cardiovascular disease as related to dietary habits throughout life and the 
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possibilities and importance of dietary modifications in early life, a 20 year 
cohort study being unique world-wide

- human intervention studies using well-controlled diets provided by 
experimental kitchen fascilities, e.g. exploring effects of oleic versus linoleic 
acid and of conjugated linoleic acid (CLA).

The publications are generally of a high to excellent quality and published in 
internationally leading nutrition journals and well-established medical journals. Some 
of the studies have been performed completely within the division, but most studies 
have been carried out in collaboration with research groups within human nutrition 
and medicine in Finland as well as abroad. The network of collaboration is extensive 
and clearly shows that the division has a high international reputation within all its 
main fields of research. On the other hand, the possibilities of collaboration within 
the Department of Applied Chemistry and Microbiology and within faculty seem 
under-utilised so far. 

Microbiology

The professors and lecturers of the Microbiology division have created an excellent 
environment to pursue a very high standard of research and teaching. This fact is also 
reflected by their being recognized as a centre of excellence in microbial resources.

The laboratories are very well equipped and organized. In addition to standard 
instruments, they have facilities to work anaerobically, to use a variety of microscopes 
to pursue video analyses, scanning and fluorescent investigations. New compounds 
are being separated with HLPC devices, and elucidated using LC/MS.

Research fields span a wide variety of topics, which also guarantees a high educational 
standard. The topics include: the diversity of cyanobacteria and the characteristics of 
their microcystins; genome projects; the development of animal-independent assays 
to evaluate the toxicity of microbial toxins; the characterization of toxins and their 
mode of action; the analysis of biofilms; the investigation of lactic acid bacteria 
including their value as probiotics; and plant-microbes interactions and their role in 
agriculture. The biotechnology group contributed to elucidate lignin biosynthesis, the 
role of fungal enzymes in lignin degradation and to understand the role of fungi for 
the decomposition of litter and for organic pollutants degradation.

While the salaries of 12 staff members are covered by funds of the university, an 
impressive number of members (research fellows, technical staff, secretary as well as 
many PhD students and postdocs) are paid from external funds from Finland and EU. 
The research data were published continuously in a large number of papers mostly 
in international journals with high impact factors as well as in scientific books. They 
present their works in international meetings. The number of annually generated 
Master and PhD theses is very high. Remarkably, each year several of them receive 
a distinction.
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Environmental Soil Science

This division is the only one within the university working specifically on agricultural 
soils. During the evaluation period the division successfully implemented the 
recommendations of the last evaluation panel, which led to the merge of the 
agricultural chemistry and physics group and of the environmental soil science group 
in a single division.

The research carried out during this period focused on the release of phosphate from 
sediment, on assessing the availability of soil P and its transfer from agricultural soils 
to waters, on the effect of soil structure on gas exchange and rooting pattern, on 
N leaching and on the effect of plant selenium on plant growth. These subjects are 
all of high relevance for all European countries. The results of the research on soil 
atmosphere, P and Se are published in the best journals in the field of soil science 
and plant nutrition.

This division has a wide net of collaboration within the department (e.g. on oil 
pollution of soil, on Pb contamination of organic soil), within the faculty (e.g. on 
Se effect on plant growth), within the university (e.g. with the graduate school on 
natural science), with the MTT agri food research in Finland (on P transfer), and with 
other Finnish universities and international partners.

General Chemistry 

As stated in the assessment report, the main task of this division is to provide the 
basic chemical teaching for all students of the faculty. Nevertheless, an impressive 
research activity has been carried out during the past 6 years. The divisions’ research 
activities focused on minerals and trace elements, on dietary fibre and on lipids 
in dairy products and cereals. An important project for the Finnish community has 
been the completion and updating of the data for minerals and trace elements in 
the Finnish table of nutrients. The dietary fibre group dealt with different aspects 
of â-glucans, including research on the chemical structure, with the physico-
chemical properties and structure as affected by processing and particularly with 
the development of analytical tools for the determination of â-glucans. The research 
work in lipids led to new analytical methods for the determination of the chemical 
composition of triglycerides. The arrival of two new professors clearly strengthened 
the research activities and led to the inclusion of new research topics on structure/
function relationships of hemicelluloses as well as their potential future utilisation. 
The expertise on carbohydrates already present in the division (dietary fibre group) 
was considerably increased and extended to additional aspects of plant carbohydrate 
chemical and physical properties. This expertise would be of high value as well for 
initiating more interdepartmental work with e.g. research teams in the department 
of Food Technology.
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The division is equipped with an excellent analytical infrastructure (partly shared 
with the division of food chemistry) which allows to carry out advanced chemical 
and physico-chemical analytical research. The scientific output of the division is 
documented by the publication of scientific articles in highly ranked peer-reviewed 
scientific journals. Taking into account the main purpose of the division – teaching 
– and the small size of the division, the number of publications is impressive.

General assessment

The quality of research in the Department of Applied Chemistry and Microbiology 
is overall very good to excellent. It produces many publications with a very good 
impact factors. The quality of the research is reflected by the presence of the centre 
of excellence and of an academy professor both funded by the Academy of Finland. 

The high quality and applicability of the research is also reflected in the acquisition 
of many funds from research councils, the EU and industry support. 

Finally, the quality of the research has been recognized through several prizes 
awarded to the PhD students for their dissertations and to the senior scientists for 
their work. 

2 Interaction between research and society
The department’s research is highly relevant for the Finnish society and for Northern 
Europe in general. Most of the subjects studied are of high relevance for the general 
public: nutrition and health, environmental quality, paper industry, and microbes. 
It is therefore important that the findings are communicated to the society in a 
sound and open way. This happens by active participation by the research staff in 
discussions in the media (TV, radio, press), writing popularised articles for periodicals 
and newspapers and by organising information events for consumers, school children, 
food producers and health authorities.

The department is developing scientific concepts and tools to address environmental 
and nutrition issues and the results are applied. The relations with the industries, 
ministries, agencies are well developed. For example, the contribution to the Finnish 
food tables can be regarded as a major achievement in the context of interaction 
between research and society. Many patents were filed during the evaluation 
period. The expertise of researchers in national and international bodies, as well as 
in scientific panels in the industry is highly appreciated.

The panel also acknowledges the involvement of department members in international 
projects dealing with the training and education of students and the development of 
sustainable agriculture in developing countries.
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges 

3.1 Strengths 

The Department of Applied Chemistry and Microbiology presents a number of 
strengths. Each division and the department as a whole are headed by strong 
personalities and host high profile senior scientists. This results in a very positive and 
stimulating atmosphere. The department attracts a lot of undergraduates and MSc 
and PhD students. Nutrition has about ten times more qualified applicants than places 
available in the MSc education. Considerable amounts of external funding from the 
Academy of Finland, the industry, and the EU are received. The department has a 
high level of visibility due to its high publication record, participation in graduate 
schools and projects, and the prices obtained by its PhDs and senior scientists. The 
department possesses state-of-the-art equipment in chemistry which is open to use 
to all divisions and which is installed in well organized laboratories. The basic research 
conducted in the department complements the profiles of other centres in Finland 
in basic and applied research (for instance clinical nutrition in Kuopio, public health 
nutrition at the National Public Health institute, and research institutes such as MTT, 
VTT). All divisions are open for collaboration with other research groups and have a 
broad network of collaborating scientists both in Finland and abroad. 

3.2 Weaknesses

The lack of technical staff is the most visible drawback of this department. Highly 
qualified scientific personnel as university lecturers have to take care of the equipment 
of the divisions. This may be correct for highly sophisticated laboratory equipments 
such as LC-MS, but it seems to be a waste of resources when it comes to maintenance 
of general laboratory equipment. 

Short-term funding and the lack of flexibility in fund-management is also consuming 
too much of the time of the research staff and contributes to insecurity in funding of 
both PhD students and postdoc positions. 

The potential of collaboration with other departments of the faculty or within the 
university seems to be under-utilised. For example lactic acid bacteria/probiotics 
are studied independently by at least 4 different groups located within different 
departments. Similarly the group working on rhizobia does not seem to collaborate 
with the group of crop physiology in the Department of Applied Biology.

The location – physical as well as faculty/department structure is not optimal for the 
present and desired nutrition research profiles. For instance the further development 
of a basic science profile, e.g. by using further advanced transgenic mice models, 
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would need facilities and everyday collaboration not easily available at the department 
or campus. With the limited number of research active staff, it would be difficult in 
the long run to maintain competitiveness in all the four main areas of research in 
nutrition. The lack of “in between” positions for PhDs to qualify for a docentship 
and lecturer/professor positions is a weak point regarding long term development of 
competence and research. And finally the rent for space appears very high.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

The opportunities offered by the broad basic science and methodology competences 
at the department could be utilised more extensively. This would further increase the 
competitiveness of the department, not the least in area of food-related nutrition. 
More contacts and collaboration with the Department of Food Technology (e.g. 
nutritional aspects of cereals and microbial aspects of packaging) would further 
enhance this potential.

The division of environmental soil science is facing a challenging situation as it 
will have (hopefully) the possibility to fill, in the next future, a professor and a 
university lecturer positions. The division and the department are expected to use 
this opportunity to take strategic decisions on how environmental soil science could 
be integrated to optimize synergies within the department. We recommend that the 
division of soil ecology of the Department of Ecological and Environmental Sciences 
will be included in this discussion.

A challenge for the department will be to develop a research strategy to realize its 
full potential when hiring new senior scientists (at the professor or university lecturer 
level). Another challenge will be to further attract external funds from Finland and 
EU through an increased visibility of the strengths of the whole department. Further 
challenges will be to attract collaborators from abroad; extend participation in 
graduate schools to favour interaction between groups, and to help students to find 
funding and to finish early. Another important challenge is to increase the number 
of senior co-workers.

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Interdisciplinary research with other departments of the faculty could be improved 
to the benefits of all. 
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4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

We recommend that the department develop a research strategy. Permanent senior 
scientists could be hired based on this strategy which could also help the department 
to see how to best integrate nutrition.

The panel recommends enhancing the number of senior co-workers in the 
department. Attractive tools should be developed at the faculty level to encourage 
collaboration between groups belonging to different departments and faculties. 
Finally the university should develop flexible administrative tools that support the 
work of the scientists. 

4.3 Research active staff

The number of senior co-workers should be increased in the department. 

The positions of the retired professor and of university lecturer in soil science must 
be filled. These persons should make new synergies within the department: e.g. by 
working on organic pollutants in soil, or by working on the effect of global change 
on soil dynamics. 

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The comments on doctoral students in the General Introduction apply not the least 
to the Department of Applied Chemistry and Microbiology.

4.5 Other issues

None.
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Evaluation Report
Name of the unit of assessment: Department of Food 
Technology

Panel: Agricultural Sciences and Food Sciences

Felix Escher, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Food Science 
and Nutrition, Food Technology, Switzerland, Chair
Renato Amado, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institute of Food 
Science and Nutrition, Food Chemistry, Switzerland
Eva-Mari Aro, University of Turku, Laboratory of Plant Physiology and Molecular 
Biology, Finland
Nils-Georg Asp, Lund University, Kemicentrum Avd för näringslära, Sweden
Emmanuel Frossard, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Institut für 
Pflanzenwissenschaften, Switzerland
Ernst Kalm, Christian-Albrechts-University of Kiel, Institute of Animal Breeding and 
Husbandry, Germany
Bruno Nilsson, The Royal Swedish Academy of Agriculture and Forestry, Sweden
Hildgung Schrempf, University of Osnabrück, Angewandte Genetik und 
Mikrobiologie, Germany
Leif Sundheim, Norwegian Crop Research Institute, Norway

1 Scientifi c quality of the research

Rating (1–7): 6

Supporting Comments:

The Department of Food Technology (DFT) comprises three commodity oriented 
groups, i.e. cereal, dairy and meat technology, and a group of general food technology, 
whereby the latter also comprises a fifth competence, namely food sensory science. 
As a whole, the DFT makes the impression of a homogenous administrative unit 
which was well reflected in the interview and the visits to the experimental facilities. 
The development of the DFT as a departmental unit has obviously been supported 
by the fact that finally all groups are unified in one building after the department 
had to move twice in the last five year period and had been located in four different 
buildings. 

In spite of the fact that the department is technology and commodity driven and 
therefore system oriented by its mission, its five full professors and their staff are 
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well aware that the merit of such a department in a university of international 
standing must be demonstrated by strong research in the underlying disciplines and 
methodologies. While increasing collaboration within the DFT has helped to achieve a 
favourable publication record as measured in the area of food science and technology, 
there emerges the question whether some research projects could not have been 
deepened by better exploiting the scientific expertise of other groups in the Faculty, 
in particular of the Department of Applied Chemistry and Microbiology, and outside 
the Faculty, e.g. of the Department of Biotechnology. Likewise, technology oriented 
research at university level also requires strong ties to specialists with an engineering 
background, e.g. in process engineering, fluid dynamics and material processing.

In view of the fact that food sensory science has its own strong research programme 
with a full professorship, it is justified to list it as a separate group from general 
food technology so that the DFT actually consists of five rather than four groups of 
competence.

General Food Technology

The scientific expertise of the group of general food technology emerges from a 
very strong experience in the characterisation of physical state of biomaterial 
which had been built in the preceding evaluation period. In the present evaluation 
period, research did profit from this excellent base which is reflected in a very good 
publication record at least until 2003. In fact, the food technology research group 
has been known internationally primarily by this activity in physical properties of 
food systems. The group now intends to apply this base of expertise mostly on the 
development of biomaterial films and on encapsulation principles. The group has 
also started to move into packaging technology, again from the point of view of use 
of biomaterial for packaging. For this purpose, a twin-screw extruder is about to 
be acquired. On the other hand, the research activities on microwave heating have 
almost come to halt, and only few publications were finished in the evaluation period. 
A fourth activity has been dealing with flavour retention and release. This project 
which is complemented by a project on flavour modification, has been carried out 
in close collaboration with the sensory science group. Methodology-wise the group 
has not expanded but stayed in the methods used so far, among them in particular 
differential scanning calorimetry. 

Sensory Science

This group has continued to carry out excellent and innovative research in food 
sensory science, well organised by a very active group leader. Besides having been 
instrumental in a project on flavour retention and release in food matrices together 
with the food technology research group, the sensory group has moved into exploring 
food perception by specific population segments, a topic which is of great importance 
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in view of the many issues of consumer behaviour and nutritional well-being of 
modern society. The group also was successful in advancing in methodology of 
consumer oriented sensory investigations. Accordingly, the scientific achievements 
of the sensory group are well visible in a very good publication record. The division is 
active indeed, well known and recognised in the international community of sensory 
science. This is even more important as not many academic institutions in Europe have 
a full professorship integrated into a food science and technology programme. 

Cereal Technology

In the assessment period, this group has concentrated on the use of oat and on 
processing oat into innovative cereal products. It has been able to build on a long-
standing experience by the respective full professor. Several new products as well 
as methods to characterise specific properties of oat and other cereal product were 
developed on a sound scientific base. Accordingly the publication record has improved 
over the last five years. Being a truly commodity oriented research unit, most of the 
methods applied in the experimental bakery and in the product evaluation are limited 
and specialised according to the experience and standards of the cereal processing 
and bakery industry. For the time being, collaboration with the food industry and 
with divisions within the Department of Applied Chemistry and Microbiology, e.g. 
General Chemistry, which is also active in dietary fibre research, is favourable and 
justifies to maintain this commodity oriented activity. 

Dairy Technology

The present full professorship of dairy technology was filled only three ago with 
the expectation that the research profile in dairy technology is being changed and 
oriented toward novel analytical methods for milk and dairy products, and towards 
biotechnology of lactic acid bacteria and their use in the development of functional 
food. Due to short period, the reorientation is not yet visible to the extent that one 
could judge it to be successful scientifically. There is no question that the group should 
be able to profit of excellent pilot plant facility for all kinds of dairy processing on a 
scale to several hundred litres of fresh milk. This pilot plant has been installed to a 
large extent with support by industry which also provides the full salary for a full-time 
dairy technologist to operate the pilot plant. On the other hand, it has not become 
clear how the necessary competence in microbiology and chemistry is established on 
more long term scale. At present, some special analyses are apparently carried out in 
Sweden rather than intra muros on the Viiki campus. 
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Meat Technology

Compared to the last assessment period, the meat technology group has definitely 
improved its scientific standing. Publication records clearly show this development, 
of course with the limitation that publications appeared almost exclusively in one 
journal, i.e. Meat Science. The orientation of the research activities into four major 
directions appears logic. As in dairy technology, the meat technology group can 
profit of very good pilot plant facilities. The operations in meat processing in this 
pilot plant are even carried out on a certified level and therefore stay under official 
state inspection. This way of operation, which is not necessary the rule in an academic 
institution, again reflects the close collaboration of the meat technology group with 
industry. The group intends to continue and deepen its research into structural and 
physical aspects of muscle and connective tissue in relation to important properties 
such as water holding capacity. It is not clear whether this research will develop to a 
larger extent with specialists in chemistry, physical chemistry and structure analysis. 

2 Interaction between research and society
The DFT has been very active in setting up the consortium Viikki Food Science. It is 
interesting to note that this institution has not been mentioned prominently in the 
interviews although it provides an excellent opportunity to group all food science 
and nutrition activities and to increase visibility inside the Faculty of Agriculture and 
Forestry, inside the University of Helsinki as well as to the industry and to the general 
public. The idea and the goal of Viikki Food Science is presented professionally in 
the internet.

On the level of interaction with industry, the DFT has always been active, in 
particular in the area of commodity oriented activity and sensory science. This well 
developed interaction is reflected in the high financial contributions by industry to 
the infrastructure (e.g. dairy pilot plant) and to research projects.

As for the interaction with the public, many results of the commodity oriented 
research have become well known in public, such as the gluten-free oat based bakery 
products. Contacts between the news media and the staff of the DFT seem to be well 
established. In the area of sensory science, information on the consumer-oriented 
research projects flows regularly to the public. 

Most senior staff members of the DFT are active in government agencies and working 
groups which deal with issues such as food quality, food safety and nutritional 
concerns.

The DFT is absolutely willing to even increase its interaction to society, provided that 
there is enough capacity to do so in a professional way. The department recognises 
that there is a staff member for public relationship on the faculty level, but it certainly 
would like to see supplementary support for such activities. 
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3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges

3.1 Strengths 

• The DFT has gained strength by moving to one building and by receiving a new 
infrastructure through extra funding by the university.

• There exist good connections to the food industry. Food industry is willing 
to support research projects and specific infrastructure (i.e. pilot plant) to a 
considerable extent.

• The DFT can rely not only on sound expertise in several core areas of food 
technology, but also on an innovative sensory science programme which is 
highly relevant for both the food sector and the public health issue.

3.2 Weaknesses 

• The long-range operation of infrastructure, in particular in the various pilot 
plants may be endangered if industry decides to withdraw its support on a 
short notice.

• Each of the commodity groups is dependant on one professor/senior scientist 
only. If these persons retire it will be difficult to maintain continued expertise 
in these specialised fields.

• There is little scientific interaction between the DFT and the Department of 
Applied Chemistry and Microbiology.

• The physical and engineering base which is necessary for modern research in 
food technology is not visible in all cases.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges 

• Increased collaboration with the Department of Applied Chemistry and 
Microbiology would make the Viikki campus strong or even unique in 
projects which require disciplinary expertise as well as expertise in commodity 
processing.

• Likewise increased collaboration with experts in techniques of modern colloid 
science and structure analysis would strengthen the research and again bring 
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an excellent interaction between disciplinary oriented expertise and long-
standing experience in the technology of key commodities in Finland.

• The activities in the three commodity areas could not only serve to build up 
expertise for respective products. They could be also viewed as "case studies" 
from which one could build up general scientific expertise for other food 
products. This would mean that one would try to identify the common issues 
of the commodities rather than emphasising their peculiarities. This would 
again lead to joint research projects on a very sound scientific base.

• Although the sensory science group does collaborate with the group of general 
food technology, it would nevertheless seem advisable to give the sensory 
group even a higher profile on its own in the future. This would enable the 
sensory group to further increase its interactions with groups outside the 
DFT. 

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

• Find a proper balance between commodity oriented research, which is more 
applied, and basic discipline oriented research.

• Maintain and develop the strong tradition in research on physical properties 
of food. Rather continue to invest in this area than expanding too much into 
other areas such as system analysis of food processing and production which 
is a probably a topic more appropriate to the respective faculty in the Helsinki 
Technical University.

• Maintain and further develop the strong research in food sensory science.

4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

• Intensify collaboration with the Department of Applied Chemistry and 
Microbiology by using its expertise and excellent facilities.

• Ensure the long-range existence of high quality pilot plant facilities.
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4.3 Research active staff

• Maintain a minimum number of highly trained technical staff members to 
support the scientific work.

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

• Attract sufficient candidates on the doctoral and post-doctoral level by 
emphasising the basic research orientation besides the application to 
commodities.

4.5 Other issues

• If the DFT wants to develop as a unit beyond the mere administrative level, 
resources should be made available for a coordinating staff member in order 
to relieve the head of the department of some of the administrative and 
coordinating tasks.

• The decision to reduce the number of majors in the first level education from 
four to one favours the development of a common view and the cooperation 
in research.

• The view by the DFT that active interaction with research should already start 
at the Bachelor level of education is very much supported by the evaluation 
panel.
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Evaluation Report

Name of the unit of assessment: Institute for Rural Research 
and Training, Mikkeli Unit and Seinäjoki Unit.

Sub-Panel: Agricultural Sciences and Food Sciences

Felix Escher, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Institute of Food Science and 
Nutrition, Food Technology, Switzerland
Eva-Mari Aro, University of Turku, Laboratory of Plant Physiology and Molecular 
Biology Finland
Alison Burrell, Wageningen University, Agricultural Economics and Rural Policy 
Group, The Netherlands

1 Mission, structure and performance 

Mission and structure

The Institute of Rural Research and Training was founded in 1988, and until the 
beginning of 2004, it consisted of two units, Seinäjoki and Mikkeli. At the beginning 
of 2004, these two units were combined into one unit. Furthermore, in 2002 the 
Mikkeli Unit absorbed the Institute of Cooperative Studies. The evaluation period 
has therefore been a period of significant structural change for both the Mikkeli and 
Seinäjoki units.

In 1999 a Research Director and two senior researchers were working in the Mikkeli 
unit, while since 2001 there have been three or more Research Directors in place each 
year. Considerable part of research active staff is engaged in projects funded from 
‘soft’ money and there is considerable turnover among this group of researchers. 
Since 2001, the ratio of doctoral students to senior staff has been 1:1.

During the evaluation period 1999-2004, the position of Research Director of the 
Seinäjoki unit changed twice, i.e. in the first half of 2001, and again in mid 2004. 
In each of the five years, the senior research staff of the institute with the ability 
to guide PhD students consisted only of the Research Director and one other senior 
researcher. The number of PhD students, who comprise the second group of research 
active staff, varied between one and five. 

In addition to these research active staff, both units have a relatively large number 
of staff involved in ‘research based development activities’. The work of these staff 
members does not seem to be reflected in the submission from the Institute, and will 
not be taken into account in this evaluation.
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The mission of the Institute is “to improve the welfare of rural people and develop 
the sources of livelihood of the rural areas through research, university teaching, 
research-based development projects, further education and training” and so on. 
The orientation of the Institute is clearly multidisciplinary. 

The key areas of research and development expertise of the Mikkeli unit are organic 
and ecological production and food systems, multidisciplinary rural research, and 
research on forms of cooperation in rural economic and cultural life. The areas 
of competence in Seinäjoki unit cover geography, regional sciences, economics, 
marketing, sociology, education, forestry and agriculture. The key areas of research 
and development expertise in Seinäjoki are rural entrepreneurship, rural policy and 
rural culture. The Institute has operational links with several large-scale projects 
and research networks. It works in close collaboration with various departments 
of Helsinki University, other universities in Finland, research organisations, local 
government and so on. 

Performance

Research publications during the evaluation period consist of departmental 
monographs, contributions to scientific compilations or conference proceedings, and 
popularised articles. There were 46 publications (25 from Mikkeli unit and 21 from 
Seinäjoki unit) in peer reviewed journals, many of which were published in Finnish. Of 
the articles in English, some do not have any apparent links with the research areas of 
the Institute. The Institute has been active in contributing to scholarly compilations 
and conference proceedings.

Given the raison d’être of the Institute, it would seem appropriate to assess these 
peer-reviewed publications according to whether or not this research had a valuable 
spin-off in terms of improving the well being and sources of livelihood of rural 
people, and whether it could be translated into development programmes and 
practical development initiatives within the Institute. It is not possible to judge this 
from the material submitted to the sub-panel. The plan to develop results indicators 
was mentioned to the sub-panel during the interview session. Such an instrument 
could indeed help to assess the spin-off effects of research.

Five doctoral theses were completed during the period. The topics chosen for these 
theses are judged to be relevant to the general thematic area of the Unit, and the 
research questions themselves are interesting. The methods adopted in these theses 
seem to combine conceptual analysis with descriptive and case study material. These 
theses have been published as monographs in Finnish. 
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2 Interaction between research and society
The mission of the Institute explicitly involves a social focus and is and is highly 
relevant to the third task of the University of Helsinki. It is clear that the Institute 
makes a significant social contribution through its developmental and training work, 
which became evident in discussions with the staff of the Institute. 

Looking at the evidence of more scholarly social interaction, the 144 popularised 
works and articles published during the six years of the evaluation period indicate 
that significant efforts have been made to communicate the work of the Institute to 
a wider public using this type of communication. Other forms of ‘social’ contribution 
mentioned include serving on editorial and advisory boards of scientific journals. 
These tasks have been performed by a number of individuals from within the 
Institute. 

The Institute also has strong and active links with national rural policy programmes 
and regional governments and development programs, and can supply experts in 
rural development issues at a national and international level. 

The total portfolio of the activities of the Institute is impressive in terms of its multi-
faceted and multi-level nature. Clearly, the Institute takes its responsibilities in this 
respect very seriously, and it is active and committed to its task. The social interaction 
profile of the Institute seems to be strong and confident.

3 Overall evaluation: strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and challenges 

3.1 Strengths

The declared strengths of the Institute include its expertise in rural networks, grass-
roots linkages, multi-disciplinary competence, international experience within 
EU funded projects, links with UHE and other Finnish universities, and an active, 
highly motivated and well-educated staff. Also, the management at both sites of 
the Institute seems to be straight-forward and effective. The professionality of the 
staff and their commitment to the Institute was very apparent during the interview 
session with the sub-panel. 

3.2 Weaknesses

The main weaknesses during the evaluation period appear to have been a lack of 
critical mass in personnel, and a failure to sufficiently exploit the potential links with 
the departments of UHE and with international project collaborators in producing 
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higher-level scientific output. There is little evidence of co-authorship with other 
university groups working on rural entrepreneurship, entrepreneurship and marketing 
of forest products, organic farming and ecological issues, although these topics are 
central in the thematic coverage of the Institute.

3.3 Opportunities and challenges

With the focus of the EU Common Agricultural Policy switching from market support 
to agro-environmental policies (including organic agriculture) and rural development, 
and the strong policy focus on stimulating rural economies, the social relevance of 
work of the Institute will remain strong or will increase. Likewise, research funding 
is expected to stay high in spite of the fact that in more general terms EU funding 
may be increasingly difficult to obtain. It is important for the Institute to seize these 
opportunities in a purposeful way. 

A further challenge is to develop the multidisciplinary approach to the specific 
research agenda of the Institute so that work done at the more ‘scientific’ end of the 
spectrum exploits more of the methodological strengths of each of the disciplines 
involved, and avoids the danger common to much multidisciplinary research, namely 
that relatively under-powered ‘common-denominator’ methodological frameworks 
are used. 

4 Panel’s recommendations for the future

4.1 Research - both single disciplinary and interdisciplinary research

Research could be strengthened by drawing more on the ‘hard’ methodology 
offered by some of the disciplines covered, especially economics, marketing and 
geography/demography. Opportunities for more quantitative empirical work could 
be explored.

Specific research links with the departments of UHE and other universities with focus 
on forestry businesses are not in evidence in the publications. The establishment of 
such links is strongly encouraged.

The lack of any work on the evaluation of the Institute’s own work in the area of 
promoting and shaping rural development is a notable omission from the research 
agenda. The social contribution by the Institute could be strengthened by developing a 
methodology or methodologies for monitoring and evaluating its own developmental 
and training work. This is also a valid subject for scientific study, and could provide 
important information for other EU countries where initiatives for developing rural 
welfare and entrepreneurship are less advanced.
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4.2 Development of research environment and infrastructure 

Since the Mikkeli and Seinäjoki units are now combined, all opportunities should 
be seized for exploiting the acquired critical mass, exchanging and complementing 
research capacities and raising the profile of the merged Institute. When a new joint 
research strategy for the merged Institute has been developed and common values 
of research agreed upon, proactive solutions should be sought so as to maximise on 
the potential of the merged Institute from the outset.

4.3 Research active staff

Three new research professors, one in the Seinäjoki unit and two in the Mikkeli unit, 
now have the task of effectively integrating research and intensive collaboration 
with departments of UHE and other Finnish universities into the research activities 
of the Institute. 

4.4 The role of doctoral/post-doctoral training in research

The doctoral programme for the merged Institute should be expanded and could 
be strengthened. No mention is made of academic training of PhD students 
outside the relevant units (e.g. coursework offered by other departments). This 
is to be encouraged, since it is expected that the disciplinary depth required for 
guiding particular aspects of doctoral theses will not necessarily be present in such 
a multidisciplinary setting. More effort should be made to obtain high-level peer-
reviewed papers for international outlets from doctoral and post-doctoral work. 

4.5 Other issues

From the above, we would like to highlight the general dilemma facing 
multidisciplinary studies, namely that scientific depth, which tends to be based within 
specific disciplines, is lost or not pursued in exchange for multidisciplinary breadth. 
This does not have to be the case, but it is much more difficult to achieve depth in the 
multidisciplinary context. This challenge should not be lost from view in the future 
work of the new Institute. 

There is little doubt that the highly qualified staff members of the Institute with its 
clearly stated mission, strategy and values will meet this challenge with success.
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